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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), officially known as "Transforming our world: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development", is a set of 17 "Global Goals" with 169 targets among them.
Spearheaded by the United Nations through a deliberative process involving its 193 Member States, as well
as global civil society, the goals are contained in paragraph 54 United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1 of 25
September 2015. The Resolution is a broader intergovernmental agreement that acts as the Post 2015
Development Agenda (successor to the Millennium Development Goals).
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – part of a wider 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development – build on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
The SDGs build on the Principles agreed upon under Resolution A/RES/66/288, popularly known as "The
Future We Want". It is a non-binding document released as a result of Rio+20 Conference held in 2012 in
Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil.
The SDGs were in large measure informed by the perspective reflected in the often quoted assertion by
Ban Ki-moon, the United Nations Secretary-General from 2007 to 2016, that "we don’t have plan B because
there is no planet B".
On 19 July 2014, the UN General Assembly's Open Working Group (OWG) on Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) forwarded a proposal for the SDGs to the Assembly. The proposal contained 17 goals with
169 targets covering a broad range of sustainable development issues. These included ending poverty and
hunger, improving health and education, making cities more sustainable, combating climate change, and
protecting oceans and forests. On 5 December 2014, the UN General Assembly accepted the SecretaryGeneral's Synthesis Report which stated that the agenda for the post-2015 SDG process would be based on
the OWG proposals.
The Intergovernmental Negotiations on the Post 2015 Development Agenda (IGN) began in January 2015
and ended in August 2015. Following the negotiations, a final document was adopted at the UN Sustainable
Development Summit September 25–27, 2015 in New York, USA.
The title of the agenda is "Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development"
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“Azerbaijan's goal is sustainable development”
Ilham Heydar oglu Aliyev
President of Azerbaijan Republic
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Azerbaijan, along with 193 United Nations Member States, endorsed the 2030 Agenda at the UN Summit
in September 2015, committing itself to taking the bold and transformative steps, which are urgently needed
to shift the world onto a sustainable and resilient path, and, while embarking on this collective journey,
pledging that no one will be left behind.
The National Coordination Council for Sustainable Development with its Secretariat in the Ministry of
Economy was established according to the Decree of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
President Ilham Aliyev signed a relevant decree on October 6, 2016.
Main objective of the newly-created institute is to work out national priorities in accordance with global
targets, which possess importance for Azerbaijan, ensure the compliance of state programs and strategies
covering the socio-economic spheres with the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Deputy Prime Minister of Azerbaijan, Ali Ahmadov has been appointed as the Chairman, while Economy
Minister Shahin Mustafayev as the deputy chairman of the newly created institute.
United Nations recommended the countries of the world to prepare Sustainable Development Programs by
2030. SDG's adopted by world leaders officially came into force on January 1, 2016. Azerbaijan has also
moved on to a new development framework, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, to implement
the 17 global goals, embracing the three dimensions of sustainability, including economic, social and
environmental.
The goals that universally apply to all countries will mobilize efforts to end all forms of poverty, fight
inequalities and tackle climate change, promote social welfare, ensuring that no one is left behind.
Each goal has specific targets to be achieved over the next 15 years. Global goals are based on the
Millennium Development Goals, anti-poverty targets that the world was committed to achieve by 2015.
Azerbaijan has already met many of the MDGs, including halving extreme poverty and hunger (reached in
2008), achieving universal primary education (attained in 2008), eliminating gender disparities in primary
and secondary education and reducing the spread of certain deceases.
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The National Coordination Council for Sustainable Development (NCCSD) has full authority to perform
its core functions formulated as follow:









Ensure broad based and inclusive stakeholder participation;
Translate global sustainable development goals, targets and indicators to the national context;
Identify of national priorities and sustainable development gaps;
Articulate inclusive and rights-based national strategies and policies;
Coordinate and promote collaboration among various government agencies and ministries;
Secure coherence among development partners to align with national priorities;
Design national reporting and review framework, and links to regional and global reviews;
Identify needs and opportunities for capacity development.

The Government of Azerbaijan considers the national SDG process as an opportunity to empower a
broader range of national stakeholders, promote participative national dialogue and to streamline wider
cooperation on the path to sustainable development. Driven by the principle of “leaving no one behind”,
which is a core commitment of the SDGs, and determined to engage all stakeholders in achieving the SDGs,
the National Coordination Council for Sustainable Development of Azerbaijan Republic partnered with the
UN Office in Azerbaijan conducted a panel discussions on SDG implementation which brought together
representatives of the different groups of society (academia, civil society, women, youth, parliament). The
government, while acting as coordinator for the attainment of nationalized SDGs, will be facilitating and
supporting SDG-focused initiatives of civil society institutions, academia, business and professional
associations, other stakeholders and partners.
Success in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda would also require learning on the best international
practices, particularly under the South-South Cooperation modality. Azerbaijan would remain committed for
sharing its knowledge and experience in formulating and implementing of nationalized SDGs.
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as the Global Goals, are a universal call to action to
end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. These 17 Goals build on the
successes of the Millennium Development Goals, while including new areas such as climate change, economic
inequality, innovation, sustainable consumption, peace and justice, among other priorities. The goals are
interconnected – often the key to success on one will involve tackling issues more commonly associated with
another. The SDGs work in the spirit of partnership and pragmatism to make the right choices now to improve life,
in a sustainable way, for future generations. They provide clear guidelines and targets for all countries to adopt in
accordance with their own priorities and the environmental challenges of the world at large. The SDGs are an
inclusive agenda. They tackle the root causes of poverty and unite us together to make a positive change for both
people and planet.
Societies need a global transformation and a clear commitment towards sustainable development, the reduction of
social inequalities and the improvement of living conditions at local and global level. Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) are a response to this need: a universal, ambitious, sustainable development agenda involving
education, health, environment, industry, justice, governance, cities among others. Challenges such as health and
demographic change, food security, quality education for all, secure and clean water, green and efficient energy
sources, climate change, and inclusive and secure communities need the engagement of the universities responding
at global and local levels. On one hand, contributing to the global challenges of the world (summarized by the
SDGs) and on the other hand, helping the economic, social and cultural development of its nation, region or society.
The International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development Goals-2017 is a leading international meeting
aiming to create a permanent and multidisciplinary knowledge network on implementation of SDGs, where all
stakeholders will learn from each other: universities, governments, cities and public and social agencies.
Held in Baku, Azerbaijan from 24th to 25th November 2017, gathered multidisciplinary experts and highlevel practitioners from around the world to exchange knowledge, ideas, experiences and expectations around the
challenges involved with the SDGs. Through a combination of keynote presentations by renowned experts, round
tables and parallel sessions, the conference wants to open a debate.
The International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development 2017, is one of the activities organized by
“Azersu” OJSC in the framework of UN Sustainable Development Goals. It aims to provide intellectual guidance and
scientific evidences to the challenges of SDGs, with a humanist and critical thinking, promoting research and education
to build a fair global community and more sustainable cities.
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Creating a more Sustainable Future for All….
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Gorkhmaz Huseynov
Chairman, “Azersu” Open Joint Stock Company

Dear Conference Participants,
It is a crucial issue that our international conference on "Transforming our World: The role of Science to
foster the integration and the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)" is held in Baku
city within the framework of UN Sustainable development goals. This conference is of great importance
from the point of discussion of important issues that make everybody think about them and help with the
determining of prospective activity directions. I hope this conference will be held at a high level and end with
productive results.
Azerbaijan participates in Millennium Development goals program declared in September 2000 actively.
During the past years our country has made significant progress in reaching its goals including protection of
people’s health, environment protection, decreasing poverty, increasing the level and quality of education,
and maintenance of gender equality.
Azerbaijan has joined Sustainable development goals in 2015. Economic, social and environmental
aspects of sustainable development are based on Millennium Development Goals moving towards targeted
goals and objective points of view helping with determining the next development directions.
Steady and qualified water supply which is one of the main challenges of Millennium is considered as one
of the most important issues globally. Increase of threats regarding water shortage in global sphere
necessitates the international partnership in the water sector. The rapid increase in water reserve usage due to
population growth and development of economy is an undeniable fact and it is considered essential to take
urgent measures for using the drinkable water sparingly.
Supplying qualified and sustainable drinkable water, as well as providing sewage services complying with
environmental standards are parts of the social-economic development strategy which is successfully
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continued by Dear Mr. President Ilham Aliyev. Large scale projects are being conducted by “Azersu” Open
Joint Stock Company in this direction.
Currently, the quality of the water is fully controlled through water treatment devices under usage. The
available technological devices allow purifying the water at an international level of standards. In 2015,
Jeyranbatan Ultra-filtration water purification facility complex with 6.6 cubic meter capacity for one day was
put into use. The complex which is considered as one of the largest ultra-filtration facilities of the world was
selected as one of the most important water projects in Abu Dhabi Global Summit.
Generally, projects held in the water sector in Azerbaijan have been evaluated to be high by international
organizations. “Azersu” OJSC has been the active participant of many important international events within
the country and abroad. “Azersu” OJSC has been granted the memberships of the most prestigious
institutions such as World Water Council, International Water Association and has been actively represented
in these organizations. It is the logical results of all of these facts that International Water Association has
made a decision on holding 2021 World Water Congress in Baku. Hosting such a great event in Baku pleases
us. Our company has been awarded the Golden Award in the field of Leadership, Quality, Innovation and
Completeness.
The First Baku International Water Week held under the slogan of “Water is not only the source of life,
life itself” on March 14-18, 2017 in Baku city has been a crucial historical event. This event has been of great
importance for fostering a comprehensive discussion and seeking solutions for several current major
problems in global sphere including: clean and sustainable water resources, removing the threats of water
shortage, environmental and ecological conditions, as well as climate change and drought.
On the eve of water week being held for the 7 th time in the world international scientific-practical
conference dedicated to the 100th anniversary of “Shollar-Baku Water Plants Complex”, 61st meeting of
Board of Directors of World Water Council, 4th meeting of International Leading Committee of 8 th World
Water Forum have been held. At the end of the1st Baku International Water week Baku declaration has been
adopted. The declaration is a call for joint attempts for protection of environment, ecology, clean water and
sanitary fields in global sphere.
Scientific researches and studies play a crucial role in the implementation of tasks arising from
Sustainable Development Goals. I hope this international scientific conference on "Transforming our World:
The role of Science to foster the integration and the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs)" will end in productive results.
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Benedito Braga
President
World Water Council
Water as the key to Sustainable Development…
Water is more than a great ecological asset of humankind. It is the common thread connecting all aspects
of social development and well-being. The inclusion of an exclusive chapter on water in the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development has given a new impetus to the role of water beyond its traditional environmental
scope as an engine for economic and social development. This renewed mindset shows the way in which the
principles underpinning sustainable development have evolved over the past decades.
The international water community is today deeply involved in implementing this global development
agenda to place water security at the heart of action of the Sustainable Development Goals.The World Water
Council is supporting the recognition of the integrated principle of water security to create the conditions for
the long-term well-being of cities, economies, societies, environments, humanity and, indeed, the planet.
Today, water managers are asked to do risk management. Their responsibilities entail managing limited
water supplies to meet rapidly changing and uncertain demands, while balancing ever-changing ecological
priorities, compounded by economic and social values.This situation requires using water in a smarter way
and complementing its availability through various means.For this reason,research and innovation must keep
providing solutionsin a rapidly changing environment.
In this perspective, the International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development must build a
public-political consensus by engaging with policy makers, economists, financiers, farmers, industry, banks
and academics to implement the Sustainable Development Goals in an integrated fashion. I trust the capacity
of our member, AZERSU, to bring this fruitful debate across sectors and to keep sharing its knowledge and
experience to make water the key of the Sustainable Development Goals.
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Vladimir Smakhtin
Director
Institute for Water Environment and Health, United Nations University

It is my pleasure to welcome you all to the International Scientific Conference on Sustainable
Development in Azerbaijan. We live in very dynamic and interesting times. For the first time, the Word
united around challenging, but noble, comprehensive and feasible future to live to – Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). The goals cover all aspects of global development that can be achieved only
through targeted local action. I hope that during this Conference you will be able to discuss, amongst others,
the crucial role of water in the SDG process.
Water is a foundation of life and livelihoods, and is key to sustainable development. It has become a
pressing global societal and geopolitical issue, and in many regions, it is already of critical national concern.
Water can connect people and countries, but it also can and have led to conflict. The perception of water as a
human right and a common public and environmental good is often opposed by the view of water as a
commodity that needs to be priced to ensure efficient and sustainable use. Nations will need to align water
perspectives to allow for peaceful and effective integrated water resource management and sustainable use.
Efficient water management will serve as a basis for the achievement of many of the 17 SDGs, as well as
for the “water goal” itself - SDG 6 - which is to ‘Ensure availability and sustainable management of water
and sanitation for all’. There are dynamic links between SDG6 targets and almost every other SDG. It is vital
that the interlink ages are well understood and managed, and this Conference may shed light on such links. In
order for Agenda 2030 to materialize, the targets under each SDG must be implemented in an integrated
manner – ensuring that any potential conflict within and between Goals is managed and that the process
achieves both -sustainable management of natural resources, such as water, and social and economic
development.
‘Business as usual’ in water management and in our attitude to water overall may mean that the world will
miss water-related SDGs by a wide margin; up to 40% of the world’s population will be living in seriously
water-stressed areas by 2035; the ability of ecosystems to provide fresh water supplies will become
increasingly compromised, and economic damage from water-related natural disasters, such as floods and
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droughts, the frequency and magnitude of which increases with climate change as we speak, will offset
positive impacts targeted by international development aid.
We cannot let this happen. UN agencies, governments and civil societies have made clear that radical new
approaches to water are needed to address global water challenges Only by facing these challenges in an
intelligent and cohesive way will water continue to support life, development and biodiversity for our
children and our future.
I commend the Conference Organizers for their passion and drive in hosting this International Scientific
Conference on Sustainable Development in Azerbaijan. I hope that this Conference will be a landmark in the
Agenda 2030 process and that it will trigger more action on the road to SDGs.
I wish you every success in your deliberations, and achievement of the goals of the Conference.
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Oleg Utkin
Executive Director of Clarivate Analytics for Russia and CIS

Distinguished guests,
I am pleased to see all of you in our conference room full of representatives from government, civil
society, academia and scientists. We are encouraged by the large number of participants as it reflects a deep
sense of commitment to improve lives and make this world a better place for all.
Clarivate Analytics is on a bold mission to help the world's risk takers and trail blazers transform new
ideas into life-changing innovations. Developing world scientists should play a critical role at the design
stage of research priorities. These researchers can bring to the table a better understanding and deeper insight
into the problems and challenges in their own countries.
At Clarivate Analytics we are very proud and honored to always support scientific communities of our
partner countries to help them achieve their strategic goals towards the continuous and innovative progress of
the science.
In September 2015, all 193 member countries of the United Nations pledged to leave no one behind and to
put the planet on a trajectory of equality, sustainability and resilience, through the 2030 Agenda. This
Agenda and its implementation framework, the Sustainable Development Goals comprise 17 goals, 169
targets and 232 indicators – that are set to address economic, social and environmental gaps and challenges
of our times for people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnerships. They are a universal call for action to end
poverty, ensure well-being, quality education and health, gender equality, decent work, economic growth,
reduce inequalities, address climate and environmental issues, build sustainable cities and communities,
peace, justice and strong institutions and global partnerships for development.
We will also help countries draw in more private resources, strengthen financial markets, broaden fiscal
space, and access climate funds. This will help the region make progress on many of the goals.
We are aware we cannot do it alone. We will strengthen our collaborations with other development
partners, think tanks and the private sector to draw in resources and knowledge and be a more effective
regional and global partner.
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I would like to use this opportunity to express my appreciation to the Conference Organizing Committee
for their generosity in hosting this International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development – 2017
in Azerbaijan.
The 2030 agenda for sustainable development is critical for us, as it is for the entire world. We stand
together with the global community to do our part in contributing to its achievement.
Let me finally wish you a successful conference and fruitful discussion. I am confident that the analysis of
Sustainable Development Goals would provide good food for thought in designing its future.
I thank you for your kind attention.
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Mahmut Arslan
President
HIZMET-IS Trade Union, Turkey

I am pleased to send my greetings to you all and wish all gathered a successful conference.
As we know, the trade unions represent the voices and interests of hundreds of millions of workers from
across the globe.
Our goal is to ensure that all people have access to a decent life in a healthy environment, access to
quality public services such as water and sanitation,health, , and to quality education and skills training as a
means to achieving a decent job. Decent jobs build the capacity of people to not only spend money in their
commonwealth but also define the time and energy that people can put into building those communities.The
trade unions playa considerable role in the development of the Sustainable Development Goals.
We are ready and waiting to partner with the organizations in working together towards achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals by 2030 and creating a better future for everyone.
We are determined to organize and defend human rights and labour standards everywhere, and to promote
the growth of trade unions for the benefit of all working men and women and their families.
The Hizmet-Iş Trade Union and HAK-Ish Confederation are committed to promote gender balance in its
delegations, as well as encourage the involvement of young trade union leaders.
The Conference theme:Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the integration and the
Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through talks and study, promises to evoke
much interest and perhaps answers much needed in today's world
We wish you a most successful conference on Sustainable Development Goals.
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Khayala Mammadova
Head, International Conference Organizing Committee
Contact Person, Global Compact Azerbaijan Network

On behalf of the International Conference Organizing Committee, warm and fraternal greetings to all the
participants to the International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development Goals 2017,
“Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the integration and the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)”.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), otherwise known as the Global Goals, are a universal call to
action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.These 17 Goals
build on the successes of the Millennium Development Goals, while including new areas such as climate
change, economic inequality, innovation, sustainable consumption, peace and justice, among other priorities.
The goals are interconnected – often the key to success on one will involve tackling issues more commonly
associated with another.The SDGs work in the spirit of partnership and pragmatism to make the right choices
now to improve life, in a sustainable way, for future generations. They provide clear guidelines and targets
for all countries to adopt in accordance with their own priorities and the environmental challenges of the
world at large. The SDGs are an inclusive agenda. They tackle the root causes of poverty and unite us
together to make a positive change for both people and planet.
In Azerbaijan , the Global Compact Network Azerbaijan is introducing the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and the 10 Principles of the United Nations Global Compact.
The UN Global Compact, being the largest corporate sustainability initiative in the world, is a leadership
platform that seeks to promote and implement ethical and sustainable practices in business and strategy
domains.
The Global Compact Azerbaijan Network aimed to “mobilize businesses, civil society organizations,
local authorities and to work together towards the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).”
United Nation’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals include quality education, climate action, gender
equality, clean water and sanitation, good health and well-being, zero hunger, no poverty, affordable and
clean energy, decent work and economic growth, and many more.
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The International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development Goals intend to be a leading
international meeting for the analysis and debate between all national and International actors involved on
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), especially universities, governments, cities and public agencies.
Conference provides a forum for the sharing of ideas, presentation ofresearch findings, and discussion of
professional issues relevant to Sustainability Science.
The Conference theme is creating a unified foundation for the Sustainable Development: research,practice
and education. This theme headlines the strong foundation that is provided byusing research to inform our
everyday practices, policies, and research approaches.
The general aim of the conference is to promoteinternational collaboration in Sustainability Science and
related disciplines.
On behalf of the Scientific Program Committee, I have great pleasure in presenting this important event of
the Scientific Community.
The Conference topics are distributed in the range of the following streams within the
ISCSDG 2017 program:







Education for Sustainability,
Gender & Sustainability,
Economic Sustainability:
Environmental Sustainability:
Water Sustainability,
Socio-Cultural Sustainability

All papers were reviewed by members of the ISCSDG-2017 Steering Committee forrating of paper quality
and presentation content.
Selected papers are also published at the International Journal of Humanities and Social Development
Research.
Further details in accordance with the instructions of the ISCSDG-2017 are provided on the Callfor Papers
page at:http://www.ijhsdr.com/Conference_CallforPapaer.aspx
I would like to thank you for your scientific contribution to the International Scientific Conference on
Sustainable Development Goals - 2017, and look forward to having the opportunity toshowcase and
disseminate your research.
Special thanks also to the International Conference Organizing Committee, and all the people that worked
hard, tobring in light this considerable event.I’m sending you our warmest greetings and best wishes for an
inspiring and fruitful conference.
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Marina Vashukova,
Executive Director of the Association “National Network of the Global Compact”, Russia

The SDGs success depends largely on coherence of national, regional and international policies, on the
priorities established, on connectivity and inclusiveness of sustainable development, on combined efforts of
business, society and governments. Nobody can stay on the sidelines!
Our primary focus as a Local Network is to find concrete tools to engage the Global Compact participants
in Russia in the SDGs achievement process and to elaborate success criteria for the companies involved, as
well as to unite responsible business around the targets.
Together with our participants we have set up a pool of strategic projects of the Association for the years
to come, including, first of all, support of the SDGs, development and promotion of responsible finance and
investment principles, as well as of public non-financial reporting, business and human rights, and climate
agenda, improvement of education and awareness on corporate social responsibility and sustainable
development.
We are increasing our capabilities setting a high value on partnerships, joint activities and cooperation in
each direction where the Global Compact can be used by our stakeholders as an essential platform or
resource for their benefit.
Participation in the Global Compact helps business to shorten its way to international cooperation, internal
growth in lines with the call of the times and making profit from their reputation. It also provides companies
with opportunities to claim their points of view at the international level and to participate in global agenda,
while acting effectively at national level and improving their skills and expertise.
The Global Compact Local Networks are bridges between concrete organizations and the SDGs. Each
network should create its own atmosphere and space around it – clear, vivid and bright, reflecting its
activities, targets and ways to accomplish them. Local Networks are frameworks for SDGs achievement
which is in power of consolidated societies only.
We appreciate friendship and partnership relations with the Global Compact Local Networks and other
colleagues all over the world in the field of sustainable development. We wish the Global Compact Network
Azerbaijan success in the International Conference on Sustainable Development Goals and its other noble
efforts. Look forward to further cooperation and good fellowship.
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Aye Thiri Kyaw
Researcher and women rights activist, Myanmar

In 2014 - 2015, I served as a Gender Equity Analyst for “The Three Millennium Development Goal Fund”
and worked to improve the Maternal & Child Health, HIV/TB/Malaria and Health Systems Strengthening.
For many years, I have worked as a women rights activist, violence against women researcher, and Gender
advisor for CSOs, UN and INGOs. My role currently contributes the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
5- Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls in Myanmar.
Myanmar has recently produced a Sustainable Development Goal baseline indicator report to measure
Myanmar’s starting point. The report is a first attempt at compiling the baseline data that currently exists on
Myanmar for the SDGs. The current available data shows that 11.0% of ever-married women and girls (aged
15-49) were subjected to physical and/or sexual violence by any husband, in the last 12 months. This
however still needs to account the substantial unreported cases which associated with shame and stigma
around intimate partner violence. Myanmar currently do not have available data for whether or not legal
frameworks are in place to promote, enforce and monitor equality and non-discrimination on the basis of sex.
The country’s lack of anti-Violence Against Women Law is an obstacle for the women’s access to justice. In
addition, national data on sexual violence is not available. There is still a long way to go to achieve goal 5 but
Myanmar is committed to improve the gender equality and relevant indicators to achieve the goal.
Sustainable Development goals are the global agenda and contribute to the global challenges of the world.
I believe that the two-day International scientific conference will bring all the stakeholders together to
discuss challenges and find the solutions through the role of science in Azarbaijan.
Therefore, I wish you best of luck on all your future endeavors in achieving these goals at both national
level and global level.
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Margarita Ducci Budge

Representative, Chilean Global Compact Network
Since 2015, the local network has been carrying out an adaptation process of its work plan and its aligned
activities with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The local Chilean Network carries out a strategic
planning process with priorities based on the selected SDGs by the participating companies. The work
proposal for each objective is based on the observations of the companies and their needs and interests. In
order to give priority to the most requested topics and within the functionality of available information.
In order to carry out this work, the Chilean Local Network has established partnerships to count on a
group of Technical Organisations that support the design and development of the contents (primarily UN
Representative Agencies and/or the Government). The information is defined according to the goals
proposed by each SDG, giving priority to those that have more evident impact and relation to the business
activity.
In order to articulate the contribution of the private sector to the Agenda 2030, around the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, eight groups of leading companies working on different SDGs have been formed among
the adherent companies. The companies follow with the understanding that the goals are indivisible, however
prioritise some of them for practical purposes of which include Human Rights and Business, SDG 3, SDG 5,
SDG 8, SDG 9, SDG 12, SDG 13 and SDG 16. Each group has a leading company and at least one advisory
body. Additionally, an analysis is conducted of the goals of the particular interest objective as well as a
survey of company’s initiatives.
The purpose is to generate partnerships (individual or groups) and alliances for joint projects.
The Chilean local Network participates actively in different initiatives by the government which are in
relation to sustainability and the dissemination of the 17 SDGs and Human Rights. Chile highlighted
partnerships consist of – Council of Social Responsibility for Sustainable Development, National Council for
the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD), UNCAC (United Nations Convention against Corruption) Table, the OECD Reflection
Committee and the Directorate of Human Rights of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, among others.
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Jose A. Puppim de Oliveira
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV)
São Paulo School of Management (EAESP), São Paulo – SP, Brazil

In 2015, the United Nations announced a new development framework encompassing economic
development, environmental sustainability and social inclusion under the umbrella of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in a document known as ‘Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development’.
Asia-Pacific plays an important role in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda, as the region comprises
most of the world’s population and a growing weight in the world’s economy, as highlighted by the ESCAPUNEP-UNU-IGES report “Transformations for Sustainable Development: Promoting Environmental
Sustainability in Asia and the Pacific” (free in the link below):
http://www.unescap.org/publications/transformation-for-sdg
The International Scientific Conference on Sustainable Development 2017 aims to discuss the
implications of this new framework for bringing science and public policies to support the achievement of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in the region and beyond. It is important to examine changes,
reforms and innovations needed at all levels of governance, and analyze how these innovations can improve
the incorporation of the best science into public policies in the pursuit of sustainable development. The
discussions address best practices, success stories and experiences of both scholars and practitioners.
The conference is a platform for different state and other institutions to share experiences for building
networks and partnerships for sustainable devel¬opment. The results of the discussions can provide useful
information to the implementation of the the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
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Kaizar Hossain
Director
Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
PACE Institute of Technology and Sciences- Andhra Pradesh, India
I, Dr. Kaizar Hossain-India, Advisory Board Member of International Conference on Sustainable Development
2017, extends a hearty welcome to you all for the Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the
integration and the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)- on November 24-25, 2017.
Sustainable development, especially since the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment &
Development at Rio de Janeiro, has become an increasingly important theme in local, national and world politics,
and increasingly a central theme for the engineering professions around the world. The sustainable development
concept requires of all of us – as engineers and citizens – to consider much more widely than before the impact of
our own lives and of the infrastructure and products we produce, both geographically and temporally. This
International Conference draws on field research and recommends expanding the solution space open to
engineers. To facilitate this broader decision-making requirement, it provides a framework to assist engineers in
arriving at a suitable solution.
One again I welcome you all and are looking for an enriching, enlightening and a thoroughly enjoyable
experience for one and all!
With warm wishes and regards.
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Monica Ganan
Global Challenges Institutes
London South Bank University, England

We have only one Earth.

Its capacity to support a flourishing diversity of species, humans included, is large but limited. We are
using over 30% more resources than it can replenish each year. This same Earth is hosting acute poverty
alongside extreme wealth, while famine co-exists with the highest obesity rates in history and many women
and girls still deprived of equal opportunities.
The 17 goals and 169 targets that structure Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are fundamental to
bringing about this necessary change and ensuring the future of our planet and its inhabitants. These issues,
however, are too great to be combatted by one institution or organization alone. They require the pooling and
sharing of knowledge and experience across disciplines, institutions, and countries; and they need the support
of governments, the private sector, civil society and universities.
UNESCO has highlighted the role of universities in promoting SDGs and building the skilled workforce
of the future by raising global citizens and change makers. Furthermore, universities have a pivotal role in
achieving SDGs through helping to design SDG-based policies; conducting SDG-oriented research and
development; and incubating new sustainable development businesses.
The process is mutually beneficial, as engaging with SDGs has the potential to benefit universities by
helping them create and prove impact, build new multidisciplinary and international partnerships, access
novel funding sources, and ultimately, contribute to a more sustainable future.
The challenges are vast and the road is long but we, together, are starting to make a difference that will
transform our future for the better.
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Anukrati Sharma
Research Awardee (UGC), University of Kota, India
Tourism plays a vital responsibility in safeguarding heritage, culture, wildlife and much more of a
destination. It is much needed in present ear to create an attitude of responsible tourism to attain a sustainable
society. For achieving the goals of responsible tourism which actually leads towards sustainable tourism it is
important to produce and utilize/consume tourism products sensibly and responsibly. Government, Private
players and service providers in tourism industry should endorse responsible utilization of tourism products
especially natural products, water and food by local community, tourists and employees. Dealing with
responsibility will not be only helpful to make a distinct identity of a particular destination it will also help in
economic and social benefits.
It is also important to develop accessible tourism by creating accessible infrastructure. This can help in
developing a feeling of equal opportunity to all in tourism sector. Science and Information Technology can
work as backbone to develop accessible tourism. The problem between supply and demand is truly faced by
persons with disability in tourism sector.For developing responsible and sustainable tourism it is required to
train employees, create awareness among visitors and tourists of the importance of their responsible
behaviour on a destination.
I would like to give an example here of my country India which is known not only for its incredible
tourism but also for its agriculture. It is sad to see situations are going drastic of farmers day by day. They are
committing suicides because of debts and other reasons. Adaptation of Agri- tourism with some innovations
can control the situation to some extent. By generate a flow of tourists towards farms farmers can create more
economical benefits. For stopping water waste and over usages focus upon water management with strict
policy on usages of water by hotels should be carried out.
I would like to congratulate the organizers of the International Scientific Conference on Sustainable
Development 2017, “Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the integration and the
implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)” for selecting such a relevant theme of the
conference.
I am sure this conference will be beneficial not only for academicians, industrialist but also to the society
at large.
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Muhammad Asif Noor
Director
Institute of Peace and Diplomatic Studies, Pakistan
The dynamics of the world is changing with emergence of the digital age, it has brought tremendous
amount of the opportunities and challenges for the humanity to deal with. With advent of the 20th century
and especially when humanity realized to set the goals to reach the optimum level of peace and stability for
the entire world. Then in 1987 the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development used the
term “Sustainable Development for the first time. In the pursuit of the Sustainable development initiatives,
there have been several pillars that were identified. United Nations spearheaded in identifying the several
goals which earlier termed as Millennium Development Goals and later in September 2015, they were taken
as Sustainable Development Goals wherein 193 member states vowed to transform the world through these
set goals and steps to transform and deal with the world’s most pressing challenges. The world leaders
pledged to the new ‘2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’, encompassing universal and transformative
SDGs and the logic behind devising these goals was to work together in a collective manner to make
significant progress towards the improving the lives of the humanity. This new agenda calls for the countries
to accept the challenges and begin working on to take steps to achieve these goals for the next fifteen years
through cooperative and collaborative efforts. Among other goals including dealing with the major
challenges related to poverty, hunger, injustice, illiteracy, racism and prejudice, rising extremism, social
inequality, corruption, education is one of the key goal in the effective and transformed implementation of
the newly devised MDGs as a universal goal, target and indicator that the member states are expected to use
to frame their political policies at the domestic. Education is considered as the key factor in reaching to all
the MDGs.
Taking this opportunity, I would like to appreciate the organizer of the International Conference on
“Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the integration and the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)” organized by the“Azersu” OJSC,Global Compact Network
Azerbaijan and other collaborating organization is timely and required especially when this century is
considered as the Asian century wherein the role of countries like Azerbaijan in the global arena is important.
The conference will provide the ample intellectual and practical suggestion at the end of the proceedings in
terms of papers to submit vision for the sustainable development for the world. I hope the conference will
also help build new narratives and initiatives for the years to come by not only evaluating the past, building
on the present and vision for the future.
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Joash Moitui
Economic Advisory and Portfolio Management,
International Fund for Agricultural Development, Italy

Future view of SDGS. Indicators of Progress
Across the whole range of international concerns, from poverty and hunger through equality and climate
action to peace and justice, we need good data to know where we are starting from, whether we’re making
progress and what we need to improve. Data allow governments to make evidence-based decisions, and
citizens to hold governments to account. In short, good public policy requires good data.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), in place between 2000 and 2015, can provide important
lessons here. While they are widely perceived as a success story, and certainly mobilized increases in aid and
other resources, tracking progress in the early years was hard. There were large data gaps, and not enough
attention was paid at the outset to selecting indicators and making sure that reliable data would be available.
The SDGs are different: data are now recognized as central to achieving the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda, and the UN Statistics Commission is already supervising work on an official set of
SDG indicators. The commission in March 2016 decided on indicators to be used, and arrangements have
also been agreed to govern follow-up and review in the years ahead.
Clearly, monitoring progress towards the SDGs will be even more challenging than it was for the MDGs.
The new targets are universal––applying to all countries, and not just focused on development problems.
Many of the new targets are complex and multifaceted, and they cover a much wider range of fields and
sectors than the MDGs. The SDGs’ emphasis on reducing inequalities will also require data articulated in
multiple dimensions, such as gender, disability, and socio-economic status.
I believe the conference will achieve its set objectives but should focus on the ideal that SDGs should not
be tackled in isolation given the many interactions and interdependencies across SDGs.
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Saiful Anwar Matondang
Institute of Science & Technology Development, Indonesia

It is a great event for scholars from all over the world to share their knowledge and experiences to give as
many as possible alternative solutions for the people, nations, and governments in facing uncertainty
challenges to sustain the nature ecology and inequality of humanity for better future.
Here today in Republic of Azarbaijan the invited scholars and participants have been thinking smart and
do hard to create global transformation for sustainable development and the improvement of living
conditions. Many topics presented to open the different problems of sustainability that need to overcome
either in a short program or long term. Transforming the world, of course, needs the advanced sciences,
technology, and strategies that have been validated by scholars in universities and centers of excellence.
We dream of the effective programs for the food, health, education, wealth, social justice, urban
environment, fresh air and water, democracy and gender equality. The scholars invented and testified the
better programs and strategies to overcome the scarce of food resources, health and education services for the
poor. The usage of modern technology and invention with less pollution should be transformed to the low
income groups and developing countries.
Additionally, modern technology as the instrument to save the rest of people should touch the difficulties
of the low income groups. Furthermore, all of applicable programs not only give benefits for scientists, but
the most important thing is for humanity. The last but not least, the humanity is the central of sustainable
development which invites the sciences and advanced technology that cope the low level of living conditions.
The scholars again play an important role in mapping out the suitable tools, and in applying them to save the
nature, people, nations, and countries from devastated disaster dues to the ignorance of massive industries,
greedy capitalism and Leviathan. It is a great moment for all the presenters and participants to disseminate
their contributions the improvement of human life in the next decade.
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Gerasimos T. Soldatos
American University of Athens, Greece
Ecology Economics: Green Industrial Policy vs. Green Agenda

One of the tasks of ecological economics has been the incorporation of the environment into the
production function as a factor of production additional to labor and capital. Land, which is part of the
environment, had already been treated by classical economists as a third, distinct factor, which came later to
be disregarded by neoclassical economics. Nevertheless, economic growth has been attained thus far at an
overexploitation of natural resources that may soon trigger irreversible environmental damage: It is time to
reconsider the developmental mode of “what-how-for whom to produce” that is behind this growth,
especially after the tremendous national and international wealth inequality prompted by globalization.
Ecological or environmental economics acknowledges this need to redefine development (rather than just
growth) explicitly, seeking to make it sustainable. Green technology innovations and institutions making
producers internalize their natural-resource stock feedback on production are needed to part development and
welfare from resource depletion and pollution. Much remain to be done towards this direction. But, it is clear
that what is sought policy-wise is an environmentally conscious industrial policy rather than the satisfaction
of some “green agenda” that prioritizes the environmental over the socioeconomic element. Sustainable
development is meant to balance these elements, being at stake with extreme proposals advanced by leftwing environmentalists like calls for zero-growth and/or green cities and communities. To sustain growth,
growth for all, is why the environmental element has been addressed in the first place while privileged
jurisdictions for the few are what green cities can mean if they do not come as a “natural” consequence of
socioeconomic development.
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Nino Pruidze
East European University, Georgia

The Role of ICT in the Sustainable Development Goals
The Agenda 2030 intends to Transform Our World for the benefit of everyone. SDG implementation is a
mean for achieving this ambitious and aspiring aim.
Though successful implementation of SDGs is a guarantee for a better future, their successful
implementation is not guaranteed, itself.
It is challenging to identify a silver bullet, however, several critical factors - necessarily needed for SDG
realization – stand out and ICT is one of them. In particular, (a) via ICT no one is left behind – an ethical
imperative of the Agenda 2030; (b) ICT promotes transparency and accountability –a key factor of Good
Governance; (c) ICT enhances innovative and multi-stakeholders’ partnerships – a critical issue for SDG
implementation.
There exist synergies between ICTs and SDGs. Based on the empirical evidence, e-tools developed in the
field of health, agriculture, education, governance, production, infrastructure and etc. advance realization of
the goals.
As far as ICT are catalysts for SDG implementation, there is a crucial need for multi-stakeholder
engagement and collaboration in order to adopt additional tools and transform our world for the benefit of all.
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Pyrene Tumaliuan Quilang
University of Saint Louis, Philippine

Greetings and welcome to the 2017 International Scientific Conference on
Sustainable Development!
With the theme, “Transforming our World: The role of Science to foster the Integration and the
Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),” the conference lay down that various
researches on the 17 goals of sustainable development should take. The Philippines, a developing country in
South East Asia is active and committed in the promotion of the Sustainable Development Goals especially
along social, economic, and environmental agenda. In fact, the Philippines is part of the member states of the
United Nations in adopting the Sustainable Development Agenda at the United Nations Headquarters in New
York in September 2015. With this, the Philippines pledged to make the Agenda a reality and to leave no one
behind. Further, as result, the Philippines includes migration, vulnerabilities, collective action for
conservation, and inequality of opportunities as part of its agenda.In order to realize this herculean goals, we
need partners like you in order to create initiatives and scientific undertakings that will be great factors to
increase productivity and development among nations. Hence, this conference is a great opportunity for
various stakeholders such as Higher Education Institutions, government and non-government organizations,
industries, and other partners for mutual collaboration and research partnerships that will eventually lead to
interests and that will create a positive ripple towards global competiveness and will definitely lead to the
realizations of these vital sustainable goals.
As I humbly represent the whole Filipino community, I would like to congratulate the men and women
behind this endeavor and also to all the research presenters and participants of the conference. Thank you for
making a very huge step in the promotion and realization of this important goals for advancement and
development of the humanity!
Maraming Salamat at Mabuhay tayong lahat
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WATER PROBLEMS OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF
AZERBAIJAN AND THE WAYS OF SOLUTION:
CASE STUDY FROM AZERSU OJSC

Gorkhmaz Huseynov
Chairman, “Azersu” Open Joint Stock Company, Azerbaijan
Farda Imanov
“Sukanal” Scientific-Research and Design Institute,
“Azersu” Open Joint Stock Company, Azerbaijan
Rashail Ismayilov
“Sukanal” Scientific-Research and Design Institute,
“Azersu” Open Joint Stock Company, Azerbaijan
Introduction
In modern conditions, the problem of drinking water supply is one of the main factors affecting the
stable development of countries. In spite of the sufficient amount of water resources on Earth, these
resources are distributed unequally on territories. The shortage of water sources has become a serious
problem in immense areas. Since some countries have a weak level of economic development, millions of
people, in particular children, are poorly provided with water and sewerage services every year, and this
leads to the death of many people across the globe. Deterioration of the water supply problem directly affects
the provision of food and environmental security of the regions. To improve water supply in the future, it is
not enough to reduce the use of water, to handle it sparingly, but it is also necessary to accelerate researches
and practical works in a direction of the increase of water resources. Namely by this method it is possible to
supply the population and all sectors of economy with water in required volume and in quality in line withthe
international standards.
It’s not coincidence that the 6th objective out of 17 goals provided in the Sustainable Development
Goals deals with the clean water and sanitation issues. At least 5 more objectives (2 – to stop hunger, to
achieve food security and to promote sustainable agriculture; 7 – to enable everybody to access safe,
sustainable, profitable and modern energy; 13 – to take early steps to fight against climate change and its
effects; 14 – to protect ocean, sea and other water basins for sustainable development and to use them
correctly; 15 – to protect, restore and promote sustainable use of ecosystems, to sustainably manage the
forests, to fight against desertification, to prevent and to stop land degradation, as well as to stop the losses of
biodiversity) are closely related to the water problems.
As the climate conditions of the plain areas in Azerbaijan are mainly dry, irrigation agriculture is
developed widely. For this reason, the largest water consumer in the country is agricultural sector (Goal 2)
and the share of this sector in the total water use was 70,7% in 2015. Currently, irrigated area is 1,45 million
hectares and it is expected that this figure will rise up to 1,60-1,65 million hectares. It is possible to produce
6 billion kW/hours electricity using hydropower resources of the small rivers (Goal 7). Taking into
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consideration that the temperature will increase up to 2-3 °C, it is expected that both the surface and
underground water will decline 15% in the next 50 years (Goal 13). The rivers in Azerbaijan are both
transboundary and subjected to pollution, and the polluted waters have a negative impact on the ecological
status of the Caspian Sea and on its biological resources (Goal 14). The amount of water withdrawn from the
rivers for irrigation and other supplies is increasingly exposed. However, the use of water resources often
negatively affects the ecological state of rivers which are the major water sources, and destroys the substance
and energy exchange in river and coastal ecosystems. At the time, especially in the vegetation period of the
plants, there is an ecological deficit of flow in the outer part of many rivers (Goal 15).
The foregoing reaffirms that the conducted action plans should be coordinated and scientifically
justified to achieve the set Goals. It is not coincidence that the main topic discussed at the XVI World Water
Congress held in Cancun, Mexico from May 29 to June 2, 2017, was about the Coordination of Science and
Water Policy to achieve the objectives of Sustainable Development Goals, which was reflected in the final
document of the Congress named Cancun Declaration (Cancun Declaration, 2017). Therefore, optimization
of relationships between water, food, energy security and ecosystems is possible only on scientific basis.
The international experience shows that the share of spending on research of the Gross Domestic
Product should not be less than 3% for the effective development of science in the country. The National
Strategy for the Development of Science in the Republic of Azerbaijan and the State Program on the
implementation of that strategy envisage increasing the costs of science and innovation through the resources
of the Science Development Fund and extra-budgetary funds (loans, grants and other sources). At present, a
number of priority areas of science, including joint projects with the experts from developed countries on the
study of water sources, are being implemented. Since then, such kinds of projects and the amount of funds
allocated to these projects have considerably increased.
Water resourses and their use
Both the surface and underground water sources are used in the territory of Azerbaijan. Water
resources, their use and protection in Azerbaijan are characterized by the following figures (Table 1)
(Imanov, Alakbarov, 2017):
Whereas the local river water resources are at average 10.6 km 3, last year 12.27 km3of water is used.
The sensitive thing is that about 70% of our river water resources (20.3 km 3) are transported to our country
through transboundary rivers, formed in the neighboring country. It should be noted that these rivers, which
flow into our country are subject pollution.
Table 1: Water resourses of the Republic of Azerbaijan and their use
Types of water
resourses

Water
resourses, km3

Surfac
e waters

Local
Transbo
undary
Underground waters
Total

Amount of water
extracted from natural
sources, km3

10.6
20.3

12.3

4.40
35.3

1.70
14.0

In general, the Republic of Azerbaijan is considered as a country with limited water resources. The
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amount of water per capita is 3253 m3/year. If we take into account only the local water resources, this figure
will be equal to 1051 m3/year. According to the Institute of World Resources, in 2025, Azerbaijan will be
among the countries with the least water resources per capita (972 m 3/year).
The geographical position of Azerbaijan is also sensitive in terms of the impact of climate changes. The
US Central Intelligence Agency’s report on climate changes has highlighted Azerbaijanas one of the most
affected territories by climate changes among 39 countries . Comparison of perennial quantities of annual
average water consumption for the periods covered by 1972 and 1973-2010/2011 has shown that, as a result
of global warming and anthropogenic influences, the annual flow of Azerbaijani rivers has dropped to 1,642
km3 (15.9%) (Imanov, 2016).
The Republic of Azerbaijan joined the “Convention for the Protection and Use of Transboundary
Watercourses and International Lakes” (17 March 1992, Helsinki) and ratified it on 14 March 2000.
Azerbaijan conducts state policy based on international water law in the use and protection of water
resources of transboundary rivers.
It should be noted that occupation of the Nagorno-Karabakh region of Azerbaijan by Armenia caused
serious problems in the water supply of the surrounding areas. Thus, as Sarsang water reservoir (560mln.m3)
was built on the Tartar River in the Nagorno-Karabakh during the Soviet era, it is practically not used in
Azerbaijan and this has created a big problem for the population living in the surrounding zone. This problem
is mainly solved at the expense of underground waters and 586 new subartezian wells were drilled in the
territory of the Sarsang reservoir. Over the past 20-25 years, the capacity of these wells has dropped
considerably: before the wells were 20-30 liters per second, this figure is now 6-8 liters. Because of the fact
that very little water was released from the reservoir to the Tartar River, the level of groundwater dropped
and river ecosystems were degraded (Imanov and others, 2017)
Steps to achieve the goals
In such a situation, the sustainable development of the economy and the efficient use of these resources
to meet the growing demand for water resources are crucial. For the purpose of identifying the national
priorities and their indicators, which are important for Azerbaijan, with global goals and targets until 2030,
National Coordinating Council on Sustainable Development of the Republic of Azerbaijan was established in
2016. At the same time, in the “Strategic Road Map on Development of Communal Services in the Republic
of Azerbaijan”, approved by the Presidential Decree of December 6, 2016, special attention was paid to the
water sector, including water supply and waste management. This document covers a strategic view of 2020,
a long-term vision for the period up to 2025 and a target view for the post-2025 period. The document
outlines the proposals for the implementation of large-scale measures to achieve operational efficiency and
high level of service.
The strategic goals for the water sector are: “Creating a High Level Water Management Structure” and
“Reduction of Water Supply Loss and Enabling Efficiency”.
At the same time, the strategic vision of 2020 is to strengthen the human resource base, and the longterm vision for the period up to 2025 is to achieve the use of modern technologies and specialized human
resources.
National Action Plan on Integrated Water Resources Management in Azerbaijan is one of the major
documents adopted in this field (Metyuz and et all., 2014). Based on the analysis of the current situation and
the scientific bases, the Plan identifies the key priorities of the country’s water sector and ways to address
them:
1. Institutional support to improve the efficient use of water resources.
2. Infrastructure solutions for improved effective use.
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3. Climate change adaptation for the protection of water resources.
4. Protection of water ecosystems.
5. Improving water quality.
Apparently, these priority issues are fully consistent with the Sustainable Development Goals.
Several Ministries and Open Joint Stock Companies (OJSC) are involved in water resources
management in the Republic of Azerbaijan. Concrete work is being carried out in the direction of sustainable
development of “Azersu” OJSC, which is responsible for the organization of the water supply and sewerage
service in the territory of the Republic and the development of proposals on the implementation of state
policy in this area. Although Absheron peninsula has been transported abundantly by drinking water from the
outside, because of the problems with continuous water supply of the population, lack of sewerage systems in
many settlements, inadequate rainfall systems, lack of wastewater treatment plants, lack of water supply and
sewage lines, “Master Plan for Potable Water Supply, Sewerage and Rain Water Systems in the Peninsula”
and this Master Plan includes urban development, population growth and density, tourism development,
recycling of treated wastewater and ecological balance (Huseynov, Alakbarov, 2014).
The Master Plan identifies the following basic principles:
 Water intended for use must comply with drinking water standards;
 Water should be provided to the population 24 hours a day without interruption;
 It should be borne in mind that the water extracted from the sources is a natural resource, and the
negative impacts on the environment are minimized;
 Proper work should be done to reduce water loss by up to 15% by 2035. Following the Master
Plan’s recommendations, the following projects have been implemented:
1. The quality of water treated at both installations has been brought to the standards of the World
Health Organization as a result of rehabilitation and reconstruction of several components of the Kur and
Jeyranbatan Water Treatment Plants, one of the major water supply facilities in the city of Baku;
2. As a result of the reconstruction of pumping stations, the water supply of the high-rise buildings has
been substantially improved, and people suffering from drinking water for many years have been provided
with drinking water;
3. In some streets new water and sewer lines have been constructed, water reservoirs and water
treatment plants have been restored and commissioned.
At Azersu OJSC, except the traditional technologies the smart technologies are also used both in the
process of raw water treatment and in the treatment of wastewater. Thus, Jeyranbatan Ultrasound Water
Purifier Complex (productivity is 6.6 m 3/s) is one of the largest water reservoirs in the world. In these
devices, the main treatment process is carried out in filter membranes. The water is purified from suspended
particles, many unsaturated salts and heavy metals, as well as pathogenic microorganisms (bacteria) get
through the 0,02 micron-dimensioned filters installed in these membranes, reducing the cloudiness,
preserving the natural mineral content of the water. Water is mechanically cleaned in filter membranes
without the use of any chemicals. The quality of drinking water from the filters is controlled online. For this
purpose, special analysis panels have been installed so that they transmit signals to water quality parameters
directly to the SCADA room. At the same time, the laboratory established here has identified more precise
parameters of both raw water and clean water, and the quality indicators are fully controlled. The Jeyranbatan
Ultrasound Water Purifier Complex was considered a valuable contribution to the world water industry by
2500 members of the Leadership Group attending in the votingat the Global Water Summit held in Abu
Dhabi, 2050,and was included among the four major water projects of the year (http://www.azersu.az).
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Polluted domestic waters are cleaned according to the European Union standards in the wastewater
treatment plants commissioned in different regions of the country, resulting in dicrease of pollution of
surface water sources, as well as improvement of the unique ecosystem of the Caspian Sea, thus all the rivers
of Azerbaijan belong to the basin of namely this sea.
The following would be the main measures aimed at solution of the problem of freshwater shortage in
Azerbaijan and thus improving the water supply of the population and agriculture (Imanov et al., 2015):
1. Construction of new water reservoirs;
2. Use of non-traditional water sources;
3. Redistribution of river flow on the territory;
4. Application of technologies allowing the use of water resources efficiently.
138 different volumes water reservoirs have been built to efficiently use water resources in
Azerbaijan and it is collected 21.6 km3 of water in them. Irrigation water is provided from these water
reservoirs to the arid lands used in agriculture. A number of water reservoirs are multifunctional and they are
also used for drinking water supply and electricity generation. Takhtakorpu (268 mln.m3), Shamkirchay (164
mln.m3) and Tovuzchay reservoirs (20 mln m3) were put into operation in 2013, 2014 and 2015 respectively
(Imanov, 2016). Currently construction of new water reservoirs is planned in the regions.
The use of non-conventional waters (marine and collector-drainage water) in order to protect the
surface and underground water sources is a very important measure. Still, in 1883, 370m3 of flushing sea
water was used in Azerbaijan. Yet in 1999, a larger volume (860m3) or better quality surveillance facility was
put into operation. From the middle of the 20th century, extensive research has been carried out to utilize
collector-drainage and seawater and then wastewater.
The redistribution of the river flow over the area has long been used by people for a long period of
time and is widely used in recent years around the world. Most of the population of Azerbaijan lives in the
capital, Baku and the Absheron peninsula. There are no sources of water in the area due to the lack of surface
water for drinking and the lack of ground water in the area –Ceyranbatan water reservoir fed by Shollar–
Baku (1.27m3 / s, 186.5km), Khachmaz–Baku (2.73 m3/s, 175km), Oghuz–Gabala–Baku (5,0m3/s,
262.5km), Kura (4.24m3/s, 7.2m3/s, 142.5km in 1969-2014) and Samur–Absheron (50/182km), Velvelachay–
Takhtakorpu (34.24 km) and Takhtakorpu–Jeyranbatan (107.93km) canals.
As water is used more for irrigation purposes in Azerbaijan, theagricultural species should be replaced
by less water-intensive species, the advanced irrigation techniques and technologies should be used, renovate
equipment in irrigation systems should be applied and use more centralized machinery mechanisms be need
to be preferred. At the same time, stimulating economic mechanisms should be developed and promoted to
save water. There is no system of water tariffs automatically adjusted for inflation in Azerbaijan. Therefore,
water use rights gradually lose their value, and the effect of encouraging function to promote water savings
decreases. Water recycling technologies should be preferred in the industrial sector.
In order to realize the above-mentioned measures, the human resources should be strengthened, along
with investments in relevant areas, and relations between government, businesses and civil society should be
improved and awareness-raising activities should be undertaken.
Azersu OJSC Training and Innovations Center has made practical steps towards the establishment of
the training system, personnel training and short-term training. In 2012-2016, 351 trainings were conducted
and 9913 people participated in these trainings. At the same time, in order to develop the educationalscientific-production relations, the branches of the “Hydrometeorology” Department of the Baku State
University and “Construction of Engineering systems and facilities” Department of the Architecture and
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Construction University of Azerbaijan were established at the “Sukanal” Research and Design Institute of
“Azersu” OJSCin 2017.
According to the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Azerbaijan (No. 297, July 19,
2017), the “Sukanal” Research and Design Institute of “Azersu” OJSC was included in the list of
organizations engaged in the training of doctoral degree of higher education. Training of doctoral studies at
the Institute will be conducted on the specialties of “Engineering-communication systems”, “Technology and
engineering of the environment” and “Hydrology”.
Starting from 2015, the “Sukanal” Research and Design Institute publishes the International Scientific
Magazine “Water Problems: Science and Technology”, confirming the importance of scientific research at
“Azersu” OJSC.
Conclusion
At present, centralized water discharge covers 50.6% of the country’s population and 99.3% in the city
of Baku. Currently, only 32.5% of the population is provided with the sewerage service. Currently, the works
provided by “Azersu” OJSC is in progress for building infrastructure systems and reconstruction of existing
facilities in order to obtain quality and stability of water supply and sewerage services in many large and
small cities, settlements and villages of Azerbaijan.
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The article is devoted to the role of the water resources in enabling the stable development of
Azerbaijan, quantity of these resources, problems of their use and management, the analyze of the works
performed by “Azersu” Open Joint-Stock Company in the direction of solution of these problems, as well as
on preparation of specialists in this area. It is noted that the 6th objective of the Sustainable Development
Goals is devoted to clean water and sanitation, and at least 5 more objectives of these Goals are related to the
water problem in whatever way. For this reason, the conducted action plans should be coordinated and
scientifically justified to achieve the set goals. The information has been given on the large-scale projects
within the state programs to enable population within 24 hours continuous, clean and drinking water in
accordance with the standards of the World Health Organization. The preferred action directions have been
specified at the purpose of which is to solve fresh water deficiency problem, and improve the water supply
both of the population and agriculture.
Key words: Clean water and sanitation, drinking water supply, water sources, water resources, stable
development
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INTRODUCTION OF GREEN TECHNOLOGIES IN TECHNOLOGICAL
PROCESSES OF TREATMENT WATER-CONTAINING MEDIUMS

Elchin Gurbanov
“Azersu” OJSC, Azerbaijan
Introduction
Recently there has been great need for research on development of environmental technologies in
various sectors of national economy. This is due to imminent danger to human life and entire biodiversity on
planet because of periodic deterioration of the ecological balance and water cycle on planet as result of
anthropogenic factor. United Nations has adopted a number of declarations on this matter, calling on all
countries to reduce emission of toxic gases that cause greenhouse effect and violate thermal equilibrium on
planet.This call applies to all branches of national economy and industry, using environmentally harmful
technologies for production and treatment of materials. In order to solve this global problem for all mankind,
a number of goals and activities are planned that contribute to the improvement od the situation that has
arisen. In this regard, many articles of various authors have been published, offering various innovative
methods for solving environmental problems in various sectors of economy [1-5].
In this article, we want to solve one of the main problems of our time, connected with ensuring
ecological safety of food products used by us. Innovative methods of food treatment will be presented and
described. On the other hand, energy efficiency of applied treatment methods will be considered, which is
also one of important tasks set by United Nations before scientists to solve problems associated with
depletion of energy and water resources on planet. These two main tasks: environmental friendliness and
energy efficiency in addressing food safety issues will be discussed in this article. Among them can be
identified such as the development of environmentally friendly and energy-efficient technologies that ensure
safe use of food and their long-term storage.
This article is devoted to research of energy-efficient methods of treatment water-containing food
products in order to ensure their ecological purity without use of various conservants to increase shelf life of
these products and disinfect them from contained pathogenic microorganisms.These technologies belong to
series of green ones and, according to scientist’s forecasts, will be technologies of future.
Experimental part
To solve the problem of ensuring food safety of products, we conducted studies on the development of
environmentally friendly and energy-efficient technologies based on impact of short-duration strong highfrequency electromagnetic fields on various food environments for decontaminating them from pathogenic
microorganisms and prolonging their storage time without use of conservants. Our research is related to field
of technics and electro physics of high voltages and pulsed power engineering.Under action of high voltage,
high-speed ionization processes in treated mediums, formation of active radical elements (atomic oxygen,
ozone) that promote medium activation and its decontamination has taken place. On the other hand, ensure
effectiveness of ionization processes and the most useful application of source energy for activation of
medium under investigation, constant perfection of structures of individual elements of pulse energy and
their coordination with other circuit elements is required. This is a very labor-intensive scientific and
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technical task. It is necessary to carry out numerous researches to study physical processes in development of
innovative circuit elements that ensure energy efficiency of processes. We developed basic electrical circuits
of high-voltage installations and assembled its individual components: power sources, transmission lines, air
arresters, working chambers with various electrode systems. As energy sources, traditional high-voltage stepup transformers at industrial frequency can be used, as well as pulsed high-frequency power supplies using
thyristor circuits. Transmission lines are low-inductance strip lines to minimize energy losses. To ensure
energy efficiency of signal transmission and its maximum application on load (working chamber with
investigated medium), innovative designs of air gaps were developed, which ensured rapid decay of
discharge plasma and restoration of their electrical strength. Such air arresters are used to exacerbate
impulses (shortening front duration) for high-frequency action of strong electro pulse fields on cells of
microorganism in order to achieve irreversibility of reproductive processes.They are performed on multi-gap
design consisting of parallel-connected flat electrode systems, providing rapid restoration of electrical
strength of air gaps. This, in turn, leads to increase in repetition rate of generated signals. High-frequency
pulses act on medium under investigation, in which quality fruit juices and red wines were selected in
working chamber of high-voltage installation. In this case, active resistance of discharge chamber with
investigated medium must also be consistent with input resistance of high-voltage part of electrical circuit in
order to ensure energy efficiency of ongoing processes. Design of working chamber must be multi-sectioned
with oval internal walls and slits along working length to prevent electrical breakdown of interelectrode gap.
For disinfection of selected research objects from various pathogenic microorganisms and prolongation of
their storage terms, high-voltage electric pulse installation based on pulse transformer was developed on
thyristor circuit. It should be noted that in development of such installations, it is also necessary to take into
account electro physical parameters of treated mediums and pathogenic microorganisms contained in them.
Choice of design of electrode system depends on appointment of medium. For example, to disinfect sewage
from bacteria and viruses, we offer high voltage electro pulse technologies based on electrohydraulic effect
with generation of microsecond pulses. In these cases, various kinds of electric discharges can be excited in
water medium with formation of high-conductivity plasma channels (streamers) and even spark leader
channels closing the interelectrode gap. At the same time, complex physic-chemical and mechanical
processes takes place in water mediums, which together negatively effect on vital activity of pathogenic
microorganisms. In such cases, “pin-plane”and“pin-pin” electrode systems are used, creating in
interelectrode space sharply homogeneous and weakly inhomogeneous field. In our case, for treatment of
water-containing food products, such systems are unacceptable, since spark plasma channels formed in sharp
and weakly non-homogeneous electric field can contribute to change in physicochemical properties of treated
medium, which is undesirable. Therefore, we proposed planar “plane-plane” electrode system with
homogeneous electromagnetic field. In figure 1 is presented design of “plane-plane” electrode system for
electronic treatment of water-containing food products.We assembled high-voltage electro pulse unit with
output voltage 100 kV and pulse duration  100 ns. High voltage is supplied from pulse transformer to
multi-gap spark arrester, where it is aggravated to nanoseconds and fed to reactor with treated medium. Note
that microorganisms contained in food product may have single-layered or multilayered cell structure. In any
case, each cell has external dielectric membrane, which protects it from external influences. Thickness of
membraneis varied within  10 ns. In this case, each cell has its own trans membrane potential in range 
0.10.5 V. By simple calculations one can see that outer cell membrane is capable of withstanding high
electric field strengths  100 kV/cm. This explains choice of such high voltage class for treatment of above
water-containing food products.
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Fig. 1. Construction of "plane-plane" electrode system: 1 - electrodes; 2 - investigated
object (food product); 3 - dielectric packaging of product; 4 - limiting resistor
It should be noted that microorganisms are inactivated at identified critical temperatures in range of 4565° C, below which microorganisms can survive and continue their multiplication. To achieve irreversibility
of this process, we propose to treat test medium (food product) with microorganisms at temperature slightly
higher than critical one. Note that in case of thermal pasteurization, our goal is achieved. But this technology
is very energy-intensive. In addition, high temperature of thermal pasteurization negatively effects on
polyphenol compounds contained in food products, which leads to deterioration in their organoleptic
properties. To prevent these negative factors, we proposed energy-efficient high-voltage electro technology
for treatment of these mediums, where there is no strong heating of product, as in case of thermal
pasteurization, and duration of action of strong electro pulse fields, unlike thermal, is short-term (100 ns).
As already noted above, in order to achieve irreversibility of the reproduction process of microorganisms, it
is advisable to slightly ( 250C) exceed heating temperature of medium above the critical one. In heat
exchangers treated product can exchange heat with new portion of untreated product. Initial portion of
product is heated to desired critical temperature as result of repeated treatment cycles. It should be noted that
heating temperature of initial product in discharge chamber is  100С, after which it is returned back and
treatment process is repeated again. This continues until temperature of treated medium to be reaches critical
value at which full inactivation of microorganisms is ensured. After reaching that temperature, treated
product is entered to heat exchanger, where there is heat exchange with cold portion of untreated product.
Note that electric discharge treatment can take place both in stationary mode and in flow one [6]. Proposed
article deals with flow regime of food treatment. Thus, initial food product first enters on heating channel of
heat exchanger, then into degassing apparatus where it is freed from gas bubbles (gas inclusions) before
entering discharge chamber. Thereby, ensuring high operating strength of pulsed electric field in treated food
product. In discharge chamber, food product, speed of which is coordinated with pulse repetition rate from
high-voltage power source (pulse voltage generator), is treated, heating to original minimum temperature.
Further, through output system, product from discharge chamber returns to heat exchanger. This cycle is
repeated several times. Note that with each cycle, product receives new portion of energy in discharge
chamber, coming from high voltage pulse source. This energy is spent to heating of food product and tract
elements, including heat exchanger. After product reaches temperature above the critical one and end of
heating of tract elements, product flows into cooling unit. Then, new portion of starting product is again fed
into heat exchanger and process is repeated. Treated and cooled product falls on packaging machine
(dispensing line). There it is packaged in bags, bottles, cans, etc. Treated product placed in container can be
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stored before shipment to consumer also at lower temperature (compared to room one). If there is sufficient
heat exchanger, specific energy consumption for electrical impulse treatment of food product is determined
by difference in its temperature from precritical to supercritical one when discharge chamber passes through
field strength E ~ 100 kV/cm. At the same time, exposure at supercritical temperature is not required. Electro
pulsetreatment in flow-mode can be carried out without heat exchanger. However, specific energy costs
increase significantly. Obtained estimated results for specific energy inputs in treatment of water-containing
food products indicate decrease (by 1.52 times) in electro pulse treatment in comparison with traditional
thermal pasteurization and sterilization, and 410 times in comparison with microwave treatment [7]. At the
same time, according to our calculations, average power of pulsed generator is fluctuated within limits 612
kW at capacity 10002000 l/h. Basically, specific energy consumption does not depend on final product
temperature. They depend only on increase in temperature - Δt for time the product is in discharge chamber.
Therefore, if product is preheated (up to discharge chamber) to critical and high temperatures by treated
product energy costs can be further reduced. After discharge chamber, food product, in any case enters heat
exchanger, where it is cooled by counter flow of product that has not yet been treated by high electric fields
in discharge chamber. Energy in discharge chamber in appreciable amounts will not be released, both at low
and high specific electric conductivity of product. In wide range of specific electrical conductivities between
these extreme cases, energy of pulsed electromagnetic field will be effectively released in treated food
product. In this case, the most significant factors for inactivation of microorganisms, according to
experimental data, are intensity of external pulsed electric field and final value of rapidly increasing
temperature in treated product exceeding certain critical value. Rapid increase of temperature to supercritical
value (but lower than thermal pasteurization temperature) is ensured in small-volume discharge chambers
(1050 ml) at field strengths of ~ 100 kV/cm (and higher) and high pulse repetition rates of ~ 500 Hz and
more. In discharge chamber treated product periodically changes its motion direction. This contributes to
greater inactivation degree of microorganisms in food products, since microorganisms change orientation
relative to field strength vector. With this design of discharge chamber, electric field will be more uniform at
high and ultra-high operating voltages. It should also be taken into account that in discharge chambers there
is rapid energy release and heating of treated medium. Owing to heating in chamber, temperature gradient
can be formed and current density no uniformity becomes more and more aggravated. The higher repetition
rate, the faster temperature in treated food product. Rapidly increasing temperature in conjunction with
strength of strong electric field ensures irreversibility of inactivating action on microorganisms. Moreover,
these two factors: strength of external pulsed electric field (with amplitude ~ 100 kV/cm) and rapidly
increasing temperature (from room temperature to 60-800C in tenths of second) do not degrade initial
organoleptic characteristics and biological value of food products, providing lesser specific energy costs in
comparison with traditional thermal methods of treatment at the same degree of inactivation of
microorganisms. Rational should be considered electric pulse treatment of food products in case when field
strength is acting, and energy of field is released both in cell membranes and in their internal contents. Main
feature of electro impulse technology of treatment food products is that entire working volume with product
is filled with strong impulse electric field, intensity of which is commensurable or even exceeds natural
tension in membranes of biological cells.
In developed and close to industrial use of electric pulse technology, performance of ~ 2 m 3/h (using
heat exchanger) is achieved. Further increase in capacity is due to increase in average power of high-voltage
generators.
Results of electro impulse treatment of apple juice samples showed invariance of food and biological
value of product and preservation of its organoleptic properties (Table 1), efficiency of treatment both in
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inactivation degree of microorganisms and shelf life of products that are not inferior to traditional thermal
pasteurization and specific energy consumption.
Table 1: Results of research of food and biological value of
apple juice before and after electro pulse treatment
Indicator name
Carbohydrates, g/100 g,
lactose
Including; glucose
Vitamin PP (niacin) mg/100g
Vitamin C, mg/100g
Microelements: mg/100g
Phosphorus
Potassium
Calcium
Magnesium
Microelements: μg/100 g
Iron

Results
Control sample
10,5

Prototype
10,6

1,39
0,075
3,3

1,38
0,08
2,0

4,37
101,8
9,6
4,7

4,36
99,7
10,1
4,5

1140

1110

We also carried out researches on effect of ozone on presence and quantity oxidized forms of
polyphenol compounds in plum and cherry juice. From each type of fruit was prepared for 3 samples: control
(untreated); experimental 1 (thermal treatment) and experimental 2 (treated by ozone). On
spectrophotometer, optical densities-D of ethanol extracts of juices (plum and cherry) were measured in
wavelength range 200250 nm. Results showed that the greatest amount of oxidized forms is found in
samples of plum and cherry juice, effected to thermal treatment (D = 1.09 and D = 1.030, respectively).
Significantly lower number of carboxylic acids, approaching their quantity in control samples, is contained in
samples treated with ozone (D = 0.9 and D = 1.15 respectively), which is evidence of effectiveness of this
technology for preservation of polyphenol fruit complexes in comparison with thermal sterilization
(pasteurization). As result of ozone treatment of juice extracts examined, their maximum shelf life was ~ 2
years when stored in light at room temperature.
Electro pulse treatment of samples of red wine also showed preservation of basic physicochemical
indices of product, improvement of its organoleptic properties, as well as acquisition of new healing
properties of bio regulators, which cognacs of high brands possess. As result of treatment, inactivation degree
of microorganisms in these products reached 105, and maximum shelf life was ~ 6 years when stored in
light at room temperature.
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Conclusions
In presented article, energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly electro technologies based on
impact of strong electric pulse fields and discharges on water-containing food products for disinfecting them
from pathogenic microorganisms and prolonging periods of their storage are considered. It has been
established that cell of microorganisms possesses great resistance to influence of overextended external
factors. It is shown that they possess trans membrane potential, which warns them against negative external
influences and promotes functioning of metabolic processes. With loss of this potential, death and destruction
of cell are connected. It is established that, depending on ratio of dielectric permittivities of outer membrane
of cell and its cytoplasm, effectiveness of strong field on its survival depends.
Electro technology, presented in article is environmentally friendly and harmless for consumer. It does
not use usual disinfecting methods of food products with conservants that are harmful to human health. On
the other hand, proposed treatment method is characterized by its energy efficiency, i.e. transmission of
generated high-frequency impulse signal to load with minimal losses, which ultimately leads to application of
source energy directly to activation processes. In order to increase energy efficiency, multi-gap spark
discharger’s design has been proposedat the output of pulse generator for maximum shortening of pulse
front. It is established that short-front pulses able to penetrate directly into nucleus of cell and cause its death
and fix its further reproduction.
Thus, based on results of conducted researches, following main advantages of electro pulse technology
for treatment of water-containing mediums can be singled out:
1. This technology provides better preservation of initial biological and nutritional value of treated
food products in comparison with other methods;
2. It is the least energy-intensive and ecologically safe in comparison with other existing methods of
inactivation (pasteurization and sterilization),
3. For its implementation, there is no need to purchase additional expensive energy sources and
equipment;
4. In treatment of products there are no fundamental limitations on penetration depth of
electromagnetic fields into product, which are inherent in other competing technologies.
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Summary
Introduction of Green Technologies in technological processes of
treatment Water-Containing mediums

Elchin Gurbanov
“Azersu” OJSC, Azerbaijan

This article offers the latest developments regarding possibilities of using environmentally friendly and
energy-efficient technologies in treatment and cleaning of water-containing food products. These
technologies belong to a series of green technologies that promote food safety. High-voltage electro
technologies based on impact of high electric fields on fruit juices and wine products are considered to ensure
their ecological purity and prolong shelf life without using harmful conservants. Effective methods are
bactericidal and promote destruction of harmful microorganisms in composition of food products, improving
their organoleptic properties. It is shown that the use of high-frequency pulsed fields with short duration
(hundreds of nanoseconds) and front (unit nanoseconds) contributes to irreversibility of multiplication
process of microorganisms in water-containing products due to penetration of field’s force lines directly into
nucleus of cells.These electro technologies can be successfully applied in future on mass scale in various
technological processes of food treatment in order to ensure their safety.
Key words: High voltage, electro technology, pulse, food safety, conservants, nucleus, energy
effective, environmentally friendly
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Allahverdi Taghiyev
Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University, Azerbaijan
The hydrological cycle begins with evaporation from the surface of the ocean or land, continues as air
carries the water vapor to locations where it forms clouds and eventually precipitates out. It then continues
when the precipitation is either absorbed into the ground or runs off to the ocean, ready to begin the cycle
again in an endless loop. The amount of time needed for groundwater to recharge can vary with the amount
or intensity of precipitation.
Altered precipitation, evapotranspiration, and soil moisture patterns defined as climate change have
extreme effects on the hydrological cycle. Since the Industrial Revolution, carbon dioxide concentration in
the atmosphere has increased, the continuation of which may meaningfully change global and local
temperature and precipitation. Because of the unequal distribution of external precipitation around the globe,
a decline in the amount of precipitation in some regions may occur, or the timing of wet and dry seasons may
alter significantly. Therefore, information on the local or regional impacts of climate change on hydrological
processes and coastal water resources is becoming more important. The key changes to the hydrological
cycle associated with greenhouse effects were identified by Prof. Andrew Goudie of Oxford University,
which include changes in seasonal pattern and intensity of precipitation under different conditions; changes
in snow and rainfall share of precipitation; increase in evapotranspiration and decrease in soil moisture;
increase in the extent of saltwater intrusion; changes in land cover due to changes in precipitation and
temperature; sea level rise due to melting glacial ice, decrease in water density and, consequently, increase in
coastal inundation and wetland loss; increase the probability of occurrence of fire; and finally, decrease in
transpiration and increase in water-use efficiency due to impacts of CO2 on plant physiology. Figure-1
presents different aspects of climate change impacts on water resources.
The changes to Earth’s climate are caused by changes in the global energy budget, including surface
and atmospheric energy exchanges, internal variability, and external forcing outside the climate system
(National Research Council, 2006). Climate is the accumulation of daily and seasonal weather conditions
over a long period of time in a region or a region. It includes average weather conditions, as well as the
occurrence of extreme events (Lutgens and Tarbuck, 1995).
In other words, humidity, air temperature and pres, wind speed and direction, cloud cover and type, and
the amount and form of precipitation is all the basic elements that extract the atmospheric characteristics
ofclimate and weather. These elements create the variables by which weather patterns are described. The
timescale is the main difference between weather and climate. Climate is the trend in weather patterns over
an extended period of time, not days, or weeks, or months. Indeed, weather changes create almost diverse
weather conditions at any given time and place. A broad definition of the climate system is an interactive
system consisting of five major components including the atmosphere, land surface, hydrosphere, biosphere,
and cryosphere, orsnow and ice. Figure 2 shows the components of a global climate systeminclude their
process and interaction.
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Fig. 1. Different impacts of climate change on hydrological cycle components.
(California Department of Water Resource, 2007)

Fig. 2. Components of the global climate system.
Climate change has the potential to affect many sectors in which water resource managers play an
active role. The major drivers are changing temperature and precipitation regimes, and increasing global sea
level and associated impacts.The changes to Earth’s climate are caused by changes in the global energy
budget, including surface and atmospheric energy exchanges, internal variability, and external forcing
outside the climate system (National Research Council, 2006).
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The dominant drivers of change over the past 2,000 years are changes in the concentrations of
greenhouse gases (GHGs), aerosols, volcanic activity, and solar radiation (National Research Council, 2006).
GHGs of particular concern are carbondioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O). GHGs derive
from both natural (for example, volcanic emissions and wildfires) and anthropogenic (human-influenced)
sources (for example, burning of fossil fuels and deforestation).
The potential impacts of climate change on water resources have been recognized for some decades but
there has been little research relating to groundwater (IPCC, 2001). Groundwater plays a pivotal role in the
economy of developing countries, especially in arid and semiarid regions, and restricting access to this source
leads to impaired development. In these regions agriculture and industry also depend on groundwater, so
guidelines of coping with their development must incorporate the impacts of climate change on groundwater
resources. Stuyt (1995) simulated the effect of sea-level rise and climate change on groundwater salinity and
agro-hydrology in a low coastal region of the Netherlands. As a result, simulated crop growth was increased
significantly by temperature and CO2 increase, without increase in the demand for irrigation. Jacob et al.
(2001) studied the impacts of climate change on groundwater quality and quantity in the United States.
Different aspects including agricultural chemicals, wastewater treatment, industrial pollution, and saltwater
intrusion in coastal aquifers are explained. As a result, effects of climate change on groundwater influence
riparian systems that support a high percentage of biological diversity. Scanlan (2005) evaluated the impact
of land-cover and land-use changes on groundwater recharge and quality in the southern United States. Based
on the strong correlation between these factors and groundwater in this study, it is suggested that managed
changes in these factors can be used to control groundwater recharge and groundwater quality. IGES (2007)
assessed potential impacts of climate change on groundwater in Asia and some structural and institutional
adaptations were discussed to minimize risk. Ranjan (2007) assessed climatic variability such as temperature,
precipitation, and land-use change and their impacts on saltwater intrusion in coastal aquifers. The results
showed that the groundwater recharge increases in arid areas, because deforestation leads to reduced
evapotranspiration even though it favors run- off. Hetzel (2008) discussed some challenges and possibilities
such as protection of groundwater, securing soil infiltration, and water saving to use and develop groundwater under climate change in Africa. Generally, impacts of climate variability on groundwater resources can
be divided into three aspects including changes in the timing and magnitude of recharge, the interaction
between groundwater and surface waters, and water retreats. Using general circulation models to predict the
future climate and to quantify these impacts leads to some uncertainties. For example, if CO 2 concentration
level rises, it is predicted that the land surface and soil profile will change due to climate change and water
passing through the soil and entering aquifers; therefore, some regions will encounter a large increase in the
rate of ground- water recharge. But, the spatial variability of recharge and other physical properties is
significant to assess under climatic changes. Change in the timing of recharge is important to manage both
water use and utilization, and land-use allocation.
Shrestha and Kataoka (2008) have mentioned some direct and indirect impacts of climate change on
groundwater resources. Some direct impacts include variation in the amount and intensity of precipitation
and evapotranspiration, which will change recharge rates; sea level rising, leading to saltwater intrusion into
the low-lying river deltas; and variation in atmospheric CO2 level that may change the rate of dissolved
carbonate and karst formation. Some indirect impacts include changes in land cover which may change
recharge rate; increase of some hydrological events such as floods and droughts, which will decline the
surface water reliability and quantity and, consequently, increase the groundwater exploitation. On the other
hand, the increase in these events may deteriorate groundwater quality of alluvial aquifers, and change soil
properties which may impact the percolation rate above aquifers.
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Climate change has the potential to affect many sectors in which water resource managers play an
active role. The major drivers are changing temperature and precipitation regimes, and increasing global sea
level and associated impacts.
Temperature increases are expected to change the mix of precipitation toward more rain and less snow.
Such precipitation shifts would affect the origin and timing of runoff, leading to less runoff from spring
snowmelt and more runoff from winter rainfall, particularly in high-latitude or mountainous areas.
Several water-management or system-development options might be considered to facilitate adaptive
management in response to a changing climate, including operational changes, demand management, and
infrastructure changes.
Operating plans could build in flexibility to adapt to potential climate conditions. Management of
existing, long-lived infrastructure includes up-to-date maintenance, rehabilitation, and upgrades to ensure
flexibility to a wide range of potential climate variability.
Strategies for adaptation involve both water-supply and water-demand management. Most measures to
reduce water demand are implemented at the local level or by individual producers and households. Local
and State governments make decisions on land use that affect their community’s susceptibility to drought and
floods. Therefore, effective adaptation to climate change will require collaboration and coordination among
Federal, State, regional, and local agencies. The strategy options available for consideration will vary from
system to system, as will the preference among these options.
Once water resource systems are constructed, the continued operation of these systems is affected by
retrospective, current, and near-term future climate information.
Retrospective climate information comes into play when operating constraints and water-supply
forecast models are updated to reflect recent trends in climate. For example, the redevelopment of watersupply forecast models would be based on an expanded or more recent retrospective record of streamflow
and climate observations. Likewise, the redevelopment of flood control rules would conceivably be based on
an expanded record of flood hydrology data. Current and near term future climate information (for example,
seasonal to 1-year forecasts) might be used to determine annual performance objectives. For example, annual
water allocations to system water contractors (that is, the fraction of full-contract water entitlements that
contractors can expect to receive during the coming year) are based on current water stocks and forecast
water supplies, the latter being dependent on near-term climate forecast information.
Because of the importance of climate in system design and operations, it is apparent that climate
change could translate into changed design and operational assumptions about resource supplies, system
demands or performance requirements, and operational constraints, impacting all sectors of water resources
management. The significance of such changes depends on the increment of climate change over the project
life cycle and the operational outcome of concern. If an increment is sufficiently large, the assumed
hydroclimatic variability underlying system design may no longer be valid.
Thus, monitoring of climatic and hydrologic conditions plays an important role in addressing potential
climate changes.To detect hydrologic changes due to climate change or other causes, data from long-term
monitoring networks are essential for establishing baseline conditions and tracking any changes over time.
Monitoring networks are also essential for fully understanding the hydrologic processes that lead to changes
in water resources and for calibrating and validating models used to project future conditions. In turn,
information about possible or likely future changes to climate improves the effectiveness of planning studies
and allows the development and implementation of reasonable strategies for adapting to a changing climate.
Monitoring networks are also essential for fully understanding the hydrologic processes that lead to
changes in water resources and for calibrating and validating models used to project future conditions.
Monitoring networks include in situ methods as well as remote sensing technologies such as radar and
satellites. Existing data allow us to look at data retrospectively. However, monitoring networks must continue
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to operate into the future if we are to detect future changes in hydrologic systems due to climate change (or
the lack thereof) and to craft effective responses.
To be useful for climate change studies, monitoring networks need to be in place in locations relevant
to water managers. For example, monitoring stations should be located in watersheds important for water
supply or vulnerable to changes in water quality. In addition to monitoring of the natural system, data on
human water use can be valuable in planning for climate change. The periodic nature of these reports and the
varying data-collection methods limit their utility for evaluating demand interactions with climate.
Climate change is easier to detect on global to regional scales. Monitoring networks for detecting
change are especially valuable when they are regional or involve local networks that are integrated to allow
regional analyses. Also needed for planning and operational analysis is a comprehensive set of parameters
that characterize current and future climate conditions.
Monitoring data is essential for understanding and tracking the impacts of climate change. This chapter
seeks to address the following questions:How are monitoring data used to track climate impacts? How do
data inform physical system understanding? What monitoring networks currently exist?.
Current projections of climate changes and their potential impacts harbor many uncertainties, and these
uncertainties are unlikely to dissipate in the near term. Within these uncertainties are the possibility for
surprises, which could be unpleasant and quick to appear. In this context, a strategy that balances detecting
and adjusting to changes against extrapolating (including modeling) and anticipating changes will be most
prudent. Thus, monitoring of climatic and hydrologic conditions plays an important role in addressing
potential climate changes.
To detect hydrologic changes due to climate change or other causes, data from long-term monitoring
networks are essential for establishing baseline conditions and tracking any changes over time. Monitoring
networks are also essential for fully understanding the hydrologic processes that lead to changes in water
resources and for calibrating and validating models used to project future conditions. In turn, information
about possible or likely future changes to climate improves the effectiveness of planning studies and allows
the development and implementation of reasonable strategies for adapting to a changing climate. Long-term
monitoring networks are critical for detecting and quantifying climate change and its impacts. Continued
improvement in the understanding of climate change, its impacts, and the effectiveness of adaptation or
mitigation actions requires continued operation of existing long-term monitoring networks and improved
sensors deployed in space, in the atmosphere, in the oceans, and on the Earth’s surface.
Monitoring networks include in situ methods as well as remote sensing technologies such as radar and
satellites. Existing data allow us to look at data retrospectively. However, monitoring networks must continue
to operate into the future if we are to detect future changes in hydrologic systems due to climate change (or
the lack thereof) and to craft effective responses.
To be useful for climate change studies, monitoring networks need to be in place in locations relevant
to water managers. For example, monitoring stations should be located in watersheds important for water
supply or vulnerable tochanges in water quality. In addition to monitoring of the natural system, data on
human water use can be valuable in planning for climate change. The USGS (U.S. Geological Survey)
periodically publishes estimates of water use in the United States by sector (for example, Hutson and others,
2004) compiled from data collected by State and local agencies. The periodic nature of these reports and the
varying data-collection methods limit their utility for evaluating demand interactions with climate.
Climate change is easier to detect on global to regional scales. Monitoring networks for detecting
change are especially valuable when they are regional or involve local networks that are integrated to allow
regional analyses. Also needed for planning and operational analysis is a comprehensive set of parameters
that characterize current and future climate conditions.
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A number of Federal, State, and local agencies operate observation networks that are valuable for
climate change analysis. The USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) operates the largest water-monitoring network
in the United States, as well as biological-monitoring networks. These are briefly described in the inset box.
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) operates the Nation’s largest meteorological
network and provides data on oceans. The NOAA observational networks are also described in an inset box.
Other Federal agencies also maintain important water-monitoring networks, such as the Natural Resources
Conservation Service’s snow surveys and Snowtel network. State and local agencies are able to supplement
these larger networks with needed local data. USACE (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) and Reclamation also
conduct project-specific water resources-monitoring activities.
Monitoring needs to focus on locations that describe the climate signal (for example, upstream and
downstream from major water-management infrastructure or in vulnerable ecological reaches).
Climate change is expected to cause changes to streamflow, precipitation, and other hydro-climatic
variables.
Such nonstationarity in hydroclimatic conditions would represent a change from the assumptions that
have been used to design and manage water resource systems. Consequently, it is important to know if and
how trends manifest themselves.
Trend detection must be carried out with care, as trends may also be caused by land use changes,
changes in water infrastructure, or other factors. Furthermore, while the magnitude of a trend may be
relatively easy to quantify, its statistical significance may be more ambiguous because of natural climate
variability and long-term persistence, which can cause oscillatory patterns in long-term hydroclimatic
records.
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Summary
Climate change and Water Resources Management

Allahverdi Taghiyev
Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University, Azerbaijan

Climate change is but one of many challenges facing water resource managers, and a holistic approach
to water resources management includes all significant drivers of change. Current projections of climate
changes and their potential impacts harbor many uncertainties, and these uncertainties are unlikely to
dissipate in the near term. Within these uncertainties are the possibility for surprises, which could be
unpleasant and quick to appear.
In this context, a strategy that balances detecting and adjusting to changes against extrapolating
(including modeling) and anticipating changes will be most prudent.
Thus, monitoring of climatic and hydrologic conditions plays an important role in addressing potential
climate changes.
Key words: Climate change, water resources management, hydrologic changes, monitoring
networks, sea level
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THE INFLUENCE OF CONTEMPORARY CLIMATE CHANGES TO THE
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDITION IN AZERBAIJAN

Rza Mahmudov
Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources, Azerbaijan
As a result of the great number of researches, which have been implemented in the direction of climate
changes – one of the important ingredient of environmental factors, identified that changes, observed in the
global climate system, continues negatively increase in the dynamics of the natural hazards, which occur for
the hydrometeorological processes.
Nowadays global climate changes and its damages to the people, water objects, biodiversity,
agricultural infrastructural fields, in general, its natural hazards are one of the greatest problems of the
humanity. Today, the economy of not only special governments, but in general, the world has been damaged
by the influence of climate changes.
The climate of the territory of Azerbaijan is the ingredient of the global climate system, and processes,
occurring in this system, have a considerable influence to the hydrometeorological condition of the country
in terms of time variety with the different intensity.
In the territory of Azerbaijan there have been held the comparative analysis between the norm
indicators of the main meteorological parameters, based on the real observation data in 1961-1990 y.y. and
the norm indicators of next years for different altitudes and regions. It enables to determine the lawfulness of
the change in the temperature by the altitudes and regions.
Table 1: The change of the temperature in comparison with the multiyear norm (1961 – 1990) by
different altitudes over the territory of the republic in 1991-2016 and 2007-2016 y.y.
Years

Multiyear norm
1961- 1990
The differ from the
multiyear norm
(1991-2016) 0C
The differ from the
multiyear norm
(2007 -2016) 0C

Altitudes, m
201-500 501-1000

0

1 - 200

14.6
+0.5

14.3
+1.1

13.3
+0.5

+0.8

+1.0

+0.9
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1000

Over the
territory of
the republic

11.9
+0.4

7.8
+0.7

12.3
+0.7

+0.7

+1.2

+0.92
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Table 2: The change of the temperature in comparison with the multiyear norm (1961 – 1990) by
different regions over the territory of the republic in 1991-2016 and 2016 y.y.
Years

Multiyear norm
1961- 1990
The differ from
the multiyear
norm (19912016) 0C
The differ from
the multiyear
norm (2007 2016) 0C

Regions
Great
Little
Caucasus Caucasus

KurAraz

Nakhche
van

9.2

14.3

12.4

Over the
territory of
the
republic
12.3

+0.4

+1.2

+0.5

+0.9

+0.70

+0.7

+1.0

+1.0

+1.1

+0.87

AbsheronGobustan

LenkoranAstara

14.5

12.9

10.7

+0.6

+0.5

+0.7

+0.7

As we see in the table 1 the multiyear temperature norm (1961-1990) in the territory of the republic
consists of 12.30C. In comparison with the multiyear norm it is observed the increase both in the temperature
and altitude interval indicators. Only in 2011 in comparison with the multiyear norm there has not been
observed the increase of the temperature (0.00C). But in 2010, 2015 years, which are considered as warmest
years over the world, the increase of the temperature has been correspondingly consisted of +1.30C and
+1.60C. But in 2016 this number has been +0.70C. By the altitude intervals the most increase of the
temperature is observed on 1-200 m altitude (+1.00 C and >1000 m).
In the table 2 there has been presented the change of the temperature in comparison with the multiyear
norm over the separate regions. For the regions the most increase of the temperature observed in 2010 in
Little Caucasus (+1.90C), Kur-Araz (+1.80C), in 2012 in Nakhchevan MR (+2.40C) and in 2015 in
Nakhchevan (+2.1 0C), and in 2016 the most increase of the temperature has been consisted of +1.1 0C, too.
It is interesting that over the multiyear period there has been observed the increase of the mean
multiyear temperature +0.70C in Absheron-Gobustan, Lenkoran-Astara, Great Caucasus, +1.00C and +1.10C
in Little Caucasus, Kur-Araz, Nakhchevan.
In the comparative analysis of precipitations we see that in the comparison with the multiyear norm
(462 mm) the most increase of the precipitation is observed in 2016 (585 mm). The increase consists of 124
mm.
Over 2008, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 years the precipitation has been less than the multiyear norm
respectively on -31 mm, -23 mm, -45 mm, -70.5 mm, -42 mm.
In 2016 the increase of the average multiyear precipitation has been consisted of +70.0 mm in
comparison with the multiyear norm and the decrease of the precipitation is observed on the 201-500 m (23.2 mm) altitude, but the increase on 501- 1000 m (+171 mm).
In 2016 over the territory of the country the maximal temperature has been consisted of +43 0C, but
minimal -230C. The maximal month precipitation has been consisted of 595 mm and the maximal speed of
the wind 37 m/sec. Over the territory of the country there have been observed approximately 20 floods in
2016 y.
In 2016 y., except of October, November and December months, over other months the temperature
has been higher than the multiyear norm. In 19 January and 25 March in Baku the daily temperature has been
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more than the multiyear norm on +100C. But in 11 August in Baku the record multiyear temperature
indicator (+38.10C) has been refreshed and consisted of 40.3 0C.
Last year firstly, there has been observed the increase of the level in Caspian Sea (+1.0 sm).
A river water resource of any country as a natural factor is considered as a general supplement of the
social-economical, sustainable development. In this point of view the right assessment of water resources, the
clear forecasting of processes in water objects, resulted in the contemporary climate changes, the provision of
the water demand in the country, its usage have a great social-economical, yet political importance.
In order to explore the influence of regional climate changes to the river flow, maximal, minimal, annual
flows, which are main characteristics of the river flow, there has been analyzed the multiyear observation
data of rivers, which are situated on different physic-geographical regions. The analysis of the multiyear
trend of maximal (Qmax, m3/sec.), minimal (Qmin, m3/sec.), average annual (Qannual, m3/sec.) water discharges
in rivers shows over the republic on decreasing of the maximal, minimal and annual water discharges in
rivers with the high water and flood regime the minimal winter flows are increased (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. The change of maximal (a), average annual (b) and minimal (c) flow in rivers.
This kind of trend is observed in the maximal water discharge (the decrease to 20-40%) over the spring
high water period in the great part of world’s rivers, including Southern-Western Russia’s, Western Europe’s
territorial rivers.
Over the winter low water period of rivers the increase of the minimal flow, first of all, is connected to
the character of the contemporary climate changes. I.e., there is mostly observed the increase of winter
seasonal temperatures, which increases the role of the snow melt, and at the same time it embodies itself in
the flow of the spring flood period (the duration of the flood period, the volume of the flow, maximal water
discharge are decreased).
Global climate changes mostly influencing the cryosphere, firstly, the snow-ice cover of the
continental and land territory result in serious destructions in their morphology structure.
The decrease processes, which occur in the general glaciers of the world, are observed over the main
ice territory of Azerbaijan. So, over 1986-2016 year in the glacier territories the decrease processes has been
continued, over 1986-2016 years the territories of Shahdag glacier and Bazarduzu glacier respectively, have
been decreased on 0.17 km2 and 0.04 km2. Analytical photos, which reflects the decrease of Tufandag in
Great Caucasus, have been presented in the figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The comparative description of the condition of the upper suspended
glacier over 2011-2016 y.y.
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Summary

The influence of contemporary climate changes to the hydrometeorological condition in
Azerbaijan
Rza Mahmudov
Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources, Azerbaijan

In the contemporary period changes, observed in the global climate system, continues negatively
increase in the dynamics of the natural hazards, which occur for the hydrometeorological processes.
Nowadays, not only the economy of several countries, but also the whole world has been damaged by the
influence of climate changes. In 1991-2016 y.y. over the territory of republic in comparison with the
multiyear norm the average multiyear temperature has been consisted of +0.7 0C, but in 2007-2016 y.y. it has
been increased on +0.920C. Over the republic on decreasing of the maximal, minimal and annual water
discharges in rivers with the high water and flood regime the minimal winter flows are increased.
Key words: Climate changes, temperature, multiyear norm, flood regime, water discharge
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background to the study
Old models of consumption and industrialization will not support the world’s growing population. If
humans wish to have water, materials and natural resources needed to thrive a new approach to living is
called for. A sustainable society is founded on equal access to health care, nutrition, clean water, shelter,
education, energy, economic opportunities and employment. In this ideal society, humans live in harmony
with their natural environment, conserving resources not only for their own generation, but also for their
future generation (sustainabilitydegrees.com).
It’s no secret that economic growth and energy have come at the cost of environmental degradation. In
answer to this challenge, sustainability experts are looking at ways in which we can slow or prevent
pollution, conserve natural resources and protect natural environments (ibid).
Moving towards sustainability is also a socioeconomic challenge that entails international and national
law, urban planning and transport, local and individual lifestyles and ethical consumerism. Ways of living
more sustainably can take many forms from reorganizing living conditions (e.g. eco-villages, ecomunicipalities and sustainable cities), reappraising economic sectors (permaculture, green building,
sustainable agriculture), or work practices (sustainable architecture), using science to develop new
technologies (green technologies, renewable energy and sustainable fission and fusion power), or designing
systems in a flexible and reversible manner (Fawcett et al., 2012; Zhang and Babovic, 2012); and adjusting
individual lifestyles that conserve natural resources (Black and Cherrier, 2010).
The term 'sustainability' should be viewed as humanity's target goal of human-ecosystem equilibrium
i.e.homeostasis (Shaker, 2015); Despite the increased popularity of the use of the term "sustainability", the
possibility that human societies will achieve environmental sustainability has been, and continues to be,
questioned—in light of environmental degradation, climate change, population growth and societies' pursuit
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of indefinite economic growth (worldwatch.org; degrowth.org). The term sustainability has divergent view
because it involves all disciplines. Each discipline views it from its own perspective and defines it in many
different ways such as; “the sustainable models necessary for both the human race and planet Earth to survive
(sustainabilitydegrees.com).
The first definition can be traced to the Brundtland Commission Report of 1987 which defines
“sustainable development” as the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Other research works consider sustainable development
as balancing local and global efforts to meet basic human needs without destroying or degrading the natural
environment (Kates et al., 2005; International Institute for Sustainable Development, 2009; EurActiv, 2004);
presumes that resources are finite, and should be used conservatively and wisely with a view to long-term
priorities and consequences of the ways in which resources are used” (sustain.ucla.edu). The need for these
resources to be conserved and used wisely becomes crystal clear when one of the resources under question is
an essential resource for sustaining life, good health and food production; that is “Water”.
Water is an essential resource for life and good health; the most common, most widely distributed and
most useful liquid on earth; the most precious natural resource that exist on our planet (Musa, et al; 2008).
Two third of the human body weight is made up of water attaining forty-five percent in the average adult.
The brain is eighty five percent water; muscles contain seventy five percent water and bones thirty three
percent (Akpan, 1998). As a result of the significance of water in physiological systems, it is difficult to
survive long without water (Longdet, et al; 2004).
People need access to a clean water supply for varied uses. Paradoxically, there is shortage of clean
water as demand for it continues to grow across the globe at an alarming rate. With almost two – thirds of
earth covered by water, it is difficult to understand how a shortage of clean water supply could exist. This is
so, as only one percent of the water in the world is consumable without treatment (Lee et al., 2005).
However, giant strides were made by the private sector inform of packaged and bottled water businesses to
fill this gap/ void. These businesses operate in the environment and have impacts on the populace socially,
economically and environmentally.
The term “Socioeconomic Impact” is not an easy term to define. Many professionals characterize it in
many different ways such as: the "use of economics in the study of society (Eatwell et al., 1989); how
economic activity affects and is shaped by social processes and also how societies progress, stagnate, or
regress because of their local or regional economy, or the global economy (wikipedia.com); it also refers
broadly to the relation of economics to social values (Benhabib et al., 2011); the combination of social and
economic factors on how both influences something (businessdictionary.com).
From the above definitions, this research work simply defines Socioeconomic Impact as “the study of
the effect of an activity, action, project, programme, business operations or policy on the social and
economic conditions in a society.”The particular area of interest for this research work is limited to
socioeconomic impacts of packaged and bottled water businesses in achieving sustainable development goals
in Nigeria.
According to a report, Nigeria water supply situation has not kept pace in meeting the Millennium
Development Goal (MDG) target of 75% coverage for safe drinking water. To achieve the MDG target,
Nigeria must increase the rural population with access to improved drinking water by 33% (WSMP, 2008;
WHO/UNICEF, 2010; UNEP, 2010). Access to improved drinking water in Nigeria still lags behind demand,
with urban areas having a higher proportion than those in rural areas who have access. Generally speaking,
improved water supply in Nigeria only increased from 47% in 1990 to 58% in 2008 (WSMP, 2008); with a
target projection of 90-100% water supply to the population by 2020 (Federal Republic of Nigeria, 2000;
WSMP,
2008).
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1.2 Research Problem
Packaged and bottled water businesses (PBWBs) in Nigeria suffer from various socio economic
challenges such as high cost of production, unreliable grid supply, distribution problems, multiple taxation,
littering or environmental pollution, integrity, quality, inspection or business feasibility concerns and
inefficacy of government regulatory bodies. According to Ademoroti (1996); Dada (2009); Aroh et al.
(2013), People still worry about the purity of the sachet water. The integrity of the hygienic environment and
conditions where majority of the packaged water in the markets are produced has been questioned. CAMON
(2007), as cited by Dada (2009); stated that “there are claims of past outbreaks of water borne illnesses that
resulted from consumption of polluted sachet waters most of which are of unknown origin.” Adetunji and
Ilias(2010), also stated that increasing number of private companies registered and unregistered, are getting
involved in the packaged water business in virtually every district in the country. Edoga et al.(2008) noted
that “about 70 percent of Nigerian adults drink at least a bottled or sachet of water per day resulting in about
50 to 60 million used water-bottles and water-sachets disposed daily across the country.”This has led to a lot
of littering of the disposables (empty bottle and the sachet) and by extension environmental pollution.The
combination of these challenges further compound the need for sustainable practices within the PBWBs
especially in Nigeria which may gradually compromise the ability of the future generations to meet their own
needs. Hence, the need to examine the Socioeconomic Impact (SEI) of such businesses towards achieving
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Nigeria.
1.3 Research Aim
The aim of this research paper is to examine the Socioeconomic Impacts of Packaged and Bottled
Water Businesses in achieving sustainable development goals with a view of discussing such impacts in
Nigeria.
1.4 Research Methodology
The main sources of data were journals, conference / seminar / workshop papers, text books,
newspapers, magazines and the internet sources etc., which were used to review literature in the Water
Business field and help in identifying and narrowing some of its socioeconomic impacts. These impacts were
examined on how they affect the realization of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) within the Nigeria’s
and global context.
2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Packaged and Bottled Water Businesses in Nigeria
With the job unfinished for millions of people—There is need to go the last mile in ending hunger,
achieving full gender equality, improving health services and getting every child into school.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) adopted in September 2000 rallied the world around a
common 15-year agenda to tackle the indignity of poverty. The MDGs established measurable, universallyagreed objectives for eradicating extreme poverty and hunger, preventing deadly but treatable disease, and
expanding educational opportunities to all children, among other development imperatives. The MDGs drove
progress in several important areas:
 Income poverty
 Access to improved sources of water
 Primary school enrollment
 Child mortality
Now we must shift the world onto a sustainable path. The SDGs aim to do just that, with 2030 as the
target date. These include : No poverty, Zero Hunger, Good health and well-being, Quality education,
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Gender equality, Clean water and sanitation, Affordable and clean energy, Decent work and economic
growth, Industry, Innovation and infrastructure, Reduced inequalities, Sustainable cities and communities,
Responsible consumption and production, Climate action, Life below water, Life on land, Peace, justice and
strong institutions and lastly, Partnership for the goals. This new development agenda applies to all countries,
promotes peaceful and inclusive societies, creates better jobs and tackles the environmental challenges of our
time— climate change. The Global Goals must finish the job that the MDGs started, and leave no one
behind; with access to water not being an exception and taking the center stage for this study (ng.undp.org).
Water scarcity affects all social and economic sectors and threatens the sustainability of the natural
resources base. Addressing water scarcity requires an intersectoral and multidisciplinary approach to
managing water resources in order to maximize economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without
compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems. Integration across sectors is needed. This integration
needs to take into account development, supply, use and demand, and to place the emphasis on people, their
livelihood and the ecosystems that sustain them. On demand side, enhancing water productivity (the volume
of production per unit of water) in all sectors is paramount to successful programmes of water scarcity
alleviation (FAO, 2007).
Since independent, Nigeria has spent a lot of money on developing water supplies. However, there are
still many health problems in both urban and rural areas due to polluted drinking water and a shortage of
water for daily hygiene. Rural areas face specific problems not encountered in the towns. It is simply too
expensive to provide a house-to-house water supply because homes are so widely scattered. Many rural
people have low incomes and find it difficult to fund or maintain a water supply. They also lack the skills
needed to maintain the water source (DFID, 2003). Pipe borne potable water is also inadequate both in
quantity and quality (Adekunle et al, 2004; Voanews.com). An alternative to the seemingly inadequate water
supply is found in Packaged and Bottled Water. Hence, the need to examine the SEI of PBWBs in achieving
SDGs. The SEI or effects are a sub-part of environmental analyses for any given product or business
operating within an environment.
Environmental analysis is a strategic tool used to identify all the external and internal elements, which
can affect the organization’s performance. The analysis entails assessing the level of threat or opportunity the
factors might present. These evaluations are later translated into the decision-making process. The analysis
helps align strategies with the firm’s environment. Businesses are greatly influenced by their environment.
All the situational factors which determine day to day circumstances impact firms. So, businesses must
constantly analyze the trade environment and the market. The most used detailed analysis of the environment
is the PESTLE analysis. This is a bird’s eye view of the business conduct which is used to foresee where the
organization will be in the future (pestleanalysis.com)
PESTLE analysis consists of various factors that affect the business environment. Each letter in the
acronym signifies a set of factors. These factors can affect every industry directly or indirectly. The letters in
PESTLE, also called PESTEL, denote the following things:
i. Political factors
ii. Economic factors
iii. Social factors
iv. Technological factors
v. Legal factors
vi. Environmental factor
This study is limited to the socioeconomic (social and economic) aspects / impacts / effects of
Packaged and Bottled Water Businesses in Achieving Sustainable Development Goals. Social and economic
factors involve all the determinants of the society and its economy respectively. Businesses analyze these
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factors because they can conclude the direction in which the economy and society might move. It helps to set
up strategies in line with changes. These include but not limited to: cultural implications, gender and
connected demographics, social lifestyles, domestic structures and educational levels, the inflation rate, the
interest rate, disposable income of buyers, credit accessibility, unemployment rates, the monetary or fiscal
policies, the foreign exchange rate etc. (ibid)
2.2 Socioeconomic Impacts of Packaged and Bottled Water Businesses in Achieving Sustainable
Development Goals
The concept of the SDGs was born at the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development,
Rio+20, in 2012. The objective was to produce a set of universally applicable goals that balances the three
dimensions of sustainable development: environmental, social, and economic. The 2030 Agenda comprises
17 new SDGs, or Global Goals, with one of the goals among them being access to clean water to everyone;
everywhere (ng.undp.org).
Water is essential for all socio-economic development and for maintaining healthy ecosystems. As
population increases and development calls for increased allocations of ground water and surface water for
domestic, agriculture and industrial sectors, the pressure on water resources intensifies, leading to tensions,
conflicts among users, and excessive pressure on the environment. The increasing stress on freshwater
resources brought about by ever – rising demand and profligate use, as well as by growing pollution
worldwide, is of serious concern. Despite considerable humanitarian endeavor over the last three decades,
almost 900 million people continue to lack access to safe water (One World, 2012).
In terms of quality and quantity of public water supply, the inadequacy of pipe borne water in Nigeria
is almost endemic. As studies have shown that standard industrialized world model for delivery of safe
drinking water technology is not affordable in much of the developing world (Gadgil and Derby, 2003). The
achievement or realization of the renewed global Commitments toward the MDGs by 2015 required the
development of locally sourced alternative low cost drinking water schemes that will provide sustainable
access to safe drinking water in all areas in developing countries (UNDESA, 2004). As the country
population grew and industries increased, the supply of water by the public utilities became inadequate in
quality and quantity (Adetunji and Ilias, 2010).
According to Akunyili (2003), it is the inability of the Government to persistently provide adequate
potable water for the growing population that has tremendously contributed to the proliferation of the
PBWBs. The bottled water price is within the reach of the tautology — that is elite (Adekunle et al, 2004).
Whereas, packaged water notably, offers the most accessible and quickest means of assuaging the feeling of
thirst. Although this form of drinking water is easy to get and the price is affordable, people still worry about
its purity (Dada, 2009). The relatively cheap and inexpensive nature of the packaged water compared to
bottled water makes it a cherished and preferred commodity in the hands of many (Aroh et al., 2013).
The growing population, the increasing urbanization and the large market provides companies in the
PBWBs with a profitable venture that is expected to expand even further (Dada, 2009; Bello, 2017). The
business engages members of different status in the society. These range from the Packaged and bottled
water producers/manufacturers, whole sellers, retailers, consumers, government regulatory bodies, consumer
protection organizations and pressure groups etc. (Bello et al., 2017b). Packaged water if improved upon has
been suggested as a low cost, readily available alternative water provision that could help bridge the gap and
ultimately allow contributions from local initiatives in the drive towards economic development and
achieving the Water target of the MDGs marked for 2015 (Dada, 2009; Nwanya et al., 2013). The PBWBs
have without a doubt improve access to clean water in Nigeria, for these forms of drinking water are
affordable and can be found in every street and corner in the country; the increase in access will no doubt
contribute towards achieving one of the goals of sustainable development; access to clean water.
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Increases in small scale businesses are an extremely important indicator of the economic well-being of
any nation. In fact, some have claimed that small businesses hire more employees than larger corporations
and, thereby, contribute more to addressing unemployment and poverty (Bello et al., 2017a). With Increasing
number of private companies getting involved in the PBWBs there is an increase in employment
opportunities, income and more access to clean water to millions in the country (Adetunji and Ilias, 2010;
Bello, 2017). As a business venture, PBWBs can add more than 3600 new jobs in 36 States of Nigeria, thus,
providing income, employment, and numerous business opportunities for the young and old of the growing
populationin the country (Nwanya et al., 2013; Bello et al., 2017b). This ranges from the packaged and
bottled water producers, whole sellers, recyclers, distributors and retailers (Bello et al., 2017a).
The provision of water that is safe and clean is a must for any country pursuing sustainable
development (Bello et al, 2017b); and Nigeria is no different. At first, there were worries about the purity of
packaged water. In recent times, packaging of potable water in form of sachet water has gradually gained
wider acceptability in our major cities. Demographic and socio-economic variables are largely responsible
for the choice and preference for this product. It is usually packaged and sold to members of the public in
sealed nylons. This occurs in almost all parts of the country, like motor parks, markets, public functions and
street corner shops thereby engaging many hundreds of thousands if not millions of Nigerians by providing
income and employment which are essential aspects to reducing poverty rate and raising living standards in
the country (Aroh et al., 2013; Bello et al., 2017b). The growing popularity of this potable water unit in our
cities singles it out as one of the fastest growing small scale businesses in Nigeria, thus, providing the
government with a steady revenue source that keeps on increasing driven by the increasing population and
urbanization(Aroh et al., 2013; Bello et al., 2017a).
Convenient access to drinking water increase privacy, reduce crime rate and risk to women and girls of
sexual harassment/assault while gathering water (Health, Dignity and Development, 2005). The PBWBs in
Nigeria has provided a much needed stability in the form of income and employment which led to increase in
privacy and reduction in crime rate and other social vices thereby contributing towards sustainable
development (Bello et al., 2017b).
Despite the tremendous positive impacts of the PBWBs, it has also its drawbacks on the environment
such as air pollution (when burnt) and land pollution (when disposed improperly). The packaging of
packaged water is made of non-biodegradable synthetic polyethylene (polythene), which does not decay,
decompose or corrode, and which when burnt, produces oxides of carbon, nitrogen and Sulphur which can
harm man and the environment. Almost every nook and cranny in Nigeria is littered with sachet water nylon,
popularly called “pure water”. About 70 percent of Nigerian adults drink at least a sachet of pure water per
day resulting in about 50 to 60 million used water-sachets disposed daily across the country (Edoga et al.,
2008; Adetunji and Ilias, 2010; Bello and Dalibi, 2017); The resulting outcome being environmental
pollution which makes it in the long run unsustainable.
From the reviewed literature above, the table below shows the summary of SEI of PBWBs in
Achieving SDGs.
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Table 2-1: Summary of Socioeconomic Impacts of Packaged and Bottled
Water Businesses in Achieving Sustainable Development Goals
S/N
1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

SEI of PBWBs in Achieving SDGs

Sources

[Aroh et al., 2013]; [Bello et al.,
Provides employment opportunities for male and
2017a];[Bello et al., 2017b]; [Nwanya
female; young and old people in the society
et al., 2013]
Provides income which increases standard of living [Aroh et al., 2013]; [Bello et al.,
thereby reducing crime rate in the society
2017a]; [Bello et al., 2017b];[Dada,
2009]; [Nwanya et al., 2013]
[Adekunle et al, 2004]; [Aroh et al.,
Provides business opportunities that offer 2013]; [Bello et al., 2017a]; [Bello et
alternative low-cost and clean water to the society.
al., 2017b]; [Dada, 2009]; [Nwanya et
al., 2013]
Provides a medium for companies to make profit by
providing more access and availability of drinking
water to the society.
[Aroh et al., 2013]; [Dada, 2009]
Engages the growing population and the small scale
(bottled
and
packaged)
drinking
water [Aroh et al., 2013]; [Bello et al.,
manufacturers
thereby
increasing
revenue 2017a];[Bello et al., 2017b]; [Dada,
generation for the government such as Tax etc.
2009]
Offers water at affordable price due to more
competition and availability of drinking water in the [Adekunle et al, 2004]; [Aroh et al.,
society.
2013]; [Dada, 2009]
[Adetunji and Ilias, 2010]; [Bello and
Affects the environment
Dalibi, 2017]; [Edoga et al., 2008];
[Bello and Dalibi, 2017]; [C.A.M.O.N,
Water-borne illnesses and health concerns
2007]; [Dada, 2009];
Source: Authors, from literature review

2.4 Socioeconomic Impacts of Water Businesses in Achieving Sustainable Development Goals
2.4.1 Provides employment opportunities for male and female; young and old people in the
society.
One of the goals of the SDGs is employment for the masses. Unfortunately, unemployment is one of
the major issues affecting Nigeria’s economy and its society. The rate of unemployment has increased during
last few years due to the fallout from the economic challenges. The proliferation of the PBWBs has
drastically reduced the rate of unemployment of male and female, young and old members of the society, for
it has provided millions of Nigerians with numerous employment opportunities which invariably contribute
towards achieving the SDGs of decent job and economic growth.
2.4.2 Provides income thereby increasing standards of living and reducing crime rate in the
society.
Nigeria, like most developing countries continue to be stricken by abject poverty. Poverty rate, just like
unemployment rate keeps rising in the country and this poses a serious danger to the socio-economic status of
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many Nigerians. The very first goal of SDGs is “No Poverty” and PBWBs have gone a long way contributing
towards achieving that aim by providing millions of Nigerian with a steady income stream, and with
increasing income come increase in living standards which invariably reduces crime and other social vices
thus driving towards sustainable development.
2.4.3 Offers business opportunities that provide alternative low-cost and clean water to the
society.
The emergence ofthe PBWBs has not only provided alternative cheap and affordable clean water to
members of different status in the society, but also provides numerous business opportunities for the growing
population of the country thus contributing towards achieving sustainable development in terms of industry
(innovation), decent work and clean water and sanitation which invariably increase living standards of the
country’s population.
2.4.4 Provides a medium for companies to make profit by providing more access and availability
of drinking water to the society.
In Nigeria, the main sources of water in the country are borehole water, well water and rain waterwhich
are known to possess heavy metals thus are unsafe for drinking. The proliferations of PBWBs have
dramatically improved access and availability of clean water because these forms of water can be found in
every area in the country therefore contributing towards achieving the SDGs of access to clean water.
Moreover, the increasing urbanization and the large market provides those in the business with a profitable
venture that is expected to expand even further mainly due to the growing population thus also contributing
towards achieving the SDGs of “No poverty and decent work and economic growth”.
2.4.5 Engages the growing population and the small scale (bottled and packaged) drinking water
manufacturers’ thereby increasing revenue generation for the government such as Tax etc.
According to Bello et al. (2017a), small businesses hire more employees than larger corporations and,
thereby contribute more to addressing unemployment and poverty. The PBWBs in Nigeria engage members
of both sex and different status in the society therefore contributing towards the SDGs targets of “No
Poverty, Zero Hunger and Decent Employment”. In addition, many more small companies are getting
involved in the businesses, taxes paid by these businesses have provide the government with a steady and
increasing revenue source driven by the increasing population and urbanization which will drive towards
sustainable development.
2.4.6 Offers water at affordable price due to more access and availability of drinking water in the
society.
In a country where the government-owned public water utilities is unable to consistently provide
potable water both in quantity and quality, the PBWBs in Nigeria has not only led to improve access and
availability of clean drinking water both in quantity and quality but also provide alternative cheap and
affordable clean water to members of different status of the society as such contributing massively towards
the attainment of SDGs of access to clean water. What more, the prices of the packaged and bottled water are
within the reach of the upper class, the middle class and the lower class, for it takes only a very small
proportion of their earnings to have any significant impact.
2.4.7 Affects the environment
According to Edoga et al. (2008); Adetunji and Ilias (2010), about 70 percent of Nigerian adults drink
at least a sachet of pure water or bottled water per day resulting in about 50 to 60 million used water-sachets
or bottles disposed daily across the country thus resulting in environmental pollution which makes it in the
long run unsustainable. It further has more drawbacks on the environment through air pollution (when burnt).
The sachet of packaged water is made of non-biodegradable synthetic polythene which when burnt, produces
substances which are harmful to man and the environment. Although new technology of biodegradable
synthetic polythene are available, they are however too expensive and unaffordable for the local initiatives of
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a developing country thus inhibiting the SDGs of Sustainable Cities and Communities; meaningthere is need
for sustainable measures and practices regarding such businesses.
2.4.8 Water-borne illnesses and health concerns
PBWBs provide the perfect alternative to drinking water in Nigeria due to the accessibility and
affordability of the products to members of different status (lower class, middle class and upper class) in the
society. However, there is a general consensus with regards to the purity and integrity of the products,
especially packaged water. The hygiene of the areas in which most of these packaged water are produced are
atrocious, and with increasing number of registered and unregistered locals getting in on the act, these
businesses invariably sabotage the good health (well-being) and access to clean water goal of SDGs,
therefore an effective design for regulation is needed.
3.0 Summary and Conclusions
This study discusses the SEI of PBWBs in achieving SDGs. The literature reviewed in this work was
used to identify, tabulate and discuss the main SEI of PBWBs in achieving SDGs. The SEI of PBWBs were
identified as: a business that provides employment opportunities for male and female, young and old people
in the society; it provides income thereby increasing standards of living and reducing crime rate in the
society; it offers business opportunities that provide alternative low-cost and clean water to the society; it
provides a medium for companies to make profit by providing more access and availability drinking water to
the society; it engages the growing population and the small scale (bottled and packaged) drinking water
manufacturers thereby increasing revenue generation for the government such as Tax etc.; it offers water at
affordable price due to a more access and availability of drinking water in the society; it affects the
environment and it brings about water-borne illnesses and health concerns.
Like most developing countries, Nigeria’s water supply is inadequate in both quantity and quality.
Although, the PBWBs face numerous challenges like, high cost of production, distribution problems,
epileptic power supply, integrity, quality, and business feasibilities concerns. The SEI of PBWBs creates a
synergistic effect in achieving all but one of the 17 outline goals of the SDGs targets. These includes: No
poverty, Zero Hunger, Good health and well-being, Quality education, Gender equality, Clean water and
sanitation, Decent work and economic growth, Industry, Innovation and infrastructure, Reduced inequalities,
Sustainable cities and communities, Responsible consumption and production, Climate action, Life below
water, Life on land, Peace, justice and strong institutions and lastly, Partnership for the goals.
This so because PBWBs provides business opportunities, employment and income to the growing
population for male and female, young and old people (reduced inequalities and gender equality) in the
country thereby reducing crime rate and raising living standards. These enable various households educate
their wards. It alsoprovides alternative low-cost and clean water to the society with affordable prices for the
lower class, the middle class and the upper class. As such it reduces the chances of water borne diseases
while improving good health and well-being.
In addition the small scale (bottled and packaged) drinking water manufacturers use some simple
innovations in production and recycling which reduces the cost of production leading to responsible
consumption. It has also invariably provided the government with a growing source of revenue e.g. tax
etc.which paves the way for better partnership with the UN SDGs.
4.0 Limitations of the Study and Further ResearchDirection
This study has been carried out with an aim to examine the Socioeconomic Impact (SEI)of Packaged
and Bottled Water Businesses (PBWBs) in achieving SDGs with a view of discussing such impacts in
Nigeria. Sequel to the discussions above, further research is recommended as follows:
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 To identify and examine other SEI of such businesses in Nigeria on how they affect Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
 To carry out an empirical study to determine the extent to which these socio-economic factors of
PBWBs affect the realization of SDGs.
 To assess the performances of the stakeholders within this sector on the realization of SDGs.
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APPENDIX

Figure: Bottled Water Samples

Figure: Packaged Water Samples (also known as Sachet water)
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Water is an essential resource for life and good health. Nigeria, like with most developing countries,
ground water and rain water are the major sources of drinking water. These sources are said to be unhygienic
leading to the emergence of the packaged and bottled water businesses (PBWBs). These businesses create a
Socio-Economic Impact (SEI) which affects the realization of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The
aim of this research paper is to examine the SEI of PBWBs in achieving SDGs in Nigeria. Secondary sources
of data were used to review literature in the relevant field. The result shows that the SEI of PBWBs creates a
synergistic effect in achieving all but one of the 17 outline goals of the SDGs targets.
Key words: Bottled water, Businesses, Nigeria, Packaged Water, Socioeconomic Impacts Sustainable
Development Goals
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The intensive hail causes great damage to agriculture, the lines of electricity transmission and
communication, transport and structures, as well as flora and fauna. Usually hail is accompanied by
lightning, the fall of heavy rain and a strong squall wind.
The territory of Azerbaijan, especially its western part, is one of the hail danger regions of the
Caucasus. This is favored by the complex terrain relief, large temperature contrasts of the underlying surface,
peculiar exposures of mountain slopes, and the interaction of cold arctic and moist Atlantic air masses [3]
In climatology, the analysis of hail phenomena is traditionally conducted according to the data of
ground stations and observation points. However, a sufficiently large distance between them does not allow
us to detect all hail phenomena that are local in nature. Therefore, these data cannot be objectively
characterizing hail activity of the area. For these purposes, it is expedient to use data from remote observation
methods, meteorological radars.
The advantage of the radar method is that any part of the space can be probed in the radius of the view,
and thus monitor the development of hail clouds from generation to dissipation, assess the severely
hazardous situation, determine the trajectory of precipitation, the size of the hail, etc.
On the other hand, the radar characteristics - the height of the upper boundary of the radar echo of
convective clouds, Hu (km), their radar reflectivity Z (dbz), the hail cores area, the travelling velocity and
direction of clouds and precipitation - are in close dependence on meteorological parameters of the cloudy
atmosphere
To perform this task, a radar method was used to study climatology of hail damage [3, 4]. In this work
materials of radar observations conducted for the period 1979-2016 in the Akstafa and Goygol radio
meteorological stations (RMS) of the Radio Meteorology and Aerology Center by help of the automated
(since 2001) radar MRL-5 were used. The radius of the observation includes the territories of Gazakh,
Akstafa, Tovuz, Shamkir, Kedabek, Dashkesan and other regions.
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In order to clarify the results of radar observations, the State Insurance data, acts of hail damages, the
ground hydro meteorological stations observation data, messages from Internet sites and etc. were also used
in the work. Thus, all the available information about the hail damage was used, which made it possible to
obtain the most complete idea of the spatial-temporal distribution of hailstorms across the territory [4].
For identification of the clouds hail-threatened state, the following radar criteria were used [1, 2]:
• Z10 < 55 dbz
non-hail;
• 55 ≤ Z10 < 65 dbz
weak hail with shower without significant damage;
• 65 ≤ Z10 < 75 dbz
hail with significant damage;
• Z10 ≥ 75 dbz
catastrophic hail,
where Z10 - radar reflectivity of the radar-echo from clouds at a wavelength of 10 sm.
For the analysis, only those clouds were selected which, according to their radar characteristics, would
satisfy one of the last two conditions, that is, they caused a hail fall. If necessary, critical values of other
information characteristics, such as the height of the upper boundary of Hu and the height of the zone of the
increased radio echo H45, were also used.
For the period 1979-2016 880 cases with hail storming were analyzed.
The daily course of the repeatability of hail damage cases was established both for the territory of
individual districts and for the whole (Table 1).
As can be seen from Table 1, the main part (80-85%) of hailstones is observed in the period of 14-22 h,
which is associated with increased convection, which in turn is associated with maximum warming of the
underlying surface. However, the daily repeatability maxima for different regions dif-fer somewhat, from
each other. For example, if in the Kedabek and Dashkesan districts the daily maxi-mum is observed during
the period of 14-18 hours (55-58%), then in the Kazakh, Akstafa and Tovuz regions in the period 16-20
hours (44-52%), and in the Shamkir region in 18-22 h (48%) (Table 1).
The time of the hail detection beginning 14-16 h is coinciding with the time of the daily maximum of
the air and underlying surface temperature, and thus with the exacerbation of convection. A shift in the daily
maximums is probably due to the different remoteness of the territory of these areas from the main foci of the
occurrence of hail-dangerous convective clouds and with the features of frontal hail processes trajectories.
The article also considers the distribution of hail cases by months (Table 2). In this case, the choice of
the cases statistics with hailstones is not accidental, since it means that it better characterizes the district hail
activity than the days with hailstones.
Table 1:The daily course of hail repeatability (in percent) for 1979-2016
Districts
Akstafa
Kazakh
Kedabek
Dashkesan
Tovuz
Shamkir

0-2
1
2
1
1
1
4

2-4
3
5
1
0
1
1

4-6
2
1
0
1
0
0

6-8
1
0
0
1
0
0

8-10
0
0
1
1
0
0

10-12
0
0
2
1
0
1

12-14
3
1
8
4
6
5

14-16
14
16
24
26
19
11

16-18
29
24
31
32
25
25

18-20
20
20
18
15
27
19

20-22
20
19
10
13
14
29

22-24
8
9
5
4
7
5

As can be seen from table 2, in the study region, hail is observed from April till October months, and
this basically coincides with the vegetation period of the agricultural plants. In April, September and October
month, hail fallout is relatively rare, but sometimes even in these months hail can cause significant damage.
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Activation of hail processes begins in April, but in this month the rate of hail fallout is small and only
1-5%. The main part of hail damage is observed for the period May-July (75-83%). However, with full
confidence, we can say that the maximum hail activity occurs in June (30-42%).
Table 2: Distribution of cases with hail damage by months (in percent) for 1979-2016
Districts
Akstafa
Qazakh
Kedabek
Dashkesan
Tovuz
Shamkir
By the whole region

March
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

April
3
3
1
1
5
1
2

May
25
24
22
26
24
32
24

June
35
30
39
34
42
38
38

July
15
20
21
19
15
13
18

August
19
18
8
8
7
8
11

September
4
5
8
8
7
7
6

October
0
0
2
5
1
0
1

Number of cases
127
116
214
164
177
82
880

As can be seen from the table, in the territory of the Qazakh and Akstafa districts, hail activity remains
significant in August too.
In work, also was analyzed the time course of the annual number of cases with hailstones for the six
regions mentioned above. The results of this analysis for the regions of Akstafa, Kedabek and Dashkesan are
shown in Fig. 1, from which it follows that the repeatability of hailstones has sharp annual fluctuations.
At the same time, the linear trend for the Akstafa district shows a slight decrease in the repeatability of
hailstones over time. A similar type of linear trend is typical for the districts of Qazakh and Tovuz. However,
for the Kedabek and Dashkesan districts, linear trends demonstrate a clear increase in the frequency of
occurrence of hailstones.
It should be noted that in comparison with the period 1979-2004. [3] in this considered period 19792016, linear trends have a noticeable upswing. It is known that linear trends show a general trend of change,
however, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the nature of the considered value change significantly differs in
different time intervals.
To identify these time segments, polynomial trend curves are constructed using a 6-year filter. These
curves show that if we do not consider the fluctuations that arise on a small scale, the long-term changes in
the repeatability of the hailstorms can be considered as time series with certain local periods.
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Fig. 1. The time course of the annual number of hailstorm cases for the districts of
Akstafa, Kedabek and Dashkesan for the period 1979-2016

As can be seen from the Fig. 1, for the most hail-dangerous regions like Kedabek and Dashkesan, the
length of the period of these changes amounts to 20-22 years. More precisely, since the end of the 1980s
there has been a gradual decrease, and for the period 1991-1999 the minimum value of hailstorm activity.
Since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been an increase in hail activity, which peaked in
2007-2009. However, unlike previous periods, the maximum level here is much higher. For the period 20002016 except for 2003 and 2013 in the remaining years there were quite high repeatability rates of hailstone.
It can be noted that in recent years, in general, the repeatability of hail damages cases for the given
region varies in a rather narrow limit, while retaining rather large values (Fig.1). All this testifies to the
changes in hail climatology, which in its turn are probably related to global and regional climate warming.
As it was mentioned above, in the given territory the main part of the hail damage cases is observed in
May-June. As can be seen from Fig. 2, for the period 1991-2004.against the background of a general increase
in the average annual temperature, the average monthly air temperature in May decreased, and for the period
2005-2016. it has increased noticeably.
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Fig. 2. Months air temperature anomalies for the periods of
1991-2004 (a) and 2005-2016 (b)
Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 a decrease in the average monthly air temperature in May corresponds to a
decrease in the frequency of hail damage cases, and an increase in the frequency of its occurrence. In
principle, this can be explained by the fact that in May, when the air is sufficiently moistened due to the
melting of snow in the mountains, an increase in air temperature leads to an increase in convective processes
and, accordingly, the repeatability of hail damage cases.
The current situation, associated with the increase in the frequency and intensity of hail damage cases,
creates serious problems for the sustainable development of the economy of Azerbaijan Republic, as every
year the hail cases continue to inflict enormous damage to the economy, including agriculture.
Thus, there is a great need for a comprehensive study of hailstorm processes in the current new climate
situation, the development of reliable methods for forecasting them, and the organization anti-hail activities
in the region.
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Summary
Influence of Climate Warming on Hail Events in the Western Part of Azerbaijan
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In this paper, according to the radar observations data, hail phenomenon was investigated in the
western part of Azerbaijan for the period 1979-2016. The pattern of the frequency distribution of the hail was
determined in different time scales (per hour of day, per month of year) for different regions of this territory.
The time dependences of the hail frequency and the trends have been constructed. According to this, it was
established that the frequency of the hail markedly increased during the period under consideration in the
mountain and foothill areas (Kedabek and Dashkesan districts). It was also determined that in temporal
changes of the hail frequency, a certain periodicity is detected, which can be used in the long-term prediction
of such a phenomenon and in planning of anti-hail activities, which can contribute to the sustainable
development of the region.
Key words: Local process, convective cloudiness, thunderstorm, hail, downpour, MRL-5 radar
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Introduction
Population growth and rising living standards has caused a food demand. This issue has caused humans
to think more desirable use of the land and increasing agricultural and horticultural production is
concentrated. But a lot of suitable land to increase the area under cultivation has not remained and thus land
must grain yield per acre the amount of available increase. To achieve this goal, knowledge of production
capacity of the land and the selection of appropriate use of special importance is the capacity of the position,
this approach to "land evaluation" is said. Tabriz Plain of Iran in East Azerbaijan province is located in the
Northern West.
The plain to the north slopes - South of Moro the mountains, on the south by northern slopes of
Sahand, Tabriz, of the East at the east end the city limits and salt marsh lands of the West Urmia Lake is
restricted. This Plain is part of the Urmia Lake catchments. According to the data meteorological and
climatological features based on cold, dry climate Emberger calculated.(Table 2) Red sandstone
conglomerate and siltstone containing among the sediments that has the most extensive and in northeast and
east of Tabriz the highlands have outcrop. These sediments are highly erodible and in the degree of
degradation of water quality significantly influences. A total can be said that the existing formations in the
East and the North East regions predominantly from evaporate sediments of marl and chalky-salt layers of
consist has more erodible and in degradation of soil quality, and water resources to a wonderful effect.
Materials and Methods
The vast part of Tabriz plain in North East Lake Urmia is located in the Lower basin Aji-chay from the
north and North East to North Highlands region of Tabriz, Sufian and the mountains of Sahand south of the
northern scope mountains of Sahand is limited.
Between latitude 37.56 to 38.17 and Longitude 45.30 to 46.15 and an area of about 100,000 hectares, is
encompassed. Characteristics of land, plant the physical environment parameters that are involved in the
performance of the product. Depending on the land characteristics to what extent able to be cultivated crops
respond to the needs. The suitability of land for the desired product will be different. Therefore; there is
special importance to evaluate land features. In this study, evaluation of land features a parametric method
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(square root) has been made. Distance the properties of matter how land is more appropriate condition to
crop cultivation limits them for that product would be higher.
Evaluation of soil properties for five-level limitations is done as follows:
No limitations: in this case, land features quite favorable for crop production and maximum production.
Low limitations: land characteristics to produce suitable the desired product is almost and these
limitations; the production rate decreases to less than 20 percent.
Moderate limitations: a moderate effect in reducing crop land features are but still is profitable crop in
the land.
Severe limitations: land features are such effective in reducing product profitability almost "reach
zero."
Extremely severe limitations: limitations to many pieces of land are enough to that really loss of the
production and use of land for the desired product is not recommended.
In the FAO approach land classification system, lands are classified at different levels. These levels
include category class, subclass, and unit. In this system, there are two classes: suitable (S) and unsuitable
(N) where.
Suitable land (S): This type benefits from sustainable use of land for a particular type of productivity,
justifies the costs without damaging effect in the land use or land around.
Unsuitable land (N): The land characteristics prevent this type of land characteristics for a sustainable
use and land productivity or the conservation and corrective action required by demanding an unacceptable
cost. (Table 1)
Table 1: Numerical values for different classes of fitness
suitability class
S1 (very appropriate)
S2 (relatively appropriate)
S3 ) critical proportion(
N) unsuitable(

Land index
75-100
50-75
25-50
0-25

Land suitability class:
The appropriate category includes three classes: S1 (very suitable) S2 (moderately suitable) and S3
(suitable but less profitable ones).
Unsuitable class (N) contains two classes
N1 (Unsuitable but after removing limitations would be suitable) and
N2 (Unsuitable). Constraint type or types of corrective action as needed in a class shows by subclass.
Subclass is shown in lower case is defined as follows:
c: constraints related to climate
w: the limitations of wet soil
s: limitations related to soil physical properties.
f: limitations related to fertility factors that are not easy to amend.
n: the limits of salinity and alkalinity
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Results and Discussion
To determine the growth period of the plants and determine the limitations of existing climate for the
cultivation of crops in the region, the meteorological data should be examined the for this purpose of the
period of climatic data (2012-1987) station used to Tabriz synoptic weather.
Table 2: Climatic data synoptic stations of Tabriz (1987-2012)
Month
Climatic
parameters
The average
monthly
temperature
Mean absolute
Maximum
temperature
Mean absolute
minimum
temperature
Relative humidity
)٪(
Rainfall (mm)
Evapotranspiration
(mm)
temperature
difference between
day and night
The average length
of day (h)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

-2.3

-0.2

5

11.2

16.4

21.8

25.6

25.4

21

13.8

6.4

0.5

2.3

4.7

10.3

16.9

22.7

28.7

32.7

32.6

28.2

20.5

11.9

5.1

-5.7

-4.1

0.4

5.9

10.6

15.2

19.3

19

14.4

8.2

2.1

-2.8

72

69

62

56

51

41

36

36

39

51

65

72

22.3

24.2

40.6

52.7

42.6

16.9

5.8

3.2

7.6

21.9

27.9

23.2

0

0

31.2

64

119.6

193

211

158.2

104.8

36.2

9.8

0

8

8.8

9.9

11

12.1

13.5

13.4

13.6

13.8

12.3

9.8

7.9

9:39

10:24

11:33

12:46

13:55

14:40

14:40

13:55

12:46

11:33

10:31

9:41

The growth cycle of one year plants from germination to complete puberty plants and new growth for
perennial plants during the year. Growth cycle should be long enough to be able to the growth of plant the
chlorophyll production is to gain sufficient supports.
Climatic suitability for a specific plant, it is necessary to determine some variables such as at least
during the growing season, the period of solar radiation, air temperature and rainfalls, throughout the day,
relative humidity, and others should be measured. Growth period is defined to the period in which sufficient
moisture and the absence of thermal constraints make agricultural production possible. October is the
beginning of the growth period in Tabriz Plain First and end of the growth period is May 26.
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Table 3: U.S.D.A Soil Taxonomy
Orders

Orders

Orders

1

Coarse loamy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

2

Sandy skeletal Mixed Mesic

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

3

Coarse loamy over sandy skeletal Mixed Calcareous
Mesic

4

Fine loamy over sandy skeletal Mixed Mesic

Xerrochreptic calciorthids

Aridisols

5

Fine loamy carbonatic Mesic

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

6

Coarse Loamy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

7

Fine- Loamy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torriorthents

Entisols

8

Fine- Loamy Mixed Mesic

Fluventic Camborthids

Aridisols

9

Fine Mixed Mesic

Fluventic Camborthids

Aridisols

10

Fine Mixed Mesic

Aquic Camborthids

Aridisols

11

Fine Mixed Mesic

Xerollic Natrargids

Aridisols

12

Fine Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

13

Fine Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

14

Fine- Loamy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

15

Fine Mixed Mesic

Xerollic Camborthids

Aridisols

16

Fine Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

17

Clayey over sandy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

18

Fine- Loamy Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Xeric Torrifluvents

Entisols

19

Fine Mixed Mesic

Xerollic Camborthids

Aridisols

20

Clayey over Loamy Mixed Mesic

Xerollic Natrargids

Aridisols

21

Fine Mixed Mesic

Xerollic Natrargids

Aridisols

22

Fine Loamy Mixed Mesic

Typic Salorthids

Aridisols

23

Fine Mixed Mesic

Typic Salorthids

Aridisols

24

Fine Mixed Calcareous Mesic

Aquic Torriorthents

Entisols

Evaluation of land and climatic characteristics for irrigated sugar beet for different state's soil families
using parametric method (square root) were performed, and the results are as follows (Table 4):
26560 hectares of lands for sugar beets with proper suitability and 27100 hectares of relatively proper
suitability and 3330 hectares critical suitability and 32340 hectares suitability is inappropriate (fig.1).
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Table 4: Classes and subclasses of land suitability for sugar beet
Ha

٪

S1

26560

28.7

S2

27100

29.3

F

4080

4.4

ft

2440

3.2

n

3420

3.7

nt

2780

3

s

5570

6

st

1970

1.2

t

1600

1.7

tn

470

0.5

w

4260

4.6

3330

3.6

f

420

0.5

n

2130

2.3

t

780

0.8

32340

34.9

Class

sub classes

S3

N

Conclusion
• Evaluation results showed that the highest and most important limitation that reduces the degree of
land suitability, limitations related to is salinity and alkalinity.
• Due to the impact of the receding Urmia Lake and increased salinity of water resources in
agriculture qualitative classification of land suitability for crops in Tabriz plain rapidly changing and
ability of production in this plain will significantly be reduced.
• Tabriz plains of geomorphological and due to its proximity to the lake, the greatest impact will be
receding Urmia Lake.
• Agricultural situation in Tabriz plains due to the extraordinary impact of the receding Urmia Lake is
critical and the scope of is tighter every day life.
• Managers and senior managers attempt the agricultural system for planning cropping pattern and
orientation towards the establishment of the agricultural ecology.
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Fig. 1. Land use maps for sugar beet in Tabriz plain region
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Summary
Qualitative Land Suitability Classification for Sugar Beet Products in
Tabriz Plain, Eastern Azerbaijan Province, Iran

A. Ziaei Javid
Soil and Water Research Institute (SWRI), Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
K. Eftekhari
Soil and Water Research Institute (SWRI), Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
M. Jamshidi
Soil and Water Research Institute (SWRI), Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran

One way of achieving this objective is qualitative assessment of land suitability for a specific crop. The
Tabriz plain is located in Northern East of Lake Uremia. The area is of over 100,000 hectares. Classification
of land suitability for irrigated sugar beet was performed by a parametric method. Soil research and land
classification report was prepared and after reexamination, is base for the present research. In this study, 24
different soil series and 142 separate units have been identified.(Table 3) The results showed that the climate
for efficiency of irrigated sugar beets is suitable and that the main factors limiting the production area is land
slope and topography and on soil texture is the amount of lime, gravel, pH, salinity and alkalinity.
Key words: Tabriz plain, land suitability, sugar beets, crop, climate
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Introduction
Background to the Study
Historically, the concept of sustainable development (SD) emerged within the context of environmental
concerns as witnessed by first appearance of the term in the World Charter for Nature [1]. These concerns
were addressed in our Common Future [2], and further elaborated in 40 chapters of the Agenda 21 of the
earth summit in 1992 [3],[4]). Sustainable development (SD) according to Brundtland report is about
securing and meeting basic needs and wants of everybody from both rich and poor countries now and in the
future [2],[4]. The aforementioned definition by the Brundtland report is what governs and guides the global
pursuit for urban sustainability [5].
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), officially known as “Transforming our world: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development” is a set of 17 "Global Goals" with 169 targets between them.
Spearheaded by the United Nations through a deliberative process involving its 193 Member States, as well
as a global civil society, the goals are contained in paragraph 54 United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1 of
25 September 2015. The Resolution is a broader intergovernmental agreement that acts as the Post 2015
Development Agenda (successor to the Millennium Development Goals). The SDGs build on the Principles
agreed upon under Resolution A/RES/66/288, popularly known as The Future We Want.[6]
As part of its post-2015 development agenda, the United Nations (UN) has facilitated the development
of the Sustainable Development Goals SDGs [7]. Unlike their predecessors, the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) these Goals addresses more than just poverty alleviation but focus on over-all human and
ecosystem well-being. Achieving this requires addressing the three dimensions of Sustainable Development
(Social, Economic and Environmental) in an integrated synergistic way [8].
The world recently agreed to 17 Sustainable Development Goals SDGs, supported by 169 targets, in
turn fed by over 300 indicators, each of which relies on existing and new multiple data streams for its
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development [9]. The idea of global goals accompanied by concrete indicators was originally proposed by
the government of Colombia and Guatemala and officially introduced at the Rio +20 conferences [10]. SDGs
in their recent forms are a universal set of goals, targets and indicators that UN member states will use to
frame their agendas and policies over the next 15 years. SDGs follow, and expand on the millennium
development goals (MDGs), which were agreed by the governments in 2000 [11]. The SDGs were drafted by
the Open Working Group OWG established by the UN General Assembly in the “Zero Draft” of July 2014
[12] and were endorsed at the 68th session of the UNGA in the autumn of 2014. The Goals are made tangible
by targets-there are 169 targets (including 62 targets on the means of implementation) ranging from 5-12
targets per goal. The early draft list of indicators built on the proposals of the OWG and conclusion of the
Secretary General’s Independent Expert Advisory Group on Data Revolution for Sustainable Development
among other inputs [13].
Nigeria as a country as a developing country is faced with severe development challenges “blown up”
burgeoning population amidst declining oil revenues, which is the mainstay of the country’s economy.
Nigeria will need to prioritize the goals in order to ensure it meet its targets. National planning requires an
understanding of the progress already made in order to adequately plan for future. It is to this end that the
progress recorded with the MDGs are highlighted, while the new targets in the issue are highlighted within
the context of identifying the priorities for National Development [14].
Research Problem
In Nigeria, adoption the sustainable design is a challenge for the architect. This is because the
currentparadigm of thought treats building as an economic process, rather than an ecological, social
andcultural phenomenon responding to people’s needs and aspirations. Such deeply entrenchedeconomic
thought dominates social and cultural concerns as well as the environment and thisposes an obstacle to
achieving the objective of sustainable design [15].
The concept ofsustainability challenges architects to think and act in terms of long-term consequences
of theirdecisions on the diminishing resources of the world. Increasingly, there is a realization thatcurrent
architecture practices have ecological consequences that degrade the environment [16].
There is the implication of poor environmental sanitation in Nigeria which is visible in form of
increasing waste generation, over utilization of limited existing facilities, inadequate supply of portable
water, poor land use, conversion of residential accommodations into commercial buildings, increasing urban
screen and shanties on the edge of the cities, rural-urban migration, and general decline in human quality of
life [17].
Another problem is the rapid un-planned urban expansion of the past few decades in Nigeria, this pose
a Sustainable Development challenges evident in the proliferation of slums, urban poverty, informality,
unmet needs for infrastructure and basic services among others. The rate of urbanization in Nigeria rose from
15% in 1950 to 43.3% in 2000 and projected to reach 60% by 2015, while the number of urban areas
increased from 56 in 1953, 182 in 1963, 359 in 1991, to over 840 in 2006 [18].
There is also the issue of funding the SDGs. It is quite clear that Nigeria is already facing fiscal
challenges precipitated by declining oil revenues and lack of viable economic. For the MDGs, the
government spent about 3tn annually as against the total of 4.3tn required to achieve the MDGs targets
before the 2015 deadline. It is definitely assumed that funding the SDGs will be made difficult [14]. The
combination of the above mentioned problems further compounds the challenges faced by sustainable
development goals in Nigeria’s built environment.
Research Aim
The aim of this research work is to discuss and assess thesustainable development goals SDGs as
perceived by the architects practicing within the Nigeria’s built environment. Some of the factors hindering
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the SDGs are also identified in light of the perceptions of the architect’s practicing in Nigeria’s built
environment.
Research Methodology
The main sources of data were from journals, conference / seminar / workshop papers, text books,
newspapers, magazines and the internet sources etc., which were used to review literatures that helps in
identifying and discussing some selected factors Hindering SDGs in Nigeria as perceived by the architects
practicing within Nigeria’s built environment.
Scope and Limitation
This research work is limited to the perception of architects practicing within the Nigeria’s built
environment.Even though all the goals are equally important, goal number eleven “Build inclusive; safe and
sustainable cities and human settlements” is more closely related to built environment and architects and thus
will be the main focus of this research work.
Literature Review
Achieving Sustainable Development Goals in Nigeria
Sustainable development goals SDGs are a proposed set of targets for future international development.
They are universal set of goals, targets and indicators that UN member states are expected to use in framing
their agendas and policies over the next fifteen years. The Sustainable Development Goals builds upon,
follows and expands the Millennium Development Goals MDGs which were focused on developing
countries and are expected to expire at the end of 2015. In other words, SDGs are the new generations of
MDGs, establishing new rounds of development targets for the entire world to meet once the MDGs expire in
2015. This is why the SDGs form an important core of global development policy [14]. The UN Sustainable
Development Goals are as follows:
• End poverty and all its forms everywhere.
• End hunger, achieve food security and adequate nutrition for all, and promote sustainable agriculture.
• Attain healthy life for all ages.
• Provide equitable and quality education and life-long learning opportunities for all.
• Attain gender equality, empower women and girls everywhere.
• Secure water and sanitation for all for a sustainable world.
• Ensure access to affordable, sustainable and reliable modern energy for all.
• Promote strong, inclusive and sustainable economic growth and decent work for all
• Promote sustainable industrialization.
• Reduce inequality within and among countries.
• Build inclusive, safe and sustainable cities and human settlements.
• Promote sustainable consumption and production patterns.
• Promote actions at all levels to address climate change.
• Attain conservation and sustainable use of marine resources, oceans and seas.
• Promote and restore terrestrial ecosystem and halt all biodiversity loss.
• Achieve peaceful and inclusive societies, rule of law, effective and capable institutions.
• Strengthen and enhance the means of implementation and global partnership for sustainable
development.
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Implementing these ambitious goals and targets by developing countries such as Nigeria will bring
about challenges at the national, regional and international level of a broader scale than those brought about
by the MDGs.
Nigeria as a country has its own specific targets and actions taken to achieve Sustainable Development
Goals SDGs. Even though indicators are still under negotiations, it is nearly impossible to identify the exact
indicators already adopted. However, there are existing indicators and available data that may provide a hint
about the current level of progress of Nigeria with respect to implementation and achieving SDGs [14]. Thus
the goal 11, its targets, actions to be taken, and Nigeria’s status are appraised below:

Targets:
Ensure access to all for adequate, safe and affordable housing and basic services, and upgrade slums,
sustainable transport systems for all, and improving road safety notably by expanding public transport with
special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations which may include women, children, persons
with disabilities and the elderly.
Enhance inclusive and sustainable urbanization and capacities for participatory, integrated and
sustainable human settlement planning and management in all countries.
Actions to be taken:
Strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard world’s cultural and natural heritage, significantly reduce
the number of deaths and the number of affected people and decrease the economic losses relative to GDP
caused by disasters including water related disaster with focus on the poor and people in vulnerable
situations.
Nigeria’s status
Nigeria rose by six places to rank 84, with the most notable change being an improvement in its
contextual performance. Nigeria has difficulty balancing the three sides of energy trilemma as it has an
excellent level of energy security, but struggles with both providing energy equity and mitigating its impact
on the environment.
Environmental sustainability performance also remains low, but some progress is made in lowering the
high level of energy intensity and reducing the amount of CO2 emissions from electricity generation.
Contextual performance overall is weak, with low but improving indicators of political strength, low and
slipping indicators of social strength, and a comparative higher economic strength [19].
Building inclusive, safe and sustainable cities and human settlements will help in ending and
eradicating poverty by employing the masses which will then help in ending hunger and provide food
security for the families. This will also provide the parents the means to provide equitable and quality
education and healthy life for their families. Sustainable architecture also incorporates water sanitation and
ensures access to sustainable and reliable modern energy for all. It also promotes sustainable consumption
and production patterns and sustainable industrialization by adopting green building concepts in designing
industries thereby enabling sustainable economic growth for the whole country. As such, the role of
architects in achieving SDGs supersedes building inclusive safe and sustainable cities and human settlements
as it involves most of the SDGs.
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Sustainable Development Goals in Nigeria’s Built Environment
In Nigeria like most other developing countries, achieving Sustainable Development Goals will
improve the quality of life but will also bring about some challenges. According to Okueso and Adekoya,
Nigeria can be sustainably developed if attention is positively focused on housing and urbanization, portable
water supply, management of urban drainage systems, school sanitations, noise pollution, energy and
environmental sanitation, and improved governance [20].
Cities with diverse populations, subcultures, and networks of interactions are also recognized as
incubators for innovations that can help address the current challenges [21, [22]. Overall, a new global
recognition exists that cities are where critical battles for sustainable human developments are to be waged,
battles with impacts far beyond cities themselves [23]. However, in Nigeria, although the urban areas have
diverse populations, sub-cultures and networks of interactions, they cannot sustain the density due to ruralurban migration nor can they support provisions for healthy living conditions for the entire population which
results in the formation of shanties and slums surrounding the major cities.
According to Akadiri&Olomolaiye, in Nigeria, building construction practitioners have an important
role in contributing to the reduction of the built environment impact on environment and hence advancing the
sustainability agenda across the three bottom lines of sustainability, the economic, environmental and social
strands with respect to such significant influence of the building industry, the selection of sustainable
materials has been identified as the easiest way for building professionals to begin incorporating sustainable
principles. The selection of building materials is one of several factors that can impact the sustainability of a
building project and may also play an important role during the life cycle of a building [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28].
The architect is “the first builder” in the built environment; his tasks involvea systematic
calculated planning, deals with creativity, definition of spaces and its enclosures bearing in
mind its functionality, aesthetic, purposes stability, use and economy as it will reflect the life and
culture of the people [29]. The architect isresponsible for the conceptual design of the structure, the design
drawings that turn concepts intoan actual building, the technical plans and specifications that define the
construction for thecontractor and generally for over-sight of the construction project to ensure that the
building isbuilt as designed [15]. As such the architect has an important role in Building of inclusive, safe
and sustainable cities and human settlements (SDGs number 11). Some of the roles of architects in
sustainable development are; addressing the quality and sustainability of the use of naturalresources and
ecosystem, quality of life, impact of the production and use of energy; addressing the interrelationship
between building site, design elements, energy and resource constraints, buildingsystems, and building
functions; produce environmentally responsive design and process to contribute to sustainable development;
employ green building concepts such as incorporating recycled building materials, protecting the health of
building’s occupants, efficient use of energy,water and materials, minimizing wastes, and reducing the
environmental impactsassociated with the production of raw materials; and promoting and establishing the
project’s green buildinggoals to clients [15].
Hindrances to Sustainable Development Goals in Nigeria
Achieving SDGs is a challenge for all countries with no one country excelling in achieving all the
goals. However, every country has some certain factors hindering the sustainable development goals and
Nigeria is no exception. Some of the notable factors are; selection of sustainable building materials such as
so many different products needs to be evaluated both individually and as assembled components, assessment
parameters are not consistent across products categories, manufacturing process lacks transparency, limited
effectiveness of consideration of building materials selection by professionals, building stocks in Nigeria
cannot claim to be sustainable in any way [30], [31]; available technology such as lack of training and tools,
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difficult transition from traditional construction methods, inadequate materials and equipment to develop and
construct sustainable building materials [32], [33]; environmental concerns such as increase waste generation
and lack of proper waste management facilities, poor land use, conversion of residential units in to
commercial units [17] ; regulation and limitation such as lack of relevant laws and regulations regarding use
of sustainable materials, lack of awareness, lack of information about the benefits of incorporating
sustainable materials, lack of demand of green buildings, non-inclusion of environmental management in
national development plan [17], [32], [25] ; cost factor such as low return on investment, lack of public credit
resources to cover upfront cost, higher price tag on green building units, initial cost of sustainable features
[32],[34]; Adoption of sustainable building practices such as projects delay due to requirements, maintenance
concerns, limited availability of suppliers [24],[35] ; rapid urbanization such as recent urbanization has
overwhelmed African cities capacity to manage, rapid urbanization leads to formation of shanties and slums,
informal neighborhoods are commonly considered illegal and therefore are either ignored or demolished
[36]; lack of sustainability assessment tools such as green building council Nigeria (GBCN) is newly
developed and still on perspective membership level of registration with world green building council
(WGBC), GBCN is yet to produce an environmental rating tool that could be used in Nigeria [37].
As such, the main factors hindering sustainable development goals in Nigeria’s built environment base
on the perceptions of architects can be classified intopolicy-related factors such as (regulation and
limitations, cost factors, adoption of sustainable building practices, and lack of sustainability assessment
tools) and architecture-related factors such as (selection of sustainable building materials, available
technology, environmental concerns, rapid urbanization). The factors, their impacts and key references are
shown in the table below.
Table 1: Factors Hindering SDGs Base on Architect’s Perception

S/N

FACTORS
HINDERING SDGs
BASE ON
ARCHITECT'S
PERCEPTION

1

Selection of sustainable
building materials

2

Available technology

3

Environmental concerns

4

Regulation and
limitation

IMPACTS OF THE
FACTORS
Many different products to be evaluated,
assessment parameters are not consistent
across products categories,
manufacturing process lacks
transparency,limited effectiveness of
consideration by professionals
Lack of training and tools, difficult
transition from traditional construction
methods, inadequate materials and
equipment.
Waste generation, lack of proper waste
management facilities, poor land use,
conversion of residential units in to
commercial units
Lack of relevant laws and regulations
regarding use of sustainable materials,
lack of awareness, lack of information
about the benefits of incorporating
sustainable materials, lack of demand of
green buildings, non-inclusion of
environmental management in national
development plan
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5

Cost factor

6

Adoption of sustainable
building practices

7

Rapid urbanization

8

Lack of sustainability
assessment tools

Low return on investment, lack of public
credit resources to cover upfront cost,
higher price tag on green building units,
initial cost of sustainable features
Projects delay due to requirements,
maintenance concerns, limited
availability of suppliers
urbanization has overwhelmed African
cities capacity to manage, rapid
urbanization leads to formation of
shanties and slums, informal
neighborhoods are commonly considered
illegal and therefore are either ignored or
demolished
green building council Nigeria (GBCN)
is newly developed and still on
perspective membership level of
registration with world green building
council (WGBC), GBCN is yet to
produce an environmental rating tool that
could be used in Nigeria

[32],[34]

[24],[35]

[36]

[37]

Source: Author, 2017.
Discussion and Recommendation
This paper discusses the Sustainable Development Goals SDGs base on the perception of architects
practicing within the Nigeria’s built environment; some factors hindering the SDGs are also identified in the
light of the architect’s perceptions. Base on this study, the following conclusions are drawn:
• Some of the roles of the architects in achieving the SDGSs with respect to goal number eleven
“Build inclusive, safe and sustainable cities and human settlements” are identified.
• Even though implementation of the goal and its targets, Nigeria’s status and targets regarding
achieving the goal are introduced as well as actions to be taken to ensure the achievement of the
goal.
• The role of architects in achieving SDGs supersedes building inclusive safe and sustainable cities
and human settlements as it involves most of the SDGs such as ending poverty, ending hunger and
provision of food security, provision of equitable and quality education, provision of healthy life,
provision of water sanitation, provision of sustainable and reliable modern energy, promotion of
sustainable consumption and production patterns, promotion of sustainable industrialization, and
enabling economic growth.
• The main factors hindering sustainable development goals in Nigeria’s built environment base on
the perceptions of architects can be classified in to policy related factors such as (regulation and
limitations, cost factors, adoption of sustainable building practices, and lack of sustainability
assessment tools) and architecture related factors such as (selection of sustainable building
materials, available technology, environmental concerns, rapid urbanization).
However, further research work is required to identify more factors hindering Sustainable
Development Goals base on the project professional’s perception and possible solutions to the above
mentioned factors hindering SDGs in Nigeria’s built environment is also another area of research.
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), officially known as “Transforming our world: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development” is a set of 17 "Global Goals" with 169 targets between them.
Spearheaded by the United Nations through a deliberative process involving its 193 Member States, as well
as a global civil society, the goals are contained in paragraph 54 United Nations Resolution of 25 September
2015. The Resolution is a broader intergovernmental agreement that acts as the Post 2015 Development
Agenda (successor to the Millennium Development Goals). The SDGs build on the Principles agreed upon
under Resolution, popularly known as The Future We Want. Nigeria as a country as a developing country is
faced with severe development challenges “blown up” burgeoning population amidst declining oil revenues,
which is the mainstay of the country’s economy. Nigeria will need to prioritize the goals in order to ensure it
meet its targets. In Nigeria, adoption the sustainable design is a challenge to the architect. This is because the
currentparadigm of thought treats building as an economic process, rather than an ecological, social
andcultural phenomenon responding to people’s needs and aspirations. Such deeply entrenchedeconomic
thought dominates social and cultural concerns as well as the environment and thisposes an obstacle to
achieving the objective of sustainable design. The aim of this research work is to discuss and assess the
Sustainable development goals SDGs as perceived by the architects practicing within the Nigeria’s built
environment. Some of the factors hindering the SDGs are also identified in light of the perceptions of the
architect’s practicing in Nigeria’s built environment. The main sources of data were from journals,
conference / seminar / workshop papers, text books, newspapers, magazines and the internet sources etc.,
which were used to review literatures that helped in identifying and discussing some selected factors
Hindering SDGs in Nigeria as perceived by the architects practicing within Nigeria’s built environment.
Key words: Architects, built environment, Factors, Hindering, Nigeria, Perceptions, Sustainable
Development Goals
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Introduction
A principal paradigm of the humanity's development in the XXI century – it is a sustainable
development. Here we can select three grounding documents of UNO. The first of them is “Future we want“
was signed in Rio – de – Janerio in 2012. There, it was clearly announced that the mankind's development is
related to the formation of sustainable development.
The second important document was adopted in 2015, and it is called “Sustainable Development
Goals“ - Agenda for 2030; how should the mankind live, how can the mankind improve? 17 goals, more than
160 tasks, more than 230 indicators are marked. The third important document – Paris Agreement under the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (2015), where was also said that the humanity
must develop on the basis of the sustainable development, low carbon development. Here we can tell about
the consensus paradigm: all the countries of the word consented, that the XXI century – it is a transition to
the sustainable development [1].
Discussion
The government politics of Azerbaijan in the sphere of the sustainable development is based on
adopted in 2008 “The State Program on poverty reduction and sustainable development in the Republic of
Azerbaijan in 2008-2015”. An attention of the Azerbaijan power in a sphere of guarding the environment for
the sustainable development achievement goals is directed to the rational management by the water, forest,
land resources, biodiversity; prevvention of desertification; expansion of alternative sources energy use;
complete processing of residues; the whole management of the mountain and seaside regions by ecosystems;
improvement of the management right basis by the ecological resources; increase of the population's
information about the environment problems [2].
Ecotourism improvement, sanitary protection of the zones with the drinkable waters sources, water
supply system reconstruction, plans on the fight against desertification, creation of the special assistance fund
by the enterprises on decrease of throwing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, expansion of the alternative
sources energy use, elaboration of the measures on the whole elaboration of life and industrial wastes,
concerning the environment guarding problems.
Taking into account an article volume we examined some of these directions.
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The first direction- introduction of the renewable energy sources
An intensive development of the alternative energy sources is observed in all the developed countries
of the world. According to the Financial Times a gas portion of the Europe energy resources forms 23%,
nuclear energetics-28%, 19% of the European’s energetic need satisfy alternative energy sources, including
wind, sun and biofuel. Germany plants to get minimum 20% of a total volume of the energy need from
renewable in this country. Thanks to the inculcation of the alternative energy sources in the USA, the portion
of this energy carrier gets reduced from 84% to 78%. China occupies the first place in development of
ecologically pure kinds of the energy (54,4 billion dollars), in the 2 nd place Germany (41,2 billion dollars)
and in the third –the USA (34 billion dollars). On the whole, an investment in the alternative energetics
sector rose 33%-to 198 billion dollars in 20 main economics of the world [3].
Solar energy: Our country possesses a rich potential in this sphere. A large use of the solar energy is
possible in Azerbaijan. A quantity of the solar hours reaches 2500 in Absheron, but in Nakhchivan AR-2900.
Use of the solar energy can help a problem solution in connection of energy supply in the separate regions of
Azerbaijan.
The yearly radiation of the solar energy forms 1500-2000 kW/m2 (in the USA-1500-2000 kW/m2, in
the Russia-800-1600 kW/m2, in France -1200-1400 kW/m2, in China-1800-2000 kW/m2 ) it tells about an
enough high solar intensity in the country in comparison with other countries.
Wind energy. According to the value, ecological purity and inexhaustible of their resources surpass
solar, water, geothermal energy and biomass use. The researcher shows that many regions of Azerbaijan
arrange great possibilities for the wind installation's application in accordance with the calculations, an
annual potential wind energy of the countries forms 800 mW (Table 1).
Table 1: Potential of the renewing energy sources in the Azerbaijan Republic
Source
minor WES
wind energy
solar energy
bioenergy
geothermal

Realizable potential, mW
>400
>800
>5000
>1500
>800

The approximate calculation equate this index to 2,4 billion kW of the electric energy. Such powerful
potential use permits to economize 1 billion of the conditional fuel and prevent throwing of the great quantity
of wastes into the atmosphere.
The necessary conditions of the country prevail in the Absheron peninsula, seaside zone and north-east
islands of the Caspian Sea whereas average speed of the long winds forms more than 6 m at a second that is
appropriate factors for the wind energy use. The annual average speed of the wind forms 3-5 m at a second,
there are favorable conditions for the wind installations use of the average capacity in Ganja-Dashkasan zone
and territory of Sharur-Julfa in the Nakhchivan AR.
The following regions of the country are considered perspective for wind energy use:
• Baku, Sumgait and Absheron peninsula. In connection with the intensive power of the wind an
energetic potential is evaluated in 1500 mW.
• The Caspian Sea zone and right bank riverside of the Kur: a potential is evaluated in 500 mW.
• A territory of Nakhchivan AR with the separate zones of Zangezur is inclusive. Potential is evaluated
in 70 mW considered on Table 2.
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Table 2: The long-term prognosis of the wind energy use in the Azerbaijan Republic [4].
years

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025

Wind energy production, mil.kW.sec

163

325

434

542

651

Fuel oil economy, th.tonnes

49

98

130

163

195

Reduced СО2, th.tonnes

150

300

400

500

600

Hydroenergy. Hydroenergy is a main renewing source, providing delivery of energy in Azerbaijan. In
2010, hydroenergy formed 18% of the electroenergy production volume. Azerbaijan disposes an effective
hydroenergetic power at 1000 MW, on the stage of construction -62 MW hydroenergetic capacity.
The Mingechaur WES mounting with a capacity of 402 MW which is the largest in the country was
built on the Kur river. Besides it, at present three WES act with the capacity higher than 100 MW in the Kur
of Azerbaijan.
According to research data economically grounding potential was less than 1 TWh., which can be
realized by the construction of the minor hydroelectrostations in the riverbed type. In the near future a
construction is planned 61 minor of WES. An important decline of carbonic dioxide emission (CO 2) is
expected with the constructions of WES new minor in the republic (Table 3).
Table 3: Prognosis of the emission decrease CO2 at the expence of
the hydroenergetic recources use
Field

Number of proposed projects

Energetic
Renewable energy sources
Agriculture
Waste
Reforestation
Sum

17
9
2
3
3
34

The level of GHG
reduction, th.t. CO2
13,675,4
1,775,0
3,331,0
287,1
62,7
19,131,2

Table 4: The long-term prognosis of the emission decrease CO2 (thousand tons)
Years
Primary (main) level
Level on project

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025
1500
1750 1820 1820 2300 3050 3650
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Picture 1. Emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) per capita [5]
Biomass use
Thanks to development of the industrial production, agriculture and social service, a new possibility is
opened for the energy production from biomass in Azerbaijan. Every year 2 billion tons of the solid domestic
and industrial waste are produced in Azerbaijan. At present more than 200 polygons function for wasters in
Azerbaijan. A total area is 900 hectares. According to the value, methane entering the atmosphere from
polygons in the large cities forms: in Baku-42,8 mil.m3 , in Ganja-7,2 mil.m3, in Sumgait-6,9 mil.m3 and etc.
On the basis of these dumps the small thermal electrocentrals can be constructed for the electroenergy
production. However only a little quantity of the projects with the biomass use is realized in the republic.
Geothermal energy
The Azerbaijan territory is rich in thermal waters, supplies which are situated in the regions of the
Great and Little Caucasus, in the Absheron peninsula, on the slopes of the Talish mountains, in the valley of
the Kur river and Caspian-Guba district. The source productivity in the regions of Lankaran, Masalli and
Astara is evaluated approximately 25000 m3 a day. So, a potential of the alternative and renewable energy
higher in Azerbaijan.
For the purpose of the management system improvement in the sphere of the alternative and renewable
energy in accordance with the government head’s decree was created The State Agency on Alternative and
Renewable Energy Sources of the Republic of Azerbaijan (SAARES) in 2013. Today “National strategy on
the use of alternative and renewable energy sources in Azerbaijan for 2012-2020” is realized in the republic.
The “National strategy on the use of alternative and renewable energy sources in Azerbaijan for 20122020” set a goal: to increase the share of alternative and renewable energy sources in the country's energy
balance up to 20 percent by 2020.
Azerbaijan has established the following goals for the development of renewable energy by 2020:
• share of renewable energy in electricity generation - 20%;
• share of renewable energy in total energy consumption - 9.7%;
• Installed RES power - 2.000 MW
One of the large scale projects- creation of the Surakhani solar electrostation where 8000 solar panels
which are able to work almost 12000 kilowatt-hours of electroenergy a day. In future 4000, such a panel
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foreseen to be established here. When a station works in a project power, 1,5 million m3 of gas will be
economized during this year.
The solar electrostations are intended to be brought into operation in Sumgait, Samukh, Sangachal and
Pirallahi in the future. According to the map of the alternative and renewable energy sources development in
AR till 2020, the electrostation of the hybrid type will be established in all towns and districts of Azerbaijan.
The second direction- improvement of the management system by the water resources
Up to now about 1,2 billion men aren’t provided with the qualitative drinkable water and 2,4 billion of
men with sewerages in the developing countries. The world organisation of the public health considered that
about 5 million of human die as a result of the polluted water consumption and bad hygenic conditions.
Thanks to the president’s decree of Azerbaijan Republic about 200 modul cleaning installations were
mounted in 222 villages of 20 districts in 2007-2012. These installations provide about half- million
populations with the drinkable water in the plain populated areas. Watercanal of Oguz- Gabala- Baku, a
construction which was begun in 2005 but finished in 2010, solved a problem with drinkable water of Baku
and Absheron population- 75% ( sum is 1 billion manats) [6].
According to the financial agreement, signed in November, 2012 between Azerbaijan and Germany ,
KfW directs a system of water supply and sewages to the improvement additionally 220 million euros in
Ganja and Shaki.
The third direction – preservation and effective management of ecosystems
An activity in this direction is mainly directed to the preservation of the unique natural resources in our
country. Only for last 3 years the measures on the forest reproduction were performed on the territory by an
area of 32 thousand 211 hectares and for last 15 years the forests from 11,4 to 11,8 % in the republic
territory.
49% of the forest supply in our country fall to a share of the Great Caucasus regions, 34% to the Little
Caucasus, 15 % to Talish zone and 2% to the lowland zone (with Nakhchivan AR).
0,14% hectares of the forest area falls per head in Azerbaijan and this is less than corresponding to an
average number (0,48 hectares) which is taken on a scale of the world. At present, 261000 hectare of the
forest fund area was occupied by Armenia.

Picture 2.The forests area growth in the countries of the former USSR (1990-2015) [7]
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The data on such countries of the former Soviet Union in which grew areas occupied by the forest, for
last 25 years have been presented on the 7th picture. As is known on this index the Azerbaijan Republic is
undoubtedly a leader among these groups of the countries.
According to the Red Book of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), 58% sorts
of the big predatory mammals and 60% big herbivorous mammals are under the threat of elimination. In
opinion of publishing in “Living Planet Report”, preparing by WWF in cooperation with ZSL ( Zoological
Society of London) in 2016, from 1970 to 2012 the global LPI (Living Planet Index) demonstrates loss of
58% vertebrate animals populations [8]. Prognosis of the organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) warns that if situation is not cardinally changed then a planet is deprived of two third
(2/3) animal and plant of the world.
The biological diversity preservation remains one of the main direction of the nature- guarding agency
activity in the Azerbaijan Republic. The Azerbaijan Ecological politics is directed to the environment health
and ecological safety provision. In order to reach the setting goals the priority ecological problems of the
republic that found its reflection in the National plan on the environment guarding approved by a government
of the Azerbaijan Republic in 1998 were determined.
In 1998, the government published a plan of the future development in the national system from the
guarding territories till 2010. Creation of Specially Protected Areas on the territory was a main goal
altogether 954 000 hectares.
Today an area covered by five Protected Areas grows 36600 hectares and they occupy a total area
70700 hectares. Besides it, the Zangazur National Park named after Academician Hasan Aliyev (42797,4 h),
Shahbuz Natural Reserve in Nakhchivan AR (3139 h), Gakh Natural Sanctuary (36836 h), Shirvan National
Park ( 17924 h) have been created by the president’s decree. In 2004 the Hyrkan National Park was built on
the basis of Hyrkan State Reserve with the area of 21435 hectare in Lankaran and Astara [9].
In connection with the president’s instruction the Aggol State Natural Reserve has been broaden until
17924 hectares and this territory was given a status- National Park. Broadenings of the Gizilagaj State
Natural reserve and creation of the Primorsky National park on the basis of it are also foreseen.
Today, we have got 9 National Parks, 11 State Reserves, 24 State Nature Sanctuaries. Protected Areas
occupy 10,3 % territory of the country. At the beginning, this index was lower than 5%. In connection with
the president’s instruction of the country a larger Shahdag National Park with the area of 115 895 h was
created in South Caucasus [9]. There are more than 4000 varieties of plants and 18 000 representatives of the
animal world in Azerbaijan. To the “Red book” of the Azerbaijan Republic include: 14 species of mammals
( gazelle, leopard, goat, mountain goat and others), 36 species of the birds (pheasant -birth of mountain
partridge) , 5 fish sorts ( acne, lamprey, salmon, sturgeon, etc), 13 sorts of amphibian and reptiles (ordinary
tetrathon, Syria frog, snake esculap) 40 sort of insects ( Talish corn-cedar, Apollo, chrysanthemum,Talishbrahmiere) [10].
Besides it on the basis of Zagatala Reserve ( nearly 40 000 h) in Azerbaijan under financial assistance
of UNESCO and Germany Bank the development is created in South Caucasus Biosphere Reserve- a zone
of the special regime with the nucleus center which is prohibited all the humanity activity.
Only beyond this zone can be developed tourism and industry, an ecological pure production, dwelling
buildings, nal trade, etc.
Azerbaijan is also important migratiory area for many kinds of the birds, flying from Europe to Russia,
also to the south of Africa and Asia.
Accrding to Birdlife International 51 key ornitological territories are situated in Azerbaijan. Lately, an
important attention is paid to a problem of the guarding, protection and preservation of biodiversity in our
republic, for example: the approved National strategy on “National Strategy of the Republic of Azerbaijan
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on Conservation and Sustainable Use of Biodiversity for 2017-2020” [11]. Priority direction of the “National
Strategy of the Republic of Azerbaijan on Conservation and Sustainable Use of Biodiversity for 2017-2020”:
• Provision of the broad spreading of the ecological knowledges on biodiversity and ecosystem
services for the ecological society enlightenment;
• Imrovement of the biodiversity monitoring system;
• Preservation and restoration of biodiversity, ecosystem and genetic diversity;
• Creation of the rational system in specially- guarding natural territories ;
• Improvement of normative- right base on biodiversity sustainability provision;
• Broadening of the social participation in biodiversity guarding;
• Ecological education, etc.
The fourth direction- ecological education and enlightenment
UN and UNESCO announced 2005-2014 years an education decade in the sphere of the sustainable
development. The document about it was signed by the general secretary of UN Koffi Annan and general
director of UNESCO Koichiro Matsuura in March, 2005 [12].
Today this politics is successfully developed by the President of the Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev
in a frame of the conception of transformation from “black gold” into “ mankind gold” in 2003. A new “
management of the sustainable development” speciality was entered the speciality nomenclature in a
bachelor, master and PhD degrees by the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Azerbaijan in 2015 [13].
It is necessary to note a special role of the Haydar Aliyev’s Fund in the realization of the country’s
innovative development conception formation of the human potential for this purpose.
The certain works were performed in this field of our Baku State University. The new “BioecologyBiodiversity and Nature Protection” master program was opened in BSU in a frame of the joint project of the
“ Biodiversity Sustainable Management, South Caucasus” program for the Germany International
Cooperation Society with the Bioecology department of the Ecology and Soil Science faculty of Baku State
University. (Michael Succow fund and Ernst- Moritz- Arndt University- Germany ) made a gift for this
initiative. The Caucasus is considered one of the regions with the ecosystems which are under threat. The
high indications of endemizm and living areals large stripness are a result of many- branched and different
climate terms. The society development and zone use hinder the Caucasus biodiversity. One of the main
terms is education in order to be attained the sustainable and to manage this difficulty.
The goals of the “ Bioecology- Biodiversity and Nature Protection” master program are the followings
[14]:
• To be attracted to the problems of the available ecological thought conception, ideas and their
application.
• To be tanned the institutes experiments which are busy with the biodiversity and its protection
problems;
• To be obtained the knowledge over ecology and ecosystems management;
During this program training the students obtained the following knowledges and skills:
• fundamental knowledges over ecology, biodiversity, ecosystems and their role;
• skills and methods on GIS, landscape planning, research organisation and scientific works;
• information on politics and social tendency, social-economy, sustainable development, legislation,
governments and international conventions;
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• practical experiment on ecological field-experiment methods, plant and animals definition,
protection zones management, sorts protection and monitoring, etc.
• practical experiment on ecological field-research methods, monitoring and conservation of plant
and animals species, management of protected areas;
Conclusion
A notion of the sustainable development for Azerbaijan is new for the present and a great part is an
object of the scientists’ and experts’ discussion in this sphere. Therefore, its popularization is necessary in
the society, unification and agreement of the state effort, business and not governmental organizations, high
educational institution of the citizen’s personal initiative for formation of “ ecological” thinking and
successful application of the sustainable development conception in Azerbaijan.
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Gunel Sariyeva
Baku State University, Azerbaijan

The state approaches the politics realization of the sustainable development in Azerbaijan has been
expounded in “The State Program on poverty reduction and sustainable development in the Republic of
Azerbaijan in 2008-2015” (2008) where the principal measures of the sustainable development are admitted
an economic prosperity through a fight with the poverty and ecological stability. In the given article the main
direction of the Azerbaijan state politics is presented in a sphere of the sustainable development; an
application of the stable development conception is examined in our country. Particularly, the development
perspectives of the energy alternative sources (sunny, windy, hydroenergy, biomass energy, geothermal
energy) are examined. The works performed for the natural ecosystems guarding and restorations are
examined. The brief information about a system management improvement by the water resources, is also
given. The information about an ecological education and enlightening is given.
Key words: Sustainable development, ecological education, alternative energy, protection of natural
ecosystems
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY,
ETHICS AND ATTITUDES OF HIGHER EDUCATION
STUDENTS, IRANIAN PERSPECTIVES
Ali Hamidian
National Campaign for Desert, Iran
Honarista Green Enterprise, Iran
1. Introduction
Cultivating knowledge of the scientific and social significance to the environment is the first step in the
founding of an environmentally friendly society. It is through knowledge and awareness that positive values
and attitudes emerge, values and attitudes that will prompt action to make the adjustment to lifestyles and
consumption habits that will reduce the burden we place on the environment (Kwan and Stimpson, 2003).
Towards remedying environmental challenges and affecting an improved sharing of responsibility among all
the world’s human inhabitants, an urgent need is, clearly, effective global environmental education (Stapp
and Polunin, 1991).
Since the 1970s, it has been acknowledged that environmental education has an essential role to play in
fostering environmental interrelations to promote sustainable societies, however, the theoretical and practical
debates within environmental education are ongoing. Proposals for environmental education developed from
growing concerns about the degradation of natural resources and the ever-increasing social inequalities and
injustices that arise from unrestrained global economic development (Storey and Oliveira, 2004).
Any effective strategy to achieve sustainable development has to be rooted in environmental education
(Bynoe and Hale, 1997). Curriculum objectives, such as, environmental attitude, knowledge, and awareness
(AKA), have been investigated in the literature as ways to improve the overall behavior of future citizens
toward the environment (Vega, 2004). To develop an environmentally literature society- that is, to build
national capacity to develop and deliver high quality environmental education programs and materials- is
going to require massive investment every year from now on into the foreseeable future (Potter, 2010).
Environmental education is an essential tool for training students and individuals to live in a sustainable
society (Tsai, 2012). Environmental education is getting attention from people who are concerned with the
problem of a sustainable environment (Rii, 2000). Environmental awareness is a term refers to the growth
and development of awareness, understanding and consciousness toward the biophysical environment and its
problems, including human interactions and effects. It indicates the meaning of thinking “ecologically”, or in
terms of ecological consciousness (Ahmed and El-Khatee, 2012). Environmental education should entail
widespread education reform is nowadays becoming stronger and more evident (Kwan and Stimpson, 2003).
Effective environmental education for sustainability is not just a curriculum issue; it requires the involvement
of the whole university (Department of Environment and Heritage of Australia, 2005). Students need to be
experienced in using investigative and critical thinking and have problem-solving skills in solving
environmental problems (Hamidian and Babapour, 2010). Issue-based learning programs are more effective
and applied in comparison to knowledge-based studies (Knamiller, 1983). Sauvé recommends using
environmental education for the development of responsible societies, instead of environmental education for
sustainable development, as this would give environmental education a much richer ultimate goal (Sauvé,
1996). Only when the universities change their own culture, students will be able to learn how to integrate
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new ethics, new worldviews and new ways of collaboration, which belong to the paradigm of sustainability,
into their own professional worldviews and practice (Na´jera et al, 2006).
In the United States, since 1992, almost $ 100 M has been spent to increase the public’s awareness of
environmental issues. One of the key factors of success in Taiwan’s sustainability accomplishments will be
attributed to the environmental education in the past decade (Tsai, 2012). Over the last decade, Singapore,
has been attempting to develop a cross-curricular environmental education program (Kwan and Stimpson,
2003).
In Turkey and Macedonia, environmental education mostly includes knowledge while does not concern
about environmentally responsible behavior (ERB) (Srbinovski et al, 2010).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Resear CH Questions
• To how extent the students are aware of environmental problems and their causes?
• Are Iranian students environmentally responsible citizens?
• Do they have a reach environmental ethics or Not?
• The mentioned criteria related to degree, study program and gender?
2.2. Literature Review
2.2.1 Environmental Education (EE) in Iran?
Environmental policies in Iran include “Monitoring and Conservation”, “disciplinarian and
Punishment” and “Development and Education”. While governmental regulations are developed toward first
two approaches, indeed there is no law concerned to education (Shamekhi, 2011). However; 4th Economical,
Social and Cultural National Act emphasizes on environmental education as a crucial key to improve
ecological conscious (Management and Planning Organization, 2004). The 4th ESCNA represents EE in
formal and non-forma efforts. The first starts on kindergartens and ends in universities. Therefore, the act
persists on EE for every citizen in order to sustainable society.
2.2.2 Iranian Higher Education and EE:
Approval of 4th ESCNA encouraged higher education institutes to be more environmentally impressive.
“Green University Project” done by a number of academies. Some universities offer EE as an elective course
in undergraduate degree (Management and Planning Organization, 2004).
2.2.3 University of Tehran, National Paradigm of Science:
University of Tehran found in 1934. The university has 33000 students in 2012. UT as oldest university
in the region offers a variety of studying programs in 171 department, school and research centers both in
bachelor and graduate degrees. UT is known as national paradigm of science and also national leading
university.
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2.3 Research Methods
To evaluate environmental literacy, attitude and ethics, open questionnaires including forty multiple
choice questions distributed among UT students. Finally two hundred and one, filled questionnaires received.
According to research aims, following items extracted using MS Excel 2007.
3. Results
3.1 Environmental Literacy
Environmental literacy, or eco-literacy, defined as intending not only “understanding of the language of
the environment, but also its grammar, literature and rhetoric” (Environmental Decision Making, Science,
and Technology, 2003).
To evaluate environmental literacy, the following framework had been designed;

Environmental Literacy Framework
Proficiency knowledge of Geography, Environmental Challenges, Air
Pollution, Endangered Species and Natural Resources

Performance Ranking
Expert
Competent Limited
At least
Properly
True
13
answered
answers
correct
to 6 to 12
were
answers
questions
less than
6

The results illustrated regarding to study degree, field of study and gender.
Study Degree
Undergraduate
Master
Doctoral
Field of Study
Agriculture
Engineering
Medicine
Science
Humanities
Gender
Male
Female

Expert

Competent

Limited

5
7
10

74
49
34

11
4
6

13
4
3
3
2

42
32
17
31
32

5
4
0
6
6

19
11

69
80

12
9

3.2 Environmental Ethics
To assess environmental ethics, the students answered to this question that, do you attempt to conserve
the environment? The findings are represented according to study level, filed of study and also gender.
Study Degree
Undergraduate
Master
Doctoral
Field of Study
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Yes

No

71
44
45

19
16
5
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Agriculture
Engineering
Medicine
Science
Humanities
Gender
Male
Female

53
31
17
30
36

7
9
3
10
4

83
84

17
16

3.3 Environmental Attitude
Environmental attitude analysis implemented using following framework:
Environmental Attitudes Framework

Conscientious

Attempting to environmental events such as “Plant for
the Planet”, “ CFC free” and /or “ Ozone friendly”

Scored greater
or equal to 4

Performance Ranking
Mediocrity

Apathetic

Participating in 2
or 3
environmental
event yearly

Inconsiderable
attendance, less
than 2 attempts
per year

The total number of students in each category displayed in Table X
Study Degree
Undergraduate
Master
Doctoral
Field of Study
Agriculture
Engineering
Medicine
Science
Humanities
Gender
Male
Female

Conscientious

Mediocrity

Apathetic

4
4
8

58
44
30

28
12
12

8
4
0
1
3

39
24
13
24
23

13
12
7
15
14

7
9

59
64

34
27

3.4 Following Environmental Programs, Green Blogs …
To clarify that how long the students spend their time for the environment, the following structure was
designed.
Permanency
Group I
Group II
Group III

Days per week
At least 4
2 to 3
Less than 2
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4. Discussion
The results revealed that the majority of students had a satisfactory level of environmental literacy.
Students of agricultural sciences have a high eco-literacy level. According to our analysis, students with a
higher degree, have a greater environmental knowledge. Male students, had better responses to the questions
related to environmental literacy, where as girls were better in environmental ethics and attitudes cases. The
results demonstrated that Iranian students mostly persuade people to save the planet. Students of Humanities
program were better than others in environmental ethics, in a similar way; girls were better and also post
graduate students in comparison to bachelor and master's students. According to the results, students of
agricultural discipline, have a more positive ecological attitude. The results of analysis by gender and study
degree are as same as ethics issues. As overall conclusion, Iranian students have a medium level of
environmental knowledge, the mainly are good developers of environmental ethics. But on the other hand,
they do not follow green programs and activities, continuously because there is no dynamic environment for
environmental activities. Since green NGOs, blogs and Medias were ignored during development projects of
the country. There is no environmental approach in university curriculums. Therefore, this is recommended
to revise in higher education curriculum and create opportunities for environmental programs all over the
country.
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Summary
Evaluation of environmental literacy, ethics and attitudes of
higher education students, Iranian perspectives
Ali Hamidian
National Campaign for Desert, Iran
Honarista Green Enterprise, Iran

Environmental education as a global issue developed around the world. Tbilisi 1978 decelerating
emphasized on environmental education as learning process that increases people's knowledge and awareness
about the environment and associated challenges, develops the necessary skills and expertise to address the
challenges, and fosters attitudes, motivations, and commitments to make informed decisions and take
responsible action. To gain an insight into Iranian students' views on the environment, a survey was carried
out on 200 respondents of University of Tehran. The themes identified within the interview data lead us to
suggest three important context variables: environmental literacy, environmental ethics and environmental
attitude. To assess each category, an applied framework had developed. Four choice questionnaires had been
analyzed using MS Excel 2007. The results illustrated that students with a higher degree, have more
desirable responses. Male students performed better in only environmental literacy. This is also confirmed by
the results that students of agricultural discipline were preponderant in environmental literacy and attitude
and Humanities program's students in environmental ethics. The results demonstrated that Iranian higher
education students are medium in all categories. But they are not good followers for green programs, because
there is no support to these activities. Therefore, this is recommended to revise in higher education
curriculum and create opportunities for environmental programs all over the country.
Key words:Environmental ethics, ecological consciousness, environmental attitude, Iran, student
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SUCCESSFUL APPLY IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS OFAZERBAIJAN THE
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION TEACHING & LEARNING METHODS
TOWARDS ECO-SCHOOLS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Bahar Ahmadova
Ministry of Education , Azerbaijan

Environmental education and its role in sustainable development
The most important aspect of modern environmental education is the scientific propaganda that
environmental laws concern both material and spiritual culture and, thus, influence social processes. The
protection of nature through feedback is returned to us by the protection of human well-being. Adhering to
such an unambiguous formulation, one cannot, however, allow himself to fall into the "new
anthropocentrism" and miss the problem of humane care of nature. We need a broad approach to the topic
"man-society-nature" and knowledge of not only the general ecology, but also social ecology, the inclusion
of this subject in the whole scope of the educational and educational process. The importance of
environmental issues is an obligatory principle of the continuity of environmental education.Environmental
education increases public awareness and knowledge about environmental issues or problems. In doing so, it
provides the public with the necessary skills to make informed decisions and take responsible action. In order
to create the best model of environmental education teaching & learning method, here necessary to analyze
main topics of EE, international and national political framework, it’s representing in sustainable
development goals, current trends in country, information about organizations involved in environmental
education experience of Azerbaijan’s secondary schools.Environmental education (EE) teaches children and
adults how to learn about and investigate their environment, and to make intelligent, informed decisions
about how they can take care of it. Environmental education does not advocate a particular viewpoint or
course of action. Rather, environmental education teaches individuals how to weigh various sides of an issue
through critical thinking and it enhances their own problem-solving and decision-making skills. (U.S. EPA,
Environmental Education and Literacy).Thus, the relevance of the research topic is conditioned by:
• the importance for the domestic and international community of the problem of preparing an
environmentally literate younger generation;
• the peculiarity of the current stage of the state of Azerbaijan education - the stage of transformation
and long-term development;
• the need to develop uniform theoretical and methodological bases for teaching the ecology to
primary and secondary school students, based on the latest achievements of pedagogical science;
• the current state and perspective of the development of the theory and practice of teaching ecology
in the secondary school, which is ripe for the need for a theoretical generalization of the diverse and
rich experience of EE;
Ecological education due to the peculiarities of its content, conditioned by the worldview and the
cultural character of the science of ecology, has a powerful developmental and educational potential. It plays
an integrative role in the entire system of general secondary education.The functions of environmental
education, which involves environmentally friendly content of education, are the following:
• An integrative function that fosters the synthesis of natural science and humanities knowledge,
provides students with an understanding of the environmental aspects of natural science and humanities,
which contributes to their awareness of the integral scientific picture of the world.
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The worldview function contributes to the formation in the schoolchildren of a scientific globally
oriented worldview. This function is based on the theory of knowledge: the world is a complex system of
connections and interactions, the change in the elements of the system is mutually conditioned, man and
society are the result of the evolution of nature and therefore they are inseparable from nature.
Whole school approach and systematic change of teaching and learning methods
The effectiveness of environmental education is largely determined by the willingness of
environmental educators to activities, which means the ability to solve professional real tasks and problems
arising in real conditions.The theory of environmental education includes the laws and principles of selecting
the content and choice of teaching methods, the theory of forms, methods and means of teaching ecology, the
theory of the development of ecological concepts. The regularities established in the theory of environmental
education are manifested as the dependence of the selection of content on the aims of biological education,
the selection of the content of the lesson from the tasks of the lesson, the dependence of the choice of
methods on the content of the concepts developed, the dependence of the choice of the means of instruction
on the methods and stages of the lesson [5]. At the methodical level, effective methods and means for the
development of concepts or skills are determined, an optimal combination of these methods and means of
instruction is revealed, as well as conditions that contribute to the successful solution of teaching and
educational tasks in ecology.The methodology of teaching ecology can be considered as creativity, in which
the teacher's personality, his pedagogical culture, professionalism, erudition, tact plays a huge role. The
transition to the personal model of pedagogical education determines the new quality of the training of future
educators-ecologists, which means the transition from knowledge to personal and author's model of
pedagogical activity. The value-oriented orientation of methodological training contributes to the creation of
author's methodologies in the field of environmental education of schoolchildren.
The uniqueness of environmental education is that it sets the goals of education in a new way. The
most important goal of environmental education is the formation of an ecological culture of the individual
and society. At present, ecological culture is becoming not something desirable, but a strictly obligatory
requirement of life in the world community. Acquisition of the ecological culture is absolutely necessary not
only for the citizens of each country, but for humanity as a whole. Ecological culture is a part ofculture,
which determines the correspondence of social activity to the requirements of the life suitability of the
natural environment [8].A developed ecological culture implies the ability to appreciate each
componentnature and becomes a necessary condition for the preservation and development of modern
civilization [9].Forms of work:
• Conversations;
• Competition programs;
• Cognitive and intellectual games;
• Ecological actions:
• Environmental projects;
• Competitions of posters, leaflets, drawings, presentations;
• Quiz;
• Excursions;
• Masterclasses;
In pedagogical science, the following levels of the content of education are distinguished: the level of
the general theoretical representation; the level of the academic subject; level of educational material; the
level of pedagogical reality; level of personality.The level of the general theoretical representation captures
the content of environmental education in the form of a generalized systemic idea of the structure and
composition of ecological knowledge, methods and types of environmental activity, the experience of
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creative activity and the emotional value attitude to nature and the world as a whole. Exactly at this level of
presentation the content of environmental education can be viewed as a system of interrelated components:
epistemological, activity, creative, axiological.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Unformal

Camping
Practice
Project Work

Formal

Expeditions
Monitoring
Eco-Tourism works

Secondary
School
University

Fig. 1. Types of environmental education
Source: Environmental Protection Agency
Formal environmental education includes pre-school, school and environmental education in secondary
and higher vocational education institutions. In accordance with the terminology adopted by UNESCO,
formal education is a traditional system of education, involving the organization of training, meeting the
following requirements:
• education is acquired in specially designated institutions;
• Training is provided by specially trained personnel;
• as a result, obtaining a universally recognized document on education at the state level;
• In the framework of formal education, students acquire a systematic knowledge, skills
• Training is characterized by targeted activities of students.
The form of implementation of the content of environmental education at the level of the general
theoretical presentation – academic plan, which defines a set of subjects that must include environmental
knowledge, methods of activity, etc. First of all, such subjects as biology, geography, chemistry, physics, as
well as history, literature, etc. In this case, a multi-objective model of ecological education is realized in
school practice. If the curriculum (its school component) includes the subject "ecology", then the content of
environmental education will be most fully represented in this subject (one-subject model of ecological
education) [7].
The methodology for teaching ecology is a relatively young discipline and some theoretical grounds for
determining and classifying forms and methods of instruction. It derives from the methodology of teaching
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biology, which has long been formed as a field of scientific knowledge, and as a teaching discipline in a
pedagogical college.In the methodology of teaching ecology, as well as in the methodology of teaching
biology, the form of instruction is viewed as an external expression of the educational process. Forms of
instruction regulate the joint activity of the teacher and students, determine the ratio of individual and
collective work, activity, independence of cognitive activity of students and the degree of leadership role of
the teacher.
In the methodology and practice of teaching ecology in the school, a system of organizational forms of
instruction has developed, including a lesson, excursion, elective courses, after-hours, extracurricular work,
homework. The diversity of forms of environmental education makes it possible to make the teaching and
educational process richer, to make fuller use of the natural environment in solving the problems of
environmental education. The use of all forms of learning in their interrelationships makes it possible to
improve the effectiveness of the process of teaching ecology. The choice of this or that form of education is
determined by specific educational and educational tasks, the content of the topic; the possibilities of the
material base (technical equipment and equipment of the ecology class, the wildlife corner and the ecological
department on the school site, etc.), the peculiarities of the natural environment of the school.
The lesson is the basic form of teaching ecology. The lessons consistently reveal the content of the
course of ecology, organize the activity of students in the assimilation of environmental knowledge and
mastering the methods of environmental activity. At the same time, various methods of teaching, methodical
methods and teaching aids are used.In the process of preparation, they relied on the following pedagogical
principles of teaching: an individual approach to the participants of the gaming session (distribution of duties
and roles), scientific (self-preparation on the discussed problem with the use of special literature), clarity
(preparation of schemes, cards, emblems, etc.), as well as principles competitiveness and activity. The role of
the teacher is to motivate students to achieve goals, control, adjust joint action, stimulation to achieve
success. For example, during the process is used "Disput" method in the which helps to solve the following
problems:
• development of logical thinking,
• the formation of the ability to ask questions,
• formation of the ability to respond in an emotionally tense situation,
• training respectful attitude to the opponent at different points of view.
For the successful implementation of this technology, game goals and tasks that involve presentation
by teams participating in the game are set up by representatives of virtual ecological movements, their
concepts for the successful solution of the problems of ecological education and upbringing students and the
general public. The functional significance of the lesson of ecology can be considered in various aspects [8]:
• lesson as a certain stage in the process of teaching, nurturing and developing the personality of the
student;
• lesson as a structural unit for studying the content of the course of ecology;
• lesson as a means of integrating natural and humanitarian concepts, as a meansestablishment of
intersubject and intrasubject communication between knowledge;
• lesson as a stage of control, verification and evaluation of students' achievements in mastering the
content of the subject;
• lesson as an indicator of the creativity and pedagogical skill of the teacher.
Another important form of environmental education is excursion.A school excursion is a form of
organizing an educational process with a class or group of students, conducted with a cognitive purpose
outside the school. Excursions to nature, to production facilities, to museums, to experimental site have great
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education-behavioral significance. The study of natural objects, their interrelationships in the natural
environment, observation of ecological phenomena contribute to understanding by students of nature as a
complex self-regulating and self-developing system and contribute to the formation of a scientific world
ideology.
Demonstration of experiments is the main method of studying ecological phenomena. The most
important conditions in the formulation of experience are the pupils' understanding of its purpose and an
understanding of the conditions of the experiment. The purpose and conditions of each specific experience
should be clarified with the students during a conversation or a brief explanation by the teacher. During
observation, it is important for the teacher to correct the accuracy of students' perception of information.
Finally, an important stage in the formation of correct representations and concepts based on the
demonstrated experience is the students' formulation of the conclusions. It is useful to invite students to
independently provide answers that reveal the understanding of the purpose of the experience, and formulate
conclusions. However, at the last stage it is necessary to help them in revealing the inner essence, i.e. in the
establishment of cause-effect relationships observed in the phenomenon of phenomena (often students are at
a loss in the correct definition of cause and effect;this should be paid special attention). It is good, if the
motto in the statement is: "the experience is simpler, the more beautiful it is". The point is that if the course
of the experiment is a multi-stage, the students find it difficult to establish connections, following the
process; they do not understand the essence. Before the demonstration of experience, students should be
asked to provide a specific form of record of the observed experience [9].
The requirements for the results of training environmental education are as follows:
• formation of ideas about ecological culture as a condition achieve sustainable (balanced)
development of society and nature, about ecological relations in the system "man - society - nature";
• the development of ecological thinking and the ability to take into account and evaluate
environmental impacts in different areas of activity;
• mastery of the skills to apply environmental knowledge in life situations, associated with the
implementation of typical social roles;
• knowledge of environmental imperatives, civil rights and obligations in the field of energy and
resource saving in the interests of preserving the environment, health and safety of life;
• the formation of a personal relationship to environmental values; moral responsibility for the
environmental consequences of their actions in the environment;
• the ability to implement projects is environmentally-friendly oriented social activities related to
environmental safety environment, human health and the enhancement of their ecological culture.
Today, in the field of education, there is a need to improve the learning process. Beginning in the
1980s, researchers in foreign psychology (D. Kolb, L. Curry, J. Kagan, P. Honey, A. Mumford) began to pay
attention to the study of individual characteristics intellectual processes. Models were created, based on
which, the learning process can be improved. One of such models of learning and development is the Kolb
cycle. David Kolb, a specialist in the psychology of adult learning, the author of the model. Kolb’s teaching
practice consists of four inseparable parts such as, accommodator. assimilator, diverter, converter.The
learning process is presented in the form of a cycle of accumulation of one's own experience, reflection and,
as a consequence, of action[5].
The basic stages of the model (or cycle) of D. Kolb:
• A direct experience (concrete experience) - everyone already has experience in that area or sphere,
which he wants to learn.
• Observation and reflection or mental observation (Observation and reflection) -implementation and
analysis of the existing experience, knowledge.
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• Formation of abstract concepts and models or abstract conceptualization (forming abstract concepts)
- models are constructed that describe received information and experience. Ideas are created and
new information is added, how everything works.
• Active testing (testing in new situations) is based on experimenting and testing the created model or
concept. The result of the is a direct new experience.
D. Kolb noticed that different people give a clear preference for different behavior - practical actions or
theorization. Most of the time a person learns one of four methods: direct experience, observation and
reflection, the formation of abstract concepts of models or active experimentation.This training method
assumes that the teacher and students become not only equal participants, but also partners who influence
each other and perform the roles assigned to them. It can be assumed that trainees are characterized by
varying degrees of willingness to actively participate in the learning process and different degrees of
motivation to improve their own abilities.It should be noted that this method of teaching changes the
requirements for programs that should be aimed at creating conditions in which each student will be able to
fully open his potential.Today, allover the world, the most recognized program of teaching environmental
education is Kolb’s theory. It is necessary to notice, that there is no one accepted model of environmental
education in order to apply in Azerbaijan. For that reason, it is significant to create EE teaching method and
implement it. Now we need:
• Combining the efforts of leading scientists, specialists, experts, practical teachers in environmental
education for lobbying environmental education at the governmental level;
• updating the content of general and supplementary education on the basis of ideas environmental
education for sustainable development;
• Creation of a unified developing ecological and educational environment for coordination activities
on environmental education.
• In the prevailing circumstances, the introduction of a generalizing worldview course at each level of
training (by analogy with the course Azerbaijan Ecology and Sustainable development, preservation
and support of additional education in ecological and biological orientation, development and
implementation of the education environmental module (grades 1-11) to update the content of
school disciplines and after-hour activities, saturation ecological content of off-hour activities
(socialization of students; educational, research and project activities; culture and health; In general
education; cultural and moral development, education). All this work should be organized in the
system taking into account the accumulated experience [2].
EE creates conditions for students to master such competences (universal abilities), as:
• responsibility for the present and future;
• the desire for knowledge, creativity, design, research;
• the ability to navigate in the latest technologies and the ability to use them;
• information literacy;
• ability to productive creative work and development of new types of activity;
• inclination and ability to collective activity (labor and cognitive);
• aspiration and readiness for the conscious choice of a profession and continuous education;
• the ability to critically treat their activities and adjust it;
• ability to make a decision and implement it;
• the ability to self-knowledge and self-development;
• readiness for effective communication and organization.
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The main agency in Azerbaijan, provided schools with environmental education is Republican
Environmental Education and Training Center. Under the program “Green Network” have been ensured the
environmental education in 35 secondary schools of Baku city.The aim of the project implemented by the
Republican Environmental Education and Training Center under the Green Network Environmental
Education Program is to strengthen the sustainable development of sustainable ecological education and to
ensure the active involvement of pupils in the environmental protection activities. The pilot schools are
expected to provide students with an effective utilization of energy resources that will serve the principles of
good behavior, civilized solutions for waste recycling, water use, healthy nutrition, and climate change
mitigation. Within the project, pilot schools will participate in the competition "Green network of schools"
and at the end of the competition, environmental certification of schools will be developed.
Conclusion and expected results
Most schools do not include to their academic plan this course (it is not obligatory!), so at the present
time a smaller part of Azerbaijani schoolchildren receive a more or less complete environmental education.
New textbooks for modern standards are unlikely to include environmental modules, thought-out
environmental themes embedded in the content of the subject, and certainly will not include meaningful lines
of environmental education for sustainable development. To assess the effectiveness of the process of
environmental education in educational organizations of the Azerbaijan Republic is used a system of
indicators that allows assessing the course and effectiveness of solving the tasks. Such indicators include:
• Increase in the number of educational organizations, included environmental issues in educational
programs;
• Increase in the number of students involved in programs on environmental education;
• Increase in the number of students under the age of 18, which involve on additional general
development programs, such as natural-science and tourism courses;
• Increase in the number of educational organizations that have updated the content of the system of
extracurricular activities and additional education instructions for environmental education;
• Increase in the number of educational organizations that have an eco-biological profile of education
in schools;
• Increase in the number educational organizations, municipal and regional education systems using
innovative educational technologies that ensure effective pedagogical activities in the sphere of
environmental education of schoolchildren, including using modern information and communication
technologies.
Expected results:
• Early and comprehensive development of children, including mental, physical, ecological education.
• Formation of the primary integral picture of the world, relationships in nature.
• Study of the diversity of living nature, awareness of the place of man in the modernworld.
• Develop self-reliance, initiative, active interest in nature protection.
• Develop skills to use knowledge in solving environmental problems:analyze changes, identify
causes and justify solutionsenvironmental problems, including his personality.
Nature cannot protect itself from a barbaric, self-serving, indifferent - passive attitude towards it, from
its hostile actions of man and interference in the course of natural processes that cause the death of many
plants and animals. In the moral society, a law on the protection of nature has long been formulated, which
must be carried out by every citizen of the country. To its implementation, the younger generation is prepared
by all the content and forms of our life, especially the conditions of the school's single teaching and
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educational process. A full-fledged effect will be achieved when environmental consciousness and behavior
become an integral part of the general culture of a young person. The mission of us, educators, is to convey
to the children how beautiful our world is, how complex it is and what our behavior depends on, whether we
will be able to preserve the wealth of the world, for future generations of people and all living beings on the
planet.
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Summary
Successful Apply in Secondary Schools of Azerbaijan the Environmental Education Teaching &
Learning Methods towards Eco-Schools and Sustainable Development
Bahar Ahmadova
Ministry of Education, Azerbaijan

Ensuring sustainable development of the country involves the implementation of policies aimed at
ensuring environmental safety and rational use of natural resources for present and future generations.
Ecology is now defined as one of the priorities of the country's development. This article discusses the main
problems related with applying to all secondary schools in Azerbaijan methods of environmental education
(EE), effective teaching and learning process in EE. The article includes the aims of environmental
education, teaching approaches and basic organizational ideas that constitute a progressive environmental
education model, which helps to achieve sustainable development goals in the future. Basic learning
strategies are outlined, and basic methods are briefly explained.
Keywords: Environmental education, Environmental safety, Successful teaching and learning,
Sustainable development, Eco-school
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VALUES, PRINCIPLES AND GOALS IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Eşi Narcisa Loredana
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania
Introduction
Concerning the new tendency in prioritizing global objectives, we can admit that, in this new stage of
historical evolution, humanity needs to reconsider the moral regards on the social development. Therefore, it
is imperative to register in the behavioral pattern these new arrangements in the ethics codex as they were
primary features in the education and sciences, these being seen as main mobiles in any sustainable
endeavors.
The main scope of this paper is to identify the conceptual dimensions of sustainability, along with its
impact in the new socio-economic discourse. Therefore, the major objectives to be considered in this research
are those related to:
• Explaining the conceptual complexity of sustainability as inter-disciplinary instances;
• Determining the socio-economic discourse area that enables sustainability as its main mobile;
• Providing a deconstruction model of sustainability, necessary for the ethical reconsideration of this
millennium;
• Proposing a semantic explanation of the linked concepts that abide the “sustainable policy”;
• Exploring the specialized ethics as a factor of determination in sustainable development projects;
• Emphasizing some proposals for a coherent development project.
We focus the presumptions of this research on the link between economic systems and ecological
movements, insisting on the healthy, naturaland rational issue, which raise awareness more and more in the
modern culture. Of course that a common target cannot avoid a hierarchy in what concernsthe priorities
implied by time (long-term development issue), space (exploiting location depending on ecological issues),
validity conditions (establishing the quid-pro-quo status), context (exploring the social and economic agents
that may influence a development project) and cultural grounds (enlisting these goals in a well-defined social
and historical scale).
Furthermore, it is necessary to enlarge the analyze field by taking into account any potential conflict
that can arise from the development - autonomybinom. For example, global development may counteract
local and national interest, involving the moral standards, the resources managements or the long-term
effects.
We should also take into account the present - future paradigm that may distortion the sustainability
main definition. It is already clear, due to the last international commitments, that we’re the subjects of a
deconstructive model in what concerns economic responsibility. As any relative term, responsibility gains, in
social and economic terms, various connotations, depending on the interests involved. For example,
exploiting natural resources may seem a reliable source in nowadays structural development, but its future
impact may lead to a resource crisis. And, as a reverse argument, the industrial development can hardly to
appreciate the in qualitative and quantitative indices the outcome of future economical possibilities without
neglecting the present needs and requirements.
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Wealth and welfare are also some themes that have a major influence in determining how
sustainability may be effectively questioned as a corresponding ethical agent between the actual
responsibilities that a development project involves and the social involvements it presume.
We should also take into consideration the basic ecological models, without removing the moral frame
that was the primary basis in this endeavor. This assumption charges the various visions over sustainability
as contingent as long as a general pattern can’t be afford by the world’s main economical agents.
Sustainable Development as A Convergent Scientific Concept
Sustainable development remains, in fact, the result of a collaborative act, the outcome of an
interdisciplinary project. Social, economic and environmental realities meet each other on a knowledge axis
that meets the temporality as its main processor. We base this premise on the evidence of a “common future”
and this system of thinking acquire a multi-dimensional valorization channel. We can agree that development
could not proceed in the pattern of single bottom line - only economical one, in which bottom line represents
the planet health, without which neither the economic activity, nor life itself are feasible (Syrgiannis, Ivani,
2013, p.96).
In this respect, a feasible projection over the economical mechanism can be consideredas one of the
first dimensions worth to be explored within every sustainable development. In this context, feasibility meets
viability as guaranty, but also reasonableness and sensiblenessas form of responsiveness to variation
(Fig.1). To summarize this relation, we can translate this conceptual convergence through a tridimensional
reference (resources, impact and the quality of results), while the involved procedures are conditioned by a
common disposition: ethics.
SUSTAINABILITY DIMENSIONS
Reference

Context

Quality

Temporality

Resources

Environment

Procedure/Methods

Value

Responsiveness

Feasibility

Viability

Reasonableness

Sensibleness

Moral/Legal policy

Fig 1. The reference- value correlation in sustainable projections
Source: Author’s own elaboration

Background "Sustainability" does not imply a static, much less a stagnant, economy, but we must be
careful to distinguish between "growth" and "development" (Tilman, Cassman, Matson, 2002). Considering
this aspect, a sustainable policy firstly reflects the social responsivity that interchanges in a coherent
manner the involved interests and outcomes. Furthermore the institutional framework needs to be
reconsidered as long as the legal policy and moral standards must align to indicate a sustainable goal. Also
the lack of instruments that could assure a feasible development might question the delimitation between
economic, social and environmental priorities. This is the point where legal and moralassumprions can
actually interact to dissolve the conflicts between economic and social interests, between global and local
goals, between present and future possibilities. Therefore, an actual delimitation of sustainability area and its
relation with ethics may provide a new tool in designing the future of our society, of our humanity, of our
principles and interests.
Deconstructing sustainability as desideratum, we can bring into consideration three key concepts that
rewrite the development stages: to accommodate, to balance and to prioritize. Safety meets responsibility
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into a cost-effective project. The challenge then is defining the approaches that are appropriate in
connecting meaningful work with sustainable community outcomes (James,2011).
Sustainable Ethics in the Bio-community
A first stage in the sustainability pursuit concerns the maturity of applied ethics, along with the
environmental consciousness. It will imply a form of control exerted over all immediate and eventual
effects of products and processes associated with translating raw materials into final products, with the
objective of effectively balancing the interests of today with those of future generations (Beamon, 2005, p.
122).New values arise as priorities in western philosophy, oriented on safety, health and welfare. In this
context, business organizations reconsider their mission, changing the profit as main goal to a social and
ecological commitment. In this manner passive/ potential values and active values interchange and the line
between visible and invisible values (Esi, 2015) fades.
Post-industrial era brings in the ethical manifesto a second stage of this endeavor that concerns the fact
that the collective mental acquire a new moral challenge: to balance the present needs, interests and resources
with those of the following generations.The idea of biotic community enlist in every development project
responsibility as an active value, with a considerable impact in good business practices, resources
management, environmental clauses, legal regulations, moral developments and social standards and
requirements.In this manner, balance become the main key, generating a new philosophical issue know as
inter-generation and inter-species equity.We have also to distinguish ecological movements from
sustainable projects, considering that a related difference is that eco-ethics is ecocentric while sustainability
ethics is both homocentric and ecocentric (Cairns, 2003).
It is clear that economic request cannot be satisfied as long as we anchor the traditional practices into a
new axiologic framework, Therefore, we need to recalibrate the post-modern discourse over sustainability,
inserting a pragmatic ethical proposal. Social entrepreneurship was the first example of how targeting an
emergent development, we should first deconstruct sustainability as utopia and start promoting a socially
enrooted behavior. In this manner, development will encounter a less-aggressive replica from the business
world. Pragmatic sustainability translate environmental movements into competitive advantages, generating
progressive forms of action. Rethinking the sustainability discourse promote the insertion of an additional
layer of values, emphasizing environmental and legal concerns.
A sustainable design proposes products, services and lifestyles based on the principle of fairness as
long as we live into a self-aware network whose circuits are interconnected. Therefore, social expectations
should be focused on sustainable well-being, that actually solves the discontinuities produces by selfcentrism, so specific to the modern man. This network paradigm is grounded on a reconsideration of ethic
pragmatism and updated rationality, while its consistency should derive from fundamental principles, low
energy and material intensity and high regenerative potential (Manzini, 2006). Moreover, under the weight
of the weight of utilitarian or deontological principles, the traditional anthropocentric field of ethics should
be doubled by a moral standing to non-human entities. According to York, pragmatic thought can be a bit
difficult and complex, but in implementation, a pragmatic ethic regarding the environment can be clear and
actionable (York, 2009).
Values and Principles of A Sustainable Project
The primary principle in sustainability is minimizing the impact over the eco-system,that leads us to
the concept of rational management. Encouraging reasonable changes in the bio-community, rationality
becomes a major in the eco-friendly policies. Environmental health is essential to human health since
humans are embedded in the interdependent web of life (Cairns, 2013).Understanding of the social, cultural,
global and environmental responsibilities becomes a mission in the knowledge era, and this fact leads to a
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two feature principles: adopt and adapt. Adopting new behavioral patterns and adapting our needs and
interests to the ecological and social possibilities transform individuals and communities in rational agents,
interconnected in a long-term development plan.
Responsiveness on the other hand, aligns rights and interests, making environmentalism and
economical/ technological development compatible. In other words, development is not sustainable if high
moral values are not maintained (Fox, 2004, p. 62). Also, responsiveness as a main feature of sustainability
combats radical measures as extreme features of a balanced (eco-)system. Furthermore, this principle
responds to economic, politic and social pressures induced by the exigencies of modern world. Therefore,
responsiveness should aim engineering ethics as a first stage in fueling a sustainable technological progress.
Since the awareness/ manifest movements gain more and more social power and credibility, major
reforms and scientific research are published to solve the global inequalities. The solution provided by
sustainable thinking may provide a safer, more equitable in terms of its social impact, even culturally
preferable alternative, while encouraging the desired technical outcome at an acceptable cost with
implication in education, of course (Anghel, 2017, 65-75)). The pragmatic view over societal needs design a
value register that will be converted in adaptable options to future generations. Thus, environmental
concerns are important, but the basic argument is one of welfare, seen in a context of inter-generational
equity (Kuhlman, Farrington, 2010).
We should be aware that irreversiblility opposes sustainability, therefore the main (even contingent)
conclusion of this endeavor is based on temporality and its features. Politic and economic pressures have
been articulated by a long-term value engagement, namely an inter-generation consideration that could
propose a better, careless future. Sustainability-based rules and processes such as the platinum principle, the
polluter pays principle, multi-stakeholder engagement, and various measures of well-being are practical
tools that help people rank options and select outcomes that maximize sustainability (Biedenweg,Monroe,
Oxarart, 2013).
Disclaiming technological inner mission, but advancing technological innovation, sustainability have to
be related to the basic needs of our generation and the potential needs of future generations. How we can
balance this “basic - potential“into an equitable result? Probably only through a well-calibrated ethics that
would comply to legal and social imperatives. To prolong the wellbeing of species involves more than the
visible measures dictated by the common law. Education in ethic procedures concerning sustainability could
avoid major environmental erosion and could provide a comprehensive pattern of preservation and ecotechnology.
Analyzing the sustainable studies, we can promote three patterns of long-term eco-thinking:
• Preserved resources: present resources are managed considering the future needs;
• Reversed resources: recycling resources may provide a prime matter for future projects;
• Re-interpreted resources: advancing technology may reconsider the use methodological process,
focusing on renewable resources.
Sustainability should not be a compromise between present and future, but it should guarantee the
quality of life. Inequalities and the redistribution issue should be resolved into a balanced, logically
consistent design that would gather social and economic values as a common development mission.
However, in spite of regular and high profile global conferences and increasingly strident rhetoric in the
professional and popular press, progress in these areas has been patchy (Anderson, Garavan, Sadler-Smith,
2014).Moreover, minimizing the irreversible consequences becomes the main role of a sustainable policy,
predicating a pragmatic model of practice. This model can evolve into a global, community-based pattern
that will respond to the major social and environmental concerns.
We can appreciate that sustainability promotes not values, but also a design meant to prolong human
lifespan, to preserve species and resources, to improve the quality of life and to promote wealth and well136
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being. But this discourse should also include methodological aspects that would facilitate the insertion of
ethical reasoning in every cultural and educational systems. Sustainable engines record an appeal to social
justice as a value emerging tool.
Conclusion
The sustainability pursuit must remain an open dialogue to solve the conflicts between resources,
methods and interests along on the development path. Deconstructing the concept of sustainability, we
conclude that a pragmatic approach on present and future social, economic and environmental realities might
shade a light over the coherence of long-term projects. Being one of the primary ethical discourses launched
by the global society, sustainability proves itself a complex, inter-disciplinary, and yet convergent set of
values, measures, proceedings and aims that would smooth the inter-generations and inter-species
progressive path.
Moreover, we clarified the dimensions that a coherent development project acquires, exploring its main
features. In this sense, a sustainable policy links moral values and legal principles to create a trajectory for
technological advancements, environmental compliance, societal evolution, economic growth and,
eventually, human well-being. In this sense, specialized ethics may provide an additional support in
reclaiming the resource-interests balance.
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Summary
Values, principles and goals in Sustainable Development:
A Conceptual Framework
Eşi Narcisa Loredana
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania

The massive environmental changes that occurred in the last decades question our lifestyle raise a
silenced threat on the current quality of life. Social interests and opportunities are collapsing when facing
aggressive, self-centric business-related plans that do not imply a sustainable decision-making. Therefore,
sustainable policies have to be understood as transformative factors that preserve primary values and sustain
a pragmatic ethics, meant to direct the new development outlook. Promoting the emergence of the new ecosocial programs, the sustainability discourse is based on progressive forms of amelioration in what concerns
the inter-generation and inter-species conflicts.
Advancing multiple patterns of behavior, sustainability as an open dialogue, mandatory for this age,
empowers ethics to solve the value differences as they are seen from the interest – resources binom.
Providing an alternative model of development, it requires the community engagement to reverse the
anthropocentric arguments. Defining the conceptual dimensions of sustainability leads us to the idea of
adaptive network, where evolving pragmatism meets environmental and social concerns, only to establish an
operational efficiency in long-term action proposals.
Keywords: sustainable projects, sustainability, social development, ecological values, ethics,
pragmatism, rationality, social interests, social discourse
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GREEN CHEMISTRY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY:
RECONTAMINATION OF TOXIC METALS FROM
WASTEWATER – BIOSORPTION
Narmin Hashimli
№ 4 Secondary School, Ismayilli, Azerbaijan
Introduction
Green Chemistry can be deﬁned as the invention, design and application of chemical products and
processes to reduce or eliminate the generation of hazardous substances. Green Chemistry is not a new
branch of chemistry; rather it is a thought process on existing and new tools and knowledge of chemistry in a
way that it continues to contribute to the society while protecting the environment also. Nowadays, Green
Chemistry has been established as a pathway for a Sustainable Development.
Green Chemistry is based on Twelve Principles. These principles are:
• Prevention Waste-it is better to prevent waste than to treat or clean up waste after it has been
created.
• Atom Economy- Synthetic methods should be designed to maximize the incorporation of all
materials used in the process into the final product.
• Less Hazardous Chemical Syntheses- Wherever practicable, synthetic methods should be designed
to use and generate substances that possess little or no toxicity to human health and the environment.
• Designing Safer Chemical- Chemical products should be designed to affect their desired function
while minimizing their toxicity.
• Safer Solvents and Auxiliaries- The use of auxiliary substances (e.g., solvents, separation agents,
etc.) should be made unnecessary wherever possible and innocuous when used.
• Design for Energy Efficiency- Energy requirements of chemical processes should be recognized for
their environmental and economic impacts and should be minimized. If possible, synthetic methods
should be conducted at ambient temperature and pressure.
• Use of Renewable Feedstock- A raw material or feedstock should be renewable rather than
depleting, whenever technically and economically practicable or feasible.
• Reduce Derivatives- Unnecessary derivatization (use of blocking groups, protection/ deprotection,
temporary modification of physical/chemical processes) should be minimized or avoided if possible,
because such steps require additional reagents and can generate waste.
• Catalysis- Catalytic reagents (as selective as possible) are superior to stoichiometric reagents.
• Design for Degradation- Chemical products should be designed so that at the end of their function,
they break down into innocuous or harmless degradation products and do not persist in the
environment.
• Real-time analysis for Pollution Prevention-Analytical methodologies need to be further developed
to allow for real-time, in-process monitoring and control prior to the formation of hazardous
substances.
• Inherently Safer Chemistry for Accident Prevention- Substances and the form of a substance used in
a chemical process should be chosen to minimize the potential for chemical accidents, including
releases, explosions, and fires [1].
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The utilization of Green Chemistry principles in different industries can therefore be viewed as both an
obligation and a signiﬁcant opportunity to enhance our positive impact on the global community.
Toxic Metals: Environmental Threat
Metals are a natural part of the environment and an important part of our daily lives. Metals are used in
many simple things we see around us such as batteries, clothes, cars, computers, paints –in short, everywhere
in the modern world.The report by Nriagu (1996) shows that metal production and also metal emissions to
the environment by human activities has been dramatically increased during the 20th century’s Industrial
Revolution [2].
From an environmental pollution point of view, metals may be classiﬁed into the following categories:
Non-toxic but accessible
Toxic but non-accessible
Toxic and accessible
It is the third category of potentially toxic and relatively accessible metals that has attracted the keen
attention of the researchers. These toxic metals occur in very small quantities in the Earth’s crust and hence
are called rare metals.These are further arbitrarily subdivided on the basis of their densities. Those having
densities less than 5 g/cm3 are designated as light metals while those having densities more than 5 g/cm3 are
designated as heavy metals [3].
Table 1. Types of toxic metals and their effect on human health with their permissible limits

Toxic metals

Arsenic
Cadmium

Lead

Chromium

Nickel

Major sources
Pesticides, fungicides, metal
smelters
Welding, electroplating,
pesticide fertilizer, nuclear
fission plant
Paint, pesticide, smoking,
automobile emission,
mining, burning of coal
Mines, pesticide production,
chemical industry, metal
piping
Roasting plants, Smelting,
Electroplating, Steel
industry, Batteries

Effect on human health

Permissible level
(Surface water
quality) mg/l

Bronchitis, dermatitis, poisoning

0.02

Lung cancer, Bone defects, increased
blood pressure, kidney damage

0.06

Mental retardation in children, acute
and chronic damage to the nervous
system, liver, kidney damage

0.1

Damage to the nervous system,
fatigue, irritability

0.05

Acute poisoning, Dermatitis, Asthma,
Respiratory cancer Lung embolism,
Heart disorders

0.02

Source: Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), 2016
Thus metals like Hg, Cd, Cr, Ni, and Pb are generally known as toxic heavy metals. Surprisingly, even
metalloids like Se, As, and Sb are also considered under this category, thereby making the term heavy metals
misleading. When considering the environmental impacts of metallic species, Pb, Cd, Cr, Ni, and As are in
focus. They can enter the human beings via food chain and often exceed the toxic levels before they produce
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visible toxic effects. World Health Organization has, recently, recognized the health hazards of toxic metals
in food chain even at low concentrations [4].
Traditional Toxic Metal Decontamination Technologies: Demerits
The constantly increasing degree of industrialization and rising standards of living are strongly
impacting on the use of available water sources. Controlling heavy metal discharges and removing toxic
heavy metals from aqueous solutions have become a challenge for the twenty-ﬁrst century. The commonly
used procedures for removing metal ions from aqueous streams include distillation, ion exchange, reverse
osmosis, electrodialysis, precipitation, coagulation, ﬂocculation, and nanoﬁltration.
The currently practiced technologies for removal of toxic metals from industrial efﬂuents appear to be
inadequate, often creating secondary problems with metal-bearing sludge, which are extremely difﬁcult to
dispose of. The process cannot precipitate metals to low levels of solubility unless additional treatment
reagents are employed, the use of which may signiﬁcantly add to the volume of sludge. Most authorities
consider such treatments to be best performed in specialized environments by trained personnel. Further,
research ﬁndings have clearly raised strong doubts about the advisability of the use of synthetic coagulants
used for metal removal. Their usage leads to several serious demerits concerned with the central nervous
system of human beings. For electroplating and ﬁnishing industries, the cost involved in the treatment of
efﬂuent produced is sometimes prohibitively expensive, especially for the smaller installations, and far
outweighs the advantages of recycling and regenerating materials. Present treatment strategies require costly
chemical and physical operations and involve a high degree of maintenance and supervision. While
wastewater treatments by ion exchange resins are both effective and convenient, they are too expensive to be
used by the developing countries and their availability is limited to developed nations of the world.
Government closely monitors their handling and disposal, in most instances. Processes like reverse osmosis
include many of the small organic molecules that are precursors of trihalomethane generated during chlorine
disinfection. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) strictly limits the allowable amounts of these
compounds in drinking water based on the possibility that chronic exposure to them could cause cancer.
• Need spent resin replacement
• Pretreatment is required
• Membrane clogging leads to sludge problem
• Need periodic replacement of ﬁlters
• Large amounts of water wastage
• Need regular cleaning
• Expensive
• Not recommended for higher concentrations
• Need special handling techniques
• Result in large amounts of sludge
Biosorption: A Promising Green Approach
To combine technology with environmental safety is one of the key challenges of the new millennium.
There is a global trend of bringing technology into harmony with the natural environment, thus aiming to
achieve the goals of protection of ecosystem from the potentially deleterious effects of human activity and
ﬁnally improving its quality. The magic plants are around and waiting to be discovered and commercialized.
They are now recognized and accepted as storehouses of inﬁnite and limitless beneﬁts to human
beings.These natural systems are often referred to as Green Technologies as they involve naturally occurring
plant materials [5]. Biosorption is one such important phenomenon, which is based on one of the 12
principles of Green Chemistry, i.e., “Use of renewable resources.”
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Biosorption may be simply defined as the removal of substances from solution by biological material.
Such substances can be organic and inorganic, and in soluble or insoluble forms. Understanding the
mechanism of metal uptake by microorganisms is an essential step, as it would help in analyzing the
concentration of microbial biomass, removal and extraction. To reduce toxic metal pollution several methods
like adsorption, precipitation, ion exchange, electrodialysis and reverse osmosis are used. Depending upon
the cell structure many ways can be adapted to capture the metal. They can be divided on the basis of their
cell metabolism as metabolism dependent and non-metabolism dependent. On basis of the location where the
metal is removed mechanisms can be categorized as extracellular and intracellular accumulation, and cell
surface sorption. Metabolism independent uptake of metal simply involves the metal binding to the cell wall
and an external surface is the only mechanism present in non-living biomass. Metabolism dependent uptake
essentially involves adsorption process such as ionic; chemical and physical adsorption. A variety of ligands
located on the fungal walls are known to be involved in metal chelation. Metal ions could be adsorbed by
complexing with negatively charged reaction sites on the cell surface.
The biosorption process involves a solid phase (sorbent) and a liquid phase (normally water) and
dissolved metal ions. Due to the higher affinity of the sorbent and sorbate is usually taken up by the sorbent
and this process continues till an equilibrium is established between the sorbent and sorbate.
The metal biosorption process involves a two-step process. In the first step metal ions are adsorbed to
the cell surface by interactions between metals and functional groups displayed on the cell surface. All the
metal ions before gaining access to the cell membrane and cell cytoplasm come across the cell wall. The cell
walls consist of a variety of polysaccharides and proteins and hence offers a number of active sites capable of
binding metal ions.
Different group of microorganisms vary in their cell wall composition. Algal cell walls are mainly
cellulosic, where the potential metal binding groups are carboxylates amines, imidazole, phosphates,
sulfhydryl, sulfates and hydroxyls. Cell walls of bacteria are mainly composed of peptidoglycan. Fungal cell
wall is mainly made of chitin [6].
In second step due to active biosorption metals penetrates into the cell wall. Metal uptake by non-living
cells is mainly by passive mode, which is devoid of energy and the process take place through chemical
composition of the cell wall. Studies of Ahluwalia and Goyal indicates that the 2 step process which include,
a passive process taking place immediately and an active process that takes place slowly.
Biosorption clearly shows that from most perspectives, plants are ideal for environmental cleanup:
capital cost is low, ongoing operational costs are minimal, implementation is easy and non-invasive, and
public acceptance is high [7].
• Cheap: the cost of the biosorbent is low since they often are made from abundant or waste material.
• Metal selective: the metal sorbing performance of different types of biomass can be more or less
selective on different metals. This depends on various factors such as type of biomass, mixture in
the solution, type of biomass preparation and physico-chemical treatment.
• Regenerative: bio sorbents can be reused, after the metal is recycled.
• No sludge generation: no secondary problems with sludge occur with biosorption, as is the case with
many other techniques, for example, precipitation.
• Metal recovery possible: In case of metals, it can be recovered after being sorbed from the solution.
• Competitive performance: biosorption is capable of a performance comparable to the most similar
technique, ion exchange treatment. Ion exchange is, as mentioned above, rather costly, making the
low cost of biosorption a major factor.
All these show that biosorption is a new and vibrant technology having great potential. To realize this,
it will be necessary to understand the various processesthat are involved in it. This may require a
multidisciplinary approach and diverse ﬁelds of plant biology.
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Biosorbents
Generally, biosorbents are prepared from naturally abundant or waste biomass. Few examples of the
types of biomaterials that have been tested in different laboratories for metal adsorption are: brown algae,
almond hulls, sugarcane bagasse, maize and rice husks, sunflower stalk, tree sawdust, seaweeds, pine barks,
wheat bran, shea butter seed husks, banana pith, coconut fiber, sugar-beet pulp nut shells, tea leaves, plant
tissues, date stones, activated sludge, and even human hair, etc. Most of these biosorbents are of plant origin
and mainly agricultural by-products. Also, many other biosorbents of algal, fungal and bacteria biomass have
been employed as biosorbents.
My paper mainly focusses on three types of biosorbents namely
• Algae
• Fungi
• Bacteria
Algaebelonging to a multi applicable group, can contribute to important sectors. Their major use in to
produce a wide range of primary and secondary metabolites, which is applied to food, pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industries. Moreover, they have been suggested as potential feedstock for bioenergy and biofuel
production. Because of their large surface area and high binding affinity they have been reported to
effectively remove metals from wastewater. There are mainly two different types: Macro algae and Micro
algae. Macro algae, especially brown algae, have been found to be very effective biosorbents is removing
heavy metals from wastewater because of their high uptake capacities, similar to commercial ion-exchange
resins and their availability in nearly unlimited amounts from the ocean [8].
Fungi are widely used in a variety of industrial fermentation processes which would serve as an
economical and constant supply source of biomass to remove metal ions from wastewater. Fungi can also
easily grow in substantial amounts using unsophiscated fermentation techniques and inexpensive growth
media. Therefore, a fungal biomass could serve as an economical and eco-friendly method for
recontamination of toxic metal ions from wastewater.
Heavy metals like Hg2+, Cd2+ and Zn2+ from wastewater were bisorbed by Ca-alginate beads and
combining them with a white rot fungi Fungaliatrogiibiomass. The experiment was conducted to study the
enhancement and the adsorptive capacity of Ca-alginate beds. In this study Ca-alginate beds were used as an
adsorbent as well as a support material for the entrapment of white rot fungus. The kinetics of Hg2+, Cd2+ and
Zn2+ ions biosorption on the biosorbents depend on the experimental conditions particularly medium, pH and
metal ion concentration. The biosorption capacity of the immobilized fungus was enhanced greatly when
biosorption took place following heat inactivation. Their results confirmed that alginate beads with
immobilized cells can be used in heavy metal adsorption studies without any detectable losses [9]
The bacterical cell wall is the first effective compartment for adsorbing toxic metal particles because it
contains many anionic functional groups capable of binding to toxic metals, such as peptidoglycan, teichoic
acids, phospholipids and lipopolysaccharides. Microorganisms therefore have a high potential for use in
biosorption processes to remove toxic metalsfrom polluted environments.The bacterial cell wall is the first
component that comes into contact with metal ions, where the solutes can be deposited on the surface or
within the cell wall structure. Since the mode of solute uptake by dead/inactive cells is extracellular, the
chemical functional groups of the cell wall play vital roles in biosorption. Due to the nature of the cellular
components, several functional groups are present on the bacterial cell wall, including carboxyl,
phosphonate, amine and hydroxyl groups [10].
Factors Affecting Biosorption
Biosorption is mainly affected by initial metal ion concentration, temperature, pH and biomass
concentration in solution. Higher initial metal ion concentration results in a high solute uptake. This is
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because at higher concentration, the sites available for sorption become fewer compared to the moles of
solute present, hence, the removal of solute is strongly depending upon the initial solute concentration. It is
necessary to identify the maximum saturation potential of a biosorbent because all experiments for
biosorption should be conducted at the highest possible initial solute concentration.
Temperature does not influence the efficiency of biosorption in the range of 20-35º C. Higher
temperature enhances sorption due to the increased surface activity and kinetic energy of the solute.
However, physical damage to the biosorbent can be expected at higher temperature.
pH is observed to be very important due to its ability to affect the solution chemistry of metals, the
activity of functional groups in the biomass and the competition of metallic ions. pH strongly influences the
specification and biosorption availability of the metal ions. At higher solution pH, the solubility of metal
complexes decreases sufficiently allowing precipitation, which may complicate the sorption process.
The specific uptake of metal is influenced by the concentration of biomass in the solution. Many
studies indicated that, lower biosorbent dosages yield higher uptake and lower percentage removal
efficiencies. An increase in the biomass concentration generally increases the amount of solute biosorbed,
due to the increased surface area of the biosorbent, which in turn increases the number of binding sites [11].
Conclusion: Biosorption – Benefits and Gaps
The use of microbial and plant biomass and other biological mechanisms naturally used for heavy
metal detoxification and removal, offer promising alternatives to traditional technologies in the treatment of
heavy metals. The new biological-based technologies need not necessarily replace conventional treatment
approaches but may complement them.
At present, information on different technological approaches is inadequate to accurately define
parameters for scale up of processes and design perfection including reliability and economic feasibility. To
provide an economically viable treatment, the appropriate choice of technology and proper operational
conditions have to be identified.
Probably one of the most studied approaches is biosorption which offers an economically feasible
technology for efficient removal and recovery of metal(s) from aqueous solution. The process of biosorption
has many attractive features including removal of metals over quite broad range of pH and temperature, its
rapid kinetics of adsorption and desorption and low capital and operation cost. Biosorbent can easily be
produced using inexpensive growth media or obtained as a by-product from industry. Biosorption allows
significant cost savings in comparison with existing technologies, can be more effective in many cases than
its closest rival, ion exchange can be easily converted to the biosorption process. Additional cost reduction
results from the possible recovery of heavy metals. Also being aware of the hundreds of biosorbents able to
bind various pollutants, sufficient research has been performed on various biomaterials to understand the
mechanism responsible for biosorption. Therefore, through continued research, especially on pilot and fullscale biosorption process, the situation is likely to change in the near future, with biosorption technology
becoming more beneficial and attractive than currently used technologies.
The overall incentives of biosorption development for industrial processes are: (a) low cost of
biosorbents, (b) great selectivity and efficiency for metal removal at low concentration, (c) potential for
biosorbent regeneration and metal valorization, (d) high velocity of sorption and desorption, (e) limited
generation of secondary residues, and (f) more environmental friendly life cycle of the material.
A comparison of biosorption technology with existing methods for metal removal is presented in Table
2. In overall, biosorption has been known as a biotechnological innovation as well as a cost effective
excellent tool for removing all types of heavy metals from aqueous solutions.
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Table 2. A comparison between biosorption and traditional toxic metal technologies [12]
Technology

Strengths

Weaknesses

Ion exchange

Commercially available, effective on
co-occurring contaminations, wellunderstood, well-accepted by metal
industry

Resin regeneration and replacement
is costly, not effective on all metals,
produces metal-laden waste brine,
overall, high capital and
operational/maintenance costs

Reverse osmosis

Effective removal method, accepted
benchmark technology

Capital intensive, low throughput,
produces metal-laden waste,
membranes expensive, easily foul up,
elevated pressure, sensitivity to
suspended solids, organics

Chemical precipitation

Effective, low capital cost, simple
operation

Inadequate, requires tight operational
controls, post-treatment needs,
secondary sludge generation

Biosorption

Inexpensive, metal selectivity, easy
operation, high efficiency, high
versatility, tolerance to contaminants,
results in low volumes of highconcentration wash solutions suitable
for subsequent metal recovery

Not very well understood, difficulty
in developing generic technologies
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Summary
Green chemistry for environmental sustainability: recontamination of
toxic metals from wastewater – biosorption
Narmin Hashimli
№ 4 Secondary School, Ismayilli, Azerbaijan
Toxic metals from industrial effluents due to rapid industrialization has posed hazard to aquatic
ecosystem integrity and environmental/ human health.Theinsufficiency and high cost of traditional metal
treatment technologies coupled with the application of stricter environmental regulations have increased the
demand for economically feasible alternative methods.
The application of Green Chemistry in metal treatment processes can therefore be viewed as both an
obligation and a signiﬁcant opportunity to enhance our positive impact on the environmental sustainability.
One of the green approaches of biosorption helps recontamination of toxic metals from wastewater.
Biosorptioncan efﬁciently and effectively sequester dissolved metals out of dilute complex solutions with
high efﬁciency and also quickly.
Keywords: Green Chemistry; Environmental Sustainability; Wastewater; Biosorption; Toxic metals
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RADIO-ECOLOGICAL CONDITION OF RECREATION
ZONE IN TBILISI, GEORGIA
Ani Beraia
Tbilisi State Medical University, Georgia
Bidzina Zurashvili
Tbilisi State Medical University, Georgia
Introduction
Importance of the problem is determined by the fact that Soviet regime strictly classified area of the
Chernobyl disaster (26.04.1986). Therefore, International Forum in Vienna, dedicated to the 10th anniversary
of the Chernobyl disaster, where 800 delegates of 90 countries of the world were invited, has published the
global map of the Cesium-137- and Strontium-90-polluted countries of the world. Georgia was not included
in these. However, on the All-Russia Conference “Problems of Antiradiational Defense” (November 16-17,
1998), organized by the Scientific Council of Radiobiology, the resolution and the Project for joint
investigations – “Search for the ways of rehabilitation of the people living in the radioecologically
unfavorable regions of Western Georgia” - have been passed. All the scientists presented on the Conference,
the number of which including the foreigners (Western countries) was over 300, unanimously consented in
the voting for inclusion of Georgia, as the fourth country, into the list of countries affected by the Chernobyl
power plant disaster, following Ukraine, Belorussia, and Russia. Indeed, according to the measurements
made by the scientists of I.N.Vekua Physical-Technological Institute at Sukhumi, and to the work published
by Nuclear Society – “Radioecological results of Chernobyl disaster” (I.I.Kryshev, Ed.) – it has been
manifested that the high level of pollution with transuranium elements covers not only the Black Sea coast of
Georgia, but the whole Transcaucasian region, as well. Therefore, in a number of Georgian regions,
thousands of people are forced to live, and children – to grow and develop, - under permanent impact of
various doses of ionizing radiation on the background of unfavorable ecological conditions. Condition is
aggravated even more because of uncontrollable, without any measures of safety, discarding of special
sources of ionizing radiation on the former and acting military bases of the former USSR. These frequently
lead to the strong irradiation of both civilian population of Georgia (Matkhoni village) and military
servicemen (Military base of Vaziani).
Today, in Russia, Belorussia, and Ukraine, various programs are implemented for rehabilitation of the
population affected by the Chernobyl disaster. The world community supports these programs, while in
Georgia numerous groups of people are left unaided. The State is unable to help these people because in the
earlier time the Soviet regime concealed from the world community the fact of pollution with transuranium
elements of the Georgian territory, as a result of Chernobyl disaster.
Thus, execution of the complex measures for rehabilitation of the population dwelling in
radioecologically unfavorable regions of Western Georgia, in Adjarian region in particular has a paramount
importance.
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Atmosphere air condition of our country needs special attention, because of the country's real
conditions and the absence of parallel highways, tight traffic flow in urban areas cause the level of pollution
by harmful substances(Source: Minorashvili a. author 2001).
Objectives
In Georgia, mainly in Tbilisi Radioecological environmental background was studied, but in general
the study of background radiation in recreation areas of Georgia has not researched yet.
Studying of its questions are important for the populations of Tbilisi, mainly for those people who often
visit resting places.
In recent years statistics has shown that in Tbilisi and as well as in the whole Georgia cancerwas
increasing, genetic disease and thyroid gland pathology.
Therefore the aim of my research was to study the Radioecological conditions of recreation zone of
Tbilisi (environment of open places).
What was done
The material of research:
Testing was carried out in five recreation zone of Tbilisi (Mtatsmindapark, Vake park, Turtle and Lisa
lakes, Sea area of Tbilisi)
Measurement of background radiation passed by general methodology for specifically creating
instruction with the same equipment (SPR - 68 – 1).
How it was done and validated?
Methods of research:
At each point the measurement was made on several times (3times). I studied the environment of open
places (27 places).
Major Results
The result of the test showed that the radiation background ranges from 6,3 -7,8 x-rays micro/h. the
minimum indicator 6,3x-rays micro/h (place-Vake park), but the maximum indicator is 7,8 x-rays micro/h
(place – Tbilisi sea).
This table indicates the average radiation background which was made in the Recreation zone of
Tbilisi.
№

Place/area

Max. indicator
x-rays

Min. indicator

1

Mtawminda park

11

2

Turtle lake

8x-rays micro/h

6,5x-rays micro/h

3

Lisa lake

6,5x-rays micro/h

5,6x-rays micro/h

4

Tbilisi’s sea

9x-rays micro/h

6x-rays micro/h

5

Vake park

7x-rays micro/h

5,6x-rays micro/h
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Conclusion
The results of this testshowed that the radiation background ranges were high where the materials were
and construction in progress, also takes into account the climatic conditions and atmospheric precipitation in
same areas of concentration.
In areas, where the indicator wasa the highest it may be the result of anthropogenic pollution.
Result of our research showed average level of radiation background for recreation zone in Tbilisi and
it is a permissible norm.
Recommendation
In order to improve the atmosphere of air, it is necessary: 1. To carry out of the legislation on
"Atmospheric air protection". 2. To put into operation of atmospheric air monitoring. 3. Prohibition of low
quality fuel consumption. 4. To improve the technical condition of the auto park. 5. To bring the motorway in
order of transportation. 6. To renew and restore the dusting structures of enterprises, raising the coefficient of
their work.
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Summary
Radio-ecological condition of recreation zone in Tbilisi, Georgia
Ani Beraia
Tbilisi State Medical University,Georgia
Bidzina Zurashvili
Tbilisi State Medical University, Georgia

This article describes the result of the Radioecological conditions of recreation zone in Tbilisi, Georgia
(environment of open places). Testing was carried out in five recreation zone of Tbilisi (Mtatsmindapark,
Vake park, Turtle and Lisa lakes, Sea area of Tbilisi). The result of the test showed that the radiation
background ranges from 6,3 -7,8 x-rays micro/h.
The results of this test showed that the radiation background ranges were higher where the materials
were and construction in progress, also take into account the climatic conditions and atmospheric
precipitation in same areas of concentration. The result of my research, it is average level of radiation
background for recreation zone in Tbilisi and it is permissible norm.
Key words: Radiation, Ecology, Pollution, Research, Data collection and analysis
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RESEARCHES OF A HIGH-TEMPERATURE
RADIOLIZ OF DIESEL FUEL
Lala Jabbarova
Institute of Radiation Problems
Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Azerbaijan
Introduction
Diesel oil with a boiling temperature 180-360 °С, density of 0.790-0.860 g/cm3 is obtained from virgin
oil followed by hydrotreating and dewaxing. The best diesel oil is considered light engine fuel with boiling
temperature 230-350°С, consisting of 60o/о kerosene fractions boiling up to 300 oС and 40% heavier – straw
fractions boiling at the range of 290-350°С. The ability of fuel components to keep its chemical composition
under operating conditions within temperature change, radiation, under metal influence is of important
practical significance. Radiation influence can be accompanied by chemical transformations: break,
displacement of chemical bonds, formation of free radicals, gas release, formation of double bonds and
polymerization. The materials resistant to radiation influence must have the ability to absorb energy without
excessive ionization.
We studied the effect of radiation on operational performance of diesel under static conditions in the
usual manner before and after irradiation. Earlier, the results of experimental studies of radiation-chemical
transformation of synthetic oil of oil-bituminous breed were presented (1-3).The aim of the work is the study
of radiation resistance of diesel oil from the oil of Azerbaijan. The results of such research allow estimating
the radiation resistance of fuel, revealing the influence of irradiation on the overall composition of fuel and
the possible changes in the quality of fuel.
Methodology
The samples of diesel oil in 0,5 ml place dinampoules and sealed in a vacuum were irradiated
atdifferent temperatures (the 50-250C) on Сo60gamma-source at dose rate Р=0,18 Gy/s at various absorbed
doses: within 0,64 kGy inthe vacuum for tracing the kinetics of the occurring processes. As an ionizing
radiation it was used Сo60-radiation source of MPX -30 type. The influence of absorbed doses of radiation
on the change of properties and some operational performance of diesel oil was studied. IR absorption
spectra of the studied samples were recorded on the spectrometer VARIAN 640-IR (the Company of
VARIAN) at the wavelength range (4000-400cm-1). Thesampleswere recorded in the form of film with
thickness of d=1.Assignment of bands of the obtained spectra was carried out as described in [4,5]. Gas
products were analyzed by gas chromatography.
Experiments and result
The kinetic curves of accumulation of gases at gamma-radiolysis of diesel fuel at different temperatures
(the 50-250C) are presented below (fig.1a,b).
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Formation of Hydrogenium at a gamma radiolysis of diesel
fuels at various temperatures
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Formations of gases at a gamma radiolysis of diesel
fuels at various temperatures
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Fig.1(a,b) .The kinetic curves of accumulation of gases at gamma-radiolysis of diesel fuel at different
temperatures (the 50-2500C) are presented below
Total radiochemical exits of gases of diesel fuel at the absorbed dose 0,64kGy and various
temperatures (50-250 C).
gases
H2
CH4
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ΣC4
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diesel
0.97
0,07
0,02
0,08
0,01
0,05
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fuel
Discussion of the results
Investigating the influence of temperature on radiation transformations of hydrocarbons of fuel, two
types of reactions - low-temperature not chain reactions and high-temperature chain reactions are allocated.
At low-temperature radiation and low extents of conversion of hydrocarbon, the main reaction is
dehydrogenation.Conversion depends, first of all, on the total absorbed energy and, to a lesser extent, on dose
power. High-temperature radioliz represents the chain process of disintegration of free radicals or the
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accelerated thermal cracking when any other reactions typical for a low-temperature radioliz, except the
thermostimulated chain decomposition of radicals doesn't play. Increases of an exit of products of conversion
with growth of temperature were observed.At temperature increase of the irradiated fuels the speed of free
radical reactions with education in the increasing quantity of gaseous products, mainly, of hydrogen and
products of polymerization and disproportionation of radicals, increases.
Release of hydrogen at the increased temperatures can be promoted by the radiation induced
accumulation of alkenes in which energy of dissociation of C-H of the communications adjacent to
nonsaturated communication goes down.
Conducted studies showed that chemical processes, density change occurs in diesel oil within the
absorbed doses 0,64kGy. The effect of radiation influence on hydrocarbons of fuel depends on chemical
structure, fuel composition.In diesel fuel an exit of C 2-C5 increases with growth of temperature. At ≤ 2000C,
exits of C2-C5 have a small temperature inclination, but it sharply increases at more high temperatures of
radiation. As a result of radiation among gaseous products the amount of nonsaturated hydrocarbons
increases.
Growth of temperature also stimulates the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons in liquid products. The
processes which have arisen in connection with radiolizy can develop after the radiation termination for a
long time that leads to change of composition of fuelwithin the combustion the hydrocarbons are oxidized so
fast that the radiation influence is negligible. When the formation of radicals slow down at low temperatures,
a small amount of seal products are formed in a hydrocarbon medium as a result of radiation. The processes
occurring due to radiolysis can continue long after the termination of irradiation which leads to the change of
fuel composition. As a result, the operating ability of oil fuel deteriorates at an ambient temperature. The
negative effect of fuel irradiation which is in contact with atmospheric oxygen is more at higher
temperatures. In the future, it will be able to select such a composition of oil fuel which will withstand the
effect of radioactive irradiation at high temperatures by changing hydrocarbon composition of oil products
due to minor changes in the composition and introduction of additives.
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Summary
Researches of a high-temperature radioliz of diesel fuel
Lala Jabbarova
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The samples of diesel fuel from natural oils of Azerbaijan were used as the research object.
Laboratory researches were conducted on gamma source Co 60 at the power of dose of P = 0.18 Gy /s at
different temperatures (the 50-250 Co) and the absorbed dose of D = 0,64 KGy . The results of
chromatographic, IR-spectroscopic studies are given. Concentration, radiochemical exits of the received
gases after radiation are established at different temperatures of samples of fuels and their radiation firmness
is estimated. The methods applied to determination of radiation stability are based on radiation of a product
and the subsequent determination of the changes which happened in it. Impact of radiation on operational
characteristics of fuels in static conditions on a regular technique before radiation was researched.
Key words: Laboratory, fuel, radiolysis, IR-spectrum, gases
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: STUDYING THE ROLE OF
ISLAM IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Ashaq Hussain
University of Kashmir, India
Introduction
“The environment is Allah’s creation. The creation of this earth and all its natural resources is a sign of
His wisdom, mercy, power and His other attributes and therefore serves to develop human awareness and
understanding of this creator” (13:2-4, 21:79). “The seven heavens and the earth, and all human beings
therein, declare His glory; this is not a thing but celebrates His praise, and yet ye understand not how they
declare His Glory!” (17:44).
In Islam, the relationship between humankind and the environment is part of social existence, an
existence based on the fact that everything on earth worships the same God. Nature and environment have
always played an important part in the lives of devout Muslims. Muslims understand that Allah has not
created all this for nothing. In fact, Muslims have been commanded to find the wonderful signs of Allah
around them so that they will only increase in their awe of Allah. Allah says “O people! Worship your Lord,
who hath created you and those before you, that ye may have the chance to learn righteousness; who has
made the earth your couch, and the heavens your canopy; and sent down rain from the heavens; and brought
forth therewith fruits for your sustenance; then set not up rivals unto Allah when ye know (the truth)” (2:2122). The significance of the environment in Islam, as a vessel for multitudinous religious events, is
manifested in different forms and patterns of behavior, not only by human beings but also by other elements
of nature. However, Islam does not perceive the environment or its elements as a God, but rather as
ontological symbols upon which people’s minds can be focused to understand the creator. The role of the
environment as such is therefore derived from what it represents and not from what it is. Axiomatic meanings
for human existence are often concluded from the environment. Human beings are given value, for instance,
from the fact that they are made from the clay of the earth, an often unclean substance that discomforts when
it dirties clothes and utensils.Prophet Muhammad (SAW) said: “the earth has been created for me as a masjid
and as a means of purification” (Bukhari). The Hadith states that Muhammad (SAW) laid emphasis on the
sacred nature of earth or soil, not only as a pure entity but also as a purifying agent. This reverence towards
soil is also demonstrated in the ritual of Tayyammum ‘Dry Soil’ which permits the use of dust in the
performance of ritual purification before prayer when water is not available. Yet this substance is a basic
element for the continuity of life. Earth is considered to be the womb for all life, for from it all life forms
gain nourishment. It is one womb that produces different types of offspring, different fruits and vegetables,
resonating the power of its Maker: “And in the earth are tracts (Diverse though) neighboring, and gardens of
vines and fields sown with corn, and palm trees growing out of single roots or otherwise: watered with the
same water” (13:4).
Sustainable Development: An Islamic Perspective
Islam’s vision of sustainable development pays special attention to human beings, as they are the ones
who both bring about development and are the first to benefit from its returns. Human beings are part of this
universe; made of earth clay; full of sophisticated spirituality that makes them similar to angels. These two
elements - body and spirit - are integrated into one holistic creature. One of the fundamental principles of
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sustainable development is to care and preserve the environment. There are many verses in Qur’an wherein
stress has been made on reverence and respect for ecosystem such as thunder, mountains, rocks, and trees
etc., and it makes us realize and sense the importance of natural phenomenon and that they are blessings and
signs to indicate the Mercy, Presence and Might of (SWT). This realization should drive humans to preserve
nature, care for its wellbeing, and work on developing it. The Islamic perspective on environment ethics
reflects a positive image about Islam and how it embraces every single matter the humans face on earth. The
Islamic attitude towards environment and natural resource conservation is not only based on prohibition of
over-exploitation but also on sustainable development. The Holy Quran says:“It is He who has appointed
you viceroys in the earth … that He may try you in what He has given you.” (6:165)
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) urges mankind to keep the environment clean and to avoid all acts of
pollution. In a Hadith narrated by Abu Hurayra: “Steer clear of the three transgressions: defecating in
reservoirs, on the road, or in the shade. Anyone who pollutes water, air, or any place that serves people hurt
others. In this sense, everything that is harmful to people should be avoided and removed. The Prophet's
warning to the people despite their simple Bedouin lifestyle which lacked any civilizational basics in this
field was to show that such acts would deprive other people from benefits.
Islam encourages the conservation of the environment because it is the only resource of life. Therefore,
people have to protect the environment. Environmental resources come in different forms such as water,
plants, animals, birds, places, air, and sea, among others. Utilizing these resources is the right of all creatures.
The right to benefit from the environment is linked to being accountable to it, as people are the only rational
creatures on earth. Allah has made water the basis and origin of life. Allah says: “We made from water every
living thing…” (21:30). Plants, animals, and man all depend on water for their existence and for the
continuation of their lives. God has said: “Verily... in the rain that God sends down from heaven, thereby
giving life to the earth after its death...” (2:164). “It is He Who sends down water from the sky; and thereby
We have brought forth the plants of every kind…” (6:99).There is no doubt that conservation of this vital
element is fundamental to the preservation and continuation of life in its various forms, plant, animal, and
human. It is also obligatory, for, in Islamic law, whatever is indispensable to fulfill the imperative obligation
of preserving life is therefore itself obligatory. Owing to the importance of water as the basis of life, God has
made its use the common right of all living beings and all human beings. All are entitled to use it without
monopoly, usurpation, despoilment, wastage, or abuse. God commanded with regard to the people of
Thamud and their camel, “And tell them that the water shall be shared between them…” (54:28) and the
Prophet said: “Muslims are to share in these three things: water, pasture, and fire.”Abu Hurayra narrated: The
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) said: “Let not one of you relieve him in stagnant water and then wash himself
with that water”. The Quran proclaims that it is Allah who sends water from the sky, and therewith we bring
forth buds of every kind. We bring forth the green blade from which we bring the thick clustered grain, and
from the date-palm, from the pollen thereof, spring pendant bunches, and garden of grapes, and the olive and
pomegranate”. Dr. Amina Muhammad Nasir in a seminar while presenting his paper in Alexandria “Islam
and protection of environment” says that Islam links faith and belief to cleanliness. Some of the pillars of
Islam, such as prayer (Salat) and the pilgrimage (Hajj) can only be performed in a state of purity and washing
in pure, clean water, free of any contamination. This article of faith and others teach us to protect sources of
water from pollution and to keep them clean. Islam's concern with science and scientists is the clearest
evidence of Islam's encouragement of progress in scientific research into all environmental resources,
including water purification and desalination and the scientific means involved so that water may be fit for
man's consumption - Man, whom Allah made His vicegerent, whom He has honored on land and at sea, to
whom He has given everything necessary for life so that his journey may continue until Allah, to Whom be
ascribed all Perfection and Majesty, inherits the earth and everyone thereon”. Thus there is a great bond
between man and his environment, whether at the individual, the collective or the state levels. Cleanliness, as
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in washing and ritual ablution either with clean water or sand, is of vital importance and a requisite of Islamic
belief and faith without which worship is invalid. Prophet Muhammad (SAW) said “cleanliness is half of
faith”. In another tradition, Muhammad (SAW) said “Be sure to keep your teeth clean, for cleanliness invites
to faith and faith will lead you to paradise” (Muslim and Tirmidhi).
There is no denying the importance of plants and animals as living resources of enormous benefit,
without which neither man nor other species could survive. Allah has not made any of His creatures
worthless: every single form of life is the product of a special and intricate development by Allah, and each
warrants special respect. Plants constitute the basic source of sustenance for animals on earth. Allah
says:“Then let man consider his nourishment: that We pour down the rain in showers, and We split the earth
in fragments, and therein make the grain to grow, and vines and herbs, and olives and palms, and gardens of
dense foliage, and fruits and fodder - provision for you and your cattle.” (80:24-32). Prophet (SAW) was
equally vehement against those who cut down trees for no good reason or caused harm to the natural
environment. Abdallah b. Halehi narrated: “The Messenger of Allah, (SAW) said: 'Whosoever cuts down a
tree will have his head put into the Fires of Hell by God”. In addition to this, Muhammad (SAW)
encouraging people to plant trees and cultivate: “EveryMuslim who plants a tree or plants a crop from which
birds, people or animals eat shall have a reward for a beneficent act" (Bukhari, Muslim and Tirmdhi). It is
incumbent on every Muslim to contribute his/her share in improving greenry. Muslims should be active in
growing more trees for the benefit of all people. Even during battle, Muslims are required to avoid cutting of
trees that are useful to people. Prophet Muhammad (SAW) instructed the believer that any Muslim who
plants a crop that feeds another person, animal or bird, will receive a reward in paradise. This aspect of
preservation relates to which as we all know has a key role in preserving the health of the environment. Trees
filter out pollutants and emit oxygen in the atmosphere. It consumes carbon monoxide and provides for
humans beautiful scenery, cooling shade, and various fruits. In another Hadith Ibn Jarir narrated that Omara
Ibn Khozaima ibn Thabit said: I hear Umar Ibn al Khattab saying to my father: “why would not you plant
trees in your land? My father answered: I aman old man and I may die tomorrow. Umar said: I urge you to do
it. Then I saw Umar himself planting trees with his hands along with my father” (Al Jami Al Sayuti, 32-337).
Islam also lays emphasis on the importance of animals is admitted with reference to human need and
environment. Regarding the protection of animals Allah Almighty says: “And the cattle hath He created,
whence ye have warm clothing and uses, and whereof ye eat; And wherein is beauty for you, when ye bring
them home, and when ye take them out to pasture. And they bear your loads for you unto a land ye could not
reach save with great trouble to yourselves. Lo! Your Lord is Full of Pity, Merciful. And horses and mules
and asses (hath He created) that ye may ride them, and for ornament. And He createth that which ye know
not.’ (16:5-8). The Messenger of Allah has severely discouraged beating animals without justification. He
said: ‘Whosoever killed a sparrow unjustly, it will complain before Allah saying O! Allah such and such
person had killed me unjustly and he had not killed me for any benefit”. The Holy Prophet (SAW) said: “Do
not aim at and kill a thing having life uselessly. According to the commentators of the Qur'an ….animals all
live a life, individual and social, like members of a human commune. In other words, they are like
communities in their own right and not in relation to human species or its values. Prophet Muhammad
(SAW) said that he who is kind and merciful towards animals, Allah will be kind and merciful towards him.
The essence of Islamic teachings on "Animal Rights" is that depriving animals of their fair share in the
resources of nature is so serious a sin in the eyes of Allah that it is punishable by punitive retribution: The
Quran describes how the people of Thamud demanded that the Prophet Saleh (A.S) show them some sign to
prove he was a prophet of Allah. The people of Thamud promised to give water but latter killed the camel
and tribe was annihilated (7:73).
R.A. Nicholson impressed by the Muslim treatment with the animals and he in his book “The Mystic of
Islam” mentioned thefollowing story of nineteenth century mystic Bayazid Bistami, who purchased some
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cardamom seed at Hamadhan, and before departing put into his gabardine a small quantity which was left
over. On reaching Bistam and recollecting what he had done, ho took out the seed and found out that it
contained a number of ants. Saying, "I have carried the poor creatures away from their home” he
immediately set off and journeyed back to Hamadan distance of several hundred miles.
From this we can easily say that Islam permits that no living creature is tormented or abused. Whether
man or beast, all living creatures have rights. Those who violate their rights or disregard them will be
punished in the hereafter by God if it not possible for them to be punished by the authorities here. Allah’s
Messenger expressed this in the following way: “It is a fact that in the next life we will render their rights to
those whom they are due. The hornless sheep even will receive its right by way of retaliation from a horned
sheep that butted it.
Islam and Balance in Environmental System
There is no doubt in it that Allah (SWT) has created the universe in balanced manner. There are many
verses wherein Allah has mentioned balanced environmental system. The Holy Qur’an says: “And We have
given unto you livelihoods therein, and unto those for whom ye provide not.” “And there is not a thing but
with Us are the stores thereof. And We send it not down save in appointed measure” (15:19-21). Further
Allah states: “Who hath created seven heavens in harmony? Thou (Muhammad) canst see no fault in the
Beneficent One’s creation; then look again: Canst thou see any rifts?” “Then look again and yet again, thy
sight will return unto thee weakened and made dim.” (67: 3-4). The divine balance in nature (the natural
balance) offers conservation of biodiversity through time without facing dangers of extinction. Rational use
by human kind is the way to keep and conserve for generations, this can be developed as sustainable use of
natural resources. Each natural cycle is linked and balanced in harmony with other cycles and interacts with
living organisms in complementary way. Allah has singled out humankind and taught it clear expression –
the capacity to reason. All creation has an order and a purpose and is in a state of dynamic balance. If the sun,
the moon, the stars did not bow themselves, i.e., serve the purpose of their design, it would be impossible for
life to function on earth. This is another way of saying that the natural order works because it is in
submission to the Creator. It is Muslim in the original, primordial sense.
Moreover, there are some general Islamic concepts which serve to reinforce these observations. One is
the belief that everything within our possession and which we conveniently call our property is not only
provided by God but ultimately belong to Him. On this belief, what we have is merely placed in our trust,
and must be preserved and delivered back to God in the best manner possible. The following Quranic verse
emphasizes the point: “Believe in Allah and His messenger, and spend of that whereof He hath made you
trustees; and such of you as believe and spend (aright), theirs will be a great reward.” (7:7).the imperative
towards charity here is premised on the belief that we are mere trustees of the wealth in our possession.
Muslims will naturally extend this belief with regards to all the natural resources within their ambit.
Related to this idea of trust is the concept of vicegerency. In the Quran, God says: “Then We appointed
you viceroys in the earth after them, that We might see how ye behave” (10:14). The behavior of those who
cause corruption on earth is well noted: “And when he turneth away (from thee) his effort in the land is to
make mischief therein and to destroy the crops and the cattle; and Allah loveth not mischief” (2:205).
According to the Quran, God made well everything he has created: “Who made all things good which He
created” (32:7). And we are commanded to keep it that way: “Do no mischief on the earth, after it hath been
set in order” (7:56).
Epilogue
It can be argued from the preceding discussion that Islam had a special concern with the environment,
it is the Divine Law which demands that man protect the environment and Allah, to whom be ascribed all,
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will punish all who neglect its provisions. For, above all, the environment, with all its various signs of Allah
was made by the Creator who created all things in Perfect Measure. Therefore the protection, conservation,
and development of the environment and natural resources is a mandatory religious duty to which every
Muslim should be committed. This commitment emanates from the individual’s responsibility before God to
protect himself and his community of the soil, air, and water. Failing to follow the Quranic injunctions, we
have, of course, upset the ecological balance. It is up to us to set it right again. This will require great effort,
and courageous personal change.
We need to do our best to restore and preserve the balance in nature; to take up our responsibility as
representatives of God on earth and hence as custodians, stewards, and trustees in whose trust God has placed
the resources we enjoy. We need to maintain the ecosystems that harbor the dazzling array of life forms God
has created, including animals, birds, insects, and plants. But the required personal changes are sometimes
simple and manageable.
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Summary
Sustainable Development: Studying the Role of Islam in Environmental Protection
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Sustainable development may be defined, from an Islamic perspective, as a multi-dimensional process
that seeks to strike a balance between economic and social development on one side, and the environment on
the other. It seeks for humans to use resources in the best possible way, accounting for the environment upon
which those resources rely. Islam being a divine message propagates in its originality to make your
environment neat and clean by all means. Allah/Creator has designed this universe in its best moulds and
certainly is desirous that human beings have to make it more beautiful and more meaningful. It is obvious
that a human being is a creation of Allah and takes birth in its beautiful planet which has already been created
by Almighty with its wonderful biosphere. The Quran says: From it (earth) We created you and into it We
shall send you back and from it We will raise you a second time” (20:55). Prophet (SAW) also says:
“Preserve the earth because it is your mother”.
One should understand the importance of surrounding environment wherein he lives. This concept
needs expansion by all means so that wherever humans live on the surface of globe can take care of it by
planting more trees, by making greenery more attractive, more beautiful so that pure oxygen will be inhaled
it can help us in the development of mind and body. It has been stressed by Prophet Muhammad (SAW) that
“cleanliness is next Godliness”. Islam thoroughly advocated planting of trees and encouraged people to
protect them to the extent that planting of trees is considered as an act of worship. The Holy Prophet said:
“Unless you are compelled, do not cut down a tree” Likewise, Islam has equally stressed the animal rights as
Prophet (SAW) said: “Whoever kills a sparrow without any reason will be questioned by God on the Day of
Judgment”. A very eminent scholar, Allama Mohammad Taqi Ja‘fari concludes his discussion about animals
in this way: “Consideration of whole sources of Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) leads to the conclusion that
animals must not be killed unless there is a legal permission (by God) like benefiting from them or being safe
from their harm.
There are adequate reasons for prohibiting hunting animals for fun and one can argue from these
reasons for prohibition of killing animals without having a permitting cause”
This inculcates a concept of transforming already designed environment into a clean one. It is often
being preached to clean your house day in and day out so that others may get a lesson. It is as such within the
roots of Islamic ideology to have a look up of your environment wherein you are living, growing, eating, and
cultivating a family structure. Within the dimensions of Qur’anic philosophy humans have been given a clean
environment and it is their first and foremost duty not to pollute it by any means. Environment is a broader
term, which includes everything not only to keep it free from pollution but to have a holistic view of the
space given to him. In the backdrop of these introductory remarks present paper is an attempt to give an
objective analysis of sustainable development in the light of Qur’an and Sunnah. It is in this context the
present paper has been drafted.
Key words: Environment, transforming, Quran and Sunnah, pollute, sustainable development
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Introduction
As our society grows in complexity, so do the critical reliability challenges andproblems must be
solved [1].For the purpose of making good products with high quality and designing highly reliable systems,
the importance of reliability has been increasing greatly with the innovation of recent technology
[2].Reliability is widely recognized as a critical metric for system design, operation and maintenance. It is
defined as the ability of a system to perform the required functions under stated conditions for a specified
amount of time [3]. Estimation of reliability plays an important role in performance assessment of any
system. Knowledge of reliability beforehand allows a more accurate forecast of appropriate preventive and
corrective maintenance [4]. System reliability can be improved by reducing the frequency of occurrence of
faults and by reducing the repair time by means of various design and maintenance strategies [5]. From a
system reliability perspective, it is actually possible for a component/subsystem to depend on or to influence
other components/subsystems within the system [6]. Optimization of maintenance policy has attracted
considerable attention in the reliability literature. The best maintenance schedule can be interpreted as a
tradeoff between the costs related to the inspection and repair activities and the level of reliability
[7].Reliability assessment of a maintenance system is very critical and needful. For this purpose faults and
effect of these faults on the system and its components should be analyzed [8]. In the past few decades,
numerous studies have been conducted on the reliability assessment and the corresponding applications. The
analytical resolution of systems with dynamic redundancy is very difficult to accomplish. Therefore risk
analysts require the use of other techniques in order to construct a comprehensive but achievable and
efficient study of the system [9]. Having reviewed the previous studies, it is found that most research has just
focused on the relationship between cost and time factors, but ignoring the quality measures. In addition, the
system reliability theory has been neglected when quantifying the project quality. Therefore, in this study, a
maintenance system is viewed as a system, composing of different system components. System reliability
evaluation methods have been the focus during the past several decades, is Monte Carlo simulation, fault tree
analysis, Bayesian approach, reliability block diagram, fuzzy reliability methods, and multi-state system
reliability methods [10].One reason that explains the limited application of reliability methods is the lack of
sufficient data to build credible probability models for the random variables defining many problems[11].
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System Dynamics (SD) is a realistic tool for sustainability assessment utilized to better understanding
the sustainable development in a considered period and forecast the future trends [12]. It is a methodology
for framing, understanding and discussing complex issues and problems and widely used to gain
understanding of a system with complex, dynamic and nonlinearly interacting variables. It allows a system to
be represented as a feedback system [13]. Compared to other simulation approaches, System Dynamics
model is more beneficial to explain the developing trends of dynamic behaviors in the long-term (simulation
duration) due to its feedback structure and capability to function under different parameter settings and initial
inputs. It describes cause–effect relationships with stocks, flows, and feedback loops.
Casual loop diagramming, an inherent feature of system dynamics, is a qualitative technique used to
construct models of real world issues. The causal loop diagram gives a qualitative description of system
problems, and is the basis of modeling and simulating with System [14]. A causal loop diagram seeks to
highlight the feedback and complex interactions between variables, where causes and effects are often
indiscernible. It is a useful tool for hypothesizing the structure that underpins systemic behaviors. The
integrated diagram combines all aforementioned diagrams and allows decision-makers to assess how
different variables interact with each other as well as evaluate their relative strength of different casual loops
[15].
Statistical process control (SPC) generally monitorsif the process under investigation has a suspicious
behavior or not. Control charts are regarded as the main tool of SPCfor checking changes or variations in the
process [16]. The most implemented SPC charts are the Schewhart-type charts. However, they are incapable
of detecting small, incremental process shifts. This is an undesirable property, especially in a maintenance
system, where small shifts are more likely to occur [17]. The choice of the control charts to be used depends
on the characteristics to be measured in the process. If the process is adjusted to control small variations and
the sample consists of an individual unit, it is recommended to use a control chart of Cumulative Sum
(CUSUM) or Exponentially Weighted Moving-Average (EWMA) control chart [18]. CUSUM charts are well
suited for checking a measuring system in operation for any departure from some target or specified values
[19]. Theyuse all historical data up to the present sample point. In other words, they are effective for
detecting small shifts quickly and for detecting persistent causes [17].
In this study, a novel approach to evaluate and improve the reliability and performance of a
maintenance system is provided. Moreover, a system dynamics approach is adopted to determine and analyze
the maintenance systems’ most critical factors, structural characteristics, relationships and feedbacks
regarding to reliability. Thus, series of casual loop diagrams to help better understanding of casual influences
of maintenance system are developed. In addition, the use of CUSUM charts is focused to detect important
types of changes in the optimal reliability indices.
This study aims to present a common scientific methodology for evaluating reliability of maintenance
systems. This, in turn, enablecarrying out the investigation of maintenance systems reliability and assessing
its influence on variousfactors in or out of the system. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The casual loop interpretation is presented in section 2. The methodology is presented in section 3. In section
4, a hypothetical example is presented. Finally, conclusionscomplete the paper.Herein, we provide a concise
background and some recent studies about reliability, system dynamics and casual loops are presented.
At the beginning of the 1930s, reliability theory was introduced as a basis for utilizing statistical
methods in quality control of industrial products. However, until World War II, it had not been used widely
[20]. Various modeling aspects for the reliability indices assessment of distribution system were discussed in
[21].The review of recent studies about multi-state system reliability evaluation, multi-state systems
optimization and multi-state systems maintenance are summarized in [22].GONG Qi et al. [23] combined
neural networks with importance sampling techniques for reliability evaluation of explosive initiating device.
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A modeling methodology aimed at supporting maintenance management of railway infrastructures based on
reliability analysis introduced in [24].
System dynamics (SD) was developedto model and analyze complex socio-economic systems by Jay
W. Forrester in 1961. Since then, it has been applied to help business policy making and solving dynamic
industrial management problems.As one of related studies,Ozbayrak in 2007 developed a systems dynamics
model of a manufacturing supply chain system to model the operation of the supply chain network under
study and obtain a true reflection of its behavior. This methodology can be used in the simulation of
complicated, nonlinear, multi-loop feedback systems by developing the causal and feedback loop [25]. Zhao
Xu and Volker Coors [12] combined system dynamics model, GIS and 3D visualization in sustainability
assessment of urban residential development. MiangGoh et al. [15]presented a system dynamics group model
building approach to create a casual loop diagram of the underlying factors influencing the OHS performance
of a major drilling and mining contractor in Australia.
After introducing the first so-called Schewhart control chart, the cumulative sum control chart was
proposed by Page in 1954. Woodall in 1985 presented a method for projecting quality control charts on the
basis of their statistical performance over specified in control and out of control regions of parameter values.
Montgomery in 1996 applied CUSUM for monitoring process mean and variability. He mentioned that it was
possible to project CUSUM procedures for other statistical variables, such as Binomial and Poisson variables
for modeling non-conformities and continuous processes [17]. Zhang wu et al. [26] presented optimization
designs of the combined Schewhart-CUSUM charts. Saddam AkberAbbasi et al. [27] presented a method for
enhancing the performance of CUSUM scale chart.
The structure of proposed casual loop
The integrated casual loop diagram presented in this section is made of total 51 variables, which are
mainly categorized as reliability, quality, maintenance, efficiency, cost and market share. Although the
integrated casual loop diagram is complex, the diagram is disaggregated into four parts to assist
understanding to prevent overloading the intended audience. Fig 1 illustrated the integrated casual loop
diagram.
A part of the integrated casual loop diagram denotes a section of the casual loop diagram that describes
how the organization is actively seeking to improve the reliability. As is shown, such different variables
influence on reliability. Maintainability is one of important factors which have a positive influence on
reliability. In engineering, maintainability is the ease with which a product can be maintained in order to
isolate defects or their cause, correct defects or their cause, meet new requirements, make future maintenance
easier or cope with a changed environment. The more that machines and equipments in a maintenance system
are maintainable, the reliability is more. Maintainability depends on the optimality of maintenance system.
As the maintenance system is more sophisticated, the maintainability of equipments increases. With an
optimal maintenance system, thoroughness of risk assessment in system increases and therefore reporting the
existing hazards increase. So, the system tries to rectify more significant hazards and the reliability of system
developed to a higher level. On the other hand, the higher level of reliability in maintenance system results in
achieving more international achievements and therefore the optimality of maintenance system
developed.Failure rate is another important factor that has a kind of tradeoff with reliability. Failure rate is
the frequency with which an engineered system or component fails. In this case, more failure rate in system
will result less reliability level. Another important factor that influences on reliability indirectly is preventive
maintenance. Preventive maintenance is the care and servicing by personnel for the purpose of maintaining
equipment and facilities in satisfactory operating condition by providing for systematic inspection, detection,
and correction of incipient failures either before they occur or before they develop into major defects. As the
preventive maintenance is more regular, the safety of machines and equipment is more. With more
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standardized equipment and processes across the organization, the corrective maintenance will be decreased
because results of safety improvement will be become applicable throughout the organization. Reliability
influences on corrective maintenance, too. Corrective maintenance can be defined as a maintenance task
performed to identify, isolate, and rectify a fault so that the failed equipment, machine, or system can be
restored to an operational condition within the tolerances or limits established for in-service operations. In
other words, a system with high reliability level will encountered less corrective maintenance.
The other part of the integrated casual loop diagram denotes the other section of the casual loop
diagram that describes how the organization is actively seeking to increase the market share. As is shown,
such different variables influence on market share.No organization exists in a vacuum. All organizations are
influenced by external variables. Market share is one of significant factors that every organization tries to
acquire more. With earning more market share, the sales increases and therefore the profit of the company
increases. Market share is the percentage of a market (defined in terms of either units or revenue) accounted
for by a specific entity. Market share is closely monitored for signs of change in the competitive landscape,
and it frequently drives strategic or tactical action. Increasing market share is one of the most important
objectives of business. Increasing market share results in more reputation which it results in more products
demand. Market share depends on the level of international standards achievements, too. The more
international standards achievement, market share is more. With high reliability level, the system achieves
more international standards and acquires more market share. So, the reputation of company increases. As a
result, the number customers increase and finally, company earns more profit. On the other hand, with
achieving more international standards, company’s ability to meet customers’ need increases and it causes to
keep existing customers. In other words, when the organization achieved international standards, so, it tries to
meet the need of a wide range of customers in different business units within the organization. With keeping
existing customers, the reputation of organization increases and therefore, the sales of the company increases.
With more sales, the company earns more revenue that it will have more profit with itself. International
standard achievement depends on using modern quality control methods. On the other hand, using modern
quality control methods depends on establishment of quality improvement programs. As the establishment of
quality improvement is more, the company uses more modern quality control methods and it result in more
international standards achievements. The other factor that influences on market share is advertisement.
Advertising is a formof communication for marketing and used to encourage or persuade an audience
(viewers, readers or listeners; sometimes a specific group) to continue or take some new action. With more
advertisement, company earns more market share that it relies on the quantity of revenue that company earns.
As the revenue of the company is more, the company will be able to do more advertisement. So, it will be
earn more market share. Product activeness is the other significant factors that influences on market share. As
the product is more attractive, the market share is more. Also, with more product activeness, the product’s
demand increases. Another factor that has indirect influence on market share is confidence in product. With
more confidence in product, the reputation of product increases that it has direct influence on market share.
Also, the more confidence in product, product’s demand is more. And the more product demand, the
production is more that it has influence on sales and then market share and profit of the company.
One part of the casual loop diagram illustrates the casual influences that may negate the impact of the
efforts to increase cost expenditures on a company performance.As shown, different variables have influence
on quantity of cost in a company. Productivity, defined as a measure of the efficiency of production,is one of
important factor that has a trade off with cost. Productivity is a ratio of production output to what is required
to produce it (inputs). With more productivity, the company faces less cost. Also, the more productivity, the
failure rate is less. As the failure rate increases, the stopping of production line increases leading to more
production time. Production time covers the period from the moment of entry of the means of production into
an enterprise up to the completion of the finished product.Reworking has influence on cost, too. As the
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reworking in a company is increases, the wastage, the production time and the quantity of cost increase.
Recruitment is another significant factor that has influence on cost directly. It influences on efficiency
indirectly, as well. As recruitment of the company increase, it needs to training of personnel to have skillful
personnel and increase the efficiency of the company.
The other section of the casual loop diagram describes how the organization is actively seeking to
improve the efficiency, quality and customer satisfaction. As is shown, such different variables influence on
efficiency, quality and customer satisfaction.Motivation of personnel in a company is one of significant
factors that have influence on efficiency. With more personnel satisfaction, the motivation of the personnel
increases. Personnel satisfaction can be the result of more wage and incentives that paid to personnel and
more incentives can be the result of more profit that company earns or it may be the result of more current
investment. Government subsidies which are assistance paid to a business or economic sector increase the
current investment.Preventive maintenance influences on efficiency, too. The more that preventive
maintenance in system is regular and correct, the efficiency is more. Efficiency in general describes the
extent to which time or effort is well used for the intended task or purpose. It is often used with the specific
purpose of relaying the capability of a specific application of effort to produce a specific outcome effectively
with a minimum amount or quantity of waste, expense, or unnecessary effort.Work monotony is negative
factor that decrease the efficiency of an organization. With establishment of quality improvement programs,
the monotony of work decrease and as result the efficiency of organization increases. Establishment of
quality improvement programs can be the result of quality impairment influences on quality of product in a
company. It influences on product quality in a company. As the quality of the product increase, customer
satisfaction and confidence in product increases and therefore the product demand increase.The general
manager of the participating organization intends to use the diagram to discuss possible strategies with senior
management. Similarly, other leverage points can be determined based on a causal loop diagram and
improvement strategies can be identified. The hypotheses, in turn, can lead to possible improvement
strategies.

Fig 1. The integrated casual loop diagram
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Methodology
In this section, the work methodology is described. The relevant between reliability and CUSUM
control chart is a key parameter for plotting and analyzing the integrated CUSUM control chart. Reliability
index is calculated with different functions that each of them follows a special distribution such as uniform
distribution, normal distribution, poisson distribution, weibull distribution, exponential distribution and etc.
The general reliability formula for calculating the reliability is as follows
∞

𝑅(𝑡) = Pr{𝑇 > 𝑡} = ∫𝑡 𝑓 (𝑥 )𝑑𝑥 ,

(1)

where𝑓(𝑥) is the failure probability density function and 𝑡 is the length of the period of time (which is
assumed to start from time zero).In this study, it is assumed that the reliability function follows exponential
distribution. Herein, some reasons for choosing the exponential distribution used in reliability calculation is
presented.
Despite the inadequacy of the exponential distribution to accurately model the behavior of most
products in practice, it is still widely used in reliability practices, standards and methods. An important
property of the exponential distribution is that it is memoryless. Because of this property, it is well-suited to
model the constant hazard rate portion of the bathtub curve used in reliability theory. It is also very
convenient because it is so easy to add failure rates in a reliability model. The exponential distribution
models the behavior of units that fail at a constant rate, regardless of the accumulated age.In fact, for
components undergoing regular maintenance or replacement, the exponential assumption can be
acceptable.In other words, as more of an exception than the norm, the distribution can be effectively
incorporated into reliability analysis if the constant failure rate assumption can be justified. Additionally,
prior efforts and standards that extensively utilized the exponential distribution should be commended for
introducing and formalizing the reliability methods that formed the basis of more advanced analysis
techniques and for applying more rigorous scientific approaches within the field. We cannot underestimate
the exponential distribution’s contribution to the development of current reliability principles/theory.
However, today’s high product reliability aims require more sophisticated methods and metrics to accurately
reflect real world conditions. Such models have been developed and computer technology addresses the more
complex mathematical formulations they require.Another reason for extensive use of the exponential
distribution is reliance by some practitioners on antiquated techniques of reliability prediction, which is not
based on actual life data for the products. These analysis provide little, if any, information and insight as to
the true reliability of the products in the field.
Because of all reasons pointed above, exponential distribution is assumed in this study to calculate the
reliability and reliability components were in casual loop diagrams introduced before. So, several reliability
indices for each 𝑗 (𝑅(𝑗)) is used as initial data for CUSUM chart and furthermore an integrated CUSUM
chart could be analyzed. For calculating the reliability index with exponential distribution, the equation (2)
could be used
𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑘. 𝑒 −2𝑘𝐿𝑡 + (1 − 𝑘 ). 𝑒 −2(1−𝑘)𝐿𝑡

(2)

where𝐿 is failure rate and 𝐾 is the distribution shape parameter.
The reliability function described above is a general formula. But, as introduced and illustrated in
previous sections, the reliability depends on several items such as maintainability, failure rate, preventive
maintenance, corrective maintenance, market share, cost, quality, efficiency and etc. So, the reliability
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function consists of several items. In other words, each factor has its own special relevant with reliability
which could be parallel or series in system. For instance, 5 factors assumed to show the calculation method
of reliability and the relevant with reliability is described. The items are failure rate, market share, efficiency,
quality and cost. It is assumed that failure rate and cost have series relevant with reliability and market share,
efficiency and quality are parallel in system.
A series system is a configuration such that, if any one of the system components fails, the entire
system fails. Conceptually, a series system is one that is as weak as its weakest link. In a series system:
“system success”=”success of every individual component”; Therefore, the probability of the two equivalent
events, that define total system reliability for mission time T, must be the same. In this case, the failure rate
and cost work as series components in system. A parallel system is a configuration such that, as long as not
all of the system components fail, the entire system works. Conceptually, in a parallel configuration the total
system reliability is higher than the reliability of any single system component. For example, for a simple
parallel system composed of 2 identical components; the system can survive mission time T only if the first
component, or the second component, or both components, survive mission time T. In this case, market
share, efficiency and quality are parallel components in system.
As pointed before, when small variations in a process are valuable, the CUSUM chart can be useful.
CUSUM uses all information contained in sample point. For example, suppose samples with n ≥ 1. If the x̅j
is the mean of sample j and the ideal value of mean in process is μ0 ; CUSUM achieved by plotting the 𝐶𝑖 that
is based on below equation
Ci = ∑ij=1( x̅j − μ0 )

(3)

That is based on sample 𝑖.
So, in this case that our initial data is the reliability functions computed for each casual loop diagram;
the reliability function (R(j)) is used instead of x̅j in above formula. Therefore, the Ci will be calculate by
equation (4).
Ci = ∑ij=1( R(j) − μ0 )

(4)

After plotting all Ci in a diagram; because of existence of control limits defined in all control charts, it
is clear that some of the points will be situate out of control limits. Control limits are used to detect signals
which are defined as any single point outside of the control limits in process data indicate that a process is
not in control and therefore not operating predictably. A process is also considered out of control if there are
seven consecutive points, still inside the control limits but on one single side of the mean. When a point falls
outside the limits established for a given control chart, those responsible for the underlying process are
expected to determine whether a special cause has occurred.
A hypothetical example
For better understanding the methodology described in previous section, a hypothetical example is
presented in this section. Hence, 100 random reliability dataare considered. They are following from
exponential distribution.At first, the mean of reliability that in this case, 10 is considered, subtracted from
each of them. Then, by using equation 3, 𝐶𝑖 is calculated and CUSUM control chart is plotted. Fig2
illustrated the CUSUM control chart.By using V-mask procedure, the CUSUM control chart could be
analyzed.A V-Mask is an overlay shape in the form of a V on its side that is superimposed on the graph of
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the cumulative sums.It will be useful for managers to decide better strategies and improve the organization
reliability level.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, an integrated casual loop and CUSUM control chartfor evaluating reliability in a
maintenance system were proposed. This research aimed to develop a novel approach for reliability
assessment in a maintenance system. Due to the dynamic nature of this system, the concept of system
dynamics was employed to determine and analyze its most critical elements, structural characteristics,
relationships and feedbacks with respect to reliability.
Therefore, series of casual loop diagrams to help better
understanding of casual influences of maintenance
system were developed. The casual loop diagrams
plotted provided a tool for management to hypothesize
the
dynamic influencing effectiveness of maintenance
management, particularly the impact on reliability
indices. Then, CUSUM chart were analyzed as a visual
objective to determine performance accuracy was
considered. Moreover, the ability of the CUSUM
schemes in detecting important types of changes in the
optimal reliability indices were analyzed. As a result,
these discussions can help system administrators to
have better perception and use quantified indices to
configure the reliability index in maintenance systems.

Fig 2. The CUSUM control chart with
reliability data
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Evaluation of Reliability in a Maintenance System Using an Approach of
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System reliability can be considered as an essential indicator to evaluate the capability of the system.
Therefore, evaluating the reliability of a maintenance system seems to be an important problem. We aim to
provide a novel approach forevaluation of reliability in a maintenance system. In this context, the theory of
system dynamics is applied because of its dynamic nature. Relating to reliability, this concept is used to study
the most critical elements, structural characteristics, relationships and feedbacks. Some casual loop diagrams
are developed for this reason to facilitate well realization of casual impacts in a maintenance system. These
plotted diagrams present a tool to hypothesize the dynamic influencing effectiveness of maintenance
management, particularly the impact on reliability indices. In order to determine performance accuracy,
cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart is applied. Moreover, CUSUM schemes are investigated to
identifyessential types of changes in the optimal reliability indices. Accordingly, the managers canbe
beneficiaryof such considerations to have better insightas well as to use computed indices to configure the
reliability in maintenance systems.
Key words: Maintenance system; Reliability; Casual loop diagrams; CUSUM control chart
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Problem Statement
Identify and analyze the effects of rapid urbanization on sustainable development which degrading
agriculture land by urbanization, industrialization and effecting soil quality, reducing water level, impact on
seasonal temperature.Local government has a great challenge about poverty, food security, water quality and
health issues.
Introduction
Study Area:
The Lahore district in Punjab Province of Pakistan was selected for conducting the study. Lahore
(31°15′–31°45′N and 74°01′–74°39′E) is bound in the north and west by the Sheikhupura district, Kasur
district in the south and India in the east. The study area is 217 m above sea level and covers a total land area
of 1772 km2.Lahore is the second largest metropolitan area in Pakistan, and the capital city of Punjab
province and has Population-12 million.

Figure 1
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Pakistan like other developing countries in the region has observedfastergrowth of urbanization. The
country experienced huge urban population burst.Nearest cultivated areas of the major cities areconverting
into urbanization rapidly.Soil is one of the most important natural resources on which the sustenance of life
depends. (Amara et al, 2015). Agriculture rearrangement contribute the Pakistan for shrinking the production
area and it’s usually for improving the living standard.

Figure 2
Thereby increasing food security in Pakistan due to land converted to urban use and decreasing the
cultivated land, effecting soil quality, reducing water level, impact on seasonal temperature. The worldwide
people population is projected to grow to 10.4 under the average fertility deviations or more under the
permanent or higher fertility deviations (Teluguntla et al (2015)) .As a wealth land is scarce, finite,
immovable, productive and decisive in determining individual’s economic status, social standing and
political strength. For example following picture is one of the district of Punjab analyzed by the Punjab
spatial strategy land cover. That show the change of built up. This is the proof that how the agriculture land is
converting into built up.
In short the urbanization and industrialization both are the cause of decreasing the cultivated land and
food security, also decreasing the water level and effecting soil quality. Furthermore the seasonal temperature
is also effected from these factors. Planners require to develop possible, realistic and practical urban
development plans to certify integrated infrastructural and sustainable development in the city.
Materials and methods
For land cover classification, Landsat satellite imagery were acquired of three years 1988 & 2001 of
sensor Landsat-5 and 2016 of sensor Landsat-8cfrom USGS-GLOVIS. Layer stacking to combined the bands
and make single image. Image enhancement were done to enhance the topographies by DN to reflectance.
Supervise classification are done to categorize the land cover in four classes that are
1) Built-up (indications the urbanization and urban sprawl)
2) Vegetation
 water and
 Barren land.
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 NDVI

module are applied to analyze remote sensing measurements and to observe the live green
vegetation in study area.
 Vectorization are done to transform the raster into vector format for calculations for making analysis
on different factors impacting on sustainable development.

Symbology

NDVI Range

Class

-0.278590173 - 0.015094939

Water

0.015094939

- 0.142784118

Built Up

0.142784118

- 0.206628708

Barren Land

0.206628708

- 0.270473297

Shrub & Grassland

0.270473297

- 0.359855723

Sparse Vegetation

0.359855723

- 0.74292326

Dense Vegetation

Make land cover maps for the year of 1988, 2001 and 2016 shows the water level, urbanized area,
barren land and vegetation percentages.
Comparison Analysis

Temporal Change of water in Lahore (1988-2016)
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Temporal Change of Built up urbanization land in Lahore (1988-2016)

Temporal Change of Barren land in Lahore (1988-2016)
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Temporal Change of Shrub & Grass land in Lahore (1988-2016)
Results

Summary
• A higher trend of urban sprawl is observed
• A sharp decrease is noticed in surface waters
• Vegetation or agricultures land is decreases
• Transformation of barren land into built up and vegetation was
• high
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Discussion
Agriculture is most important element for the country economic growth. With increase of the urbanization and
demand for the other land use the cultivated land has been decreased that can be lead to food security problem. With
decreasing of the cultivated soils the areas near urban can face the decreasing availability of food. Yet the Punjab have
the threat of food security area of 95 % and more before 2030 when the projected population. Analysis of land related
factors effecting grains productions, specifically alteration of cultivated land, soil degradation and the cultivated land
conversion in to the urban sprawl and might be some time industry both conversion have a major effect on agriculture
production and soil quality .The Punjab government has the vision to save the land assets between the economic growth
and ecological protection for sustainable development.
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Summary
Analyze change in land cover and its impacts on regional sustainable development
using the science of remote sensing and GIS
Ayesha Aqsa Shami
Research Associate GIS/RS, The Urban Unit, Pakistan
Umer Irfan
MM Trading Company and Researcher, Pakistan
The analysis of data from spatial resolution satellite sensors has possible in land cover observing. In
this study, to determine land cover change classification method is used. Making the framework of
sustainable development the Strategy and decision requires rapid, effective and efficient access toin
corporation of suitable current information from a wide range of sources and disciplines, including land
cover dynamic information derived from remotely sensed data. Growing urbanization in city of Punjab,
Lahore has major threat toward soil Quality, food security and water quality and water level and heat island.
Recent projected population of the Lahore is 9739,000.To feed this population, the Punjab government has a
challenge that is land shortage and soil and water quality. The change in urban spread also effects the soil
properties due to urbanization and industrialization. Although conversion of the cultivated land into industry
and urbanization impact on water level and seasonal temperature. Which has in turn impacted on the regional
sustainable development. Thus the results provide very valuable information to local government for decision
making and policy planning.
Key words: Satellite sensors,land cover,strategy,urbanization,sustainable development
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1. Introduction
The world is viciously facing contests of environmental degradation and variations in climate at an
enormous level that drifted nations toward hurricane stage. Sustainable Development Goals acquaint with
United Nations in 2016 and Paris Agreement 2015 a stride and an immediate turn to tackle quick changes in
climate and environmental impurities (2017, UNO). Changes in environment turn out to be a significant
alarm, which vastly affecting every county across the globe. Aftershocks of that advent problem, chaotic the
states parsimonies, hard lives, swaying people, societies, and nations presently but it could be huge on
tomorrow. By deal with climate variation, it can make possible the world sustainability for the whole
creations which taking a breath in this environment. Thus every state is going to adopt exertive strategies for
procuring advanced and maintainable economic growth. However, at animmense level significant energy
contribution is an essential for massiveeconomic production, that high energy usage contaminates the
environment and endureslethal significances on anthropological well-being and yield, as it gives off
countless devastate of byproducts in the sequential process as well. Consequently, these actions frustrate to
the attention of prosperity and lead toward global warming and variation in climate. The upsurge in average
universal marine and atmospheric temperature, increasing sea altitude, thevariability of snow and hoarfrost
and fatigue of the distinct species on the planet are an indication of the universal heating, and changes in
climate are due to the cumulative deliberation of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. Sea level
would be upsurge at 16.5-53.8 cm, besides it aworldwide average escalation in temperature from 1.1 to 6.4°C
up to end of 21st century. Moreover, it would be alarming and hazardous for quasi-world lives of human
beings who are breathing in the seaside zones.
Jalil (2010) elaborated that sustainable development is an important notion in these days, denoted as
development that concentrateson mitigating the requirement for a present generation rather than future
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generation's needs. This notion initially developed in the 1970s, it not only focuses on economic
development but also caters the environmental and social development. Quahrani (2011) describedthat
variation in climate is one of the outcomes for unbalancing sustainable development since humans have
defiled resources which are naturally available to produce energy by bowdlerizing the forests, hence
overlooking theinfluence of such ecological development may harmful for future generations. For example,
global CO2 emissions scale nurtured from 17.78 billion tons in 1980 to 33 billion tons in 2017 as prescribed
by (International Energy Agency EIA, 2017), from global warming resultingly human health suffered a lot,
agriculture, economic endeavors, biodiversity, and ecology operations as well. Stern (2007) informed that, if
no vigilant measures are taken to lessen such emissions, the absorption of greenhouse gas (GHG) in the
ecological system could be duple its pre-industrial scale by the beginning of 2035.
The visionary mission and important objective of theMalaysian government, to turn out to be a
developed country with high income, for this purpose efforts are functionated to builds country as an export
adapted thesystem to claim the seat as an advanced economy in the world. The economic growth (GDP) of a
statefrequently determining scale to meter the performance of a country in a year. The progression of an
economy, infrastructural growth, technological adaptability considers the core indicators to determine
economic growth for a country. Malaysia is in South East Asia, which is one of the rapidly
emergingeconomies that reliant on the fossil fuels sources such as, lubricant oil, gas, and coal to endure the
economic growth with the swift stride. The rapid development of a nation, instigating a massive volume of
(GHG) emanations in the ecological setting, because of manufacturing activities and sweltering fossil fuels
just as triggering it severer with the snowballing deforestation, constructing more houses, towering buildings
and agrarian land for growth purpose.Environmental effluence is one the emergent subjects under debate in
the contemporary world. The studyfocused on Malaysian economy since that nation is very susceptible to the
climate variation as if there happen an increase in the global temperature, the seaside zones in Malaysia will
be underneath stern floods whereas, some other areas within the country will face dearth and ashortage of
pure drinking water. Annually time series data retrieved from World Bank website for Malaysia ranging from
1980 to 2015, empirically the current study dissimilar with existing literature regarding time and variables, to
mitigate the goals introduced by UNO,2016. Grounded in the previous research this attempt is also captivated
the relationship among energy consumption, electricity consumption per capita, economic growth and the
environment, to keeping in view Sustainable Development Goals devised by United Nation of
Organization,2016. Thisintends diverse from last studies (Shahbaz et al.,2013, Sohag et al., 2015; Ali et
al.,2016), thefocus of this study on sustainable development growth for Malaysia, it also captivates on the
legitimacy of (EKC) between volatile economic growth and environmental effluence. Moreover, the
influence of electricity consumption at the individual level and CO2 emissions is also the pivotal theme of
this research study.
2. Literature review
The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) postulates were originated from Kuznets (1955) argument of
therelationship between economic growth and income disparity. The preliminary set of observed EKC
research study was witnessed by Grossman and Krueger (1991), and findings indicated the ecological impact
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Form preceding three decades research studies has
scrutinized the nexus between environmental pollution and economic growth, whereas some have hooked on,
the relationship among CO2 emissions, productivity and many other supplementary variables grounded on
the EKC hypothetical notion. The empirical studies demonstrated that the bond between per capita income
and environmental contamination go along a reversed U-shaped form, which is recognizedanenvironmental
Kuznets curve (EKC) in the literature. At the first stage of growth, conferring to the EKC proposition,
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degradation and effluence upsurges along with economic growth. After reaching a topmost point, CO2
emissions come backward and the tendency inverted to U shape curve. Stern (2007) advocated that for
developed and high-income nations enjoying environmental improvement rather than degradation. There is
an extensive variety of research studies that havebeen evaluated the associations among economic growth,
energy consumption, and carbon dioxide emissions (CO2). The empirical indications proposed that there is a
longstanding bond between pollution and economic growth (GDP). Any restriction that put on energy
consumption, to help in dipping CO2 emissions will pertain an undesirable upshot on economic growth see
as (Soytas and Sari, (2003; Halicioglu, 2009; Ozturk and Acaravci, 2010).
Zhang and Cheng, (2009) elaborated that there are three components in literature subsisted regarding
nexus among economic growth, energy consumption, and environmental effluence. The first aspect is growth
led carbon emissions, that also supports EKC supposition, displays a U shaped theinverted relationship
between growth and emissions. According to EKC hypothesis at one stage up surging trend starts in income
and carbon emissions, and after reaching theupward peak, then moving back emissions quantity towards
downward, that lessening the tendency of CO2 emissions and supports the EKC hypothesis. The second
aspect ponders, growth and energy consumption nexus. The third element of literature is a joint approach to
authenticates the rationality for both nexuses in one framework. The dynamic relationship examines under
this approach encircling variables such as environmental pollution, energy consumption, and economic
growth see (Ang,2007; Akbostanci et al.,2009; Zhang and Cheng, 2009; Shahbaz and Lean, 2012).
There is a gap for Malaysian economy to mitigate the new objectives for sustainability and economic
growth, specifically targeting to realize sustainable development goals proposed by (UNO,2016).This is the
first attempt to address this phenomenon to reduce CO2 emission keeping in view above mentioned 17 goals
of UNO. Variables encompassing in this study are energy consumption, electricity consumption per capita,
economic growth and carbon dioxide emission (CO2). There is no prior intent shown to cater this issue for
Malaysia. Thus, outcomes of this research study will be a contribution towards the literature of ecological
and economic growth segments. This study may help for other countries to mitigate the sustainable
development goals, also equally important for Malaysian government and policy maker to focus on
renewable energy sources which can stop ecological degradation and other effectual tracks for energy
resources.
3. Methodology
3.1 Sources of Data
The recent study is an effort to scrutinize the sustainable development and exploring the decisive
aspects of environmental degradation caused by CO2 emissions. For sustainable development and
hygienically well environment, precisely all countries are making exertions to do it possible and accomplish
their objectives fruitfully. The theme of this study is to identify the importance of economic growth, energy
consumption, population growth, electricity consumption in environmental perspective. The retrieved data
for variablesis taken from the website of World Development Indicators (WDI,2017), data validation also
observed from International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Malaysian Mundi Index (MMI). In this study, annual
data ranging from 1980 to 2015 is under consideration for estimations, converts all data series into log form
because results could be acquiredas small coefficients and tackle theheteroscedasticproblem. The composed
data for analysis are aligning with studies of (Mustapa and Bekhet, 2015; Sohag et al., 2015), their studies
also apprehending for the same estimated period.
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3.2 Model Specification
In this study the modeling techniques for research analysis employed to explore the long run and short
run relationship between CO2 emissions with others independent variables, such as economic growth
(GDP),electricity consumption per capita (EPC), and energy consumption (ECON). The model could be
written as production function presented by (Jeyhun et al.,2017; Mirza and Kanwal,2017) in their studies;
𝐶𝑂2 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐺𝐷𝑃 + 𝛽3 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽3 𝐸𝑃𝐶 + 𝛽4 𝐺𝐷𝑃2 + 𝜇

(1)

In above equation.1 the predictors and dependent variable mentioned, as CO2 emissions is a dependent
variable, 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 𝛽2 𝛽3 𝛽4 are coefficients for all independent variables, whereas real GDP shown for economic
growth , EPC is Electric power consumption per capita, ECON is energy consumption and 𝜇 is the error
term. Conferring to Environmental Kuznets Curve supposition (EKC) anticipated signs for 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 positive, in
addition signs for other two parameters as 𝛽3 , 𝛽4, would obtain positive or negative accordingly. Grounded on
(EKC) the association between CO2 emissions and three predictor variables would empirically investigate
the nature of relationship. (Mirza and Kanwal,2017) identified the relationship among energy consumption,
Per capita income and electricity consumption; whereas the modeling curled variables for (Jeyhun, et
al.,2017) are, CO2, ECON and GDP; besides it (Azam et al., 2015; Saboori and Sulaiman, 2013; Sohag et al.,
2015; Ali,et al,2016) used econometric model for Malaysia such as, energy consumption, GDP in constant
$US as well as GDP in squared form for EKC hypothesis authentication. The other variable ECP aligned
with (Salahuddin,2015; Jeyhun Mikayilov,2017). If the results would be found insignificant by using Eq.1
then squared GDP variables omitted form model, and again ARDL model will be use on Equation.2 in a
normal form.
𝐶𝑂2 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐺𝐷𝑃 + 𝛽2 𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑁 + 𝛽3 𝐸𝑃𝐶 + 𝜇

(2)

Dickey and Fuller (1979)proposed unit root test, test employed to gauge the stationary of data series
first.Furthermore, for authentication, the (Phillips-Perron,1988) PP test and Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–
Shin (KPSS) unit root test practiced to approves the data series are stationary or not. All data series at the
level found non- stationary as shown in Table.1 and statistical values of unit root test assure that all variables
are not stationary at thelevel, but after converting them into the firstdifference,data could be stationary.
According to the studies of (Ali et al.,2016; Jeyhun et al., 2017; Mirza and Kanwal,2017) Autoregressive
Distributed Lag (ARDL bound testing) model is constructed to the assessment of long run and short run
affinity between variables. It determines Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) and sustainable development
as well. Equation for ARDL bound testing emerged the dependent variable as 𝑦t, x𝑘 referred as regressor
variables, a common ARDL bound test model (p,𝑞1 ,…,𝑞𝑘1 ) write as in equation format:
𝑝

𝑘

𝑝𝑗

𝑦t = α0 + α1 t + ∑ 𝑖 𝑦𝑡−1 + ∑ ∑ 𝛽𝑗 , 𝑙𝑗 𝑗 , t − 𝑙𝑗 + ϵ𝑡
𝑖=1

(7)

𝑗=1 𝑙𝑗 =1

In equation.7 the 𝑦t denoted as predicted variable, ϵ𝑡 indicated as general novelties, coefficients of liner
tendency, lag length for dependent variable 𝑦t and lags for 𝑘 explanatory variables are shown as 𝑗,𝑡 and 𝑗=1
for 𝑘, respectively depicted asα1 𝑖 , and 𝛽𝑗 𝑙𝑗 .Furthermore, let denote general lag operator as L and describe
polynomial as  (L)and (L) 𝛽𝑗 .All diagnostics test will be apply as (Ali,et al,2016, Mirza and Kanwal,2017),
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to authenticate the model for future prediction and results stability; such as test for serial correlation, LM test,
Correlogram-Q test, Remsey reset test, Jarque-Bera test for normality, heteroskedasticity test and in the end
CUSUM test for coefficients stability.
4. Results and Discussion

Variables are investigated by using descriptive statistics test, whereas Jarque-Bera displays the
normality of data, theprobability is insignificant which means that residuals in the data are appropriate. Data
is ranging for 36 years, and all variables mean, median, maximum, minimum values skewness and kurtosis
gauged through descriptivestatistics analysis. Assess the properties of variables such as, CO2, GDP, GDP2,
ECON, and ECP by employing unit root test ADF, PP, and KPSS that depicted in Table.1. Empirical
estimates for unit root test indicates that predicted variable CO2 emissions at level form have a unit root that
means CO2 is non-stationary at level. There is unit root for economic growth(GDP), squared (GDP2), energy
consumption (ECON) and electricity consumption (ECP). ADF, PP, and KPSS test value at level express
that, the null hypothesis could not be rejected rather accept alternative hypothesis that there is no unit root in
variables. Non- rejection of null hypothesis initiates that there is unit root in all variables. Furthermore,
variables can reject the null hypothesis while converts them into first difference rather accept alternative
hypothesis, meaning that there is no unit root in data series and all variables are stationary at the1st
difference. Additionally, optimal lag length chooses by Akaike information criteria (AIC), Hannan-Quinn
information criterion (HQ), Schwarz information criterion (SIC), the sequentially modified likelihood ratio
test (LR) and the final prediction error criteria (FPE) as one lag for all variables (Pesaran et al.2001).
Table 1: Unit Root Test

Varibales

At Level
ADF

P value

ADF

PP

First Difference
KPSS
Difference

Conclusion

CO2

-1.3010

0.6181

-6.554185

-6.519249

0.163530

1

I (1)

GDP

-0.4417

0.8908

-4.873557

-4.814431

0.061282

1

I (1)

ECON
EPC

-1.2553
-1.6358

0.6390
0.4541

-6.320897
-4.310200

-6.433347
-4.551746

0.223680
0.222426

1
1

I (1)
I (1)

GDP2

-0.3547

0.9062

-4.886695

-4.897176

0.069120

1

I (1)

Notes: ADF and PP (*) Significant at the 10% value (-2.614300); (**) Significant at the 5%(-2.951125); (***)
Significant at the 1% (-3.639407). At 5% critical t values -2.8628, -2.8628 and 0.464300 of unit root under ADF, PP
and KPSS respectively significant.

4.1 ARLD Bound Testing Long and Short Run Estimations
In ARDL model encircled variables such as CO2 emissions regressed on economic growth (GDP,
GDP2), energy consumption (ECON) and electricity consumption (EPC) deeming lag 1. Calculated F
statistics value on (AIC) model selection method pledges the cointegration presence between the variables
for long-run linkages. Computed F value for bound test compared with critical bound test values which
suggested by (Pesaran et al., 2001; Narayan, 2004), the actual values are higher than bounds test I (0) and I
(1) as portrayed in Table.2. Bound test computed F statistics (4.598653) is higher form both bounds I(0) and
I(1),from lower and upper value that point out, there is long-run relationship existed between variables and
speed of adjustment desirable to right the disequilibrium.
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Table 2: Bound Test Estimation for Long Run Cointegration
Lag

F statistics

k

Asymptotic=1000

Finite sample n=30

Conclusion

1

4.598653

4

At 5%,2.56-3.49

At 5%,3.058-4.22

Cointegration

Table 3: ARDL Long Run model (AIC), lags (1,1,2,0,0) CO2 as Dependent Variable
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

ECON
EPC

0.447960
0.184276

0.256540
0.134136

1.746160
1.373800

0.0931*
0.1817

GDP

3.594408

1.184686

3.034061

0.0056***

GDP2

-0.198130

0.065869

-3.007958

0.0059***

C

-19.38433

4.274429

-4.534953

0.0001***

Note: *, **, *** symbolizes the significance respectively at 1%,5% and 10%.
Table 4: ARDL Short Run Results for Error Correction Model (ECM)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

D(ECON)

0.719646

0.138641

5.190723

0.0000***

D(EPC)

0.159329

0.161661

0.985579

0.3338

D(EPC(-1))

0.638485

0.165660

3.854177

0.0007

Coint Eq(-1)*

-0.767607

0.133401

-5.754155

0.0000***

Note: *, **, *** symbolizes the significance respectively at 1%,5% and 10%.

Table 3 shows long-run estimates of ARDL method corresponded with a constantly restricted
technique whereas, economic growth (GDP) is significant at 1% has a positive influence on the carbon
dioxide emissions (CO2) in Malaysia. This value is aligned with the results of (Saboori et al. 2012; Shahbaz
et al.,2013; Ali et al.,2016) in Malaysia and (Mirza and Kanwal,2017) for Pakistan. For Malaysia upsurge
CO2 at (3.59%), as 1% increment in economic growth (GDP) occurred; consequently it means that in this
emerging economy, paying the cost for economic growth by environmental degradation and carbon dioxide
emission in the atmosphere. Keeping in mind to the United Nations 17 Goals for all countries needed to
cleanse the environment and do exertions for sustainable development, enlarge economic growth as well.
Sustainable growth for Malaysia realistically cost by environmental degradation at a certain amount, but
conferring to the outcomes of the EKC, larger revenue can cut down the ecological contamination.
Policymakers should consider it and emphasis to detect the renewable and effectual energy cradles to
enhance economic growth under sustainable development goals rather than carbon dioxide emission (CO2).
At 10% significance level energy consumption also accompanying with carbon emissions positively, hence
outcome specifies that 1% change in energy consumption (ECON), root (0.44%) variation in CO2.
Additionally, the EKC supposition is authenticated for the long run with the perspective of emerging
Malaysia in that study; there is a negative nexus found between elevated growth which representing as
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squared growth (GDP2) and carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) for 36 years annually data. EKC outcome is
harmonized with exertion study of (Saboori et al., 2012, Ali et al.,2016) for Malaysia. Energy consumption
disturbing the environmental contamination positively in short run and longrun, on the other hand, there is an
insignificant relationship found between electricity consumption per capita (EPC) and CO2 at short run and
long run.
Different diagnostic tests values demonstrated that ARDL model identically fully fitted model for the
long run as awellshort-run result for Malaysia. Serial correlation under correlogram with insignificant value
squared correlogram insignificantvalue, and Breusch Godfrey LM test illustrated F-statistics (0.045554) at
aprobability value of (0.8328), which denotes that residuals serially uncorrelated and normally distributed.
Under the Jarque-Bera test, all the variables are normally distributed because the value for Jarque-Bera
test(0.830011) having P value (0.66037), thus a rejection of null hypothesis not possible, it means that data is
normally distributed. Likewise, spotted findings of heteroscedasticity test declared that data series are
homoscedastic, because the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey F-statistics (0.706898) and its probability value
(0.6829), cannot discard null hypothesis of homoscedasticity of variables. The practical arrangement of the
model is also tested for authentication via Ramsay’s RESET test, the outcomeof this test determined that the
values and variables are fully fitted in ARDL bound testing model. The computed value of the test for tstatistics and F-statistics, 0.781545 and 0.610813 respectively,these are insignificant at (0.4421) probability.
Also, the stability test of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ also authenticated the fitting states of ARDL model.
5. Conclusion
Malaysia is a rapidly growing country in South East Asian region, for its sustainable development and
claiming the predominated goals achievement; energy is very importantsubstance. The sources of energy in
Malaysia categorized in following parts which include liquids (40%), gas (36%), coal (17%). Malaysiais
mitigating its energy needs (U.S. EIA, 2017). Subsequently, the high requirement of energy in that nation
leads to use fossil fuels sources, which is causing to deteriorate the environment and disparity in climate at a
huge level, that is a sign of high danger for human’s health and destroy the whole atmosphere. To purify the
environment and reduction of CO2 emission is an alarming problem for the entire globe, to address this
problem UNO take steps as sustainable development goals for all countries specifically tackling the problem
of climate changes and environmental pollutants. This recent study is an effort to resolve the climate change
glitch for Malaysia by takingdata annually for analysis,furthermore study checked the nexus between
environmental quality, energy consumption, and growth. The estimation shows that there is a long run
relationship between CO2 emissions and growth, whereas energy consumption recently also contribute to
CO2 emissions in Malaysia for short run and long run, but for electricpower, consumption relationship
founded insignificant at both short and long levels. EKC hypothesis also justified from results that means
there is along nexus between income and CO2 emissions,sustainable growth for Malaysia realistically cost by
environmental degradation at a certain amount, but conferring to the outcomes of the EKC, larger revenue
can cut down the ecological contamination. Government and policymakers should consider it an emphasis on
detecting the renewable and effectual energy cradles to enhance economic growth under sustainable
development goals rather than carbon dioxide emission (CO2).The present study highlighted the vulnerable
factors of CO2 emissions and strained to capture their influence for future harm as well as its sources. There
should be verbalized strategies to cut down the CO2 emissions and shield the atmosphere,moreover to assist
for condensing the risk of floods and other severe droughts. The contradictory opinions and outcomes about
the linkages among variables may trigger more research for catering this GHG problem inforthcoming. In
future investigators and scholars will be able to get benefit from this revisiting research with theperspective
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of sustainable development goals. The current revealing study may be supportive for society as it will set up
public alertness about the ecological degradation and its unexpected effects on the climate change system.
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Environmental degradation and variations in climate are core challenges for the global world in this
modern era; thesechallenges become a leaped for all countries to accomplish their foremost objectives of
sustainable development.UNO ismakingconsiderable efforts to lessen the delinquent of environmental
degradation and elevate economic growth focused primarily,sanitize the environment from contamination
and reducing the CO2 emissions become the first urgency for all nations. Hence, the recent study scrutinizes
the nexus between CO2 emissions, energy consumption, electricity usage and economic growth with the
rationale of sustainable development for emerging Malaysia. The time span for thestudyis ranging from 1980
to 2015. The unit root test applied to gauge the stationarity of the variablesso that the mark of long and short
run nexus can be achieved. ADF, PP and KPSS unit root tests confirm that all variables are identically
stationary at first difference. Thus, autoregressive distributed lagged model (ARDL bound testing) is
employed for parameter assessment. The analytical results disclose that energy consumption and economic
growth positively bonded with environmental effluence at the long run in Malaysia for 36 years period.
Estimations for thelong term are harmonized with the hypothetical proposition of environmental Kuznets
curve (EKC), as income growth have a surging trend bring about theacceleration in CO2 emissions. In a
parallel strain, the results also specify that electricity usage does not affect CO2 emissions in a long and short
run association. Since outcome for energy consumption at short-run visible that there is a significant nexus
between energy consumption and CO2 emission, however, there is no confirmation to justify EKC notion at
short run. Different diagnostic tests, such as LM test, Jarque-Bera, heteroscedasticity and CUSUM
coefficients stability test employed to authenticate that, ARDL model fully fitted for examination. For
government and policymakers, outcome proposes that as environmental degradation and contamination in
theatmosphere emergent in all over the world, to cater this problem, develop all the nations more and more
renewable energy sources and awake to the masses about it rather than using coal or fusil fuels for energy
purposes.
Key words: ARDL, EKC, Economic Growth, Energy Consumption, Electricity Usage, UNO
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TRANSFORMATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
FOR SDGS: OPPORTUNITIES, CHALLENGES, PROSPECTS
Muhammad Asif Noor
Institute of Peace and Diplomatic Studies, Pakistan
Introduction
United Nations adopted the celebrated 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 1 in September 2015
wherein 193 member states vowed to transform the world through these set goals and steps to transform and
deal with the world’s most pressing challenges. These SDGs are heir to the Millennium Development
Goals(MDGs) adopted in 2000 with the term expired in 2015.2 The world leaders pledged to the new ‘2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development’, encompassing universal and transformative SDGs 3 and the logic
behind devising these goals was to work together in a collective manner to make significant progress towards
the improving the lives of the humanity. This new agenda calls for the countries to accept the challenges and
begin working on to take steps to achieve these goals for the next fifteen years through cooperative and
collaborative efforts. Among other goals including dealing with the major challenges related to poverty,
hunger, injustice, illiteracy, racism and prejudice, rising extremism, social inequality, corruption, Education
is one of the key goal in the effective and transformed implementation of the newly devised MDGs as a
universal goal, target and indicator that the member states are expected to use to frame their political policies
at the domestic. Education is considered as the key factor in reaching to all the MDGs. In MDGs, Goal Four
refers to the world to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all” by 2030, while target 4.7 calls for the development of skills and knowledge "for
sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles".
Despite education been recognized as the most important and powerful tool in improving and
promoting the status of the sustainable development goals related to their effectiveness, countries are still
struggling with providing optimum level of assistance and support their basic education sector, wherein less
attention has been given to the higher education. The higher education sector has never been explicitly
involved in the MDGs as either a development goal in its own right or a potential instrument to reach the
other development goals. We see huge potential in terms of the research institutions and the higher education
institutions as potential agents of change that may help drive the thriving need for having experts including
1

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), officially known as Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, is a set of 17 "Global Goals" with 169 targets among them. The proposal contained 17 goals with 169 targets
covering a broad range of sustainable development issues. See also Clemens Mader and and Christian Ramme, "Transforming
Higher Education for Sustainable Development" Brief for GSDR 2015 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/
documents/621564-Mader_Rammel_Transforming%20Higher%20Education%20for%20Sustainable%20Development.pdf
2
The SDGs are a universal set of goals, targets and indicators that all UN member states are expected to use to frame their
development agendas, socio-economic policies, and actions towards low carbon pathways for the next 15 years, in order to achieve
a sustainable world where ‘no one is left behind’ without compromising sustainability of the planet. These new global goals are
much broader and comprehensive than the outgoing MDGs, as they attempt to address all three dimensions of sustainable
development- economic, social and environmental. http://www.lead.org.pk/lead/attachments/SDGFlyer_english.pdf
3
United Nations (2017): Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform. Retrieved on October 27, 2017 from:
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/11803Official-List-of-Proposed-SDG-Indicators.pdf
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doctors, engineers, policymakers and scientists who can provide the vision and mission to transform the lives
of the humanity. Struggling low-income countries need to be supported in the process of developing,
rebuilding and strengthening universities and other institutions of higher learning in order to be able to
deliver quality in all spheres to their populations. Despite the neglect of higher education in the SDGs,
universities and higher education networks from around the world need to find ways to engage with lowincome countries and their institutions and assist them in order for them not to be left too far behind by 2030.
Now as the targets for 2015 has been expired and new goals have established, there is a need to see
and review the levels of progress made in the SDGs especially in education sector to draw lessons from our
successes and shortcomings in tackling the problems that we are trying to address. Here it is imperative to
mention here about the debate which has been started by the Association of Commonwealth Universities’
campaign “The world beyond 2015: is higher education ready? 4 . The debate highlighted the fact that how
the higher education institutions could and should contribute towards the SDGs keeping in view the
significance of the strategic areas where the excellent policy and quality education underpins the national
economic growth. On the other hand, the higher education institutions view these SDGs as the opportunities
to work and revive their areas of research for better service delivery to the well being of humans and world. 5
This paper in particularly for this conference and keeping in view the significance of education in
general and higher education, will try to identify and analyze the progress made so far since 2015 by the
world in terms of SDGs especially the contribution by the Higher Education(HE) and vice versa. While
discussing we will share the challenges faced by the countries so far and how the HE sector can readily help
providing lasting solutions to the issue and context related to the SDGs. We will be keeping Pakistan as a
case study for the larger audience to share about the status of the higher education in the country and the
research institutions. These hubs of knowledge have the power to develop new cutting edge strategies and
path ways for dealing with the challenges related to all kinds of goals related to development. During our
research, we will also try to explore further about the several initiatives in building a sustainable world and
related issues.
Significance of Higher Education: Linking with SDGs
With growing population of the world with limited resources, there is an urge from across the spectrum
to take steps to enhance the quality of life of the humanity. For making efforts in the right direction,
knowledge is the key factor. For this matter Education for Sustainable Development empowers people to
change the way they think and work towards a sustainable future. 6The viability of higher education and its
ability to change and transform the landscape of progress in the society has increased manifold over the
centuries. First of all, we need to briefly define the higher education and what we meant here in this paper.
Higher Education includes all kinds of education related to training, research at the post-secondary level
The world beyond 2015 – Is higher education ready? was a campaign run by the Association of Commonwealth Universities
between 2013 and 2015 to raise awareness, gather evidence, and advocate for the role of higher education in delivering social and
developmental impact beyond the MDGs. The findings were presented at the Conference of Commonwealth Education Ministers
in June 2015, and a final report, 'Progress and potential', was published ahead of the UN General Assembly in September 2015.
https://beyond2015.acu.ac.uk/
5
Our point here is that Universities can utilize the SDGs for the own benefits in order to grow and develop further and for that
matter they need revise and update their systems of research and innovation, adopt new methodologies, collaboration with not only
national level institutions but also regional and outreach to the international levels institutions. The young and experience
researchers may be encouraged to do path breaking researches in dynamic fields and when they are interdisciplinary researchers. It
is also important that the researchers may be provided with large number of audience to present the research for sharing, learning
and evaluation. Universities can also arrange trainings for the researchers and do exchanges with the other fellow researchers.
http://www.pivotglobaleducation.com/blog/sustainable-development-goals-a-role-for-higher-education
6
http://www.unesco.org/education/educprog/wche/declaration_eng.htm
4
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including post graduate ( college) and graduate(postgraduate) levels, provided by the colleges and
universities or other educational establishments that are approved as the institutions of higher education by
the competent authorities of a state. 7 Higher education provided by the Universities, colleges and other
institutions award degrees on completion of research and with or without the research as well but for PhD the
research is mandatory. Higher education also includes the mandatory professional education is based on the
practical approach towards utilizing the knowledge. Higher education is somewhat different from the
vocational education as it is considered as non-academic.
As a result of the new technologies and advancement of the education with improved understanding,
the societies have become increasing further knowledge based hence making them conducive for higher
learning and research. Both research and higher education are the essential components for cultural, socio
economic and environmentally sustainable development of not only individuals but communities and nations
as a whole. There are several challenges in the education sector in general and higher education in particular
but there is a need to do some radical changes required to undertake the transformation to make our societies
to transcend more towards development and delve deeper on the paths of morality and peaceful coexistence.
Higher education in any country face challenges related to the optimum level of the conditions, the course to
be taught at the institutions, skills based staff including faculty and trainers, quality of the teaching, methods
of research and services, relevance of programs, opportunities for employment and establishment of the
cooperation agreements with other related institutions, independence and other related matter. There is also
growing demand towards the higher education coupled with increased awareness towards the socio-cultural
and economic development for building the future for generations. Our young ones need to be equipped with
the updated skills, knowledge and ideas to meet all the daunting challenges ahead.
As there are challenges faced by the higher education, there also exists opportunities as well where the
top scientist and researchers from different countries can sit down together to devise plans in order to resolve
issues. For instance Commission on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development for the South
(COMSATS) has established thematic based research study groups in order for the scientists to come
together to learn from each other in areas of mutual interest. United Nations Education and Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO)8 has taken the lead in improving the access to the quality education on the
sustainable development at all levels and in all social contexts, to transform society by reorienting education
and help people develop skills and knowledge about the pressing development issues. The role of UNESCO
is important in this regard as the organization is responsible for the Global Action Program (GAP) on ESD.
UNESCO has also provided ample support in the engagement of the important actors who can contribute in
creating a more sustainable world. UNESCO has also made sure to work towards making the quality
education as the key driver for the sustainable development. For instance the Target 4.7 mentioned in the
SDGs where the education has been linked with the “Global Citizenship Education” 9
Contribution of Higher Education towards SGDs:
For more than twenty years, higher education intuitions from around the world have been elaborating
and implementing different methods to integrate sustainability into their education, research operations, and
in- and outreach activities. These universities build human capital for socio-economic development,
eradication of poverty and good governance. Investment in higher education is crucial in order to build more
equal societies and maintain stability and peace. Higher education is key to the generation of knowledge,
7

Ibid.
UNESCO (2015). Education 2030 (Incheon Declaration and Framework for Action: Towards Inclusive and Equitable Quality
Education and Life Long Learning for All). Paris: UNESCO
9
For further read http://sdsnyouth.org/blog-posts/2016/6/2/global-citizenship-education-a-crucial-factor-to-achieve-the-sdgs
8
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development of scientists, technicians, medical practitioners, professionals, teachers, and government, civil
service and business leaders.10 Higher education institutions can make a positive contribution to the
achievement of SDGs in multiple ways; Firstly, they can start teaching SDGs course or modules in their
curriculum of degrees. Secondly, they can directly and indirectly contribute to SDGs through green campuses
and support local sustainability efforts. Thirdly, engage with their foreign partners and come up with
innovative ideas to solve problems associated with SDGs targets and otherwise. Finally, Higher education
institutions lend their support and expertise to education beyond their traditional focus on academic degrees.
For example, through short courses or certificate programmes that offer training for specific skills. It is also
important that the knowledge from various disciplines needs to be reflected in the sustainability science 11
and through the interdisciplinary approaches the higher education institutions may take up any social
challenge for research and education and collaborate with the society with enabling environment to
transform.12
When we look at the SDGs, we observe that Science is the crucial in achieving sustainable
development and academia has the significant role to play in the finding the sustainable approaches, solutions
and innovative technologies to deal with the challenges on the way towards meeting the goals of SDGs. For
instance, one of the important components for life on earth is water and issues of water have significant
impacts over the lives of the communities. In the set goals and targets of the SDGs, water related goals are
particular important and tackling the challenges requires both sound resources, adequate research, scientific
approaches to be applied through utilizing appropriate technologies for the sustainable solutions to the
problems related to water. The contribution of the scientists and experts from the Universities can devise the
plans related to the effective utilization of the water, water conservation, access to the safe drinking water,
avoiding the risks related to the water related disease and other water related high end research studies and
efforts. These research studies and plans are important as they are actually contributing towards the science
and its effective utilization of the attainment of the target of MDGs and SDGs on the access to water and
sanitation. Hence the academic community plays a very important role in the implementation, designing and
evaluation of the SDGs especially in achieving the set targets. The scientific community has already provided
the ample professional approaches in setting meaningful and achievable goals for the SDGs through their
cross cutting findings and scientific evidences in various fields. The contributions of the academia is central
to the fact that the solutions to address the challenges through advancing the research in the thematic areas
and knowledge to apply and achieve the set targets. Various initiatives had been taken by the UNESCO and
other similar institutions who strongly contribute towards the education and spread of the scientific
knowledge. The key is hence education and linking it with the science and vice versa especially to remove
inequalities and reduce poverty by developing opportunities and generating the resources to build conditions
for better, peaceful and sustainable lives for the entire world.
How to Improve Contribution of Higher Education Institutions towards SDGs:
Although the Higher Education is contributing a lot towards the SDGs but there is still a long way to
go. Most of the contributions are from the institutions from the north like European countries, US and others
while countries of the South has remained struggling for developing their culture of scientific research and
approaches. In this regard, there is a strong urge to have South-South and South-North cooperation in order
to build synergies and alliances for developing sustainable models and pillars for achieving the goals.
10

Kamalesh Sharma, Opening ceremony address at the 18th Conference of Commonwealth Education Ministers (29 August 2012)
Michelsen G Barth M.,., 2013. Learning for Change: An Educational Contribution to Sustainability Science, Sustainability
Science, 8 (1), 103-119., https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11625-012-0181-5
12
Ch Pohl, 2008., From science to policy through trans-disciplinary research, Environ Science Policy, 11 (1), 46-53.
11
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In order to accomplish such objectives, there is a strong need for the higher education institutions
within the developing countries to be strengthened at first place. Here are few of the suggestive steps and
ways through which the Institutions may contribute substantially towards the goals.
Strengthening the Culture of Research
In order to strengthen the culture of research with the universities that we need to look at the systems
that support research in the institutions. There is a strong need that the Universities have to improve the
methods of conducting research and how that may be managed for the final results. There should be system
emplaced for the institutions to collaborate and develop joint proposals. There is a need to invest more
towards the early and mid career researchers for not only their research but how to make themselves as
visible and recognized in the international arenas. There is also need for the interventions required to pitch
the ideas for funding and collaborations. Governments are required to encourage the young scientists to get
attached with the senior and more experienced ones. The SDGs also provide the platform to showcase the
local, regional and national research through arranging conferences, seminars and other related forums. The
goals set in the SDGs may only be improved and will be obtained in a systematic and result oriented manner
when the Universities and community of researchers will provide their best for the nations. As the goals have
been set hence the universities have the opportunity too to engage in community driven research and gain
visibility through their own grants. The institutions may also be able to actively engage with the local
community to show that they are the key instruments in delivering the social and national projection agenda.
Partnership and Outreach:
Researchers and experts are of the opinion that as the SDGs have the interconnected role and they
provide the opportunity to the institutions to integrate teaching and learning to coup with the regional,
national and global challenges. In order to do this effectively, what is important is that the curriculum should
be critically evaluated and all the disciplines should be aligned in a manner to work towards the achieving the
goals. The curricula may be cross-pollination model to solve the most challenging challenges. It is not only
significant for us to resolve the issues, but also for the institutions to strengthen themselves at the levels of
the organization, research and administrative structures. The effectiveness of the Universities may also be
improved through building partnerships and relationship with not only with the national institutions but with
the regional and global institutions as well. It should not also be limited to the institutions of higher learning
but also be extended to civil society, business, media and other important pillars of the society to push the
sustainable development goals and policies and the knowledge that it will produce for better and informed
public and private policy and practices. In the age of globalization there is a greater need for developing
synergies rather than building ‘ivory towers” alone and in isolation.
Development of Manpower:
While we are discussing about the role of institutions and how they must work then the most significant
aspect in this regard is related to the fact that this could not be done without the skilled researchers,
academicians and faculty members. Universities can help build the network of the skilled workforce for the
future. These young scientists are the change makers and path creators for the countries and institutions.
Universities also help inspire the next generation of the leaders and entrepreneurs to build new dimension of
their work. Most of the times, the companies, institutions, investors and others also look out for the graduates
with strong research and intellectual abilities, sensitive to the social values and responsible enough to
mobilize the resources for the good of the communities and country. The universities are also the places
where the multidisciplinary exchanges of ideas can be integrated in an encouraging and developing
environment. In order to achieve the SDGs, the universities must promote and engaged the positive
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citizenship and help the young ones to become the better entrepreneurs and global citizens. The future also
lies with the next generation of the leaders. The institutions may also do exchanges with the other partner
organizations to have the two way learning process. The provision of scholarship is another important factor
in terms of financial aids to the bright and brilliant research faculties. The institutions may also help build the
manpower as well through providing the financial assistance to these leaders of tomorrow. 13
Pakistan and Higher Education- Steps for Sustainable Development:
For Pakistan, the core solutions that are presented by the SDGs are the challenges related to
development, democracy and defense. For all the issues to be address, as mentioned before, education is the
key while Higher Education provides in-depth vision to draw ways to develop strategies to enhance the
country’s overall drive towards finding sustainable solutions to the problems. Pakistan has an apex body of
Higher Education Commission (HEC) looking after the matters related to higher education but as a result of
the 18th amendment in the constitution, the education has been delegated to the provinces providing more
powers to the provinces to develop their own higher education commissions. This has resulted in the
diversification and the link still is based with the federal HEC. Currently there are only 183 universities
recognized by the state to function in the entire country and there is still the room for more to enhance the
higher learning hence contributions towards the SDGs. HEC also faces several challenges related to the
regulation of the degrees, staff and other related technical matters. To face the institutional challenges, HEC
has always been looking for the support of the government or the other international and multinational
institutions for the support. When if the HEC itself will be able to resolve the challenges, then there will be a
possibility to have the resolution of the other related challenges of the Universities in the provinces. Pakistan
is a developing country and the there are huge challenges related to the issues of defense, democracy,
governance, poverty and other issues that are making Pakistan to be far behind achieving the goals.
Institutions are emplaced but they are lacking the phenomenal leadership and vision that are required for
making things happen. There is a long way to go for Pakistan.
Conclusion
There is a strong need and urge to transform the higher education institutions in the developing world
to be linked with the developed North in order to enhance the engagements of this higher learning so that the
SDGs may be achieved in a proper manner. The SDGs agenda provides the opportunity to the universities to
get engage with the world through the dynamic research and linkages. It is also important to note and reflect
back again about the need for these goals to be significant for the higher education institutions and overall the
higher education structure of the country. These SDGs goals are meant to provide the opportunity to
transform the research culture, infrastructure and manpower, creating of the transformative curricula to help
resolve the global issues, partnerships with the local and international partners, and shaping the entire vision
of the world.

13

These are few of the suggestions that may be listed however if we may look further deep then there might be many causes,
challenges and ways to integrate the higher education system of the country to respond to the needs and goals such as SDGs to
address. As a result of the limited space, these were mentioned.
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Summary
Transformation of Higher Education, Research and Practice for SDGs:
Opportunities, Challenges, Prospects
Muhammad Asif Noor
Institute of Peace and Diplomatic Studies, Pakistan

With increasing demands for improving the lives of the global community through concrete and
comprehensive strategies of development, education in general and higher education in particular are
required to have transformative approaches towards dealing with the overall objectives and goals defined by
the United Nations since 2018 as Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs). United Nations spearheaded in
identifying the several goals while the world leaders pledged to the new ‘2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development’, encompassing universal and transformative SDGs. The core logic behind devising these goals
was to work together in a collective manner to make significant progress towards the improving the lives of
the humanity. There are several steps that required to enhance the role of the Higher Education Institutions in
performing in a transformative way towards the overall objectives of the SDGs. For countries like Pakistan,
education remain a challenges domain because of the less allocation of budget and several other bottlenecks
are proposing as hindrances towards the development and finding sustainable solutions to the problems.
These SDGs goals are meant to provide the opportunity to transform the higher education institutions
connected development initiatives, research culture, infrastructure and manpower, creating of the
transformative curricula to help resolve the global issues, partnerships with the local and international
partners, and shaping the entire vision of the world.
Key words: Higher Education, Transformation, Collaboration, Cooperation, SDGs, World Community,
Pakistan , Developing South
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THE EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF
GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Eşi Marius - Costel
Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania
Introduction
We consume, we innovate and we consume again! We transform the world and we transform
ourselves! With the speed at which global events unfold, we may be tempted to admit that the humanity's aim
is rather to speed our transition from life into the unknown. And when we state this we do not want to be
boring talking about an incomprehensible philosophy. We rather want to draw attention to how humanity
struggles to survive by taking into account some prerequisites that affect its own existence. What if we made
our own life sustainable? Or, in more explicit terms, why not making our life even more sustainable than
before?
However, by taking into consideration such issues, we can raise a number of issues that can allow
discussion on the idea of sustainable education. There are also questions like: How can we stop poverty?
How can we protect the planet? How can we ensure that peace and prosperity are indicators/prerequisites for
a better life? Do we want to achieve peace by waging war or do we want to wage wars in the name of peace
and justice?
There are places in this world where we can talk about available resources, whatever they may be.
However, their rational use should not be achieved by compromising the possibilities of meeting the needs of
the next generations.
But what do we mean by the term education for sustainability? Starting from this question we have to
make some clarifications. Thus, in literature and practice when we refer to the term sustainable we can talk
about viability, development and functionality. For instance, a sustainable economy is one that can be
supported by its own funding. In other words, the past activities can be viable premises for a good life of the
present and future. Therefore, the idea of sustainability is applied, in our vision, to the idea of a system.
Methodological and epistemological implications of the idea of sustainability

A system is sustainable insofar as it can be sustained by its own forces and resources. Thus, its optimal
operation depends on how resources are managed. Moreover, the good management also involves taking into
account the idea of education in relation to the relationship between sustainability and sustainable
development.
In this context, it is appropriate to distinguish at the conceptual level between sustainability and
sustainable development. Thus, when pursuing the intension/definition of the term "sustainability", reference
is made to ,,a better quality of life, in the social, economic and environmental spheres" (Marques and
Salgado, 2007, 2384-2396). Thus, when we talk about sustainability in the dimension of global affairs, our
referral is made especially to the idea of social responsibility (Jamali and Rabbath, 2008, 443-459). Perhaps,
not by chance, such a reference highlights sustainability itself as a model of development, a model designed
to bring about a series of contributions to business organizations. At the same time, we are aware, or at least
we should be aware that the satisfaction of current needs must not in any way compromise the living
standards of the future generation (Brundtland Commission, 1984).
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Even though the literature distinguishes between "sustainable development" and “sustainable growth"
(Daly, 1990, 1-6), the concept of "sustainability" itself acquires a number of connotations and explanations
specific to the environment in which it is understood and in which it is applied. Thus, the performance and
implicitly the sustainability outcomes are justified by a series of research upon business organizations
worldwide. We can highlight the famous EIRIS Global Sustainable Ratings Report (Robertson 2012/2013).
In this sense, we believe that we can accept and talk about the management of sustainability. this kind
of management can be one which analyzes the value integrative-models that can be applied to the virtual
interactive constructs. (Posteucă, 2015, 79-88) Moreover, such a sustainability management can be correlated
in our view with the dimension of the strategic management. Such an assumption is justified, in our view, by
the fact that at the level of all business organizations the decision-makers have to make a clear, coherent
decision upon the implementation of strategies. Or, the sustainability of such strategies depends, in particular,
on how these decision-makers can concretize the idea of sustainability at the level of their own business
organizations.
A first argument we put forward in this regard is when enunciating and implementing organizational
strategies, the decision-makers mainly deal with social issues in relation to the needs of the economic market.
At the same time, the dynamics of the types of strategies adopted and applied in the development/growth of
the organization reiterate at the entrepreneurial level the existence of a conditioning between what is stated
about the strategies that are going to be implemented and what is realized in relation to them.
In fact, defining and implementing business strategies of business organizations from a pragmatic and
philosophical point of view implies, from our point of view, a systemic approach. In other words, the new
approaches to the idea of business (organization) have not completely eliminated traditional approaches.
Rather, through a continuous process of re-evaluation, take-up and improvement both conceptually and
practically; explanatory patterns have been built upon the pragmatism of business organizations.
Of course, we cannot talk about sustainability and social (sustainable) development if we do not bring
up the idea of innovation. In this respect, the applications of interdisciplinary nature bring into question a
series of entrepreneurial inter-conditions, meant to ensure the performance and success at the organization
level. Such entrepreneurial inter-conditions are the result of managerial innovation. The existence of the
latest innovation techniques in the management system has generated a strategic re-evaluation at the level of
business organizations.
In addition, the field of business management has undergone a number of transformations that have
been pursuing the idea of continuity and adaptation in order to achieve performance. The opportunities for
developing new products and services have emerged as a result of the liberalization and economic progress in
the financial environment. In other words, in the terms of this research we can talk about the idea of
sustainability and its implications in the market economy.
A second argument we put forward concerning the ways in which these decision-makers can concretize
the idea of sustainability itself at the level of their own business organizations reflects that the definition and
implementation of organizational strategies becomes relevant by highlighting the concept of "performance."
In other words, in our opinion, sustainability is the result of the correlation between the idea of the quality of
the economic system and that of innovation. We are considering, on the one hand, the evaluation of the
performance of business organizations and, on the other hand, the management re-organization of the
entrepreneurial activities.
Regarding the idea of innovation, we note the observation of Peter F. Drucker, who emphasizes that the
mission and purpose of an organization does not specifically involve making profits. Although profit is
important to the organization, it is not the basis for its behavior and decisions. Rather, the profit expresses the
validity criterion of what generates the “rationale” of the organization. Peter Drucker underlines in this
context that innovation represents alongside marketing, the only and unique functions of a business
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organization (Drucker, 2010). At the same time, at the organizational level, innovation should not be
considered as a separate function, because its area of action extends to all the components and businessspecific activities. The existence of the forms of innovation (product/service, market, behavior and consumer
values) determines the optimal use of the organization's entrepreneurial perspectives.
Such perspectives reflect the purpose and objectives of the organization, which are reflected in the very
strategies assumed by the decision-makers. Thus, we can appreciate that the definition and implementation of
organizational strategies expresses the very identity of the business organization. Regarding this issue, we
consider it necessary to bring to the analysis the idea that there is a close conditioning between the
organizational identity and what it really stands for.
Starting from the research by Charles Horton Cooley (1922), who extends William James's research on
the self, including the ability to reflect / reflection capacity on his own behavior, continuing with those of
Erving Goffman (1959) and G.H. Mead (1934/1962), which sought to establish a pragmatic connection
between the organizational identity and its image; Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz (2002) emphasized the
idea that the organizational identity should be explained by reference to culture and its image.
Thus, expanding the concept of "Looking-glass self" (by Charles Horton Cooley), following the path of
the concluding analogies on the phrase "The Presentation of self in everyday life" (endorsed by Erving
Goffman) and then completing them by analogies between “I” and “Me” (understood as "hypostasis of the
Self"), Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz appreciate that organizational identity is determined by the very
perception of the external actors of the organization. In this respect, we can state that the mission is a
necessary precondition for the crystallization of organizational identity over time.
Besides, personalizing and individualizing the business organization reflects the managers' vision of the
goal and objectives assumed within a certain timeframe. It is precisely in this context that we consider the
idea that a clear and concise definition of the organizational mission can be correlated with the functions of
the organization (marketing and innovation). In addition, we appreciate that some of the features that
highlight a certain convergence between performance and new technological changes point to a re-evaluation
of the idea of an organizational mission and, implicitly, of its definition.
A third argument we put forward regarding the ways in which these decision-makers can concretize the
very idea of sustainability at the level of their own business organizations refers to the relationship between
the organizational mission and the organizational strategy. The dynamic interaction between business
organizations and new technological changes becomes relevant insofar as any stated mission undergoes a redefinition at the organizational level (Lazonick, 1994, 9). The assumption we are considering is that by which
the methodological approach to definition and enunciation the mission of the business organizations is
implemented in a pragmatic way through the streamlining process.
In our opinion, taking as a starting point the fact that any manager aims at the realization of the
organizational mission in relation to the assumed strategies, we can assume that such an approach is in close
coordination with the idea of organizational sustainability. Or, assuming strategies also implies their
imposition/the compliance of the employees with them.
An example of this is the willingness of business organizations to engage in increasing
competitiveness, environmental protection and social responsibility issues. (Sheehan, Garavan and Carbery,
2014, 370-386). In this respect we can put forward arguments such as a series of organizational objectives
and strategies found implicitly or explicitly, tacitly or not in the formulation of the organizational
mission/philosophy, as well as through the strategies assumed at the top-management level.
(1)The mission and strategies within Ford Motor Company have been materialized since the 1980s by
developing ergonomic programs centered upon safety and security. The pragmatic part of these
programs/strategies derives precisely from the concern to continuously improve the quality of work at all
levels of the company (Bradley, 2003, 23-28).
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(2)The General Motors Corporation, which is engaged in socially responsible activities, is committed
to providing quality products and services. Or, another example that can be put forward in this context is that
of Toyota, whose philosophical policy has been since its founding in assuming a humanistic approach:
promoting a relationship of cohesion and cooperation between the decision-makers and employees,
maintaining a relationship based upon friendship and fairness both within the company and in the
community.
We note that such an approach reveals a special dynamics of managerial strategies that suggests that for
an internal process to be functional, it requires both a formal and informal approach to optimizing the
structures of that particular organization. In fact, all of the above-mentioned examples merely place us in an
area of managerial re-thinking about the idea of moral capitalism. For example, in Stephen B. Young's
vision, the firms/companies (as self-standing entities of the community/business environment) have to take
responsibility for their own actions and decisions, even managing to overcome certain periods of crisis. At
the same time, they have the moral responsibility to generate social capital (Young, 2003).
The fourth argument we put forward in support of the idea that sustainability can be understood,
explained and "applied" lies in the idea that antinomy rationality-irrationality plays a relevant role in
managing global affairs. In this situation, the sustainability can be correlated with the idea of consumer
behavior. A substantiation of the theory and practice of consumer behavior refers to a systematic approach to
the main issues that pragmatically highlight the idea of sustainability/sustainable development.
The discussions regarding what the rational behavior (Buchanan, Tullock, 1999) or the irrational
behavior (Schiler, 1980; Akerlof, Shiller, 2010, 15-17) stand for obviously point to the idea of globalization.
Thus, even if we are talking about clear expectations of economic catastrophes (Doherty, 1997, 1-26) or
about chaoticism at the level of large business organizations (Koetler and Caslione, 2009), even if the
boundary between rational and irrational is discussed in literature and the economic practice from the
perspective of behavior (Becker, 1976), we believe we can talk about the idea of sustainability in all such
situations. Certainly, such an assumption is subject to a more explicit analysis, which we hope to achieve in
another scientific work.
Under these circumstances, the evaluating and re-evaluating the theoretical and practical context of the
consumer behavior requires the consideration of patterns of explication in relation to a range of social,
political, psychological, and, not least, economic issues. At the same time, a clear understanding of these
involves the assumption in the scientific field of all those concepts-ideas that allow the application of the idea
of sustainability/sustainable economic development in the market economy.
The managerial evaluation and (re)organization expresses the assumption of the implementation of
(new) strategies at the level of the business organization. Moreover, reflecting this approach in the dimension
of economic pragmatism also implies motivations related to the judicious nature of both the behavioral model
assumed and the strategies implemented.
For example, such a model - Competing Values Model - (Iivari and Iivari, 2011, 509-520; Iivari and
Huisman, 2007, 35-58) reports on the relationship between the organizational culture and effective methods
of development strategies. Therefore, a behavioral model can justify, by reference to the idea of performance,
that of innovation, the very functionality of the organization.
The education for sustainability, a necessary and sufficient prerequisite for the management of the
economic sustainability in the context of global business management

The education of all economic actors is a necessary and sufficient premise regarding the idea of
sustainability/sustainable development. For example, a number of sustainability implications in various
accounting programs (Bebbington, 1997, 365-381) or in the process of lifelong learning (Thomas and Benn,
2009) reflect the need to promote it in the educational environment. Of course, without an “inter-“, “pluri-“,
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and trans-disciplinary approach (Scholz, Lang, Wiek, Walter and Stauffacher, 2006, 226-251; Wiek and
Walter, 2009, 360–370), these implications, we believe, do not fully mature at the economic, social,
educational and even the political level. In such a context, we can talk about a management of change
(Drucker, 2015, 116), we can talk about an education for sustainability, with problematic questions and
answers (Sterling, 2001) which help people to reflect and to realize alternative future (Huckle, 2014, 3)
As we have shown earlier, in this paper, the identity of the business organization, viewed as a valid
functional structure, expresses the fact that assuming action strategies only highlights the idea of a lucrative
entity built upon profit and efficiency criteria. In fact, the strategy of action, perceived as "the most powerful
form of differentiation” (Levitt, 1980, 7), reveals a certain type of behavior that belongs to the economic
reality. Furthermore, this state of affairs, directly associated with the active values they report to, expresses,
from our standpoint, the assumption of valid eligibility criteria that underlie a pragmatic correspondence
between performance and competition. Therefore, the pragmatic interpretations of the legitimacy of topmanagement values lie in the very fact that an economic reality can be built upon the relationship between
organizational identity and cultural identity.
In fact, the cultural identity finds its correspondent in the very organizational culture of the company.
Therefore, we believe that the level of education, the way in which such a dimension is perceived, is a
necessary and sufficient prerequisite for the sustainability of a business organization. In other words, we can
admit that a sustainable business can be linked to the idea of sustainable education. Therefore, the business
environment can greatly contribute to the implementation of the main aspects specific to sustainable
education/sustainable development.
Through education and social responsibility one can build something lasting. We are dealing here with
a shift from the moral entrepreneurship to the pragmatic entrepreneurship with some chalenges and
oportunities (Dale and Newman, 2005, 351-362). In this way, the pragmatic approach is also transposed into
the field of social responsibility. Thus, with the goal of increasing the value of the marketed brand name,
firms implement specific policies to empower their own employees.
In other words, the social responsibility allows for sustainability and business sustainability, but and for
the competences of the curriculum organiser (Anghel, 2017, 19-31) or higher education (Wiek, Withycombe
and Redman, 2010; Wals and Jickling, 2002, 221-232). This demarche is justified by the fact that any
consumer is willing to pay for a form of corporate responsibility characteristic to a specific company.
Therefore, the firm profitability becomes legitimate despite the fact that it does not have a correspondent
every time in the dimension of moral standards.
The transformations of the recent years both technologically and socially have led to a re-shaping of the
society and the human relations. We can thus see that there is also a re-configuration of the axiological
criteria at the company level. Thus, we notice that the ways to initiate and develop a business are totally
different in today's society than those at work at least 15-20 years ago.
In this respect, Domènec Melé (2009) captures three humanist trends in the development and progress
of business:
(1) a first trend highlights the relationship between the person and the organization, a trend that refers
to needs, desires, preferences found in the relationship between the employee and the employer; thus, some
of the large companies are interested in attracting the future employees which display potential to cling to the
structure of the organization (aiming at adapting the person employed to the organization);
(2) a second trend is to pay more attention to the development of the staff of business organizations in
which they operate;
(3) a third trend is that which takes into consideration the business as a community of people who
contribute to the enrichment of their own employees; in this case, companies are seen as entities that only
issue contracts for their own purpose.
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We note that the businesses themselves are described as activities whose development is grounded, on
the one hand, upon a humanist approach (the interests of the company come first) and, on the other hand,
upon a purely pragmatic approach (emphasis is placed on the development of organizations) through which
the personnel with a high potential can be attracted. Thus, we come to what the literature and practice call
humanitarian entrepreneurship (Hockerts, 2015, 83-106) or social entrepreneurship (Seelos and Mair, 2005,
241-246).
Under these circumstances, it is possible for the mission to express the coordinates on which the
organizations’ own development and growth strategy is guided in relation to the decision (philosophical or
pragmatic) taken by decision-makers. Moreover, by considering these aspects, the decision-makers (both
founders and top managers) try to provide solutions to the realization of the objectives deriving
(theoretically, not always and practically) from the statement of the organizational mission. Under these
conditions, the necessity of the existence of the mission and, implicitly, of course, of its formulation, we
consider it a priori to justify the development of a business.
However, the affirmation of the mission of business organizations, perceived as part of the strategy
(Taleghani and Liyasi, 2013, 32-39), reveals to a certain extent their philosophy through its very illustrative
function. Thus, it designs the framework for the organizational philosophy. Such an image expresses the
necessity of reconsidering the context in which the organizational mission is enunciated, namely the
conditions in which it is about to materialize, by reference to the specificity of understanding and intuition in
pragmatic, real terms, of how a successful business should be run.
The outlining of such parameters at the level of the business organization reveals that the decisionmaking process must be correlated/ adapted almost every time according to the value potential of what
constitutes the organizational culture itself. Perhaps, therefore, viewed as a dynamic system, the business
organization bases itself or, at least, should base its functionality on the human resource involved. Or, such a
human resource must justify in one way or another, the existence/need for an ethical/moral structure of that
organization.
In other words, can the sustainability of a business organization be provided by how sustainable is its
cultural/educational dimension? Of course, there may be answers for, respectively, against. But what we
want to discuss is itself a question of valorizing and capitalizing on managerial principles, as well as adapting
them to the social, economic, and political context.
The issue of the human nature, corroborated with the valuation criteria according to which the
humanistic strategy materializes, leads us to conclude that the managerial priorities must be associated with
the specific value system of the organizational culture. An example of this is found in the "Carbon for Water"
project launched in 2011 by the European Company Vestergaard Frandsen in Kenya. Thus, following the
implementation of this project, the Vestergaard Frandsen Company succeeded in materializing a business
model of humanistic nature to contribute to improving life of the Western Kenya province.
By distributing nearly one million of LifeStraw filters within this community, the carbon emissions
originally caused by the implementation of traditional water purification methods were cut, on the one hand,
and, on the other hand, the deforestations requiring a particular amount of firewood. This situation can be
exemplified by referring to the consequences resulting from the assumption of a certain type of
organizational (economic) behavior, consequences that can find valid explanations if we relate to
anthropological, psychological and social factors. (Walters, 2008, 1-116).
The image we wanted to bring into discussion is that the idea that the sustainable education can be
corroborated with the idea of economic sustainability (viewed as a whole). I have just seen before that the
skills in communicating are very important. (Ospina, 2000, 31-40) Such an assumption is justified, in our
opinion, by the fact that the education constitutes in the present society the most obvious form of expression
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and manifestation of the multicultural and intercultural reality. In the global business organizations we are
dealing with a multicultural/intercultural dimension today.
In another train of thoughts, the multiculturalism/interculturalism connects people, organizations,
social, morals and virtual spaces. The man of today's society, regardless of whether he is a social, political or
economic one, is the reflection of multiculturalism/interculturalism (and we do not want to make any
reference to the idea of globalization in this sense). We only want to highlight the idea that the sustainable
education connects, unites, but does not separate spirits. A sustainable education in the context of global
business management must accept the idea of multiculturalism/interculturalism sine qua non.
The strengthening of a multicultural society reiterates the very idea of cultural value and equity.
Moreover, the valorization of a culture can gain legitimacy insofar as it supports the idea of accepting new
rules within a universe of speech. Such a normative multiculturalism that can be subjected to a contextual
analysis has national representativeness at the level of interpersonal relationships. Such relationships are
implicitly also found at the level of the business organizations. They are sustainable relationships, because
sustainability in itself means humanity.
Conclusions and proposals
Starting from the idea that education is a right of all the people, we want to draw attention to the fact
that an active, effective communication between people is a first step towards understanding the dimension
of sustainability. Moreover, referring to the sustainability - whatever the context - means doing everything
possible to learn. Thus, the empowerment of decision-makers can be validated by accepting education for the
sustainability/sustainable development at the level of an education system.
Such a study, we believe, is useful to the extent that we accept the idea that the
sustainability/sustainable development research should be a whole. In other words, the sustainability itself
needs to be seen/perceived as a strategy at the level of the business organization. In other words, by
synthesizing those expressed in this scientific approach, we can draw the following ideas:
(1) When we want to analyze the idea of sustainability/sustainable economic development from the
perspective of business organizations, we must, in our opinion, consider ways of implementing
organizational strategies, enunciating the mission and implicitly what the organizational identity means. A
starting point for this, as we have shown in this paper, is innovation.
(2) The analysis of the idea of sustainability/sustainable economic development also involves the
discussion of the rationality-irrationality antinomy. The analysis of the economic principles reveals concrete
ways of understanding the activities related to a theory (and practice) of the consumer behavior in relation to
what we mean by sustainability/sustainable economic development.
(3) Understanding and accepting the idea of sustainable education can materialize and find its
usefulness to the extent that we are aware of the decisions and roles of the founders, implicitly, of the
decision-makers.
(4) The assumption of decision-making on how to impose organizational strategies for
sustainable management gives a distinct picture of the cultural and personality patterns; in other words,
the requirements and needs of the employees, customers and the community make it possible to outline new
variables in the implemented strategy, variables that are more relevant, as we have shown in this paper of a
context of change/context of adaptation;
The proposals that we are advancing as a result of the realization of this scientific approach as follows:
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1. The correspondence of the strategies set and assumed by the decision-makers must be closely in line
with the way in which the desirable coordinates of the active value sequences within the business
organization are established.
2. When implementing organizational strategies to validate a sustainable dimension at the level of the
business organization, we believe that it is necessary for the decision makers (in this case top managers) to
take into account the cultural and personality pattern of both the organization and of the employees within it.
This is the idea according to which there is a mutual conditioning between managerial strategies and the idea
of sustainability at the level of business organization. A starting point for this approach is that we find in the
relation between pragmatism and humanism, a relationship that is strongly anchored in the organization's
value register.
3. We believe that some of the research results can be highlighted in terms of the immediate applicative
potential of the theoretical recommendations promoted/supported by us at the level of the international
business environment. In other words, the comparative analyzes we have used in the structure of the thesis
and the argumentative line based upon each conclusion can provide suggestions/recommendations for the
executives who intend to define or adapt the mission and, last but not least, sustainable strategies within the
managed companies.
From the perspective of the recognition of a business environment, the role of sustainable education in
relation to a number of concepts such as innovation, mission, social responsibility, rationality, irrationality,
we can admit that this study proves to be useful, as far as we can identify in the business environment the
need to formulate and implement sustainable strategies as a point of support in assuming a successful
development philosophy of the organization. In addition, we believe that the study compiles and/or reports on
the main concerns of all those interested in the idea of sustainability in terms of undertaking responsible
behavior to support the top performance, but also to fulfill the social role of business organizations.
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Summary
The education for sustainability in the context of
Global Business Management
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Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania

The strategies found and applied in the dimension of global business management imply
methodological and economic interpretations intended to decipher specific significance and meanings. That
is the reason why the main purpose of this approach is to try to find out how social, economic, rationality,
irrationality and strategy can be correlated at the economic and social level with the idea of
sustainability/sustainable economic development.
At the same time, we are interested in seeing under what conditions a sustainability management can be
assumed in relation to the idea of organizational identity (performance, yield, etc.). In this regard, we
consider it relevant that such a correlation can be analyzed and explained from the perspective of the
company's ideas of innovation and philosophy. In fact, such a problem makes it possible to consider issues
related to the (re) updating the philosophy of the business organization in accordance with what the context
of change or the context of adaptation imply. In addition, we are considering an analysis of how decisionmakers (top managers) can assume their organizational identity and value system, all related to the dimension
of the entrepreneurial practices, corroborated with a range of internal/external factors.
We will also attempt to analyze the relevance of managerial strategies set up at the level of business
organizations as perceived by decision-makers, employees and founders in relation to the context of
change/adaptation. In this regard, we will consider, on the one hand, to discuss, on the one hand, a series of
models of connection and integration of value sequences in the system of business organizations, and on the
other hand, the ways of legitimizing their specific activities, in relation to a set of cultural and personality
patterns in the business world. Therefore, through the theme and subject that we propose in this scientific
approach, our analysis is scientific, epistemological, intuitive and comparative. Moreover, the premises from
which we begin in this research approach are built from analytical observations, sequentially conducted upon
renowned companies in global business management.
Keywords: Education for sustainability, ustainability, sustainability management, sustainable
development
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CRITICAL THINKING AND RESPONSIBLE CITIZENSHIP: A CASE FOR
LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION IN AZERBAIJAN
Mohammad Shayan
ADA University, Azerbaijan
Liberal Arts education has been at the heart of building great civilization since time immemorial.
Liberal Arts education is about liberating the person from mental slavery or from a prison without bars which
we cannot touch and feel. It’s about turning into an intellectual human with complex problem-solving ability,
so that his or her intellect can benefit the society. The word ‘Liberal’ has nothing related to political
connotation; rather, it is a progressive form of thought process. Liberal Arts education has been in our society
in many forms whether it’s the traditional teachings through our parents and relatives or complete degree
education from a college or university. The values have been there for a long time; but of late with
technology blurring the boundaries things have become complicated for masses to understand the importance
of Liberal Arts education.
Youth of 21st century have lost that professional respect for society and personal respect for
themselves which have affected society in so many ways whether it’s climate change, pollution, hyper
connectivity in a world of social media, loss of respect for parents, relatives and family. Divorce rate in
developed nations such as USA hovers around 53%, European Nations such as Italy, Spain above 60% and
Belgium over 70%. Technology has made travel and connectivity easier but difficult to live a family life. The
masses have been concerned about money and society has gone down in upholding the basic traditional
values.
It is, therefore, quite evident that liberal arts education has slowly but surely slipped into the realm of
elites who claim monopoly over it for the wisdom it engenders. The finest leaders in United Kingdom—19 of
the 50 British Prime Ministers—have come from one single college—Eton college—which teaches liberal
Arts education. The American Founding Fathers had laid the grounds for solid liberal arts education which
was literally free in USA until the 19th Century. Every great empire whether Austro-Hungarian or The
Ottomans and even the British Colonialists that rose to prominence had finest education system which made
their leaders visionary and ruled for hundreds of years.
Azerbaijan also has a long history of producing great leaders who led the country to not just
independence but to where it stands now. Azerbaijan has suffered poverty, economic crisis during the soviet
times, and post-independence it has shown great potential in reviving the economy of the nation. The country
has seen phenomenal economic growth from year from $5 Billion in 2000 to over $75 Billion in 2014, a
fifteen-fold increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Even the financial crisis of 2008 was handled
meticulously and, with current devaluation and economic downturn, the leadership is creating new avenues
for economic growth and establishing qualitative institutions for higher education, clearly indicating the
emphasis on higher education and long-term goals. Azerbaijan has moved rapidly in setting up educational
institutes which are a centre of excellence; for example, ADA University which was only recently established
is a beacon of excellence for the nation and receives the maximum number of foreign students every year.
The alumni are holding important positions in different national and international institutions across the
world.
This is the era of science and technology and as Moore’s law states “Every 18 months the number of
active transistors on a processor gets doubled.” This is the pace with which technology is changing and, as
such, society also adapts itself for the requirement of technical persons to lead those changes. The technical
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aspects get outdated in a couple of years but the base of Liberal Arts education once strongly established
would continue to create wonders for centuries. It was the strong Liberal Arts Education—Quadrivium and
Trivium—that has helped Europe and America to become prosperous and developed in the last century.
Technologists have developed an amazing interaction with the Liberal Arts, whether it is the comeback of
Steve Jobs to Apple, Dropout of Reed college or Bill Gates dropout of Harvard University, Ron Johnson
from Apple, Steve Ballmer from Microsoft or Jack Ma of Alibaba.
Liberal Arts is about developing the practical wisdom of a person so that they can deliver on different
fronts even in difficult times. The science, engineering, medicine or management graduates are more focused
on the earning potential of their degrees because of the investment in fees rather than the acquisition of moral
values. The consequences of churning out too many technical and management graduates has had its own
repercussions in developing nations such as India. In India over 2 million engineering and management
graduates are passing out and of which 20-30% students are not just unemployable but find it difficult to
think for themselves about the central questions of human life such as the goal is about making money or
bringing a change in the society which will help sustain a nation of over 1.2 billion in future.
In the 21st century where wars over the last 15 years has led to refugees all around the world—
especially after the Middle East crisis—there are almost five million refugees spread over Middle-East,
Europe and other parts of the world. Liberal Arts is the need of the hour to recognise our humanity,
sympathise and empathise with these people. Azerbaijan is slowly attracting a huge number of tourists over
the last two years and it’s a great opportunity to attract students from around and who knows the next Steve
Jobs is among these refugees.
It’s important for people to have intellectual ability to take decisions which can help build nations in
the long run. The word Liberal arts simply mean the person is liberated and has a free mind with which he
can think about himself and recognise his strengths and weaknesses. The issue today is people are educated,
have higher degrees but are unable to decipher their own strengths and weaknesses and require someone else
to tell them and lead them. Our education is churning out huge number of managers but not leaders. The
original thinkers whether Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi or Dr Martin Luther King have always been
labelled as threats because of the transformation they proposed but the ultimate result they achieved is a gift
for humanity. All such great transformers of their times have been product of Liberal Arts education system
that gave them the strength and perseverance to fight for the rights of the people and on the other side there
were people who want to maintain the status quo. A select few in the society have amazing privileges and the
rest of the masses are working day in and out to feed the family and end up paying taxes from their hardearned money for the select few to enjoy and create panama scandal. It is mostly because of the system of
education that we have in place where students get instructions for everything, being reactive rather than
proactive in their educational approach. Trivium in Liberal Arts constitutes Grammar, logic and rhetoric and
most of the students don’t even understand the power of the trivium as they are not taught in schools
especially for professional courses.
Sheikh Hamza Yusuf rightly says, “Anyone who masters the Trivium would become a major
formidable force on the planet.” It’s the power of liberal arts education that has led to accumulation of 99%
of the total wealth in the hands of less than 1% of the world’s population. The people at the top of the
pyramid have quality education and the wisdom required to lead but too much of wealth and power has
corrupted them and that’s what makes them to continue with that status quo. Money has brought power at the
disposal of the elites and as is often said, “Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
The influential people in the world have usually been the alumni of the top universities with great
emphasis on liberal Arts education. Liberal Arts education provided them that inner strength, courage, belief
in their ideas and the ability to take the risk that helps the most successful people stand out from the crowd.
In technological industry, hiring Liberal Arts graduate is the new norm. The coders are dreaming to change
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the world with more emphasis on artificial intelligence and cognitive computing leading to driverless cars,
trains, hyperloops, drones, pods and maybe planes and ships in near future. More and more philosophers and
social alchemists are brought in to connect with customers and help them believe in futuristic vision. For me
Apple wouldn’t have been the most valuable company in the world if Steve jobs had not dropped in that
calligraphy class to make Apple product a dream and desire to buy than merely just a phone or a mobile
device. A recent statement from United Arab Emirates (UAE) about building a city on Mars by 2117. Vision
looks great but the focus should not be on spending Petrol dollar to build it but rather building a great
foundation for learned men and women in the society. The craze of UAE for building tallest structure should
now move into building Centres of Excellence for Scientist, Philosophers, Historians etc. that will help
realize that futuristic dream.
One of the finest example of strong liberal arts education system is seen in British parliamentary
system where there is no fixed constitution. British law is quite dynamic and is frequently adjusted to
demands of the current scenario and prevailing conditions. In India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and many other
countries in Asia there are laws of 1860s of the colonial times and they are used to deal with crimes and
terrorism of 21st century. This provides a perfect example to deal with situational crisis that are arising in
21st century and there are politicians who act like scumbags and bootleggers not ready to change the laws
and allow the country to bleed as they fear terrorists attacking their families.
Education is not about making machines but making better humans who can lead universities,
government institutions and nations towards a better future. Azerbaijan has a growing number of Engineers,
Management Graduates and Medical practitioners, thus it’s imperative for Azerbaijani institutions to not just
make engineers and doctors but ensure they act like true Ambassadors for the Azerbaijani institutions and
represent the true hospitality of the Azerbaijani people. The courses offered at different courses should have a
great emphasis on leadership activities. My personal experience during MBA when majority of the students
collectively decided to drop out of Strategy & Leadership class and opt for Business Analytics class was
quite shocking. It either reflects that everyone in the class considered themselves as leaders or they just don’t
understand the importance of Strategy and Leadership in the current complex environment for the
government and corporates across the world.
One thing that defines it all is the leadership. The top leadership is always important because the
transformation comes from the top. The enlightened one, the most educated and well-read people make it to
the top. Decisions made at the top affects the other 99% of the masses whether it’s a company, university or a
nation. Judges have failed badly on many accounts, for fight against corruption, terrorism etc. So many
innocent lives have been lost because judges failed. A prima facie example is of a South Asian nation where
Judges under pressure have failed badly and have not been able to punish the guilty and which led to a
massacre of 132 school students on December 16, 2014. Bankers brought recession of 2008 but not one
banker was punished and put in jail. In one way or the other the Judiciary and political elites have
compromised and this is making countries economically and morally bankrupt.
The committee of World Economic Forum (WEF), 2017 didn’t allow the Prime minister of a South
Asian nation to be part of any session at the forum because of the corruption scandal as the WEF committee
finds it unethical to allow such a man to speak at such a respectable forum: how could judges allow him to
rule the country and let him decide the national security policies? Former British Prime minister David
Cameroon resigned after the country voted in favour of Brexit as he took the moral responsibility of the
failure to convince people not to vote in favour of Brexit. Barack Obama ruled USA for eight continuous
years, no allegations of corruption or any scandal regarding conflict of interest. David Cameroon and Barack
Obama are leaders who made mistakes and have been heavily criticized for their roles in Middle-East war,
refugee crisis, foreign policies, recessions etc. but, as leaders of great nations, didn’t get involved in scams
and increasing personal wealth.
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Most of the developing nations face the crisis of brain drain. My personal experience in Azerbaijan also
confirms the same. The highly-educated ones, in search of better salary, lifestyle or entrepreneurial avenues
are looking to move out of Azerbaijan. This is also an indication of the nations which accept these highly
qualified immigrants, their concern to improve the quality of their country by utilising the best minds from
across the world. If the government fails to provide opportunities for highly educated minds and
entrepreneurs to grow, then the problems of the developing nations will not be solved from outsiders. Lesser
bureaucracy, reduced taxes, benefits for Start-Ups has to be in place for the citizens and foreigners to invest
and enjoy the hospitality of the nation.
More and more institutions imparting liberal arts education must be established across the nation. They
will not just bring in quality education and giving towering leaders in future which in turn will keep the
society grounded to the reality or else even highly educated people when lose their morality create
unprecedented economic crisis, the likes of which we witnessed in 2008 and its repercussions are very much
even today. The definition of a superpower does not lie just in military strength and nuclear bomb but more
in economic and financial strength. The financial power is about generating money from different resources
and projecting a nation as investors paradise, that takes a lot of effort on government’s side. It should be a
long-term policy goal with strong emphasis on Liberal arts education system to make leaders who will serve
in different spheres such as Financial world, Military, Space agency, Technology, Automobiles and, above
everything else, the values of the people of that nation that would make it great. As Pakistani Poet Allama
Iqbal rightly said, “Nations are born in the hearts of Poets and philosophers” as they lay the strong foundation
of a nation and for us to implement their visionary power to build a great nation which represents true value
of a great education system.
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Summary
Critical Thinking and Responsible Citizenship: A Case for
Liberal Arts Education in Azerbaijan
Mohammad Shayan
ADA University, Azerbaijan

The predominance of business, science and technology in our contemporary globalised era, educational
curricula are increasingly becoming overly utilitarian in nature because of engineering, management, and
medical sciences whilst the liberal arts are blatantly ignored because of their perceived emptiness and futility
in the quotidian praxis of the labour market. Research would accentuate and contend that liberal arts
education must not be shelved aside and utterly side-lined in the Azerbaijani educational system but should
be encouraged. Liberal Arts has a history of producing great leaders and this is somewhat lacking in most
educational systems in the world, including Azerbaijan. This research would also demonstrate how the logic
and critical thinking which is mostly a product of a robust liberal arts education system is not futile but
profoundly essential even in the spheres of science, technology, management, and medicine.
Keywords: Azerbaijan, Leadership, Education, Liberal Arts, Critical thinking and Values
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SYSTEM FOR STUDENT ASSESSMENT
LINKED TO NEW CURRICULUM AND INTERACTIVE TEACHING METHODS:
EVIDENCES FROM THE MONITORING STUDIES IN AZERBAIJAN
Ulviyya Mikayilova
ADA University, Azerbaijan
Introduction
In 2009-2013 Azerbaijan implemented Second Education Sector Development Project (SESDP) aimed
at improving primary and secondary public education. The reforms were led by the Ministry of Education
with co-financing and technical assistance from the World Bank.
In order to evaluate the effect on the system through this major reform process, four research studies
were conducted (2010, 2012, 2013 and 2015 Studies). These studies intended to assess the reform process
and inform policy makers and the public at large on the effectiveness of reforms.
The curricular reform context: the challenges of implementation of new assessment strategies
In 1999, the Government approved the “Education Reforms Program of the Republic of Azerbaijan,”
which stressed the need for “adaptation of Azerbaijani education system to standards of the world education
system” (State Commission on Education Reforms of the Republic of Azerbaijan, p. 2). This goal was further
specified as integration of “Azerbaijani education into the European education system” as reflected in the
national education strategy (Presidential Office of the Republic of Azerbaijan, 2012, p. 4).
The education reform in Azerbaijan was proposed as an effective mechanism of channeling new
knowledge, skills, and values to school teachers. The new National Curriculum was introduced in 2006 and
implemented in schools since 2008 in order to address the increasing demand for high-level skills, creativity,
critical thinking, and lifelong learning and ultimately to building quality national human capital.
The new National Curriculum reform required teachers to adopt a new vision of students as active
learners with their own interests, learning styles, and strengths. It also required teachers to use a more
balanced assessment system stressing an importance of use of formative assessment strategies and so
introducing so called “assessment for learning” approach. This particular paper reflects the challenges
teachers face in light of on-going educational reforms in the Republic of Azerbaijan and particularly in light
of the introduction of new assessment strategies recommended for use in new curriculum implementation
process.
Methodological Note
Building on the analysis of two data sets: (i) teacher self-assessment survey (one of the areas of the
self-assessment questionnaire was focused on students’ assessment and evaluation practices); and (ii)
classroom observations of surveyed teachers, this paper examines the aspect of curricular reform in
Azerbaijan related to use of new assessment strategies and it reflects on teachers in order to understand their
challenges with assessing students’ learning.
Teachers were surveyed and their lessons were observed in 80 different schools (1) throughout the
four
studies.
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2010
•609 respondents
among 1-2 grade
teachers
•367 classrooms
observed

2012
•1169 respondents
among 1-4 grade
teachers
•1014 classrooms
observed

2013
•916 respondents
among 1-5 grade
teachers
•955 classrooms
observed

2015
•1000 respondents
among 1-7 grade
teachers
•1000 classrooms
observed

Importance of Effective Formative Assessment
Formative assessment has emerged as an “explicit domain of practice” (Heritage, 2010) based on
findings of research studies conducted by Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam in 1998. From their review, Black
and Wiliam (1998b) proposed that effective formative assessment involves the following:
 •teachers making adjustments to teaching and learning in response to assessment evidence;
 •students receiving feedback about their learning with advice on what they can do to improve; and
 •students' participation in the process through self-assessment.
They revealed that formative assessment was instrumental for realization of the largest gains by low
achievers (1998b). This was, and remains, a powerful argument for formative assessment (Heritage, 2010).
In new curriculum reform, formative assessment was recommended to be included as a component of
the assessment system along with summative and diagnostic assessment measures. The advantage of
formative assessment is that will both inform and improve teachers’ instructional planning and student
achievement.
The effectiveness of system for student assessment linked to new curriculum and interactive
teaching methods: Summary of Changes and Analysis
Increased a proportion of teachers using formative assessment
The implementation of the new curriculum requires the use of more effective assessments of student
learning. Formative assessment was introduced as an innovation in the area of assessment allowing more
effective tracking of students’ achievements and progress. The proportion of teachers using formative
assessment on a daily and weekly basis increased from 2010. In general, the self-assessment data indicates a
constant increase of the formative assessment use by teachers, and by 2015 more than half of teachers
(60,9%) use formative assessments on a daily basis and 24,2% several times per week. In effect the data
clearly shows that 85,1% of teachers are using formative assessment several times per week. If we also
include teachers reporting formative assessment used weekly and several times per month then the proportion
of teachers using formative assessments increases to 99%.
____________________________
Observational study followed the scheme of the new curriculum introduction in the country adding new grade level at each stage of the
study. Observed lessons covered all primary education spans during the baseline and midterm studies, and 5 th grade as the first year of secondary
during the final stage of the study.
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Chart 1. How frequently do you use assessment types to track students’ achievements? (%)

The core essence of the formative assessment is using it “for learning.” The results of ongoing
formative assessment should inform teachers on how to adjust the instruction to students’ diverse needs and
interests and critically reflect on the teaching and learning process so to better plan the lesson. However the
reported use of formative assessment does not necessarily mean that teachers are using formative
assessments “for learning”. The data below provides more in-depth understanding on that issue.
Although teachers have actively mastered interactive teaching strategies within the new
curriculum, they remain weak in assessing students’ critical thinking skills
The analysis of the assessment techniques used by teachers in the classroom suggests that assessment
remains one of the most problematic skills for teachers. The 2015 observational data analysis also allows
concluding that things did not change much throughout the Study stages, because the assessment practices
observed follow the same pattern as was observed and described in 2010, 2012 and 2013.
In comparison with the 2010 and 2012 study, the 2013 study results show a sharp increase in the
percentage of teachers using multiple choice tests as an assessment method. In comparison with the 2010
study, the use of multiple choice tests increases by over 60%, indicating that teachers are favoring summative
assessments over formative ones. Qualitative data indicate that probably teachers perceive on-going use of
tests and assessment of the memorization as a necessary aspect of the on-going formative assessment. These
findings matched with quantitative data as well. In 2015 about half of 4th and 6th grade students surveyed
within another study (SIGMA, 2015) confirmed that memorizing dates and facts is the best way to get a good
mark from teachers. Analysis of assessment practices observed in schools throughout all stages of the Study
allow suggesting that student’s understanding is being evaluated against prescribed content and terminology,
the timely usage of which allows teachers to judge about the effectiveness of learning, that’s why repetition
of the presented content is usually considered as a basis for the assessment of student learning. This
qualitative finding also may be served as an additional justification of the growing use of tests.
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Chart 2. Memorizing as the best way to get a good mark from teacher (%)

A considerable difference was found in the 2010, 2011, and 2013 results on the assessment approaches
used by teachers. From 2010 to 2011 the utilization of multiple choice tests to assess students radically
increased by nearly 68%. At the same time, the use of oral questions as an assessment technique decreased
by nearly 30%. In 2013, nearly the same proportion of teachers used multiple choice tests to assess their
students as did oral questions. However, teachers continue to favor summative assessment over formative
ones. The qualitative data confirms that teachers rely on specific content to assure achievement of learning
goals. In that teaching context the qualitative data analysis revealed that strategies as formative assessment
which regarded as “assessment for learning” appears to be meaningless and needless and whatever is being
done as criteria-based formative assessment continues to be mere rewriting of the criteria given in the
textbooks to the students’ dairies and copy books.
An increased a proportion of teachers identify assessment criteria based on students’ level
The proportion of teachers identifying assessment criteria based on content standards slightly increase
since the 2010 study from 37% in 2010 to 38,5% in 2015. By 2015 every fourth teacher (26,5%) assessed
students based on topic goals and objectives. A proportion of teachers identifying criteria based on students’
level increased comparing 2012 and 2013 data (34,6% in 2015 vs. 25,7% in 2013 vs. 19,3% in 2012 vs.
44,4% in 2010).
Based on the 2013 qualitative data the minor achievement in the area of developing the assessment
criteria specific for the subject-area was reported. This condition was observed in 2015 as well, but the
criteria itself requires analysis of the quality of assessment tasks and the extent to which assessment criteria
are aligned with the subject-area standards and effectiveness as an instrument that allows making conclusions
about the students’ work in the classroom. It is important to highlight that 2015 observational data continues
showing uneasy and troublous situation with the implementation of criteria-based student assessment
methods and types of assessments throughout the schools participated in the Monitoring Studies. Be that as it
may, the MOE assessment method does respond to the World Bank’s Learning Assessment Indicator. This
indicator measures whether the basic elements of a learning assessment system exist at the primary level, and
the degree to which that assessment is able to provide useful information for education policy and practice.
The system for Learning Assessment at the MOE responds positively to the five test questions in the World
Bank Guidelines for measuring this core indicators, namely:
 •The official purpose of the assessment is to measure overall student progress toward agreed system
 learning goals;
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 •The assessment is given to a representative sample or census of the target grades or age levels.
 •Data are analyzed and results are reported to education policymakers and/or the public;
 •Results are reported for at least one of the following student subgroups: gender, urban/rural,
 geographic region;
 •The assessment exercise is repeated at least once every 5 years for the same subject area(s) and
 grade(s).
Teachers use fixed MOE prescribed criteria that are universal for each subject areas and grade levels;
this approach eliminates possibility to examine effectiveness of learning process against the specific learning
goals. Important fact is that those criteria did not receive serious critical revision since the first years of
curriculum implementation and remained as an appendage to the instructional process limiting chances for
teachers to collect data on students’ learning and development. The most important thing is that formative
assessment how it is applied in the observed classes at all stages of the study is not used to reveal background
knowledge and did not focus on thinking strategies of students, so it could not provide an answer on how the
students arrived at the answers they provided. As a fact this aspect of formative assessment is regarded as the
most important feature that makes classroom student-centered (Honey, 2007).
Since the effective use of interactive teaching methods require meeting students’ needs, abilities and
interests, the increase of the proportion of teachers identifying assessment criteria based on students’ level is
in a compliance with the increase of teachers using interactive teaching methods effectively. However, the
study data confirms that the use of new assessment methods is a challenge in the reform process. Teachers do
not share unanimous understanding with regards to identification of assessment criteria. This diverse
understanding likely brings about differences in teachers’ assessment in practice. That finding also may be
referred to the weaknesses of the methodological guidance provided to teachers at the school level.
Teachers indirectly admitted the weakness of the methodological support. When asked to make
recommendations for the improvement of the new curriculum application 38,6% of teachers respondents in
2015 indicated need for more clarity with assessment standards:
Table 1: What would you recommend for the improvement of the new curriculum application?
Recommendations
Assessment standards should be clearer and more objective

#
386

%
38,6

The Monitoring Study findings related to use of assessment are in a compliance with the findings of the
C. Johnston and L. Burton report (2013): “The new… assessment approach appeared to be one of the most
difficult components to implement. While teachers found value in using formative assessments, they
frequently spoke about the time intensity required for implementation. In addition, teachers did not appear to
know how to use the results of the assessments in planning their future lessons”.
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Chart 3. How do you identify the assessment criteria? (%)

That finding could also probably justifies the growth of the use of multiple choice tests to assess
memorization and facts. If teachers are being challenged by new assessment system they try to meet the
assessment complexity in practice through the use of easier manageable solutions: i) tests (assessment tasks
prepared as a resource for teachers) and ii) assessment of memorization. However easier solutions are not
necessarily effective ones.
Increased proportion of teachers considering new assessment as helpful in the teaching process
The study revealed that the majority of teachers accept formative assessment methods as helpful in the
teaching process especially in terms of i) developing students’ self-assessment skills (55,3% in 2015 vs.
53,6% in 2013); meeting individual learning needs of students (40,9% in 2015 vs. 39,2% in 2013) and iii)
collecting information necessary for preparation to future lessons (39,1% in 2015 vs. 36,5% in 2013).
Almost no teachers considered them as useless. Prior to the curriculum reform process, tests were
rarely used for assessing students’ knowledge and skills. The market was not offering tests and teachers were
either preparing a single task for all students or were developing tasks of different difficulty levels. However,
after the creation of the university admission system, both the State Students’ Admission Commission and
private firms introduced a large variety of tests into the market. While the new curriculum requires
assessment of “soft skills” such as creativity and critical thinking, the tests developed by the State Admission
Commission and private businesses are based on the assessment of fact memorization and content. The
proportion of students admitted to universities and their admissions exam score are currently considered as
the main indicator of school quality. Parents, as well as the public at large, share this assessment of school
quality. Teachers have begun to make consistent use of the market of offered tests in order to better prepare
students for future examinations.
In general, the confusing and challenging results of the study with regards to the use of new assessment
methods reflect the current complicated situation which drives teachers to adapt their assessment methods
and techniques to both the new curriculum and the demands of parents and society. That is a policy task
which has to be resolved by the Ministry of Education and the State Admission Commission in order to
sustain the curriculum reform efforts over time.
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Table 2: How assessment methods help you in your work?

To make students acquire initial knowledge and skills
To develop students’ self-assessment skills
To learn individual characteristics of students
To collect information necessary for preparation to future
lessons
To assess the level of effectiveness of the teaching
process for each student and assess student’s learning
Other
Does not help

2015
Formative
#
%
156
15,6
553
55,3
409
40,9
365
36,5

2013
Formative
#
%
174
19,2
487
53,6
356
39,2
355
39,1

230

23,0

176

19,4

24
11

2,4
1,1

9
21

1,0
2,3

The majority of teachers believe that new assessment methods create opportunities for assessing
students’ skills and are more relevant to new curriculum and interactive teaching methods
The survey also revealed that by 2015 surveyed teachers share a strong opinion that new assessment
methods provide better opportunities for student assessment (52,8%) and are more relevant to new
curriculum and interactive teaching methods (72,3%).
Chart 4. Which assessment methods create opportunities for assessing student’s skills? (%)

More than third of surveyed teachers (38,4%) do not want to go back to old assessment methods.
However, still the majority (59,6%) of surveyed teachers want to go back to old assessment methods either
fully or on some subjects.
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Chart 5. Would you like to come back to old assessment methods? (%)

Almost all surveyed teachers (96,1%) think that they are either fully or partially prepared to use of new
assessment methods.
Chart 6.How would you assess your preparedness to use of new assessment methods? (%)

Concluding Remarks
In general the Monitoring Study data on the use of new assessment methods looks positive. Progress
was reported on many aspects related to use of new assessment strategies. New curriculum has introduced a
new view of assessment and new assessment methods. It seems almost all the teachers indicated support to
this innovation. Data analysis indicated that teachers employ various assessment methods on an on-going and
regular basis. A high proportion of teachers think that assessment methods do create opportunities for
assessing students’ skills. The majority of teachers reported that they are proud of their achievements with
use of new assessment strategies.
However, the Monitoring Study data analysis indicates that assessment and evaluation of student
achievement remains among the biggest challenges for teachers in the process of new curriculum
implementation. Despite teachers positively assessed new assessment methods, the effectiveness of new
assessment methods in assessing students’ achievements and their relevance to the new curriculum and use of
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interactive teaching methods, teachers mainly use multiple choice tests and assess memorization of the
content.
According to assessment experts (NRC, 2000; CCSSO, 2008; Heritage, 2010), the main problem with
use of formative assessment at the classroom level “lies in the… assumption that formative assessment is a
particular kind of the measurement instrument, rather than a process that is fundamental and indigenous to
the practice of teaching and learning” (Heritage, 2010). Most probably, the further education reform efforts
in Azerbaijan should be focused on facing that challenge.
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Summary
The Effectiveness of System for Student Assessment linked to New Curriculum and Interactive
Teaching Methods: Evidences from the Monitoring Studies in Azerbaijan
Ulviyya Mikayilova
ADA University, Azerbaijan

Building on the analysis of the teacher self-assessment survey and classroom observations of surveyed
teachers, this paper examines the aspect of curricular reform in Azerbaijan related to use of new assessment
strategies. The Monitoring Study (2010-2015) data reported on progress on many aspects related to use of
new assessment strategies. Data analysis indicated that teachers employ various assessment methods on an
on-going and regular basis. A high proportion of teachers think that assessment methods do create
opportunities for assessing students’ skills. However, the Study data analysis indicates that assessment and
evaluation of student achievement remains among the biggest challenges for teachers in the process of new
curriculum implementation, and teachers continue mainly assessing memorization of the content. The paper
presents the analysis of teacher challenges with use of formative assessment for assessing students’ learning.
This analysis may be helpful in the further national education reform processes.
Key words: Curriculum reform, monitoring studies, teacher self-assessment, formative assessment
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Introduction
It is fact that present era has been changed from its past due to innovations of science and technology.
The difference between the developed and the developing countries is of due to science and technology.
Before the innovations and adaptation of technology, science education is necessary which provides basis for
both innovations and technology.
In the world, science and technology are growing very quickly but scientific and technological
development requires the development of science education. Science education provides good standards for
people and leads to cultural development. While industrialized countries are giving emphasis to science
education, some non industrial countries are not able to succeed because of deficiencies such as curriculum&
inadequate resources. (1)
Anyhow, culture does not remain separate due to these innovations and technology effects on societies.
This is why it is called that developed are developed on the cost of developing countries. This means that
developed countries adopt such policies to exploit the developing countries. Similarly, science education
techniques are being adopted by the developed countries. Science Process Skills are also being adopted by
the rich counties. While in developing countries are far behind in the way to development.
Any teaching intervention in science process skills reported its efficiency in increasing students’ or
teachers SPS (Science Process Skills) as compared to the existing tradition instruction. However few students
have attempted to compare variety of learning models (problem based learning cooperative learning) with
one another. (2)
Science and technology
Anyhow, new inventions in the field of science & technology play great role in the daily lives of people
and making their life style advance.
If we define science, it will be clear that that science is theoretical as well as practical also; science is
systematic way which involves observation and experimentation while technology is the practical application
of science which helps in improving the quality of life.
Science education gives children an awareness of technology and develops their personal experiences.
Practical skills encouraged in technological activities, help children to acquire resources of knowledge and
intellectual and physical skills. Science education requires financial support professional’s effective planning,
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resources for effective implementation, science literacy; development of intellectual’s skills and sequencing
of material. (3)
Impact of education on the economic activity of individuals & societies
As concerned the impacts of education on individuals and on the societies, in these ways, inhabitants
of each country have ways according to their level of development. Therefore same ways are adopted on the
base of technology and innovations.
There is now robust evidence that human capital is a key determinant of economic growth and
emerging evidence indicates that it is also associated with a wide range of non economic benefits such as
better health and well being. Investment in human capital and by implementation in education has thus
moved to center stage in strategies to promote economic prosperity, fuller employment and social cohesion.
(Unity and solidarity) (4)
With investing on societies, we can build future societies and nations rather than the only individuals.
Improved Health
With education people are better prepared to prevent diseases and to use health services effectively. It
is also famous proverb that healthy body has healthy mind. Therefore, good health is necessary for
performing their duties in good manners.
High wages & Economic Growth
It is fact that literacy rate is playing an important role in the development of society which will be
possible with the improved standard of living of inhabitants of concerned economy. People of poor countries
also migrated to developed countries on the basis of higher wage rate.
No country has ever achieved continuous and rapid growth without reaching an adult literacy rate of at
least 40 % democracy and political Stability.(5)
For the development of society and economic activities, political stability is essential, otherwise no
will invest money in such economy which has political instability. This is also the main problem of
developing countries.
The international trend toward technical education contributes to economic development. The scientific
basis of this notion is examined by examining criteria for social choice in education: efficiency equity,
employment effect, social demand satisfaction and flexibility benefits.(6) International and global trend also
refers to importance of scientific knowledge. This is main advantage of the present developed countries that
they have adopted the modern innovations in their economies through institutional infra structure. And
present era, they are using these modern technologies in their all sectors.
Today technology reaches well beyond the class room to serve the needs of learners with disabilities,
rural inaccessibility or being home schooled have more options open to them to learn and investigate.
Through internet connection students and teachers have a portal and connection to every part of the world.
Computers can open pathway that stimulates learning also. (7) Through internet now information can be
gained about any topic, personality and about any institution also without wasting time and money. This
thing has popularized those that are online and showing results to the communities of the world.
As well as focusing on the impact of a particular policy intervention such as girls’ scholarships, hiring
contract teachers or de-worming students I aid is directed at planning and data collection such as with EMIS,
how should impact be judged for contracting to such basic capabilities necessary for addressing education
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development and identifying the areas requiring prioritization and the policy interventions to address them?
(8)
Training of Science teachers
For the developing countries, for changing the circumstances and conditions of their societies, only
the way is spreading the scientific knowledge. For this first the educated and scientific staff of experts is
necessary.
Many studies suggest that more qualified and experienced science teachers are associated with higher
levels of achievement in science more often than not. Attracting and retaining sufficient number of science
graduates into the teaching profession remains a serious problem in countries where these graduates are high
in demand and are better paid in private sector in other occupation. They must be provided training for high
results. ( 9)
Practical Sciences
Anyhow, the implementation of scientific knowledge and spreading it is not so much easy and short
term because, this will be long term project which will be adopted without any break or gap.
The costs of learning material may be problematic. Costs need to at level that ensures access. What the
costs are and how they are made up is a market specific question. This is a complex area since learning
materials production has become a global business.(10)
Incentives for changing preferences and behaviors
Without the strong collaboration of parent teacher role with the students, no goals can be fruitful till the
triangle has best cooperation and trust on one another. But this is also the problem in developing nations due
to illiteracy of parents. Monetary incentives have been used to produce changes in the behavior and
preferences of agent involved both in the provision and utilization of education services, namely teachers,
students and parents.(11)
Furthermore, for the poor students and orphan student, financial assistance can play vital effective role
for spreading education and improving the standard of living of its inhabitants.
Besides this, educated mothers will be proved more useful regarding students’ or children’ achievement
in education, Further if the mother will be married in teen age, this will be less beneficial for their children
than those mother who are married late. Due to late marriages in women, there will be two advantages;
firstly, mothers will be able to complete their education and they will be able to better take care than teen
agers, Secondly, due to late marriages, population problem will be solved automatically because the fertility
period will remain less due to late marriages.
Delaying marriage age of young women in parts of the developing world has significant positive
effects for their children, a new study shows. The research conducted by academics at the university of
Sussex, in collaboration with researchers at the University of Washington at Seattle and the World Bank, at
data from tens of thousands of households across India. It uncovers that children of women who got married
later are more likely to complete their required vaccination have higher weight and more likely to enroll at
school and attain better grades.(12)
For getting good results and for implantation of scientific learning, teen age marriage should be
banned where sometimes some aged behave these young girls just for sexual enjoyment just like animals by
using injections for vitality because in these cases these mothers have some physically and mental problems
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due to extra sexual torture. Then they cannot look after their children well. So in developing countries, late
marriages will be useful for children and the mothers itself also. This does not mean that late marriage has
not any problems but this may have but quite differently.
As concerned the advantages of scientific knowledge and its abuses, these rely on human beings. This
is just like knife its positive use will prove useful while its negative use will prove it negative.
Scientific Knowledge is neither good nor bad in itself. It is man who puts it to a good or bad use. We
know that now-a-days everything is being done with the help of big and small machines. In present age, we
get our flour mills which grind our grains. We do not walk on foot even to small distance cycles; scooter and
auto rickshaws are used to going to school, colleges and offices. Thus the place of manual work has been
taken by machines, this has made the people weak and unhealthy.(13)
This is historical fact that as the scientific developments are prevailing, the manual work is being
decreased day by day. Therefore, men and women had to join fitness clubs. Still those persons who are
involved such type of works in which manual labor or work is done, they will not to join such type of Jims or
clubs for fitness because their work keep them fit.
Besides this, now e-books are being used rather than hard books but there is problem with soft data
besides its many advantages. In most advantages, main is that now, there is no need to pick up sacks of heavy
books because no in flash hundreds of books may be saved as a soft data but now plagiarism and hacking
problems arouse.
Some effects of the use of computer for economic purposes is that data collected, through may be
misleading or misused. It is difficult to define economic data accurately. The increase use of the computer
also favors the quantitative rather than qualitative.(14) Anyhow, this is the dilemma situation regarding
qualitative and quantitative. In actual this is qualitative as well as quantitative which depends upon the
persons who are gaining much more than the other one.
Anyone seeking to tackle the problem facing the developing world must remember two simple facts of
life. First, none of these problems- form food shortages and the spread of diseases, to achieving sustainable
economic growth- can be addressed without the use of science and technology. (15)
Besides this, the real situation is that now food shortage has been covered through storage facilities and
with increasing the soil productivity. Therefore now in a season, different crops are gained with increasing
the soil productivity by scientific technology.
Anyhow, as the productivity of labor and soil will be different in different regions, similarly the
learning outcomes of scientific knowledge will be quite different in each level and in each region also. This
will be because of domestic atmosphere and learning capability.
Even learning outcomes are adequate, very few students continue on to secondary level school, past
grade 5 or even through grade 10, does not improve them significantly. In impoverished regions, the vast
majority will not secure formal employment and will be supported primarily through subsistence level.
Agriculture, Trading, and Health outcomes in these regions are also dire. (16)
It has been observed that students of developed nations have more intelligence and will power than the
students of poor countries. Similarly the women of developed societies are more productive than those
women who are residing in developing countries. This is because of available resources which are not same
in both types of countries. Besides this, with in the each society, the difference remains in considering the
each gender also. But this consideration of gender difference is lying more than the poor one.
Generally, women in such countries (developing countries) receive less education than their male
counterparts. More over poorer cultures tend to view girls as less valuable than boys, in that they may be less
capable to perform physical labor. (17)
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Anyhow, UNESCO study also shows the relationship between the education and economic growth that
there is positive relationship between the education and the economic growth which stresses the importance
of knowledge and scientific education.
A study of the relationship between education and economic growth in sixteen “emerging economies”
has found that investments in secondary and higher education- and not just primary education- are more
beneficial than many may have realized. The study carried out jointly by the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization and the organization for economic cooperation and development of 30
industrialized countries supports a shift in thinking that has occurred in recent years towards a greater
appreciation of the value of higher education for developing countries. (18)
Conclusion
To sum up, it may be stated that the scientific knowledge requires that it must be implemented. But
before implementation, the basic differences must be considered and valued. The main problem with the
developing countries is that most of developing countries want to develop their economy without solving
their problems and improving infrastructure also. Furthermore, for improving standard of living for the poor
and needy, financial assistance is necessary if we want to see them educated with the knowledge of science.
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It is fact that there is wide difference in the countries on the base of science and technology as the
developed countries and developing countries also. Science provides the theories while technology is the
practical proof of knowledge. For spreading the scientific activities, in the societies, scientific experts and
scientists must be according to the needs of societies otherwise their efforts will not be fruitful. Actually this
does with the developing countries. Besides this developing countries remain developing due to their
backward policies in learning and adaptation of modern technology infrastructure. Besides this in developing
countries there is wide difference considered between both genders. Sometimes developing countries adopt
such technological knowhow which does not suitable for their infrastructure and needs. Such type of policies,
not only take them more backward but also increases the gap to gain the developmental stage. Further the,
culture and social rites are also against the way to achieve the destination of developmental stage. Besides
this, in developing countries research is done through negative and shortcut ways neglecting its
consequences. Anyhow, in this article it is tried, that why the govt. attempts and policies remain ineffective.
This actually must be done when needs demand because late financing and late adoption in scientific
knowhow and ignoring the problems of deprived people enhances the problems of the poor people and the
poor countries also. Therefore without imitating the rich and the developed countries, poor must be adopt
such policies which are suitable for their people according to their infrastructure.
Key words: Science, technology, developed world, deprived people, industrialized
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Introductory Notes: What was the Driving Force for Conducting this Particular Research?
From 2003 to 2011, Azerbaijan heavily invested in the inclusive education reform led by multiple
governmental and non-governmental players. However, the reform had a limited impact upon the national
education policy. Regular schools in Azerbaijan have yet to accept children with disabilities (CWD) and
provide quality education to them. Why? Which factors contributed to that limited impact? What were the
successes and failures on the way from segregation towards inclusive education for CWD?
We attempted to respond these questions, using the framework of W.D. Haddad and T. Demsky
(Haddad &Demsky, 1995) for analysis of inclusive education reform in Azerbaijan.
In 2013, the Government of Azerbaijan adopted a new national education development strategy which
identified inclusive education among its top strategic goals. That means that Azerbaijan has begun a new
inclusive education reform. We hope that this analysis can “highlight the areas that need particular attention
to promote inclusive education and strengthen policy development” (UNESCO, 2009, p.7).
The First Policy Cycle: A Case of an Externally Influenced, Issue-Focused, Incremental
Approach
Since independence, Azerbaijan has ratified major conventions related to human and child rights and
thus has taken on certain obligations, including ensuring “the establishment of inclusive education without
discrimination of persons with disabilities” (Mardanov, 2011, p.417). Although, internationally the term
‘inclusive education’ has been increasingly understood more broadly, at the national level, inclusive
education reform initially targeted CWD only.
According to the national Education Law (2009), CWD have a right to education and cannot be
discriminated based on health status. However, the Education Law entitled CWD to special or integrated
education; and the Special Education Law (2001) stated that CWD could be accepted to regular schools if
those schools can ensure relevant conditions. To rephrase the thought of international scholars, Azerbaijan’s
national legislation was based on the ideas that: (1) children are different, and (2) these differences are
considered liabilities rather than assets (Nilholm 2006, cited in Göransson, Nilholm&Karlsson, 2011, p. 543).
It is necessary to note, that Azerbaijan’s reform efforts began without a clear understanding of the size
and scope of the problem. According to UNESCO, “inclusive education systems and societies can only be
realized if governments are aware of the nature of the problem…the size and character of the out-of-school
populations” (UNESCO, 2009, p.21). However, a precise data on a number of CWD was not available in the
beginning of the reform. According to the data released to public in 2011, about 15% of CWD only were
educated (Mardanov, 2011, p. 417).
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Justification for the Reform
In the early 2000s, the Government of Azerbaijan introduced an inclusive education reform on
mainstreaming CWD at the level of Early Childhood Education as well as primary education. Some scholars
define the concept of mainstreaming as being “focused on how to integrate pieces into established wholes”
(Göransson, Nilholm&Karlsson, 2011, p.543). This definition could be referred to the national inclusive
education reform, as well. CWD were attempted to be integrated into mainstream schools without major
changes at the level of regular schools.
“A policy change is normally a response to a problem or set of problems in the sector”(Haddad
&Demsky, 1995, p.24). In Azerbaijan, in the beginning of the reform, segregated education of CWD was not
recognized as a problem. Similar to other post-Soviet countries, Azerbaijan had a long tradition of special
education provided in special schools. Prior to the reform, the society at large believed that this was the only
way to educate CWD.
In 2001, a singular but very different look at the special educational provision in Azerbaijan was
provided by a UK citizen who conducted research on the situation in boarding schools; but that research was
never published and was not widely known (Gwen Burchell, 2001).
Thus, the first cycle of inclusive education reform in Azerbaijan was not aimed to resolve the problem
of segregated education of CWD but rather to bring an issue of inclusive education to the national
educational landscape. The justification for the reform could be identified not as inclusive vs. segregated
education for CWD, but rather segregated education with added inclusive education component. This seems
to be in line with findings of international scholars that “the notion of inclusive education is often
misinterpreted and considered as a progressive continuum stemming from a special education
needs”(D’Alessio, 2011,p. 23).
The issue of inclusive education was brought about to the Government agenda by local civil society
activists and donor organizations. This probably means that the first cycle of the national inclusive education
reform was heavily influenced by external forces, and the reform process started by relying on “interaction
rather than on a complete analysis of the situation”(Haddad &Demsky, 1995, p.20).
The MoE chose the incremental path of reforming education of CWD through introducing the new
policy on a pilot basis. While many scholars define inclusion as a “radical challenge to prevailing ideas and
practices of existing education systems (Barton &Armstrong, 2003) (cited in K. Göransson,
C.Nilholm&K.Karlsson, 2011, p. 542), the incremental path means that “no sweeping or drastic reforms
should be attempted; only incremental and limited policy adjustments can be made…,”which “are expected
to remedy an improving the existing situation”(Haddad &Demsky, 1995, p.20).
A Situation Leading to Policy Formulation
In 2005, the MoE began the implementation of a State “Development program on organization of
education of children with special needs (CWD) (2005-2009)”. The program was particularly aimed to the
“provision of the education right of the children; realization of their transfer to the inclusive education; equal
opportunities for education of children in educational institutions; strengthening social security of the
children under the State care; …adjustment of the technical and educational capacity of special education
institutions to the modern standards” (Mardanov, 2011, p. 418). The Program funding was primarily
allocated for improving facilities of special schools, but was also allocated for staffing pilot inclusive schools
and kindergartens with teacher-assistants (TAs).
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The pilot project offered parents of children with mild and moderate disabilities an opportunity to
mainstream their children on a voluntary basis. Teachers and TAs were trained and mentored on inclusive
education methodology on a continuing basis. Technical assistance was provided by the Council for
Exceptional Children (CEC), the largest professional special education association in the USA (Lesko,
Ziegler,Mikayilova, Roels, 2010).
The MoE did not invest in strengthening the learning environment in pilot regular schools. It is also
necessary to note that donors as well invested neither in making schools physically acceptable to CWD nor in
the organizational development of pilot schools, for example, school improvement and school leadership.
Despite the fact that inclusive education concept “calls for major reform within ordinary schools” (UNESCO,
2009, p. 8), and necessitates schools to re-examine what they teach, how they teach and how they assess
learner’s performances, the first cycle of the national inclusive education reform was lacking a whole school
approach.
Haddad and Demsky define issue-based approach to policy making as a “short-term decisions
involving day-to-day management or, as the term implies, a particular issue” (Haddad &Demsky, 1995, p.
18).This was evident in the context of the national inclusive education reform. The MoE was making shortterm decisions in order to ensure a smooth implementation of the pilot project such as decreasing a standard
classroom size for inclusive classrooms, creating TA positions in pilot schools, allowing special
psychological-medical-pedagogical commission to refer CWD to pilot project schools, allowing pilot schools
to accept those children, and providing transportation fees to families of mainstreamed children.
By 2011, inclusive education was piloted in 17 schools and 13 kindergartens in several regions in the
country. 268 CWD were mainstreamed to inclusive classrooms. This was an average size of a special
educational institution. With donor funding, inclusive education course was developed and adopted as a
selective course at the State Pedagogical University, as well in-service teacher training institute.
The MoE never formally commissioned an evaluation of the pilot projects in order to have a “complete
analysis of the situation to develop a blueprint for solving problems” (Haddad &Demsky, 1995, p.20). Donor
organizations funded four consequent research studies conducted during 2003-2011 which revealed a
positive impact of inclusive teaching practices to children, both those with disabilities and typical ones, as
well as parents and school community. The particular importance of these research studies was that they
responded to “one of the major questions countries need... to answer was whether or not a demand existed for
the reform, and piloting permitted this” (Haddad &Demsky, 1995, p.69).
CWD mainstreamed to pilot inclusive classrooms were provided with necessary services and specialists
through contracting community-based rehabilitation centers (CBRCs) mainly run by leader parent of CWD.
The service provision was funded during the first years of the pilot projects and then parents were
recommended to approach the CBRCs by themselves. Similar to other post-Soviet countries undertaking
inclusive education reform, (Michalchenko, 2012; Smekhova, 2013; Jugaylo, 2014) the lack of special
support services to CWD in regular schools has remained a barrier for a meaningful inclusion in Azerbaijan.
During 2006-2015, the MoE implemented another important State Program On Alternative Care and
Deinstitutionalization. The main goal of the Program was to promote a transfer of children with special needs
including those with disabilities from institutions to biological or alternative families and establishing family
and community-based support and rehabilitation services. However, inclusive education was not a part of the
program. This was limiting possibilities for linking that social service reform program with inclusive
education reform efforts.
By 2011, within that State Program seven special boarding schools were “transformed” into “special
schools with inclusive education component” and four special social service providing centers were set up at
the transformed institutions. In practical terms, transformation of special boarding schools meant setting up
supplementary services, as well “opening doors” to typical children from the community.
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Article 24 of the UN Convention on Disability Rights “envisages the development of inclusive
education, and the closing down of segregated schools, internationally” (D’Alessio, 2011, p. xi). In order to
do that UNESCO recommended “the gradual transition… of special schools into resource centers with
outreach services to support the regular school system and offer guidance to families in their efforts to
support their children”(UNESCO, 2009, p. 18). However, through the transformation of special schools into
“special schools with inclusive component” the MoE created a “hybrid” special schools in Azerbaijan which
were envisioned as a combination of special school, inclusive school, and rehabilitation and family
counseling center -all in one. The issue of hybridity as a kind of “local variation,.…different degrees of
application…” in political agendas was particularly stressed by Stephen J. Ball (Ball, 1998, p.125) when he
was analyzing processes of translation, “localization and reconceptualization involved in the realization…of
policy in special national … settings”. Probably through the hybridization of special education the MoE was
trying to reduce “the limitations of traditional …education” (K. Göransson, C.Nilholm&K.Karlsson, 2011,
p.543).
The generation of policy options
By 2011, the MoE had three policy options for planning further reform: (I) scaling up piloted inclusive
education all around the country; (II) creating an inclusive school per district acting as a hub capable and
resourced to mainstream CWD at the district level; and (III) gradually expanding piloted inclusive teaching
practices to other regular schools, as well as transforming special institutions into schools with inclusive
education component (“hybridization” of special schools/institutions).
Looking at policy options
Most probably, these policy options were evaluated in an informal way:
(I) Option on scaling up inclusive education practices to all regular schools
This option had obvious limitations: (i) there was no proposed a mechanism for provision of
supplementary services to CWD at the level of regular schools (in addition to the lack of qualified
specialists); (ii) country-wide replication of inclusive education meant a significant increase in a number of
TAs and thus significant increase in public funding allocations to regular schools; (iii) transportation of CWD
was also an issue because if the majority of CWD attend inclusive schools they will need transportation
allowances or provision of transportation means; (iv) assessment of achievements of CWD also remained
problematic.
In traditional assessment prevailing in local public schools “subject-based academic performance is
often used as an indicator of learning outcomes,” while in inclusive education‘ learning achievement’ needs
to be conceived more broadly as the acquisition of the values, attitudes, knowledge and skills required to
meet the challenges of contemporary societies” (UNESCO, 2009, p. 6). Many mainstreamed CWD were not
able to demonstrate “typical” academic performance. That was considered by traditional educational
community, education authorities and special education community as an evidence of poor relevancy of
inclusive education methodology. J. Evans and I. Lunt’s analysis of “the contradictions in government policy
and the ambivalence of practitioners” in the context of England and Wales led them to conclude that “in
order for a fully inclusive system to evolve, there would need to be a huge shift in the culture, organization
and expectations of schooling” because traditional school “does not sufficiently recognize and cater for
individual difference”(Evans&Lunt, 2002, p.42).
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(II) Option on single inclusive “hub” school per district
Transportation of CWD to a single inclusive “hub” school did not seem to be feasible, especially in the
remote rural area and big cities.
Both options were evaluated and most probably rejected in terms of desirability, affordability and
feasibility.
(III) Option on gradual expansion of inclusive teaching practices and “hybridization of special
schools” (transformation of special schools and special boarding institutions into special and inclusive
schools and social service providing centers)
The MoE supported this option, likely because it considered that this option will be able to provide
solutions to multiple issues such as replication of inclusive education, deinstitutionalization, prevention of
institutionalization and community-based service provision.
Making the policy decision
In 2011, in partnership with UNICEF, the MoE developed two important documents: (i) The Inclusive
Education Law which was submitted to Parliament; (ii) The Second State Program on Further Development
of Inclusive Education (2012-2016) which was submitted to the Cabinet of Ministers.
The Inclusive Education Law has never been adopted, and the Second State Program has never been
approved. Probably these entities conducted own evaluation of the proposed options and realized that their
implementation will lead to a significant increase of the Government’s allocation of resources. This
evaluation complies with the Mitchell’s idea of so-called “pragmatic approach” when governments make
policy decisions based on economic reasons (Mitchell, 2005).
The policy cycle was externally broken. Later on the Minister of Education who initiated the inclusive
education reform was dismissed.
The Second Policy Cycle
After a new Minister of Education was appointed, a new inclusive education policy cycle started with
adoption of the National Strategy for Educational Development in 2013 which listed several strategic
activities related to inclusive education (President Office, 2013, pp. 6-7).
Within the second cycle another inclusive education pilot project has been initiated in two regular
schools with the donor funding and the assistance of UNICEF. It seems, the new policy cycle has also began
with an incremental approach…However, the advantage of the new cycle is that it has started in the context
of positive attitudinal changes generated by pilot projects undertaken in the previous cycle.
Summary of Some Important Lessons Learned
The case of Azerbaijan illustrates how the reform idea has been realized through being affected by
“national and cultural context” (Stephen Ball, 1998, p.127). This case analysis allows generating some
conceptual lessons which seem to be important for further national inclusive education reform, as well as
international discourse about peculiarities of country-specifics of such reforms:
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-In the beginning of the first cycle of inclusive education reform the idea of inclusion was not known to
the education community as well as to society at large. Consequently, the demand for inclusive education
reform was not generated within the system and was not perceived as a need, but instead was brought about
by the donor community. This fact that the reform was a creation of external players meant that the country
itself had no feeling of 'owning' these ideas. A dominant pedagogical community being led by traditional
pedagogical ideas resisted inclusive education ideas and were not invited to the dialogue.
-“National policy making is inevitably a…matter of borrowing and copying bits and pieces of ideas
from elsewhere, drawing upon and amending locally tried and tested approaches… (Ball, 1994) (cited in
Stephen J. Ball, 1998, p. 126).The Government being involved in the reform process attempted to generate its
own reform ideas which were heavily influenced by the prevailing traditional perceptions and views. The
government tried to find a balance between the international demand for inclusive education and the national
belief in special, segregated education. The search for the balance between these excluding ideas resulted in
“translation” of the idea of inclusion into the “hybridization” of special schools. This outcome of the reform
confirms the findings of international scholars that “policy ideas are… received and interpreted differently
within different …national ideologies” (Ball, 1998, p.126).
-“How changes are to occur, and what types of changes are required are the main questions confronted
by those who are involved in the struggle for inclusion” (Barton & Armstrong, 2007), cited in D’Alessio,
2011, p. 24). The Government, donors and civil society were probably too optimistic in believing that
changes introduced at the level of teaching practices, without changes at the level of schools and their ethos,
would be sufficient for changing prevailing pedagogical values. However, the history of inclusion indicates
that “inclusive education required transformations in the organization and structure of schools and school
systems, pedagogical reforms that mirrored new knowledge about how learning emerges, and institutional
reformation…(Skrtic et al., 1996)” (cited in Artiles&Kozleski, 2016, p.8).
Concluding remark
Regular schools which were involved in pilot projects during the first policy cycle continue inclusive
teaching practices after the pilot project is over. This is probably an important evidence of a paradigm shift,
and creates hopes for success of inclusive education developments in the country in the future.
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Summary
Inclusive Education Reform/s in Azerbaijan: An Attempt of Critical Policy Analysis
Ulviyya Mikayilova
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Elmina Kazimzade
Baku State University, Azerbaijan
This paper presents analysis of inclusive education reform in Azerbaijan. Using the UNESCO
education policy planning framework, the authors examined how social, educational, and cultural factors
contributed to the limited progress in the national education policy. As result of a “pragmatic” approach, the
idea of inclusion of children with disabilities was “translated” into the “hybridization” of special schools. The
paper provides a discussion of lessons learned from the first cycle of the reform process where despite the
challenges faced, positive attitudinal changes towards the concept of inclusive education gained a wider
acceptance. This analysis may be helpful in the further national education reform processes, as well as
international discourse on country-specific localization of inclusive education.
Key words: Inclusion, education policy, children with disabilities, pilot project
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THE PROBLEM OF THE LANGUAGE OF SCIENCE IN A GLOBAL WORLD:
LINGUISTIC INTER-UNDERSTANDING IS A POSSIBILITY
Miguel López-Astorga
University of Talca, Chile
Introduction
We have an important challenge today. We need science to reach as many people as possible, and
knowledge to be disseminated in every country around the world. To achieve those aims, obviously, it is only
necessary to increase and improve science teaching in the entire planet. However, a problem arises when we
think about this issue: language.
Indeed, as it is known, in general, science is published and shared in English. In fact, it is sometimes
taught in that language even in countries with a mother tongue other than English. And this is so because
most of the scientific books, papers, and texts that can be got (both in hard copies and in digital versions) are
written in the mentioned idiom. Of course, this would not be a problem if the largest part of general
population in all the countries spoke or, at least, were able to read English. Nevertheless, this is not really the
case. The truth is that the places in the world in which most people do not have basic notions of English are
many, which means that more than a few individuals cannot access to science in practice.
A first possible solution is clear: we can accept the fact that English is today the international language,
or, if preferred, the new lingua franca, and try to improve its teaching in the entire globe. Evidently, one
might argue against this that the universal language does not need to be English. For example, several
constructed or artificial languages have been created, simply some of them being Esperanto (e.g., Zamenhof,
1906), Latino Sine Flexione (e.g., Peano, 1903), or, with some links to this last language, Interlingua (e.g.,
Gode, 1951). Nonetheless, these languages do not appear to have had much success, at least, if compared to
English. Thus, this last circumstance, along with the current reality of English, which is de facto the language
used in most international meetings, events, and activities, makes it very difficult to consider another
alternative. Furthermore, this seems to apply, in the same way, not only to planned languages such as those
indicated, but also to the possibility to adopt another natural language, regardless of which it can be, as
universal idiom, the reason of that being that, as said, English is very present everywhere and in many
different academic and non-academic situations nowadays.
But, even if the universal language were a language different from English, this first solution has an
obvious problem that would not be removed: all the population around the world would have to learn it, and
that does not appear to be a goal easy to achieve. However, it is also possible to think about another option,
since a different solution can be linguistic inter-understanding. Inter-understanding is a linguistic
phenomenon that has been much studied, just some works on it related to romance languages, which are cited
by López-Astorga (2017), being, for example, Bonvino, Caddéo, Vilaginés Serra, and Pippa (2015); Chávez
Solís and Erazo Muñoz (2014); Erazo Muñoz (2016); Tassara and Villalón (2014); and Wilke and Lauría de
Gentile (2016). This phenomenon refers to the fact that the effort levels necessary to receive information in a
language other than the mother tongue are much lower than those required to express messages in that other
language, and this applies both in the case in which the information and the message are oral and in the case
in which they are written. Clearly, the effort needed is even lower if the languages are closely related to each
other. Nevertheless, the main idea supported by the proponents of linguistic inter-understanding seems to be
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that, instead of developing the four traditional abilities in languages learning (i.e., listening, speaking,
reading, and writing), we only develop the abilities to listen or read in languages different from ours. By
doing so, with the same cognitive effort that is necessary to learn just one language, we could understand a
number of them. Likewise, an additional advantage would be that, if other people speaking other languages
did the same with our language, we could also keep speaking and writing our mother tongue.
It is absolutely true that, although the effort is lower, we will be never able to understand all of the
languages that exist in the planet. Nonetheless, it is evident too that the needs for translation would
significantly decrease, as, for example, if everybody studied only linguistic inter-understanding, and not the
four abilities mentioned, when trying to learn foreign languages, it could be supposed that, in general, people
tend to understand languages akin or close to each other, and hence it could also be thought that it is only
necessary to translate documents into just one language of the same family.
Furthermore, López-Astorga (2017) has given theoretical support to this idea as well. In that study he
based on a relevant cognitive theory at present: the mental models theory (e.g., Johnson-Laird, Khemlani, &
Goodwin, 2015). In particular, his argument there was that the mental models theory can describe the mental
processes that happen when an individual speaking a mother tongue intends to understand a message in a
close language, and that, therefore, the mentioned theory can predict which the difficulties that that very
individual can find in doing that are too. Thus, he also proposed that the mental models theory allows
identifying the exact directions that should be followed in the teaching to interpret what is said in a language
without necessary speaking that same language, that is, in the teaching of linguistic inter-understanding.
But, likewise, I have tried to give further evidence in this regard by means of a research focused on a
case study. It is the case of a Spanish-speaking undergraduate student, who has faced a text written in a
version of the language Latino Sine Flexione by Giuseppe Peano (e.g., Peano, 1903), that is, in an artificial
language coming from Latin and hence close to Spanish (but different enough to check López-Astorga’s
predictions from the mental models theory). I describe this research and, from its results, I try to draw some
conclusions relevant to the dissemination of science and the aim that it arrives to as many individuals as
possible below. However, before that, I comment on López-Astorga’s (2017) theoretical framework
following the mental models theory, which is adopted by me here as well, in the next section.
The mental models theory and the inter-understanding between Spanish and Portuguese
As said, the general approach in López-Astorga (2017) is based on the mental models theory.
Nevertheless, what is actually important for linguistic inter-understanding is how this theory deals with the
induction processes. Certainly, the theory tries to account for all the intellectual activities involved in human
reasoning, but, as far as inter-understanding is concerned, it appears that induction is the most relevant of
those activities.
Let us think about an induction such as the following: given the datum that
[I]Peter goes to university
We conclude that
[II]He is a student
There is no doubt that, although this is not a correct inference if assessed from classical logic (which, as
it is well known, does not enable to make inductions), it is a clear example of certain type of reasoning that
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we often make every day. And, if we pay attention to works supporting the mental models theory such as
Johnson-Laird (2012), the explanation of that type that the theory offers is obvious (see also, e.g., the account
in López-Astorga, 2017). The first point to be taken into account is that the idea of possibility is very
important in the mental models theory (see also, e.g., Quelhas, Rasga, & Johnson-Laird, 2017, a paper in
which the theory is named ‘the unified theory of mental models’). In fact, what the theory provides is that
people always think by deeming all the possibilities related to inferences, which, in the previous inference,
are evidently:
[III](University) & (Student)
[IV](University) & (Not-student)
[V](Not-university) & (Student)
[VI](Not-university) & (Not-student)
Indeed, [III], [IV], [V], and [VI] are four possible situations with regard to Peter that combine the
information contained in [I] and [II]. In this way, [III] represents a world in which Peter both goes to
university and is a student. [IV], on the other hand, denotes a scenario in which he goes to university but he is
not a student. Nevertheless, in [V], Peter does not go to university but he does be a student. Finally, in [VI]
he neither goes to university nor is a student.
Thus, the process of the inference begins with the elimination of the possibilities [V] and [VI]. This
occurs by virtue of the information transmitted by the premise [I], which indicates that Peter does go to
university, that is, information clearly incompatible with [V] and [VI], in which, as commented on, Peter
does not go to university. Nonetheless, maybe the most interesting step can be the one in which [IV] is also
removed. In principle, [IV] is an absolutely possible scenario, since not all people going to university are
students. In a university, there are also, for example, professors and an administration staff. However, the
individual that makes the induction and concludes [II] from [I] is an individual that, based on the fact that
most people going to university are, in general, students, infers that what is most likely is that Peter is a
student. In this way, by basically considering the probabilities of [III] and [IV], [IV] is ignored because, as
said, it is less likely.
So, from a similar explanation, López-Astorga (2017) applied the theses of the mental models theory
on induction to the linguistic phenomenon of inter-understanding. He took as an example the case in which a
Spanish-speaking person tries to understand a text written in Portuguese (of course, without knowledge of
this last language). In particular, he used a fragment taken from Bompastor Borges Dias and Roazzi (2003, p.
45), and, paying attention to the mental models theory, he attempted to show, theoretically, which the words
of that Portuguese passage hard to understand for a Spanish-speaking individual not speaking Portuguese
could be. In this way, he argued, for example, that a Portuguese word such as processos (processes) should
be very easy to understand, as it corresponds to a Spanish word very akin to it: procesos (i.e., a word with
just one less letter), and that a word such as são (they are) should be more difficult to interpret, since it
corresponds to a Spanish word to which it is not easy to relate it: son (i.e., a word that is not obviously
equivalent to são).
The reason of this, which can be found in López-Astorga (2017, pp. 15-16), is clear. In principle, the
possibilities that can be linked to the relationship between processos and procesos lead to an evident result.
Such possibilities are:
[VII](Processos = Procesos)
[VIII](Processos ≠ Procesos)
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And given the similarity between the two words, [VII] seems to be the most likely alternative.
However, that is not, prima facie, the case of the relationship between são and son because there is not clarity
enough to make a decision with regard to these two scenarios:
[IX](São = Son)
[X](São ≠ Son)
Indeed, the words are so short that it is difficult to decide, and, while they share two letters (‘s’ and
‘o’), one of them (‘o’) is not in the same position (in são is the third letter and in son is the second one).
Nevertheless, as explained in López-Astorga (2017, pp. 15-16), there are situations in which [IX] is
undoubtedly more likely and one might note the equivalence. What has been said about the mental models
theory implies that meanings and, in general, the semantic context in which a word is included are important
to detect the most suitable possibility. However, his idea is that perhaps this is not very different from the
importance that meanings and, in general, the semantic context can have in inter-understanding too.
Certainly, that idea seems to be in accordance with the main principles of inter-understanding, since
“El léxico es el principal factor del que depende la comprensión de un texto. Si es transparente de una
lengua a otra, permite la comprensión incluso en caso de estructuras sintácticas complejas” [Lexicon is the
main factor on which the understanding of a text depends. If it is transparent from language to language, it
allows understanding even in the case of complex syntactic structures] (Bonvino et al., 2015, p. 442).
And, thus, it can be said, in a way coherent with López-Astorga’s (2017) theses, that, if, in a particular
sentence, all the words around an unknown word are understood, that unknown word can be inferred,
regardless of the syntactic structure of the sentence. This can be seen in an easy way by means of one of the
examples provided by López-Astorga (2017). That example is related to a sentence such as this one:
“Processos inferenciais são necessários…” (Bompastor Borges Dias & Roazzi, 2003, p. 45).
In English, this Portuguese sentence would be:
“Inferential processes are necessary…” (translation by López-Astorga, 2017, p. 15).
But what is interesting here is that in Spanish this very sentence would be:
“Los procesos inferenciales son necesarios…” (translation by López-Astorga, 2017, p. 15).
In this way, given that, from what has been indicated above, it can be expected that a Spanish-speaking
person understands processos (processes) because is akin to procesos, inferenciais (inferential) because is
akin to inferenciales, and necessários (necessary) because is akin to necesarios, what would be understood
would be:
procesos inferenciales _____ necesarios [inferential processes _____ necessary] (see López-Astorga,
2017, p. 16).
And, clearly, the semantic context suggests that the blank space should refer to the verb ‘to be’, and, in
particular, to ‘are’ (son), as that would be the most logical and most immediate way to link procesos
inferenciales (inferential processes) to necesarios (necessary). So, semantics would help us note that [IX] is
the best option in this case.
Nevertheless, as mentioned, this was a purely theoretical argumentation given by López-Astorga
(2017). Assuming it, I have carried out a research based on a case study that, clearly, confirms his ideas. I
describe that research below.
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Method
Participant
The participant in the case study was a Spanish-speaking Psychology undergraduate student, in her
fifth semester, female, and 23 years old. She was chosen because she fulfilled the inclusion criteria, which
were essentially not to have studied Latin not to speak other romance languages different from Spanish. She
was Chilean and studied at a Chilean university.
Design
The instrument selected was case study because it appeared to be the most suitable instrument for my
study. Certainly, I intended to analyze in detail as many elements interacting in a specific phenomenon
(linguistic inter-understanding) as possible, and, after taking descriptions of case study such as the one of
Efrat Efron and Ravid (2013, pp. 41-42) into account, that seemed to be the best instrument to do that.
Thus, a paragraph written in Latino Sine Flexione, which, as it is known, is essentially Latin with
almost no inflexions, was given to her and she was asked to translate it into Spanish. Actually, the
experimenter explained to her what Latino Sine Flexione was, but he also told her that the text she had to
translate could be in real Latin or in Latino Sine Flexione, and that she would not know that after the end of
the experiment.
The language selected was Latino Sine Flexione because, indeed, it is easier to understand for a
romance language-speaking individual than Latin, but, as indicated above, the differences between it and
Spanish are sufficient to check the previous theses of the mental models theory. And this is so to the extent
that it is possible to think about words in Latino Sine Flexione difficult to translate for a Spanish-speaking
individual. In particular, it can be thought that the words in Latino Sine Flexione being so are those that
fulfill these two criteria:
[A]: They are clearly different from the corresponding words in Spanish.
[B]: They are not, in a particular oral message or text, in a semantic context that, as in the case of são
with processos inferenciais and necessários in the previous Portuguese example, enables to interpret them.
In this way, [A] and [B] can be considered to be predetermined categories that, coming from the review
of previous works, can lead the analyses of results (see, e.g., Efrat Efron & Ravid, 2013, pp. 169-170, whose
description about such categories is based in turn on Boyatzis, 1998, and on Hatch, 2002). In fact, they were
deemed so in my study, which tried to check the prediction that, when a word in Latino Sine Flexione fulfills
criteria [A] and [B], its meaning in Spanish cannot be inferred.
Furthermore, I can add that she did not have time limit and could spend as time as she needed to do the
translation. Likewise, a document with an informed consent was used and all the ethical requirements
necessary in researches of this type were taken into account.
Materials and procedure
A text in Latin coming from Ørberg (2003) was selected and translated into Latino Sine Flexione. The
original text in Latin was as follows:
“Quis est Marcus? Marcus puer Romanus est. Quis pater Marci est? Iulius pater Marci est. Quae est
mater Marci? Mater Marci est Aemilia. Quae est Iulia? Iulia est puella Romana. Quae mater Iuliae est?
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Aemilia mater Iuliae est. Pater Iuliae est Iulius. Iulia filia Iulii est. Qui sunt filii Iulii? Filii Iulii sunt Marcus
et Quintus. Marcus, Quintus Iuliaque sunt tres liberi.Liberi sunt filii filiaeque. Marcus et Quintus et Iulia sunt
liberi Iulii et Aemiliae. In familia Iulii sunt tres liberi: duo filii et una filia” (Ørberg, 2003, pp. 13-14).
A translation of this simple paragraph into English can be this one:
‘Who is Marcus? Marcus is a Roman boy. Who is Marcus’ father? Iulius is Marcus’ father. Who is
Marcus’ mother? Marcus’ mother is Aemilia. Who is Iulia? Iulia is a Roman girl. Who is Iulia’s mother?
Aemilia is Iulia’s mother. Iulia’s father is Iulius. Iulia is Iulius’ daughter. Who are Iulius’ sons? Iulius’ sons
are Marcus and Quintus. Marcus, Quintus, and Iulia are three children. Children are sons and daughters.
Marcus, Quintus, and Iulia are three Iulius and Aemilia’s children. In Iulius’ family, there are three children:
two sons and one daughter’.
However, as indicated, the text that actually was presented to the participant was a translation of this
one into Latino Sine Flexione. The translation that she received was exactly the following:
‘Quo es Marco?Marco es puero Romano.Quo es patre de Marco?Iulio es patre de Marco.Quo es matre
de Marco?Matre de Marco es Aemilia.Quo es Iulia?Iulia es puella Romano.Quo es matre de Iulia?Aemilia es
matre de Iulia.Patre de Iulia es Iulio.Iulia es filia de Iulio.Quo es filios de Iulio? Filios de Iulio es Marco et
Quinto. Marco, Quinto et Iulia es tres liberos. Liberos es filios et filias. Marco, Quinto et Iulia es liberos de
Iulio et Aemilia. In familia de Iulio es tres liberos: duobus filios et uno filia’.
Really, it cannot be said that this last fragment is written following Peano’s exact original Latino Sine
Flexione. It is actually written in a version of this last language with small changes. The reason of that is that,
as it is known, Peano sometimes hesitated whether to select for his new language Latin words in their
ablative case or in their nominative case, and, as it can be noted, I have decided to consider only the forms in
the ablative case. Nevertheless, maybe what is more important is that this version of Latino Sine Flexione
keeps a number of characteristics that, at least theoretically, cause it to be close to the current romance
languages in general and Spanish in particular, including the use of de to denote genitive, the use of ‘s’ to
indicate plural (it is also unclear whether or not ‘s’ must always be used in Latino Sine Flexione to indicate
plural, but I have assumed that it must in my version), and the elimination of the inflexions of the verb sum
(to be), always using the form es in the present tense.
In any case, that last text was the one that, as indicated, was given to the participant. It was written in a
sheet of paper and she had to write her translation in that very sheet. As also said, she did not have time limit,
and, as the next section shows, this material allowed confirming the prediction.
Results
This is the reproduction of the response given by the participant, that is, her translation of the text into
Spanish:
‘¿Quién es Marco?Marco es puero Romano.¿Quién es el padre de Marco?Iulio es el padre de
Marco.¿Quién es la madre de Marco? La madre de Marco es Aemilia. ¿Quién es Iulia?Iulia es puella
Romano.¿Quién es la madre de Iulia?Aemilia es la madre de Iulia.El padre de Iulia es Iulio.Iulia es hija de
Iulio.¿Quiénes son los hijos de Iulio?Los hijos de Iulio son Marco y Quinto.Marco, Quinto y Iulia son los
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tres hermanos.Hermanos son hijos e hijas.Marco, Quinto y Iulia son hermanos de Iulio y Aemilia. En la
familia de Iulio son tres hermanos: todos los hijos en una hija’.
As it can be seen, this paragraph is not absolutely in correct Spanish. There are some spelling and
grammar problems, for example, the fact that the first letter of some adjectives is capitalized (which is not
allowed in Spanish). This is so because, obviously, I have respected the way the participant wrote the text
and I have reproduced it exactly as it was finally given in the sheet of paper. Nonetheless, what is interesting
now is to review the mistakes made in the translation, which can be clearly detected if we pay attention to a
translation into English of the translation made by the participant:
‘Who is Marco? Marco is Roman puero. Who is Marco’s father? Iulio is Marco’s father. Who is
Marco’s mother? Aemilia is Marco’s mother. Who is Iulia? Iulia is Roman puella. Who is Iulia’s mother?
Aemilia is Iulia’s mother. Iulia’s father is Iulio. Iulia is Iulio’s daughter. Who are Iulio’s sons? Iulio’s sons
are Marco and Quinto. Marco, Quinto, and Iulia are the three brothers. Brothers are sons and daughters.
Marco, Quinto, and Iulia are Iulio and Aemilia’s brothers. In Iulio’s family there are three brothers: all the
sons in a daughter’.
As it can be checked, it can be stated that, in general, the text has been understood. It is a fragment of
100 words and the participant could not adequately interpret only eight of them, which means that she
understood 92% of the text. In fact, from another perspective, it can be claimed even that she understood
95% of it too, since, if it is taken into account that one of the words that were not correctly interpreted is
repeated four times, it can also be thought that the actual errors were only five (the words puero, puella,
liberos, duobus, and et). However, what is most relevant here is that, as explained below, most of them
correspond to words fulfilling [A] and [B], and that, as it can be noted, the 92 words whose meaning was
properly identified are words that are very similar to the equivalent words in Spanish.
In this way, the first error is puero (‘boy’), which is not translated by the participant and is written
again as it is in Latino Sine Flexione. This word can be related to [A] because its translation into Spanish is
niño, and, therefore, only the last letter (‘o’) is shared by the words in the two languages. Likewise, it can be
linked to [B] too, as the sentence ‘Marco es puero Romano’, or, if preferred, ‘Marco is Roman puero’ does
not unequivocally leads to the inference that puero means ‘boy’. And this is so because other possibilities can
be thought, for example, ‘citizen’ (the sentence being ‘Marco is Roman citizen’), ‘man’ (the sentence being
‘Marco is Roman man’), or ‘slave’ (the sentence being ‘Marco is Roman slave’).
Something similar happens with puella (‘girl’), which is not translated either. [A] is fulfilled because
the Spanish word is niña and, again, only the last letter (in this case, ‘a’) is a common letter. On the other
hand, it can be sorted under category [B] too, since the sentence ‘Iulia es puella Romano’, or, if preferred,
‘Iulia is Roman puella’ does not enable to deduce that puella means ‘girl’ either. In fact, interpretations such
as ‘Iulia is Roman citizen’, ‘Iulia is Roman woman’, and ‘Iulia is Roman slave’ are possible in this case as
well.
And what occurs with liberos (‘children’) is not, at least in principle, very different. Criterion [A] is
suitable because its Spanish translation can be niños, or, to also explicitly mention girls and remove gendered
biases in language, niños y niñas. So, the similarities are, once again, almost non-existent. As far as [B] is
concerned, it is evident that it is equally a characteristic that can be attributed to liberos, and in this case this
is clearly shown by the fact that the participant gave an alternative translation. Indeed, in the two previous
cases, puero and puella, as indicated, the participant opted for put the word as it was in the original text
without translating it. However, she did offer a translation for liberos: hermanos (‘brothers’, but probably
meaning ‘brothers and sisters’).
Nevertheless, this last point is important for more reasons. It evidently supports the idea (held by both
the mental models theory and inter-understanding) that the general semantic context is absolutely relevant.
Liberos is not a word akin to hermanos either, and, if these two words are linked, that can be so only because
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the paragraph has provided, in the previous lines, that Marco, Quinto, and Iulia have the same parents. Thus,
when it is read that ‘Marco, Quinto et Iulia es tres liberos’ (‘Marco, Quinto, and Iulia are three liberos’), it
can be understood, for example, that the sentence means ‘Marco, Quinto, and Iulia are three brothers and
sisters’.
Undoubtedly, this is a semantic process that leads to infer a conclusion (that liberos means ‘brothers
and sisters’) from the meanings of the previous words, that is, from the semantic context built by the previous
sentences. It is true that that conclusion is mistaken, since the correct translation would be, as said, ‘children’,
but it confirms the prediction and the idea that the inter-understanding mental processes occur in the same
way as the mental models theory accounts for induction.
Furthermore, a curious fact is that, while the sentence in which liberos appears for the second time,
‘Liberos es filios et filias’ (‘Liberos are sons and daughters) enable to confirm the idea that it means ‘brothers
and sisters’, the third time is problematic, as it reveals that that is not the best interpretation. Certainly, the
third time that the word is used is in the sentence ‘Marco, Quinto et Iulia es liberos de Iulio et Aemilia’
(‘Marco, Quinto, and Iulia are Iulio and Aemilia’s liberos), and there is no doubt that this does not allow
translating liberos as ‘brothers and sisters’. It has already been said in the text that Iulio and Aemilia are
Marco, Quinto, and Iulia’s parents, so the relationship cannot be the one that exists between brothers and
sisters. In this way, one might have expected that the participant, after assuming that liberos means ‘brothers
and sisters’, had continued to critically review her interpretations during all her task, and that, with some
reflection, she had realized the inconsistency and revised her previous translations. However, as indicated,
this has no influence on the general thesis of this paper. ‘Brothers and sisters’ refers to a concept that is not
very far from the one of ‘children’, especially because the paragraph suggests that Marco, Quinto, and Iulia
are children in the same family. Thus, this shows mental semantic processes such as those described by the
mental models theory and in accordance with the general principles of inter-understanding. And that is so
because, clearly, the words identified by the participant, who, as also mentioned, knew in detail neither the
syntax of Latino Sine Flexione nor the exact meaning of all the words in this last language, led her.
Indeed, given these two possibilities:
[XI](Liberos = Brothers and sisters)
[XII](Liberos ≠ Brothers and sisters)
Although the sentence ‘Marco, Quinto et Iulia es liberos de Iulio et Aemilia’ seems to indicate that the
best choice is [XII], the general information of the text and the semantic possibilities linked to other
sentences in it, by contrast, appear to support [XI]. These last possibilities are absolutely consistent with the
idea that Marco and Quinto are brothers, and that Iulia is their sister. So it is not hard to explain why that
meaning was attributed to the word liberos, which is difficult to translate for a Spanish-speaking participant
without some knowledge of Latin or Latino Sine Flexione.
But, based on all that said so far, it is very easy to understand the following mistake. The participant
translated duobus (‘two’) as todos (in plural, ‘everything’, ‘all’). However, the real meaning of duobus in
Spanish is dos (obviously, ‘two’). It is clear that the first and the last letter match, but they are different
words. Duobus is longer and has more letters. So, it can be said that it corresponds to [A]. On the other hand,
the semantic context was not clear enough to help in the interpretation, which means that [B] is fulfilled too
and the error was practically inevitable.
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Finally, the last mistake was the one of the last et (and) in the text, and I am saying ‘the last et’ because
that very word appears several times in the fragment. The problem is that the correct word corresponding to it
in Spanish is y, and, in its last appearance, it is translated as en (in). In my view, this is not an interpretation
error, but a writing error. As said, et is used several times in the text and, in all of them except in the last one,
the right translation (y, or, in English, ‘and’) is given. Maybe the reason of this mistake is related to the
inconsistency that is revealed by the sentence ‘Marco, Quinto et Iulia es liberos de Iulio et Aemilia’, which,
as explained, seems to be incoherent with the rest of the paragraph if liberos is interpreted as ‘brothers and
sisters’. That incoherence could discourage the participant and, after noting that the sentence made no sense,
she, being confused, could want to finish quickly. In this way, it is possible that she did not think enough,
which could have an influence on this error (and perhaps on the one of duobus as well). In any case, if this
was not exactly so, that is not a problem for the arguments based on the mental models theory above, since,
regardless of what really happened in the case of the last et, the causes of the other mistakes can be
understood under the account of this last theory without difficulties.
Conclusions
Evidently, this study has clear limitations. Undoubtedly, better conclusions could have been derived if
the work had been carried out with more participants and with quantitative analyses to check whether or not
statistical significance is obtained. Therefore, it seems advisable to continue to research in this line.
However, the participant in my case study showed important points, the main of them being that the
prediction with regard to inter-understanding that can be drawn from the mental models theory appears to be
correct. Certainly, it seems that, when a word can be linked to [A] and [B], that word is not adequately
interpreted. Hence, apparently, the mental models theory well describes the mental activities that human
beings do when trying to understand an information in a close language of which they have no knowledge. At
a minimum, this is what the study reported reveals for the case of the interpretation of Latino Sine Flexione
by a Spanish-speaking person. Not only the participant knew nothing about Latino Sine Flexione, but she did
not have even knowledge of Latin. Nevertheless, without any preliminary preparation, she understood an
important percentage of a text with 100 words. It is true that the paragraph was very simple, but it is also so
that only eights mistakes were made. Furthermore, as indicated, four errors corresponded to the same word
(liberos) and other word was properly interpreted in other appearances of it in the text (et). So, it can be said
that the words that were not actually understood were four: puero, puella, liberos, and duobus, and, in the
case of liberos, a very similar meaning was proposed.
Accordingly, it can be thought that it is not necessary a great deal of study to infer what is transmitted
in a language close to another language that is known, which can be considered to be an easy task. Likewise,
as far as more distinct idioms are concerned, it also seems that, with a little more effort, an acceptable interunderstanding level can be achieved. And, thus, this can be a clear alternative to the idea of a universal
common tongue, whether English or any other language. Of course, this last idea is a good, possible, and
interesting option (which, as commented on, is already working in different areas). Nonetheless, as it can be
deduced from the literature cited, inter-understanding has two advantages: one the one hand, everybody
continues to use his/her mother tongue; on the other hand, the other person continues to use his/hers as well.
Obviously, in this last case, it would be always necessary to resort to translations. However, as pointed
out above, translations into all the languages around the world would not be required. If each of us
understood, although he/she did not speak, a group of languages, translations into just a certain number of
languages would suffice to ensure that all the people correctly interpret the information that we wish to
transmit. But, undoubtedly, as also said, to promote a lingua franca is a reasonable possibility too. So, it
seems that it is the moment to make a political decision in this way: either we favors the knowledge of a
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common language (which is being English nowadays) to a larger extent all over the planet or we train people
to understand (and just understand) several languages. The main goal of this paper has been to show that the
first one is not the only acceptable possibility. The second is so too. In fact, maybe there can be even a third
possibility, since the two mentioned options can be compatible and they can be implemented at the same
time. If this last decision were the agreed one, the cultural advantages to the preservation of the heritage of
people would be evident. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the way a lingua franca such as English and
linguistic inter-understanding could be taught at once would have to be previously thought in detail so that it
were properly done.
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Summary

The problem of the language of science in a Global World:
Linguistic inter-understanding is a possibility
Miguel López-Astorga
University of Talca, Chile

This paper is about a problem with the dissemination of scientific information. As it is well known,
most of science is written in English nowadays. However, large portions of population in the planet do not
understand that language, and, accordingly, it is hard for many people to access to relevant scientific results
at present. Given this situation, there are two alternatives. On the one hand, we can try to make people
improve their English levels. On the other hand, we can foster linguistic inter-understanding techniques
amongst general population around the world. I basically explore here this last possibility, and I do that based
on a case study that seems to confirm previous ideas about inter-understanding.
Keywords: Inter-understanding, knowledge dissemination, language, mental models theory, science
teaching
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THE CHALLENGES OF EDUCATION AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IN GLOBAL AREA
Muradova Sabina
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan
Globalisation, as an economic, political and cultural phenomenon, has fundamental implications for the
process of development and the role of education in that process. This is not only because it changes the
nature of world markets and what it takes to be competitive in these markets, but also because it changes the
nature of the national state and the relations between states and other levels of governance. Globalisation
changes the terms under which states and their economic actors engage in the global economy and thus the
possible paths of development. These changes invariably imply different demands in terms of skills and
knowedge and different possibilities for producing them. However, how we understand these changes, and
their implications for the role of education in development, will depend crucially on how we understand the
process of globalisation.
Globalisation can be simply defined as the rapid acceleration of cross-border movements of capital,
labour, goods, knowledge and ideas. The flows of each have increased exponentially in volume and also in
speed, leading to what the social geographer David Harvey (1989) has called ‘time/space compression’. As
the salience of physical distance decreases, different places, on different times, can be simultaneously
experienced in one place and many places. As Carnoy puts it: ‘A global economy is one whose strategic, core
activities, including innovation, finance and corporate management, function on a planetary scale in real
time. The current wave of globalisation, which most commentators date from the early 1970s, has been
driven primarily by technological and scientific advances, which have made transport and communications
faster and cheaper, and also by the general political movement towards trade liberalisation and market deregulation which has gathered pace since abandonment of the Bretton Woods policies in the early 1970s .
Globalisation clearly has political and cultural dimensions but it is economic globalisation which is generally
considered to be at the heart of the process. As Martin Wolf defines it, globalisation is the ‘integration of
economic activities through markets’ and the ‘driving forces are technological and policy changes – falling
costs of transport and communications and greater reliance on market forces’. The literature on globalisation
has mushroomed in the past two decades – not least within the disciplines of sociology, economics, political
science, social geography and cultural studies – and now displays quite diverse theoretical orientations.
Whilst there is considerable agreement on some core assumptions of globalisation theory – that the current,
post 1970 wave of globalisation is new and historically distinct; that transnational corporations play an
increasingly important role in the global economy; that both technology and markets are key drivers of the
process – there are also many issues which are still in dispute. Opinions vary considerably on whether the
process is primarily determined by technology or politics; on whether it is linear and irreversible or uneven
and contingent; on whether it leads to the weakening or even demise of states; and on whether the outcome of
globalisation is likely to be the increasing convergence of national economies, cultures and societies.
Underlying the different perspectives, of course, are typically more normative assumptions about whether
globalisation is generally a ‘good thing.’
It is customary in academic reviews to distinguish between three main camps in the globalisation
debate, typically referred to as ‘hyperglobalists’, ‘sceptics’ and ‘transformationalists.’ This classification
inevitably simplifies the picture and far from exhausts the variety of theoretical standpoints.
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However, it provides a useful point of departure. Hyperglobalists are those writers who anticipate the
most far reaching consequences of globalisation, predicting the end of national economies, the demise of the
nation state as a primary political unit and the erosion of distinctive national cultures. Oriented to the
‘postnational’, they tend to believe that globalisation brings rapid convergence across the world in economic
and political organisation and in culture. At the extreme, they believe we are heading for a ‘borderless world’
with a single global market, new forms global governance and an increasingly homogenised global consumer
culture. Globalisation is seen as chiefly governed by technological advances which point in a linear direction
towards a largely pre-determined future. For some, though not all, hyperglobalists the worldwide
dissemination of an Anglo-American style of ‘free market’ economy is both inevitable and desirable, and in
this sense their writings can be construed as highly normative in orientation. Ulrich Beck (2000) has noted
that such viewpoints are primarily ideological and refers to the advocates collectively as ‘globalists.’ While
some of the writings of the hyperglobalist school may be dismissed as ideological and fantastical, there is a
solid core to the economic arguments of leading writers in the field.
Robert Reich, in his celebrated book, the Work of Nations (1991), argued persuasively that with the
vast extension of the global markets in capital, labour and goods, the concept of the national economy is
becoming increasingly redundant. The global economy is dominated increasingly by transnational
corporations which are rapidly transforming themselves into ‘global enterprise webs’ constituted by
numerous international subsidiaries, spin-offs, franchises and affiliates. Their products comprise components
which are sourced internationally and they are sold on international markets; their workforces are
increasingly international and their investors are drawn from across the world. Such companies, argues
Reich, bear no allegiance to their home country and governments and their electorates should have no
preference for domestically-registered companies. As Reich shows, seeking to support the national economy
and domestic jobs by buying from so-called national companies, can be misplaced. At the time he wrote,
such was the national mix of the sources for components in the auto industry, for instance, that Reich could
argue that if you wanted to invest in United States (US) products you were better off buying a Honda than a
Pontiac Le Mans. Reich’s conclusion is that this global transformation will re-arrange the politics and
economies of the coming century: There will be no more national products and technologies, no national
corporations, no national industries. There will no longer be national economies at least in the sense we have
come to understand them. All that will remain rooted within national borders are the people who comprise
the nation. Each nation’s primary assets will be its citizens’ skills and insights. Sceptics have, perhaps not
surprisingly, reacted against some of the more inflated claims and over-blown conclusions of the
hyperglobalist school. They have pointed out that the nation state still remains the primary unit of political
organisation across the world and shows little sign of disappearing (Hirst and Thompson, 1992). On the
contrary some 100 new nation states emerged in the half century after World War 2 (WW2) and in excess of
20 since 1991, in the wake of break-up of the former Yugoslavia and the Eastern block (Davies, 1993; Smith
1995: 105). Moreover, national borders are frequently reinforced, not least in Europe, and strong national
identities persist in many parts of the world (Green, 1997; Smith, 1995).
If politics becomes increasingly globalised through the burgeoning of international organisations,
nation states remain the building blocks of international governance (Hirst and Thompson, 1992). Hirst and
Thompson, who for many years led the sceptical pack, also argue that the claims about the end of the national
economy are overstated. National economies persisted during previous waves of internationalisation, as
before World War One (WW1), when levels of globalisation of capital and labour reached levels only
recently surpassed. Even today the transnational corporations remain firmly rooted in their home economies,
which provide the majority of their investors, and often their primary markets. As Hutton (1995) and
Porter(1990) argue, consistently with Hirst and Thompson, the success of leading companies in many
countries remains heavily dependent on the local infrastructures, including the quality of education and
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training provision, the stability of supplier chains, the vitality of research and development networks, the
work culture, and the loyalty and commitment of financial institutions.
As is typical in academic debates, thesis and antithesis produce some further synthesis which combines
aspects of the analysis of each camp. The so-called transformationalist school acknowledge that economic
globalisation has fundamentally changed both the nature of the world economy and the role of the national
economy, over which governments now have much less control due to the power of international finance.
Globalisation, they write, is ‘unquestionably eroding the capacity of the state to control its own economic
future’.They also argue that new forms of global governance are emerging which substantially alter the role
of national states, creating overlapping layers of sovereignty on different scales.Those adhering to this
position may be either relatively optimistic about the prospects for international governance or they may be
out-and-out catastrophists who see the weakening of nation states and the power of financial capital as
leading to burgeoning political chaos (Gray, 1998) or global financial meltdown. However, they generally
agree, on the one hand, that globalisation is transformative of both economic and political relations, but also,
on the other, that it is a complex process that shows no obvious signs of leading towards global convergence
in economies and states.
The transformatists’ view on the nature of the global economy is undoubtedly the nearconsensus
position in the social sciences now. However debates about the impact of economic globalisation on the state
and national identity still remain unresolved. The dominant view is that the national state is being
undermined by the twin forces of globalisation and cultural particularism (glocalisation), thus leading to the
rapid erosion of (national) state identities. Supra-national political bodies fail to provide credible alternative
foci for loyalty and indentification so in the place of the weakened state identities arise a profusion of
transnational, local, group and individual identities based on religions, ethnicities, localities, gangs, cults,
lifestyles and life projects. ‘The state,’ according to Touraine is ‘under attack from the internationalisation of
the economy, on the one hand, and the fragmentation of cultural identities, on the other’.
The profileration of communitarian or identity-based groupings narrows the ambit of social
connectedness, undercutting the universalistic ideals of republican and other historic models of citizenship.
Identity and citizenship, as Gerard Delanty (2000) has put it, are increasingly parting company in the modern
world. For Touraine, as for Delanty and Castells, this radically undermines traditional sources of social
cohesion. Castells provides what is possibly the most extended account of this view. He argues that the
instrumental capacity of the state is being eroded by the globalisation of core economic activities, media and
electronic communications and crime. Globalisation has meant the dependence of national economies on
international finance, the weakening of the independent military capacities of states, and the subjection of
their welfare regimes to a downward spiral of cost – cutting in the face of global financial pressures. At the
same time, the internationalisation of media and communication has led to the virtual de-nationalisation and
‘de-statisation’ of information. With the erosion of state capacities to meet the demands of increasingly
diverse populations, political parties and ideologies lose their appeal and citizens show increasing electoral
apathy and general distrust of governments. While the state itself faces a crisis of legitimacy, and as people
feel increasingly alienated by their powerlessness in the face of the global networks of power and wealth,
individuals turn elsewhere for their sense of identity and belonging. So for Castells the decline of traditional
state ‘legitimating identities’ is matched by a rise in other, non-state identities. The elites construct ‘subject
identities’ based on self-reflexive life planning and revolving around consumerism, lifestyle choices and life
projects. Others, lacking these lifestyle options, forge ‘resistance identities’ – group survival strategies
representing the ‘exclusion of the excluders by the excluded.’ In each case they represent a weakening of
bonds of civil society and a challenge to traditional forms of societal cohesion. As Castells writes: ‘The
dissolution of shared identities, which is tantamount to the dissolution of society as a meaningful social
system, may well be the state of affairs of our time’.
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This view, whilst plausible in relation to the more cosmopolitan states in the West, and particularly
perhaps to those most influenced by Anglo-American neo-liberalism, does not, however, hold up so well in
other regional contexts, such as in East Asia, where strong state identities are still very apparent. Nor does it
easily tally with the multiplication of nation states since 1990 and with the resurgence of ethno-cultural
nationalisms which are often associated with these, as in many of the states in Eastern Europe which have
arisen out of the ashes of the old communist block. Scholars of nationalism and national identity tend to be
divided about the future direction of identities in the new nation states. Some of the so-called ‘primordialists’
may claim that ethnic identities are so culturally ingrained and historically durable that differences between
states’ identities will be lasting.
We argue that many states, such as the post-communist states in Eastern Europe, may in time shift from
ethno-cultural to civic republican forms. However, most scholars of nationalism, whilst recognising different
forms of national identity, still believe that nationalism per se is on the rise. Theorists of cultural
globalisation, as we discuss below, also tend to dismiss notions of the erosion of the ‘local’ and the
obliteration of ‘difference.’ Even as regards the western states it may be somewhat exaggerated to talk, as
Castells and others have done, about the waning of national economies and the eclipse of state powers over
them and their related social systems. Increasingly difficult as it is for governments to regulate capital flows,
they do still have some power to control important areas of their economies, although it often convenient for
them to hide unpopular reforms behind the mask of global economic inevitability. They still have some
discretion over taxation and public spending, as is clearly apparent from the large variations in tax and public
expenditure rates across the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries.
Overall levels of taxation in the richer countries have continued to rise during the latest phase of globalisation
in the teeth of the pressures of the global market. Despite real fears that globalisation can cause a ‘race to the
bottom’ in social expenditures, some high productivity countries have held out. Highly taxed European
states, such as Denmark, France, Sweden and Finland, for instance, were running large trade surpluses in
2002 and were not experiencing capital flight, as Wolf (2004) points out. National economies are also
necessary to the transnational corporations (TNCs), as discussed above (Hirsh and Thompson, 1996). How
these are regulated substantially affects their business which is why they spend substantial sums in lobbying
governments to ensure they meet their requirements. Thus while global corporations extend way beyond their
national home countries boundaries, and often outside of their effective reach and control, they remain in
important ways still rooted in national economies. The debate about the state reminds us just how uneven is
the process of globalisation and this is one of the more prescient observations in recent writings about
globalisation and an important theme for understanding the impacts of globalisation on development. The
process of globalisation is quite clearly uneven both spatially and temporally. On the spatial dimension, only
three regions of the world – Europe, East Asia and North America – have experienced substantial
globalisation of their economies, although other regions have been affected in more or less positive ways.
Globalisation has, inevitably, involved both winners and losers, with a group of primarily East Asian states
seeing rapid rises in prosperity and other regions, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, seeing substantial relative
declines. Over the last two centuries the gap between the richest and poorest countries has grown
enormously.
In 1820 the richest country in the world had an estimated real income per head about four and Between
1960 and 1990, during a period of accelerating globalisation, most less developed countries did not grow
significantly. Sixteen had negative growth; 28 grew at less than 0.5% per annum and 40 had average growth
at less than 1% (Wolf, 2004: 45). At the same time a clutch of East Asian states has experienced
unprecedented levels of growth.
Significant progress has been made in the new millennium in achieving global develop¬ment goals.
Poverty was decreasing in all regions of the world, at least until the onset of the global financial crisis,
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underpinned by strong economic growth in developing countries and emerging economies. As a result, the
first target of the Millennium Development Goals—halving the proportion of people living in extreme
poverty globally—has already been met. Improvements in school enrolment rates and health outcomes
demonstrate similar progress in the dimension of social development.
Nonetheless, a mere continuation of current strategies will not suffice to meet all the Millennium
Development Goals by their 2015 deadline and to achieve sustainable development after 2015. In important
areas, development is falling short and targets will be missed, including the reduction of hunger, vulnerable
employment and maternal mor¬tality, and improvements in the lives of slum dwellers, among others. Even
where global goals have been reached, there are wide disparities between and within countries. Thanks in
part to the remarkable growth rates in Asia, the region has made a large contribution to the achievement of
global goals. Other regions, and particularly the least developed countries within them, have been less
successful. Within countries, economic growth was frequently accompanied by rising income inequality, and
the very poor and those dis¬criminated against owing to their sex, age, ethnicity or disability have benefited
least from overall progres. Income inequality is mirrored by very unequal social development and access to
health services and education. Such intragenerational inequalities pose an equally important challenge to
sustainable development, which is primarily associated with intergenerational equity.
Education programmes can improve the health and nutritional status of the population in general, and
of women and children in particular. Women with better education are more aware of the importance of
adequate diets and can secure ac¬cess to better-paying jobs. Several studies have shown that women with
higher income and greater bargaining power within the family exert a more positive influence on child
nutrition, health and education outcomes. In developed countries, it has been observed that poorly educated
women are 2-3 times more likely to be overweight than those with high levels of education. Although the
link between education, knowledge and dietary intake is not clear, the impact of education and knowledge is
most evident when those at highest risk are considered (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, 2013).
Inculcating basic knowledge of good nutrition, including family nutrition practices, in primary and
secondary schools, can help individuals make informed dietary choices. Nutrition education could be
included in the school curriculum and offered in community centres targeting adults. Recent evaluations of
various school-based nutri¬tion education programmes in Italy and Portugal showed that those programmes
had positive impacts in terms of both attitudes and consumption and health outcomes (ibid.). In particular,
nutritional education for women has a positive impact in terms of dietary intake and malnutrition. Yet, in
many developing countries, gender discrimination preventing school enrolment of girls is still a challenge,
which ultimately has negative impacts on nutrition outcomes.
In addition to education, information and nutrition advocacy can also have positive impacts on
population conditions related to nutrition. Strategies aimed at influ¬encing consumer choice based on
enhanced consumer awareness and knowledge should also be considered, as they may lead to a change in
consumption habits. Dietary guidelines constitute one example of the public information tools used in many
countries which should be encouraged. Information and communications measures are particularly rel¬evant
to preventing obesity. However, nutrition-related messages must be appropriate in order to be effective. They
should be delivered by health professionals, among others, through a variety of channels and over an
extended period of time.
Mostly, it would be better focus on education of girls. Women are at the heart of most societies.
Regardless of whether they are working or not, mothers are very influential people in children’s lives.
Educating girls is one of the most important investments that any country can make in its own future.
Education has a profound effect on girls’ and women’s ability to claim other rights and achieve status
in society, such as economic independence and political representation. As the following examples
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demonstrate, having an education can make an enormous difference to a woman’s chances of finding wellpaid work, raising a healthy family and preventing the spread of diseases such as HIV and AIDS.
 Women with at least a basic education are much less likely to be poor. Providing girls with one extra
year of schooling beyond the average can boost their eventual wages by 10 to 20 per cent.
 An infant born to an educated woman is much more likely to survive until adulthood. In Africa,
children of mothers who receive five years of primary education are 40 per cent more likely to live
beyond age five.
 An educated woman is 50 per cent more likely to have her children immunised against childhood
diseases.
 If we had reached the gender parity goal by 2005, more than 1 million childhood deaths could have
been averted.
 For every boy newly infected with HIV in Africa, there are between three and six girls newly
infected. Yet, in high-prevalence areas such as Swaziland, two-thirds of teenage girls in school are
free from HIV, while two-thirds of out-of-school girls are HIV positive. In Uganda, children who
have been to secondary school are four times less likely to become HIV positive.
For all these reasons, girls’ education has long been recognised as a human right. Past international
commitments include addressing gender equality within the education system, the first step to eliminating all
forms of discrimination against women.
This right to education is denied to 58 million girls, and a further 45 million boys, even at the primary
school level.6 More than 75 countries are likely to miss the 2005 MDG target for gender parity in primary
and secondary enrolments.7 One-third of these countries are in sub-Saharan Africa. On current trends, more
than 40 per cent of all countries with data are at risk of not achieving gender parity at primary, secondary or
both levels of education even by 2015.
Within communities, girls have to overcome many obstacles before they can realise their right to an
education. DFID’s recent partnership with UNICEF to support the federal government of Nigeria will help
overcome many of the problems girls have in gaining access to school and remaining there. Before girls can
attend school and benefit fully from their education, a number of major social constraints have to be
addressed.
Girls often have limited control over their futures. Early marriage is a reality for many, where families
wish for the social and economic benefits this brings. In Bangladesh and Afghanistan, more than 50 per cent
of girls are married by age 18.16 Adolescent pregnancy almost always results in girls halting their education.
Girls are also more likely to drop out of school because of their domestic responsibilities, and are often
discriminated against in terms of the quality of the schools they are sent to, and the costs parents are willing
to pay for their education.
Despite the progress being made, gender equality is likely to take generations to achieve. The UK’s
own history illustrates the relationship between women’s position in society and the demands for better
education for girls. One reinforces the other, but change comes slowly.
Education and education policy can be argued to have contributed to economic growth, income
equality and national unity variously over time. Economic growth has been facilitated by widespread access
to basic education since the beginning of the twentieth century and by the expansion of secondary and
tertiary levels thereafter. Fee-free vernacular education from the early twentieth century, fee-free English
medium education from the 1940s and the creation of a so-called ‘national’ system of education from the
early 1960s fuelled popular aspirations for participation in the modernising economy. Selection for jobs in
the modernising economy was underpinned by strong orientations to public examinations by both job seekers
and employers.
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Since the 1990s, the expansion of the public and private (domestic and foreign) TEVT sector has
contributed to the skills needed by the export-led economy. Income equality and equality more generally
have been well served by fee-free education policies and by a range of subsidies for households, from free
school uniforms, meals, textbooks to free transport to school. Government commitment to provision of
education for all communities in rural as well as urban areas has led to remarkably equal access to primary,
secondary and tertiary levels of education, though with decreasing equality with each higher level of
education. Additional allowances are allocated to schools in disadvantaged areas and quotas are applied to
university admissions for students studying in disadvantaged districts. The bar on private school education
since the 1960s may be argued to have had the effect of maintaining equalities of access to education and
thence to incomes. Popular resistance to the privatisation of university education has had much of the same
effect. In both cases however, those who can afford to pay have found ways around the restriction – through
access to international schools on the one hand and to study abroad and to courses leading to degrees of
foreign universities on the other.
‘To be educated means… I will not only be able to help myself, but also my family,
my country, my people. The benefits will be many.’
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Summary
The challenges of Education and Sustainable Development in Global Area

Sabina Muradova
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan

The world is faced with challenges in all three dimensions of sustainable development economic, social
and environmental. More than 1 billion people are still living in extreme poverty and income inequality
within and among many countries have been rising; at the same time, unsustainable consumption and
production patterns have resulted in huge economic and social costs and may endanger life on the planet.
Achieving sustainable development will require global actions to deliver on the legitimate aspiration towards
further economic and social progress, requiring growth and employment, and at the same time strengthening
environ-mental protection.
Sustainable development will need to be inclusive and take special care of the needs of the poorest
and most vulnerable. Strategies need to be ambitious, action-oriented and collaborative, and to adapt to
different levels of development. They will need to systemically change consumption and production patterns,
and might entail, inter alia, significant price corrections; encourage the preservation of natural endow¬ments;
reduce inequality; and strengthen economic governance.
Aims towards contributing to the deliberations on sustainable development with a focus on three
important cross-sectoral issues: sustainable cities, food security and energy transformation. While the entire
range of thematic areas identified for action and the outcome document of the 2012 United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development, entitled “The future we want” cannot be covered comprehensively
in this article, highlighting three of the cross-sectoral issues may hopefully contribute to the addressing of
sustainable de-velopment challenges in the follow-up to the Conference.
Key words: Classification, responsibilities, equalities, education, contribution, resurgence
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THE ROLE OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
IN EDUCATION SYSTEM
Zenphira Guliyeva
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan
Sustainable development promotes the stability of social and cultural systems, and also reduces a
number of harmful conflicts among people. The main aspect of this benefit is preserving the cultural diversity
in global scale. Sustainable development must create an effective system to make decisions, and studying the
historical experience and encouraging pluralism shows this as well. It is important not only among different
groups of people, but also for intergenerational justice. In the sustainable development framework, it can be
seen that development is subjective, not objective. In order to increase the value of development among
people, the concept of sustainable development means that people must participate in the process, including
the realization and execution of decisions.
According to the UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio 2012), sustainable development
ties together concern for the carrying capacity of natural systems with the social, political, and economic
challenges faced by humanity. Sustainability science is the study of the concepts of sustainable development
and environmental science. There is an additional focus on the present generations' responsibility to
regenerate, maintain and improve planetary resources for use by future generations. Sustainable development
is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs.
It contains within it two key concepts:
1. The concept of 'needs', in particular, the essential needs of the world's poor, to which overriding
priority should be given;
2.·The idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the
environment's ability to meet present and future needs.
Under the principles of the United Nations Charter, the Millennium Declaration identified principles
and treaties on sustainable development, including economic development, social development and
environmental protection. Broadly defined, sustainable development is a systems approach to growth and
development and to manage natural, produced, and social capital for the welfare of their own and future
generations. The term sustainable development as used by the United Nations incorporates both issues
associated with land development and broader issues of human development such as education, public health,
and standard of living.
Education must be revisited in light of a renewed vision of sustainable human and social development.
This vision of sustainability must take into consideration the social, environmental and economic dimensions
of human development and the various ways in which these relate to education: powering education is one
that builds the human resources it needs to be productive, to continue to learn, to solve problems, to be
creative, and to live together and with nature in peace and harmony. When nations ensure that such an
education is accessible to all throughout their lives, a quiet revolution is set in motion: education becomes the
engine of sustainable development and the key and wish to a better world.
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Exercise for reorienting curriculum
Reorienting education involves selecting appropriate knowledge, issues, skills, perspectives, and values
for the environmental, social, and economic spheres of sustainability. There are suggestions to begin
completing a project worksheet. People need basic knowledge from the natural sciences, social sciences, and
humanities to understand the principles of sustainable development, how they can be implemented, the
values involved, and the ramifications of their implementation. Education for Sustainable Development
(ESD) must provide people with the practical skills that will enable them to: continue learning after they
leave school, to find a sustainable livelihood, and to live sustainable lives.
Education for Sustainable Development United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization
For teachers, Quality Education UNESCO has identified ten key aspects that support quality education
related to the individual learner and to systems of education. Five of these aspects are at the level of the
learner, including: seeking out the learner, acknowledging the learner’s knowledge and experience, making
content relevant, using many teaching and learning processes, and enhancing the learning environment
Not all students learn in the same way. Some prefer to listen, others to read, and still others to
participate more actively. Unfortunately, traditional pedagogies mainly serve pupils who are good at
listening, reading, memorizing and sitting still; however, not all pupils have these abilities. Yet education is
for all. Meeting the learning needs of all pupils in the classroom is a form of social equity, which is a core
concept of sustainability. For many years, the educational community did not link teaching techniques with
social equity. Previously, only the pupils who were good at reading, memorizing and reciting excelled in
school. Those pupils who were not did not thrive in school and often dropped out, thereby limiting their
careers and economic potential. Dropping out of school is a major social and economic sustainability issue.
However, using a variety of teaching techniques to meet the learning needs of pupils can address equity in
the classroom. Such practice also demonstrates to the pupils a form that equity and social sustainability can
take.
Request that pupils take pictures in their community and then use their pictures as the topics of
discussions. Pupils can photograph activities that create more sustainable communities as well as those that
lead to less sustainable communities.
For example, riding a bicycle is good for society, because the rider can interact with other people rather
than being isolated in a car. Riding a bicycle is good for the economy because bicycles have a lower impact
on the roads compared to heavy vehicles, and, as a result, less costly road repair is necessary. In another
example, there is a picture of a recycling bin. Recycling is good for the environment because it conserves
natural resources and energy. Recycling is good for the economy because it employs people to sort and
package materials for resale. Recycling is good for society because the city government does not have to pay
for as much garbage collection and disposal.
Excerpt from: Assessing Pupil Learning with Rubrics United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization ESD Sourcebook
Some schools provide activities for pupils outside regular school hours, for example: thematic clubs
and music, or athletic practices and events. Extra-curricular activities for pupils are usually voluntary rather
than mandatory and often have social, philanthropic, artistic, athletic, or other goals instead of academic
ones. Pupils often organize and direct these activities under teacher sponsorship or supervision, although
pupil-led initiatives are also common. In general, extra-curricular activities allow pupils to develop talents,
skills, and abilities that the mandated primary and secondary curriculums do not address. As a matter of
social equity, all pupils should have a chance to demonstrate their personal strengths, including nonacademic ones, at school. These additional activities often allow pupils who do not excel in traditional
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classroom activities and behaviour (e.g. reading, reciting, and sitting still), to develop and demonstrate
abilities which are not routinely used in the classroom. Providing all pupils with the opportunity to show their
best work is a form of equity, which is at the heart of sustainable development and ESD. Extra-curricular
activities can focus on sustainability, addressing environmental, social and economic concerns of the
community. The purpose of this section is to describe a variety of extra-curricular activities with
sustainability themes. School Gardens Although school gardens are often used as living illustrations of the
life science curriculum, they can also teach sustainability. School gardens can be used to increase pupil
nutrition (e.g. school gardens provide produce for school meal programmes). School gardens also increase
food security (the availability of and access to food) as well as teach agricultural skills for self-reliance or for
use in a future career.
Community Monitoring Pupils, assisted by teachers and community members, work together to
monitor and critically evaluate the problems and conflicts facing their local community (e.g. beach erosion,
water quality, traffic, or litter) and then design and implement activities and projects to address some of those
problems. Sandwatch, a beach monitoring programme, is popular with teachers and pupils.)
Pupil Peer Counselling
Adolescents often have issues they do not want to discuss with parents or teachers, but for which they
need information and assistance in order to make decisions that may affect their well-being for years to
come. Schools have established peer help desks and counselling to promote health, social responsibility,
behaviour change, and decision-making. They have also established chat forums in which pupils can seek
advice and guidance as well as openly express issues that concern them. Topics include physical and mental
abuse, alcoholism, drug abuse, premarital sex, and HIV and AIDS.
Extra-Curricular Activities Community Service
Pupils observe inequities in their community between “the haves and the have-nots.” They know that
some community members lack the means to provide for their own needs, which is a social and economic
sustainability issue. Some pupils express a desire to help. Community outreach comes in many forms (e.g.
working in kitchens or food pantries to feed the hungry, visiting the elderly in nursing homes, assisting in
nursery schools, and replanting environmentally degraded areas). Participation can be: (1) direct, involving
face-to-face interactions with the recipients of the service, (2) indirect, with pupils working in supportive
roles through a group or agency, or (3) via advocacy campaigns and raising awareness of a community
problem. Such community service benefits pupils by increasing their sense of civic efficacy and their
personal development. (See Service Learning Reflections 2009 Chapel Hill High School Arts Drama, Music,
and Dance Drama, music, poetry, and dance can call upon talents and skills that are not part of the mandated
curriculum and also have a sustainability focus. For example, pupils can write and act in sketches that reflect
sustainable and unsustainable practices in the community or write lyrics to songs that remind others about
good daily practices (e.g. water conservation). These pupils can perform for others so that the sustainability
messages are conveyed across the school and into the community
Extra-Curricular Activities United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
For
decision-makers responsible for primary and secondary education, the ESD Sourcebook Education is
essential to sustainable development. The education of today is crucial to enhancing the ability of the leaders
and citizens of tomorrow to create solutions and find new paths to a better, more sustainable future.
Unfortunately, our current collective pool of human knowledge, skills, and experience does not contain the
solutions to all the contemporary global environmental, societal, and economic problems. Although humanity
has faced crises in the past and successfully navigated them, the scale of current problems is greater and the
size of the world population larger than ever before. While we can draw upon experiences of the past to solve
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the problems of today and tomorrow, the reality is that citizens of the world will have the task of learning
their way towards sustainability. Education is therefore central to learning and to a more sustainable future.
The responsibility for a more sustainable future is borne by governments and civil society as well as
individuals. All must contribute in their own way. The 40 chapters of Agenda 211 describe ways forward in
many areas, from agriculture to waste disposal. Education is a cross-cutting theme and is mentioned in each
of the 40 chapters. This demonstrates how the education community has a special role to perform. It is
through education that the next generation of citizens, voters, workers, professionals, and leaders will be
prepared for life-long learning about sustainability. [1.6]
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization For decision-makers responsible for
primary and secondary education ESD Sourcebook Core Disciplines and Adjectival Educations Core
disciplines – those that are part of primary and secondary education around the world – generally include
mathematics, science, language1 , and social studies. Other disciplines, known as second-tier subjects, are
often part of the curriculum, depending on funding and cultural priorities. Second-tier disciplines include art,
music, health, life skills, technical and vocational education and training (TVET), etc. Many other fields of
education exist and compete for a place in primary and secondary education. The term “adjectival education”
was coined to characterize the fields of education that use the term education or study(ies) in their name.
Curricular Analysis: Finding sustainability in existing curricula United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization For decision-makers responsible for primary and secondary education ESD
Sourcebook Pupils learn more than the official curriculum while in school. They also acquire cultural norms,
values and behaviour, from teachers, non-teaching staff and other pupils as well as from their physical
surroundings (e.g. buildings and grounds). Pupils are quick to notice discrepancies between what is taught
and what occurs around them. For example, if they study energy conservation but the school does not
implement such measures, pupils notice it. For this and other reasons, the whole-school approach to
sustainability has become increasingly popular. A whole-school approach to sustainability is practised in a
variety of ways, differing from place to place. Whole-school approaches usually address the following: The
formal curriculum contains knowledge, skills, perspectives and values related to sustainability. Learning
includes real-life issues to enhance pupils’ motivation and learning.
The school has a sustainability ethos that can be seen in the treatment of others, school property, and
the environment. School management practices reflect sustainability (e.g. procurement, water and energy
use, and waste management). School policies reflect environmental, social, and economic sustainability.
Interactions between the school and the community are fostered. Special events and extra-curricular
activities apply and enhance classroom learning about sustainability. Pupils engage in decision-making
affecting school life. Schools often begin with one sustainability activity, which then leads to others. Over
time, the school enacts and maintains a number of sustainable practices. Whole-School Approach to
Sustainability School ethos Pupils engagement in decision making School policies Real-life issues Formal
curriculum School management practices Special events School and community interaction Areas of school
that contribute to teaching and learning about sustainability Ideally, an entire school reflects sustainability in
the academic programme, school policies and daily practices. Enrolment and hiring practices should reflect
equity, a major component of social sustainability. Are all pupils treated equally regardless of ethnicity,
gender or race? Does the school staff itself mirror the ethnic, racial, and gender composition of the local
population? (e.g. are any ethnic minorities on the staff?). Purchasing policies should reflect principles of
economic sustainability. Is paper with a post-consumer recycled content purchased from locally owned
businesses rather than a major corporation? Building construction and maintenance should reflect
environmental sustainability. Are water and energy conservation practices commonly used? Are non-toxic
and non-polluting cleaners used to clean the school facilities? In order to create a whole-school approach in
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your community, begin by making an inventory of school and community resources. Then, generate a list of
possible projects. Next, prioritize your activities according to importance and availability of resources.
Finally, select an activity that can be easily accomplished. Initial success will lead to other successful
projects.
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Summary
The Role of the Sustainable Development in Education System
Zenphira Guliyeva
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan

This article is devoted to sustainable development in the educational system. Key aspects of teaching
and education are discussed in this article. Sustainable development ties together concern for the carrying
capacity of natural systems with the social, political, and economic challenges faced by humanity.
Sustainability science is the study of the concepts of sustainable development and environmental science.
There is an additional focus on the present generations' responsibility to regenerate, maintain and improve
planetary resources for use by future generations. Sustainable development is development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Education for Sustainable Development United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization ESD Sourcebook. For teachers Quality Education UNESCO has identified ten key aspects that
support quality education related to the individual learner and to systems of education.
Key words: Sustainable development, generation, challenge, compromise, education, support
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NORTH CAUCASUS IN RUSSIA'S EDUCATION POLICY:
PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES
Bayim Abdulla
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan
Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare it today. (Malcolm X)
In 1992, for the first time at the international conference on "Environment and Sustainable
Development" in the United Nations in Rio de Janeiro, “the Agenda of the Twenty-First Century” and “the
Rio Declaration” were adopted. The main terms and strategic guidelines for sustainable development have
been widely covered in these documents. The concept of sustainable human development covers various
aspects such as gender equality, healthy environment, public health and education. The states are closely
cooperating with international organizations to develop their human developments.
Since early 1990, the world community recognized that to assess the level of development of a country
it is not sufficient to rely solely on the average per capita income. The method used to measure the quality of
life in the world is a human development index (HDI). This is the total indicator characterizing the level of
achievements of the country (region) in basic dimensions of human development. The HDI was created to
emphasize that people and their capabilities should be the ultimate criteria for assessing the development of a
country, not economic growth alone. These contrasts can stimulate debate about government policy
priorities.
HDI is a summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of human development:
a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable and have a decent standard of living. 4
In modern conditions, the human development index plays an important role in any state’s policy. The
state is responsible for the welfare of its citizens.The human development index allows taking into account
not only economic but also the social welfare of the country, the quality of life of the population.
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) annually publishes reports on human
development with the results of assessing the social and economic development of the countries of the world.
Since 1995, UNDPalso has publishedreports about the human development of the Russian Federation.
According to the United Nations Human Development Index report 2016, Norway leads the list.
Russian Federation’s HDI value for 2015 is 0.804— which put the country in the very high human
development category—positioning it at 49 out of 188 countries and territories. Between 1990 and 2015,
Russian Federation’s HDI value increased from 0.733 to 0.804, an increase of 9.7 percent. Between 1990 and
2015, Russian Federation’s life expectancy at birth increased by 2.3 years, mean years of schooling increased
by 2.8 years and expected years of schooling increased by 2.2 years. Russian Federation’s GNI per capita
increased by about 13.0 percent between 1990 and 2015. 5, p.3
This means that the state has been able to achieve certain progress through the right state policy. The
HDI of Russian Federation is reflected in the table below.
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*Table: Russian Federation HDİ trends based on consistent time series data

1990
1995
2000
2005
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Life expectancy
at birth
68.0
66.0
65.1
65.8
68.6
69.1
69.5
69.9
70.1
70.3

Expected years
of schooling
12.8
11.8
12.5
13.8
14.0
14.3
14.6
14.9
15.0
15.0

Mean years of
schooling
9.2
10.0
11.3
11.6
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

GNI per capita
(2011 PPP$)
20,601
12,715
13,678
18,872
22,424
23,359
24,094
24,258
24,067
23,286

HDI value
0.733
0.700
0.720
0.754
0.785
0.792
0.799
0.803
0.805
0.804

*http://hdr.undp.org/sites/all/themes/hdr_theme/country-notes/RUS.pdf
The current goal of sustainable development is to end poverty and hunger everywhere; to combat
inequalities within and among countries; to build peaceful, just and inclusive societies; to protect human
rights and promote gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls; and to ensure the lasting
protection of the planet and its natural resources. 8, p.1The current goal of sustainable development is to
build upon the achievements of the Millennium Development Goals and seeks to address their unfinished
business.
One of the factors that makes the country's human development index high is the countries' education
result. Everyone has the right to education, to live a long and healthy life, to be financially free and to live a
decent life. Education is an important tool for the success of a person, building his/her future, the
development of his/her intellect and the formulation of his/her thoughts.It is possible also to end the
inequality between men and women as a result of education.
Under Article 26 (1) of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights “Everyone has the right to
education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education
shall be compulsory”. 10, p.7
Article 43 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, was adopted 1993, provides also everyone the
right to education, general access free preschool, primary and secondary vocational education. 3
Russia has adopted numerous decrees, projects and state programs in the field of education. In 1992,
the Russian government adopted "Education Law". In the Constitution of the Russian Federation and the
Federal Law " On Education in the Russian Federation" fixed the right to ensure equal access to education
for all students, taking into account the diversity of special educational needs and individual opportunities.
Russia has been implementing a set of educational programs starting 2000. In accordance with the
Constitution of the Russian Federation, within the framework of the Federal Law No. 273-FZ "On Education
in the Russian Federation" was adopted 29 December 2012 primary general education, basic general
education, and secondary general education are compulsory levels of education in Russia. This Federal law
establishes the legal, organizational and economic basis of education in the Russian Federation, the basic
principles of the Russian Federation’s state policy on education and the general rules for the functioning of
the education system and the implementation of education activities, and it defines the legal position of those
involved in such relations in the area of education. 9, p.1
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In order to implement the goals set in international instruments, the Russian Federation is
implementing several state programs to harmonize the national education system with international
standards.
A Russian Federation adopted a government programme on “The development of education” 2013‐
2020 containing specific sections on the development of preschool, general and additional education for
children and vocational education, the development of a system for the evaluation of quality education and
transparency of the education system, and the involvement of young people in social experience. 9, p.1
The main tasks of the state programme on “The development of education” are organization of a
flexible, socially accountable system of continuing education developing human potential and meeting the
current and long‐term needs for the socio‐economic development of the Russian Federation; development of
infrastructure together with organizational and economic mechanisms enabling equality of access to
preschool, general and additional education services for children’s education; modernization of education
programmes in preschool, general and additional education systems for children, geared to achievement of an
up‐to‐date quality of educational outcomes and socialization; establishment of a modern system for
evaluation of the quality of education and so on. 11, 5-7
As it is known the main goal of SDG 4 is to achieve equal education over the world. Obtaining a
quality education is the foundation for improving people’s lives and sustainable development.
Guided this goal, in the World Education Forum 2015 in Incheon which was held in the Republic of
Korea more than 1600 participants participated and they adopted the Incheon Declaration for Education
2030. The new Declaration sets out a new vision for education for the next fifteen years.
Education is at the heart of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. This new vision is fully
captured by the proposed SDG 4 “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all” and its corresponding targets. It is transformative and universal, attends to the
‘unfinished business’ of the EFA agenda and the education-related MDGs, and addresses global and national
education challenges. 7, p.6
The targets include ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and
secondary education, girls and boys have access to quality early childhood development, care and preprimary education so that they are ready for primary education, equal access for all women and men to
affordable and quality technical, vocational and tertiary education, including university, substantially
increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills,
for employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship, ensure that all youth and a substantial proportion of
adults, both men, and women, achieve literacy and numeracy so on. 6, p.20-21
It should be noted that some points of the state program, which Russia adopted in 2013 are the same
with Incheon Declaration for education 2030.As a result, of implementing obligations of the Education
Declaration 2030, Russian’s educational system will be on the same level as the education system of the
leading world countries and the education system will be developed.
As it was mentioned above, although Russia lists in the 49th place, there is a noticeable difference in
across the country’s regions. For example, with its human development index Moscow, St. Petersburg, the
Tyumen region, the Republic of Tatarstan and the Belgorod region are leading the list. The North Caucasian
republics are on the bottom of the list. Only North Ossetia-Alania is ahead of the other federal republics in
the North Caucasus federal district. The worst index of the North Caucasus federal district belongs to the
Chechen Republic.
The financial and economic crisis did impact the financial and economic growth of the world countries.
Along with the economic and industrial sectors, the economic crisis affected also the countries’ education
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system. The economic crisis 2015 in Russia led to declining state budget allocation to the education sector.
Hence, the education budget was decreased by 8% compared to previous years. 12, p.176
Nevertheless, according to the 2016 report of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), Russia for its educational development is ranked 24th among 38 countries.2, p.6At
the same time, a level of secondary education in Russia covers 94.7 percent, this is slightly higher than
average index among OECD countries.12, p.174
Despite the fact that Russia's index for the country is satisfactory, there are considerable differences in
North Caucasus Federal District. For example, children’s primary, secondary, and higher education index in
Irkut, Sakhalin, Novosibirsk, Moscow, and St. Petersburg are higher (95%) than Dagestan and KarachayCherkessia. This index for Dagestan and Karachay-Cherkessia is 63 %. 12, p.178
Russia faces certain difficulties in the North Caucasian republics in implementing its obligations to
"Ensuring inclusive and equitable equal education for all and promoting lifelong learning opportunities" in
2015. The elimination of gender inequalities in education, the completion of free, equal and quality primary
and secondary education for girls and boys, bringing relevant and effective outcomes, quality education,
achieving gender equality in the labour market, and developing preschool education are the main problems.
The North Caucasus region has its own peculiaritiesin the internal policy of the Russian
Federation. The North Caucasus Federal District(NCFD) is a region of low income and low foreigneconomic activity. The region is less developed than other subjects of the Russia Federation. A government
should pay special attention to this region.The Russia government cooperates with the North Caucasus
republics in improving the region's education system. Because education should play a major role in the
region’s integration.
“Education Law” which was adopted in Russia in 1992, opened new perspectives for schools in the
North Caucasus. To improve education in the North Caucasus republics federal laws also were adopted. All
adopted laws served modernization and democratization of educational system in the North Caucasus.
The education system in the North Caucasus region has its own characteristics in the modern education
system of the Russian Federation. However, the education system of the North Caucasus has its own
ethnocultural religious features, which characterized by historical, demographic, economic and ethnocultural
factors. Primary education in the North Caucasus region begins at the age of 6 years and lasts for 11 years
with full education (11 classes), the basic education is 9 years (9 classes).14, p.186-187
Early aged marriages, abduction of girls, domestic violence, overcroweded schools are the main
educational problems in North Caucasus. Also, the elimination of gender inequality in education, promotion
of gender equality, increasing women’s participation in the labour market in the North Caucasus republics
are among the main goals. This problem is most commonly observed in the eastern republics of the North
Caucasus, where Islamic traditions and local customs are more dominant. There is no gender equality
between women and men in some regions of the North Caucasus such as Ingushetia, Chechnya, and
Dagestan. This is a fact that younger generation tends to tradition and prefers Islamic values.1, p.403There
is not so much radical tradition in other republics of the North Caucasus such as Ossetia, Kabardino-Balkaria,
and Karachay-Cherkessia.
Ramzan Kadyrov adopted a new dress code, which enforces a compulsory dress code on women in
Chechnya in public institutions, including schools, government offices, and hospitals, and attempt to extend
it to public places as such, including for example streets, parks, shops, and entertainment centers. R.
Kadyrov, women in Chechnya forced girls to wear hijab, and girls who did wear hijab not allowed to school
or university. This issue cause diminishing women’s participation in education. 1, p.408
One of the main problems which the state confronts in educational policy in the North Caucasus is the
lack of buildings for kindergartens and secondary schools. One of the main reasons of lack of gardens and
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secondary school buildings in the North Caucasus region is the birth rate. The birth rate in the North
Caucasus Federal District is the highest in the Russian Federation. Especially high birth rate is in Chechnya.
High population growth leads to a high density of students in secondary schools, and as a result, students
study in three shifts. Schoolchildren of Ingushetia and Dagestan face the same problem.
Relating to this problem, the representative of the Russian government Dmitry Medvedev expressed
his views during his speech in Vladikavkaz: “Caucasus has its own specialty, first of all, it is connected to its
demographic situation: many children are born, many young people live here. In the 2016-2017 school year,
61 schools of the district worked in three shifts, and in the third shift, more than 7,000 children studied. We
have been working hard with the three-shift problem since 2014. Within the framework of the state program
"Development of the North Caucasus Federal District more than 60 general educational organizations were
built, which allowed building about 35,000 students’ places. This year, for construction of new schools in
the NCFD spent more than 5 billion rubles from the federal budget. It will be able to create additional 14.5
thousand places.” 16
Preschool education is the starting point in the system of continuous education; it is aimed at the
formation of a common culture, the development of intellectual, physical, moral, aesthetic and personal
qualities, the formation of prerequisites for educational activities, the preservation, and strengthening of the
health of preschool children.
The Federal Education Minister, Dmitry Livanov reported that the level of availability of preschool
education for children aged three to seven years in Russia is 99 percent on average, problems remain in the
North Caucasus. The minister also clarified that theavailability of preschool education was below 95% in 5
regions: Transbaikal and Tuva in Siberia, Ingushetia, and Dagestan in the North Caucasus, and in Sevastopol.
Minister of Education and Science of the Russian Federation added that within the framework of the 20102020 educational development that over the past 3 years 213 kindergartens have been built in the NCFD,
over 100,000 places have been created in the system of preschool education. 15
Not only the shortage of school buildings in the region but also the lack of repair or breakdown of old
schools also andthe main problem. The availability and quality of education are influenced by the state of the
school infrastructure. Despite an effective policy on this issue, the infrastructure of the state schools is
improving very slowly. Therefore, for the last 3 years, more than 1 percent of school buildings from the total
number of general education organizations are located in an emergency condition about 13 percent of school
buildings still require major repairs. In the Republic of Ingushetia, 23% of schools are in emergency
condition.12, p.183
When analyzing Russia's SDG 4 policy, it can be concluded that Russia has made some progress in
government education policy in the North Caucasus. It is possible to state that Russia has very good results
with regard to some goals, but in the implementation of others, it is very far in comparison with other
countries. However, some problems remain in the education area. It is necessary to mention that the North
Caucasus is a very special region in the state’s policy. Diminishing the differences between regions the
Russia Federation should implementa balanced policy. To achieve gender equality, to increase the number of
preschool and secondary education buildings, to improve quality of education are the Russian government’s
priorities in education policy in the North Caucasus.
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Summary
North Caucasus in Russia's Education Policy: problems and perspectives

Bayim Abdulla
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan

The Russian Federation is in the 49th place in the world according to the human development index.
As a result of the purposeful policy,Russiahas achieved certain progress in the Human Development Index.
When analyzing the country's HDI, the deeper difference between the regions is noticeable. The North
Caucasus is a special region in Russian Federation. As a result of the recent policy of the Russian
government, the region's human development index has slightly improved.However, problems in the
education system of the region remain. Priority areas of Russian educational policy in the North Caucasus,
the problems in this area, and the state’s policy trying toimprove education are explored in this article.
Keywords: Russia Federation, the North Caucasus, education policy, human development index,
gender equality
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CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT AT THE ALGERIAN
UNIVERSITY: ISSUES AND CONTROVERSIES AT A GLANCE

Halima Benzoukh
Kasdi Merbah University, Ouargla, Algeria
1. Introduction
Curriculum is regarded as a form of power that turns individuals into subjects. Curricula are subject to
someone else-educational institutions and the Ministry of Higher Education in Algeria-through control and
dependence, and they are subject to their own identity, tied by conscience and a self knowledge that is a key
goal of the new models of curricula. Both meanings imply a form of power (Tyler, 2013).
Universities in Algeria have recently seen a number of changes. The issue of curriculum design has
become a crucial dilemma. The Algerian community, and university teachers and students feel the need to
change and review the curriculum that does not meet their needs and that is far from the social reality.
2. Factors Contributing to Students’ Failure at the Algerian University
There are many factors that may lead to students’ failure at the Algerian University; some of them are
as follows:
 Unrealistic expectations: Usually expectations do not meet the Algerian reality. The content of
university teaching does not suit the Algerian context (Idri, 2005). Therefore, graduates face a lot of
difficulties at work after their university training.
 Unrealistic criteria: These criteria are considered as the main obstacle that the Algerian university
faces. The main reason behind this is the lack of collaboration and cooperation between the
university and the outside community (the social and the economic stakeholders) to meet a number
of realistic objectives.
 Demotivated students: Finding out some ways to motivate students to move forward in learning is
the aim of any university teacher because if a student is not motivated, no learning outcome will be
obtained (Melouk, 2013). The goal in this case is getting some tools to sail down the river of variety
in teaching methods.
 Boring lectures: These lectures become a main feature of nowadays’ Algerian university (Idri,
2005). The major cause of that is the lack of materials and technologies that inspire students and
grab their attention.
 No common goals/philosophies are settled or stated by Algerian universities. This situation leads to
a number of difficulties that face the Algerian students’ mobility (Berkane, 2009).
 Career expectations are often good in theory, but in reality they are not so (ibid.).
 In-service training for faculty is always lacking.
 Curriculum/Syllabus design issues should be taken into consideration in higher education (Idri,
2005).
 Pedagogical decisions are always taken by university administration.
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 Students’ number (large classes) is another factor to consider at the Algerian university. Due to the
increasing number of university students in the recent years, many issues are raised on the teaching
quality and the training provided at university.
 Students do not come with sufficient academic skills after passing their baccalaureate exam at high
school (Melouk, 2013).
 Curriculum at the Algerian university is usually detached from local realities.
3. The LMD System and Curriculum Design at the Algerian University
The Ministry of Higher Education in Algeria manages 106 public institutions of higher education,
including 50 universities and 13 university centres (MHESR 2016). The framework of university studies is
currently a 3-5-8 system based on a three-year licence (Bachelor), two-year master (Masters) and a three-year
doctorate following the Bologna reforms in Europe.
Private universities were launched in 2008, but none of them is allowed to hold any medical or
veterinary training program, which is available only at public universities (Ramaswami et al, 2012). With the
strict regulations of the private education sector in Algeria, there are a limited number of higher education
institutions. These decisions to allow private investors into the education sector should reduce the
demographic pressure on the public sector, allowing the government to better target low-income students
who are in need of the free education that public sectors offer. Private higher education institutions in Algeria
are regarded as providing better qualifications than public ones by Algerians. However, graduates of private
universities are usually not accepted by government offices because the vast majority of their diploma
qualifications remain unaccredited by the government (ibid.). Students at public universities still significantly
outnumber those in the private sector, partly because of the stringent requirements to get authorisation for
private institutions from the Ministry of Higher Education. Students with sufficient financial resources prefer
to study in France, as degrees obtained there are regarded in Algeria. The strict regulation on establishing
private institutions in Algeria is likely to affect the quality of education as the percentage of graduates from
public universities will continue to surpass those from private ones (ibid.).
The LMD based system was intended to provide greater compatibility and comparability of Algerian
qualifications internationally and to improve employment opportunities for university graduates (Melouk,
2013). Student autonomy ought to be developed through the introduction of a tutoring system. This is a new
pedagogical activity for the teacher introduced in the LMD process. This activity maintains a direct relation
between the teacher and the student outside the classroom i.e. the teacher-learner interaction becomes easier.
Hence, teachers play the role of the guide as they can inform the learners about any pedagogical information
they may need. The academic year at the Algerian university consists of two semesters and lasts from
September to July.
The Algerian framework of university degrees is at present modeled on the French structure of higher
education (Bouhadiba, 2013). The reform, known as the ‘LMD’, is set to introduce a degree structure based
on the new French model of bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. Introduced by executive decree in
2004, the reform was conducted as a pilot scheme at ten Algerian universities, which were working in
consultation with some European universities (Idri, 2005). This degree framework seems similar in structure
to the reforms being undertaken in Europe through the Bologna system (Clark, 2006):
 The licence (BA), corresponding to three years of study beyond the baccalaureate exam (bac+3);
 The master, corresponding to two year further study beyond the licence (bac+5);
 The doctorate, corresponding to three years of research beyond the master (bac+8).
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Central to the plan of increasing student mobility is the introduction of a unit and credit accumulation
system (ibid.). Courses are grouped into modules (unités d’enseignement) that comprise central classes
specific to the field of study (unité d’enseignemnet fondamentale), required classes for particular subjects of
study (unité d’enseignement de découverte), and electives outside the student’s area of specialty (l’unité
d’enseignement transversal). Instruction and assessment for each module are organized on a semester, rather
than yearly basis and consists of a specific number of academic credit hours which are transferable as part of
the overall module of study. One credit is equal to a student workload of 20 to 25 hours, and one semester of
full-time study represents 30 credit hours. In line with the newly introduced European Credit Transfer
System (ECTS), credit loads under the new academic structure are as follows (Melouk, 2013):
 Licence (Bac+3; bac+6 semesters) = 180 credits
 Master (licence + 2 years; licence + 4 semesters) = 120 credits
It was hoped that the new system would make program offerings from Algerian universities more
compatible with those around the world, thereby increasing the international mobility of Algerian faculty and
students. The reforms aim at increasing student flexibility in selecting and transferring courses and credits,
making the system more efficient as relates to the time it takes for students to graduate, increasing lifelong
learning opportunities, and increasing institutional autonomy while producing learning outcomes more
attuned to the needs of the Algerian job market.
University education is open to all students who pass the Baccalaureate exam. Demand for places on
popular courses far outstrips supply; places are allocated on a combination of student preference,
baccalaureate results, and course availability. In 2003, nearly 6000 foreign students were enrolled in Algerian
institutions of higher education, of which 4000 were from French-speaking African countries (Clark, 2006).
The budget that is dedicated to higher education is somewhat high, but this is due to high social, not
instructional, expenditures (MHESR 2016). Social expenditures include accommodation, food, scholarships
and transport. Almost ninety percent of students are provided scholarships. Fifty percent are entitled to free
accommodation, and all are entitled to subsidized lunch (ibid.).
The National Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (MHESR) manages most aspects
of educational research in Algeria. There are many university-based research laboratories in the country. In
addition to university research centres, the Ministry oversees three research agencies, the National Agency
for University Development and Research, the National Agency for Health Research, and the National
Agency for the Promotion of Research and Technological Development.
The Ministry of Higher Education claims that its present priorities are to boost international
collaboration in research planning and execution, to enhance the quality and attractiveness of recent research
facilities, to encourage South-South exchanges with other Maghreb, Arab, Mediterranean, and African
countries, and to support innovative research (Berkane, 2009).
The National Institute for Research in Education is the most important research body aligned with the
Ministry of National Education, charged with assessing the efficiency of any educational reform in the
country. This Institute’s members are university teachers serving three-year terms of scientific counsel. It
publishes its reports on both its website and the website of the Ministry of National Education.
4. Curriculum Design at the Algerian University: Between Chaos and Order
Reforms in the Algerian higher education in accordance with the Bologna system (2004) focused on
enhancing student-centered training through outcome-based education in order to improve the sustainable
quality of higher education. Professionals at the Algerian university were given the opportunity to design
their own curricula taking into account their cultural and economic contexts. However, no training and no
guidance were offered. It was a radical change. Universities did not know how to deal with that situation and
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they could only rely on the previous curriculum of the “Classic system” that had proved to be unsuccessful
and unable to compete the other educational systems in many countries all over the world.
In Algeria, adapting to the Ministry of Higher Education reforms (2004) was a hard task for many
universities in the country (Berkane, 2009). Thus, curricula could not meet the wants of the civil society. The
main difficulty was designing a curriculum that suits the needs of all the stakeholders (the community,
schools and authorities). Those challenges can be dealt with only if there is a collaborative work that aims at
creating a curriculum that meets the community needs. Therefore, ‘Le Socle Commun’ 2013 was considered
as a golden opportunity to review the previous LMD system and to design new course syllabi.
5. Le Socle Commun 2013: The New University Curriculum in Algeria
In 2013, the Algerian Ministry of Higher Education suggested a common curriculum for each major all
over the country. The curriculum seems similar to the classical system. To many working at the Algerian
university, the decision was a review of the LMD system as a whole and was also the revival of the classical
system. Many questions on the LMD and its future in the country were raised at that time.
Most university departments in the country found themselves again at the juncture: they had to
redesign their curricula without any preparation or an alert to make these changes. However, nothing could
be done since they had to follow the ministry’s instructions. Departments had to start again and had to fill the
gaps of the suggested curricula that cast light only on the licence years and give the freedom to the university
stakeholders to work on the master curricula.
All scholars agree that the LMD system has come to fill the gap between the university and the outside
community and also to cope with the changes at international universities in other countries. The challenges
remain since no trainings are available and offered to teachers. The obstacles university departments face are
many and it seems that the same scenario of the first version of the LMD system may be repeated again. The
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research could not also manage and it sees that it is too early to
judge on the new LMD state as a whole.
A number of questions are raised on the new version of le socle commun. Some of them are as follows:
 Is ‘le Socle Commun’ a review of the LMD system as a whole?
 How can we fill in the gaps of the new suggested curriculum?
 Is it the same scenario of the old classical curriculum in other words?
 Is it an opportunity to address university students’ needs?
 Is it an opportunity to co-operate with the outside community?
 Is it a lead-in period at the Algerian university?
 Is it a pedagogical innovation?
 How can Algerian universities redesign their curricula, taking into account the various stakeholders’
needs?
 How can university faculty redesign their curriculum without any guidance on how to make these
changes?
 Are there any methods suggested to improve the teaching quality?
 Are there any materials provided by the Ministry of Higher Education to help university teachers in
designing their curricula?
 What kind of help do university teachers need to develop their curricula to address their students’
needs?
Algerian universities have to start again and have to fill in the gaps of ‘Le Socle Commun’ that casts
light only on the overall content of the three training years of the bachelor degree. The challenges remain
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since no training is available and offered to teachers. The new curriculum has come to emphasize the fact that
universities in Algeria have to co-operate with the outside community to meet the stakeholders’ needs.
Teaching strategies and course syllabi should be reviewed. When developing a curriculum, one of the first
tasks one needs to attend to is doing a needs analysis. This needs analysis will help in determining the needs
of a variety of stakeholders. Who should be consulted? Future students, university administration, alumni,
and employers such as local or regional businesses’ and industries’ owners, tourism authorities and schools
are the central target. These different stakeholders are the main contributors to a successful curriculum.
At present, the Algerian university still faces a number of challenges that are as follows:
 Setting the main goals of teaching is one of the most difficult tasks to undertake at any university.
No goals are clearly stated by the Ministry of Higher Education.
 Meeting the stakeholders’ needs
 Working on the students’ critical thinking skills and soft skills
 Finding out effective strategies to change the ‘hows?’ of course syllabi
 Knowing about the student’s entry level after getting his/her baccalaureate
 Determining the content of each course
 Determining the approach of delivering each course
 Overcoming the complexity of the syllabus’ constituent elements
 Setting SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bond) course objectives
Designing a course syllabus is one of the most difficult tasks teachers can do at the beginning of each
year. The main reason behind that is the complexity of the syllabus elements. A teacher needs to design a
syllabus that meets his SMART course objectives. S/he ought to take into account the content of the course,
the allotted time and the learning outcomes. Course syllabi differ from each other due to the nature of the
content. However, to meet the overall objectives of any curriculum, teachers of the same institution could
work together to create a healthy educational atmosphere. Knowing about the value of collaboration, teachers
will surely enjoy the musicality of teaching.
6. Conclusion
A good curriculum provides guidance that aids teachers in helping their students to acquire new
knowledge and skills and apply them in a range of contexts. Designing a good curriculum is a crucial
dilemma that needs more much time to be settled. Relevance of curriculum to the Algerian job market ought
to be taken into account. How can curriculum make the Algerian students able to move from the learning
environment to the work environment? In a nutshell, creating a new curriculum at the Algerian university
remains a challenging task since stakeholders’ needs are changing all the time and also they are not clearly
identified.
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Summary
Curriculum Design and Development at the Algerian University:
Issues and Controversies at a Glance
Halima Benzoukh
Kasdi Merbah University, Ouargla, Algeria
The Algerian university has seen a number of changes throughout recent years. Algeria’s community,
university teachers and students feel the need to change and review the curriculum that does not meet their
needs and that is far from the country’s reality. Since the implementation of the LMD (Licence-MasterDoctorat) system in 2004, designing a curriculum has become one of the most challenging tasks Algerian
universities have ever been concerned with. The main reason behind that difficulty is the complexity of the
curriculum constituent elements. Therefore, this paper comes to cast light on the main challenges the
Algerian university faces in creating new curricula that meet the needs of different stakeholders. It also
focuses on some of the major influences on curriculum design. It then presents examples of how these
influential factors can affect the design of a curriculum and ends with a number of recommendations and
suggestions for all those who are involved in this challenging task to conduct their curriculum development
process.
Key words: Curriculum design, curriculum development, Algerian university, LMD, stakeholders
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AZERBAIJAN’S CULTURAL STUDIES PROGRAM IN
THE CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Qorkhmaz Alilicanzade
Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Azerbaijan

Introduction
The 2030 Agenda amounts to a minor step forward in the consideration of cultural aspects in
sustainable development. In the years leading to the adoption of the SDGs, several global networks
campaigned, under the banner ‘The Future We Want Includes Culture’, for the inclusion of one specific goal
devoted to culture, or for the integration of cultural aspects across the SDGs. Four documents, including a
manifesto, a declaration on the inclusion of culture in the 2030 Agenda, a proposal of possible indicators for
measuring the cultural aspects of the SDGs, and an assessment of the final 2030 Agenda, were produced
between 2013 and 2015.
At the 70th Session of the United Nations General Assembly in September 2015, 193 of the United
Nations’ Member States formally adopted a new global development agenda - Transforming our world: the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development composed of 17 goals and 169 targets to wipe out poverty, fight
inequality and tackle climate change over the next 15 years. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
otherwise known as the Global Goals, are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. For the goals to be reached, everyone needs to do their
part: governments, the private sector, civil society and every human being across the world. Governments are
expected to take ownership and establish national frameworks, policies and measures for the implementation
of the 2030 Agenda. The Sustainable development's ultimate goal includes the elimination or mitigation of
poverty, unemployment, and other social inequities.
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
1. No Poverty – End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. Zero Hunger – End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture
3. Good Health and Well-Being – Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
4. Quality Education – Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all
5. Gender Equality – Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. Clean Water and Sanitation – Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and
sanitation for all
7. Affordable and Clean Energy – Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and clean energy
for all
8. Decent Work and Economic Growth – Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure – Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
10. Reduced Inequalities – Reduce inequality within and among countries
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11. Sustainable Cities and Communities – Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable
12. Responsible Consumption and Production – Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
13. Climate Action – Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
14. Life below Water – Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development
15. Life on Land – Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions – Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all
levels
17. Partnerships for the Goals – Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global
partnership for sustainable development
The universal, transformational and inclusive SDGs describe major development challenges for
humanity. It addresses the needs of both the present and future generations in terms of environmental
resources. The SDGs work in the spirit of partnership and pragmatism to make the right choices now to
improve life, in a sustainable way, for future generations. They provide clear guidelines and targets for all
countries to adopt in accordance with their own priorities and the environmental challenges of the world at
large.
Culture and Education
As a result of globalization, many people are becoming interested in ranking systems which show how
their own countries compare with others on a variety of measures. In today’s society, cultural diversity is
important as it was many centuries ago. The cultural diversity is the coexistence of different culture, ethnic,
race, gender in one specific unit. In order, for Azerbaijan to be successful, our world must be a multicultural
world. This existence starts within our learning facilities where our students and children are educated. This
paper is “changing the way world, sees education through cultural diversity, has been co existing in many
countries across the world. These changes begin in any learning environment; where our families, friends,
children and students would learn how to appreciate different cultures and use it wisely to achieve. This
thesis promoted diversity, by interacting cultures and education; the importance of cultural diversity will
have a great impact on education.
The influence of culture on beliefs about education, the value of education, and participation styles
cannot be overestimated many students, for example, tend to be quiet in class, and making eye contact with
teachers is considered inappropriate for many of these children.
Azerbaijan Cultural Studies Program
This Cultural Studies on Azerbaijan Heritage Program will help students articulate their cultural
identities while gaining a greater understanding of, and appreciation for, diverse global cultures. Participants
complete several research assignments about Azerbaijan’s cultural norms and then demonstrate what they
learned by preparing a meal and presenting their research on the country’s culture and cultural identity.This
program will give students the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of their community and cultural
identity and consider how to make a positive impact in their neighborhood and the world at large.
The Cultural Studies program is dedicated to studying culture in its broader social, cultural,
political, and economic contexts. We are particularly concerned with the impact of globalization and
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education in Azerbaijan country. We are also concerned with understanding the role of Cultural
Studies in sustaining a democratic society in the face of social inequality, economic restructuring,
and changing social relations.
The Cultural Studies Program is committed to studying learning and education that take place
beyond the borders of regular universities —for example, community, labor, education that occur in
the context of community organizations and social movements, workplaces and labor unions, youth
groups. We believe that the learning and education that occur in such diverse sites play a critical role
in social and cultural transformation, and also help us rethink and re -imagine possibilities for public
schooling.
The Azerbaijan Cultural Studies program seeks to provide students with a solid grounding in
social theory and qualitative research methods on culture. The program aims to provide a unique
space within the university for students and faculty to work together on developing innovative
approaches to studying and transforming learning and education, in the broadest sense possible.
Improving Education through Azerbaijan Cultural Studies Program
Education materials and resources have change throughout centuries. In today’s society students are
interested about what is taken place in the world today. Students want to learn about current problems and
issues around the world, that will help promote culture diversity. Increasing culture diversity promotes
growth and success in many ways for the Azerbaijan Republic. Promoting this growth comes with
understanding cultural diversity and its awareness. Having culture awareness helps understand the traditions
and core values of other cultures.
I believe that educators should try to implement the Cultural Studies Program because knowledge is
never complete but an ongoing search. Educators should not get complacent with what they know but should
seek to improve or change if see fit. There is no denying that there are some people who are considered
gifted in certain areas and it is because of that gift why they are better at certain things than others.
Through this Cultural Studies Program teachers are introduced to innovative methods in classroom
teaching that encourage creativity and sensitivity in the student. This program help teachers to achieve an
integrated approach to education and provide methodologies of Azerbaijan cultural heritage input in
curriculum teaching.
The impact of context on Azerbaijan Cultural Studies Program
The preservation of cultural heritage of Azerbaijan is one of the important duties of our state. The
issues of the preservation and use of cultural resources are reflected in the main Law – the Constitution of the
Republic of Azerbaijan: “Everyone must respect historical, cultural and moral heritage, take care of them and
preserve historical and cultural monuments” (Article 40).
During the years of independence, moral values were highly appreciated in the cultural policy of the
state in Azerbaijan and the necessity for taking care of it was on the fore plan. Today, the improvement of the
attitude of a modern person towards moral heritage is related to the perception of the essence and
characteristics of cultural resources both consciously and also spontaneously. Elemental cultural heritage
causes a number of negative results that have multiple natures. In this regard, it creates condition for the
breach of relations in the past, and sometimes, full loss of knowledge about a number of cultural events. On
the other side, spontaneously, self – willed communication with moral potential of the past creates the spirit
of fetishism of people in relation to cultural heritage. So, regardless of the true value of this or that event of
culture, it becomes the object of worship and fame.
A joint activity of advanced forces in the field of preserving and restoring cultural resources and
international cultural exchange shows that cultural heritage enable the gradual release of people from
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historical and ethnic restriction. The culturological essence of cultural and moral values in the state policy,
intercultural communication and cultural communication stands in the fore plan and political cultural is being
developed. The preservation of cultural and moral heritage in the state concept of Azerbaijan is set forth and
resolved as an important issue. Here, the most important point, patriotism, on the one hand, is the relation to
native land, art and artistry, language and traditions in a certain historical and cultural environment, and on
the other hand, it has a political and ethnic content.
The strategy of culture of the Republic of Azerbaijan is developed and solved at different levels: The
Permanent Parliamentary Commission for Cultural Issues of the Azerbaijani Parliament and the Department
of Social Legislation (in the plan of legislation); Department of Humanitarian Policy of Presidential
Apparatus; the Department of Science, Culture, National Educational and Social Issues of the Cabinet of
Ministers (here, the budget is planned); the Ministry of Culture and Tourism is responsible for the
development and implementation of reforms at all sectors.
Independent Azerbaijan owns political and economic and cultural power in the international arena. Our
country with its ancient history, high moral values and indestructible national is becoming one of the powers
of the leading and advanced events in the world. Important measures were taken for the purpose of
discovering creative young people by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, direction of their development
and raising professional training. One of the main provisions for the sustainable development of cultural and
tourism sectors is the educational system. All of these give the ground to say that the policy of culture in
Azerbaijan is successfully implemented and continuous work is carried out for the preservation of our
cultural and moral heritage, its promotion and delivery to future generations. Azerbaijan has always
welcomed the events that are held in the field of the promotion of culture and its exchange to provide our
development. We can bravely say that today, Azerbaijan’s culture lives its sustainable development period.
Azerbaijan’s mugham, ashug, tar performance, carpet weaving, the art of copper of Lahij, Novruz Holiday,
horse game, and the symbolism of “kalaghayi” (silk kerchief) were included in the Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding of UNESCO. A number of projects have been
implemented in the field of the development of music art of Azerbaijan, its promotion in the world and
supporting the creativity of composer, conductor and musicians.
Azerbaijani people have been famous for their creative and inventive features in the world over the
centuries and have made their invaluable contributions to the development of world culture and art. This
creativity tradition also continues genetically now. An Azerbaijani model, which is a special model of social
development comprising unique and universal values during the period of globalization, has been gaining a
wide scale day by day and a unique product of the spirit of man entitled Azerbaijani culture spreads over.
The President of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, Goodwill Ambassador of UNESCO and ISESCO, MP Mrs.
Aliyeva Mehriban said in her speech at the event entitled “Azerbaijan: at the crossroads of cultures and
civilizations” held in Paris within the week of “Dialogue among Civilizations” dedicated to the 60 th
anniversary of UNESCO: “Azerbaijan is an ancient country distinguished by its rich moral heritage and
traditions. Azerbaijan has played an important role in conducting dialogue and civilizations for centuries. Our
country is located at a place where East meets West. In 1918, the first democratic republic in the East was
founded in Azerbaijan. It was the first Parliamentary republic of European type in the whole Islam world.
Along with this, opera, ballet, theater, women schools, free press release and equal election rights for men
and women were formed in Azerbaijan for the first time among the Islamic countries. Today, Azerbaijan has
become a modern country that accepts European values and realizes its way completely. One of the important
factors of the successful development is that Azerbaijan is a secular state and a country that is distinguishes
by its high tolerance”.
It was emphasized that great works have been implemented for the development of Azerbaijani culture,
preservation of intangible cultural heritage, including mugham, their promotion and its inclusion in the list of
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pearls of the mankind after Mrs. Mehriban Aliyeva was appointed the Goodwill Ambassador of UNESCO.
She said that materials in this book reflect only a part of the events held by Heydar Aliyev Foundation and
Azerbaijani Culture Friends Foundation (ACFF). So, the cultural policy realized by the state of Azerbaijan
and Haydar Aliyev Foundation is the main factor that conditions the sustainable development. The impact of
these factors accelerates the preservation and promotion of cultural heritage in the country.
The preservation and promotion of cultural heritage in Azerbaijan Cultural Studies Program
Instruments such as tar, kamancha and saz established their development on “golcha gopuz” and
“spring gopuz” which are ancient instruments of Azerbaijan. Beginning from single spring instrument,
making changes to the external appearance and the length of the arm of double spring, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 11
spring instruments, different instruments with and without screen were invented. During the Soviet period,
the development of these instruments was not only obstructed, but measures were taken to prohibit some of
them. Condition was created to restore ancient instruments and coordinate them today’s requirements making
updates. Presented “elgor”, “cangor” bow and “gorbuta” stringed instruments entered into the phase of
sustainable development which was carried out for centuries. Each instrument has bass, middle and treble
register which the previous instruments didn’t have such opportunities. Along with expanding voice range,
the quality of timbre was also improved. We can get the voice of 4 – 5 instruments just from single
instrument.
The result of working over these problems arisen yielded its fruit. The issues of range, timbre and
membrane found their solution in all three instruments, that’s, “elgor”, “cangor”, bow and spring “gorbuta”.
The preparation of the parts of case and skull of stringed musical instruments such as “elgor”, “gorbut” and
“cangor” in the form of “buta” (almond-shaped pattern) which is a traditional and national attribute of
Azerbaijan proves that the instrument belongs to Azerbaijan and also having the purpose of the preservation
of nationalism, the case in the form of buta caused the improvement of sound acoustic in a great degree. The
sound coming from the case spreads over with echo.
The known traditional tar consists of small and large cases and the body covered with a membrane
made of animal original material and playing the role of resonator, the arm which is flat from the top part,
round from the bottom part and connected to the body at the bottom part, made of wooden material, twenty
two membranes (screens) tied transversally with one – another at certain distances, the skull tied on the
upper part of the arm and which knucklebones are located on it, the small stretcher located at a place where
the skull is tied up with the arm, the large stretcher located on the membrane at the large case, bottom
stretcher located at the bottom part of the body, eleven metal strings are placed on the body and arm, being
white, yellow and tone strings, each of which is a pair, two pairs of ring strings and a red stringed bass tone
string.
Six out of eleven strings in the known traditional tar are placed on the arm, ten out of twenty two
membranes – are intended for ton staves, seven membranes for semi – tone, and five membranes for quarter
tones.
The lack of the known tar is that two pairs of ring string and one bass tone string were tied up with the
arm of tar among eleven strings in a passive way, and they are sounded only based on stable note (“sol”,
“do”, “sol”). It is impossible to play any mugham, tasnif, composer’s song etc. in these five strings. They are
used only in “chahar mizrab”.
Staves made of walnut tree or pear tree are used in classical tars which they are subject to deformation
as a result of friction, tar is out of tune quickly, and twisting the string takes more time and causes difficulty.
The aim of the invention is to improve the sound acoustic of the instrument, minimize the possibility of
the instrument’s being out of tune, expand the voice range, and expand performance opportunities as a result
of increasing additional bass voices.
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The issue set forth is resolved with the fact that according to the invention, the case and skull is made
in the form of “buta” ornament, the width of the arm from top – 45 mm on skull side and – 55 mm from
bottom on case side, the length of the body of case is 290 mm and its width is 140 mm, so, totally twenty
eight membranes are tied up with different colors – white for tone notes, black for semi - tone notes and red
for comma notes. In this case, metal strings – three thin white strings, a pair of yellow thin strings, a pair of
ring string, a yellow main string and three white main strings. The part of arm of 150 mm on the case side is
covered with ebonite material. Staves are made of metal and the membrane which plays the role of resonator
is made of thin fish skin which is tanned.
As a result of changes made in the size of the arm of “elgor” stringed instrument, that’s, the size of the
arm on the top – the width from the skull side 45 mm, on the bottom – the width on the case side 55 mm,
there are eight strings are placed on the arm in addition to 11 (eleven) strings in the arm with such sizes, a
pair of ring strings and a tone string. Customizing the seventh, eights and ninth white strings on sol, re and la
tones achieved to sound additional bass sounds, la tone of large octave, and re and so tones of small octave.
(In classical tar, the most bass sound is customized in the tone of main string and do tone of small octave).
All of 9 (nine) strings help the proper use in the performance of mugham, tasnif, folk and composer’s songs
at a necessary level.
The issue of the invention is the improvement of sound acoustic of the instrument, minimization of the
possibility of its being out of tune and the expansion of performance opportunities.
So, the preservation and promotion of cultural heritage existing in the country over centuries is the
result of the sustainable development. This development can be a stimulus for further achievement.
Methodology
The formation of new musical instrument will undoubtedly play an invaluable role in the development
of Azerbaijani music, and the art of performance and composition. Theoretical provisions of national and
world musical studies were benefited in the development of the research. The method of comparative cultural
and historical analysis was used in the research work.
An irreplaceable role of newly invented musical instruments in the sustainable development of
Azerbaijan’s cultural heritage, future generation’s gaining its worthy place in the world culture, preservation
of our national material musical wealth, creation of new styles of performance, younger generation’s putting
its sign in the art, creation of new examples of art, the synthesis and analysis of world music in Azerbaijan’s
music is a desirable and possible truth.
Conclusion
New invented instruments, “Elgor”, “Gorbuta” and “Cangor” stringed instruments will have a special
place in Azerbaijani music. The formation of instruments in the shape of “buta” which is the attribute of
Azerbaijan is one of the important factors that they have a different appearance from world music
instruments. The form of buta doesn’t only bear a nature of the symbol, but also it plays an important role in
the sound of the instrument. Changes made in the arm and skull, placement of strings on the arm, the number
of membranes being reached up to 28, the membranes being in three different colors, preparation of staves
from metal led further improvement and advancement of instruments. Tying up the resonator on the breast
and posterior part of “Cangor” stringed instrument which is made of the same material made it possible to
obtain “echo” along with the transparent sound. Naming of all three instruments in the list of orchestra and
folk musical instruments will cause the creation of a new atmosphere. We hope that newly invented
instruments will have their worthy place in the world music, give contributions to the development of the art
of music and draw the attention of world musicologists.
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The whole world culture and art is seeking for new ways for development. Works are continued in this
field in Azerbaijan. It is absolutely important that newly invented instruments are taught at music schools.
These instruments must be studies by musicians, scientific researches must be carried out and teaching
methodology must be developed. After a while, these musical instruments must be taught to the students at
National Conservatory at academic level, new training programs, and methodical instructions must be
developed. It can be said surely that newly invented instruments will have great contributions to the
conceptual program of sustainable development of Azerbaijan’s culture and art.
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As a result of globalization, many people are becoming interested in ranking systems which show
how their own countries compare with others on a variety of measures.
The AzerbaijanCultural Studies program is dedicated to studying culture in its broader social,
cultural, political, and economic contexts. We are particularly concerned with the impact of
globalization and education in Azerbaijan country.
It gives information about discovering creative young people in Azerbaijan by professionals, direction
of their development, realization of important measures to raise professional training and sustainable
development. National musical instruments of Azerbaijan have a history of hundred years. Instruments such
as tar, kamancha and saz formed their development on “galcha gopuz” and “spring gopuz” which are the
ancient instruments of Azerbaijan. During the Soviet period, the development of these instruments was not
only obstructed, but measures were taken to prohibit some of them. Condition was created to restore ancient
instruments and coordinate them today’s requirements making updates. Presented “elgor”, bow “cangor” and
“gorbuta” stringed instruments entered into the phase of sustainable development which was carried out for
centuries. Scientific investigation of the invested instruments and creation of their training is an important
issue. It is possible to professionally perform the world music in all three of these instruments along with
mugham, ashug and folk music.
Keywords: Education, Azerbaijan Cultural Program,Mugham, invention, Sustainable Development
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CULTURE, GENDER EQUALITY AND WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

Kifayat Aghayeva
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan
Introduction
The purpose of this research is to analyse the impact of culture and gender equality on the
empowerment of women as gender equality and the empowerment of women are among the top development
goals of the democracy. In addition, gender and culture have parallel dynamics in relation to empowerment
of women. Gender equality and women’s empowerment is valued as an end of inequality between women
and men.
A direct parallel exists between the dynamics that are due to culture and those that are due to gender.
Both culture and gender have physical (visible) and value (invisible) components. Both affect identity and
group cohesion, interpersonal interactions, and access to power and resources. The cultural and ethnic values
that people hold are learned intra-psychic beliefs in the same way that gender-role beliefs and attitudes are.
The physical characteristics that differentiate people into different cultural and ethnic groups act as markers
of status that prime stereotypes and endow privilege in the same manner that gender does (R. Adman and K.
Korabik, 2010: 159).
Women have never been in a strong position to lead, change and shape the economic, social and
political landscape. In the XXI century, there was a dramatic shift in the “traditional” dynamics of the family
and a wider recognition of gender. As a result, women are much more economically independent and socially
autonomous, but it is not the same all over the world.
The Impact of Culture on Gender Equality
What is culture from gender perspective? As gender also shaped by the culture, gender identities and
gender relations are very important aspects of culture. Culture is frequently raised in relation to initiatives for
gender equality. Unfortunately, gender equality always “interferes with local culture” as a major constraint
on efforts for gender equality.
“Culture” is a description of the beliefs and customs of society, especially where they are viewed as
closely related to tradition or religion. It also includes modes of life, the fundamental rights of the human
being, value systems. Gender functions as an organizing principle for society because of the cultural
meanings given to being feminine or masculine.
Cultural norms and associated social practices affect men and women throughout their life, from the
most profound personal - self, body, confidence, love and marriage - to the practical organization and
evaluation of paid and unpaid work, learning opportunities. In particular, women who are considered carriers
and defenders of culture are often blamed for what are considered endangered cultural values, and this can be
a barrier to the realization of gender equality and women's empowerment. Women face difficult obstacles to
participate in the cultural life of their communities: unequal opportunities for women to share their creativity
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with the audience; “glass ceiling” for women to achieve leadership and leadership positions or to participate
in decision-making processes; preservation of dominant views on gender, negative stereotypes and
restrictions on freedom of expression on the basis of gender; and gender-specific problems associated with
access to specialized technical and entrepreneurial training, as well as financial resources.
Societies and cultures are not static, they are living beings that are constantly updated and transformed. As
in the case of culture, the change is determined by many factors. Cultural change occurs when communities and
households react to social and economic shifts associated with globalization, new technologies, environmental
impacts, armed conflicts, development projects, and so on. Socio-economic development and the process of
modernization have brought a profound transformation in the lives of women and men.
Culture is understood to be promoting equality, mainly inequality as it is transmitted one genereation to
the other. By making sense of the causes of gender inequality, one cannot but seek explanation in the culture
of the human society. It means that culture shapes women and men and formulate their orientation toward all
cultural, political, economical directions. Hence, it is understandable gender inequality from cultural
perspective and consequently its effect on women empowerment and development.
How cultural norms affect gender inequality?
Transformation of gender relations since the beginning of the XX century is one of the fastest and
deepest social changes in the history of mankind. How is culture that determines the rules of society? It is
believed that people with authority and determination determine the rules. In the early XX century, men and
women were usually seen as occupying completely different roles in society: the mother of the woman was at
home as wife and mother; the place of the man was in the public sphere. Men had legal authority over their
lives almost in all over the world.
By the XXI century, some people still maintain the view that men are superior to men. Although all
kinds of gender inequality continue to exist, and some of them seem resistant to change, they exist in a
completely different context of cultural norms, political and social rights and institutionalized rules. Male
domination has not disappeared, but it is on the defensive, and its foundations are crumbling.
From an egalitarian point of view, gender relations are fair if, women and men have equal rights, equal
opportunities, equal power and equal autonomy. This is what could be termed “egalitarian gender relations.”
This does not mean that all men and all women do exactly the same things, but it does mean that gender
relations do not generate unequal opportunities and choices for men and women.
In some societies at some points in history, women were in fact slaves to men, utterly powerless and
vulnerable. In some modern societies, they must publicly disclose their faces and can not appear outside the
home without being accompanied by the appropriate person. At other times and places, women had
considerable autonomy and control over their bodies and activities. Gender inequality do not only generate
in history, it happens in this modern days as well.
Some researchers claim that woman because of genes and hormones are on average more nurturant and
have stronger dispositions to engage in caregiving activities. No matter what “natural” distributions of the
average man and woman are equally equally convinced that there is a huge coincidence in the distribution of
these attributes among men and women. There are many women more aggressive than the average man and
many men are more nutritious than the average woman. It is also practically obvious that regardless of the
behavioral differences between the sexes that are generated by genes and hormones, society and culture
exaggerate these differences because of the influence of socialization and social norms on behavior. It is
also true that because of traditional restrictions, women have no space to show their ability and capability.
It is known that in the patriarchal societies cultural norms limit women rights and affect gender equality
in the society. Although women are capable but they could not show their competence for the reason of
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cultural norms. These are cultural norms that people share, women's employment opportunities have been
withheld and they can not receive the same incomes as men. This is due to the fact that the social norm, the
income of men is more than women, this leads to the fact that women do not have the authority to solve their
problems on their own. They can rely only on their spouse and can not be economically independent.
The gender inequality, women inferior status, domestic violence, and negative attitudes against women,
all are the results of the socio-cultural norms. Socio-cultural norms are dominated by negative stereotypes of
women that work to perpetuate women's inferior status in the social hierarchy in many worldwide societies.
Women status is not determined or governed by the contribution they make to their family or society, but by
culturally accepted norms and strongly held beliefs, which have several myths attached with them.
A relatively neglected factor is the role of stereotypes, reinforced by social and cultural norms, which
underline certain expectations about gender.
Consequently gender stereotypes reinforce social status and gender hierarchies. There is evidence that
men and women who behave in ways that contrast with these traditional stereotypes – such as career women
or stay-at-home dads – are likely to be evaluated negatively by others.
But women themselves play significant role as custodians of such norms, because they believe that
these sociocultural norms are true. Moreover, women contribute to passing them on accurately from one
generation to the next, thus they have remained constant over the years. Therefore, the gender gap will
remain until socio-cultural norms change.
Women empowerment is a prerequisite for sustainable development.
Studying women empowerment without inclusion of the role of gender and culture limits the scope of
knowledge in this area. Women’s empowerment means women gaining more power and control over their
own lives. This entails the idea of women’s continued disadvantage compared to men which is apparent in
different economic, socio-cultural and political spheres. Therefore, women’s empowerment can also be seen
as an important process in reaching gender equality, which is understood to mean the “rights, responsibilities
and opportunities of individuals will not depend on whether they are born male or female (“Empowerment of
Roma Women within the Europeean Framework of National Roma Inclusion Srategies”, 2013).
Empowerment can be defined as a “multi-dimensional social process that helps people gain control
over their own lives. It is a process that fosters power (that is, the capacity to implement) in people, for use in
their own lives, their communities, and in their society, by acting on issues that they define as important”.
Females form over 60 per cent of the illiterates, receive only 10 per cent of the world’s income and own less
than 1 percent of the world’s real property (World Bank Annual Report, 2016).
There have identified at least five types of the empowerment of women. The empowerment of
women can be categorized as followings: social, educational, economic, political and psychological.
Social Empowerment - it refers to the enabling force that strengthens women’s social relations and
their position in social structures. Social empowerment addresses the social discriminations existing in the
society based on disability, race, ethnicity, religion, or gender.
Educational empowerment - about two thirds of the world’s illiterate adults are women. Lack of an
education severely restricts a woman’s access to information and opportunities. Conversely, increasing
women’s and girls’ educational attainment benefits both individuals and future generations. Higher levels of
women's education are strongly associated with lower infant mortality and lower fertility, as well as better
outcomes for their children.
Economic empowerment – six out of the world’s poorest people are women. Economic disparities
persist partly because much of the unpaid work within families and communities falls on the shoulders of
women, and because women continue to face discrimination in the economic sphere.
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Political empowerment - gender equality cannot be achieved without the backing and enforcement of
institutions. But too many social and legal institutions still do not guarantee women equality in basic legal and
human rights, in access to or control of resources, in employment or earnings, or in social or political
participation. And men continue to occupy most positions of political and legal authority; globally, only 23 per
cent of parliamentarians are women. Laws against domestic violence are often not enforced on behalf of women.
Psychological Empowerment - through psychological empowerment women not only transgress the
traditional and patriarchal taboos and social obligations, they also transform their selves and subjectivities
(Keshab Chandra Mandal, 2013: 19-24 ).
As mentioned above majority of the women hold traditional and cultural values which define their roles as
women in the society. These have affected their social- political-economic growth. It is thus concluded that
culture significantly and negatively influence women empowerment. In various cultures of the world, there are
systems that create an environment for discrimination against women. Due to biological differences, women are
discriminated against as they are influenced by the influence of society from the context of women.
Established on 21 June 1946, the UN Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) is the principal
global intergovernmental body exclusively dedicated to the promotion of gender equality and the
empowerment of women. As one of the functional commissions of the Economic and Social Council, it is
also responsible for monitoring and reviewing the implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action, and for mainstreaming a gender perspective in UN activities.
Despite many international agreements affirming their human rights, women are still much more likely
than men to be poor and illiterate. They have less access to property ownership, credit, training and
employment. They are far less likely than men to be politically active and far more likely to be victims of
domestic violence.
Gender equality will be achieved only when women and men enjoy the same opportunities, rights and
obligations in all spheres of life. This means sharing equally in the distribution of power and influence, and
having equal opportunities for financial independence, education and realizing their personal ambitions
In recent decades, the central importance of women's empowerment, gender equality and the realization
of women's human rights in achieving sustainable development has been increasingly recognized. Women
empowerment is essence component for sustainable development for the achievement of Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Unfortunately, efforts to achieve sustainable development through the
empowerment of women are constantly undermined by cultural influence, which is usually a discrimination
against the development of women in many societies.
The empowerment of women is not only necessary; now it has become an imperative. In all liberal
democratic systems it is desired that people - both man and woman – should take part in politics in equal
proportion. Political participation by the citizens is desired in democracy for removing all kinds of sociopolitical and economic discrimination existing in the society.
Conclusion
The issue of empowering women for positive change and transforming the existing unequal society is
getting more and more important. So far, the role of women as mothers, housewives, wives and sisters is well
known, but their role in changing all power relations of the country is a modern concept. The Sustainable
Development Goals are more equality sensible with more cross-cutting commitments to gender equality and
a stand-alone goal dedicated to gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls.
More than two centuries since the beginning of the struggle for the empowerment of women and
equality has passed, but most women have lagged behind and little progress has been made in their overall
status and position in society. It is not perfectly true that Western women enjoy much better status and
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equality in society, politics, education and economics; rather, the fact that the problems and sufferings of
women are a little bit different in developed and underdeveloped countries. To achieve complete equality in
society between the two genders, it is necessary to eliminate all forms of domination, oppression and
discrimination against the fair sex by their male counterpart.
The UN has achieved important results in advancing gender equality, from the establishment of the
Commission on the Status of Women - the main global intergovernmental body exclusively dedicated to the
promotion of gender equality and the empowerment of women - through the adoption of various landmark
agreements such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action. Government officials, Civil Society
Organizations should promote women participation in decision-making to reflect women need priorities,
influence to policy formulations and resource allocation.
The vital role of women and the need for their full and equal participation and leadership in all areas of
sustainable development was reaffirmed in the “Future We Want” (paragraph 236-244), as well as in the
Open Working Group Proposal for Sustainable Development Goals. The proposed Sustainable Development
Goal 5 addresses this and reads “Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls” (UNDP,
Sustainable Development Goals).
Gender equality demands the empowerment of women, with a focus on identifying and redressing
power imbalances and giving women more autonomy to manage their own lives. When women are
empowered, whole families benefit, and these benefits often have a ripple effect on future generations.
Gender equality is also a precondition for advancing development and reducing poverty: empowered
women contribute to the health and productivity of whole families and communities, and they improve
prospects for the next generation. Still, despite solid evidence demonstrating the centrality of women’s
empowerment to reducing poverty, promoting development and addressing the world’s most urgent
challenges, gender equality remains an unfulfilled promise.
Unless women are empowered and gender equality is achieved so that women can play their role in
economic, social, political, and environmental areas, the countries will not achieve sustainable development
with the recognition of only men’s participation in all these areas.
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The research deals with the impact of culture and gender equality on the empowerment of women as
gender equality and the empowerment of women are among the top development goals of the democracy.
Gender equality and women’s empowerment is valued as an end of inequality between women and men. The
gender inequality, women inferior status, domestic violence, and negative attitudes against women, all are the
results of the socio-cultural norms. Although socio-economic development and the process of modernization
have brought a profound transformation in the lives of women and men but cultural norms limit women
rights and affect gender equality in the society. Gender equality demands the empowerment of women, with
a focus on identifying and redressing power imbalances and giving women more autonomy to manage their
own lives. Unless women are empowered and gender equality is achieved so that women can play their role
in economic, social, political, and environmental areas, the countries will not achieve sustainable
development with the recognition of only men's participation in all these areas.
Key words: Culture, gender equality, empowerment of women,domestic violence, democracy
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THE ROLE OF GENDER EQUALITY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARGENTINA
Nigar Asgarova
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan
Human rights embrace moral principles, norms and describe essential standards of human behavior.
All human is born free; all human possesses the equal rights. These ideas and thoughts were better
expressed and developed on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the UN in 1948. [24]
Human rights understanding had never made any discrimination in gender between men and women. Gender
inequality refers to obvious or hidden disparity between gender in society. But in many societies of the world
being a woman, a girl is a reason for human rights violation. [2] But in an international level world
community have been trying to struggle against women based gender inequality and exact example for such
international legal instrument is Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW) in all around the world. According to United Nations Women “the continued prevalence
of violence against women and girls demonstrates that this global pandemic of alarming proportions is yet to
be tackled with all the necessary political commitment and resources”. [22]
There are many countries in the world where gender inequality exists and poses many challenges
before states and directly before the world. Women’s rights were mainly violated in political, social and
economic spheres. Out of 550 million people work in poverty, around 60% of them are women. [23] Women
mostly work in low-status jobs. Women aren’t secured well and get less salary for doing the same work as
men in every country on earth. Besides, women do informal and unpaid house hold works.
One of the important issues concerned society is a gender-based violence which is the most widespread
violations of human rights in the world. According to UN Women, every six out of ten women encounter
physical or sexual violence during their lives. [23]
Domestic violence is one of the widespread gender based violation used by a person in a relationship in
order to control the other or others. Domestic violence can be accompanied by physical, physiological and
sexual abuse committed by husband or partner. [18] Till the end of XX century gender based violence such
as domestic violence, sexual harassment and etc. weren’t considered significant problem by policy-makers
and governments of the world. Since 1990 the importance and significance of the problem was conveyed to
the world community by the mediation of NGOs, women’s movement and governments. [27] The character
and essence of domestic violence changes from cultures, beliefs, customs, traditions, and social norms of
different societies.
That is why gender inequality is accepted as a global problem and violation of basic human rights.
Investigation of different regions and then making comparative analyses pave a way for further and better
understanding of challenges of gender equality and finding ways to struggle with it. Argentina is the main
target of investigation in this article.
Argentina the second biggest and the most developed country in the South America is a federative
republic with 23 provinces and more than 41 million of population. Argentina got its independence from
Spain in 1810 after the colonial period was over and first Constitution was adopted in 1853. Independence of
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Argentina were accompanied by civil wars during XIX century and military regimes during XX
century when basic human rights and freedoms was deprived from Argentinians.
According to Argentina Human Rights Report, 2016 gender based violence is the principal human
rights problems in Argentina along with the corruption, torture by federal and provincial police. [4, p.1]
Although the gender based violation is being implemented in Argentine Republic during XX century,
Argentinian women crossed huge barriers struggling for their rights and freedoms. Argentinian women got a
right to vote which was a turning point for women in the inclusion to Argentina’s institutional life. Two years
later women’s struggle continued with the foundation of Feminist Peronist Party which resulted with the
women’s first appearance in the public sphere. [1]
1976-1983 was the period of last military regime in Argentina accompanied by economic and political
crises. The period was also the formation and mobilization of social movements of Argentinian women to
demand human rights and better living conditions. [8] During this military regime more than 30.000 people
was disappeared without any information. Mothers concerns about the disappeared children were converted
to their protests accompanied by demonstrations in front of the government building, at the Mayo Square (La
plaza de Mayo) in 1977. The women’s movement was known in history as Mothers of the Mayo Square
(Madres de la plaza de Mayo). The main aim of demonstrations was to draw attention on disappearance of
their children and form opened debated concerned this issue. This was first Argentinian women’s movement
where women made their voices hear out on the street of Buenos Aires. The movement was known in an
international level covering in press corps of different countries during 1978 World Cup hosted by Argentina.
[17]
From 1983 after the fall the last military regime of Argentinian history the country adopted its first
democratic Constitution where basic human rights and freedoms were expressed. During these year women’s
struggle for their rights in different spheres of society was continuing and gradually thriving.
The influence of Catholicism had deeply been feeling in every stratum in Argentinian society
throughout history of the country. The limitations and restrictions during XX century were mainly impacted
to women’s active participation in society, both in labor market, education, political participation and etc.
This was connected with family rooted model defined by Catholic paradigm which men were awarded
greater power than women over the family, and thus this confined women’s rights to be part of a decisionmaking within the family. But the situation changed in 1987 when National Congress of Argentine Republic
successfully passed the divorce law which provided gender equality between wife and husband, thus women
had gained a right to decide themselves important decisions about family relations. [20, p.102] The law
enabled women to express their willing to use or not to use their husband’s surnames while getting married.
The struggle of women for gender equality didn’t only confine with obtaining decision-making rights
within family. Women felt their immense potential in participation of decision-making bodies in state level.
Thus, in 1991 Argentinian National Congress adopted the quota law which ensured a minimum 30% female
participation in legislative elections via listing their names among the candidates. Following years were also
significant from gender equality perspective as in 1994 Constitutional Reform expressed a significant
achievement in the recognition of women’s rights. Thus the Argentine Constitution guarantees equality of
both genders and prohibits any form of discrimination against women.
During 1999-2003 Federal Plan for Women was implemented jointly by Argentine National
Government and Inter-American Development Bank. The main goal of program was to strengthen Women’s
active participation in provinces and municipals of Argentina included civil society organizations to concern
and be closely interested with women’s issues. Governmental plan achieved success in funding 97 projects
covering reproductive health of women, their participation in labor market, women’s rights and citizenship
and had an impact in terms of changing women’s practices, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors. [6]
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In 2010 United Nations Human Development Report introduced Gender Inequality Index. The index is
a composite measure reflecting the gender based inequalities in three dimension. They are reproductive
health which is measured by maternal mortality and adolescent birth rate, empowerment-is measured by
female participation in executive and legislative bodies of state and attaining secondary and higher education
by each gender. The last dimension is an economic activity which is measured by male and female
participation in labor market. [7, p. 5-6]
All programs and governmental supports were aimed to reduce gender gap and to improve women’s
role in society. The challenges before women in society could be defined while analyzing their participation
in education, labor market, political scene and also with gender based violation.
Education plays a key role in promotion women’s right. So it requires priority to be placed on
education. Argentina have had free and mandatory public education for all since 1870. It was big and
important step for future but not all children had access to education. During XX century in Argentina the
gender gap wasn’t felt in education system as in 1900’s was accompanied by increasing the school
attendance and declining illiteracy. Early XX century there was no gender differences in illiteracy rates and
in primary school enrolment. Further years was witnessed the equalizing of women and men in school
attendance. [10, p.19]
The main problem before Argentine education was the low school attendance of girls and women, it
was highly felt in rural areas where the long distance, the lack of vehicle, bad conditions in school and other
traditional beliefs have been the main obstacle for children in getting access to education. According to the
Federal Education Act in 1993 the main responsibility for fulfilling of educational policy lied to National
government. Effective equal opportunities and possibilities, rejection of all kind of gender-based
discrimination were also included in educational policy. Other important nuance in education policy was the
priority ensuring students of box sexes enter and remain in school. Children between 4-14 are enrolled
compulsory to education. In Argentina the education is free and compulsory in state-run. But this positive
development during XX century isn’t a fair replication. The high level of drop-outs of girls and women than
boys and men was observed in all levels of educational system of Argentina. [16] According to Human
Development Report (HDR), 2016 63.5% women, and 61.4% male were enrolled at least some secondary
education. [7]
According to Shadow Report for the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women,
2010 published by Argentinean NGOs together with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
equal access to education for men and women, is important, but unfortunately, it does not translate into equal
employment access or equal pay. Thus sexual division of labor in Argentine Republic still persists. Women's
labor participation has increased significantly and consequently their exclusive participation in unpaid
domestic tasks decreased. [24] However, the time spent by women in the care and household tasks is still
significantly higher than that of men assigned to these tasks, and the opposite is true for paid work. On
average, women over 18 are engaged in unpaid household chores almost two times more than men (6.4 and
3.4 hours a day, respectively). The average total income gap between men and women workers is marked by
Human Development Report 2017, which shows the difficulties faced by many women in gaining full access
to the labor market. In 2012, this gap was 30.2% among workers with full primary, 24.3% among workers
with complete secondary education, and 18.6% among those with complete university or university studies.
Income gaps are linked to a state supply of inadequate care and with maternity leave of only 3 months and
paternity of between 3 and 5 days. HDR, 2016 report indicates that 48.5% of women involved in labor
market, compared to 74.5% of men. (ibid)
On the contrary the Shadow Report shows that gender segregation and wage gap continues to exist.
[11] According to report although the female participation in labor market has still been increasing, the
discrimination in some provinces remain quite strong. The female participation in labor market in big cities is
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in a higher level than in some provinces. The number of women in labor market is in its lowest level in
northern provinces where the economic development is not dynamic. [ibid]
The number of women holding executive positions in the private sector is significantly fewer than men.
Although Constitution of Argentine mandate an equal payment for equal work the promotion of gender
equality in the private sector is another challenge for Argentina. They do the same and even equal work, but
it is not reflected in women’s salary, as men earn 27% more than women. [4, page,16] To pervade the
country with gender equality it is necessary to spread female politicians to national and local companies, as
well as to other private sectors.
But the high level of participation in labor market doesn’t help to eradicate the gender inequality as
women are paid less than for doing the same work as men. Besides, social norms ruling in male dominant
culture remain in the workplace which also suppress women in the labor market. [26]
However, the participation of women in leadership and management positions has improved. Although
the participation of women in these positions continues to be lower than in the total workforce (41.6%), this
participation has increased, reaching in 2012 close to 32%. Also, the participation of women in state
institution increased. Currently, 38.5% of the seats in the Chamber of Deputies and 41.7% of the Senate
seats are occupied by women, a share similar to that held by women in the European Parliament and higher
than is registered in the majority of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean [13, p.38]. It worth to
mention that Argentina has two women presidents in its history, 1974-1976 Isabela Peron and 2007-2015
Cristina Fernandes de Krishner.
However, the presence of women in executive positions at the local level continues to be very low
(around 10%), and has practically no changes in recent years. [ibid] In provincial level the participation of
women is much higher (around 20%), but it continues to be relatively low and hasn’t changed significantly in
recent years.
During 2010-2015, the level of fertility of women continued to decrease (2,2 children for per women).
[19] However, the average adolescent fertility rate is above compared with the world rate and also with some
regional countries, although the rate remained stable and wasn’t decreased in recent years. (33.7 per 1000
adolescents in 2013). [13, page.39] 14.6% of babies born alive are born into impoverished families and their
parents are 19-year age or under. It creates a disparity in socioeconomic condition of adolescent girls to
exercise their rights given them according to Constitution.
Poverty still remains as a main problem among pregnant and parenting girls, around 17 of every 18
adolescent moms have to live in poverty which reflects a real inequality in Argentine society. Over 67% of
the people in Argentina under 18 are poor. The main obstacle before Argentine pregnant or parent
adolescents is that not all of them are able to continue their educations, 20% of them don’t even finish the
primary level of education. But there are some other reasons that 4% of non-pregnant girls also don’t finish
their primary educations. [15, page.171-189]
Unfortunately, there are a huge number of women exposed to rape and domestic violence which is
quite common in Argentina. This make it a widespread problem over the country and is an indicator for
gender inequality in the country. The number of women aged 15 and over who were subjected to physical,
sexual or psychological abuse by their current or previous partner in the last 12 months was 3.7% by 2015.
[29]
According to Argentine law rape is a crime, although it is perpetrated by spouse or somebody else. The
prosecution of such crimes is a time consuming and difficult, because clear physical injure or witness’s
testimony remain main evidentiary requirements. The imprisonment period for rape range from 6 months to
20 years. The reluctant attitude of police, hospitals and court to women who survived from sexual violence
sometimes make them feel themselves victims again. Women law advocates note that lack of gender
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training, judicial responses and etc. weren’t sufficient to stop or even to struggle against sexual or domestic
violence against women and girl.
Feminicides increased from 208 to 286 during 2008-2015; the number of human traffic victims who
were rescued increased from 114 to 1012 between 2008 and 2014, and 75.2% of the victims exposed to
domestic violence registered in the Autonomous City of Buenos Aires were women in 2014. [14]
The Supreme Court Women’s Office of Argentine recorded that during 235 women passed away in the
consequence of domestic or gender-based violence. Only 20% of victims filed a complaint against
perpetrator. More than 70 percent of the victims were murdered by a husband, boyfriend, or former
boyfriend. [4, page. 14-15]
In northern provinces women expose to domestic violence more than in big cities. [3] Although not all
family members expose physical violence, but in general they are affected by gender based violence in some
provinces of Argentina such as Salta, Misiones and Santiago de Estero. As the domestic violence is quite
common in some rural areas, it is viewed as “normal” family matter. The main reasons for gender based
violence are alcohol and drug addiction, lack of love, some financial problem within family and etc. [28]
Besides, between January and May 2017, a woman is killed in Argentina every 26 hours, compared 28 hours
in last year. [5] Nevertheless, there are significant differences between provinces and at different levels of
government in terms of protection for women and girls who are victims of violence. These differences raise
the need to systematic and effective implementation of international and federal legal standards throughout
the country. [25]
Abortion is illegal in Argentina according to Federal law 2009. Women who become pregnant after
sexual violence such as rape or women whose lives are at risk are permitted to abort.
But even in such
circumstances they encounter obstacles to obtain an abortion. They also face trouble getting contraception
and voluntary sterilization which are reproductive means. These are serious problem which cause the
unwanted pregnancy. Consequently, it let to criminal prosecution for seeking abortions.
As we see Argentine government has been struggling against gender inequality in the county.
Nevertheless, the superiority of the law hasn’t always been helping women to ensure their rights and
freedoms to be implemented in many spheres of society. The governmental and international support is very
important for achieving the gender equality in a society. But, from my point of view, social norms, beliefs,
custom and traditions play a significant role in provision of gender equality. It should begin from family.
Boys must be brought up respecting girls and women, it is impossible to let them see women as a slave or
servant, they don’t have a right to harass and abuse them. Girls should be enrolled to education; they must be
explained their role in society as they have full membership in society.
It is important to achieve gender equality for the development of human rights in society. Women are
human, so their rights shouldn’t be only protected by law. It is impossible to talk about democracy and
development in such societies where women’s rights are violated. The full participation of women to all
sphere of society only will let flourish, thrive and development. If women are let comprehend their basic
rights and freedoms children who are brought up by them will grow knowing and assuming their rights and
the world can easily prosper only with educated women and men. We, human beings don’t need any gender
inequality for future.
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Summary
The role of gender equality in the development of human rights in Argentina

Nigar Asgarova
Azerbaijan University of Languages, Azerbaijan

The article deals with gender equality challenges in Argentina as one of the main obstacles for the
development of human rights. Women have been crossing a huge barrier to get and protect their rights and
freedoms in Argentina since XX century. The historical development for gender equality is briefly analyzed
in article. Although Constitution of Argentina prohibits any form of discrimination between men and women
social norms, beliefs, custom and traditions has still been violating women’s rights which cause huge
challenges before gender equality in Argentina. Reproductive health, empowerment and economic activity
of women are investigated, latest data and their comparison with previous years are presented in article.
Besides gender based violence, its consequences and prevention measures are also analyzed.
Key words: human rights, gender equality, education, labor market, gender based violation
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1. Introduction
The 4th goal of 17 Sustainable Development Goals is quality education and the 5th is gender equality.
Although they are separate goals, there is a great interconnection these two goals. Access to quality education
can help to reduce gender income gap problem (Bobbitt-Zeher, 2007). The 4th goal is measured not only in a
number of people having access to education, but also the quality of education, which can be measured the
number of scholarships available to population of developing countries.
Using data of population of Kazakhstan who studied abroad funded by governmental scholarship
Bolashak14, we found that although more female studied abroad to obtain high quality education and were
awarded the Bolashak scholarship on a competitive basis, when returned to Kazakhstan the education abroad
did not have the same impact on their career as on males. Nearly two times less female than male are
employed on top positions among Bolashak graduates. This is surprising, because more female studied at
higher ranked universities and the age distribution of male and female is similar (see Appendix).
2. Objective
Using data from government sponsored scholarship for Kazakhstani citizens we investigate the role of
this scholarship in career of female scholars. The empirical model tests whether education abroad improves
chances of female graduates to be employed on higher positions comparing to male.
3. Sample and Methodology
3.1 Estimation strategy
We study the impact of Bolashak scholarship on students’ job position after they are graduated.
The following determinants of job position are identified: (1) personal (age, sex); (2) education
(university, degree, subject); (3) Previous experience (previous employment); (4) Current environment
(region, industry, employer, networks). The dependent variable, career, is an ordinal variable (Long and
Freese 2006), that is why we apply ordinal regression model (McKelvey and Zavoina, 1975).

14

For more information about Bolashak scholarship see Perna et al., 2015a; Sagintayeva and Jumakulov, 2015; Perna et al., 2015b; Azhgaliyeva
et al., 2017.
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𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽1 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽2 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽3 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽4 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

where Personal characteristics include age, age-squared and female, Education characteristics include
country, university, degree and subject; Employer characteristics include industry and type of firm; and
Environment characteristics include administrative region where graduate is employed.
3.2 Sample
Data set is provided by the administrating organization of the Bolashak scholarship, Centre for
International Programms15. The data set of Bolashak graduates consist of 7,767 employed Bolashak
graduates who obtained scholarship from 2005 and finished studies by 2016. The sample excludes
unemployed graduates (146), entrepreneurs (72), those who postponed employment (78) and those who
failed to complete studies under Bolashak scholarship.
Summary statistics and correlation are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The description of each variable in
next section.
Table 1: Summary statistics of Bolashak graduates
Variables
Gender
Male
Female
Degree
Internship
Bachelor
Master
Doctorate
Subject
Agriculture
Art
Humanities
Medicine
Natural sciences
Social sciences
Technical
University rank
1-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-801
No rank
Country16
USA
UK
Russia
15
16

Top manager

Middle manager

Specialist

% of total

476
260

182
204

3,013
3,652

47
53

93
160
470
13

37
102
244
3

1,777
2,037
2,749
102

24
30
44
2

2
12
43
26
12
475
166

3
2
19
8
7
253
94

36
121
451
540
275
2,753
2,469

1
2
7
7
4
45
35

124
140
177
101
40
197

59
62
95
54
20
96

910
1,145
1,425
842
348
2,004

14
17
22
13
5
29

168
348
43

86
192
15

1375
2,775
686

21
43
10

This is the same dataset as in Azhgaliyeva et al., 2017.
Top three countries where students study sponsored by Bolashak scholarship.
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Obligations
Government employees
Rural youth
Teachers and researchers
Graduates
Medical
Engineers-technical workers
Work organization
Subsoil
National companies and holdings
Multinational
Education
Government
Financial
Healthcare
Total

40
6
27
0
11
18

31
1
9
0
2
9

214
88
464
128
220
161

4
1
6
2
3
2

26
52
27
89
73
46
15
736

22
79
30
43
52
48
4
386

580
252
891
1779
500
298
321
6645

8
5
12
25
8
5
4
100

Table 2: Correlation matrix
N
1
2

3

Subsoil
National
companies
and holdings
Multinational

4

Education

5

Government

6

Financial

7

Healthcare

(1)
1

(2)

(3)

0.1534*

1
0.0509*
0.0685*
0.0662*
0.0516*
0.0479*

1
0.1985*
0.1068*
0.0270*
0.0744*

0.1779*
0.1407*
0.0827*
0.0671*
0.0623*

(4)

(5)

(6)

1
-0.1612*
-0.1262*

1
0.0454*

-0.1124*

0.0002

1
0.0484*

3.3 Dependent variable
Position is a categorical variable indicating the position which Bolashak graduate had after the
graduation. It equals 3 if Bolashak graduate works as a specialist, 2 middle manager and 1 top manager.
Bolashak graduates provide information on employment every 6 months during the 5 years after studies.
Bolashak graduates who finished studies after 2011 data is collected at year 2016 when the information on
employment were submitted. Categories are adopted from the Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of
Population of the Republic of Kazakhstan
https://www.mzsr.gov.kz/ru/node/338785.
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3.4 Independent variables
Age
Age is measured by the number of years, i.e. age of Bolashak graduates at the year when information
on employment was submitted (Azhgaliyeva et al., 2017).
Female
Gender is measured by binomial variable. It equals 1 if graduate is female and 0 if male (Azhgaliyeva
et al., 2017).
Experience
Unfortunately data on previous experience (previous employment) is not available. We can control
previous experience only by controlling quota which requires experience (Table 3). We use quota as a proxy
for previous experience and age. Some Bolashak graduates had privilege in selection (minimum language
requirement is lower) and were provided with the scholarship for pre-sessional language course to meet
universities’ language requirements before studies. They also had constraint on the choice of employee after
studies for 5 years. Experience
is a categorical variable. Certain categories of Bolashak graduates had previous experience and have
obligations to work in the same organization they worked before studies for 5 years: education, government,
graduate, medical, rural and technical.
Table 3: Graduates with quota
Year_start
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Master
Education
5
3
21
3
55
12
1

Master
Government
24
30
120
35
71
7
5

Master
Graduate

88
49
1

Internship
Education
24
12
184
57
424
374
143
13

Internship
Medical

Internship
Technical

61
78
81
14

22
94
61
12

Bachelor
Rural
33
31
40

Rank
The quality of education is measured by the rank of universities (the Times Higher Education World
University Rankings 2015-2016 https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-rankings/2016)
where Bolashak graduates studies under the scholarship. It ranges from 1 (the top university in the world),
601-800 the lowest rank to 1000 (universities which are not included in the ranking). About 30% of Bolashak
graduates studied at universities which are included in the World University Ranking.
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Degree
Bolashak scholarship sponsored bachelor, master and doctorate degrees, as well as internship. They
are dummy variables, equal 1 if Bolashak graduate studied this degree and 0 otherwise. Bachelor is dropped
to avoid multicollinearity problem.
Industry
Firms where Bolashak graduates work are divided into the following categories: Subsoil, National,
Multinational, Education, Government, Finance and Healthcare. They are binary variables, equal 1 if
Bolashak graduate works in this firm category and 0 otherwise. The list of subsoil users in Kazakhstan is
provided by the Ministry of Geology of the Republic of Kazakhstan (http://geology.gov.kz/ru/
presstsentr/informatsiya/nedropolzovateli-respubliki-kazakhstan). The list of national companies and
holdings is provided in the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan N376/2011.
Country
Countries where graduates studied when were funded by the Bolashak scholarship are divided into the
following binary variables: Post-Soviet, English –speaking and Developed. The list of post soviet countries
includes countries which were a part of Soviet Union. Bolashak sponsors education in five post-soviet
countries (Russia, Ukrain, Lithuania, Belarus and Azerbaijan17). This variable measures networks which
graduates obtained abroad.
4. Results
The estimation results are presented in Table 1 and summarized as following.
Personal characteristics
 Age has positive impact on position, but at decreasing rate (concave function).
 Women have lower position than men.
Education
 Master degree has positive impact on position, while doctorate degree has negative impact. However
both significant only at 10% level.
 Graduates who studied in Russia have lower position.
Work
 Graduates who had obligation to work in a certain place have lower position, except for graduates
category, especially those with obligation to work in education and in rural areas. Graduates who did not
have obligation to work in a certain place, apart of working in Kazakhstan, have higher position. This could
be due to two reasons: 1) selection process (lower language requirement test) 2) obligation to work in a
certain organization.
 Graduates have lower position if work in subsoil companies, international, education and government;
and have higher position if work in national companies.

17

In descending order of popularity to study among Bolashak scholars.
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 Region where Bolashak graduate works has no significant impact on position at 5% level. However at
10% level, graduates have lower position in Atyrauskaya region (oil-producing) and higher in
Karagandinskaya region (coal-producing).
Table 1: Results of ordered logistic regression

Personal

Degree

Experience

Employer

Subject of study

Country of education

Variables
age
age squared
female
master
phd
internship
education
government
graduate
medical
rural
technical
firm_subsoil
firm_national
firm_international
firm_education
firm_government
firm_finance
firm_health
Arts&Humanities
Natural&Technical
Medicine
post soviet country
english-speaking country
developed country
Observations

Coefficients (standard error)
-0.15*** (0.02)
0.00*** (0.00)
0.42***(0.04)
-0.08 (0.05)
0.29* (0.17)
0.04 (0.25)
0.78***(0.24)
0.29***(0.11)
4.15(85.74)
0.64**(0.30)
0.23(0.21)
0.43(0.27)
0.42***(0.09)
-0.33***(0.07)
0.71***(0.07)
0.44***(0.08)
0.31***(0.08)
-0.00(0.08)
0.36** (0.16)
0.36*** (0.07)
0.58***(0.05)
0.58***(0.12)
0.49***(0.09)
0.00(0.06)
0.09(0.08)
7,829

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Regions are controlled.
5. Conclusion
Although more female studied abroad to obtain high quality education and were awarded the Bolashak
scholarship on a competitive basis, the difference between male and female employed on top positions is
shocking. Nearly two times less female than male are employed on top positions. This is surprising, because
more female studied at higher ranked universities and the age distribution of male and female is similar (see
Appendix). Using the empirical model we tested the impact of gender on career after study abroad. The
empirical model allows to control for all other variable which might affect career. The empirical results show
that female graduates, who studied at higher education abroad have lower position than male even if
controlling for age, education, industry etc.
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Summary
The role of Quality Education and Gender in career:
Case study Bolashak scholarship

Dina Azhgaliyeva
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Yelena Kalyuzhnova
University of Reading, England

Two goals of 17 Sustainable Development Goals, quality education and gender equality are highly
linked and need to be studied together. Lower income of female is usually associated with lower access of
female to education comparing to men. Using data of government scholarship Bolashak with 7767 over the
period 2005-2015 we investigate whether education abroad affects their career. Although more female
obtained governmental scholarship to study abroad and more female studied at higher ranked universities,
nearly two times less female, are employed on top positions comparing to male. The empirical results show
that female graduates, who studied at higher education abroad have lower position than male even if
controlling for age, education, industry etc.
Keywords: Government-sponsored scholarship, career, international education, gender
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1. Introduction
Equality gender, education, and health issue is the important part of SDGs major agenda. In accordance
with Sustainable Development Goals No. 5: Gender Equality, women can play an active role to keep an eye
on the implementation and the achievement of all goals and target in 2030 agenda of SDGs.
Why is Gender Equality important? Gender Equality has a close correlation with the successful
development of the country, Women's empowerment and gender equality are prerequisites for achieving
political, social, economic, cultural and environmental security for all peoples (Beijing Action Platform,
United Nations World Conference on Fourth Woman, 1995, para. 41). Surely the prosperity will not be
achieved if there are still problems arising from injustice or discriminatory roles in gender. The examples of
the problem refer to (Fakih 1996) such are marginalization or economic impoverishment, subordination or
perceived insignificance in political decisions, the formation of stereotypes or negative labeling, acts of
violence, and more workload. The potential of gender gap will be very obvious, and problems become more
complicated, because as this often contribute to the levels of violence against women and girls. This is the
essential substance of gender equality that contributes to the successful development of a country.
However, reflecting on experience in the MDGs (2000 - 2015), Indonesia, have achieved 48 from 67
targets (Kompas, September 19, 2016). There still unresolved obstacles, which demanding more seriousness
from the central government: 1) The settle target is less realistic with the local circumstances, 2) Limited
involvement from non-government parties (universities, private, mass media, community leaders), 3) Less
synergy between the central government and local governments due to the limited capacity of local human
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resources, 4) Less socialization intensively, 5) The need for breakthroughs and specific approaches to
achieving poor and inaccessible areas.
Therefore, to help reduce cases of violence against women and children, it is necessary some effort
empower women especially starting from region levels. Because if the implementation of gender equality in
regional can run well then it will impact on the reduced level of discrimination, violence against women and
children, also give an impact directly to welfare levels and successful of development whether in regional
levels, national or global. It also became a distinctive experience for Indonesia, to be more serious in
resolving the obstacles so that in the course of the SDGs in the future, it will not happen again.
The solutions to these issues in the local region are believed to be able to solve some real problems at
national and global levels. This will further support the achievement of Sustainable and Development Goals
No.5: Gender Equality in particular and other Goals in general. For development toward prosperity will be
realized more quickly if each party cooperates regardless of gender differences.
Thus, the motto of developing together without “No One Left Behind” will completely achieve.
2. Objectives
This research paper is made with the objectives of:
1. Understanding and awareness of Sustainable Development Goals: Gender Equality
2. Implementation of SDGs no 5 in region
3. How the synergy between a central and local government with Women Crisis Center and Police
Department and also mass media?
4. Trying to reduce the issue that is relevant to the research.
5. Disseminating concepts, facts, and theories especially for research on Gender Equality and
Empowerment Women.
3. Experiment and Result
Indonesia occupies the 2nd position of ASEAN from 10 countries that have problems of child marriage
practices. (Kompas 2017). This problem also supported by UU No.1/1974 about marriage where the
minimum age limit for marriage is 15 years old for women and 18 years old for men. An early marriage
causing many of women stop to go to school. In addition, the lack of knowledge on reproductive health and
also sexual harassment of women with disabilities is an important issue needs to be aware of. Specifically, in
East Java that violence against women and children is increasing in every year and deserve to be said
emergency of violence. Meanwhile from 38 regencies and cities in East Java, if in 2015 Surabaya occupies
the top position as a city prone to child abuse, then in 2016 regency and city in Malang are dominating the
child abuse reports.
In data reported uneven service access in some areas. Not all of local government in Indonesia have
service access for case complaints coupled with legal policies that are still discriminatory against women,
and the weak of law enforcement, those things make victims feel reluctant to report the case because of the
complexity of access to justice. (Women National Commission: Annual Fact Sheet Notes: 8 March 2017).
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3.1. Sustainable and Development Goals 5: Gender Equality
On July 4, 2017, President Joko Widodo has signed the Presidential Regulation, (Prepress No. 59 of
2017) about Implementing the Achievement of Sustainable Development Goals. This Regulation is meant for
aligning of 17 goals and 169 targets from SDGs with the targets of the National Medium-Term Development
Plan (RPJMN) 2015-2019 and translated in the roadmap, National Action Plan (RAN), and Local Action
Plan (RAD).
Sustainable Development Goals also used as a reference for non-Government Organizations,
Philanthropy, Business Actors, Academics, and other stakeholders who will prepare the planning,
implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of SDGs.
Especially in SDGs 5 is focusing target on the development achievement through gender equality has
the global goals such are:
 “Preventing and eliminate all forms of violence against women and children whether at private or
public rooms, including trafficking and sexual exploitation.
 End dangerous practices such as early marriage of children, and mutilation of female sexual organs
 Eliminate the discrimination against women and provide the opportunity to lead in any levels
decision-making in politics, law, economy and social life.
 Ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health and reproduction rights as agreed upon
Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development and the
Beijing Platform including the review document of the conferences.”
Furthermore, in achieving the target of the Regional SDGs, the Governor shall prepare five annual
Local Action Plan (RAD) alignment with SDGs to Regional Medium-Term Development Plan (RPJMD) for
the Regent / Mayor in their respective regions.
3.2. Malang City and Regency Government
Malang is the second largest city in East Java after the city of Surabaya, which is divided into two
regions: Regency and City. In the region was recently crowned the "Decent City of Children" in July, but the
numbers of violence against women and children at Malang reached 109 cases in 2015 (The Publication of
Central Bureau Statistic of Malang Region: Malang City in Number 2017). Actually, Malang government
(City and Regency) already have laws and regulations that are aligned with the SDGs 5 in eliminating
violence against women and children. (laws on abolition of domestic violence No.23 of 2004)
3.3. Malang District
The Regency Government acts as a facilitator in the process of establishing a central service under
Department of Women Empowerment, Child Protection, Population Control and Family Planning which are
called Integrated Service Center for the Protection of Women and Children (P2TP2A). In principle, P2TP2A
is community-based, was established based on Regent Regulation 2011. This regulation is referred to Local
Regulation 0f 2012 about Fulfillment of Children Rights, also Local Regulation of 2012 about Protection of
Women in Vulnerable Groups.
P2TP2A duties under Regent Regulation of 2011 is “provide physical service, social rehabilitation,
reintegration, psychology, legal assistance, facilitation, advocacy, training, and education, also help to solve
the problem of violence against women and children.” The Regency Government through P2TP2A did
socialization through radio broadcast: a campaign of family resilience and campaign of healthy parenting.
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The Regency Government along with Infid (International NGO Forum In Indonesia) has been done
the workshop of SDGs, with follow-up will be made Regent Regulation (Perbup) to form of SDGs team.
3.3.1. Malang City
The Malang City Government has the policy to overcome violence against women and children genderbased written in The Mayor’s Decree of 2009.
 Based on that, the City Government establish Integrated Service Center (PPT) with Family
Planning Agency and Community Empowerment of Malang City as coordinator.
 Beside it, in 2015 Malang City Government issued a policy Local Regulation of 2015 About the
Protection of Women and Children Victims of Violence and began to apply in the same year.
 In the implementations, Integrated Service Center comprised of Health Department, Youth and
Sports Education Office, Social Service, Department of Industry and Trade Cooperation,
Population and Civil Registry Agency, Women Empowerment and Family Planning Agency,
Community Empowerment Board, Civil Service Police Unit, Regional General Hospital , City
Resort Police, Non-Governmental Organizations, and Universities. (clause 16)
In 2013 The government of Malang City through Regional Work Unit of Family Planning Agency
and Community Empowerment opened a Child-Friendly Phone programme (Tesa). This programme is a
place for consultation and vent for children through the cellular network.
3.3.2. Women Crisis Center: Dian Mutiara Malang
Based on the research we were taken, we pointed out about WCC Dian Mutiara Malang, because this
Women Crisis Center has been established long before the government in Malang formed the Integrated
Service Center. And even Women Crisis Center: Dian Mutiara as Non-Government Organization take an
action more real as a pioneer that become the reference and comparative study for the Malang City and
Regency Government also other NGO in handling cases of violence against women and children whether in
Malang region or others City in Province.
Women Crisis Center: Dian Mutiara Malang which was established on May 2002 is engaged in the
prevention and treatment of women and children victims of violence. Where the tasks are:
 Meet the practical needs of gender in the form of integrated services ranging from prevention,
handling, and recovery.
 Advocating for the establishment of legal as an effort to fulfill gender strategic need to
stakeholders covering legislative, executive, and judicative.
3.4. WCC Dian Mutiara Malang activities
3.4.1. Socialization
1) Socialize NGO Dian Mutiara as Women Crisis Center through radio broadcast on Marriage Legal
topic. Counseling every Wednesday at Kosmonita Radio (special radio for women
empowerment) runs from March 2003 until now.
2) Conduct regular discussions monthly on all aspects of violence against women and children
including the law, in the communities (community, schools, networking agencies).
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3) In collaboration with Coalition of Indonesian Women, and Law Faculty of Brawijaya University
Malang through radio broadcast at RRI (radio) on interactive dialog about The Legal issues in
Indonesia
4) In collaboration with East Java Provincial Government to socialize and consultation about
Constitution of 2002 about Children Protection and Constitution of 2004 about Elimination of
Domestic Violence in 7 cities throughout the province
3.4.2. Consultation
 Open consultations to people who have cases or want to report cases of violence against women
and children. From vent, consultation, assistance and litigation assistance.
 In collaborating with Women National Commission (Jakarta) in Programme Mampu/Maju
Perempuan Indonesia (Go Forward Indonesian Women), and AusAID (Australia) to prevent and
handling women and children victims of violence to sexual violence.
 Involved in the drafting of Academic Text for Local Regulation in Jember Regency about
Protection on Indonesian Migrant Workers 2016.
 Assisting Local Regulation of Magetan Regency to cooperate with Women Empowerment
Department toward Child-Friendly Regency.
3.4.3. Empowerment
In collaboration with the Department of National Education of Malang Regency is giving training on
skills improvement of fishermen women. Making tuna fish nugget at Malang Regency.
Run a routine discussion with civilian about the issue of Gender Equality, SDGs, issue of violence
against women and children (including trafficking, women laborers rights, domestic violence, comprehensive
sexual education in children etc). So that the society has awareness and understand about Women Rights.
In collaboration with the Department of National Education of non-formal and informal sub-fields are
providing training of women entrepreneurs by producing bed linen.
3.4.4. Advocacy
Assist survivors of violence both for women and children in handling cases faced through nonlitigation assistance (consensus / non-legal) and litigation. In collaboration with Malang Regency
Government to arrange draft local regulation about protection of women and children victims of violence.
(Local Regulation 0f 2009). Conducting several efforts in Public Policy Changes related to women and
children such as the preparation of academic texts and draft local regulations (rapperda) about women and
children protection, for assessment of child-friendly city, and also involved in the process of drafting
Academic Text for Design Regional Regulations about Protection on Housemaid in Malang Regency.
3.5. Malang police department
Malang police department has the programme according to Goals of reducing violence called Save Our
Children which was launched since August 2016. The program led by the Women's and Child Protection
Unit (PPA) and the assistance of the Police of this ranks are aimed to stop the practice of child exploitation.
No less important, and dismantle the case of human trafficking.
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3.6. Discussion and recommendation
The local government roles very help to mainly in policy and regulation issued related to Women and
children protection from violence. But, in the implementation, both of regency and city government still
necessary to learn to improve their service in handling violence against women and children. Beside it
Malang Government has not fully implemented the SDGs yet, it is seen from the absence of a clear regional
policy or action plan on the subject until September 2017 (two months after the Prepress No. 59 of 2017 was
issued).
While in implementation the local government cannot be run it alone. Cooperation between the local
government with other stakeholder is very needed to help the proses of SDGs related to reducing violence
against women and children, some proffered action for consideration:
 Encourage local governments to issue policies that focus on gender mainstreaming in local
government and communities;
 Facilitate the women crisis center or other Non-government Organization which focusing on
empowering women and gender equality with providing the expert such as psychology, counselor
for victims violence;
 Promoting equal opportunities for women and men in parliament;
 Remove internal gender bias and discrimination in public sector organizations;
 Enable women and girls to gain access to information and technology;
 Using social media and latest technology and cooperate with local mass media to present a wider
news coverage of gender issues and SDGs;
 Involving the academic expert to arrange Local Regulation for SDGs implementation. Ideally, in
every area there is a plan of implementation;
4. Conclusion
In achieving Sustainable and Development Goals: Gender Equality, empowering women by giving
them knowledge access about women rights in law, economy, social, and politics are essential, it affecting to
the level of discrimination against women and children. Local government act as facilitator provides the law
and regulation to protect women and children. The good regulation accompanied by women crisis center it
can help reducing violence cases to women and children effectively.
Not all of the region had been implemented of SDGs, the synergy between local government and
community organizations to play an active role and participate too, can strengthening and empower women
roles in the local region so as it resulting in a safe and comfortable environment for children in future. Beside
it, socialization about SDGs 5 also needs to be improved so the information can spread evenly to the region
even to remote areas. Use of the latest technology can be utilized for it
Local Government should cooperate with various related parties with the prosecution of justice such as
Police, Attorney, Judiciary, and also networking with another women and development organization.
Therefore, the roles women crisis center or other NGO, university institution, police also mass media is very
necessary to guard, to spread, to evaluate the process in SDGs.
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Empowerment women have the strong correlation to sustainable development goals: Gender Equality,
with one of its global goals, is reduce the violence against women and children. The implementation is
focusing on the regional level because of Regency and City Government are the spearhead of SDGs
realization. In the study, it was found that local governments already have legal products and some efforts to
empower and protect women and children. This was in accordance with Presidential Instruction No. 5 of
2014 on the National Movement of Anti-Crime against Children. In addition, cooperation between
stakeholders such as women crisis center, police department, hospital, philanthropy and also mass media help
to implement, monitor and evaluate the course of SDGs. Without their active role, SDG will only fail or can
be achieved no more than 50%. Because success at the regional level can be a benchmark of the country's
success in running SDGs.
Keywords: Sustainable development, gender equality, violence, women crisis center, local
governments, Indonesia
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) seek to change the course of the 21st century, addressing
key challenges such as poverty, inequality, and violence against women and girls. In fact, women’s
empowerment is a pre-condition for successful achievement of this purpose. Therefore, achieving gender
equality and women’s empowerment is a stand-alone goal – Goal 5 – of the SDGs. It is also part of all the
other goals, with many targets specifically recognizing women’s equality and empowerment as both the
objective, and as part of the solution [5].
Achieving gender equality and sustainable development by 2030 will require stepping up efforts at all
fronts. The main focus in this paper is made on widening participation in science through the promotion of
gender equality and access to equal opportunities.
Despite some progress in recent years, achieving gender equality in scientific research remains an
important challenge for policymakers and the scientific community at large. Concordantly, the promotion of
women at all levels of academic research has become a priority on the science agendas of many national and
international social and political institutions. Although the number of female scientists has increased, true
gender equality has not been achieved. Overall, women are still underrepresented in many research fields,
generally receive lower salaries, are less likely to have fulltime contracts and have fewer opportunities to
gain influential positions than their male colleagues [4].
A vast amount of statistical data relating to gender issues in research shows that women are still
suffering from two types of discrimination: horizontal segregation – women are significantly represented
only in certain fields, notably biology and medicine – and vertical discrimination, which is commonly
described as the ‘glass ceiling' or ‘leaky pipeline'. Although women and men begin their scientific careers in
fairly equal numbers in most countries of the world, the ratio of women to men gradually decreases higher up
the career ladder.
Women in Science, an interactive data tool, presents the latest available data for countries at all stages
of development. Produced by the UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS), the tool lets us explore and visualize
gender gaps in the pipeline leading to a academic career, from the decision to get a doctorate degree to the
fields of research women pursue and the sectors in which they work. The UIS is developing a series of new
indicators about the dynamics that shape women’s decisions to pursue STEM careers – from their
educational pathways to the social factors, such as starting a family and workplace environment. It should be
noted that this tool presents internationally comparable data produced by the Institute. This means that the
indicators can be accurately compared across countries with very different contexts for women in science.
The Institute seeks to work with all countries to improve the availability of accurate data that can be
compared internationally [9].
According to this data, just 28% of the world’s researchers are women. While a growing number of
women are enrolling in university, many opt out at the highest levels required for a research career. But a
closer look at the data reveals some surprising exceptions. For example, in Bolivia, women account for
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63% researchers, compared to France with a rate of 26% or Ethiopia at 13%. In Sweden, for example,
women form the majority (61%) of students enrolled in a Bachelor’s programme, but their numbers
decline as they move up the education ladder, accounting for 49% of doctoral students and only 37% of
researchers. The data tool reveals this trend across every region, highlighting the conflict that many
women face as they try to reconcile career ambitions with family caring responsibilities.
Women researchers also tend to work in the academic and government sectors, while men
dominate the private sector which offers better salaries and opportunities. This is the case even in
countries with high shares of women researchers. In Argentina, for example, 53% of researchers are
women. However, they account for only 29% of researchers employed in the private sector.
The current approach to gender equality in science involves not only supporting women, but
reforming scientific institutions and overcoming gender biases in knowledge production and academic career.
Gender biases in research limit scientific creativity, excellence, and benefit to society. It also hinders
women`s advancement in science inasmuch as women are currently the majority of scientists whom
acknowledge the relevance of sex and gender analysis.
Gender segregation in education and academic careers
The last decades have witnessed impressive advances of women in education, the enforcement of
equality legislation, the progressive loss of importance of physical attributes for productivity, changes in
family roles and the challenging of traditional gender norms by feminism. Taking into account these trends,
our common efforts must be focused on gender segregation: gender stereotypes, choice of study field, gender
division of labor and time constraints, and covert barriers and biases in organizational practices. In highly
paid professional occupations there is evidence that the influence of the above-mentioned factors of
segregation is diminishing, especially among younger cohorts of women. However, women remain more
severely underrepresented among researchers than among other highly qualified professionals.
The move towards gender equality in science cannot be taken for granted. Most studies emphasize that
gender differences in scientific careers are decreasing for recent cohorts, with women’s and men’s
professional and family trajectories more aligned with each other than ever. This, however, does not mean
that women have equal opportunities to attain academic status equal to that of men. Gender inequalities
persist in education insofar as the gender ratio differs across fields of study. The existence of an above
mentioned ‘glass ceiling’ affects women trying to progress to senior positions. The absence of women in
leadership positions tends to be more acute in science and technology occupations than in other fields.
Gender segregation may be slowly eroding, but women are still unable to fully develop a scientific career on
equal terms with their men colleagues [3].
A large strand of both academic and publitistic literature refers to gender biases in scientific careers,
with a focus on three critical elements: choice of studies, which remains largely gendered; the ‘rush hour’,
i.e. the early stage of the academic career, in which family and career meets most often collide, a fact that
disproportionately disadvantages female scientists; and career advancement, which shows persistent gender
inequality.
Gender segregation in education is widely acknowledged as one of the roots of gender segregation
in science. In spite of desegregation trends over the last decades, study field choices remain largely
gendered. Research on gender segregation in education has been extensive although many studies point
to important conceptual problems. First, gender segregation in education is almost always presented from
the perspective of the educational choices made by girls, even though gender segregation is also due to
boys’ preferences for certain fields of study. If the aim is to change these trends and introduce more of a
gender balance in all study fields, then it is with respect to the entire set of factors upstream of the study
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field choices that genuine theoretical and social questioning should take place; while doing so, equal
attention should be given to both girls’ and boys’ choices. Working towards a more mixed composition of
all study fields should not mean an alignment to the male model [3].
According to the Meta-analysis of gender and science research prepared by the European Commission,
family and career tensions play an important role in explaining the low rates of women embarking on a
scientific career. These tensions are especially acute in the early stages of the academic career, from the
first university degree to the first tenure-track position, a long period of career formation with intense
productivity and mobility demands that coincides with women’s childbearing years and social
expectations about “ the right moment” to establish a family. It covers the process of obtaining a PhD,
carrying out fellowships abroad, being recruited as a post-doc in a scientific institution and competing for a
tenure-track or a similar independent research position. Access to a tenure-track position is indeed one of the
major critical points. It is a deeply-rooted assumption that future career progression relies very much on
performance in this period, a fact that disadvantages women: in addition to biological childbearing, most
women continue to bear the primary responsibility for care giving and household responsibilities [3].
The literature review also stresses that family and career tensions cannot explain vertical segregation in
science. The list of publications show that the professional and family trajectories of those women who
manage to remain in science are more aligned than ever to that of men. Overall, the available empirical
studies do not show any clear evidence that women without children have better career prospects than
their other female colleagues or that they succeed in catching up with men in their careers. Marriage and
children do not appear to have a significant influence on women’s scientific productivity and academic
performance.
However, the family-or-academic career dilemma is not only gendered, but exacerbated by
institutional constraints and implicit academic norms, values and expectations that take the traditional
male life-course as the common norm. Hence, transforming structures and removing barriers in
order to increase women`s participation in science by reforming research institutions
become demand of the time.
The international community to ensure the participation of women in science
The United Nations supports its Member States as they set global standards for achieving gender
equality, and works with governments and civil society to design laws, policies, programmes and services
needed to implement these standards. It stands among other things behind women’s equal participation in all
aspects of life, focusing on five priority areas: increasing women’s leadership and participation; ending
violence against women; engaging women in all aspects of peace and security processes; enhancing women’s
economic empowerment; and making gender equality central to national development planning and
budgeting. The UN Women, the UN organization dedicated to gender equality and the empowerment of
women, coordinates and promotes the UN system’s work in advancing gender equality. As the organization
declared, “UN Women works globally to make the vision of the Sustainable Development Goals a reality for
women and girls”.
This year the UN Women released Annual Report 2016-2017 with the main focus on the rapid
implementation of the 2030 Agenda. According to the document, around the world, empowered women are
achieving visible progress. So, in 2016, the first year of implementing the Sustainable Development Goals,
the UN community supported women to claim their right to equal treatment under the law, to gain elected
office, to draw on the power of innovation, technology and education among many other initiatives.
Furthermore, as the largest annual UN gathering on gender equality and women’s empowerment, the
Commission on the Status of Women in 2017 showcased growing global support for breaking the barriers to
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gender equality. It sent the world a powerful unified message on the theme of women in the workplace: the
right to work and all rights at work must be upheld. The Commission’s Agreed Conclusions outline a global
plan of action with a series of strategic enablers to tear down obstacles to women’s empowerment, which will
otherwise impede progress towards the global goals. Member States pledged to implement equal pay policies
and use measures such as collective bargaining and gender pay audits. With new employment options
emerging through rapid technological change, they underscored the need to extend relevant education and
training to women[8].
The significant role in supporting women scientists through mentoring, networks and role models
undertakes by UNESCO. As a solution to tackle the issue of gender imbalances in STEM, UNESCO aims to
support and promote networks of women scientists in various scientific domains and regions, such as, among
others, the African Women in Mathematics Association (AWMA), the African Association of Women in
Geosciences and the International Network of Women Engineers and Scientists (INWES).UNESCO’s
Natural Sciences Sector is also working with the Organization for Women in Science for the Developing
World (OWSD), a network of more than 4,000 members throughout the world, created to provide research
training, career development and networking opportunities for women scientists at different stages of their
careers, as well as give to girls and women in science the opportunity to meet role models and mentors.
Finally, through the UNITWIN/UNESCO Chairs Programmes, multiple Chairs have been created on issues
related to gender and women’s empowerment (GEWE), bringing together higher education and research
institutions, and encouraging international and regional cooperation to enhance institutional capacities
through knowledge sharing and collaborative work on these topics. Among the Chairs working on issues
related to GEWE, five of them focus on promoting women’s participation in sustainable development and
water resources management (located in Brazil, the Ivory Coast, Morocco, Togo, and the Dominican
Republic), whereas five other chairs aim to empower women in science and technology (located in
Argentina, Egypt, Pakistan, Sudan, and Togo) [7].
In 2012 the Elsevier Foundation, the World Academy of Sciences for the advancement of science in
developing countries (TWAS) which operates under the administrative umbrella of UNESCO, and
the OWSD launched the Elsevier Awards for Early-Career Women Scientists in the Developing World in
order to promote and celebrate the achievements of women scientists in the early stages of their careers, with
the objective of creating role models for girls to identify with and follow. Prizes are awarded annually on a
rotating basis among the disciplines of life sciences, chemistry and physics/mathematics. Each year a total of
five winners are selected, one from each of the following regions: Latin America and the Caribbean; East and
South-East Asia and the Pacific; Arab region; Central and South Asia; Sub-Saharan Africa [1].
Another initiative comes from the World Academy of Sciences for the advancement of science in the
developing countries (UNESCO-TWAS) and the African Network of Scientific and Technological
Institutions (ANSTI), on supporting Gender In SITE, an international campaign specifically aimed at policymakers with the objective to raise their awareness on the gender and Science, Innovation, Technology and
Engineering (SITE) dimensions of development. The main message of this campaign is that SITE for
developmental policies and programmes is more effective, equitable and sustainable when gender is taken
into account – that is to say, when they reflect the vision, concerns, needs, knowledge and abilities of women
and men from all over the world [2].
Results, recommendations and new approaches
The analyzed reports, programmes and initiatives undertaken by the international governmental
organizations in close cooperation with member states and civil society, as well as international NGOs and
academic platforms, allow us to conclude that the international community has made an unprecedented
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commitment to widening participation in science through gender equality and women`s empowerment, in
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. However, women’s advancement in science is still slow and
cannot be taken for granted.
In fact, structural barriers to gender equality and gender-based discrimination persist in every country
that are manifested in the world of work (particularly, academic career) as gender gaps in labor force
participation and pay, occupational segregation, unequal working conditions and women`s burden of unpaid
domestic and care work.
The High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development which took place at the UN Headquarters
in New York from 10-19 July, 2017 provides recent data on gender equality and women`s employment as
integral to achieving SDGs. According to the thematic spotlight, on average, women do three times as much
unpaid care and domestic work as men. Moreover, during the research time-use surveys remain unavailable
or ad-hoc in many countries, and few are carried out with regularity to allow for trend analysis. In addition,
caring for children, elderly and the sick often overlaps with domestic work, making accurate person-toperson care statistics difficult to capture [6].
Bearing in mind such kind of negative practice, the UN Women through its flagship programme,
Making Every Women and Girl Count, aims to bring about a radical shift in how gender statistics are created,
used and promoted at the global, regional and national levels. The five-year programme will provide
technical and financial support to countries to improve the production and use of gender statistics in order to
monitor the implementation of gender equality commitments in the 2030 agenda [6].
Undoubtedly, all stakeholders must ensure that implementation, monitoring and accountability
mechanisms of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development systematically support women’s
empowerment and rights to and at academic work, and promote decent work and full and productive
employment for women at the global, regional, national and local levels. The United Nations system
should provide coordination, operational and normative support to Member States, particularly UN
Women, with its mandate to promote gender equality and women’s empowerment [10].
To achieve widening participation in science through promoting gender equality and access to equal
opportunities in the framework of SDGs, all stakeholders need take the following actions:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fixing the number of women in science by supporting women`s educational/academic
opportunities and careers. While critically important, this approach has also been criticized for
‘fixing the women’: attempting to give women more education and research money, as well as
more training to better assimilate them to traditionally male domains.
Providing of “extra hands” awards: dedicate funds for newly independent young scholars who
are also primary caregivers to hire technicians, administrative assistants, or postdoctoral
fellows.
Focusing on education as a tool: academic institutions must educate their constituents on the
issues women face in science. For example, gender awareness training/workshop should be a
standard component of orientation programs.
Fixing the institutions: transforming structures and removing barriers in order to increase
women`s participation in science by reforming research institutions, implementing programs
designed to create positive and permanent changes in academic climate.
Fixing the knowledge: enhancing excellence by mainstreaming gender analysis techniques. This
approach designs to enhance scientific excellence by mainstreaming gender analysis into basic
and applied research.
Elimination of occupational segregation by addressing discriminatory social norms and
promoting women’s equal participation in academic career.
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7.

Strengthening and enforcement laws and policies to eliminate violence and harassment
against women in the workplace.
8. Strengthening the capacity and funding for national gender equality mechanisms to
effectively support and monitor the mainstreaming of gender perspectives across
scientific careers.
9. Increasing interaction and promotion networking and exchange between women scientists;
10. Increasing understanding of the role of science and technology in supporting women's critical
role in sustainable development.
Conclusion
Widening participation in science, particularly through the gender perspective is increasingly important
for social, economic and sustainable development. Obviously, women`s participation in science is essential
for the full, effective and accelerated implementation of SGs. Transforming the world of academic work for
women requires the elimination of structural barriers and social norms to create equal opportunities and
outcomes.
Moreover, the formulation of effective academic/research policies is critical in facing the major
challenges ahead for achieving the 2030 Agenda. These policies need policy mechanisms in order to be
effective, such as laws, competitive grants and public subsidies.
The strong emphasis placed on work-life balance policies should be oriented towards attracting and
retaining female talent. Furthermore, the concept of gender diversity is also incorporated as a key element of
good management of research and innovation policies. Meanwhile, diversity is required not only for
economic reasons (improving efficiency by the optimization of human resources, gender equity would
contribute to competitiveness); diversity also improves the quality of science and research by increasing
creativity and bringing science closer to society.
Widening participation in science also requires overcoming gender biases in knowledge production
through the mainstreaming of sex and gender analysis into basic and applied research in the fields of life
sciences and technology. This entails addressing sex and gender analysis as a resource to stimulate
creativity in science, and by doing so enhance the lives of both men and women in the best ideals of
SDGs.
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Despite some progress in recent years, achieving gender equality in scientific research remains an
important challenge for policymakers and the scientific community at large. Concordantly, the promotion of
women at all levels of academic research has become a priority on the science agendas of many national and
international social and political institutions. The United Nations supports its Member States as they set
global standards for achieving gender equality in science, and works with governments and civil society to
design laws, policies, programmes and services needed to implement these standards, particularly in the
framework of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Women`s participation in science is essential for the
full, effective and accelerated implementation of SGs. Although the number of female scientists has
increased, women’s advancement in science is still slow and cannot be taken for granted.
Key words: United Nations, Sustainable Development Goals, Agenda 2030, women in science,
gender equality, gender statistics, monitoring system, peace and security
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THE MEDIATING ROLE OF MEANINGFUL WORK ON
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEEDS FOR MEANING-BASED
PERSON-JOB FIT AND WORK-FAMILY CONFLICT
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Introduction
Sustainable development has been defined as ‘‘a development that meets the needs of present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’’ (WCED, 1987). The breadth of this
definition highlights that sustainable development seeks to achieve economic development, social
development and environmental protection in a balanced way. The satisfaction of human needs is the major
goal of development. Beyond their basic needs (e.g., food, clothing, sheltering) individuals should have an
improved quality of work and family life. Organizations are crucial partners of this achievement and in this
study, needs for meaning-based person-job fit, work-family conflict and meaningful work will be handled as
a sustainable development to increase productive potential of employees.
Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) have defined work-family conflict as ‘‘a form of interrole conflict in
which role pressures from the work and family domains are mutually incompatible in some respect’’ (p.77).
From the perspective of Person-Environment Fit Theory (Caplan & Harrison, 1993), those kinds of conflicts
underline the required skills in one area on abilities in another area. Abilities are primary determinants of
work-family conflict and incongruence between demands and abilities will produce stress. Bartolome and
Evans (1980) suggested that poor person-job fit may create emotional distress for an individual and produce
fatigue, tension or frustration that might create unsatisfied work life.
Needs for meaning is a source of motivation to find answers and explanations for the problems in life
(MacKenzie & Baumeister, 2014). Establishment of meaning in life depends on the possession of four needs
for meaning. According to Baumeister (1991) firstly, people seek to establish a sense of purpose in their lives
by setting of the goal, taking necessary actions to achieve the goal and fulfillment of the goal (need for
purpose). Secondly, people seek to justify their actions with respect to their values or moral standards by
holding the sense of what is right or wrong and being in compliance with what is considered by those
standards (need for values and justification). Thirdly, people seek to have a sense of efficacy that one can
create a difference or control the environment by seeking out challenging tasks and succeeding in them (need
for efficacy). Fourthly, people seek to believe that they are valued, good, and worthy individuals and member
of the groups to which one belongs and aspires to belong (need for self-worth). These four needs are varied
motivational models that help the individual to find meaning in life. If one of them is not satisfied, the
problem will arise for the individual.
Since P-J fit emphasizes the compatibility between person and job (Cable & DeRue, 2002), needs for
meaning based P-J fit can be conceptualized as the match between four basic needs (i.e., purpose, values and
justification, self-efficacy and self-worth) of individuals and what is provided to fulfill those needs by their
job.
Lips-Wiersma and Wright (2012) conceptualized meaningful work under four core dimensions. The
first, unity with others describes the meaningfulness of working together with other people. The second,
expressing full potential refers to the meaningfulness of creating and applying new concepts and having a
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sense of achievement. The third, serving others refers to the meaningfulness of contribution of products and
services that enhance the well-being of others or the environment we live in. Finally, developing inner self
emphasizes the desire to be a good person or the best that one can be.
The Mediating Role of Meaningful Work on the Relationship between Needs for Meaning-based
Person-Job Fit and Work-Family Conflict
SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000) suggests that people have a motivational mechanism that energizes and
directs their behaviors. This motivational mechanism can be activated by the satisfaction of psychological
needs. Based upon SDT, the fulfillments of the needs for meaning on the basis of P-J fit have contribution on
meaningful work. Because meaningful work is a subjective experience and facilitation of personal growth
and work motivation (May, Gilson, & Harter, 2004). Individuals or parents who do not feel they have to
prefer between having a job and parenting or being one true self would likely to be in better moods and have
more motivation for creating a balance between household and working life, which, in turn, might affect their
interactions positively with their family. As a chain of effects, individuals with good conditions at work
would likely to come home in better affection and with more energy for their family, and have good family
relationships will reinvest this positive affection back at work (Galinsky, 2005).
A work which balances the tension of needs of self and others through creating time and space to think,
and creating a balance between needs of others and personal needs should result in less conflict between the
needs of work and family.
Therefore:
Hypothesis: Meaningful work mediates the relationship between needs for meaning-based P-J fit and
work-family conflict
Methodology
The data were gathered conveniently from a total of 355 employees, who work in public (52%, n =
184) and private (48%, n = 171) sectors. Ages of the respondents ranged between 24 and 73 (mean = 42).
Though seniority in work life range between 1 year and 55 years (mean = 17.6), seniority in current
organization ranges between 3 months and 42 years (mean = 10.3). When the gender is considered, 42%
were women and 58% were men. With respect to marital status, 71% (n = 252) were married.
The Measurement Inventory
Work family conflict: Carlson, Kacmar and Williams (2000)’s work-family conflict scale was used. It
consists of 18 items. Responses were given on a 6-point Likert-like scale (1=Strongly disagree to 6=Strongly
agree).
Meaningful work: Meaningful work was measured using ‘‘Comprehensive Meaningful Work Scale’’
(CMWS) which was developed by Lips-Wiersma and Wright (2012). CMWS includes 28 items. Items were
rated on a 6-point Likert-like scale (1= Never to 6=Always).
Needs for meaning-based person-job fit: In order to measure needs for meaning (NFM), the construct
of the needs for meaning is divided into sub-dimensions through the theoretical framework using
conceptualization of Baumeister (1991). Every dimension has been analyzed detailed and behavior-oriented
35-itemed pool has been created. According to results of face validity, unrepresentative items have been
eliminated or developed.
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Ultimately, on the basis of evaluation 33-itemed needs for meaning-based P-J Fit scale have been
measured by asking: (a) a significance level of every item for an individual and (b) to what extent the current
job supplies opportunity or eases to keep alive and fulfills those needs. The significance level of items was
rated on a 6-point Likert-like scale (1= Unimportant to 6= Very important). The extent of current job’s
supplement of opportunity to fulfill needs was rated on a 6-point Likert-like scale (1 = not at all to 6 = a lot).
Findings
Factorial Structures of the Research Items
According to results of oblique factor analysis, items of needs for meaning scale are located under the
same four dimensions with respect to their original distributions. These four dimensions explain 58% of the
total variance (KMO = .93, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Chi Square = 7287.383, df = 528, p < .001) (See
Table 1). The Cronbach’s alphas indicate high level of internal consistency reliabilities for the total scale (α =
.95) and the four sub-scales (α’s from .85 to .92). For other scales, since factorial structures have been
confirmed before by other studies, for the meaningful work (Oakley, 2015) and the work-family conflict
scales (Erdoğan, 2009), their sub-dimensions were computed as their validated structures. Scales’ reliability
levels show that meaningful work (α = .95), work-family conflict (α = .95) and needs for meaning (α = .95)
are reliable and internally consistent.
Table 1. Items and Standardized Factor Loadings of Needs for Meaning Scale
F1. Need for Purpose
3. Pondering the fulfillment of my goals in the tough times
2. Having a purpose I try to reach even though I am aware of my mortality
1. Striving to realize focal goals of my life
6. Conceiving the things I do right now as the steps to reach my future goal.
8. Reaching the intermediate goals one by one that help me to reach the
primary goal of my life.
9. Focusing on a thrilling goal that vitalizes me
5. To reach my goal I act in a planned and decisive way
7. Having a goal which worths to strive for
10. Reaching my goals one by one by overcoming the difficulties which are
the most important evidence of my existence
4. Not losing my courage and hope in reaching my goals even if I encounter
difficulties
F2. Need for Self-worth

Factor
Loadings
.840
.793
.786
.743
.724

Factor
Variance (%)

.712
.698
.669
.666

38.3

.594

29. Being acknowledged for my positive features by the people around me
28. Being loved by the people around me
31. Being respected person by the people around me
27. Being accepted by my friends despite my mistakes
30. Perceiving myself as a successful person
26. Feeling myself as a worthy
32. Spending fulfilling time with my family and friends
33. Having people around me whom I can share important matters for me
F3. Need for Values & Justification

.902
.834
.782
.644
.630
.424
.347
.344

13.Being compatible with my decisions and moral standards
15.Taking moral responsibility for my behaviors
12.Behaving in accord with my values
14. Giving meaning to my life through my values
11. Finding resolutions in accord with moral values in case of conflict
16.Considering some of my values as divine

.839
.839
.817
.790
.759
.607
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17.Avoiding the repetition of the mistakes with my current experiences
F4. Need for Efficacy
19.Being self-efficacious to overcome to the challenge
21.Gathering knowledge that leads me to the right solution in view of my
experiences
20.Recognition of my strength and abilities as I am able to cope with
difficulties
22.Being able to create my own opportunity
25.Grasping new things about the life and my capacity provided by the
challenges confronted
18.Being thrilled about the challenges in life and striving to solve them
24.Having necessary capabilities to reach difficult goals
23.Believing that I can make a difference in my work.

.487
-.726
-.648
-.647
-.566
-.488

4.74

-.449
-.437
-.421

Calculating Needs for Meaning-based Person-Job Fit Variable
In order to analyze the fit between the person and the job itself on the basis of needs for meaning, the
absolute value of the difference between ‘‘significance level of each item’’ and ‘‘extent to which they believe
current job’s supplement of opportunity to fulfill items’’ were calculated. Therefore, needs for meaning
based P-J Fit increases when values are closer to zero (0). So, negative signs should be interpreted as positive
and positive signs should be interpreted as negative.
Hypothesis Testing
In order to test the mediating effect of meaningful work on the relationship between needs for meaningbased P-J Fit and work-family conflict three step regression analyses are applied. Findings show that needs
for meaning-based P-J Fit has significant contribution on meaningful work (β = -.386, p < .001) and workfamily conflict (β = .132, p < .05). (See Table 2).

Table 2. The Contribution of Needs for meaning-based P-J Fit on
Meaningful Work and Work-Family Conflict
Independent Variable
Needs for Meaning-based PJ Fit
F
R2
Adjusted R2

Meaningful Work
β
t
-.386***
-7.852
61.661***
.149
.146

Work-Family Conflict
β
t
.132*
2.509
6.293*
.018
.015

***p<.001, *p < .05

When meaningful work was inserted to analyze its mediating role on the relationship between needs for
meaning-based P-J Fit and work-family conflict; the multiple regression analyses show that the contribution
of needs for meaning-based P-J fit on work-family conflict disappears. Instead, meaningful work has
significant contribution on work-family conflict (β = -.301, p < .001) (See Table 3). Thus, the hypothesis that
meaningful work mediates the relationship between needs for meaning-based P-J Fit and work-family
conflict is fully supported.
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Table 3. Test of Mediating Effect of Meaningful Work
Independent Variables

Work-Family Conflict
β
t
.016
.298
-.301***
-5.470
18.363***
.094
.089

Needs for Meaning-based P-J Fit
Meaningful Work
F
R2
Adjusted R2

***p<.001
Conclusion and Discussion
The goal of the present study is to examine the mediating role of meaningful work in the relationship
between needs for meaning-based person-job fit and work-family conflict. According to results, meaningful
work fully mediates the relationship between needs for meaning-based person-job fit and work-family
conflict. This finding supports our hypothesis.
According to congruence theory, work and family are not distinct constructs (Edwards & Rothbard,
2000) and a third variable to create alleviation in work-family conflict is person-job fit (Karatepe & Karadas,
2016). Similarly, needs for meaning-based P-J Fit has a negative contribution on work-family conflict. This
kind of fit experience reduces work-family conflict. However, meaningful work is such an important variable
to create a decline in a work-family conflict that needs for meaning-based P-J Fit’s negative contribution on
work-family conflict disappeared when meaningful work was included into the equation.
Since work-family conflict embraces the interrole conflict where role pressures from work and family
areas are incongruous in some respect (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985), individuals who experience good
balance between focusing on getting things done and noticing how people are feeling, experience good
balance between the needs of others and their own needs and create enough space for themselves would be
less likely to miss family activities due to the amount of time they must spend on work responsibilities or
miss work activities due to the amount of time they must spend on family responsibilities.
As the needs for meaning-based P-J Fit increases so does the meaningful work. According to SDT
(Ryan & Deci, 2000), employees have inner motivation to fulfill their needs for competence (e.g., being
efficacious and skillful), autonomy (e.g., self-governing behaviors), and relatedness (e.g., value others and
being valued by others). A job that eases or gives the opportunity to fulfill the employee’s needs is found to
be intrinsically motivating and rewarding (Gagné, Ryan, & Bargmann, 2003) The experienced fit between
the person and the job based on the needs for meaning is one of the antecedents of meaningful work.
Employees’ needs, desires, and values establish a connection with the job itself in which the needs, desires,
and values are fulfilled through the job. If employees achieve this kind of fit they are likely to interpret their
work more meaningful. The perceived fit between the person and the job eases to express values and beliefs
in work (Kira & Balkin, 2014). In this way, alignment between one’s efficacy, values, purpose and the job is
a source of meaningful work (Chalofsky, 2003). Briefly, needs for meaning-based P-J Fit has contribution on
work-family conflict through the meaningful work.
The results of this study suggest that organizations should seek to hire employees whose wishes,
desires, needs can be met by the job. Those needs should be determined through hiring process per candidate.
Because, sustainable development requires meeting the needs of individuals and extending to supply all the
opportunities to satisfy their needs for a better life. In this way, the positive signal can be sent to the
employees that they are valued, their purposes are important for the company and their power and abilities
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are appreciated by the company. This will be resulted in experiencing meaning in work and the balance
between the work and family areas.
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Summary
The mediating role of meaningful work on the relationship between needs for
meaning-based person-job fit and work-family conflict
Zeynep Merve Unal
Yeditepe University,Turkey

Meeting human needs plays a central role in sustainable development. The progressive transformation
of society can be achieved by increasing the quality of personal and work life of individuals. This article
investigates the mediating role of meaningful work on the relationship between needs for meaning-based
person-job fit and work-family conflict. It is asserted that needs for meaning-based person-job fit will have a
positive contribution on meaningful work and meaningful work will decrease work-family conflict. A crosssectional design was employed and data were collected through a questionnaire-based survey. Based on the
convenience sampling, 355 individuals answered the questionnaire. According to findings, the mediating role
of meaningful work on the relationship between needs for meaning-based person-job fit and work-family
conflict is fully supported.
Key words: sustainable development, needs for meaning, needs for meaning-based person-job fit,
meaningful work, work-family conflict
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THE CHALLENGES AND THREATS SURROUNDING
THE TARGET 3.5 OF THE SDGS
José Restolho
Global Compact Network Portugal, Lisboa, Portugal
Nal von minden GmbH, Regensburg, Germany
1. Introduction
The term “drug of abuse” refers to a wide spectrum of substances with effects on perception, reasoning,
and mood, presenting different abilities to produce dependence in consumers. Speaking about the history of
“drugs of abuse” is almost as speaking about Mankind’s own history, since they were an integrant part of
human culture, religious rituals, and have evolved simultaneously with humans [1]. Historical records show us
that our ancestors from the Neolithic already consumed drugs, specially psychotropic ones (peyote, cannabis,
poppy, coca, among others) [2]. Nevertheless, the impact of the abuse of such substances are long known [3].
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [4], at least 15,3 million persons have drugs use
disorders.
In 2015, the United Nations (UN) approved a new agenda to be achieved until 2030, composed of
seventeen goals and 169 targets towards sustainability. Under the umbrella of the third goal, “Good Health
and Well-Being”, the UN dedicated a single target (Target 3.5) to increase the promotion and to strength the
prevention and treatment of substance abuse, including narcotic drug abuse and harmful use of alcohol.
Though it is important to stress that, the implications related to the drugs of abuse (e.g. production and
dealing) go far beyond the SDGs 3rd goal [5] .
2. New Psychoactive Substances (NPS)
In the last years, a very wide range of new substances of abuse has be rising, namely the so called New
Psychoactive Substances, NPS. Although many of these substances are not described in the international
drug control conventions and laws, NPS are not a novel phenomenon. Many of them were synthesized and,
in many cases, patented in the early 1970s or even earlier. Thus, recently these substances have been
rediscovered and their chemistry or process of synthesis slightly modified to produce effects similar to
known illicit substances (e.g. cannabinoids). NPS can be found under various designations: from designer
drugs, to legal highs, from bath salts to research chemicals (the later more recently). [6] . In the very wide
group of the NPS is impossible not to highlight the synthetic cannabinoids, definitely the largest group and
the most consumed one. As the name implies, the substances that fall in this category will produce effects
similar to cannabis based products. Substances like “Spice” (JWH-018), ADB-PINACA or, more recently
MDMB-CHMICA fall in this category[7]. Such substances, as well as their rate of appearance in the market
(according to EMCDDA[8], two news substances were hitting the market per week) pose a dramatic challenge
to those formulating drugs policy and related public health responses.
The increasing familiarity with the Internet, as well as the increasing of available information, made it a
key source of information, specially for young individuals. User-oriented drug information sites are often
perceived as trustworthy and are normally ranked higher in the common search engines. The internet created
the space for a change in the drugs dealing paradigm: the online sales. Creative marketing strategies (e.g.
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“research chemicals”), with broad disclaimers and questionable “safety advices”. As consequence, the NPSs
emerge in the users repertoires, although the early adopters are frequently users open to the selfexperimentation and, eventually, may diffuse to the recreational arena (as a result of enthusiastic user
advertising). It is important to highlight that, the heavy user in general tends to be conservative and less open
to experimentation of new substances. Manufacturers and wholesalers based in China have come to
prominence as a suspected wholesale source of many of the precursors and bulk active substances for
synthetic products [9].
The majority of the current epidemiological indicators are poorly suited to monitor new substances,
reflecting the complexity and the dynamic nature of the market, including the
fact that many NPS products are mislabelled, i.e., the label doesn’t contain the correct name of the
substance. Nevertheless, it is possible to find in the literature several reports that strongly support the risk
associated to the consumption of these compounds [10–12].
Due to the prominent danger arising from the NPSs, both EMCDDA and United Nations Office for
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) have implemented early-warning systems to detect this class of compounds.
Additionally, from a purely academic/research point of view, the NPS became the “hot topic” amongst
scientists, fact that can be proven by the number of publications and scientific communications dedicated to
this theme [13].
3. Non-medical cannabis
Although NPSs pose a significant threat to public health in general, due to the above-mentioned
reasons, we believe that they a shadowing emerging threats non-NPS related, which will be analysed in suite.
Cannabis and cannabis based products (e.g. hashish) are the most used drugs worldwide. According to
the UNODC [14], in 2014, an estimated 182.5 million−64people aged 15 years used cannabis for nonmedical
purposes globally. In Europe, cannabis is also the most commonly used illicit drug. It is estimated that at
least one in every eight young adults (aged 15–34 years) used cannabis in the last year across the European
Union [7]. It is important to remark that, in the last years, three major trends have been observed:
• Trend towards the increase of cannabis users;
• Worrying increasing demand for treatment for cannabis use disorders (CUD) and associated health
conditions in high- and middle-income countries [15];
• Upward trend in the mean THC content of all confiscated cannabis preparations in the USA and in
some European countries;
• The breeding of different strains towards the production of plants with much higher content of THC
over the past decade (from around 3% to 12– 16% or higher; % of THC weight per dry weight of
cannabis).
Since the beginning of the twenty first century that the usage of cannabis and cannabis based products
for medical purposes have been subject of major discussion worldwide, specially in the United States of
America (USA). Although most of the so-called medical cannabis programs focus on the use of cannabis for
symptoms associated with physical health disorders (e.g. cancer or chronic pain) [16], a substantial portion of
cannabis medical use aims to address mental health concerns. Although evidences suggest that medicinal
cannabis might have potential for the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder (PSTD) and as a substitute
for problematic use of other substances, the literature about this subject is still much underdeveloped [15,17].
According to Walsh et al. [17], users of medical cannabis report that cannabis may serve as a substitute for
both pharmaceutical and recreational drugs and, therefore it is preferred due to its perceived lack of harm and
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more acceptable side effect. Even so, extrapolation from reviews of non-therapeutic cannabis use suggests
that the use of medical cannabis may be problematic among individuals with psychotic disorders [17].
Additionally, in a recent study published by Hasin et al. [18], the results show a higher increase in cannabis
use, in the States were medicinal cannabis laws were passed, when compared with the states with no
medicinal cannabis laws. These increases are probably related with the increase of availability, potency or
even perceived safety/acceptability.
In the past five years, four jurisdictions in the United States and Uruguay have passed laws to allow the
production, distribution and sale of cannabis for non-medical purposes (recreational use), which is contrary
to the trend of international drug control conventions [14]. Even more recently, Canada also moved towards
the legalization of recreational use of cannabis[19]. Nonetheless, a critical question still needs to be answered:
What are the social and health implications of such regulations?
Although in some areas the literature is still scarce, we can divide the effects of cannabis use in two:
• Short-term effects;
• Long-term effects.
In terms of short-term effects, the cognitive function impairment comes at the top the list. In 2011,
Crean et al. [20] reviewed a broad spectrum of cognitive functions, designated as executive functions, and
identified studies that reported that attention, concentration, decision-making, impulsivity, inhibition (selfcontrol of responses), reaction time, risk taking, verbal fluency and working memory were highly impaired in
a dose-dependent manner. Though these effects were not consistently observed. Cannabis acutely impairs
several components of cognitive function, with the most robust effects on short-term episodic and working
memory, planning and decision-making, response speed, accuracy and latency [21] . Some studies also report
increased risk-taking and impulsivity [20].
Less experienced cannabis users are more likely to undergo stronger intoxicating effects on attention
and concentration than heavy users that have already established drug tolerance. Cannabis also impairs motor
coordination, interferes with driving skills and increases the risk of injuries. In a recent review by Prashad
and Filbey [22], the authors state that the literature indicates that users of cannabis exhibit cognitive
impairments and the few existing studies show evidence of motor deficits. Together with the evidence that
cognitive processes are critical for motor learning, it is probable that cannabis users also exhibit deficits in
motor learning.
Evidences also suggest that recent cannabis smoking is associated with substantial driving impairment,
particularly in occasional smokers, with implications for work in safety-sensitive positions or when operating
a means of transportation (e.g. cars, trains or even planes) [23–26]. The performance of the complex interaction
human/machine can be impaired as long as 24 hours after smoking a moderate dose of cannabis and the user
may be unaware of the drug’s influence [25].
Regarding the long-term effects of cannabis usage, we must refer to cognitive performance. During the
1990s, the scientists started to investigate the potential correlation between the cannabis use and the poorer
cognitive performances. The challenge was to understand if the cannabis use impaired cognitive
performance, or if persons with poorer cognitive functioning were more likely to become regular cannabis
users, or even both [27]. After this study and in the following years that have come, better-controlled casecontrol studies since then have consistently found deficits in memory, verbal learning and attention in regular
cannabis users [28–31]. These deficits have been correlated with the duration and frequency of cannabis
consumption, the age of initiation and the estimated cumulative dose of THC. Thus, it is still not clear if the
cognitive function fully recovers after cessation of cannabis use or not (no agreement between different
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studies) [32–34]. Referring now to teenage users, according to the many existing studies (e.g. Ellickson et al.
[35]
, Horwood et al. [36]), cannabis use before the age of 15 years predicts early school-leaving and are
typically associated lower college degree completion, with lower income, a greater need for economic
assistance, unemployment, and use of other (and probably “heavier”) drugs [37–39]. In a recent study,
Goldenberg et al. [40] showed that the effects of regular cannabis use and its impact in the quality of life
(QoL) are comparable, since frequent cannabis use has been associated with adverse social and health effects.
According to these authors, there seems to exist an actual
correlation between these two factors, showing an increased probability of frequent users reporting a
reduction of their quality of life. Additionally, these studies seem to point that quitting cannabis (in case of
these users) did not return their QoL to the level of non-users.
Another interesting study is presented by Vicent et al. [41]. According to these authors, the average
cannabis user tends to be price sensitive and to purchase high quality marijuana rather than poor quality. At
this point it becomes clear that, the legalization of recreational cannabis will result in a higher availability
and, as consequence, to a decrease of the price and an increase of the users.
In Europe, there are still no projects to legislate cannabis. Though, it cannot be denied the increase of
social movements and associations across the continent to pressure its legalization [42]. Although it is still too
early to evaluate the impact of new cannabis policies, the evidence collected to date in the United States
points to an increase in cannabis use in states where referendums have led to the legalization of recreational
marijuana use. New challenges have emerged in some states of the United States (notably Colorado),
including the marketing of unregulated cannabis products (edibles) with a high content of
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Moreover, there is evidence of an increasing number of cannabis users driving
under the influence, as well as an increase in cannabis-related emergency room visits and hospitalizations.
An increase in the overall consumption of marijuana, in turn, can potentially lead to an increase in the health
burden of marijuana use [19].
4. The threat of prescription opioids
In the late1990’s, the US state medical boards started to reduce the restrictions on the laws governing
the prescribing of opioids for the treatment of chronic non-cancer pain[43]. As a result, a dramatic increase of
opioids prescriptions was observed. This new position, together with the introduction of the new pain
management standards for in-patient and out-patient medical care implemented by the Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) in 2000 [44] and with a continuously increasing
aggressive marketing by the pharmaceutical industry, led to an even more dramatic increase of prescription
of opioids for treatment of chronic non-cancer pain across the US. Between 2000 and 2011, the prescription
of opioids (e.g. oxycodone or fentanyl) increased between 8-14 fold across US and Canada [45,46]. The
increase of education and public awareness regarding the use of prescribed opioids, as well as, local and
regional interventions have led to a decreased in term of opioids prescriptions and subsequent diversion of
prescription type of drugs. Thus, this decrease was followed in parallel by the dramatic increase of heroin and
other opioids (e.g. non-pharmaceutical fentanyl) consumption and overdose death rates, specially after 2010
[47,48].
Having in mind the trend observed in the US, what should we expect in Europe?
In Europe, as expected, the prescription of opioids as also increased in the last years, although in a
slower rate than in the US, with tramadol as the most prescribed across Europe [46]. So far, the consumption
of this type of substances has not resulted in an alarming increase in terms of morbidity and mortality in
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Europe. Nevertheless, more preventive measures and more effective monitor systems must be implemented
to prevent similar developments as the ones observed in North America [46].
5. The challenges ahead to be accomplished by 2030
As described in the previous sections, the number of users of drugs of abuse continue to rise, new
additive substances are entering the market every day (e.g. synthetic cannabinoids), and more and more
people have access (and abuse) to prescription drugs. The impact in the society cannot be considered
irrelevant at all. If we consider workplace drug testing programs in an organization as a tool to educate,
prevent and dissuade additive behaviors, then one should expect strong regulation in this sense, at least in
safety sensitive positions. Unfortunately, the reality is quite different.
Although, according to the International Labor Organization (ILO) “workplace drug testing is an issue
beset with technical, legal and ethical controversies." [49], at European level, European Directive 89/391/EEC
on the introduction of measures to encourage improvements in the safety and health of workers at work [50],
which applies to all sectors of activity (both public and private, Art.2), states that the employer shall have a
duty to ensure the safety and health of workers in every aspect related to the work (Art.6) and, according to
Art 13(2)(d), the employees must immediately inform the employer and/or the workers with specific
responsibility for the safety and health of workers of any work situation they have reasonable grounds for
considering represents a serious and immediate danger to safety and health. ButiIf we now move to the
national level, with the exception of France, there is no specific legislation nor regulation for workplace drug
testing [51]. In a recent publication of the Global Compact Network, in cooperation with GRI and PWC,
entitled Business reporting on the SDGs – An analysis of the goals and targets [52] the need to educate
employees on the effects of narcotics, drugs and alcohol, including the effects of substance abuse as well as,
update corporate policies to include clauses related to the use of or being under influence of said substances
while in the workplace is strongly highlighted.
Still under the “umbrella” of the Target 3.5, the role of the scientific societies such as the European
Workplace Drug Testing Society (EWDTS) and The International Association of Forensic Toxicologists
(TIAFT), cannot be forgotten. Besides promoting good practices, they have simultaneously the power and the
responsibility to act a platform for partnerships, accomplishing this way the seventeenth SDG.
6. Conclusions
Across this paper, three major threats are addressed: NPS, cannabis and prescription opioids. Although,
at the moment, NPS are the one being most addressed (also in terms of research), they should not shadow the
other emerging problems. The trend towards the liberalization of both medical and non-medical cannabis
results in a generalized increase of cannabis users which, sooner or later, will translate in a heavier health
burden. On the other hand, the dramatic increase of the use of prescription opioids and potential transition to
heroin [48] pose a significant threat as well, not only in North America, but also to Europe and, eventually to
the other continents. In this global context, Target 3.5 of the third SDG emerge as a tool to promote actions
toward solutions.
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Summary
The Challenges and Threats surrounding the Target 3.5 of the SDGs
José Restolho
Global Compact Network Portugal, Lisboa, Portugal
Nal von minden GmbH, Regensburg, Germany
Between the 25th and the 27th of September of 2015, the Heads of State and Government and High
Representatives met at the Headquarters of the United Nations to approve and launch the new 2030 Agenda,
devoted to Sustainable Development, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In this new agenda, a total
of seventeen goals, composed of sub-goals (targets) can be found. Under the umbrella of the 3rd SDG –
Good Health and Well-being, the UN dedicated a single target (Target 3.5) to substance use and substanceuse disorders. The abuse of substances (e.g. narcotic drugs or alcohol) are still an epidemic across the world,
that threatens the large majority of the existing societies.
In the last years, a very wide range of new substances of abuse has be rising, namely the so called New
Psychoactive Substances, NPS. Although they are not entirely new, these substances have been rediscovered
and are entering the market under various names. Since they fall out of the international conventions and
laws and with the increase of familiarity with the internet, NPS rapidly become a threat. Although the data is
still scarce, it is possible to find in the literature several reports that strongly support the risk associated to the
consumption of these compounds. Despite being a “hot topic”, NPS seem to be shadowing incoming threats,
namely the generalized trend toward towards legalization of medicinal and non-medicinal cannabis, as well
as, the dramatic increase of use of prescription opioids and subsequent transition to heroin or nonpharmaceutical fentanyl. Both threats are discussed across this paper, highlighting, not only the risk that they
pose in general, but also their long-term implications.
Keywords: United Nations, Sustainable Development Goals, substances, NPS, international
conventions and laws
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Republic of Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan
Introduction
The reliability of conventional growth paradigm as a means of supporting initiatives aimed at achieving
sustainability and resilient economic development has been one of the subjects of discussions after erupting
of the global financial crisis. In this regard, possibilities of transition to an upper quality level of growth take
part as an inseparable part of global policy agenda. However, there are a number of contradictions in this
process in terms of reconciling various policy objectives. The decline of Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), technological advancements and global productivity in recent years can be emphasized as some
elements of these diverse policy objectives. Based on the historical evidence of positive reciprocal correlation
between technological advancements and economic growth, Joel Mokyr (2014) identifies artificial revelation,
access costs and an appropriate institutional framework as key drivers of actual technological progress [8].
However, current tendencies suspect this claim via dictating that global community do not have enough
maneuver space and time to adjust the projected benefits of technological innovations with the precipitously
rising sustainability challenges.
In the first part of the article, it is tried to exhibit necessities for moving beyond conventional growth
paradigm through assessing environmental, social and economic fundamentals. In the second part, based on
several approaches, reason underlying actual productivity decline and future projection in the context of
technological innovations are discussed. Then, in the conclusion, the author put forward the idea of
continuing uncertainties related to the nature and future of technological innovations and the way that they
will affect global growth and ecological patterns, cannot be accepted as reliable fulcrums in realizing SDGs.
Additionally, because of difficulties in assessing multitude and timing of these innovations, we need to
rethink the shift to post-growth stage independently from these uncertainties.
Moving Beyond Conventional Growth Paradigm: Necessity or Luxury?
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, the state of contemporary economic system began to be
criticized by pundits representing a broad range of professions; economics, politics, environmental studies
and etc. Particularly, the coherency between prosperity and growth began to be subject of endless debates
because of observing potential conflict between a growth-based economy and a finite planet. Additionally,
complex relationship between growth and jobs mediated by labour productivity and technological
innovations is also highlighted as an inexorable symptom of the ruling “creative destruction” age.
Unfortunately, mentally locked into a growth-jobs-prosperity trifecta, a mindset which is hostage to the
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dynamic of modern capitalism, major international institutions and policymakers fail in determining the
scope of the problem [22]. Humanity needs to reduce its economy by at least one third due to the fact
presented by Global Footprint Network which reveals that we currently use 1.7 of Earth’s ecological
capacity. The redirection of economies away from unending growth and consumption is a tool to answer
these urgent problems. It is widely accepted idea that modern capitalist global economy, its structure and
motivation system was shaped on the basis of growth-addiction concept which can explain current rush for
maximizing efficiency in order to meet its duties.
Conventional view towards economic growth is that economic expansion will lead to rising prosperity
in other words; higher income would lead to a better quality of life. However, empirical analyses indicate us
that such kind of rush for growth does not bring the intended level of prosperity. In particular, in terms of
Sustainable Development Goals and Paris Climate Accord requirements (indeed it is very contestable to
accept this agreement as a milestone in this process relying on some estimation [20]. According to an
analysis by the UNFCCC Secretariat [25], global emissions will continue to increase through 2030 making it
impossible to stabilize concentrations of greenhouse gases as long as emissions keep increasing. Paris Accord
has no emissions reductions before 2030, whereas they should be dropping by 9% a year), conventional
growth paradigm exhibits strict insufficiencies. Furthermore, in environmental dimension, climate change,
species loss, and pollution of air, waterways, soils and oceans as well as anthropogenic destruction can be
emphasized as main consequences of conventional growth. The report prepared by the Intergovernmental
panel on Climate Change emphasizes that humanity is already in “overshoot” on our carbon emissions [15].
In 2015, CO2 levels reached 400 parts per million (ppm) after approximately one million years.
In social dimension, rising of greater conflicts because of inequality, drought, resources and climate,
widening gap between rich and poor, stubbornly high unemployment in much of the world constitute sideeffects of the ruling growth paradigm. In a technologically optimistic world, it is often assumed that enough
food, water, energy and minerals will be available for the foreseeable future, with the only problems being
those of distribution [24]. Neo-classical economists also argue that when one resource runs out it can be
substituted for another. However, the diversion of more and more capital to extracting them leaves less for
investment in industry, leading to industrial decline starting in about 2015. Around 2030, the world
population peaks and begins to decrease as the death rate is driven upwards by lack of food and health
services [22].
On the economic growth side, after the global financial crisis we are still experiencing fragile growth
tendencies which make it very challenging to recover to their pre-crisis levels. Current global acceleration
which is identified as the most broad-based one since the start of the crisis in last IMF World Economic
Outlook (WEO), it is still incomplete in terms of within and across countries. Because of unstable effects of
technological improvements and trade on structural transformation process, we can observe rising
inequalities in societal distribution of growth. This tendency, according to IMF, is the main source which
puts recovery at risk through fueling political disenchantment and skepticism about the gains from
globalization. The most striking issue relating to the last WEO is that global recovery still lacks of
sustainability over long period. The current cyclical upswing obscures much more subdued longer-run trends
of productivity and demographics both in advanced and emerging countries. According to projections,
despite of very low per capita output growth in developing countries (2.2% in 1996-2005 and 1.4% in 20172022), over the coming years the growth rate in emerging countries will be even lower that advanced ones.
There are lots of dilemmas of conventional growth paradigm. Firstly, GDP which is the most pervasive
indicator of growth is not adequate in terms of reflection and connecting various dimension of prosperity. We
need to formulate new policy frameworks in consistent with economic implications of declining resource
quality and macroeconomic implications of secular stagnation. Secondly, in a plane with finite resources, we
are currently facing the limits of energy and material throughputs and this tendency is going to be severe in
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the next decades. Therefore, in order to pass beyond these challenges, we need to rethink economic growth.
We need to move from linear to circular flows in the global economic system.
It is unequivocal that the market economy requires continuous growth to function through
encapsulating increased resources and energy which generates pollution. This tendency also engenders other
problems such as increasing long-term unemployment mainly through the rush for higher productivity.
However, recent data indicates us that global economy still lacks of adequate levels of productivity to
achieve resilient and solid growth in spite of massive expansions of frontier technologies and innovations.
Productivity Decline: Temporary Trend and Long-term Uncertainty?
Productivity growth which is appreciated by almost all economic schools as a key long-term driver of
development, fell sharply following the global financial crisis, adding to structural headwinds already
blowing before the crisis, and has remained sluggish ever since [6]. Indeed, apace deceleration in total factor
productivity (TFP) is a key contributor of protracted output decline observed on the back of a pre-crisis
slowdown in advanced economies. Moreover, waning information and communication technology (ICT)
boom in the most advanced countries and its spillovers to other economies are also appreciated as key reason
of this tendency. In emerging and developing economies, although running forces have been less clear and
the potential for TFP catch-up remains strong, the fading effects of earlier structural reforms and structural
transformation seem to have played some role in this decline.
It is one the controversial topics for economists that in the era of massive expansion of new
technologies, in particular advanced economies are facing low productivity levels which impose threats for
sustainability of recovery not only in these countries and also all over the world. Lots of reasons can be listed
behind this puzzle. For instance, according to Professor Robert Gordon (date), digital technology pales in
comparison with the great innovations of the first and second industrial revolutions [19]. He considers that
innovations in the first half of the 20th century have more significant importance than the ones occurred later.
On the other hand, Christine Lagarde, Executive Director of the International Monetary Fund, thinks that
innovation and technology are not able to drive up productivity without pertinent policy frameworks action
taken by governments in the fields of education as well as research and development [2]. According to the
Executive Director, continuance of such low levels of productivity growth during next couple of years will
detrimentally undermine the resilient of global growth together with improvement in global living standards.
The most striking point in her opinions is relating to the role artificial intelligence and other emerging
technologies in this process. She suspects that technological advancements can solve this problem as
expected because of some structural reasons holding back productivity growth. Long-term decrement in TFP
can be explained through three interrelated issues:
 Tight credit conditions and unfavorable economic condition in the aftermath of the global financial
crisis have led to deterioration in corporate balance sheets which prevent firms to invest in the
assets which can propel total productivity;
 Global economic recession and deleterious feedback loop of aggregate demand, investment, and
capital-embodied technological change affects macroeconomic condition especially in advanced
economies;
 Long-lasted fragile global economic growth, elevated economic and policy uncertainty are still
accepted as caveats for further waning of productivity growth through inclining firms away from
higher-risk, higher-return investments.
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There are several approaches regarding with reduction causes of productivity growth. Lots of pundits
prefer to focus on the expectations of future growth and economic potential of technological frontier
innovations in order to clarify the reason behind this tendency. As opposed to ubiquitously adopted idea in
the world, the potential of advanced technologies as a driver to propel growth is ambiguous for a number of
scholars and policymakers. Some of them appreciate this slowdown just as a reflection of “return to normal”
after 90s and early 2000s exceptional IT-fuelled boom [9; 17; 18; 23] and seems to be permanent [19].
According to John Fernald, the gains from the production and use of ICT appear to have waned after
boosting aggregate productivity growth in the United States and some other advanced economies in the late
1990s and early 2000s [9]. Additionally, the slowdown in business dynamism observed in recent year in a
number of advanced economies reinforces this approach [21]. Moreover, taking into consideration external
effects of aging population, growing inequality, sustainability challenges, historically high debt levels in
corporate and public sectors all around the world, it is still expected that the current slowdown will continue
a couple of years which would undermine resilience of global economic recovery. The period of
technological diffusion also matters in this process because of the fact that transition from an economy based
on tangible production to one based on ideas seems lagging. In this regard, a number of optimist economists
consider that emerging frontier technologies and in particular, artificial intelligence need some time to be
adopted by society and firms as well as to haul productivity from the current subpar level. Therefore, as the
major inventions of previous industrial revolutions did it, spreading of current breakthrough technologies and
achieving massive using in economic activity would take some time [4; 16]. However, the most distressing
point is that the process of technological diffusion tilted not to support this idea in the context of declining
business dynamism since the early 2000s and increasing gap between leading and lagging firms across many
advanced economies and industries [3; 10].
The last argument is mainly accepted by those who claim structural factors should also be put forward
as daunting elements for accelerating diffusion process and nudging productivity. Especially, mismatches
and radical changes in labor markets due to emerging advanced technologies and automation [11] (according
to McKinsey Global Institute, the highest likelihood of jobs being automated away would be in
accommodation and food services, manufacturing, agriculture, transportation and storage, wholesale and
retail trade, and mining), insufficient regulatory capacity and lacking reforms to adapt these changes [5],
rapid aging tendency in advanced economies [14] and also secular decline in the increase in global trade
integration [7; 12; 13] (world trade is increasing annually by less than 4% which was averagely 6-7% 1990–
2008 while merchandise trade contracted [1] by 10% between 2011 and 2015) are appreciated as key
headwinds downplaying productivity growth.
Conclusion
In the background of the hysteresis -a persistent cyclical downturn leading to permanently lower
productivity growth as well as the time lag between innovation and its full impact on productivity, realizing
economic targets inside SDGs seems very arduous. In addition, winking trends such as protectionism and
nationalism are emphasized as the factors leading to the detriment of free trade, market-oriented policies,
social and political stability through restricting maneuver capabilities of policymakers. In the context of
rising urgency for structural reforms, particularly in the countries where crisis legacies, demographic shifts
and continued weak productivity trends are observing, getting new sources of growth becomes to be fulcrum
of future realignments in policy agenda. From my point of view, these new sources of growth should not be
the conventional ones or as highlighted above we cannot fully rely on technological progress in this transition
process. It is not debatable that technological and innovational revolutions will shape the future of the world.
But we should not forget John Maynard Keynes’ historical quotation “in the long run we are all dead”.
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Existence of aforementioned uncertainties and current fragilities in global economic recovery make it
compulsory for us to focus on originating consecutive policy frameworks dedicated to solving these
problems in the short run and disclosure new growth points not solely dependent on technological industries.
However, in the process of looking for new elements for growth dynamics, we should identify sustainability
and inclusiveness issues as key imperatives due to the fact that we do not have enough space and time to risk
ecological balance of the Earth under the current growth patterns and continuing challenges of predicting
timing and magnitude of technological breakthroughs in the medium term. Furthermore, potential thresholds
such as failing in adaptation to new technologies by organizations, challenges of introducing adequate
regulation frameworks by governments or security concerns stemming from these realignments should also
be taken into consideration. In order to eliminate these challenges, we need to go beyond mainstream marketoriented macroeconomic management in order to combine diverse policy objectives such as eliminating
resource misallocation, achieving more equal distribution of income and opportunities, keeping ecological
balance.
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Summary
Shifting Beyond Conventional Growth Paradigm:
Prospects of Productivity Decline and Technological Innovations

Azar Hasanli
Center for Strategic Studies under the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Azerbaijan

In the context of fragile recovery after 2008 financial crisis and unsustainable ecological patterns, the
state of global economic system and its future implications on Sustainable Development Goals are
intensively criticized all over the world. In spite of projections regarding with accelerating effects of
technological advancements and innovations on global economic recovery, total factor productivity fell to
unprecedented low levels, particularly in advanced economies. Therefore, there is rising suspicion among
pundits about the possibility of frontier technologies and innovations can cope with these challenges in the
short term or not. Taking into account timing and policy constraints to realize medium and long-term
environmental resilience, we need to shift urgently beyond current conventional growth paradigm which fails
reconciling technological and sustainability challenges.
Keywords: Conventional growth, technological innovations, productivity, sustainability
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SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIALIZATION: INNOVATIVE EMPLOYMENT
Alvan Suleymanova
Institute of Scientific Researches for Economic Reforms of the
Ministry of Economy, Azerbaijan
Introduction
Industrialization helps countries diversify their economies and reduce their vulnerability to external
shocks. It is the main driver of economic development. And sustainable industrialization is a long term
process of transformation towards a desired vision of an industrialized economy by applying new
technologies and new labor skills. The mutual relationship between industrial development and new labor
skills influences the employment structure and level. Also sustainable industries tend to be more labor
intensive and less resource intensive than traditional processes.
The relationship between sustainable industrialization and employment
Sustainable development growth is characterized by some indicators in economic literatures. These are
the average rates of gross domestic product (GDP) growth per capita, duration of growth episodes and
volatility of growth [1, 5]. From this view, the relationship between sustainable industrialization and
employment is mutual. Transition to new production technology creates gains and losses in employment and
requires new skills and occupations in labor market. And in connection with following impacts have been
depicted [2]:
- The net impact on employment (for example, the balance between job gains and job losses resulting
from green structural change); the movement of workers from declining to growing firms and sectors (labor
re-allocation); the transformation of jobs that are neither lost nor gained but are adapted to meet the
requirements of a greener economy.
Sustainable industrialization increases labor intensity, saving of energy and resources. It is known that
increase of labor intensity is in contradiction with the increase of technological intensity. This contradiction
created on achieving of sustainable industrialization influences directly ensuring employment in the
innovative sectors of industry. The main determinant of innovative employment is investment to hightechnology intensive fields and availability of legal base which defines outlines of economic policy in these
fields. And also every country must pay attention to the measures of sustainable industrial development.
These measures have been formulated for sustainable industrial development as following:
- Reduce the amount of material used to manufacture a product; reduce to minimum energy use in the
production process; switch from toxic to non-toxic materials; switch from coal and oil use to gas and solar
energy use; utilize waste materials from one industry or one stage of manufacturing as raw material to
another; switch to materials which consume less energy, such as bulbs or refrigerators which use less
electricity; design products which may be reused or upgraded rather than thrown away as waste, such as
modular computers; manufacture products from recyclable materials, such as aluminum beverage cans or
recycled plastic cans; create products which are degradable and whose by products are non-toxic; design
products which will have a minimal impact on the environment during their life cycle and which will be
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recyclable at the completion of their life cycle; shift from the manufacture of products to the supply of
services; prepare and publish the inventory of materials which enter and exit the production process [3].
The relationship mentioned above and the measures of sustainable industrial development require
coordinated industry policy for the country. And we must note that for this process country has to associate
industry, employment, innovation, structure, financing and environmental policy. And also discount
mechanisms have to take into consideration green economy conditions when ensuring process of high and
medium-high technology intensity in industry. Because, the employment level in the high and medium-high
tech industries formulates the innovative employment.
The legal base of industrialization in Azerbaijan
Economic-social processes and challenges in world request the development of country to adaptation to
new terms. For this reason, Azerbaijan has joined Sustainable Development Goals and it has created National
Council of Coordination on Sustainable Development. The works carried out on the setting of economic and
social activity properly show these aims. “Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization and foster innovation” is significant for ensuring innovative employment in
industry on the SDGs. In this goal, main result indicators of industry stipulate the development of processing
industry and its financing, the development of medium and high-technology intensive industry sectors. It
should be noted that this type of projects are significant as to create necessity to the modernization
proceedings of local industrial policy. And it allows the comparing of international result indicators.
The present reasons sensitivity of country’s economy to current external impacts, dependent
development of industry from oil extraction, decreasing level of employment in industry and others give
importance to providing industrial sustainability for the strategic planning of country’s economy. The main
target indicators are to promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization, raise industry’s share of
employment and gross domestic product, increase the access of small-scale industrial and other enterprises,
to financial services according to sustainable industrialization on SDGs. Now let's pay attention to these
indicators for Azerbaijan’s economy and legal base of industrialization.
From the early years of independence of Azerbaijan, it has performed many actions for the purpose of
ensuring industrial development. But it is important to take into consideration whether these actions were
compatible to the process of transformation from socialist economic system to market economy. Thus in the
situation of difficult conditions and collapsing economic relations of past economic system, privatization
program of enterprises which were state-owned was accepted. Metallurgy, machine-building, chemical and
some state-owned industry enterprises were transmitted to private sector for purpose of liberalization of
economy. “Azerbaijan 2020: Look Into The Future” Development Concept”, “State Program on Industry
Development in the Republic of Azerbaijan for 2015-2020”, “State Program on socio-economic development
of regions of the Republic of Azerbaijan for 2014-2018”, “Strategic Roadmap for the Development of heavy
industry and machine-building in the Republic of Azerbaijan” and “Strategic Roadmap for the Oil and Gas
Industry (including Chemical Products) of the Republic of Azerbaijan” organize the basis of contemporary
industrial policy. At the same time the territory features of industrial policy have changed and created
industrial parks and industrial neighborhoods. At present, discount mechanisms for residents of industrial
zones in the country are applied towards the development of competitive industrial production on the basis
of innovative technologies.
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Evaluation of the high and medium-high tech employment in manufacturing industry
In modern times qualification requirement for workplaces offered in industry is renewed. Development
of new industrial sectors makes structural changes of employment a requirement of the period. As a result,
according to the features of the workplaces created in industry, innovative employment forms. Forming
innovative employment directly depends on industrial policy of the country, scientific potential formation
and financing opportunities for innovations. Taking into account historical development of industry and
successes on oil product in Republic, it can be noted that they are providing opportunities for innovation
employment in the country 4, 59. But, realization of these opportunities is related closely to macroenvironmental factors affected to financing in field structure of national economy and innovative industrial
fields. Structure of national economy is grouped in 3 sectors due to progressive areas: initial sector
containing agriculture and the mining industry, the second sector including processing industry and
construction areas and the third sector including service sectors. Generally, growth in the development level
of the country, special weight of the second and third sector in GDP increases employment and the third
sector. In the countries being postindustrial, development stage leading role is on the third sector 5, 247.
Providing continuity of progressive development of a country is directly related to development of
innovative areas in industrial structure. Increasing application of scientific-technical progression
achievements results in increasing scientific costs in manufactured products. Development of industry which
has both high and medium-high-tech intensity stimulates providing innovation in industry and progressive
development of economy.
Table 4.1. Employment in high and medium-high tech manufacturing industry in Azerbaijan
Employment in hightech industry,
thousand persons

Employment in
medium-high tech
industry, thousand
persons

Number of population
total, thousand persons

2005

2,5

31,3

8447,4

Employment in high and
medium-high tech
industry on general
engaged population, with
percent
0.8

2006

2,3

30,8

8553,1

0.8

2007

2,1

31,2

8666,1

0.8

2008

2,1

29,6

8779,9

0.8

2009

2,3

25,1

8897

0.6

2010

2,3

23,5

8997,6

0.6

2011

2,3

20,6

9111,1

0.5

2012

1,8

21,3

9235,1

0.5

2013

1,9

26,3

9356,5

0.6

2014

1,8

25,5

9477,1

0.6

2015

1,6

25,9

9593

0.6

Note: It has been made by author according to the information of Azerbaijan Republic, State Statistical Committee 6.

It is clear from assessments of Azerbaijan’s economy that, in comparison with 2005, and till 2015, of
employment level kept on decreasing in high and medium-high tech industry. Employment has decreased by
36 percent in high tech manufacturing industry and 17 percent in medium-high tech manufacturing industry
during considered period. Population engaged in high and medium-high tech manufacturing industry was 0.4
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percent of general population in 2005 and this index has been 0.2 percent in 2015. Approximately, two times
decrease makes important for the country which selects innovative economic development that it should
bring strict changes in that country. Also, relatively, special weight on general engaged population decreased
from 0.8 percent in 2005 to 0.6 percent in 2015. Taking into account these dynamics, it can be noted that
reason of decreasing oriented industry of innovative employment is that innovativeness factor stays out of
attention. According to the statistics offered by Eurostat, in high and medium-high tech industry, from the
point of employment, Czech (11,2%), Slovakia (10,6%), Germany (9,9%), Hungary (9,1%), Italy (6,1%),
Austria (6,2%), Switzerland (5,6%), Romania (5,6%), Poland (5,3 %), Ireland (5,2%), Denmark (5,1%),
Finland(4,7), France (4,4%), Sweden (4,4%), Spain (4,0%) differ much 7. In USA 9.3 % of total engaged
population is in high tech industrial fields 8, 22. As seen that, the countries differed in development of high
and medium-high tech manufacturing industry are on the first places in the assessment due to innovation
index. For example, Switzerland, Sweden, USA, France, Finland, Denmark and so on is included top ten due
to innovation index. According to innovation index, Azerbaijan is on 119th place in importing high
technology and exporting of high technology is on 15th place 9. It should be noted that economic policy,
financing forms of regular renewing innovations, concessions in production and export process in the
direction of development of long-term high and medium-high tech industrial fields increases employment by
providing sustainability of high and medium-high tech industrial fields.
Conclusions
In 2015, the employment share in manufacturing industry on general employment is 2.13 percent and
0.6 percent of general employment of people working in high and medium-high technological intensive
industrial fields in country. This indicator has decreased from 2.5 thousands persons in 2005 to 1.6 thousands
persons in 2015 in high technological intensive industry and from 31.3 thousands persons in 2005 to 25.9
thousands persons in 2015 in medium-high technological intensive industry. The growth of employment in
the high and medium-high technology intensive processing industry in Azerbaijan requests support of
innovative industrial development by main economic policy mechanisms. But in current situation 2.13
percent employment level in the processing industry on general employment reveals the importance of
sustainable industrialization.
First of all, achievement of sustainable industrialization stipulates the development of processing
industry and preferring of high and medium-high technology intensive fields of industry on strategic periods.
Target indicators on SDG 9 enable these actions to classify. But both in the state programs and in the
strategic roadmaps which express state industrial policy, special actions are not aimed for the development of
high and medium-high technology intensive fields of industry. In the same time a sustainable industrial
development strategy should aim to achieve the integration of environmental concerns and sustainable
development in industrial policy, thereby promoting environmental protection, competitiveness, innovation
and employment 10, 17.
Actions noted that these policy documents serve supporting of processing industry development
overall. It has been known from calculations that it is expected to have growth of employment in mediumhigh technology industry by impact of financing factor in future. From this view, it is important to increase
using of financial sources along with the territorial organization of industry and appropriate discounts in the
state economic policy. Because available support mechanisms dont solve problems related to financing
difficulties of entrepreneurship. Especially, financing of innovative employment in industry is related to risky
projects in terms of innovation. It is clear that realization process of investments is a complex problem. In
case of limited resources, investment projects should be selected through tender and directed to the
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modernization of economy and formation of its progressive structure. It should be noted that investments
should be directed to the development of industry and sectors, so that these areas and regions will further
promote more development of other fields and economic spheres. Experiences in Germany, Japan, Finland
and China in the field of industrial policy prove that in financing workplaces in the industry state economic
mechanisms have great importance. For example, Japan involved the banks in the financing of industrial
fields selected by it a long time and realized policy of protection. Also, the development of industry in
Finland is connected with strengthening relations between banks and industry.
We have to differ between two periods for improvement financing mechanisms of innovative
employment. In first period, general investment climate in country has to be improved for increased
investments to processing industry. In second period, it has to be defined about the proportion of innovative
and non-innovative industrial sectors’ development level and corresponding new financing and discount
mechanisms. In current period, stimulation on low and medium-low technological intensive sectors of
industry with traditional financing of industry that differ the superiority of the state investments may be
providing growth of production and employment level in general. In this view, raising innovative
employment levels in industry request phased and differential approach both in financing mechanisms and in
industrial policy. And when discount mechanisms for stimulating innovative employment are prepared,
goals in a government declaration for sustainable development in industry must be considered.
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Summary
Sustainable Industrialization: Innovative Employment
Alvan Suleymanova
Institute of Scientific Researches for Economic Reforms of the
Ministry of Economy, Azerbaijan

Ensuring of sustainable industrialization makes it important to keep focus on the relations of available
production opportunities and technological developments. This paper discusses differences in employment
level, proper technological intensity, and relationship between sustainable industrialization and employment,
legal base of industrialization in Azerbaijan, evaluation of the high and medium-high tech employment in
manufacturing industry and research results about innovative employment level in the industry. Moreover,
noted proposals for achieving sustainable industrialization in the future development stage are discussed.
Key words: industrialization, innovative employment, high-tech industry, roadmap, sustainable
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INSEPARABILITY OF SUSTAINABILITY AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Mariwan N. Hasan
Sulaimani University, Iraq
Introduction
The rise of sustainable improvement as a political and social venture of mankind has advanced the
introduction of endeavors so as to discover routes for sustainable social orders (SALAS-ZAPATA et al.,
2011). From that point forward, there has been part of writing devoted to the subject, and certainty an
obscuring of center (Sartori, et al).
A continuous interest for sustainability and, quite recently, the methodologies with respect to systems,
clearer generation, contamination control, eco-effectiveness, ecological administration, social duty, modern
nature, moral speculations, green economy, eco-outline, reuse, economical utilization, zero waste (GLAVI;
LUKMAN, 2007), among numerous different terms.
To Dovers and Handmer (1992) sustainability is the capacity of a human framework, regular or
blended, to oppose or adjust to endogenous or exogenous change inconclusively, and, also, Sustainable
Development is a method for deliberate change and change that keeps or builds this quality of the framework
addressing the requirements of the populace. In a first point of view, SD is the best approach to accomplish
sustainability, that is, maintainability is a definitive long- term objective.
For Elkington (1994), the one who coins the term Triple Bottom Line, maintainability is the harmony
between the three columns: natural, financial and social. The desire that organizations ought to step by step
add to maintainability emerges from the acknowledgment that organizations require stable markets, and
should have specialized, monetary and administration aptitudes important to empower the progress towards
manageable improvement (ELKINGTON, 2001). This is, along these lines a second point of view, not the
same as the primary: SD is the objective to be accomplished and maintainability is the procedure to
accomplish SD.
Regardless of the two perspectives, this research turns to sustainability. It is observed that there is now
a variety of research and publications on the subject in order to address a way of understanding and
explaining sustainability, to be as a process or an end goal. In this sense, it is important to have a clear notion
of what is meant by sustainability or lack thereof (TISDELL, 1988).
The word sustainability is used, however little clarified. It is of reasonable in nature, misconstrued
(EKINS et al., 2003).) It is a sound judgment (MOLDAN et al., 2012). There is a conflicting elucidation and
application, high level of uncertainty of the idea, including a deficient comprehension of the issues of
destitution, natural debasement and the part of monetary development (LÉLÉ, 1991; MORI;
CHRISTODOULOU, 2012; SLIMANE, 2012). Also, the circumstance has not enhanced up until this point,
it remains a famous and splendid trademark (SLIMANE, 2012).
In this unique situation, this paper aims at examining the writing on the point of sustainability to
portray it and set the stage it is in, and additionally investigate gaps and difficulties with a specific end goal
to bring contributions for future studies.
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Literature Review
Explication of the two terms: Sustainability and Sustainable Development
According to IUCN the term sustainability development first came into use in the 1980s, from the
connection between keeping the planet safe and providing people’s needs (1980). The Brundtland Report
(WCED, 1987) elucidates the similar term simply as progress that "meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". This explication is durable because
it is flexible and is ready for interpretation (Prugh; Assadourain, 2003).
In principle, sustainable development has more than one dimension, integrating diverse parts of society,
pursuing ecological security and preservation of natural capital to attain financial fortune and justice for all
generations (KELLY et al., 2004).
Whereas some scholars believe, SD is perceived as: the sustainability of vital ecological processes,
protection of hereditary variety and maintainable use of species and environments (TISDELL, 1988); similar
chances for the next generations (CHICHILNISKY, 1996), a procedure of alteration in which the misuse of
capitals, ‘the direction of investments, orientation of technological and institutional’ alteration are prepared in
a way that suits the future, bearing in mind current necessities (HOVE, 2009).
What is nowadays called SD has developed as a coordinating idea, an umbrella under which an
arrangement of related issues can be assembled. This is a variable procedure of progress that looks for a
definitive objective of sustainability itself. In a similar setting, maintainability is the capacity of a human,
natural or blended framework to oppose or adjust to endogenous or exogenous alteration uncertainly
(DOVERS; HANDMER, 1992), spoke to as an objective or end point (HOVE, 2009). Along these lines, to
accomplish sustainability, manageable improvement is needed (PRUG; ASSADOURIAN, 2003).
The term of DS stays challenged in view of the distinctive positions taken in connection to what can be
viewed as reasonable (TODOROV; MARINOVA, 2009). It is so wide and for the most part material that its
ambiguity makes it dead and open to clashing translations (DOVERS; HANDMER, 1992). It does not
expressly grasp future musings. Thus, all distributed meanings of the idea of SD depend on standards of
sustainability, for instance, long haul point of view, essential significance of neighborhood conditions,
understanding the nonlinear development of natural and human frameworks (MOLDAN et al., 2012).
Subsequently, the concept of sustainability showed up with respect to sustainable assets and has been
received by the environmental development. The idea alludes to the presence of the biological conditions
important to help human life at a particular level of well-being through who and what is to come, and this is
environmental maintainability and not economic improvement (LÉLÉ, 1991).
As indicated by Ayres (2008), sustainability is a regulating idea about how people should act in
connection to nature, and how they are in charge of each other and who and what is to come. In this unique
circumstance, it is noticed that manageability is helpful for monetary development in light of social equity
and the productive utilization of characteristic assets (LOZANO, 2012).
Regularly, sustainability is seen at two unique levels: powerless manageability or solid maintainability.
Frail maintainability can be deciphered as the expansion of financial welfare (NEUMAYER, 2003).
Consequently, in feeble maintainability it is required that the estimation of normal capital is protected, for
instance, on account of non-sustainable assets, the extraction ought to be repaid by interest in inexhaustible
resource substitutes of equivalent esteem (eg, twist homesteads to supplant non-renewable energy sources in
power era).
In the event that the presence of manageability relies upon their financial and natural relationship, it
can be viewed as a noteworthy subject and tended to in various ways. Ignacy Sachs (2002), for instance,
utilized eight sorts of sustainability (social, financial, environmental, spatial, regional, social, national and
worldwide approach) to show the measurements of what is called eco-advancement.
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Sustainability is discussed as a state in which three sorts of premiums (or clashes) are met (or settled) at
the same time: (i) the premiums of the momentum era to enhance their real life conditions (monetary
maintainability), (ii) the scan for an evening out of living conditions between rich and poor (social
manageability), and (iii) the premiums of future eras that are not dedicated to addressing the necessities of
the present era (natural maintainability) (HORBACH, 2005).
In this specific circumstance, maintainability happens on a few levels: worldwide, territorial and
nearby. What is supportable at a territorial level is not really economical broadly. This inconsistency is
because of the land exchange components through the negative results of a nation or area to different nations
or areas (SLIMANE 2012). The districts do not utilize similar markers for a similar subject, the information
are not consistently gathered (VAN ZEIJL-ROZEMA et al., 2011). Along these lines, choices might be
incapable or even counterproductive if not considering the attributes of every district (SARTORI 2014).
Extended readings on social maintainability demonstrate the need to depend less on target information
and confirmation to support changes in human viewpoints on natural issues. This is not a call to relinquish
natural science, but rather a recommendation for its specialists to work nearby social researchers keeping in
mind the end goal to investigate how occupants translate and consolidate worries of the spots in which they
live and their general surroundings (VALLANCE et al., 2011). As the civil argument on sustainability turns
out to be more across the board and socially perplexing, more is being appropriated by various social powers
that begin to characterize the implying that best communicates their qualities and interests (LIMA, 2003).
Aggeri et al. (2005) demonstrate that the sudden and gigantic inclusion of substantial organizations in
the sustainability discourse raises some opposing open deliberations: it is another discourse to discuss things
that organizations were at that point doing beforehand in social and natural assurance; organizations
dependably practiced their obligation towards society; and, at last, the situating of organizations is a
mechanical reaction to various outside weights (new social and ecological directions, condemning from the
common society, and so forth.).
In brief, it is conceivable to take note of the direction of concentrates around sustainability. Until the
mid1990s, feasible advancement was a piece of improvement considers, natural, urban and territorial
arranging, human effect on the utilization of land resources (inexhaustible and limited), ecological changes
(TOLBA, 1984; TISDELL, 1988; STEDMAN; HILL, 1992; REDCLIFT, 1992; SOLOW, 1993; AYRES,
1996). This is because of the help of global offices, for example, the United Nations Conference on
Environment in 1972, the Brundtland Commission with the Brundtland Report in 1987, the Montreal
Protocol in 1989.
Scholastic activities achieved power with wrangles about what is maintainable development and
sustainability (LÉLÉ, 1991; MITCHAM, 1995; MEBRATU, 1998). Associatively, sustainability is portrayed
by dimensions (KAIVO-OJA, 1999; FOXON et al, 1999; LEHTONEN, 2004; DEMPSEY, 2011).
The challenges of sustainability
Many are the issues that obstruct advance towards sustainability and sustainable improvement. The
difficulties are frequently identified with the accompanying criteria (REID et al., 2010): (i) the requirement
for worldwide coordination; (ii) pertinence to leaders; and (iii) use. Addressing these underlying difficulties
works together with figures of future ecological conditions and their results for individuals.
Having read a huge number of studies, a number of challenges discovered to sustainability which some
scholars like, (Sartori 2014) may have reached at:
 Practising ecological assurance principles;
 Focusing on the outside effects of exercises beyond the locality level;
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Perceiving social maintainability;
Improvements in peoples' lives;
Destruction of poverty;
Equality in production and consumption;
Advancement of education sector;
Advancement and support of ecological resources;
Effectiveness in resource distribution;
Collaboration among partners, governments and the common society;
Freely accessible sustainability approaches and markers;
Utilization of integral pointers on evaluations;
Utilize all-encompassing methodologies;
Markers for measuring the utilization of assets;
Populace mindfulness;
Utilizing a standard benchmark between nations;
Accommodating nearby targets with the general goals;
Conducting researches that bring functional outcomes;
Harmony between the mainstays of maintainability;
Dynamic sustainability markers;
Pointers coordinated toward business and nearby frameworks;
Open cooperation in planning;
Support of science and technology.

There has been little analysis of sustainable applications and what kind of results can be expected, but
there seems to be a consensus on the challenges of sustainability: integrating economy, environment and
society, as well as institutional issues; considering the consequences of the actions of the present in the
future; awareness and involvement of society.
As regards to development, it does not mean that society should reach a certain specific state or follow
a particular method. In contrast, the key objects are the reasons that impact the development of society, in
order to maintain features that are considered required to the present and future safety (SILVA NETO;
BASSO, 2010).
Conclusions
Sustainability has been defined from a long historical process and the consciousness of ecological
issues, crises in economy and inequalities in society. Diverse approaches that aimed at comprehending and
explicating sustainability emerge because it is not a simple yet and on-going term. From this perspective, this
paper investigated the theme of sustainability, highlighting vital studies on the subject, featuring and
realizing challenges.
Sustainability has been considered from a long verifiable process, and additionally the attention to
ecological issues, financial emergencies and social inequalities. Since it is a complex and on-going idea,
distinctive methodologies that endeavour to comprehend and clarify maintainability emerge. In this specific
situation, this study investigated the sustainability term, mapping the subject, portraying and distinguishing
its challenges.
Sustainability is described as a principle applied to the entire systems. Open frameworks, to collaborate
with society and nature, including mechanical, social and normal, including streams of data, merchandise,
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materials, squander. That is, maintainability includes a co-operation with dynamic frameworks that are
continually changing and require proactive measures.
The field of sustainability is developing, portrayed by a wide assortment of subjects from various zones
and with various structures. Though, with a high and expanding number of papers distributed regarding the
issue, many are the difficulties for future works: the requirement for applied studies that bring viable
outcomes; finding an adjustment at the triple bottom line; demonstrates or potentially markers to survey long
term sustainability; objective arrangement with the distinguished indicators.
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Summary
Inseparability of Sustainability and Sustainable Development
Mariwan N. Hasan
Sulaimani University, Iraq

A number of studies have been conducted on the theme of sustainability. Without unique definitions,
there are series of studies that consider the sustainability and sustainable development alike and others do
not. This paper studies a number of studies, with the aim of explaining the sustainability theme,
characterizing its stage and the breaks and encounters for future contributions. A number of different issues
discussed on various fields; the environmental, economic and social extents, development and restrictions,
living criteria, usage of resources, indicators and directories, tools, replicas of sustainability; many concepts
and debates about sustainability exist, yet rarely applied. Though, there is an agreement on sustainability
encounters: assimilating economics, atmosphere, society and recognised concerns noticing the outcomes of
the actions of this in the future, awareness and involvement of people.
Keywords: Triple bottom line; Sustainability; Sustainable Development & Ecology
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Introduction
Foundation features of the competition are minimizing production costs, improve technological ability
and innovation. Technology which was gotten as a result of research and development and their application
creates opportunity for being diminished of the product expenses. We also need to consider the role played
by science and technology in innovation. It is important to remember that technology is not an accident of
nature. It is the product of deliberate action by human beings. Technology is knowledge that applied to
products or production processes. It is embedded in knowledge and skills. There are technological devices
that facilitate creativity, communication and manufacturing. It is acceptable that information and
communication technologies have changed the ways that individuals, groups and communities cooperate.
Technology also increases the organizational socialization by simplification the connectivity between service
originators and customers and may transform the structure of new service development processes. New
service development can be defined as the overall process of developing new service offerings from idea
generation to the market. Private companies are enthusiastic about it and they attempt to stimulate
youngsters and small entrepreneurs with following steps: Idea generation, evaluation, and realization. These
three stages also divided into different transactions. Idea generation includes formulation of new service
policy, assessment includes idea screening, concept development, idea testing, business analysis, project
approval. Realization includes service design and testing, process and system design and testing, marketing
program design and testing, personal training, service testing, test marketing and etc.
Technology policy takes place by influencing the process of the technological changes and it
identifies forms of government intervention into the economy with innovative approaches. Enlarged
productivity indicators affect the technology policy within the introduction of technological innovations,
which is considered the most important factor of the industrial policy of the countries. Technology
production requires patience, time, and important scientific research, it sometimes takes ten or more than ten
years to get the expected results from science parks. The rate of technological change influences the rate of
economic growth, but economic growth does not influence technological change. Rather technological
change is determined by chance. Activities which take place within the firm that enable one firm seemingly
to perform better than another, given the same economic and market conditions. Activities of young
individuals within the society affect the process of innovation. Business opportunities based on new
technology developments are identified by entrepreneurial individuals and leading to the creation of small
businesses. Undeniably, technology has become the most significant enable of innovation services. The ways
in order to penetrate to the market, raising part of existing market share and increasing the competition
strength pass from application of the technological innovation.
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Innovation
In the past, innovation was reason for structural unemployment, however then it encouraged job
creation in the long run. Innovation plays important role in order to create synergies in the region and to form
additional value in competitive market. Innovation is the idea seems new and different to the individuals.
Schumpeterian economic theory argues that sustained economic growth arises from competition among
firms. This economic theory supports innovation management and new product development theories. Firms
try to increase their profits by offering resources to create new products and developing new ways of making
existing products. Innovation also tended to create new markets that eventually captured the current market.
Individuals are key components of the innovation process. There is difference between innovation and
invention. Invention is the conception of the idea, whereas innovation is subsequent translation of the
invention into the economy. Innovation is the management of all the activities involved in the process of the
idea generation, technology development, manufacturing and marketing of a new product. Within the
organisations, individuals who define problems, have ideas and perform creative connections and
associations that lead to inventions. We need to try to understand how to encourage innovation in order to
develop more successful new products. Creativity and serendipity similar to innovation, however there is
difference among them. Being creative means thinking of novel and appropriate ideas, innovativeness is the
successful implementation of those ideas within an organisations, serendipity is unexpected discovery.
Innovative companies may understand what the customers want and how they can bring to bear on the
opportunities that exist. For instance, Apple is innovative with chief executive, Google via scientific freedom
for employees, Samsung with speed of product development, Procter and Gamble with utilization of external
sources of technology, IMB sharing patents with collaborators.
Science and innovation
There is need to understand how science and technology affect the economic system. There is a
correlation between R&D and national rates of economic growth. A period of rapid growth in expenditure on
R&D have to follow by countries. The neo-classical economics approach had not offered any explanations
regarding innovation. At the moment, implementation of innovation system is the most important
competitive power in the real business world and it attracts firms’ interest for making profit. Actions of
young individuals within the society affect the process of innovation. And there is need a stimulation for
these young individuals going through other successful stages. Ways of stimulations can be series of studies
of innovation. The followings are the most famous ways that developed countries have done before being
developed.
- the generation of new knowledge, support students or youth
- the application of this knowledge in the developments of products and services
- enable and lead suitable innovation ecosystem where academicians, scientist, and entrepreneurs
contribute and benefit equally.
- to educate youth on practical social innovation approaches to build a social entrepreneurship
movement
- to build strong international partnerships to enable growth
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Role of innovation and technology in information society
State may stimulate entrepreneurs with different motives and persuade young individuals to start a
business. The ‘public’ nature of knowledge supports innovation. This refers to the role that can be played by
the government in the process of idea generation and its subsidization and distribution. In this process,
economic actors may be stimulated to work on new ideas, alongside state organisations, and may attempt to
alter such ideas into marketable goods and services. The uncertainty in the market that often obstructs the
process of innovation. Macroeconomic, technologies or market uncertainties may hinder innovation. When
the companies are risk-averse in investing funds in innovation projects, then the state may promote such
activities through subsidizing, providing tax advantages and supporting firms to join R&D projects.
Expectations of low inflation, low interest rates and stable growth will encourage firms to invest in
entrepreneurial activities.
The need for cooperation and governance is resulting from the nature of certain technologies. For the
development of possible networks, which will enhance and promote the circulation of new technologies and
innovations. The state may set the vision and enhance the possibilities for better communication and joint
decision making. In addition to this, famous economist Marshall recognised a number of characteristics that
influenced innovation: the institutional set-up, the relationship between the entrepreneurs and financiers,
society’s perception of new development, the openness to science and technology, networks between
scientific and academic communities and business circles.
Ways of fostering innovation and technology
In case of innovation, supremacy requires the establishment of a proper framework for the horizontal
flow of knowledge between universities, state institutions, private sector organisations and cooperation until
the end result that takes some form of a marketable commodity.
Public sector should raise fund for small enterprises. After this, not only capital but also income,
amount of goods and services will increase and economic development will be expected. State may stimulate
entrepreneurs with different motives and persuade young individuals to start a business and to be innovative.
The following examples should be taken as initiatives: 1) stimulating measures in tax and customs 2) To
provide infrastructure in industrial parks 3) to decrease rental expenses for land 4) to give preferential loans
5) simplifying administrative procedures 6) providing services for doing entrepreneurial activities in an
effective way.
Universities and other scientific institutions may enlighten entrepreneurs about business world,
information society, research, making industry-related investigations, finding innovations and etc.
Educational institutions can organize competitions, giving trainings about importance and achievability of
small businesses, to add more modules to the curriculum in order to inspire young innovative entrepreneurs.
Basic business knowledge is important for starting a new business. Entrepreneurship education is significant
for breeding small, young and innovative entrepreneurs. The period that the learning of business creation and
the enlargement of business plans give chance to students so as participate accounting, economics, finance,
marketing and other business related subjects. In addition to this, it provides an inspiring business
understanding. Moreover, business education encourages students the establishment of new enterprises and
forms critical management skills that improve the achievement of graduates in the marketplace. It upsurges
technology transmission from the university to the market through the expansion of technology-based
business plans and student contribution with machinery permitting. Entrepreneurship education develops
links between the commercial and educational societies.
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Conclusion
Results which was taken from world business cases, put forward that the investment in business
education in schools and universities will be great impact on students’ future businesses and innovativeness.
Innovation entrepreneurship is a device of job formation, therefore, private and public sector should take
consideration for research and development of science parks overseas.
While taking the aforementioned explanations into account, we are also inclined to believe that positive
impacts of state policy, university and business cooperation on technological development and innovation
entrepreneurship would make sustainable development in the world.
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Summary
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Nowadays innovation and technological activities are appreciated by public and private sector and
these objectives are fundamentals of growth. The main aim of technology based production is to provide
economic growth, to decrease dependency from foreign countries, and to increase competitiveness in the
world market. İnnovation and technology improve in the society that individuals and policy makers pay
special attention to entrepreneurship and fulfill key function of originator approach. When entrepreneurship
activities increase, not only capital but also income, amount of goods and services and relatively economic
development will be expected to increase.
Key words: Competitive market, government policy, high-technology,stimulation, entrepreneurship
activities, innovation entrpreneurship, job creation
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Introduction
“Saving our planet, lifting people out of poverty, advancing economic growth – these are one in the
same fight.” UN Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon
Historically, development has always been a principal objective in the agenda of humanity. In general,
improvement is accompanied with challenges hindering further advancement and hampering achievement of
desirable objectives in a desirable manner. Adequately and efficiently tackled problems guarantees more
significant level of progress.
Hence, in order to ensure sustainability of the development, guarantee social welfare, inclusion, just
and equality, the world once more agreed on collaboration and embraced Sustainable Development Goals –
built on the Millennium Development Goals – but far more comprehensive and ambitious.
In particular, the United Nations launched a universal 2030 Agenda – Transform Our World –
encompassing 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and engaging all nations nevertheless their level of
development. The goals are aimed to form a world free from poverty, violence, injustice and fear and ensure
people live a life in dignity.
In order to achieve these ambitious goals there is a need for elaborating a new paradigm, the paradigm
that combines new technologies with social and institutional innovations. New technologies could be
embedded in Information and Communications Technology (ICT) that could be utilized to widen and speed
up the scope and pace of transformation.
The SDGs recognize the critical role of ICT in this process and consequently SDG target 9.c states the
following: “Significantly increase access to information and communications technology and strive to
provide universal and affordable access to the Internet in least developed countries by 2020”.
More precisely about the features of ICT, it has potential to deliver innovation, advance connectivity,
productivity and efficiency across many sectors; it can improve resilience of critical infrastructure, help
bridge the gaps in social, economic and environmental aspects and ensure inclusiveness, hence, meet the core
motto of the 2030 Agenda – nobody is left behind.
Consequently, ICTs hold a key role in making progress towards each and every SDGs: starting from
eliminating poverty, to gender equality, good health and wellbeing, quality education, sustainable cities,
climate action, peace and justice.
In addition, there is synergy between ICT usage and SDG implementation, particularly, ICTs can
increase public awareness about the potential of digital innovations for achieving the SDGs, which, in turn,
can help boost demand and readiness for ICT utilization.
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On one hand, positive impacts of ICT are unlimited, on the other hand, the scope of this piece of work
is limited, so this paper analyzes effects of ICT on SDG4. Quality Education, SDG11. Sustainable Cities and
Communities, SDG 16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions and provides better practice examples of
various countries.
SDG 4. Quality Education
"Education is a human right with immense power to transform. On its foundation rest the cornerstones
of freedom, democracy and sustainable human development." - Kofi Annan, Former United Nations
Secretary-General
Education represents a driver for empowering individuals, boosting sustainable development,
advancing societies and economies and breaking vicious cycles of poverty. Realizing this ultimate
connection, the 2030 Agenda defines ambitious educational targets, requiring integrated action to provide
every child with quality, equitable and free education.
ICT platforms represent efficient and universal ways for students to get education. They could bridge
the learning gaps, mainly in low-income countries, and provide e-tools for education all around the globe. Elearning could be applied for any kind of educational need, starting from the basics of any discipline to an
advanced level. For instance, In Colombia, in 2011, about 6.5% of the population aged 15 and order was
illiterate , however, this parameter reduced to 5.8% in 2016. This positive change could be linked with the
largest mobile learning initiative launched by the Ministries of Education and ICT, in collaboration with the
Organization of Ibero-American States. This program provided illiterate youth and adults with mobile
devices encompassing six modules of diversified educational content elaborated to enhance literacy and basic
skills of users. Apart from this, ICT enables people with disabilities to get education as far as it eliminates
physical barriers.
The benefits of e-learning are not limited to students, as it also enables teaches to expand their capacity
and be up-to-date on a permanent basis via upgrading and updating their theoretical and practical knowledge
gained through the ICT platforms providing relevant information/sources. BridgeIT represents a project
launched by Nokia, the Pearson Foundation, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the
International Youth Foundation (IYF) aiming at advancing quality education via mobile devices. This
platform is focused on the professional development of teachers. Particularly, teachers are taught to use
smartphones to access multimedia resources through the Nokia Education Delivery (NED) application. These
modern resources are used for updating and upgrading their curriculum plans.
ICT could be used as a control mechanism for better accountability. Particularly, it could be used to
check attendance of the pupils as well as the teachers, be aware of the teaching process proactively and react
adequately to the ongoing needs of the schools in a timely manner. For instance, Peru has been struggling
with a systemic problem of low learning performance. Lack of information about the level of attendance of
the pupils and teachers, about the availability of studying materials and school infrastructure conditions
hindered tackling the above mentioned problem. The solution was the following: UNICEF Peru elaborated
and launched EduTrac Peru: Building the School We Want. This platform is used to collect data from
relevant parties on a regular basis and build strong collaboration between the communities and local
authorities. The data is gathered by sending SMSs to specific reporters who submit their answers. The
questions are related (a) to the attendance of teachers and pupils, both genders - separately; (b) to the
existence of sufficient textbooks; (c) to the financing of the school maintenance; (d) to the improvement of
school infrastructure. This ICT mechanism obtained significant positive impacts, including providing copies
of textbooks, where they are missing, giving incentives to the best performing schools evaluated in respect
with student and teacher attendance and etc.
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ICTs are also used to raise awareness of the society about the sustainable development via providing
online learning platforms. Obviously, people aware of the importance of the sustainable development would
be more eager to make significant contributions in this direction. Obviously, more educated and informed
society represents a driver for innovation and a substantial contributor to further economic, social and
environmental advancement.
SDG 11. Sustainable Cities and Communities
“Cities are also our greatest opportunity. They are the places where innovation happens, where
solutions that improve lives are born, where wealth generation is accelerated” – Michael Berkowitz,
President 100RC
The process of urbanization is speeding up and is projected to expand even further in the predictable
future. According to the United Nations, by 2030, more than 60 percent of the world’s population will be
living in cities.
Urbanization puts the government under pressure to identify sustainable solutions for cities to make
them smart, environmentally friendly, secure, green, address energy challenges and create appropriate living
conditions for the citizens.
The governments are starting to realize the critical role of ICT for meeting these objectives as ecofriendly cities are critical not only for the urban areas, but for the whole planet. ICT embedded buildings are
smart and green and by smart tools energy efficiency could be significantly improved. For instance, In
Dublin, smart meters were installed in particular buildings. These meters, on a regular basis, provided
information where and how energy was being used. Also, by this tool cooling and heating system could be
monitored and adjusted externally. Usage of this smart meter resulted in reduction of energy consumption by
25% in 4 years, from 2012-2016 and according the current data for 2017, consumption is reducing even
more.
ICT contributes to better water management and creates preventive mechanisms to reduce negative
impacts of catastrophes related to the water. Nowadays, smart water management system is being
implemented widely in order to use resources in more efficient manner and provides consumers with relevant
information about projected water shortages. Also, providing information about potential water flood zones
enables the government and citizens to make proper plans and amendments to avoid negative consequences.
Cities that provide its citizens with access to any kind of useful information by using ICT tools
significantly improve their quality of life. For example, ICT could collect and provide information about
environmental conditions. Aquicn.org represents a platform that publishes world air quality monitoring data;
Also, Safecast represents a project through which volunteers disclose environmental data, including radiation
and air quality data.
Access to the Internet improves communication between the citizens through various e-platforms.
Besides, it enables tourists to navigate in the city easily and get all relevant information any time, also, to
reach a destination in a cost and time efficient manner. Obviously, this characteristic makes cities more
attractive for the tourists, that, on the other hand further boosts economic activity and welfare.
ICT improves traffic management in the cities as it enables new forms of mobility. For instance,
citizens could share information about their routes, consequently share the same cars, that would reduce
number of drivers and contribute to traffic jam reduction. Also, ICT helps the government design and
manage better traffic flows in order to economize resources, including time and financial, avoid traffic
bottlenecks. ICT enables people to book their trips in advance and plan their day-to-day activities in more
efficient and effective manner. For instance, the Polish city of Poznan launched the Intelligent Transport
System aimed to manage traffic flows of public transportation and personal vehicles by using innovative ICT
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tool that also resulted in improved road safety and reduced carbon dioxide emissions. This system enables
citizens to access real-time traffic data and plan their trips with more accurate arrival and departure times.
Also, Tbilisi has launched e-platform providing information about the schedule and routes of public
transportation.
ICT ensures connected and transparent public services: “Efficiency in public and citizen services was
driven by siloed e-governance initiatives in the early days. Over time, the focus has shifted to connected
delivery of government services, which allows for a better citizen experience. An example is one-stop
updating of location records that feed seamlessly to post offices, police records, banks, schools, and taxation
databases. Integrated record management also allows for holistic health services across locations. Ready
access to services and those services’ performance standards for all individuals serves the cause of
transparency and equity in city governance.”
ICT enabled cities are characterized with more safety and security; for instance, smart cameras, pattern
recognition, data collection results in safe and secure living conditions for citizens. Also, ICT improves
integration within the members of society through various mechanisms resulting in breaking the silos and
forming more collaborative social order. In addition, as ICT enhances improvement of lifestyle, it represents
an instrument to reduce internal migration of citizens triggered by inappropriate living conditions.
Songdo – a city of South Korea, represents an example how various smart solutions could be combined
in one city to guarantee smart urban development. Video networking technology and energy management
software tools were installed to connect municipal systems, education institutions, healthcare facilities and
transportation systems into a shared network. Songdo utilized smart design practices in order to increase
energy efficiency, reduce energy consumption, reuse recycled materials and produce clean and renewable
electricity. Rain is collected for irrigation and cooling systems. Pneumatic pipes installed underground move
solid waste and eliminates the need for garbage trucks. Public transportation includes underground trains to
connect to Seoul and electric water taxis navigate in saltwater canals in order to decrease carbon emissions.
40% of the city represents green open spaces. To sum up, ICT enabled cities ensure more resilient,
sustainable and well-planned life-style.
SDG 16. Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions
If the legislative and executive authorities are one institution, there will be no freedom. There will not
be freedom anyway, if the judiciary body is not separated from the legislative and executive authorities –
Montesquieu, French philosopher
SDG 16 aims to build peaceful and inclusive societies, where everybody has access to justice,
institutions are transparent, corruption free and accountable. Where positions, duties and responsibilities are
divided and societies enjoy with free and democratic countries.
Apart from this, SDG 16 embraces the obvious principle, that there can be no peace without
development, and no development without peace. Therefore, it holds a critical role in fulfillment of the whole
2030 Agenda as it has direct and strong impact on the realization of other SDGs.
ICT represents crucial tool to achieve SDG 16. According to the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), “ICTs offer enormous potential for meeting the targets of SDG 16, particularly in helping
address the governance and development deficits that fuel conflict, feed mistrust of government, and weaken
social cohesion. ICTs are helping build inclusive and accountable institutions specifically by enhancing the
transparency of public institutions’ actions through open data, by improving citizens’ access to public
information and services through online platforms, as well by enabling engagement through virtual dialogues
and dynamic channels.” ICT makes the governments more accountable, corruption free and more responsive
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to people’s needs. It enables public institutions to hold two-way communication with taxpayers, engage
people in decision making processes, close feedback loop and reflect their needs in public services.
Consequently, ICT increases trust between the government and citizens. For instance, Papua New Guinea
launched a simple SMS-based system – Phones against Corruption - that empowers citizens to report
corruption in public institutions. State Audit Office of Georgia elaborated unique ICT tool – Budget Monitor
- that enables taxpayers to report about the corruption in public entities, to highlight existing deficiencies in
public services and offer better ways for service provision. Platform increases transparency and
accountability of public administration by providing useful information about the state budget, infrastructure
projects, public debt and other relevant data by using various user-friendly visualizations. Also, Budget
Monitor discloses information about the performance of public entities, audit findings and relevant
recommendations elaborated to tackle the existing flaws.
In addition, ICT enables citizens to have information and also participate in legislative processes that
results in more balanced, just and citizen oriented laws and regulations. For instance, In Ukraine, on the
National Assembly’s open data portal citizens have access to information related to the legislative
framework, draft laws, progress of plenary sessions. In Bhutan, Member of Parliaments and citizens connect
through a videoconference program -Virtual Zomdu – that provides live interactions and discussions between
two pillars of the society about new bills, national and community based issues.
ICT solutions are time and cost effective, enables people to have access to various public goods at one
place. For instance, simplification of civil registration and improvement of delivery of public services by
state agencies has been a successful initiative in Georgia where Civil Registration Agency has been
established in collaboration with UNDP. This institution represents a best practice globally, as it provides
people with an apt and user-friendly service for issuing necessary documents such as IDs, passports, birth,
death, and marriage certificates.
ICT empowers relevant bodies to deal with crisis in more efficient manner as it helps get, communicate
and disclose accurate, timely and precise information eliciting suitable solutions. Also, utilizing ICT in voter
registration establishes a critical fundament for creation a trustworthy data of the voters, that represents a
basis for democratic and transparent elections. Voter registration represents a critical issue for fragile states,
where democratic elections are under the risks. Hence, this mechanism represents a preventive tool to ensure
fair and democratic elections.
To sum up, ICT has potential to drive processes for the benefit SDG 16 implementation in a successful,
efficient and effective manner.
Conclusion
ICT represents a universal tool to enhance economic, social and environmental development in a
resilient and sustainable way. It has potential to have positive impacts on all stakeholders as it improves
efficiency, productivity, transparency, accountability and facilitates to the transformation of our world in a
positive direction. ICT closes the gaps between and across the countries, including providing the services to
the locations, where other kind of methods would not be possible and cost-effective.
Considering the above mentioned features, efficient, effective and successful realization of the 2030
Agenda would be put under a big question without intensive usage of ICT mechanisms. Consequently, in
order to achieve SDGs there is a need to implement them in reality with even higher speed and scale,
including in public administration, private sector, academia, infrastructure, health care and etc.
Therefore, the governments should support further enhancement of ICT utilization, via various
reasonable ways, like providing relevant educational platforms for the students to establish basis for further
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innovations in order to create additional and universal ICT applications; assisting partnerships and
collaborations between different parties to promote ICT implementation and etc.
As the 2030 Agenda is grounded in the theme of partnership, further horizontal and vertical
collaboration between and within the societies bears critical importance. Partnerships should be embraced
across various fields, including Public Private Partnerships, private sector, CSOs, Academia and etc., in order
to share experiences and better practices, assist ICT implementation considering country contexts. This
would make the sustainable development happen - would bring the people closer who are left behind and
establish inclusive, just, hunger free, equal and peaceful world.
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Summary
The role of ICT in realization of the Sustainable Development Goals
Nino Pruidze
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University ,Georgia
East European University, Georgia
Development represents an ultimate goal of the whole world – as the goal is universal, comprehensive
and challenging, it certainly requires enduring collaboration and cooperation on the world level. Therefore,
the United Nations launched an ambitious the 2030 Agenda - Transform Our World - for the benefit of
everyone. The agenda encompasses 17 integrated Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - means for
realization of the 2030 Agenda.
It is challenging to identify a silver bullet for SDG implementation, however, several critical factors necessarily needed for SDG realization – stand out and ICT is one of them. E-tools developed in the field of
health, education, governance, production, infrastructure and etc. support realization of the goals and
promote sustainable social, economic and environmental development.

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Sustainable Development goals, ICT, Innovation, Education,
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Introduction
Local development programs has never been significant to Iran's developmental policiesand its partial
implementation can only be seen in deprived provinces where its inclusion to provincial development plans
become critical to states sociopolitical objectives.However in most cases, theplanner’s lack of knowledge and
their low awareness of community-based approaches andnon-existing successful experiences in these areas
are also blamed for existence of such condition.
The vast majority of experiences and literature produced in this area relate to the WHO Communitybased Initiatives programs such as Healthy Cities&Basic Development Needs. The history of community
based program in Iran began with the implementation of the Healthy City program in 1991. (1)
The main objectivesof programs based on community-based approaches, are (1) to increase the share
and role of local communities, (2) to achieve a better quality of life through their socio-economic activities,
(3) empowering local people on principles of participation in development process.
After close evaluation of Iran’s Healthy City Program like (community-based programs)analystshave
concluded that despite existing strengths, some dimensions of the program must be revised. According to
them, a mechanism forempowering urban communities for active participation and accountability of
residents to local development must be designed.(2, 3)
The purpose of this paper is to provide a model for the establishment of Community Based
Organization (CBOs) with a community-based empowerment approach as the basis for local development
programs for sustainable development. This model should be able to explain the roles and responsibilities of
the local community and tangible ways to address issues and needs of local people, principles of
organization, the way of communicating and interacting with other sectors of society, especially with
government, and other related topics that are extremely challenging in carrying out this kind of programs.
Methodology
In order to provide a good model for empowering the local community, in addition to reviewing
international experiences, most of the projects that had been implemented based on community-based
empowerment patterns in Iran have been also studied. To compile international experiences, OVPI-Medline
databases, EPPI, ISI web of science were searched using Empowerment, Community-Based
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Initiative, Local Developments keywords between 2000 and 2013. Related websites were also examined
including most of the reports on empowerment Models.
Databases (Irandoc, Iranmedex, Magiran), as well as internet search for projects on local development,
empowerment model, lessons learned and results have been also been part our study for this research paper.
In the absence of access to the documentation and lessons learned from a project, reports were received by
contacting people who have worked in the field of empowerment programs in Iran.
For designing of this Model, a workshop was held with the participation of experts from the Ministry
of Health, Municipality, Welfare Organization, Farhikhteh Empowerment Institute (FEI), Agriculture, and
Governor’s Office. Subsequently, a team of empowerment specialists from governmental, nongovernmental
and Expert of community-based initiatives was formed as aConsultant Committee. The bases for selecting
individuals as Consultant Committee weretheir expertise in community-based empowerment programs and
their professional history.
A total of 10 meetings were held by the committee.First,the concept of the community-based
empowerment framework was presented than the principles and objectives were agreed on during following
twomeetings. After reviewing the experiences and implementation process of similar projects from other
countries and Iran, a primary draft was prepared and presented to floor for further discussions, then it was
submitted to the team of experts and professional individuals to discuss operational patterns ofthe Model.
After applying expert opinions the improved version of the Modelwas passed by the team at the last session.
The improved version of the model was piloted by FEI in 3 neighborhoods andthe learned lessons &
results of the implementation were comprised than it was presented for open discussions, analyses and
criticism in a two-day workshop with the participation of 15 officials and community-based program experts.
Keyelements of the Model that outlined are: participation and engagement of stakeholders for
implementation, trust building, community analysis, stakeholder analysis, accountability, needs assessment
and prioritization, planning, monitoring and evaluation, sustainability and documentation of the program.
Results
The results are presented in two parts of the lessons learned from the experiences &implementation steps of
the model:
A. Lessons Learned from National and International Experiences: A total of 80 experiments were
reviewed. 4 international and national experiences were included in the study, the results of which are
presented in Table below.

APP/ Name

Secure
Communities
Program (10)

Country/
Year

Estonia/
2003

Subjects

Children’s safety,
Harm prevention
plan,
Children
trafficking,
Creating healthy
environments

Consequences

Lessons learned

Activation of community,
Increased skills and
competencies of the
community, Improved
program management skills,
Creation of supportive
environment,
Increased support capacity in
policy makers in allocating
funds to such programs

A model of empowerment can be
explored through two distinctive process:
1-The process of empowerment
(Activating societies and their
participation, Creating competencies,
Training the necessary skills and
Creating a supportive environment)
2- A specific subject-based process (
conceptual) (Agreement on Goals,
Planning, Implementation and
Monitoring) through using local
workgroups and by management of
other participant by them
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Youth
Empowermen
t Program
(13)

Empowermen
t plan for 40
women in 40
villages in
Ardebil (14)

Poverty
alleviation
through
CommunityBased
Empowermen
t (15)

Nigeria
2009

Iran/
2001

Iran/
2011

Level of income,
Housing, Access
to services,
Healthy
environments

Increased self- esteem
Increased employment,
Positive impact on income,
housing, access to services
and capital
Improved living standards

The importance of paying attention
toyouth’s other more complicated issues,
Training skills &business management,
Supporting and providing initial capital
money to start business, Sufficient
supervision, Advice and technical
assistance during the process.

Management
training, Village
development,
Inter-sectorial
engagements

Increased women's selfesteem
Increased women's social
participation
Women’s presence in the
composition of the Village
Council,
Improved residents' attitude &
perceptions on the role of
women in rural society

Necessity of inter-sectional interaction
during the process,
Staging of trainings,
Need for involvement of local officials
and politicians,
The necessity of designing a mechanism
for process stability

Structuralism ,
Team building,
Training,
Accountability

Establishment of local
development centers,
Increased people’s role in
determining local needs,
Cooperation of governmental
institutions with the NGOs,
Fund rising at local level

Attention to training of local people,
Need to engage local NGOs and key
persons,Importance of periodical
monitoring and evaluation during the
process,Allocation of funds for
implementation of the programs,
The significance of continuous reporting.

The analysis of the findings of national and international experiences shows that empowerment has
played an important role in promoting the skills and the role of people in the local community in
development programs. It also shows that participation of empowered individuals, people’s commitment,
motivation, knowledge and capacity in local development have dramatically increased. Although the use of
community-based empowerment approach in collaboration with other stakeholders is a very positive
approach. The following steps are critical to ensure that the community benefits from the implementation of
such programs,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reducing bureaucracy
Speed up the process of execution
Close interaction with governmental and NGOs
Provide a unitary model for local development in order to avoid waste of resources
To establish organizational unity to avoid confusion of target groups;

In determining target areas, it is important to pay attention to the following factors:
1. The target cities to have moderate population (less than 200,000 people)
2. There must be wide range of problems and needs that requires attention
3. Existing of average level of Social Capitalin target areas such as, literacy, participatory
tendency,commonethnic, common language,being from the same neighborhood and public trust
etc.
In selecting the primary local team the following factorsmust be considered:
1. Having the interest and motivation necessary for local development,
2. Enough education
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3. Having communication skills
4. Acceptance by trustees and key persons.
5. Having enough time for the program.
Local team's knowledge and skills are critical to empowerment process. Training of them should
include at least the following 5 headings;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Facilitating, Attracting participation
Assessment of the community resources, Analyses of stakeholders
Methods of informing &community mobilizing
Needs assessment and prioritization
Planning of interventions

B: Components of Community-Based Empowerment Model and Executive Steps:
The proposed Model was developed in 4 phases and 18 steps as follows:
1. Preparations: The practical steps to be taken by the initiating partiesinclude:
1.1. Commitment and financing: This phase include: approval of the program, the commitment of the
senior officials of the organization, allocation of fund for the project and concluding of the memorandum
with the FEI.
1.2. Selecting target areas: It is done through consultation with FEI and other involving stake holders,
pulse it based on the results ofa surveyon social capitalin target areas. Numbers of neighborhoods arealso
selected as the control group to measure the effectiveness of the program.
1.3. Selecting& training aNGO as localfacilitators:A briefing session on the overall process of the
project was held and facilitators were trained on awareness-raising and participation processes in local
communities.
1.4. Identifying keypersons: facilitators at this stage will gain general knowledge about target area and
identify key persons.
1.5. Identifylocal volunteers: A list of volunteers is being negotiated with key persons.
1.6. Forming Executive Team: The executive team is formed based on interviews with local volunteers
andother relevant criteria.
1.7. Training offacilitators and executive Teams: Training is in the form of workshops will be held at
the various stages of the program- process by the FEI.
2. Implementation by local team: Implementation of the process by local teamis achieved through the
following steps:
2.1. Confidence building: At this stage, local team is working to establish trust between themselves and
other residents and stakeholders by examining the most urgentproblems and trying to solve at least oneof
them immediately.
2.2. Community Analysis: Includes,Identify local resources, history of important local events and
mapping of the neighborhood through observation and interviews with well-known people with strong
historical background.
2.3. Beneficiaries Analysis: Includes, identifying key beneficiaries in the development of the
neighborhood and analyzing their interactions through Table of Beneficiaries, Venn chart and matrixof
contingency and cooperation.
2.4. Continuous Informing: The informing programinclude identifying important audiences, preparing a
theoretical concept of the program to share and selecting communication methods appropriate to each
specific contact.
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2.5. Provision of residents' profiles: In order to identify human resources in the neighborhood, a
specific questionnaire designed to identify residents of the neighborhoodswho hasuniversity education,
special skills, government employees, civil society members, interested in participation, local’s trust.
2.6. Secondary organizing: local team invites preselected qualified individuals to cooperate with
implementation of this program, if decided to establisha CBO, then the decision-making, executive, and
supervision committee will be organized.
2.7. Needs Assessment and Prioritization: A list of needs and problems is being prepared and
prioritized duringinterviews with stakeholders, Focused GroupsDiscussions (FGDs) and direct observation of
neighborhood.
2.8. Planning and implementation of interventions: Defining practical solutions for some of the
priorities leads to writing small projects. In writing these projects, attention is drawn to local resources and
Beneficiaries participation as well as attempts to identify evaluation factors. After the evaluation, the results
are communicated to the residents and Beneficiaries.
2.9. Entry into cycle of sustainability: the cycle Sustainability direction (needs reassessment and
reprioritization, preparation of action new plans, attracting beneficiaries support and implementing
interventions, evaluation and reporting of results to residents and stakeholders) repeat itself periodically.
3. Monitoring and Evaluation:
3.1. Internal monitoring and evaluation: It is part responsibility of main stakeholders to monitor and
evaluate implementation process to determine the success of the project and results achieved.
3.2. External Monitoring and evaluation: Conducted by outside observers based on their own monitoring
checklist. This monitoring is carried out periodically during the program process, at end of each5 steps
(Formation of an executive team, Trust building and community analysis, secondary organizing, Need
assessment and prioritizing, Planning and implementing interventions).
4. Documenting the experiences and activities of the program:All documents and information
collected from the target area should be regularly updated with the technical assistance of the initiator, and all
the reports, in particular, the lessons learned among the local people, governmental and non-governmental
stakeholders and other stakeholders must be shared.
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Flowchartart:Implementing process of Model

B-Select the target city and identify a NGO as local facilitator
// Budget, $ 0

A-Preparation;(aproval of the program, provision
of resources and memorandum with FEI),
// budget, $ 0

D-briefing the progrsm, training of experts &
facilitators,
// Budget $ 500.00

C-Aassessment of social capital and selection of neighborhoods,
Budget // $ 5000.00

E- Identifing key persons by facilitators,
// budget $ 5000.00

F- forming of an local team among valunteers,
// $ 2500.00

H- The first workshop for the local team and
facilitators ( Facilitating, Confidence Bulding,
Comunity analysis, Informing, and secondary
Organizing),

G- first preiodical monitoring (recognition of facilitatos of
the program, forming local team)
// budget $ 2500.00

// $ 13500.00

I- Establishing Trust & Community Analysis

J- Continuous informing,

// Budget $ 1500.00

K-Secon Periodical Monitoring ( Trust
Building & Community Analysis,
informing program),

// Budget $ 7500.00

L- Provide Resident's profile of Target
Neighboehood,

M- Secondary Organizing & Establishing a CBO
named Neighborhood Development Center,

// Budget $ 9000.00

// Budget $ 12500.00

// Budget $ 2500.00
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N - Third Periodical Monitoring ( Providing Profile & Organizing the
CBO),

O - Second Workshop for Local Team & Facilitators on
Needs Assessment, Prioritization ,

// Budget $ 2500.00

// Budget $ 3500

P- Need Assessment & Prioritizing,
// Budget $ 500.00

R - Third Training Workshop for Local Team & Facilitators on
Project Writting & Resource mobilization

Q - Fourth periodcal Monitoring ( Needs
Assessment & prioritization),

// Budget $ 7000.00

// budget $ 2500.00

S -Plannin & Implementation of Interventions by the Local
Team,
// $ 25,000.00

T - Fifth periodical Monitoring (Evaluation of the Projact &
Implemented interventions,

// budget $ 2500.00

U - Entry into Sustainabilty Cycle ( Re-Assessmnet ,New Interventions & informing of
Results) , // budget $ 37500.00

 In this chart, color purple represents initiator, blue represents local NGO, green represents FEI and
red represents local team.,
 The budget in each box represents the total money needed for 5 neighborhoods in one target city.
Discussion
One of the fundamental principles in sustainable development is the active participation of the people
in the process of local development. (19) This will not be possible without increasing awareness,
accountability, capability and existence of a mechanism for well-structured and activeparticipation of
individuals. People are the main beneficiaries of development programs in every topic. In order to increase
people’s share and promote their role in local development process, a community-based development
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approaches that initiated and aimed to be managed by people is needed. It will also set the basis for the
establishmentof justice and protection of people’srights. (1)
The model proposed in this study, like other empowerment models, empowers local community to do
the followings: need assessments and prioritization of local communities, planning and implementation of
interventions, community mobilization and evaluation, and partnering them at different levels of the program
(10-18). Additionally, in this modelorganizing and structuring, building trust and accountability are also
mapped up for them. In this model, instead of focusing on building an inter-sectorial and top-down
cooperative structure, attempts are made by project’s initiators to structure bottom-up- development schemes.
Thus, local people will develop a sense of ownership for projects’ in which casethey would feel responsible
for success or failure of the projects.
An important part of this model is paying attention to the role of the initiating organization in providing
the implementation requirements of the program. Placing the NGO along with the governmental sector is
greatly emphasized in this Model (15, 12). It reduces government agencies intervention in the affairs of local
community and also helps to have more balanced administrative system in the country, In addition to
boosting capacity building in the governmental sector; it also increases the effectiveness of the process, as
non-governmental sectors devote more time with stronger motivation for project.
Consult government agencies in selecting city and the target areas can generate political support
forcontinuation of the efforts made for the plan. Most other studies have also have used the same strategically
methodfor selecting the target area particularly with regard to population limit, desire for participation and
sense of ownership in the program (15, 14, 11). Based on discussions in the advisory Committee and review
of our experiences in building this model, the social capital accounts as the most important criteria in
choosing target neighborhoods which is distinctly differentiated our proposed pattern withothers. Although,
comparative analysesof our methodology with otherscontributes to more scientific judgment about its
effectiveness & practicality.
Creating a local team, capacity building, and confidence building measures before launching the
program at the local community level can reduce the risk of a mistrust that continues to be a major hold back
in these kinds of cooperative programs (20, 18, and 17).
One of the important principles of empowerment is to provide individuals with sufficient opportunity
to reach findings through practice (3). This Model by developing step-by-step training oflocal teams and by
giving them the opportunity to do fieldwork before entering next stage did enhance team’s use of findings as
the instrument of continuous learning process. Similar studies have reported the effects of this type of
training on improving the outcomes of the empowerment plan (15, 14).
In this model, continuous informing asa criticalcomponent of the whole process, in addition to adhering
to the principle of accountability and knowledge-based development ranks high position in pyramid of this
Model.
In this model,the emphasis is on existing strengths and opportunities rather than weaknesses and
threats. This positive view can have a significant impact on the empowerment of individuals and groups
involved in the process (21).
In addressing sustainability as one of the major challenges of such programs, (1, 2), this model uses(1)
Participation of people and stakeholders at different stages of the process, (2) Secondary organizing and
establishing a CBO,(3) Re-engagement of stakeholders into the need-assessment and prioritization,
(4)Planning based on the new priorities, (5) Continuity of resource mobilization, to maintain the communitydriven trend in the neighborhoods. Also therehave been attempts to institutionalize the ownership principles
of local people to dominate the whole process and encourage support of other stakeholders for interventions
designed by local people forovercoming the main obstacles of sustainability.
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Evaluation in this model is process oriented. It emphasizes the participation of local people and
stakeholders from other sectorsin external evaluation(3, 22).A guideline and special monitoring forms are
designed for this purpose.
Documenting successful experiences, program activities and informing the beneficiaries to utilize
findings, are some of the most important components of this Model, which distinguishes it from other
existing ones .
The existence of periodic monitoring of the program, the documentation of successful experiences (10,
14, 16, and 18), in addition to ensuring the proper progress of the program, it also provides timely feedbacks
which considered to be one significant strength of this Model.
Conclusion
The proposed model, with the strengths consistent with the principles of community based empowerment,
and the ownership of the local community, have been proposed as a solution to overcome the challenge of
community-based programs in local development and its pilot program has been implemented and concluded
that, this Model can provide helpful guidance for countries in the MENA region (the Middle East, the East
Mediterranean, and North Africa) that are involved in community-based and local development programs.
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Summary
A model for establishing local development organizations through a community-based
empowerment approach for Sustainable Development
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This paper explains a model for community-based approaches to local development. To formulate this
model, national and international experiences & views of experts were studied; as a result, the primary Model
designed & piloted in 3 local neighborhoods. Based on lessons learned the model finalized in 4 parts and 18
steps, which include (1) Preparation phase (2) Implementation of the process by local team, (3) Monitoring
and evaluation, and (4) Documentation. For these 18 steps the implementation procedure and budget limits
were outlined.
In accordance with the principles of community-based empowerment programs for the local
community, this model can be used to achieve the goals of local development plans for sustainable
development in Informal settlements areas in medium-sized cities.

Key words: Empowerment, Model, Community-Based Initiatives, Sustainable Development, Local
Development
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Introduction
Nowadays in the world a significant percentage of the electrical energy is spent on outdoor and indoor
lighting. It is currently estimated that in 2030 approximately 261 TWh of electrical energy will be saved due
to widespread use of white Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) [1]. LEDs have been tremendously developed over
the last 2-3 decades to reduce the consumption of electrical energy and the first efficient blue LED using
GaN has been created in 1993 by Nakamura et al. [2]. Using blue LEDs, the creation of highly efficient white
light sources becomes possible. This can be achieved by converting a part of the blue light emitted from an
LED to yellow using the phosphor [3-5]. Higher quality white light can also be created by mixing blue light
with other colors as well, including red and green [5]. Highly efficient blue, green LEDs contain an active
light-emitting zone with InGaN quantum wells (QWs), where mainly the indium content defines the emitted
wavelength. Unfortunately, increasing 𝐼𝑛 content in the active layers causes degradation of the optical
performance of these devices and this problem is called “green gap”. One of the main reasons of low
efficiency of GaN based LEDs is growth directions of structure layers. The studies show that it is gradually
possible to solve “green gap” problem by changing the growth direction of the LED structures [6]. In c-plane
crystallization direction of InGaN QWs the polarization effect becomes maximal, however the structures
grown in semipolar directions demonstrate low internal electrical field and high efficiency [8].
The present work demonstrates higher intensity of stable photoluminescence (PL) of GaInN QWs
which are the active parts of GaN based semipolar LEDs.
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Experiments and discussion
As demonstrated in our previous papers [6, 7] the investigation of the semipolar direction in the QWs
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/
heterojunctions showed a reduction of piezoelectric effects. For this purpose the 5 pair (112
𝐺𝑎𝑁 heterojunctions were grown in the optimal condition [6, 7]. In the second step, in order to decrease the
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 (QW/barrier)
density of threading dislocations the 5 period semipolar (112
heterojunctions were grown by MOVPE in a commercial Aixtron-200/4 RF-S HT reactor using standard
precursors as ammonia (NH3), trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylindium (TMIn) and triethylgallium
(TEGa). Surface morphology of the grown samples has been analyzed by an AFM. 2 and 3 dimensional
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 5 pair QWs
images of surfaces of (112
heterojunctions are demanstrated on Fig 1. The AFM measurements indicate that the surface roughness of
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 heterojunctions in an area of 50μm × 50μm
(112
approximately are the same (20 nm and 22 nm, respectively). This surface roughness measurement is
considered a good result for semipolar QWs.
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs was observed by TEM in the HAADF (High
The cross section of the (112
Angle Annular Dark Field) operation mode (Fig. 2a). A GaN barrier layer is grown between every QWs. An
intensity profile from the bottom to top of the QW structure is integrated in the rectangular dashed area (Fig.
2b). Numbers help to establish the link between image and profile. The decrease of the intensity going from
bottom to top is due to the reduced thickness of the TEM specimen. The layers thickness was determined as
the FWHM (full width at half maximum) of each peak (InGaN QWs) or valley between the peaks (GaN
barriers) in the profile and then making the average of them (Fig. 2b). The thicknesses so measured were 2.73
nm for QWs, 4.83 nm for barrier layers and for the top GaN layer it was 11.3 nm. From the TEM results it
can be easily seen that the defects have not been formed in the structure of the 5 period
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs structures.
(112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs was measured at room temperature
The photoluminescence (PL) of (112
and the current of excitation source was changed between 55 and 195 mA. By increasing of excitation power
the PL emission wavelength shifts from 500 to 550 nm, and the intensity increases significantly with
increasing excitation power (Fig.3a). Such linear dependence lets us assume that luminescence of donor or
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 5 periods QWs
acceptor excitons were not observed in the semipolar (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/
heterojunctions. From these PL measurements of (112
̅
̅
(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁QWs the internal quantum efficiency for two samples was evaluated. (1122 ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs demonstrated more than 80 % and 90 % efficiency, respectively,
and (112
and there was no considerable efficiency drop [1].
The full width at half maximum of the QWs heterojunctions was calculated from PL peaks measured at
different temperatures (17-300 K) (Fig.3b). At lower temperatures the FWHM is less than 40 nm for
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs structure, while for (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs structures that
(112
̅
value is slightly higher. At room temperature the FWHM of (1122̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs heterojunctions
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 heterojunctions this value is 45 nm. It can be
increases to 50 nm and for (112
explained by the fact that indium atoms in the barrier layers cause the improvement of the crystal structure of
the QWs heterojunctions due to the reduction of lattice mismatch between QWs and barriers.
Conclusion
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 (1% indium in barrier) QWs
Semipolar 5 pair (112
heterojunctions were grown with 2.73 nm thicknesses 𝐼𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs and 4.83 nm thicknesses (𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁
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barriers. According to the AFM measurements both samples shows the same results. Nevertheless PL
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15𝐺𝑎0.85𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs heterojunctions demonstrate higher internal
measurements of the (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 heterojunctions.
quantum efficiency and lower FWHM compared to (112

b)

c)

d)
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and, 2D (c) and 3D (d) of
Fig. 1. AFM measurements 2D (a) and 3D (b) of (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85 𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs heterojunctions in an area of 50μm × 50μm.
(112

a)
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GaN

InGa

1
5

b)
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8 𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs heterojunctions (the
Fig 2. Cross section TEM-HAADF image of the (112
brightest layers are 𝐼𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑁 while the less bright ones are the 𝐺𝑎𝑁 barriers). (b) Intensity profile across the
QW structure (s. text). The thicknesses were 2.73 nm for the QWs and 4.83 nm for the barrier layers.

b)
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 QWs heterojunctions at room
Fig. 3. PL intensity (a) of (112
temperature and different excitation power (applied current for excitation power
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.2 𝐺𝑎0.8𝑁/𝐺𝑎𝑁 and (112
̅ 2̅ ) 𝐼𝑛0.15 𝐺𝑎0.85𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁
55 mA-195 mA) and FWHM (b) of (112
QWs heterojunctions at 17-300 K temperature.
a)
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̅ 2̅ )𝐼𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑁/(𝐼𝑛)𝐺𝑎𝑁 multiple quantum well heterojunctions
In this paper, 5 periods semipolar (112
were grown by Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) on sapphire templates and their surface
structure and optical properties were investigated. The results of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis are presented. Significant spectral shift of the quantum
well photoluminescence is observed in various excitation powers at room temperature. The optimization of
indium content in the quantum wells and quantum barriers leads to the decrease of the surface roughness and
threading dislocation, and these heterojunctions demonstrate more efficiency.
Key words:
𝑰𝒏𝒙 𝑮𝒂𝟏−𝒙 𝑵, 𝑮𝒂𝑵, semipolar, quantum well,
photoluminescence, AFM, TEM, LED
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1.Introduction
In the past few decades semiconductor nanoparticles have received considerable attention from the
scientific community because they exhibit interesting size effects and feature a wide range of potential
applications [1]. CdS is a semiconductor with a band gap of 2.4 eV and it finds applications in the production
of phosphors [2], solar cells [3], sensors [4], light emitting diodes [5], photocatalyst materials [6] and lasers
[7]. The most productive CdS nanoparticle synthesis methods are: sol-gel process [8], gamma-irradiation
method [9], electrochemical method [10], hydrothermal or solvothermal method [11], microemulsion [12],
microwave [13], thermal evaporation [14] and the ultrasonic method [15].
In comparison to other methods, the preparation of nanoparticles with ultrasound is easy and more
effective under mild conditions [16]. Extreme and transient local conditions are caused by acoustic cavitation
during the irradiation of solutions with ultrasound [17]. Temperatures of thousands of Kelvin and pressures
of several GPa can occur and this results in the formation of nanosized inorganic seeds and enables the
subsequent crystallization of the particles [18].
Polymer grafted multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are the most appropriate matrix for CdS
nanocrystal synthesis [19-21]. The MWCNTs used as reinforcement consist of layers of hexagonal graphene
sheets rolled into seamless cylinders forming coaxial layers [22]. There are several synthesis methods of
MWCNTs like Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition (CCVD) [23], laser ablation [24] and arc discharge [25]
methods.
Their tendency to form entangled stacks generally makes MWCNTs unsuitable for manufacturing
advanced plastic materials. However, grafting MWCNTs with maleic anhydride – 1-octene copolymer via
the “grafting from” approach gives us the opportunity to overcome this problem and to develop a new matrix
for nanofabrication. Therefore, the “grafting from” approach was used as the functionalization method in this
work. The polymer is bound to the MWCNT surface either by the in situ polymerization of monomers or the
continuation of polymerization in the presence of reactive MWCNTs or MWCNT-supported initiators.
Polymer-CNT nanocomposites can be prepared with high grafting density [26] by this process. CdS
nanoparticles are formed in a subsequent step when the nanocomposite matrix containing the CdS precursors
is exposed to ultrasonic irradiation.
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The novelty of this work is the use of the MWCNT – MA – 1-octene matrix obtained via the “grafting
from” approach for the synthesis of CdS nanocrystals during ultrasonic cavitation to prepare a polymer
nanocomposite and to investigate the effect of sonication time on the synthesis of the nanocomposites. The
resulting polymer nanocomposite was characterized by FTIR, XRD, Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy, TEM,
SEM and TG. Moreover, the electrophysical properties of the polymer nanocomposites were comparably
investigated. These techniques proved the completion of the synthesis and provided insight on certain
mechanistic details of the method. The obtained advanced nanocomposite material can be used e.g. as a
precursor in the manufacturing of advanced plastic composite materials with electrical properties.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Synthesis, purification and oxidation of MWCNTs
MWCNTs were synthesized by the CCVD method. The experimental set-up used for this process
consists of a Lenton LTF 14/75/610 type horizontal furnace, a fixed bed quartz tube reactor and a gas
delivery system. The catalyst precursor was prepared by mixing Al(OH)3, Fe(NO3)3 x 9 H2O and Co(NO3)2 x
6 H2O and ethanol as solvent under ultrasonic agitation and then drying the powder in vacuum. The active
form of the catalyst was formed in situ in the high temperature reducing atmosphere of the reactor. All
chemicals used in this work were of analytical reagent grade.
MWCNTs were grown on 1 g alumina supported Fe-Co catalyst from acetylene. Nitrogen was used as
the inert make up gas. The process lasted for 2 hours at 650°C. The carbon nanotube yield contained
approximately 2.8 wt% catalyst according to elemental analysis results. Remnant catalyst particles were
removed by a combined acid-base purification protocol. The as-synthesized MWCNTs were mixed with
concentrated HCl (36%) solution and the mixture was boiled under reflux and continuous stirring for 16
hours. Then the nanotubes were filtered, washed to pH 7 with deionized water, boiled under reflux and
stirring again for 16 hours in 10 M NaOH solution and finally washed to pH 7 and dried in air.
In order to decorate the surface of the MWCNTs with -COOH functional groups they were subjected to
0.01 M aqueous KMnO4 solution at 80˚C for 3 hours while stirring on a magnetic stirrer.
2.2. Synthesis of the maleic anhydride – 1-octene copolymer
The maleic anhydride – 1-octene copolymer was synthesized via free radical terpolymerization in butyl
acetate solution in the presence of AIBN as an initiator. The maleic anhydride (MA) was purified before use
by recrystallization from benzene and by sublimation under vacuum. 1-octene (OC) (b.p. 122 °C) and butyl
acetate (BA) (b.p. 127 °C) were distilled freshly before use. Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was purified by
recrystallization from ethanol.
9.8 g of MA (0.1 mol), 7.85 ml of OC (0.05 mol), and 0.2 g of AIBN were thoroughly dissolved in 50
ml of BA, poured into an ampule and sealed off. This ampule was immersed in a glycerin bath and the
temperature was raised to 80 °C. Heating was maintained for 4 hours and then the copolymer was
precipitated from the solution with isopropyl alcohol, washed several times and dried in vacuum.
2.3. Grafting of the maleic anhydride – 1-octene copolymer from oxidized MWCNT
1 g maleic anhydride – 1 octene copolymer was dissolved in 25 ml N,N–dimethylformamide (DMF) to
form a polymer solution at room temperature. 0.35 g AIBN and 1.75 g oxidized MWCNTs were added to this
polymer solution in a beaker and the mixture was diluted with DMF to 50 ml. The mixture was then
sonicated at 23 kHz using a sonics vibro cell equipment operating at 80°C. The sonication process was
allowed to run for 3 hours. A black disperse mixture was obtained as a result of this “grafting from” process.
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2.4. Synthesis of CdS nanoparticles within the MWCNT – MA – 1-octene matrix
0.48 g of CdCl2 x 2.5 H2O (2.1 x 10-3 mol) and 0.76 g of thiourea (0.01 mol) were added to the
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene nanostructure and sonicated under the same conditions for three different time
periods like 2 hours, 4 hours and 6 hours to obtain three different mixture. The resulting mixtures was
precipitated, washed with deionized water, filtered and dried.
2.5. Characterization
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were taken on a FEI TECNAI G2 20 X–TWIN
Transmission Electron Microscope at 200 kV. TEM specimens were prepared by dripping the droplets of
sonicated sample solutions onto carbon coated copper grids. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images
were taken on a Hitachi S-4700 SEM device at 10 kV accelerating voltage. Powder XRD patterns were
recorded on a Rigaku MiniFlex Desktop X–ray diffractometer using CuKα radiation (1.5418 Å). FTIR
spectra of the samples ground in KBr pellet were recorded on a BRUKER Vertex 70 IR spectrometer. Raman
investigations were done using a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman Microscope operating with 532 nm, 10 mW
laser excitation. Liquid phase UV-vis spectra were measured on a SPECORD 250 PLUS UV-vis
spectrometer. Thermal characterization was carried out by Derivatograph Netzsch STA449F3 device at a
heating rate of 10°C/min, in the temperature interval 30°C–800°C, under an Argon flow of 50 ml/min, using
Corundum crucibles.
3. Results and Discussion
FTIR spectra of pristine-MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples are shown in figure 1. The aromatic C=C stretching peaks at 1539 cm -1, 1541 cm1
and 1558 cm-1 as well as C-C vibrations at 1456 cm-1 and 1506 cm-1 characterize the pristine MWCNTs
[27-29]. The same peaks can be observed in the spectrum of oxidized MWCNT (figure 1b) sample, however,
the decreased intensities of the C=C peaks at 1539 cm -1, 1541 cm-1 and 1558 cm-1 indicate defect formation
via oxidation. Oxidation is also confirmed by the appearance of the C=O (at 1635 cm-1 and 1697 cm-1) and
C-O (at 1163 cm-1 and 1295 cm-1) bands. The broad band with a maximum at 3381 cm -1 can be assigned as
the O-H stretching peak of the carboxylic group formed by the oxidative treatment [30]. The spectrum
changes considerably upon polymer addition.
As the polymer is added to the system, the spectrum changes (figure 1c) and the C-H stretching region
becomes dominated by contributions from the polymer at 2851 cm -1, 2919 cm-1 and 2939 cm-1. The double
peaks of maleic anhydride at 1649 cm-1 and 1712 cm-1 (figure 1c) shift to 1641 cm-1 and 1706 cm-1,
respectively (figure 1d), upon the formation of CdS nanoparticles. Moreover, peaks at 1433 cm -1 and 1446
cm-1 assigned to maleic acid also appear after the CdS synthesis (figure 1d) as a result of maleic anhydride
transformation. The intensity of the carboxylic -OH stretching peak (3440 cm-1) increases as this
transformation generates excess carboxylic groups [31]. The same peaks can be seen in the other spectra of
CdS (figure 1e,f). The peaks for Cd-S deformation are observed at 661 cm -1 and 719 cm-1 (figure 1d-f) [32].
All this evidence indicates that the maleic anhydride to maleic acid transformation plays a key role in the
formation and immobilization of the CdS nanoparticles in the matrix.
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Figure 1. FTIR spectra for pristine-MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples.
Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the pristine-MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b),
MWCNT-MA-Octene1 (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (e)
and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples. The peaks at 26.34˚, 44.82˚ and 77.58˚ can be assigned
to reflections from the (002), (101) and (110) crystallographic planes of multiwall carbon nanotubes,
respectively (PDF no.: 00-001-0640). The interplanar d spacing for these planes was calculated as 0.338(3),
0.202(21) and 0.123(05) respectively which is in good agreement with the standart d spacings (0.338, 0.202
and 0.123) of carbon in PDF no.: 00-001-0640 powder diffraction file. These peaks are observable in the
patterns of the other samples as well. However, slight differences in peak widths and intensities indicate that
the oxidation and functionalization processes have affected the ordering of the graphitic layers to some
extent. Peaks at 24.70˚, 26.48˚, 28.02˚, 43.54˚, 47.78˚ and 51.78˚ in figure 2d-f can be assigned to the (100),
(002), (101), (110), (103) and (112) reflections of hexagonal CdS (JPDS no.: 6-314).
The average coherence length (Lc) or mean crystallite size along the c-axis (the crystallographic caxis is the one perpendicular to the long axis of the MWCNTs) was estimated with Scherrer`s formula using
(002) Bragg peak [33]:
Lhkl=(0.9 x λ)/(β x cosθ)
where λ is the X-ray wavelength, θ is the scattering angle and β is the peak full width at half maximum
in radians. The values for Lc give the average stacking height of graphitic planes in the MWCNT walls. The
results were 10.5 nm (MWCNT), 6.2 nm (oxidized-MWCNT) and 8.3 nm (MWCNT – MA –1-octene). It can
be seen from the results that the value of Lc decreases from pristine MWCNT to oxidized MWCNT. The
reason behind this is that oxidation by KMnO4 results in the partial loss of the outermost graphitic layers and
the introduction of defects, which reduce the symmetry of the plane. Binding the MA – 1-octene copolymer
to the defected regions increases the Lc value. This happens because the polymer layers cover the surface of
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the MWCNTs and restore the smoothness and orderliness on the surface to some extent by securing
exfoliated wall parts back to their previous positions. The formation of the CdS nanocrystals reduces the
order and therefore, the Lc value decreases again. The mean diameters of CdS nanoparticles obtained with 2
hours, 4 hours and 6 hours of cavitation were calculated with Scherrer`s formula using (100) and (101) peaks
and the results were as 7.9 nm, 4.2 nm and 3.9 nm, respectively. The sonication time affects the size of the
obtained CdS nanoparticles. Thus, with increasing of the time period we can easily reduce the size of the
nanoparticles to some extent.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the pristine-MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (d),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples.
Raman spectra of pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c)
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples are depicted in figure 3. The Raman spectrum of MWCNTs features three major
peaks: the D band, G band and G` band [34]. The D band is a disorder induced peak at ~1342 cm -1
corresponding to phonon scattering from sp3 defects in the nanotubes as well as in amorphous carbon. The G
band (~1574 cm-1) is the result of the ordered high-frequency in-plane stretching of the C-C bonds. The G`
band (~2684 cm-1) is the result of a double resonance process. This band does not require an elastic defectrelated scattering process and is observable for defect-free sp2 carbons as well. The ratio between the
intensities of D and G bands (ID/IG) is proportional to the extent of defect concentration. Therefore, it can be
used to quantify the extent of oxidation and functionalization. I D/IG ratios for pristine MWCNT, oxidized
MWCNT, MWCNT – MA – 1-octene, MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(2h), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene
/CdS(4h) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h) are 0.87, 0.95, 0.94, 0.92, 0.93 and 0.94 respectively.
These values suggest that while oxidation has increased the number of sidewall defects in the MWCNTs to
some extent, the subsequent grafting and CdS deposition steps did not alter the sp 3/sp2 carbon ratio of the
oxidized nanotube wall structure any further.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of the pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (f) samples.
Figure 4 shows the TEM images of pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA –
1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(4h) (e) and
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h) (f) samples. It can be seen from the figure 4a that, the average diameter
of the pristine nanotubes is 16.5 ± 2.5 nm. After the purification and oxidation processes (figure 4b) the
exfoliation of the outer layers of the MWCNTs changes the apparent diameter of the tubes to 19.8 ± 1.7 nm.
Figure 4c offers a view of the grafted polymer as shadows covering the intertubular space and the same
phenomenon is also visible in figure 4d-f. The average thickness of the copolymer cover layer is 22.3 ± 2.9
nm. Moreover, in figure 4d CdS nanocrystals of 8.17 ± 0.3 nm average diameter can be seen embedded in the
polymer cover. These nanocrystals feature a very narrow size distribution and they are uniformly dispersed in
the polymer layer. This uniformity confirms that the CdS nanocrystals are mostly formed at the
functionalities offered by the polymer macromolecules, whereas the functional groups of the carbon
nanotubes play only a minor (if any) role in the nanocrystal synthesis. The embedded CdS nanoparticles with
a narrow size distribution can also be observed in the TEM images for the other nanocomposites (figure 4e,f).
As it can be seen from the images, the average diameters of CdS nanoparticles in the MWCNT – MA – 1octene /CdS(2h), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(4h) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h)
nanocomposites are 8.17 ± 0.3 nm, 4.93 ± 0.4 nm and 4.17 ± 0.3 nm, respectively. The decrease in average
diameters is the result of the sonication process. With increasing of the sonication time we achieve rather
smaller nanoparticles.
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Figure 4. TEM images of the pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1octene /CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h) (f) samples.
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Characteristic SEM micrographs of pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA –
1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(4h) (e) and
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h) (f) samples are depicted in figure 5. The unmodified, smooth surface of
pristine MWCNTs visible in figure 5a confirms the TEM-derived diameter estimation. In contrast, the
surface of the oxidized MWCNTs looks rough because of the defected regions created by oxidation (figure
5b). The polymer coating of the tubes can be observed in figures 5c-f. The MA – 1-octene copolymer
macromolecules were attached to the defect-activated regions of the MWCNTs by the “grafting from”
method and cover the whole nanotube surface. This surface polymer layer prevents MWCNT entanglement
and makes the material soluble in hydrophilic solvents. The CdS-containing nanocomposites exhibit the same
morphologies as the polymer-grafted nanotubes. SEM imaging does not allow the direct observation of the
CdS nanoparticles in figure 5d-f even though their presence was confirmed by TEM (figure 4d-f).

Figure 5. SEM images of the pristine MWCNT (a), oxidized-MWCNT (b), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene (c), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene
/CdS(2h) (d), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(4h) (e) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene /CdS(6h) (f) samples.
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The optical properties and the band gap of the synthesized materials were characterized by UV-vis
spectroscopy. Figure 6 shows the absorbance spectra (A) and dependence of [F(R)hν] 1/2 on hν (B) for pristine
MWCNT (1), oxidized MWCNT (2), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (3), MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(4h) (4) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (5) samples. The absorbance intensities of the
samples uniformly decrease with increasing of the wavelength. The peak observed at the 273 nm in the
absorbance spectrum of the oxidized MWCNT in the result of the plasmonic effect [35].
The Kubelka-Munk approach is applied in order to characterize the optical properties using the result
from optical reflectance. The Kubelka-Munk equation is expressed as follows [36]:
F(R)=(1-R)2/2R=k/s
where R is the absolute reflectance, k is the molar absorption coefficient and s is the scattering
coefficient. The band gap energies (E g) of the samples can be calculated with plotting the dependence of
[F(R)hν]1/2 on hν and extrapolating the linear parts of the curves to the abscissa energy axis.
UV-vis spectra were recorded in the 190-1100 nm range and the band gap for MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(2h), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) samples
obtained from the dependence of the [F(R)hν]1/2 on hν were 3.94 eV, 4.1 eV and 4.35 eV, respectively. These
results are higher than that of bulk CdS (2.42 eV) and show the blue shifting due to the crystalline size [37].
These rather broad band gap values suggest that the nanocomposites could find applications in optical
devices such as optical insulators and optical harvesting parts of photovoltaic devices.
The average diameters of the CdS nanocrystals in MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h), MWCNT –
MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) nanocomposites were calculated as 6.2 nm,
5.9 nm and 5.5 nm respectively. These results show that the sonication time affects the size of the obtained
CdS nanoparticles. Thus, with increasing of the sonication time we can easily reduce the size of the
nanoparticles. These results correspond with the results obtained from the other methods.

Figure 6. UV-vis absorbance spectra (A) and dependence of [F(R)hν]1/2 on hν
(B) for pristine MWCNT (1), oxidized MWCNT (2), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (3),
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (4) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (5) samples.
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Figure 7 shows the TG curves (A) and dependence of residual mass on the sonication time (B) for
MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (a), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (b) and MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(6h) (c) samples. The residual masses for MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h), MWCNT – MA –
1-octene/CdS(4h) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) samples defined from the TG curves were
28.26%, 39.05% and 42.41%, respectively. It is clear that the residual mass increases with increasing of the
sonication time. The reason is that, the amount of the CdS nanoparticles increases with the increasing of the
sonication time. Since the increasing of the sonication time reduces the size of nanoparticles, the spatial
hindrances in formation of excess amount of nanoparticles are removed. Thus, the high amount of the lower
size nanoparticles is formed during the process. Moreover, the macromolecules of the copolymer grafted to
the surface of the MWCNTs are destroyed with increasing of the sonication time and the polymer content in
the MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS nanocomposite decreases which results in high residual mass. There are
2-3 clear mass losses in the TG curves of the samples which are the result of desorption of atmospheric
components and degradation of the grafted copolymer macromolecules in the nanocomposite.

Figure 7. TG curves (A) and dependence of residual mass on the sonication time (B) for MWCNT – MA – 1octene/CdS(2h) (a), MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (b) and MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (c) samples.

The electrical properties of the obtained nanocomposites were investigated by Immittance meter
MNIPI E7-20 device under alternating electric field, in 200 Hz-1 MHz frequency diapason. The specimens
were prepared by mixing of MWCNT based nanocomposites with the aqueous polyvinyl alcohol solution and
formation of thin films of this mixture at room temperatures. The specimens were placed between two
electrodes in “sandwich” manner. The both sides of the thin films were provided by adhesive copper tape
contact materials to ensure proper contact between electrodes and thin film. The thicknesses of the thin films
were defined by the mechanical micrometer. The electrical capacitances and resistances of the specimens
were measured under different frequencies. The following equations were used to characterize the real and
imaginary parts of permittivity [38]:
ε’=Cd/ε0S

ε”=d/Rε0Sω
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where, ε’ is the real part of the permittivity, ε” is the imaginary part of the permittivity, ε 0 is the
dielectric constant in vacuum (8.854 x 10-12 F/m), d is the thickness of the thin film, S is the area of the
electrodes, C is the parallel plate capacitance, R is resistance, ω is frequency.
The embedded semiconductor nanoparticles within the polymer matrix change the electrical properties
of the system. The reason is the change of the concentration of polymer macromolecules in the polymer
nanocomposite system due to the insertion of the nanoparticles into the polymer matrix. Moreover, since the
nanocomposites are the two-phase systems, an interaction between nanoparticles and polymer matrix can
increase the polarization of the system under the external electrical field and that can increase the dielectrical
permittivity.
It was defined that, in all investigated specimens the electrical capacitances and resistances are
inversely proportional to frequency. Thus, the electrical conductivity increases with increasing of the
frequency. Since, the addition of the obtained nanostructures to the non-conductive polymer makes them
conductive or semiconductive nanocomposites, the obtained nanostructures can be used as the additives for
preparation of various conductive or semiconductive nanocomposites.

Figure 8. Dependence of resistance of the pristine-PVA (a),
PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (b), PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (c)
and PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (d) samples on the logarithmic frequency.

Figure 9. Dependences of the real part (1) and the imaginary part (2) of permittivity of the pristine-PVA (a),
PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(2h) (b), PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(4h) (c) and
PVA/MWCNT – MA – 1-octene/CdS(6h) (d) samples on the logarithmic frequency.
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4. Conclusion
Different periods of time for sonication were applied in order to synthesize CdS nanoparticles within
the matrix obtained by the functionalization of the multiwall carbon nanotubes with maleic anhydride - 1octene copolymer through “grafting from” approach. The used MWCNTs were synthesized by CCVD from
acetylene over an Fe,Co/Al2O3 catalyst and oxidized in KMnO4 solution to create oxygen-containing surface
functional groups and defected regions on the nanotube walls to make them available for grafting with
polymer. The synthesized nanocomposites were characterized by FTIR, Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy as
well as by XRD, TEM, SEM and TG. The results confirmed the success of the functionalization and grafting
reactions and revealed a highly uniform CdS nanoparticle distribution both in terms of particle diameter and
in spatial distribution within the polymer coating. Futhermore, the effect of the sonication time on the
efficiency of the synthesis process, size distribution and properties of the CdS nanoparticles was defined.
Also the electrical properties of the obtained nanocomposites were investigated. It was revealed that, the
obtained nanocomposites feature a band gap well in the UV region even when CdS nanoparticles are present.
Potential applications for these nanocomposite materials are likely to be found in the optical device industry
or in the manufacturing of smart semiconductors.
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Sonochemical synthesis of the CDS Nanoparticles within multiwall carbon
Nanotube-maleic anhydride- 1-Octene Matrix
Elvin Malikov
Baku State University, Azerbaijan
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CdS nanoparticles were synthesized via sonochemical method within the matrix obtained through the
covalent functionalization of multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) with maleic anhydride (MA) – 1-octene
copolymer. Cadmium chloride and thiourea were used as the raw materials for this process. MWCNTs used
for the matrix were synthesized by Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition using Fe-Co/Al2O3 as the catalyst.
The obtained nanostructures were characterized by FTIR, XRD, Raman spectroscopy, TEM, SEM, TG and
UV-Vis spectroscopy. Electrophysical properties of the polymer nanocomposites obtained using different
periods of time for sonication were comparably investigated. The average CdS particle diameter was between
3.9-7.9 nm as confirmed independently by TEM and XRD. UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed that the obtained
nanostructures are appropriate base materials for making optical devices.
Keywords: Polymer nanocomposites, carbon nanotubes, cadmium sulphide, sonication, electrical
properties
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VARIATIONS IN THE LINE HΒ OF THE HERBIG AE TYPE STAR HD 179218
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The results of high-resolution long-term spectral monitoring of Herbig Ae star HD 179218 in the
region of emission Hα line and the sodium resonance doublet Na I D are presented. The received data show
the existence of short-term variability (about 10 days) and long-term wave-like variability of equivalent
width EW, intensity of circumstellar (CS) emission I and parameters of Hα emission profile. The analysis of
these data allows us to suppose the existence of the global variability of parameters of accretion disk [1,
p.391].
We present the ﬁrst direct comparison of the distribution of the gas, as traced by the [Oi] 6300 Å
emission, and the dust, as traced by the 10 μm emission, in the planet-forming region of proto-planetary disks
around three intermediate-mass stars: HD101412, HD 135344 B and HD 179218. Methods. N-band
visibilities were obtained with VLTI/MIDI. Simple geometrical models are used to compare the dust
emission to high-resolution optical spectra in the 6300 Å [Oi] line of the same targets. Results. HD 101412
and HD 135344 B show compact (<2 AU) 10μm emission while the [Oi] brightness proﬁle shows a double
peaked structure. The inner peak is strongest and is consistent with the location of the dust, the outer peak is
fainter and is located at 5–10 AU. In both systems, spatially extended PAH emission is found. HD 179218
shows a double ring-like 10 μm emission with the ﬁrst ring peaking at∼1 AU and the second at∼20 AU. The
[Oi] emitting region is more compact, peaking between 3–6 AU. Conclusions. The disks around HD 101412
and HD 135344 B appear strongly ﬂared inthe gas, but self-shadowed inthe dust beyond ∼2 AU [2, p.479].
The diﬀerence in the gas and dust vertical structure beyond 2 AU might be the ﬁrst observational evidence of
gas-dust decoupling in protoplanetary disks. The disk around HD 179218 is ﬂaredin the dust. The 10 μm
emission emerges from the inner rim and from the ﬂared surface of the disk at larger radii. No dust emission
is detected between∼3–15 AU. The oxygen emission seems also to come from a ﬂared structure, however,
the bulk of this emission is produced between ∼1–10 AU [6, pp.1984]. This could indicate a lack of gas in
the outer disk or could be due to chemical eﬀects which reduce the abundance of OH – the parent molecule
of the observed [Oi] emission – further away from the star. It may also be a contrast eﬀect if the [Oi]
emission is much stronger in the inner disk. We suggest that the three systems, HD 179218, HD 135344 B
and HD 101412, may form an evolutionary sequence: the disk initially ﬂared becomes ﬂat under the
combined action of gas-dust decoupling, grain growth and dust settling. Many pre-main-sequence stars are
characterized by excess infrared emission above the stellar photospheric level which, depending on the
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evolutionarystate of the system, may start in the near infrared (1–5 μm) or at longer wavelengths. The dust
distributed around the young star is responsible for this emission. The dust particle absorbs large fraction of
the short wavelength stellar photons and re-emit them at infrared wavelengths. This dust is believed to be
conﬁned to a disk-like structure which forms in the early phase of star formation as a result of the
conservation of the angular momentum of the parental cloud. Disk formations followed by a longer phase of
disk accretion during which disk material accretes onto the young star at a typical accretion rate of 10−7–
10−10
M
yr−1.
The interstellar dust and gas that forms the disk undergoes changes in its composition and size. While
gas and dust are thermally coupled in the disk interior, in the low density environments of the disk surface
layer, the two components may decouple[3, p.663].
In the line Hβ mainly we have observed a wide photosphere profile, on which at some nights are
superimposed weak emission peaks. In most cases, such emission peaks are located symmetrically with
respect to the line center, and have displacements about from -150 to -270 km/s in blue and from +150 to
+250 km/s in the red wings, respectively. A circumstellar disk is believed to be the locus where planet
formation takes place. The large number of recently discovered exoplanetary systems and the variety of such
systems raised many new questions about the structure and evolution of protoplanetary disks [4, pp.809]. Of
particular interest for the understanding of disk evolution and planet formation is the coupling of gas and dust
in disks. A main assumption underlying essentially all proto-planetary disk models is that dust and gas are
thermally coupled. It is an open question whether this assumption holds on the disk surface and eﬀorts have
been made to improve disk models by taking into account the dust-gas decoupling. Among the obtained
profiles of the line Hβ, a great interest is represented the profiles and spectral parameters, obtained during of
the first wave-like decreasing. In Fig.2 is shown profiles of the line Hβ, which are obtained on dates, when
the spectral parameters in the line Hα were degreased during for the first wave-like variation (JD 2457174 2457216). At the beginning, the wide photospheric profiles of the line Hβ with a smooth core and without
any special details is observed. As can be seen, with a minimum of the spectral parameters, in JD 24571902457195, a significant variation in the profile of the Hβ line is observed – the depth of the line increases, the
core becomes narrow and deep, and a weak emission component is superimposed on the wide wings [5].
Such a structure is observed at the line Hβ just at the time when an additional emission component appears in
the line Hα (see Fig. 1). Such a coincidence by the dates of these events in the lines Hα and Hβ indicates that
in both cases is operated a common mechanism of variability. From the right panel of Fig.2 shown that after
leaving the minimum at JD 2457198, the profile of the Hβ line gradually returns to its original position.
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Fig.1. The profiles of the line Hβ obtained at the first wave of variations in the spectral
parameters of the line. The left panel corresponds to the time of fall, the second panel,
the increase in the spectral parameters of the line.
In the Figure 6 shown the diagrams of the time variations in the spectral parameters Vp - the radial
velocity of the deepest absorption component, FWHM-absorption half-width, EW-equivalent width
absorption, Rλ - depth (intensity) of the line Hβ. As you can see, here too, with the first wave of variations in
JD 2457174 - 2457216, a significant variations in the specified line parameters is noticeable. The equivalent
width of absorption is increased, the FWHM is sharply reduced, the intensity of the line has increased. The
radial velocities of the line peak over the whole observation season give a significant shift from -100 to +100
km/s. The wave-like variation is best observed here in the parameter R λ.

Fig.2. The time variation of the radial velocity of the peak Vp (upper left panel), half width FWHM (upper
right panel), equivalent width EW (lower left panel) and intensity R λ (lower right panel) of the line Hβ.
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The rotation velocity of HD 179218 in [6, pp.1984] is 60 km/s, and gives the value υsin i = 72 ± 5
km/s. According to [7, pp.991] the angle of inclination to the axis of rotation of the star is about 40°. Then, if
we consider the observable minimum characteristic time equal to 10 days, for the rotation velocity of the star
we obtain υ = 112 ± 8 km/s and for the star radius R*- about 22 Rⵙ, which is not reasonable and differs
significantly from the data of ( e.g. Alecian et al., 2008) (~4.8 Rⵙ). An even greater discrepancy is obtained
for the radius if we take the angle i = 20 °, as suggested by [[10, pp 423]. This means that the observed cycle
of about 10 days can not be a period of axial rotation of the star. Remaind that the characteristic time of 10
days is obtained from the variation in the radial velocities of the peak of dominant emission component and
the intensity of the line. Therefore, it should be assumed that it arises in the outer parts of the disk. However,
if the observed 10-day activity is related to the axial rotation of the disk, it can be assumed that such a
variation could occur at the boundary between the matter accretion and outflow. Then one of the assumptions
of the cause of the observed variations in the emission lines of the star may be the existence of a stellar
magnetosphere. In favor of the possibility of the existence of magnetospheric accretion, the star is also
proposed in the work of [11, pp. 492]. The main indicator existence of the magnetosphere of the star is the
strength of magnetic field. In classical T Tauri stars, for which the presence of the magnetosphere is
assumed, the magnitude of the magnetic field is several KGs [12, pp.419]. However, the result of measuring
the magnetic field of star HD 179218 shows the existence of a weak magnetic field [13, pp110]..
It is also possible that a star can be a spectral-binary or multiple system. In fact, it is difficult to explain
the observed wave-like variation of the radial velocities and other parameters of the line Hα [8,pp.287]
showed that the dependence of the brightness V on the color index V-I has two separate distributions. This
fact is accepted by the authors in favor of the binarity of the star. The time of our observations from May to
September 2015 corresponds to the minimum of the 4000-day cycle of variability founded by [9, pp.153].
Therefore, the observed features of the variation in the spectrum in the line Hα can be related to the moment
of the star's stay at the minimum of the 4000-day cycle. Then the results obtained by us, perhaps, are a kind
of unique event and can be observed only in the minima of the 4000-day cycle [14, pp.513]. Our observations
have shown that in order to elucidate these questions it is necessary to perform a more dense series of
photometric and spectral observations of the star.
Based on the results obtained in this paper, we can draw the following conclusions:
1. There are two wave-like variations lasting about 40 days each, in the parameters of the emission
component of the Hα line in the spectrum of the star HD 179218. The first wave is deeper, the second is
relatively less significant, and possibly distorted by fluctuations.
2. An unusual variation in the profile of the Hα line near the minimum in the descending and ascending
branches of the first wave of variations in the spectral parameters was observed. At the entrance to the
minimum and during the passage of the minimum, appearance and disappearance of additional emission
components in the line Hα was detected. The displacement of each components corresponds to
approximately ± 150 km/s. During the rest of the observation time, such profiles were no longer detected.
3. With the first wave of variations, the parameters of the Hβ line showed a synchronous variation in
time with the line Hα. At the time of appearance of additional emission components near the line Hα,
narrower and deeper components appear at the line Hβ.
4. Within each 40-days wave-like variations, a small amplitude fluctuation of the radial velocities of
the peak of the emission component and the intensity of the Hα line with a characteristic time of about 10-20
days is observed. Also, the half-widths and intensities of the line Hβ more clearly demonstrate the existence
of 10-20 day wave-like variations.
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The results of spectral observations of the Herbig Ae/Be type star HD 179218 are presented. Two
wave-like cycles of variability in the parameters of hydrogen lines Hα and Hβ with a characteristic time of ~
40 day are revealed. The first wave of variations is deeper; the branches of decreasing and increasing the
spectral parameters of the lines are more clearly expressed. At the time of the first minimum, in the profile of
the emission line Hα the appearance and disappearance of additional blue and red emission components are
observed. At the same time, narrow absorption components were discovered in the Hβ line. Synchronously
with this, a significant variation in the lines of He I, Si II, D NaI, [OI] was observed. In addition, the
parameters of many spectral lines show variations with smaller amplitude and with a characteristic time of
10-20 days. Possible mechanisms of the observed variability of the star are discussed.
Key words: Stars, variables, Herbig Ae/Be– stars, circumstellar matter – stars, individual – HD
179218
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SUSTАINАBLЕ DЕVЕLОРMЕNT AND ECOTOURISM
Nаrmin Nаsibоvа
Bакu Еnginееring Univеrsitу, Azerbaijan
Sustаinаblе Есоtоurism
Асtivitiеs оf реrsоns trаvеling tо аnd stауing in рlасеs оutsidе thеir usuаl еnvirоnmеnt fоr nоt mоrе
thаn оnе соnsесutivе уеаr fоr lеisurе, businеss аnd оthеr рurроsеs nоt rеlеtаd tо thе ехеrсisе оf аn асtivitу
rеmunеrаtеd frоm within thе рlасе visitеd. (WTО, 2001)
Оvеrрорulаtiоn, industriаlizаtiоn, urbаnizаtiоn аnd еnvirоnmеntаl роllutiоn hаvе disаstrоus еffесts оn
Nаturе аnd wildlifе. Nоwаdауs wе оftеn hеаr suсh wоrds аs nаturе tоurism, grееn tоurism, sustаinаblе
tоurism, biо-tоurism, есоlоgiсаllу rеsроnsiblе tоurism, еduсаtiоnаl tоurism аnd сulturаl tоurism аnd sо оn.
Ассоrding tо Intеrnаtiоnаl Есоtоurism Sосiеtу : Есоtоurism - is rеsроnsiblе trаvеl tо nаturаl аnd
сulturаl аrеаs thаt соnsеrvеs thе еnvirоnmеnt аnd sustаins thе wеll-bеing оf lосаl реорlе аnd invоlvеs
intеrрrеtаtiоn аnd еduсаtiоn. During есоtоurism еvеrуоnе nееds tо bе rеsроnsiblе аs а trаvеllеr ( TIЕS,
2015).
Есоtоurism guаrаntееs thе sustаinаblе usе оf еnvirоnmеntаl rеsоurсеs, whilе gеnеrаting есоnоmiс
орроrtunitiеs fоr thе lосаl реорlе (Fаrrеll & Runуаn 2001; Bhаttасhаrуа, Сhоwdhurу аnd Sаrкаr, 2011).
Есоtоurism itsеlf is mеаnt tо bе а sustаinаblе fоrm оf nаturаl rеsоurсе-bаsеd tоurism.
Есоtоurism is а соmроnеnt оf sustаinаblе tоurism. In mаnу wауs, sustаinаblе tоurism ехеmрlifiеs thе
rеlаtiоnshiр bеtwееn есоtоurism аnd sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt (Sâmbоtın еt аl., 2011; Bаnsаl & Кumаr,
2011);
Sustаinаblе tоurism will fосus оn thrее аrеаs:
- Quаlitу – vаluаblе ехреriеnсе fоr visitоrs аnd inсrеаsеd lifе quаlitу fоr hоst соmmunitiеs thrоugh
сulturаl idеntitу, роvеrtу rеduсtiоn аnd еnvirоnmеntаl quаlitу;
- Соntinuitу – ехрlоitаtiоn is mаdе аt thе орtimum lеvеl thаt аllоws thе рrеsеrvаtiоn аnd rеgеnеrаtiоn
оf thе nаturаl rеsоurсеs;
- Bаlаnсе bеtwееn thе nееds оf tоurism industrу, еnvirоnmеntаl рrоtесtiоn, аnd lосаl соmmunitiеs bу
аn еquitаblе distributiоn оf bеnеfits аmоng stакеhоldеrs
Tоurism саn bе sustаinаblе аnd соntinuоuslу if this dеvеlорmеnt mееts thе nееds аll оf tоurists аnd аll
оf thе lосаl rеsidеnts whilе рrоtесting futurе орроrtunitiеs. Есоtоurism оffеrs bеnеfits fоr lосаl rеsidеnts,
соmmunitiеs, соnsеrvаtiоn, dеvеlорmеnt. Есоtоurism is а sustаinаblе fоrm оf nаturаl rеsоurсе-bаsеd
tоurism.
Есоtоurism is оftеn rесеivеd аs аn imроrtаnt tооl fоr рrоmоting sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt in dеvеlорing
соuntriеs. Есоtоurism hеlрs dеvеlорmеnt bу рrоviding thе аltеrnаtivе sоurсе оf livеlihооd tо lосаl
соmmunitу whiсh is mоrе sustаinаblе. Есоtоurism surrоunds а sресtrum оf nаturе-bаsеd асtivitiеs thаt fоstеr
visitоr аррrесiаtiоn аnd аlsо undеrstаnding оf nаturаl аnd сulturаl hеritаgе аnd аrе drivеd tо bе есоlоgiсаllу,
есоnоmiсаllу аnd sосiаllу sustаinаblе. Thеrеfоrе, есоtоurism is rесеivеd аs аn аltеrnаtivе кind оf sustаinаblе
dеvеlорmеnt. If thе еnvirоnmеnt hаs nоt аt lеаst асhiеvеd а nеt bеnеfit tоwаrd its sustаinаbilitу аnd
есоlоgiсаl соmрlеtеnеss, thеn in this саsе thе асtivitу isn’t есоtоurism.
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Асhiеving sustаinаblе tоurism—dеfinеd hеrе аs tоurism thаt is есоlоgiсаllу bеnign, есоnоmiсаllу
fеаsiblе аnd sосiаllу ассерtаblе—is thus соntingеnt оn еnvirоnmеntаl рrоtесtiоn аnd rесоnсiling tоurism
асtivitiеs with lосаl sосiо-есоnоmiс vаluеs (Brоwn еt аl., 1997).
A.
Еnvirоnmеntаl sustаinаbilitу gоаls оf есоtоurism – рrоmоtеs еnvirоnmеntаl рrоtесtiоn
(imрасt аssеssmеnt аnd еnvirоnmеntаl рlаnning, соnstruсtiоn mеthоds аnd mаtеriаls, visuаl imрасts, wаtеr
suррlу, аir quаlitу, wаstе minimizаtiоn аnd littеr drаinаgе аnd stоrmwаtеr, wаstеwаtеr, wаtеr соnsеrvаtiоn,
еnеrgу minimizаtiоn – buildings, еnеrgу minimizаtiоn – trаnsроrt, minimаl imрасt оn wildlifе) рrоvidеs
еnvirоnmеntаl еduсаtiоn; –inсrеаеs рubliс еnvirоnmеntаl соnsсiоusnеss; fоstеrs hеаltу аttitudеs аnd
bеhаviоurs tоwаrds nаturе; еnсоurаgеs dоnаtiоns tо соntributе tо thе рrоtесtiоn оf lосаl nаturаl rеsоurсеs аir
quаlitу
B.
Sосiосulturаl sustаinаbilitу gоаls оf есоtоurism – рrоmоtеs lосаl реорlеs асtivе раrtiсiраtiоn;
рrоmоtеs lосаl оwnеrshiр; еmроwеrs lосаl реорlе (е.g. builds uр lосаl реорlеs соnfidеnсе/sеlf еstееm);
еnhаnсеs lосаl соmmunitу’s еquilibrium; еnсоurаgеs intеrсulturаl аррrесiаtiоn аnd соmmuniсаtiоn bеtwееn
hоst соmmunitiеs аnd tоurists.
C.
Есоnоmiс sustаinаbilitу gоаls оf есоtоurism – соntributеs tо lаsting lосаl есоnоmiс
dеvеlорmеnt; сrеаtеs реrmаnеnt jоbs fоr lосаl реорlе; drivеs thе dеvеlорmеnt оf оthеr rеlаtеd industriеs;
ungrаdеs lосаl infrаstruсturе; еquаl distributiоn оf rеvеnuеs; рrоmоtеs соnsumрtiоn аnd рrоduсtiоn; finаnсеs
thе еstаblishmеnt аnd mаintеnаnсе оf рrоtесtеd аrеаs; usеs nаturаl rеsоurсеs еffiсiеntlу.
This is thе thrее sуstеms оf sustаinаbilitу in есоtоurism dеvеlорmеnt (Ассоrding tо Wаll 1997;
Аlехаndеr аnd Whitеhоusе 2004; (Jiаng 2008).
Ассоrding tо Rаmwеll аnd Hеnrу (1996) роint оut fоur bаsiс рrinсiрlеs оf sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt
аnd sustаinаblе есоtоurism tоurism dеvеlорmеnt (Уоgi, 2010).
 Hоlistiс аnd strаtеgiс рlаnning
 Соnsеrvаtiоn оf еssеntiаl есоlоgiсаl sуstеm
 Соnsеrvаtiоn оf bоth humаn (сulturаl) аnd nаturаl hеritаgе
 Lоng tеrm dеvеlорmеnt аnd рrоduсtivitу fоr thе futurе gеnеrаtiоn.
Sо bоth sustаinаblе tоurism аnd sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt fосusеs оn thе sаmе кеу issuеs оf есоlоgу,
sосiеtу, аnd а sуstеmiс рrосеss оf dеvеlорmеnt thаt is guidеd bу strаtеgiс рlаnning.
Sustаinаblе Tоurism еmbrасеs аll sеgmеnts оf thе industrу with guidеlinеs аnd сritеriа thаt sеек tо
rеduсе еnvirоnmеntаl imрасts, раrtiсulаrlу thе usе оf nоn-rеnеwаblе rеsоurсеs, using mеаsurаblе
bеnсhmаrкs, аnd tо imрrоvе tоurism’s соntributiоn tо sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt аnd еnvirоnmеntаl
соnsеrvаtiоn.
Sustаinаblе Есоtоurism :
- Minimizеs еnvirоnmеntаl imрасts using bеnсhmаrкs
- Imрrоvеs соntributiоn tо lосаl sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt
- Rеquirеs lоwеst роssiblе соnsumрtiоn оf nоn-rеnеwаblе rеsоurсеs
- Sustаins thе wеll-bеing оf lосаl реорlе
- Strеssеs lосаl оwnеrshiр
- Suрроrts еffоrts tо соnsеrvе thе еnvirоnmеnt
- Соntributеs tо biоdivеrsitу
Stаndаrts оf есоtоurism (Wеаvеr & Lаwtоn, 2007)
1. Рrоtесtiоn оf thе Есоsуstеm
2. Mаintеnаnсе оf thе есоsуstеm whеrе thе есоtоurism аttrасtiоn is lосаtеd
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Рrоtесtiоn аnd mаintеnаnсе оf wildlifе еsресiаllу еndаngеrеd sресiеs
Wildlifе livе hаrmоniоuslу with реорlе
Mаintеnаnсе оf thе рhуsiсо-сhеmiсаl соnditiоns оf thе аrеа
Mаintеnаnсе оf thе quаlitу оf frеsh wаtеr аnd mаrinе rеsоurсеs
Nо wаstеs оvеrflоw аnd соntаminаtiоn оf thе еnvirоnmеnt (wаtеr, sоil аnd аir)
Соnsеrvаtiоn оf lосаl сulturе аnd histоrу
Сulturе оf lосаlitу is mаintаinеd
Histоriсаl struсturеs аrе mаintаinеd аs раrt оf сulturаl hеritаgе
Infrаstruсturеs аnd signbоаrds blеnd with thе еnvirоnmеnt
Sustаinаbilitу
Mаintеnаnсе оf Саrrуing Сарасitу оf thе еnvirоnmеnt;
Еnvirоnmеntаl еduсаtiоn рrоgrаm is раrt оf thе есоtоurism раскаgе;
Livеlihооd must bеnеfit mоrе thе lосаl соmmunitу thаn оutsidе еntrерrеnеurs;
Thе lосаl gоvеrnmеnt suрроrts thе есоtоurism рrоjесt thrоugh оrdinаnсеs аnd rеsоlutiоns; аnd
Thе Mаnаgеmеnt Bоаrd (соmmunitу-bаsеd) аnd аррrорriаtе gоvеrnmеnt аgеnсiеs, е.g. DЕNR,
suрроrt thе рrоjесt thrоugh striсt еnfоrсеmеnt оf еnvirоnmеntаl lаws
18. Ехреriеnсе аnd рrоduсt mаnаgеmеnt shоuld fоllоw рrinсiрlеs аnd рrасtiсеs аssосiаtеd with
есоlоgiсаl, sосiо-сulturаl аnd есоnоmiс sustаinаbilitу.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Есоtоurism аnd sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt
Sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt thrоugh есоtоurism is а соnсеrning issuе in thе wоrld tоdау. Mаnу соuntriеs
hаvе еnsurеd bу thеir rеgiоnаl dеvеlорmеnt bу this соnсерt. In this соnсерt, sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt mау bе
оссurrеd bу thе есоtоurism аnd rеgiоnаl dеvеlорmеnt (Figurе 1) simultаnеоuslу in аn аrеа. Dimеnsiоns оf
есоtоurism dеvеlорmеnt rеfеr tо thе еnvirоnmеntаl, есоnоmiс, аnd sосiаl аsресts оf tоurism dеvеlорmеnt,
аnd а suitаblе bаlаnсе bеtwееn thеsе dimеnsiоns must bе еstаblishеd tо mаintаin its lоng-tеrm sustаinаbilitу
(Bhuiуаn еt аl, 2012).

Fig. 1. Sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt thrоught есоtоurism (Bhuiуаn еt аl., 2012)
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Ассоrding tо Hаll (2008) sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt аnd tоurism рrеsеnt сhаngе whiсh rеfеrs tо thе
mоvеmеnt frоm оnе stаtе оr соnditiоn tо аnоthеr. Whеthеr suсh а trаnsitiоn is роsitivе оr nеgаtivе dереnds
оn thе оriginаl сritеriа bу whiсh сhаngе is mеаsurеd. Sustаinаblе tоurism rеquirеs thе infоrmеd раrtiсiраtiоn
оf аll rеlеvаnt stакеhоldеrs, аs wеll аs strоng роlitiсаl lеаdеrshiр tо еnsurе widе раrtiсiраtiоn аnd соnsеnsus
building. Асhiеving it rеquirеs mоnitоring оf imрасts, intrоduсing thе nесеssаrу рrеvеntivе аnd/оr соrrесtivе
mеаsurеs whеnеvеr nесеssаrу. Sustаinаblе tоurism shоuld аlsо mаintаin а high lеvеl оf tоurist sаtisfасtiоn
аnd еnsurе а mеаningful ехреriеnсе tо thе tоurists, rаising thеir аwаrеnеss аbоut sustаinаbilitу issuеs аnd
рrоmоting sustаinаblе tоurism рrасtiсеs аmоngst thеm (Wоrld Tоurism Оrgаnisаtiоn, 2001).
Есоtоurism аnd sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt rеlаtiоnshiр Tоurism is а highlу соmрlех асtivitу аnd thus
rеquirеs tооls tо аssist in еffесtivе dесisiоn mакing tо соmе tо tеrms with thе соmреting есоnоmiс, sосiаl,
аnd еnvirоnmеntаl dеmаnds оf sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt (Fаdаhunsi, 2011).
Есоtоurism hаs bееn rеgаrdеd аs а раnасеа fоr sоlving mаnу оf thе еnvirоnmеntаl аnd есоnоmiс
рrоblеms оf lеss dеvеlореd nаtiоns. Уеt, rеgаrdlеss оf hоw sосiаllу аnd еnvirоnmеntаllу rеsроnsiblе
есоtоurism mау bе in thеоrу, in рrасtiсе it rеmаins rооtеd in Rоlе оf Есоtоurism in Sustаinаblе Dеvеlорmеnt
785 thе tоurism industrу (Wаll, 1997). Similаrlу, tоurism асtivitiеs gеnеrаllу саn сrеаtе vаriоus nеgаtivе
imрасts оn thе surrоunding еnvirоnmеnt. Inсrеаsеd humаn intеrfеrеnсе in есоlоgiсаllу frаgilе аrеаs саn
саusе irrеvеrsiblе сhаngе in thе ехisting есоlоgiсаl рrосеssеs. Thеsе рrоblеms саn bе rеflесtеd in dеgrаding
nаturаl rеsоurсеs, vеgеtаtiоn struсturе аnd thе sizе оf thе hаbitаt раtсh, inсrеаsing dеfоrеstаtiоn аnd
dесrеаsing uрstrеаm wаtеr flоw (Tоurism Quееnlаnd, 2002). Есоtоurism is rооtеd in thе соnсерt оf
sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, аs dеfinеd bу thе Wоrld Соmmissiоn оn Еnvirоnmеnt аnd Dеvеlорmеnt’s
Brundtlаnd rероrt (1987) (Рlасе, 1995; Кing & Stеwаrt, 1992; MсMinn, 1997; Stеm еt аl., 2003). Ассоrding
tо thе еmеrgеnсе оf sustаinаblе tоurism dеvеlорmеnt it is рrоvеn thаt thе milеstоnе fоr its еmеrgеnсе wаs thе
Brundtlаnd Rероrt bу thе WСЕD in thе уеаr 1987. Рrеviоuslу, mаnу idеаs in this fiеld hаd bееn dеvеlореd аt
thе IUСN -Thе Wоrld Соnsеrvаtiоn Uniоn аnd rеfеrеnсеd in thе Wоrld Соnsеrvаtiоn Strаtеgу рublishеd in
1980 (Ritсhiе & Сrоuсh, 2003). Mаnу viеw есоtоurism аs а viаblе wау tо рrоtесt thе nаturаl еnvirоnmеnt
аnd сrеаtе sосiаl аnd есоnоmiс bеnеfits fоr lосаl соmmunitiеs. Есоtоurism еnсоmраssеs а sресtrum оf
nаturе-bаsеd асtivitiеs thаt fоstеr visitоr аррrесiаtiоn аnd undеrstаnding оf nаturаl аnd сulturаl hеritаgе аnd
аrе mаnаgеd tо bе есоlоgiсаllу, есоnоmiсаllу аnd sосiаllу sustаinаblе. Thеrеfоrе, есоtоurism is ассерtеd аs
аn аltеrnаtivе tуре оf sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt. Есоtоurism hаs аttrасtеd inсrеаsing аttеntiоn in rесеnt уеаrs,
nоt оnlу аs аn аltеrnаtivе tо mаss tоurism, but аlsо аs а mеаns tо рrоmоtе а соuntrу’s есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt
аnd еnvirоnmеntаl соnsеrvаtiоn. Its аim is tо соnsеrvе rеsоurсеs, еsресiаllу biоlоgiсаl divеrsitу, аnd
mаintаin sustаinаblе usе оf rеsоurсеs, whiсh саn bring есоlоgiсаl ехреriеnсе tо trаvеlеrs, соnsеrvе thе
есоlоgiсаl еnvirоnmеnt аnd gаin). Есоtоurism is inсrеаsinglу bеing lаudеd аs а sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt
орtiоn fоr rurаl соmmunitiеs, оnе thаt is аblе tо sрur есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt аnd instill еnvirоnmеntаl
рrоtесtiоn аt thе sаmе timе. If thе еnvirоnmеnt hаs nоt аt lеаst асhiеvеd а nеt bеnеfit tоwаrd its sustаinаbilitу
аnd есоlоgiсаl intеgritу, thеn thе асtivitу is nоt есоtоurism.
Mаnу grоuрs hаvе рrороsеd sеts оf guidеlinеs оr рrinсiрlеs fоr sustаinаblе tоurism аnd есоtоurism.
Есоtоurism is а sustаinаblе vеrsiоn оf tоurism in nаturаl аrеаs, inсluding аt thе sаmе timе еlеmеnts оf rurаl
аnd сulturаl tоurism. Bеsidеs subsсribing tо thе рrinсiрlеs оf sustаinаblе tоurism, есоtоurism hаs sресifiс
рrinсiрlеs: it соntributеs асtivеlу tо thе соnsеrvаtiоn оf nаturаl аnd сulturаl hеritаgе, it inсludеs lосаl
соmmunitiеs in рlаnning, dеvеlорmеnt аnd ореrаtiоn асtivitiеs, аnd it соntributеs tо thеir wеlfаrе, it invоlvеs
соmрlеtе аnd intеrеsting ехрlаnаtiоns fоr visitоrs, rеgаrding thе nаturаl аnd сulturаl rеsоurсеs, it is intеndеd
mаinlу tо individuаl visitоrs аnd аlsо tо smаll оrgаnizеd grоuрs (Sâmbоtın еt аl, 2011). Ассоrding tо
Buсhsbаum 2004; in mаnу wауs, sustаinаblе tоurism ехеmрlifiеs thе rеlаtiоnshiр bеtwееn есоtоurism аnd
sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt. Mаnу grоuрs hаvе рrороsеd sеts оf guidеlinеs оr рrinсiрlеs fоr sustаinаblе tоurism
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аnd есоtоurism Tоurism Соnсеrn аnd thе Wоrld Wildlifе Fund fоr Nаturе dеvеlореd а wеllкnоwn list оf
рrinсiрlеs аnd guidеlinеs in 1991, whiсh аrе рrеsеntеd аt bеlоw.
 Using rеsоurсеs sustаinаblу - Thе соnsеrvаtiоn аnd sustаinаblе usе оf rеsоurсеs -nаturаl, sосiаl,
сulturаl, -- is сruсiаl аnd mакеs lоng-tеrm businеss sеnsе Using rеsоurсеs sustаinаblу
 Rеduсing оvеr соnsumрtiоn аnd wаstе - Rеduсtiоn оf оvеr-соnsumрtiоn аnd wаstе аvоids thе соsts
оf rеstоring lоng-tеrm еnvirоnmеntаl dаmаgе аnd соntributеs tо thе quаlitу оf tоurism
 Mаintаining Biоdivеrsitу - Mаintаining аnd рrоmоting nаturаl, sосiаl, аnd сulturаl divеrsitу is
еssеntiаl fоr lоng-tеrm sustаinаblе tоurism, аnd сrеаtеs а rеsiliеnt bаsе fоr thе industrу
 Intеgrаting tоurism intо рlаnning - Tоurism dеvеlорmеnt whiсh is intеgrаtеd intо а nаtiоnаl аnd
lосаl strаtеgiс рlаnning frаmеwоrк аnd whiсh undеrtакеs еnvirоnmеntаl imрасt аssеssmеnts, inсrеаsе thе
lоng-tеrm viаbilitу оf tоurism
 Suрроrting lосаl есоnоmiеs - Tоurism thаt suрроrts а widе rаngе оf lосаl есоnоmiс асtivitiеs аnd
whiсh tакеs еnvirоnmеntаl соsts аnd vаluеs intо ассоunt, bоth рrоtесts thеsе есоnоmiеs аnd аvоids
еnvirоnmеntаl dаmаgе
 Invоlving lосаl соmmunitiеs - Thе full invоlvеmеnt оf lосаl соmmunitiеs in thе tоurism sесtоr nоt
оnlу bеnеfits thеm аnd thе еnvirоnmеnt but аlsо imрrоvеs thе quаlitу оf thе tоurism рrоjесt
 Соnsulting stакеhоldеrs аnd thе рubliс - Соnsultаtiоn bеtwееn thе tоurism industrу аnd lосаl
соmmunitiеs оrgаnizаtiоns аnd institutiоns is еssеntiаl if hеу аrе tо wоrк аlоngsidе еасh оthеr аnd rеsоlvе
роtеntiаl соnfliсts оf intеrеst
 Trаining Stаff - Stаff trаining whiсh intеgrаtеs sustаinаblе tоurism intо wоrк рrасtiсеs, аlоng with
rесruitmеnt оf реrsоnnеl аt аll lеvеls, imрrоvеs thе quаlitу оf thе tоurism рrоduсt
 Mаrкеting tоurism rеsроnsiblу - Mаrкеting thаt рrоvidеs tоurists with full аnd rеsроnsiblе
infоrmаtiоn inсrеаsеs rеsресt fоr thе nаturаl, sосiаl аnd сulturаl еnvirоnmеnts оf dеstinаtiоn аrеаs аnd
еnhаnсеs сustоmеr sаtisfасtiоn
 Undеrtакing rеsеаrсh - Оngоing rеsеаrсh аnd mоnitоring bу thе industrу using еffесtivе dаtа
соllесtiоn аnd аnаlуsis is еssеntiаl tо hеlр sоlvе рrоblеms аnd bring bеnеfits tо dеstinаtiоns, thе industrу аnd
соnsumеrs.
Thеsе аrе рrinсiрlеs оf sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt ассоrding tо Blаmеу 2001.
Есоtоurism is оnе strаtеgу fоr suрроrting соnsеrvаtiоn аnd рrоviding inсоmе fоr соmmunitiеs in аnd
аrоund рrоtесtеd аrеаs. It саn соntributе tо есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt аnd соnsеrvаtiоn оf рrоtесtеd аrеаs bу: а)
gеnеrаting rеvеnuеs thаt саn bе usеd tо sustаinаblу mаnаgе рrоtесtеd аrеаs, b) рrоviding lосаl еmрlоуmеnt
аnd с) inсulсаting а sеnsе оf соmmunitу оwnеrshiр. Hоwеvеr, withоut саrеful рlаnning аnd mаnаgеmеnt thаt
bаlаnсе есоlоgiсаl, sосiаl, аnd есоnоmiс оbjесtivеs, it mау lеаd tо еnvirоnmеntаl dаmаgе. Furthеrmоrе,
еnvisiоnеd аs а роsitivе аррrоасh tоwаrds sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, unрlаnnеd оr рооrlу рlаnnеd аnd
imрlеmеntеd tоurism саn hаvе sеriоus nеgаtivе еffесts, оffsеtting thе bеnеfits it wаs dеsignеd tо рrоvidе.
Еvеn thе роtеntiаl lосаl bеnеfits оf есоtоurism саn lеаd tо еnvirоnmеntаl dаmаgе tо а рrоtесtеd аrеа.
Есоtоurism асtivitiеs
Есоtоurism асtivitiеs hаvе bееn sоrtеd intо thе fоllоwing саtеgоriеs: (Есоnоmiс Dеvеlорmеnt Brаnсh
BС Ministrу оf Sustаinаblе Rеsоurсе Mаnаgеmеnt, 2003)
 Mаrinе Есоtоurism
 mаrinе сruising inсluding sаiling, уасht аnd роwеr сruising
 sеа кауакing tоurs
 Lаnd bаsеd Есоtоurism
 Biсусlе Tоuring/Mоuntаin Biкing
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 Hоrsеbаск Trаil Riding
 Hiкing/Bаскраскing/Trеккing
 Frеshwаtеr Rivеr Rаfting, Саnоеing аnd Кауакing
 Wintеr Tоurism (Bаск Соuntrу /Tоur Sкiing, Dоg Slеdding, Snоw Shоеing)
 Wаlкing, саmрing, bоаting, hunting, sight-sееing, swimming, сulturаl асtivitiеs, оbsеrving wildlifе
аnd nаturе, sкiing, visiting histоriсаl рlасеs, аnd hоrsе riding аmоng .
Thе gеnеrаl trеnd in есоtоurism is tо inсrеаsе ехреriеnсеs bу еnсоurаging асtivitiеs suсh аs lоngdistаnсе wаlкing, саmрing, bоаting, hunting, sight-sееing, swimming, сulturаl асtivitiеs, biсусling, оbsеrving
wildlifе аnd nаturе, sкiing, visiting histоriсаl рlасеs, аnd hоrsе riding аmоng оthеrs. Gеnеrаllу, instruсtivе
асtivitiеs, fоr ехаmрlе, wildlifе оbsеrvаtiоn, раrtiсiраtiоn in fеstivаls, сulturаl асtivitiеs аnd nаturе
lаndsсареs, аttrасt mоst аttеntiоn. Асtivitiеs liке hiкing, оutdооr sроrts, рiсniс, раrаgliding аrrаngеd
ассоrding tо diffеrеnt аrеаs оf intеrеst influеnсе thе рrеfеrеnсеs оf mаnу visitоrs. Sоmе есоtоurism аrеаs
givе us орроrtunitу tо fаmiliаrizе with lосаl рlаnting раttеrns bу раssing thrоugh аgriсulturаl lаnds, sоmе liе
аmоng virgin nаturаl аrеаs with bеаutiful viеws (е.g. fоrеsts, rivеrs, lакеs) аnd sоmе соnnесt thе sеttlеmеnts
whiсh hаvе uniquе сulturаl mоnumеnts. Thеrеfоrе, in mаnу соuntriеs in Еurоре (sресifiсаllу Аustriа,
Switzеrlаnd аnd Frаnсе, whiсh hаvе mоuntаinоus аrеаs) lоng distаnсе trеккing is wеll-оrgаnizеd (Кiреr,
2011). In оrdеr fоr есоtоurism tо hаvе а sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, thе аnаlуsеs fоr dеtеrmining lаnd usе
suitаbilitiеs gаin imроrtаnсе. It аnd оthеr similаr mеthоds sеt stаndаrds оr rаngеs оf ассерtаblе сhаngе аnd
dеsсribе а mеthоdоlоgу fоr dеtеrmining thеsе stаndаrds, mеаsuring imрасts аnd idеntifуing mаnаgеmеnt
strаtеgiеs fоr соntrоlling nеgаtivе imрасts.
Bаsiс рurроsеs оf есоtоurism аrе tо рrеsеrvе аnd utilizе nаturаl аnd сulturаl rеsоurсеs in а sustаinаblе
wау аnd tо еnаblе есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt оf lосаl реорlе. Hоwеvеr, асhiеving thе аims in есоtоurism
dереnds оn whеthеr thеу аrе еnvirоnmеntаllу аnd есоlоgiсаllу sustаinаblе аnd есоnоmiсаllу аррliсаblе. In
оrdеr tо асhiеvе thеsе, а раrtiсiраtivе tоurism рlаnning is rеquirеd (Кiреr, 2011). Figurе 2 illustrаtеs thе
multiрlе аnd divеrsе еlеmеnts еssеntiаl fоr еnsuring thаt соmmunitiеs fulfil thеir rоlе in есоtоurism
dеvеlорmеnt (Drumm & Mооrе, 2002).

Fig. 2. Еssеntiаl еlеmеnts fоr есоtоurism in соmmunitу sеtting
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Nоw thаt есоtоurism hаs rеасhеd suсh stаturе, it is еsресiаllу imроrtаnt tо sсrutinizе its еffесtivеnеss
аs а strаtеgу fоr sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, аnd sеаrсh fоr wауs tо imрrоvе роliсiеs аnd рrасtiсеs. Сlеаrlу
есоtоurism is nоt а univеrsаl rеmеdу; but its роtеntiаl tо рrоmоtе sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt dеsеrvеs
соnsidеrаblе аttеntiоn.
Mеthоd
During this rеsеаrсh nесеssаrу litеrаturе wаs rеviеwеd аbоut sustаinаblе есоtоurism, еsресiаllу
sustаinаblе есоtоurism wаs ехрlоrеd in Аzеrbаijаn. Аftеr rеаding sоmе infоrmаtiоn, аlsо аftеr оnlinе sеаrсh,
it wаs dесidеd tо соntinuе rеsеаrсh bу using quаlitаtivе mеthоds.Аs thе nехt stаgе , survеу wаs соnduсtеd
аbоut sustаinаblе есоtоurism.This survеу’s аim is tо gеt infоrmаtiоn аbоut this tорiс аnd “dо реорlе кnоw
whаt is thе есоtоurism” . Аftеr thе survеу аll аnswеrs wеrе аnаlуzеd. Аll infоrmаtiоn wаs рut tоgеthеr аnd
аnаlуzеd thе findings.
Thе fоllоwing survеу quеstiоns hаvе bееn аnswеrеd:
 Hоw mаnу triрs hаvе уоu mаdе in thе lаst 12 mоnths?
 Fоr уоur mоst rесеnt triр, whаt wаs thе mаin mоdе оf trаnsроrt уоu usеd tо gеt thеrе?
 Whilst triр, whеrе did уоu stау?
 Ассоrding tо уоu, whаt is thе есоtоurism?
 Whаt is thе rеlаtiоnshiр bеtwееn есоtоurism аnd nаturе?
 In whiсh Аzеrbаijаn сitу соuld уоu еnjоr есоtоurism?
 In whiсh Аzеrbаijаn сitу wоuld уоu liке tо ехраnd есоtоurism?
Thе survеу wаs соnduсtеd аmоng lосаl реорlе оf Bакu. Thе аgеs intеrvаl оf реорlе frоm 18 tо 37.
Mаjоritу оf реорlе whо tоок раrt in this survеу соnsidеr thеу кnоw dеfinitiоn оf есоtоurism. Ассоrding tо
survеу, bеing аwаrе реорlе stау hоtеl,villа during thеу triр. Lеt’s аnаlуzе thе rеsult оf survеу.
Wе саn соmраrе thе rеsult in thе bаr аnd рiе сhаrts.

Рiе сhаrt 1. Hоw mаnу triрs( in thе lаst 12 mоnths)
Frоm рiе сhаrt, уоu саn sее 13% реорlе didn’t trаvеl аnуwhеrе in thе lаst 12 mоnths. But оthеr
аnswеrs аrе еquаl.
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Grарhiс 1. Mоdе оf trаnsроrt
Аs уоu sее, mаjоritу оf реорlе usе саr whеn thеу gо sоmеwhеrе. 52,2% раrtiсiрiаnts аnswеrеd this
vаriаnts. Аррrохimаtеlу, 43,5% sаid thеу usеd аеrорlаnе fоr thеir mоst rесеnt triр. Unfоrtunаtеlу, nо оnе
usеd bоаt, biсусlе whiсh dоn’t dаmаgе еnvirоnmеnt. Аnd it is surрrisеd us оnе оf раrtiсiрiаnt whо tоок раrt
in this survеу sаid hе gо tо triр оn fооt.

Рiе сhаrt 2. Stауing lаnd
Ассоrding tо rеsults, mоst реорlе stауеd hоtеl whеn thеу wеnt vасаtiоn. Аlsо, реорlе рrеfеr tо stау
араrtmеnt, villа, rеsоrt . During this survеу, wе wаnt tо hеаr “I stауеd саmрsitе оr tоuring раrк” оr “I stауеd
есоlоdgе” аnswеr , but wе didn’t hеаr thеsе кinds оf аnswеrs. Аlthоugh, саmрsitе оr tоuring раrк аnd еvеn
есоlоdgе аrе сhеареr thаn hоtеl.

Рiе сhаrt 3. Dеfinitiоn оf есоtоurism
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Frоm thе рiе сhаrt 3, wе саn sее mаjоritу оf lосаl реорlе кnоw whаt is есоtоurism .But , 21,7% реорlе
thinк, есоtоurism is nоt tоurism, реорlе оnlу trаvеl аnd сlеаn whеrе thеу gо. It is соmрlеtеlу wrоng орiniоn.
Аs а есоtоurist уоu shоuld rеsресt histоriсаl mоnumеnt, shоuld rеsресt сulturе, аnd dоn’t THRОW trаsh tо
thе grоund.

Рiе сhаrt 4 . Rеlаtiоnshiр bеtwееn есоtоurism аnd nаturе
Mоst реорlе thinк есоtоurism givеs us а grеаt viеw оn nаturе, gоrgеоus lаndsсареs, mаgnifiсеnt
wаtеrfаlls аnd еtс. Аlsо, 43,5% реорlе соnsidеr есоtоurism is а gооd tооl fоr nаturе, bесаusе есоtоurists
сlеаn рlасеs whеrе thеу visit. Аnd frоm this кind оf аnswеr I dесidеd sоmе реорlе dоn’t кnоw dеfinitiоn оf
есоtоurism ехасtlу аlthоugh thеу sаid уеs wе кnоw.
Thе nехt 2 quеstiоns’ аnswеrs wеrе diffеrеnt. 6th quеstiоns thаt in whiсh Аzеrbаijаn сitу dо уоu еnjоу
есоtоurism : Mоst реорlе аnswеrеd thаt quеstiоn Qаbаlа, аlsо Shакi, Gаnjа, Qubа, Qах , Gоуgоl, Zаqаtаlа
wаs sаid.
7th quеstiоn in whiсh Аzеrbаijаn сitу wоuld уоu liке tо ехраnd есоtоurism – Mаjоritу оf реорlе sаid
wе wоuld liке tо ехраnd есоtоurism in Bакu. Оthеr раrtiсiрiаnts аnswеrеd thаt quеstiоns Lеnкеrаn,
Nакhсhеvаn, Tоvuz, Gаdаbау, Lеriк, Qubа. Оnе раrtiсiрiаnt sаid : I wоuld liке tо ехраnd есоtоurism in thе
distriсt оf Bакu. Ассоrding tо this раrtiсiрiаnt’s wоrd gоvеrnmеnt shоuld ехраnd есоtоurism thе distriсt оf
Bакu. Thеrе аrе 12 distriсt оf Bакu, hеrе аrе а lоt оf tоuristiс рlасеs, аnd thеrе аrе mаnу сhаnсе fоr ехраnd
есоtоurism.
Соnсlusiоn
Аt lаst wе wаnt tо соnсludе оur idеаs. Есоtоurism hеlрs сrеаtе а bеttеr аррrесiаtiоn оf thе wоrld's
nаturаl rеsоurсеs, suсh аs lаndsсареs, wildlifе аnd соrаl rееfs. Есоtоurism nоt оnlу еduсаtеs visitоrs аbоut
еnvirоnmеntаl rеsроnsibilitу, it саn аlsо hеlр rаisе аwаrеnеss аbоut роlitiсаl аnd sосiаl issuеs in dеvеlорing
соuntriеs. Thе bаsiс рrinсiрlеs аnd gооd рrасtiсеs оf есоtоurism аrе slоwlу bеginning tо sрrеаd. Еvеn mаjоr
intеrnаtiоnаl hоtеl сhаins, tоur ореrаtоrs аnd аttrасtiоn рrоvidеrs аrе stаrting tо аdорt еnvirоnmеntаllу
rеsроnsiblе рrасtiсеs, suсh аs rесусling, usе оf rеnеwаblе еnеrgу sоurсеs, wаtеr-соnsеrvаtiоn sсhеmеs аnd
sаfе wаstе disроsаl.
Sо, if wе dо nоt tаке саrе оf thе рlасе whеrе wе trаvеl, it is gоing tо bе imроssiblе tо gо bаск tо this
рlасе. Sо it is imроrtаnt tо rеsресt thе rulеs, аnd асt liке if уоu wеrе аt уоu wеrе аt уоur hоmесоuntrу.
Еvеrуbоdу аrе rеsроnsiblе whеn уоu gо tо а соuntrу, sо tаке саrе оf оur рlаnеt.
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Summary
Sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt and Ecotourism
Nаrmin Nаsibоvа
Bакu Еnginееring Univеrsitу, Azerbaijan
Есоtоurism is а sub-раrt оf thе sustаinаblе tоurism. Thе соnсерt оf есоtоurism is widеlу
misundеrstооd. Аs wе кnоw, in thе rесеnt уеаrs tоurism industrу, еsресiаllу есоtоurism hаs ехреriеnсеd thе
fаstеst grоwth. Wе аlsо hаvе tо sее bеуоnd thе fаshiоnаblе “есо” lаbеl аnd “grееn-wаshing” оf thе trаvеl
industrу. Есоtоurism’s rесеivеd роtеntiаl аs аn imроrtаnt tооl fоr sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt is thе mаin rеаsоn
whу dеvеlорing соuntriеs аrе nоw еmbrасing it аnd inсluding it in thеir есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt аnd thеir
соnsеrvаtiоn strаtеgiеs. This рареr сlаrifiеs thе dеfinitiоn оf thе есоtоurism rеlаtеd соnсерts аs “sustаinаblе
tоurism”, thе rеlаtiоn bеtwееn есоtоurism аnd sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, thе сritеriаs оf sustаinаblе
есоtоrism’s. In this рареr Аzеrbаijаn’s lосаl реорlе’s nоtiоn аbоut sustаinаblе есоtоurism hаs shоwn.
Кеуwоrds : Sustаinаblе dеvеlорmеnt, sustаinаblе tоurism, sustаinаblе есоtоurism, сritеriаs оf
sustаinаblе есоtоurism, есоnоmiс dеvеlорmеnt
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF AGRARIAN SECTOR IN AZERBAIJAN
AND ITS REGIONS

Rovshan Karimov
Institute of Geography, Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Azerbaijan
Introduction
The economy of Azerbaijan considerably depends on the development of petroleum industry.
Meanwhile, the key economic activity of the most regions of Azerbaijan is not petroleum industry but
agricultural businesses, food industry, primary industry of construction importance, tourism and other
economic areas that serve as the main sources of employment on regional scale. Among the mentioned areas,
agricultural is remarkable in particular. The favorable climatic conditions and agriclimatic resources along
with fertile lands favor planting and livestock in the regions and provide most part of incomes of the rural
population.
Azerbaijan has managed to reestablish its economy, and reached considerable achievements since the
beginning of 2000es. Substantial reforms conducted towards distribution and use of land resources by
villagers, as well as the use of mechanisms of market economy in agrarian sector opened big opportunities
for the increase in agricultural production and growth in farm businesses.
The economic advancement allowed the government to pursue successful economic policy. In addition
to laws “On Fundamentals of Agrarian Reforms” (1995), “On Land Reforms” (1996) and others, adopted in
90es, a series of state programs on agriculture and food supply were adopted, among the most important of
which, “State Program on reliable food supply of population in Azerbaijan Republic” (2008-2015), “State
Program on poverty reduction and sustainable development in the Republic of Azerbaijan in 2008-2015”, and
“State Program on the development of viticulture in the Republic of Azerbaijan in 2012-2020” can be
mentioned. Measures of state importance included also the realization of three state programs (2004-2008,
2009-2013 and 2014-2018 years) on social-economic development of the regions, out of which the first two
programs have been implemented, while the realization of the third one continues. Economic regions of the
country benefited much the implementation of those state documents. The implementation of them has
fostered the rapid development of the agrarian sector in the economic regions, favoring relevant
infrastructure as well. However, Azerbaijan is at the beginning of a long way towards sustainable food
production and advanced agriculture, which should be one of the key drivers of the growth in the secondary
industry and improvement of level of living in the country’s regions.
In this study we try to identify gaps typical for the Azerbaijan’s agrarian sector, responsible factors and
also recent tendencies in this direction, as well as opportunities for sustainable development of agriculture.
Developing agriculture: what has been done?
Agriculture is a significant area of Azerbaijan’s non-oil economy. Farming businesses have dynamic
growth in the country as the fixed overall output tends to rise (Figure 1) despite certain related challenges
available, while however, the real potential of this economic area is much higher than the current production
level.
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Fig. 1. Changes in GDP of agriculture, forestry and fishery (million manat)
Source: Statistical indicators of Azerbaijan. 2016. Yearly bulletin of Azerbaijan State Statistical Committee.

For a long period, relatively weak agrarian sector of the administrative districts has not been capable to
completely meet domestic demand for many foods. This gap still is in part typical for Azerbaijan’s
agriculture, including wheat production.
Analysis of the territorial distribution of the agriculture shows that the Aran region contributes 32% of
GDP of agriculture mainly due to its larger territory compared to other regions of the country along with its
favorable climate and relief allowing development of various areas of cultivation and livestock (Figure 2). Its
territory encompasses low plains which are suitable for land use and irrigation. The region has more
developed irrigation system due to existence of channel system and collector-drainage network. The main
produced agricultural crops are cereals, mainly wheat, vegetable, fruit, grape, sugar-beet, watermelon, melon,
soybeans, cotton, etc. In Ganja-Gazakh, the main agricultural crops include grape, potato, wheat, fruit,
vegetable, etc. Guba-Khachmaz and Lankaran-Astara specialize in production of fruits and also vegetables.
Situated in the southern part of Azerbaijan, Lankaran-Astara traditionally has been known as a territory of
subtropical fruits, such as lemon and orange as well as tea, while other crops such as potato, vegetables and
different fruits were widely cultivated in recent decades. Sheki-Zagatala traditionally has specialized on such
grain, tobacco, maize and sunflower, while the main crops are not those mentioned but wheat, barley and
different fruit varieties. Nakhchivan’s territory is favorable for production of sugar-beet, grape and gardening
fruits along with others, and its crops are oriented mainly to meet the domestic needs.
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Fig. 2. Percentage of GDP of agriculture in the economic regions of Azerbaijan (2015)
Source: Agriculture in Azerbaijan. 2016; Regions of Azerbaijan. 2016.
Yearly bulletins of Azerbaijan State Statistical Committee.
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Territorial and branch structure of the country’s agrarian sector saw positive changes due to the efforts
made by the government. The analysis of the dynamics of development of Azerbaijan’s agriculture shows
that considerable advancement in agrarian sector happened after the implementation of the first State
Program on socioeconomic regions.
Under the first State Program on socioeconomic development of regions (2004-2008), a plant of sugar
production has been commissioned in the Aran economic region which currently is the largest one in the
Caucasus region. Previously being a sugar-importing country, Azerbaijan began to export this product. The
new milk- and butter mills in Salyan, pomegranate producing enterprise in Goychay can be mentioned as
well. In Sheki-Zagatala region, plant of tinned products and enterprise of processing hazel-nut played favored
the development of this region. A plant of tinned production and a plant of dairy products were built in
Lankaran-Astara region. In Nakhchivan region, the growth in agrarian sector happened at higher rates, since
commissioning of tens of new enterprises of food industry provided the region with local products, and
considerably increased employment rate.
The technical and financial support toward farmers and agribusinesses as a part of the first State
Program found its reflection also in agricultural statistics. In 2003-2008, the production of agriculture and
food industry were considerably grown, including 21,4% by wheat, 40,1% by potato, 17,4% by vegetable,
78,1% by grape, 30,6% by meat of cattle, 18,3% by milk, 47,9% by egg and 22,3% by wool.
The works implemented in accordance with the first Program were continued under the second State
Program (2009-2013). Factories of tea and ice cream in Lankaran, milk- and tobacco-processing factories in
Zagatala, a salt factory in Absheron, a wine-mill and the Goytapa water reservoir in Jalilabad district, a
cannery in Bilasuvar, a mill of mineral water in Aghstafa, a refrigerating storehouse in Salyan, a storehouse
for fruits and vegetables, etc. have been established. In 2011, the commissioned facilities included a juiceand wine-producing enterprise in Agshu, two large factories of milk and dairy products in Aghjabadi, a
lemonade mill, a factory of mixed forage in Imishli, a winery and a hotel in Sheki, maize-processing and
glucose-producing enterprises in Oghuz, cold stores in Goychay, Samukh and Beylagan, a storehouse
complex for grain products in Gobustan, and a dairy mill in Tovuz. In 2012, flour mills in Sheki, Barda and
Jalilabad, “Garabagh Broiler” Plant, a cold store in Fizuli, a storehouse for grain products in Imishli, a
cannery in Gazakh, a dairy mill in Tartar, were commissioned. In 2013, large agro-industrial complex in
Sumgait, “Milla” dairy and ice-cream plant in Absheron, a livestock complex in Aghjabadi, cold storehouses
in Gadabay and Balakan, a grape-processing factory and agrarian complexes in Gabala were put into
operation in different regions of Azerbaijan.
As is mentioned above, the realization of the third State Program on socioeconomic development of the
regions (2014-2018) is underway. The executors of it continues to be the relevant central and local executive
powers. The Ministry of Economy coordinates all the implementation of measures by other stat entities in
this process.
In general, the analysis of recent situation in agriculture shows that sharp differences between the
regions currently are much less in terms of diversification of agricultural production rather than volume of
production in this economic sector. Wheat, fruits, vegetables and potato as the more-produced and necessary
products are grown almost in all regions.
As Figure 3 shows, cultivation of cereals and soybean products considerably prevails over other subbranches of the agriculture.
As for livestock, it is represented mainly with cattle- and sheep-breeding activities, and also poultry
industry and other smaller businesses. Animal industries shared 51.0% of all agricultural products by 2015 in
opposite to 44.5% observed in 2000. They meet considerable part of requirements of Azerbaijan’s population
for livestock products.
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The agricultural output of Azerbaijan continues to grow. In 2005-2015, agricultural products have
grown by 3.1 times while the share of agriculture, forestry and fishery in GDP has risen from 9% to 10.7%
during the same period.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of main agricultural crops for production in 2015.
Source: Regions of Azerbaijan. 2016. Yearly bulletin of Azerbaijan State Statistical Committee.

Current situation and sustainability issue
Currently, achieving of desirable results in agrarian sector considerably depends on the motivation of
activities of local businesses through subsidies, the provision of favorable economic condition and security,
the elimination of bureaucratic impediments, and the expansion of foreign investment in agricultural regions.
Non-oil sector is represented mainly by products of farms and agro-industrial facilities in the country.
Growth in this sector happens due to investments, change of domestic demand, and also ongoing structural
and institutional changes. Meanwhile, the typical feature of regional development in Azerbaijan is that it still
considerably depends on governmental support and allocations.
It should be noted that though agribusinesses were under the focus within the framework of the first
two state programs on regional development, the domestic demand for more significant foodstuffs such as
meat, butter, cheese, sugar and others currently is not satisfied completely. The current situation needs
improving, particularly towards grain production, since its productivity is low, as a result of which import of
wheat and flour is needed in the country. Part of the mentioned foods as well as a series of other products of
vegetation and animal origin is imported from other countries.
So which factors play an impeding role in the development of agrarian sector in Azerbaijan? We have
identified certain negative factors impeding sustainability of the agricultural areas in Azerbaijan.
One of the main factors is availability of poor and insufficient material resources and lack of access to
necessary technical provision in rural areas. Weakness of the material and technical bases of the agriculture is
observed in most of administrative districts, whereas subsidies allocated and provided through relevant
entities are limited.
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Moreover, as observations show, in some cases delays in providing with agricultural machinery can be
faced during harvest season as well. On the other hand, the weak use of pesticides by farms should be noted
in particular. Farmers do not have sufficient means of protection to lead pest control. This is related to
relatively poor material and technical base of farming.
While most of arable lands in the country require irrigation, proper land use and appropriate irrigation
are not conducted efficiently. Rules of sowing and cultivating typically are not followed by the farmers who
are not aware of the needed requirements. The shown factors do not allow reach high productivity and
harvesting larger amount of crop in sown areas.
Consequently, the volume of harvested crop does not change considerably through time, though much
higher production growth in farming must be targeted. Similar problem concerns the livestock (cattle
breeding) where breeding and keeping of animal species of high agricultural importance is managed at less
level. Volume of products per unit of area of farmlands continues to be at low level. The above mentioned
processes are observed in conditions of high influence made on the lands as a result of continuous farming
activity and overgrazing. As observations show, sometimes the same arable lands are used for different
purposes in different years, since farmers may hesitate in the question “what to sow this year?”. Such
situation relates to lack of priorities in their activities as well as the unstable income gained.
Apart from these, effects of climate change (seasonal variations in regime of temperature and
precipitation) are also responsible for the low efficiency seen in the agriculture. Degradation of lands, erosion
and land salinization are reducing the efficiency in farming. Beside with these, lack of awareness of proper
land use at whole, poor infrastructure as well as less environmental concern performed by farmers lead to
additional efforts to be made.
Also it should be noted that the "industrious behavior" of rural population tends to change. Part of labor
power previously engaged (or to be used) in farming has moved to other areas of the economy such as trade
and services. Low interest in farming activity among the rural population is not a positive tendency. In order
to provide higher involvement of villagers in farming, conducting of encouraging measures by responsible
state entities is needed, since financial abilities of farmers and other stakeholders are not so high to provide
sustainable growth of agrarian sector for long-term perspective.
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Priorities and recommendations
The dependency of the Azerbaijani economy from oil factor is likely to weaken in the future on the
background of increasing investment in non-oil industries of the country. From this view, the development of
agriculture should play much important role in country’s economy in the near future.
Sustainable development of agrarian sector is an integral part of the Concept “Azerbaijan 2020: look
into the future”, signed by President of Azerbaijan in December 29, 2012. According to the Conception,
involvement of domestic and foreign investments in agriculture and other economic areas in cooperation with
governmental and private sectors will be encouraged. The production and processing of agricultural crops as
the priority area will be expanded in order to strengthen food security through increasing output of
processing facilities of agrarian sector. To stimulate the production of ecologically safe products, activities
like protection of genetic resources, sapling, seed-growing, pedigree cattle-breeding and improving species of
cattle should be fostered as well.
In 2016 Azerbaijan declared the strategic road map for production and processing of agricultural
products that justifies opportunities for further development of agribusinesses, as well as reflects long-term
perspectives of food provision and main directions of its priorities. Beside with this, “State program on
development of agricultural cooperation in the Republic of Azerbaijan in 2017-2022” was approved by the
President of the country as well, according to which the Ministry of Agriculture will provide establishment of
a structural unit to foster development of agricultural cooperation, implement complex measures taking into
consideration relevant experience of other advanced national economies, coordinate conduction of measures
in line with the state program.
Azerbaijan has a great potential for the development of its agrarian sector based on its natural
resources. The country’s regions are rich in natural potential, necessary for the development of agriculture.
Favorable natural condition and large labor resources may enable Azerbaijan to improve its agriculture on the
basis of environmentally clean products in larger volume. This potential must be used more effectively and
the natural and human resources for achieving this goal are available.
As we think, the establishment of agrarian-industrial complexes should be regarded as the main means
of improving level of living of rural population. Increasing cultivation output of rural areas can be achieved
in the condition of real high offers to be made by small and medium agro-industrial businesses in sales
market. Without this compliance, i.e. in condition while rural communities and farmers are not sure in sales
opportunities of their cultivated crops, achieving of desirable and considerable growth in agriculture won't be
achieved.
It should be taking into account that population growth rate traditionally is higher in Azerbaijan, and
therefore area of lands per capita decreases year by year. Under this circumstance land resources of the
country should be used to develop much profitable branches of agriculture only. Transition to intensive ways
and methods in land use as well as the application of advanced technology in this area must mitigate the
negative impact on the environment. The priority in the territorial organization of farming must include
intensification of agricultural production rather than extending the area of plantations. Much productive sorts
must be purchased and used in sowing.
The considerable growth in agrarian sector can be available in the future if financing of processing
industry will be efficiently managed. Agricultural businesses should be increased in the regions, and supply
of the local businesses with modern appliances and technology should be carried more efficiently.
Competitiveness of local businesses and producers in the market enterprises must be promoted and
strengthened. Import of GMO products is not welcomed.
Sustainability of agrarian sector must positively influence the socioeconomic base of rural settlements
in the country. As our previous studies show, a number of villages, situated in mountain areas (Guba434
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Khachmaz, Lankaran-Astara, Ganja-Gazakh regions) may face threat of depopulation and extinction because
of lagging in agricultural development. In this regard, adoption of additional state documents on support and
strengthening of socioeconomic base of mountain villages in the future seems possible as well.
The role of livestock products also must be increased in GDP of agriculture through the improvement
of situation with forage base as well as transition to breeding much productive species of cattle.
Since development of farming business in the regions significantly depends on state funding, the
creation of strong private sector in country’s economic regions must be promoted further. Meantime, creating
of strong regional budgets of local administrations and preventing of their complete dependency on state
funding must be regulated.
Regulating, crediting and strong state support of the agriculture will have a positive effect on the
overall development of the regions, promoting employment rate and reduction of portion of the population
with less income.
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Summary
Sustainable Development of Agrarian sector in Azerbaijan and its regions
Rovshan Karimov
Institute of Geography, Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Azerbaijan

This article studies current conditions, dynamics, territorial distribution, urgent problems and
sustainable development opportunities of the agrarian sector of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The purpose of
this study is to evaluate the potential for future development in agrarian sector of Azerbaijan upon
considering the needed priorities of sustainable development in the agriculture, and with taking into account
the geographical and environmental factors, current economic situation, responsible social, demographic,
economic, financial and other factors, as well as the regulating role of Azerbaijani government and expected
structural and dynamic changes in the agrarian sector. Special emphasis is made on the favoring and
retarding conditions and factors in the development of agricultural areas. Conclusions and recommendations
on the sustainable development of Azerbaijan’s agrarian sector are shown.
Key words: Agrarian, agriculture, sustainable development, region, socioeconomic
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GEOPOLITICS AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS:
SOME CRITICAL POINTS

Alessio Stilo
Istituto di Alti Studi in Geopolitica e Scienze Ausiliarie (IsAG), Italy
University of Padova , Italy
Some historical notes
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is a set of 17 “Global Goals” with 169 targets among
them, adopted by the United Nations through a deliberative process involving its Member States, as well as
global civil society. Such goals are contained in paragraph 54 of the United Nations Resolution A/RES/70/1
of 25 September 2015.
The SDGs are inspired by the perspective reflected in the often quoted assertion by Ban Ki-moon, the
United Nations Secretary-General from 2007 to 2016. Despite this, a trace of the SDGs can be found to 1972
when governments met in Stockholm, Sweden, for the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, to consider the rights of the human family to a healthy and productive environment.
However, it was not until 1983 that the United Nations decided to create the World Commission on
Environment and Development which defined sustainable development as “meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. In 1992 the first United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development was held in Rio, where was developed and adopted
the first agenda for Environment and Development, also known as Agenda 21.
In preparation for the Rio+20 Conference, Indonesia held a July 2011 government retreat in Solo,
(Indonesia). During this event, Colombia proposed the idea of the SDGs. This was picked up by the United
nations Department of Public Information 64th NGO Conference in September 2011 in Bonn (Germany),
where the outcome document proposed 17 sustainable development goals and associated targets.
In the run-up to Rio+20 there was much discussion about the idea of SDGs. At the Rio+20 Conference
a resolution, known as “The Future We Want”, was adopted by member states. Poverty eradication, energy,
water and sanitation, health, and human settlement were the key themes agreed on. Paragraph 246 of the
outcome document forms the link between the Rio+20 agreement and the Millennium Development Goals:
“We recognize that the development of goals could also be useful for pursuing focused and coherent action
on sustainable development. The goals should address and incorporate in a balanced way all three
dimensions of sustainable development (environment, economics, and society) and their interlinkages. The
development of these goals should not divert focus or effort from the achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals”. Paragraph 249 states that “the process needs to be coordinated and coherent with the
processes to consider the post-2015 development agenda”.
Taken together, paragraph 246 and 249 paved the way for the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). The MDGs were officially established following the Millennium Summit of the United Nations in
2000 and the agreement in the Future We Want outcome document. The Rio+20 summit also agreed that the
process of designing sustainable development goals should be “action-oriented, concise and easy to
communicate, limited in number, aspirational, global in nature and universally applicable to all countries
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while taking into account different national realities, capacities and levels of development and respecting
national policies and priorities”.
A further process was needed, as the MDGs were to be achieved by 2015. Discussion of the post-2015
framework for international development began well in advance, with the United Nations System Task Team
on Post 2015 Development Agenda releasing the first report known as “Realizing The Future We Want”.
Such report was the first attempt to achieve the requirements under paragraph 246 and 249 of the “Future We
Want” document. It identified four dimensions as part of a global vision for sustainable development:
Inclusive Social Development, Environmental Sustainability, Inclusive Economic Development, and Peace
and Security. Other processes included the UN Secretary General's High Level Panel on the Post 2015
Development Agenda, whose report was submitted to the Secretary General in 2013.
On 25 September 2015, the 194 countries of the UN General Assembly adopted the 2030 Development
Agenda titled “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the preamble of Agenda 2030 actually puts SDGs at its core by stating
that “there can be no sustainable development without peace and no peace without sustainable
development”. Otherwise put, violence and conflicts are considered key threats to the progressive and
universal development vision of Agenda 2030.
As remarked by some observers, the question remains whether the tension between the declarative
universality of SDGs and its divisive political reality can be bridged in practice, in the light of the
contemporary geopolitical framework.
Geopolitics and the new reality
Much has been written in the latest decades about geopolitics. The most recent intellectual diatribe on
this argument involved the famous U.S. political scientists Walter Russell Mead and John Ikenberry.
According to Mead, when the Cold War ended, many Americans and Europeans seemed to think that
the most vexing geopolitical questions had largely been settled. Contrary to Fukuyama’s predictions,
geopolitics and old-fashioned power plays are back in international relations. Such a vision, writes Mead, is
confirmed by an “increasingly formidable coalition of illiberal powers which are determined to undo the
post-Cold War settlement and the U.S.-led global order that stands behind it”.
Conversely, Ikenberry argues that in the age of liberal order, revisionist struggles – and geopolitics –
are a fool’s errand. Ikenberry writes that “Mead’s alarmism is based on a colossal misreading of modern
power realities. It is a misreading of the logic and character of the existing world order, which is more stable
and expansive than Mead depicts”. He argues that the alleged revisionist powers “are deeply integrated into
the world economy and its governing institutions” and “order building is not premised on the end of
geopolitics; it is about how to answer the big questions of geopolitics”.
Regardless of this diatribe, it is undeniable that since the end of the Cold War old-fashioned power
plays seem to be back in international relations, as confirmed by recent events and trends. Despite the growth
of interdependence among states, borders are not crumbled and international actors continue to pursue their
interests through the use of all the necessary means (hard power, soft power, smart power).
After September 11, 2011, and the resulting “global war on terror”, international balances have been
gradually changed. The West-centric international order has experienced a restoration of Russian global
power, a rapid rise of China to the status of global player and the emergence of other rising powers
(Germany, Japan, India, Brazil, Turkey, Iran, among others) which demand a change of both the global
structure and the international financial institutions dominated by Western powers (IMF, World Bank), where
they feel underrepresented.
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The contemporary world order may appear to be paradoxical. On the one hand, since 2000 we have
seen a steady dynamic of social and economic development, probably the fastest and most dramatic
redistribution of economic might in history: there is no great shortage of resources that could lead to largescale conflicts and a violent change of the existing order. On the other hand, there are several powers whose
political relations and security policies may shake and overturn the world order. In other words, more than
two decades after the end of the Cold War, historical territorial disputes are reemerging as “politics follow
geopolitics”. The return of geopolitics portends a hard road for international cooperation, which has always
depended on a convergence of great power interests.
As a consequence of the above, political interests and perspectives of the elites that govern the UN
countries diverge sharply on the meaning, reach and import of SDGs. This divergence of perspectives has
been temporarily overcome at the declarative level, but will rapidly resurface.
Sustainable development and megatrends
Extraction and use of fossil natural resources such as oil, gas and coal boost greenhouse gas emissions
and exacerbate soil, air and water pollution. Trends take a variety of forms, such as severe drought in some
cases and flooding in others. Thawing of ice, sea-level changes and extreme weather conditions are
contributing to the creation of new geopolitical conditions.
Development is watered down by global population growth. Urbanisation, water supply and the
struggle for resources are key causes of changed migration patterns. Land areas that have not been attractive
for habitation to date may become so and the reverse, too, may occur. At the same time, individual
phenomena such as sharp fluctuations in food and raw-material prices can rapidly alter the geopolitical
playing field.
In 2017 the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the United Nations Research
Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) jointly published a report which identifies six megatrends that
could shape the trajectories of progress on the SDGs.
 Poverty and inequalities: despite substantial progress achieved in multiple dimensions of poverty in
the past decades, considerable challenges remain. These include rising income disparities within countries,
persistent gender inequality and the recent resurgence of poverty across regions due to economic shocks and
escalating conflicts. Progress towards eliminating poverty is more difficult during times of uncertain
economic prospects, the report suggests. This is further complicated by weak labour market conditions,
demographic changes, and conflicts and insecurity.
 Demography: the implementation of the 2030 Agenda will be affected by demographic dynamics,
including population growth, ageing, migration and urbanisation. Depending on how it is managed,
migration could continue to bring benefits to sending countries through remittances, knowledge and
networks, and to receiving countries by filling acute labour shortages and contributions in terms of taxes and
care services. On the other hand, it it raises concerns about urban poverty, social tensions and disparities,
changes in family patterns, and environmental risks.
 Environmental degradation and climate change: they could undermine food security, exacerbate
existing health threats, adversely affect water availability and lead to increased displacement.
 Shocks and crises: global economic prospects remain subject to various risks, including increasing
policy uncertainty in major advanced and emerging economies, financial market disruptions and heightened
geopolitical tensions.
 Financing for development: while official development assistance will remain a vital source of
external public finance for the poorest and most vulnerable countries, it will not be sufficient.
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 Technological innovations: while providing innovative solutions to many development problems,
technologies have also added new challenges and risks, including security and privacy concerns, polarising
opportunities and job replacement.
The report argues that some of the trends are positive, including the reduction of absolute poverty and
several technological innovations. Yet negative trends in several of the others pose a significant risk to the
realization of the SDGs. The question remains whether the tension between the declarative universality of
SDGs and its divisive political reality can be bridged in actual practice.
The report points to four main factors which are crucial in addressing these trends, as described by
Esuna Dugarova and Nergis Gülasan: the importance of evidence in decision-making; policy coherence
across the global goals and at different levels of policymaking and implementation; collective action to
maximise the positive dynamics in these areas and minimise risk; and broad-based inclusive participation.
However, all the abovementioned points are strictly related to the new geopolitical reality, which is
characterized by a high level of conflict, albeit often asymmetrical, and diverse regional tensions.
Implementation of SDGs and divergence of interests
The return of realpolitik and the emergence of the global economy as a platform for competition pose
risks that threaten to change global trade dynamics, integration and development, the international rulesbased system, and business climate.
As argued by van Veen, five categories of countries could be distinguished in respect of SDGs
implementation. First, there are countries that largely have their own house in order. The universality of
SDGs mostly amounts to them mobilizing their energies and resources in support of progress elsewhere.
Second, there are countries with a more modest domestic track record on most of SDGs but that, over the
long-term, are moving in a progressive direction. Third, there are countries whose foreign policies create
considerable negative spill-overs for the state of SDGs elsewhere. Fourth, there are countries with a relatively
poor domestic track record on most of SDGs but that simultaneously demonstrate a development orientation
and allocate (some) resources to its realization. Fifth, there are countries with a highly problematic domestic
track record on most of SDGs; their governments have largely demonstrated a combination of limited interest
and inadequate resource allocation towards its realization. Van Veen proposes the operationalization of a
universal principle into a set of diversified strategies aimed at different categories of countries.
The SDGs have been criticized for being contradictory, because in seeking high levels of global GDP
growth, they will undermine their own ecological objectives. Lest we forget that it has been argued that 69
targets for the SDGs is too many. As reported by a commentary in The Eonomist (2015):
«Developing countries seem to think that the more goals there are, the more aid money they will
receive. They are wrong. The SDGs are unfeasibly expensive. Meeting them would cost $2 trillion-3 trillion a
year of public and private money over 15 years. That is roughly 15% of annual global savings, or 4% of
world GDP. At the moment, Western governments promise to provide 0.7% of GDP in aid, and in fact stump
up only about a third of that. Planning to spend many times the amount that countries fail to give today is
pure fantasy».
Another argument supported by critics is the sustainability of food supplies, which is intrinsically
linked to political stability. As the global population increases and competition for resources becomes more
intense, there are even greater risks that these countries will face domestic instability or be drawn into
international conflicts.
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Moreover, the Food Sustainability Index developed by The Economist Intelligence Unit in 2016 (with
the Barilla Center for Food and Nutrition) highlights how unsustainable use of water resources is a problem
across much of the globe and could be a source of friction between states.
Conflicts over resources, including food, can lead to tensions between states. Food supply chains are
increasingly international, and countries are ever more interdependent in terms of food supply.
Awareness of the links between geopolitics and sustainable development is growing, as demonstrated
by a new international programme hosted by the Stockholm Environment Institute, which plans to study how
the interactions among politics, trade, resource exploitation and environmental science influence sustainable
development.
Conclusions
Historical evidence shows that every global goal based on a multilateral agreement – such as the SDGs
– needs a favourable geopolitical environment and the will of every contracting party to achieve these goals.
The challenge for all sides will be to design alternative ways of international cooperation for future
challenges. The SDGs aim to relieve these challenges, by protecting the environment and improving the lives
of people within their home countries. But achieving them will require far more responsible politics and a
much stronger social consensus, as well as a fundamental shift in mindset, from one of competition to one
that emphasizes cooperation.
In addition, a comprehensive methodology should conceive the presence and interactions of two
parallel and inextricable paths, as proposed by Federico Zindato. One entails a local action, the other a global
one, as there would be little progress without a common strategy, but no lasting results without a local action,
alias a change in mentality.
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This paper aims to present some critical points to the implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals adopted by the United Nations. The main interpretative prism for such an approach is geopolitics, in
order to explain the close connection among the international order, regional stability and sustainable
development. The paper is diveded into some paragraphs, which will provide an explanation through some
historical notes, megatrends during the latest years, and the divergence of interests within the international
community since the end of the Cold War. A brief conclusion will propose some actions in order to achieve a
favourable geopolitical environment, necessary for the implementation of theSDGs.
Key-words: Geopolitics, Sustainable Development Goals, regional stability, historical notes
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Introduction
Around 1 billion people are suffering from food insecurity around the world and the major reason is
wastage of food. Food losses are the reduction in the total available and edible mass of food on the supply
chain for consumption and the loss happening because of the activities of food chains and suppliers is known
as “food wastage” (Gustavsson, et al. 2011). Food wastage is a worldwide phenomenon which results in
almost one third of edible material being wasted around the world. This occurrence is the pre-cursor of
increasing food insecurity in Pakistan as well. This issue is of great importance to combat hunger throughout
the region as food security is one of the major concerns in the third world countries such that; urban wastage
of food creates food insecurity for the poor (Gustavsson, et al. 2011). The reasons of food wastage vary all
over the world and majorly depend on the conditions of the specific country (Gustavsson, et al. 2011).
The phenomena is extensive and takes place based on various underlying factors and reasons; therefore
it can be categorically divided into 2 categories food loss an food waste which has been referred as any food
being lost due to deterioration or waste is catered in the category of wastage (FAO, 2013).
Food wastage is happening around the globe and impacts as an asymmetric issue in both developed and
developing countries resulting in subsequent food insecurity (Alex, et al. 2015). To get a better understanding
of the underlying issue all potential factors should be taken into
consideration ranging from economic factors, environmental factors, and social factors. Economic
implications of the food wastage have been rising ever since, such that it has been measured to worth 750
Billion USD alone in the year 2007(FAO, 2013).
Literature Review
90’s brought recognition to food security as a substantial concern and expanded it as a global
phenomenon. The width of the topic earlier just consisted of providing enough food for the individuals and
later evolved to providing nutritious food and further broadened and brought food safety and balanced
nutrition into the radius as well; which are all important factors for human health (Arif, 2017).
Food Security is the term referring to sufficient availability of health and nutritious food at all given
times and for everyone. It also implies to the availability of food that fulfills the required level of dietary
energy required for carrying out a healthy life. Meeting the needs of the substantial availability of food with
minimal wastage is the key to feed approximately Nine-Billion humans on the earth by the year 2050 (Tielen
& Candel, 2014). Food security can also be defined as being economical and agriculturally strong to produce
food locally. But yet alone presence of food cannot validate its accessibility to all based on various reasons
such as:
 Geographical limitation
 Natural Disasters
 Income
 Water and Environment (Munir & Umar, 2010)
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Pakistan falls into the category of developing nations with low income group with only USD 1,382 per
capita income with low human development and population growing at 2.09% each year. The country is
known for being agruculture based and majorly depends on it for meeting the needs of feeding a population
of approximately 2 crore. Also slow economic growth has been observed. Pakistan has been highlighted as
not much expected to accomplish most MDGs based on the low literacy rate (57%) And over the past decade
a lot of concerns have been raised about the peace and stability of the country (Krishna, 2014)
The population rate of the country has decreased from 3% to 2.09% 2009 -10, but still with the current
rate of growth the population will multiply to double by the year 2050 and move from 6 th Most Populated
country to the status of 4th most populated country as well (Munir & Umar, 2010).
According to a leading research almost 1/3rd of the food fit for human consumption is wasted all across
the globe which estimates up to 1.3 Billion tons each year which values up to 1 trillion USD per annum, but
yet reliable number for the data is not present (FAO, 2011).
In the year 2012 when Mr. Ban Ki-moon launched and introduced the Zero Hunger sustainable goal an
automatic call for zero food wastage and increased food security was made, the challenge enables to combat
all types of food losses leading to food wastage with extended food insecurity around the world. Millennium
development goals have emphasized greatly on the reduction of hunger, poverty and food insecurity. And
thus have worked to show their impeding importance in being the precursors of sustainable development
(FAO, 2014)
Being agriculture based country; Pakistan relies on self-production of food products majorly for the
seamless availability. The food security policy of Pakistan and other countries focuses and ensures to provide
satisfactory and reasonably priced food for people. Data from the year 2000 up to 2009 shows a positive
increase in all basic products but a full proof policy still needs to be made to address the palpating
requirements.
Per Capita Availability of Food in Pakistan(2000- 2009)
Per Capita Annual Availability (kg/person/annum)
Years

Grains

Oil
Ghee

or

Meat

Milk

Fruits

2000-01

136.51

11.48

14.42

82.92

51.31

28.65

325.29

Per Capita
Daily
(Grams)
891.20

2001-02

135.53

10.67

14.50

83.45

51.29

25.35

320.78

878.85

2002-03

142.38

10.77

14.65

84.28

50.36

26.65

329.09

901.61

2003-04

143.83

11.16

14.74

84.42

47.82

28.23

330.20

904.66

2004-05

142.58

12.35

15.19

85.50

52.64

26.17

334.42

916.23

2005-06

140.98

12.75

16.33

90.30

51.25

31.18

342.79

939.14

2006-07

144.79

12.81

16.70

94.54

50.04

29.79

348.67

955.26

2007-08

155.04

13.29

17.00

93.93

53.71

31.23

364.20

997.79

2008-09

153.99

13.45

17.50

94.81

52.88

24.06

356.69

977.22
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(Farooq, et al. 2009)
Source: Abid Krishna, 2014
Food insecurity has brought an enormous fall in nourishment of the people putting new generations at
the brink of massive health hazards such as stunted growth. According to a research done on beliefs and
practices of married and unmarried girls with respect to nutrition, almost 50% of the population reported to
have less than 2 meals per day, Overall 60% of the population said they never had enough food to eat. With
little or no education and health services makes the conditions a lot worse (NCRP, 2014). Availability of
healthy and nutritious food plays a vital role in physical development of the human force and correlates with
economic growth positively (Timmer, 2014).
Food wastage doesn’t only provide to food insecurity but also impacts sustainability:

Land: Rigorous farming and not giving enough time to the fields to replenish, decreases the fertility of
the soil, which means if 1/3rd of the food is being wasted an unnecessary pressure is posed to the soil.
Water: 70% of the fresh water is utilized by agricultural industry, again if 1/3 rd of the global food goes
into waste; fresh water will eventually become a constraint which is already being observed as a threat.
Climate Change: All the systems in the world majorly depend on fossil fuels for energy from creating
fertilizers, to planting, irrigating, harvesting and transporting the crops. In fact when food is discarded in a
landfill and decomposes, Methane emission are released which are 25 times more dangerous than carbon
dioxide at trapping heat.
Biodiversity: Wasted food is one of the many aspects that contribute to biodiversity loss through
environment change, pollution and climate change. (FAO Fact Sheet, 2012)
Any state failing to either produce sustenance or buy food from other countries is not to be called
independent. Thus adequate, healthy food availability for everyone plays a vital role in national security
(Munir & Umar, 2010).
To manage food security and curtail food wastage in Pakistan requires an in-depth understanding of the
various underlying factors such as upcoming challenges in agriculture and policy matters in relation to
demand and supply which will eventually pose an impact directly the disposable income of the consumer
(Munir & Umar, 2010).
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Along with the government many other establishments embodying the institutional system of the
countries such as businesses, NGO’s, civil actors or any other stakeholders make efforts to combat hunger
and play a vital role (Tielen & Candel, 2014).
None the less any amount of food wasted is one time of food wasted which could be feed to the
growing population. Food wastage not only creates food insecurity and it comes at a price of various other
important factors. These factors are crucial for human growth. Edible food products wasted at any point of
the supply chain beginning from the harvest of the crop has an impact on the whole eco system. Along with
ever increasing scarcity of available natural resources as mentioned earlier 1/3rd of the global food is lost.
And if this issue is not dealt at the earliest a lot of lives will go to waste too (FAO Fact Sheet, 2012).
Passing through the dilemma of food wastage; a huge quantity of resources can be saved and negative
impact on the environment can be decreased. Thus undertaking solutions to eradicate the issue of food
wastage can help in overcoming global food insecurity (Alex, et al. 2017).
Analysis
This paper represents evidence on the relativity between food wastage and increasing food insecurity.
The objective of the paper is to assess the impact of food wastage on food insecurity through qualitative and
quantitative data. A large number of restaurants or retail giants which has heavily provided to ever increasing
food insecurity by wasting food either cooked or in form of perished ingredients.
A questionnaire was prepared, which helps in finding the relation between two factors under
consideration. Sample size is 142 and convenience sampling method was used. Respondents working in
hospitality or retail industry filled the questionnaire.
Chi – Square Test 1
Count

A lot of edible food portions are wasted on daily basis

gender

No

Yes

Total

male

1

49

50

female

0

92

92

1

141

142

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Value
1.853

Pearson Chi-Square
b

a

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

1

.173

Continuity Correction

.097

1

.756

Likelihood Ratio

2.101

1

.147

Fisher's Exact Test

Exact Sig. (2-sided) Exact Sig. (1-sided)

.352
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Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.840

N of Valid Cases

142

1

.175

a. 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .35.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

The data has been tested across the gender where no substantial variance was calculated between both
the genders, where X(1)=1.853, p=0.173. Chi-square test approves that a total of 142 male and female
employees of restaurants and retail stores responded that a lot of edible foodportions are wasted on daily
basis. Hence the test 1 accepts the increased food wastage at industrial level.
Test 2
Do you think wastage of food increases food insecurity
No
gender

Yes

Total

male

21

29

50

female

29

63

92

50

92

142

Total

Chi-Square Tests

Value
1.559

Pearson Chi-Square
b

a

df

Asymp. Sig. (2sided)

1

.212

Continuity Correction

1.134

1

.287

Likelihood Ratio

1.543

1

.214

Fisher's Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association

1.548

N of Valid Cases

142

1

Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Exact Sig. (1-sided)

.270

.144

.213

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 17.61.
b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

Test 2 depicts similar results as well that there is no significant difference across the gender and both
male and female employees they are aware and agree to the fact the food insecurity increases with every
ounce of wasted food.
Descriptive analysis:
Gender: Out of the population of 142 which 32.3% were male and 67.7% were female.
Age Groups: Most of the respondents fall under the group of 18-24 and only 11.8% under 25-34.
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Working duration: 51% of the audiences responded to be working with the hospitality or retail
industry more than 3 years where as 33% said to be engaged between 1 to 3 years and 16% said to be
working for less than one year.
Type of Job: 18.6% were employed in kitchen or perishable item management, 11.8% were doing janitorial
jobs, and 69% were engaged in managerial jobs

Type of Service: 39% of the population worked with fine dining, 27% worked with fast food
restaurants and 33% of the respondents worked with retail stores food/perishable item units.
Level of food preparation: 66% responded that they serve fully cooked food which is sometimes kept
pre-cooked beforehand o manage time whereas and 33% of the respondents working at retail stores
mentioned that we provide uncooked raw ingredients mostly.
Awareness on Impact of food wastage on society and economy: 53% respondents accepted that they
were fully aware of the impact of food wastage on society and economy around 21% showed that they were
somewhat aware and 29% respondents said that they were not aware at all.
Food wastage comes from: A group of 41% respondents said that the waste generates from plate
waste, 29% said due to food spoilage and 30% said from over ordering the ingredients or items.
Obstacles to reduce food wastage: 43% audience admitted that the storage facilities were Inadequate,
36% agreed that due to Insufficient labor skills set the food is wasted as not much is invested into training
people and 21% people agreed that consumer behavior matters a lot such as over ordering the food.
Food Wastage Prevention Strategy: 73% population said their workplace doesn’t have a food
wastage prevention strategy where as 27% said that they do have.
What strategy will you adopt to reduce food wastage: 30% population agreed to use surplus food for staff
meals and 70% said to make the generous effort and donate to charity

Effort would you put into reducing the amount of food waste at your restaurant/store if it was
incentivized: 85% respondents said that they will make great effort whereas only 15% said that they will
make a fair effort.
Conclusions & Recommendations
Controlling food wastage for helping to achieve food security and reduce hunger is an integral part of
the Sustainable Development Goals. Pakistan is yet on the journey to development and falls in the category
of low income. Remarkable efforts are required to cover the gap between food demand and growing
population. Managing food security in Pakistan requires an understanding about how to save all the food
being wasted and develop strategies and models at the grassroots level and to train the people to qualify for
the work.
According to a general observation the hospitality and retail industry waste more food and related items
as compared to the households. These industries has to take appropriate measures such as proper storage,
reusing the food, giving the left overs in the charity or even simply allowing the customers to customize what
they want to eat as per the portion size.
Food wastage impacts in the similar way as of decreased agricultural activities in the country. The main
focus of this paper is to show the impact of food wastage on playing a crucial role in food insecurity. Even
after a lot of information available the policy maker’s wouldn’t want to focus on this area. On the other hand,
the way government is managing for example putting cheap bread in the market etc. has its own say. Yet
many challenges have already been highlighted for the policy makers to develop a strong food security policy
taking a 360 degree approach.
Without the right food a person cannot be healthy and without healthy body and mind Sustainable
Development cannot be achieved, it is therefore we should, move forward towards embracing a holistic
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approach for food security and global health which would help countries to develop better nations & eventual
opportunities for the coming generations.
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Summary
The Impact of Food Wastage on Food Security
Iqra Nasim
NUR Center for Research and Policy, Pakistan
The agenda of the unification of nations is to achieve "Sustainable development” throughout the world
which meets the needs of the present and prepares better opportunities for the future generations to be
economically and socially sustainable without exhausting the current resources. This study will demonstrate
the impact of food wastage in reference to increasing food insecurity and lack of nourishment. The research
is piloted in Lahore, Pakistan; based on data from various food chains, FMCG giants (Fast Moving
Consumer Goods). This paper will provide evidence to support the sustainable development goal 2: to end
hunger; along with addressing and emphasizing the need of proper food management and appropriate
nutrition which are a fundamental part of human rights framework This paper will put forth evidence on the
correlation between food wastage and increasing food insecurity. Data from primary and ancillary resources
have been gathered to complete this study. The literature review is based on the information from various
books, journals, free and authentic resources, and quantitative data is gathered through convenience method.
Data will be collected with the help of questionnaire the results and recommendation will be given
accordingly.
Key words: Sustainable development, food wastage, food insecurity, nourishment, human rights
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Introduction
The major accomplishment of 20th century was scientific advancement, and the premise of this
advantage was boost in human welfare and contribution into achieving development goals. India as a lowincome food deficit country (OECD-FAO, 2016) has gone a challenging way in fulfilling the MDGs (2.1
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger). Yet, SDGs accepted in 2015 puts forward a tough task for
the country to achieve a zero hunger by 2030.
Despite its very rapid progress in its national economy during the past decades, India has faced major
hunger and food security challenges (Narayanan, 2015). There have been very substantial discrepancies in
the health sector, in terms of infant mortality rate, maternal mortality ratio, disease prevalence, and morbidity
rates. Surprisingly, India is highly ranked for its farm output, accounting for 19% of its GDP share in 2005
and the sector employs more than 60% of the labor market. The figures of undernourished people have
increased from 172.4 million in 2002 to 237.7 million in 2005 (World Bank, 2005).
This paper aims to analyze the opportunities offered by science in India to contribute to basic human
needs. It will look into the case of food security, and its correlation with scientific advancement of the
country. The paper describes India’s controversial advancement in development and argues that science is a
positive impact factor in a long-run for the basic human needs improvement, so for the SDGs performance.
Challenges of meeting basic human needs in India
Basic needs approach to development was proposed by the International Labor Organization (ILO) in
the late 1970’s. The main supporters of this approach, Streeten (1981) and Stewart (1985) re-launched it
through advocating to government and development agencies. The fulfillment of Basic Human needs
approach advocates food itself, rather than income, poverty and unemployment. Magrabi (1961) argued that
“Food is a basic need – probably the most basic need of all”. This approach was developed further into
definition of “basic human rights” later in 1990’s by Kent (2005). This micro level approach focused on
population eating food, enough and quality food.
Basic Human needs approach was fundamental premise of human development index and further of
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As confirmed by
many empirical studies, there is a positive correlation between food security and Human Development Index
(UNDP,
1994).
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Source: UNDP Human Development Statistics and UN FAO Statistics Division.
Following this principle, UNDP has targeted to “Halving hunger by 2015” within the MDGs. Data on
food security demonstrates an unwanted picture. Though the country has made a progress in health security
during the decade, still it stands as an owner of the largest undernourished population. The main reasons
behind the standing food security are increasing urban population, rural development, dysfunctioning food
distribution problem and lack of monitoring and intersectoral coordination.
India has been facing food crisis due to cut in public spending in rural development. Since the 1990’s,
the structural adjustment programmes pushed for reduction in spending. As against an average of 3.8 per
cent of the country’s Net National Product (NNP) spent on rural development per year during the seventh
plan period 1985 – 90, the share of spending on rural development was down to 1.9 per cent of NNP in 2000
– 01 and rose only to 2.3 per cent in 2004 – 05 (Upadhyay, 2011). The country has also been affected by
climate change. Specifically, the amount and quality of crops, rice and wheat decreased due to agricultural
productivity.
Internal migration and urbanization are the big push in food insecurity in the country. Urbanization rate
has increased 16.5% to 21.1% from 1971 to 2001. The rapid process led to increasing slums with lack of
basic human needs. As the urban slums are not registered, they cannot benefit from Public Distribution
System (PDS) which results in food deprivation. In addition, lack of monitoring and ineffective food
distribution programs seems to be one of the reasons behind the food insecurity. So, as a matter of fact,
despite its rapid GDP growth since the 1980’s, India’s food insecurity and basic human needs were the major
obstacles for achieving the MDGs.
Recommended Solutions
For a long period of time, due to failure in production, India was among the wheat importers through an
aid programme which was called PL480. However, this problem was over by the use of dwarf Mexican
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varieties. The same situation was observed with rice productivity which rocketed due to some varieties
exported from Philippines (IR8 and IR64). There were a number of factors affecting the pace of the given
process, such as the best efforts of Indian scientists, international institutions, etc. to prepare high yielding
varieties and hybrids.
However, Green Technology (GM) is not the main tool for today`s India, as the problem with this
country is not production, but the distribution. As mentioned above, almost two decades ago GM could be
considered to be an easing solution, but for the time being India's annual output from agricultural sector is
sufficient, however due to ineffective working mechanism, the problem is on the rise. On the other hand, the
biggest part of this revenue is gained from eastern region of the country where Green Revolution has not
happened yet (Narayanan,2015).
Lately, Indian parliament introduced a Bill on subsidized food grains for approximately 30% of the
total population, which also indicated other benefits such as, infant nutrition programmes. However, the Bill
did not succeed, not due to food shortage, but because of procurement expenses. If the bill were passed, it
would require up to 70 million tons of wheat stock and the expenditure to deliver and distribute the food was
huge. Besides, it was suggested to provide people with money, particularly transferring it into personal bank
accounts, instead of distributing food,so that procurement expenses (logistics, store, distribution of
commodities) would be eliminated. However, cash transfer is another controversial issue to discuss and it
raises a number of vital questions, such as, whether cash transfer is able to target the main goal of food
security, or are indigent population of the country willing to accept cash instead of wheat. According to a
survey on the cash versus food topic, it became obvious that, more than 60 % of poor people opted for food
while only 20% chose cash. It is interesting to note that, some people did not prefer any, more particularly
they didn't have any clear preference. They expressed that, those people would be happy with whatever the
decision PDS takes (Narayanan, 2015).
Apart from this, it is very important to set an affordable price on the food, so that everybody can
purchase it. One suggestion, that is quite reasonable, is to set the target on BPL citizens.. However, when the
food costs quite low amount of money, it might hamper the national budget which indicates that this solution
has specific flaws as well. (Upadhyay, 2011)
If we consider the current problem together with recommended solutions, it becomes obvious that, all
the solutions are temporary and can only provide temporal relief. If the country takes other actions,while
following above-mentioned methods, permanent solutions can be achieved.
What are the other actions then? First of all, it is important to achieve gender equality in India. Women
constitute almost half of India’s total population and if they are attracted to work and earn their own living, it
will lessen the load on the government. In countries where there is gender inequality, girls are treated as less
important, and this places their food security under risk as well. However, if they work and have their own
career identity they can survive and even provide for others.. On the hand, a literate mother knows better how
to manage household and family budget which makes our two solutions (food aid and cash transfer) work out
in the end and if they also work they should pay taxes that can help to grow the national economy. Education
is crucial for males too, once they are able to speak a foreign language or at least they know how to take care
of their land, they are more likely to find a job, or instead cultivate their terrain. Hence, the biggest problem
is how to achieve this goal. This is the stage where technology comes to help. Even if there are no schools in
the vicinity, or any tables and chairs, villagers could still be given quality education via the Internet. For
instance, recently Facebook launched a campaign called “Internet.org” to help indigent people to grow their
local business, or students from poor families to have access to the Basic Fb pages such as educational pages.
Of course, there are other sources such as online magazines, tutorials, and courses too. The only thing for the
government to do is provide cheaper or free internet access. Once the level of educated people rises, it will
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be easier to explain to them why the birth control is important, and government can provide cheaper family
consulting or abortions which means fewer stomachs to feed.
Moving to faster solutions, crop diversification is another option. It is a well-known fact that India
outnumbers almost all other countries in terms of cereals, however there is a huge need for pulses and
oilseeds. In order to meet the ever-changing diets, scientist should find a way to increase the diversity which
can be achieved using genetic modification. (Mustaquim, 2016)
Another rational measure can be focusing on small-scale local agriculture. Recent statistics show that
they make up more than 80% of farmers and they own just under 2 hectares of land per family. If aided to
succeed it can permanently eradicate the problem of food insecurity in India. There will be no need for
providing free food or transferring money to personal accounts. Government authorities can provide farmers
with qualityseeds and better tools, especially better technology to take care of their farms as well as giving
people employed in agriculture better agricultural education (Mustaquim, 2016)
Conclusion
India has been improving its scientific performance, as the country focuses more on technology and
innovation development. Moreover, one of the major scientific directions for the country has been technodriven Green Revolution (GR) which aims to improve the agriculture industry, thus leading to significant
development in food security and SDGs performance.
Specifically, Government has been heavily investing in GR to overcome hunger and improve food
security. Nevertheless, the imperative of food security goes beyond the science to its management and
effective use. Underperformance of the country with MDGs cannot be simply hinged on a faulty mechanism
of scientific contribution but its procurement across the country, especially in vulnerable and hard-to reach
communities is equally important. India should seek more effective mechanisms in science-policy-making
provision in order to fully benefit from its scientific improvementat a country level.
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As the world population is constantly increasing, the basic human needs in the face of food security
turn into a major debate among scholars and policy-makers. It is obvious that, over the last 50 years,
international organizations and governments have managed to dramatically decrease the level of hunger and
starvation. Nevertheless, food security stands as one of the major challenges of Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Moreover, in the phase of intense food production, some other moral and environmental
questions arise, as it is equally important to give the priority to environmental and socially sustainable
solutions while conducting this process.
The paper analyzes the SDGs improvement of India focusing on food security and basic human needs.
The premise of the paper is that science advancement has the potential to play as an accelerator in fulfilling
basic human needs in the country by 2030. The paper describes India’s controversial advancement in
development and argues that science is a positive impact factor in a long-run for the basic human needs
improvement, so for the SDG performance.
Keywords: India, food security, population, human needs, Sustainable Development Goals
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Introduction
The world sustainable development is now the philosophy behind maintenance and improvement of
human welfare set by the United Nations for all member countries which was ratified and approved by all
member Nations.. It has now become a cognizant planning tools being considered in the reconstruction of
States national development programs and planning of quality higher education, public housing projects,
health and human services delivery. Other areas where it serves as tools include climate action, community
planning, transportation design, and energy, clean water, peace, justice, strong institutions and global
partnership for sustainable development.
This United Nations set goals are actions directed for supporting public systems required by public
institutions, private and non-profit agencies from the local government administration, to the state, federal
and to the global levels. Going by the pertinent application of these goals, the challenges of public
administrators in providing world class humanitarian needs and services with limited resources and
sustainable infrastructural development has provided promising solutions for decision making administrators
and government. Much is expected by the public at the implementation of the SDGs to the letters. The goals
are expected to eradicate poverty, provide the public with sound health system, well-being of the people,
decent work and economic growth which have been described as tools for building a sustainable
environment and world class cities and communities.
Will the SDGs achieved the stated goals using the indicators within the limited time-frame? Are there
consequences for lack of implementation by the member States? This paper takes this inquiries into
significant awareness and consciousness of SDGs actors by exploring the application and implementation of
these goals as an integration into public decision making by the local government, the state, the federal and
the global communities of United Nations member States. Finally, the paper explores the understanding of
sustainable development goals within citizen participation, implementation by the State, socio-economic
justice, and political betterment of the common citizen.
Ethical Values for SDGs
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) presumed that we are referring to the operation of a private
sector entity in a manner that accounts for the social and environmental impact created by the entity or,
business. CSR not only refers to an organization’s commitment to developing and integrating policies (most
commonly in the form of social, environmental and economic sustainability) into daily business operations,
but to the self-reporting on progress made toward implementing such practices (Joe, 2014).
The classical model of CSR includes legal constraints and the neo-classical model incorporates moral
limits. The sustainable development approach includes biophysical constraints. While business is free to
pursue profits, the "rules of the game must be changed to include the obligation to leave natural ecosystems
no worse off in the process" (David and Harrie, 2005 ). In order to address the global quandary of population
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growth, poverty reduction and environmental destruction, Desjardins (1998) advocates a shift from
unrestricted material growth to the concept of development. This conceptual evolution from a growth-based
ethic to qualitative economics is discussed in the context of the SDGs and the roles the citizens should play,
hence, CSR is no longer for the private sector but the entire public administrators; that is, to include all nonprofit governmental organizations. Going by this context, public administrators need to open its governance
to social responsibility, transparency and accountability. With this in mind, the SDGs should be understood
as development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs and standard quality of living.
This should be regarded as part of the "interwoven frameworks of business ethics using the values of
corporate social responsibility (CSR)." This posits that all the earth's inhabitants, human and non-human
should be sustained for human development. As an ethical issue, SDGs create the greatest good and no harm
for all those inhabitants and their offspring. Taking this as a starting point, the paper advances a holistic
approach to the SDGs identifying the biophysical, organizational and cultural systems upon which
communities are dependent with concepts of natural, social and cultural capital. It is unethical to undermine
these natural, social and cultural systems; it is ethical to sustain them. By this, CSR can improve the public
value advantage and increase the awareness and acceptance of SDGs by the common citizens as machinery
for betterment of present generation for human existence.
The Significance of SDGs to the Citizens
The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) characterizes sustainable
development as "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs" (WCED, 1987, p.43). Sustainable development must therefore be able
to maintain and cultivate the trust, relationships and organizational resources necessary for a healthy and
robust society.
Taking cognizance of the 17 goals, the citizens of any nation within diverse groups hope for
development that will better their socio-economic and cultural life’s sphere in all ramifications, hence, every
generation has an achievement through which they contribute to social development and well-being. With an
enabling environment, the sustainable development agenda could be used for improving efficiency and
effectiveness of public services, foster economic growth and job creation. be the achievement of children and
young people in our generation.
However, the SDGs should be seen by any citizen in respective of their identity as mechanisms used in
any society to solve shared problems which ordinarily cannot be solved by respective Nation State.
Therefore, the citizens should adopt the SDGs as mechanism to improve the wellbeing of the people at the
grass root and beyond. Administration per se, is getting things done, therefore SDGs entails the whole
process of decision making at the global level for betterment of the citizenry because part of the whole idea
behind SDGs is “Leaving no one behind”, which is to ensure that development throughout the world has
positive impacts on the poorest and most marginalized members of society (UN, 2008; Miyazawa, 2012).
Functions of the Citizen in our Common Future
The SDGs are a universal agenda for “transforming our world.” To achieve this transformation, we
must rethink the approaches of government agencies relationships or partnerships with the common citizens,
and in particular, identify the government departments, actors or institutions that need to respond to inquiries
needed by the common citizens in order to provide remedy to such problems. Moreover, they can ensure that
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action is taken by the responsible person or department, and if this is not the case, they should also follow up
with the relevant government officials or departments. The goal is to ensure that local resources are
mobilized for those who are most vulnerable and that their needs are reflected in local development plans and
national public policies (Ghaus-Pasha, 2004; Save the Children, 2012; Motala et al., 2014)
To represent the interests of the poorest and most marginalized citizens of any states, the SDGs actors
should play critical roles in the following;
1. Play a critical role as transformers in society by being involved in training and advocacy processes,
which build the capacities and knowledge of the general populace towards achieving the SDGs. This will
ensure that people become the focus of the SDGs and that the most vulnerable in society are not left behind
when these global development goals are localized.
2. Translate the voices of the poorest and most marginalized citizens into rational or strong arguments
that are acknowledged and addressed by the local government. The SDGs represent a globally legitimate
frame of reference for Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), which can introduce issues into policy dialogues.
Where possible, CSOs should identify integrated improvements or interventions that could make a significant
difference for vulnerable people. CSOs should also reiterate the value of locally tailored solutions in realizing
local and global development goals.
3. The Country SDGs actors should play very critical role in the society by involving the common
citizens in training and advocacy processes, which build the capacities and knowledge of the general
populace towards achieving the SDGs. This will ensure that the common citizens become the focus of the
SDGs and that the most vulnerable in society are not left behind when these global development goals are
localized for the benefits of the common people.
SDGs Imitation
Sustainable development does not necessarily lend itself to perfect translation from theory to practice
unless there is active participation of all sectors of society and all types of people. Therefore, the government
should create an enabling environment to stimulating the SDGs among the general public. It is also not a
simple solution to economic, social, and environmental problems faced by public administrators, but a
philosophy of practice that can guide decision making only if meaningfully, consistently, and rigorously
applied within its indicators.
It should serve as social justice and strengthened by the inclusion of equity and of ethics. In fact,
creating the SDGs without consideration to equity and social justice in the society will go against the tenets
of exploring citizen participations and intra-realization of the goals. However, when integrated within the
citizen as community development projects, it will strengthen, support and reinforce the voices of the
common people as a critical tool in the management of public administration.
People make up governments, international institutions, civil society, the private sector and scientific
and academic communities. People are at the center of everything– people need to work together in
partnership and peace, at local, national, regional and global levels to eliminate harm and promote the
wellbeing of nature and humanity, for current and future generations.
Collaborative approach between governments, CSOs and other stakeholders provides the greatest
opportunity to address the challenges to effective implementation of the SDGs. Such approach will ensure
public ownership, longevity and sustainability engagement of SDGs by the common people.
Finally, good policy, honorable intentions and plentiful resources produce no results if there are no
institutions to implement good policy, convert priorities into action and properly and efficiently utilized
financial resources. Lack of effective institutional framework in many a country has led to little or no
improvement in the state of the masses, despite the inflow of resources. The role of civil society need not be
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limited to local and national initiative, but there is also a need to promote global awareness for the attainment
of the SDGs towards 2030.
Challenges and Problems of achieving SDGs
1. Corruption
The first challenge confronting proper implementation of SDGs is corruption, which is endemic and
pandemic in all spheres of civil and governmental organizations. It has thrived, progressed and flourished
unabated. Corruption has been institutionalized to the point of accepting it as part of our system while the
idea of get-richquick-syndrome is affecting all and sundry, hence, ruling out corrupt practices by SDGs
actors is not possible. Corrupt practices are common within NGOs, either in inflation of prices of bought
items or by over estimation of cost of projects.
2. Lack of data and monitoring of poor people within the communities
To realize this ambition, there need to be adaptable tools for data collection, monitoring and evaluation
of processes related to the implementation of the SDGs in cognizance to the citizens. As local government in
many countries are facing reforms to devolve power from the state and federal government are under way,
technical capacity to plan and manage SDGs service delivery on the scale needed at the grass root level
should be outlined and strengthened to realize SDGs for urbanization.
3. Poor financial base and limited revenue
4. PermittingAutonomy
Autonomy simply refers to freedom, independent, free from external and remote control. Within this
context, the SDGs can be effectively owned by the common citizen when supported with professional skills
and wisdom for implementation.
5. Inadequate and Poor Budgetary Allocation
If the SDGs are not fully funded, the actors in the field of public awareness and campaign of these
goals will suffer from inadequate and poor funding. This is one of the major reasons why developments of
this magnitude are not known to the grassroots level. Therefore, UN member States will definitely record
poor performance in the implementation of the goals below the indicator lines. With this trend, SDGs are
meaningless and lacking the diffidence of values oriented.
Policy Implications and Recommendation
This paper explored the challenges confronting the participation of common citizens in the
achievement of the SDGs and its failure to meet the basic and social services provisions of the people at the
grass root. It also presented an appraisal of the grassroots experience at the third tiers of government
administration by taking cognizance look at social service delivery, most especially at the benefits of the
citizens. It also presented an appraisal of the concurrent challenges in ensuring effective and efficient
delivery of social services for the common citizens, using the SDGs mechanisms, most especially in the area
of poverty eradication and hunger, food insecurity and lack of improved nutrition and agriculture in all its
forms everywhere, looking into the facts that common citizens living in the least developed countries are
lacking access to basic resources and care. As these basic needs are not met, the entire wisdom and efficacy
associated with the SDGs will be unexploited by the inhabitants of least developed countries most
especially, healthy lives and promotion of well-being for all at all ages, gender equality and
empowerment of all women and girls, good roads, water, electricity, healthcare services and education for
a better administration.
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The way forward
SDGs engagement with the common citizens will encourage fulfillment of the various roles discussed
earlier: Firstly, common citizens will stand to benefit from aligning the framework of their programming to
that of the SDGs. Looking back, the MDGs became part of the dominant development discourse for many
developing countries, as well as donors and other important multilateral institutions (GhausPasha, 2004). By
adopting the framing associated with the SDGs, citizen will be able to participate in debates on global
development, which have local level impacts, and can effectively create an argument for forming
partnerships with government. This will open up possibilities for actors in the SDGs to also engage with
governments on the allocation of resources, facilitating the implementation of the SDGs and monitoring
activities related to this process. In addition, the SDGs can be linked to programs and funding proposals of
citizen oriented NGOs, which could improve the possibilities of international partnerships and other
collaborations. This would also increase public awareness of the SDGs. By being aware of and linking with
the objectives of the SDGs, citizens oriented NGOs can take a cross-cutting approach to identifying creative
solutions on the ground –solutions that government departments, which tend to operate in silos, may miss.
Furthermore, citizen oriented NGOs need to actively engage with their communities most especially those at
the least developed countries so that they are aware of the local issues. This will allow them to choose which
areas to focus on, ensuring that they operate effectively in their communities and function as a community’s
“voice.” This engagement would include understanding the relevance of different issues and providing
feedback about what is going on in the community’s local context, so that communities, so informed, have
the knowledge and confidence to become more involved. Secondly, citizen based NGOs need to forge new
partnerships with other CSOs as well as with governments, the private sector and other international bodies.
Within these partnerships, best practices and other information should be shared and translated into
meaningful vehicles for the implementation of the SDGs.
As relationships between citizen oriented NGOs and the government are often strained, CSOs could
also adapt and be flexible, rather than adopting an “always oppose the government” doctrine (DDP
roundtable talk, 2015). Ideally, this would create a more effective space for engagement and dialogue.
Thirdly, citizen oriented NGOs need to work in a coordinated fashion with each CSOs – for example, by
forming a coalition of CSOs to organize civil society engagement with the SDGs and to enhance their
interactions with governments (DDP roundtable talk, 2015). Furthermore, local champions could emerge
from these coalitions, which could further enhance and drive the local implementation of the SDGs (ACSC
meeting, 2015). Such a model of collaboration is essential for promoting deliberative governance, identifying
gaps, facilitating inclusivity and generating collaborative solutions to challenges related to the SDGs. A
coalition is likely to have greater power and presence in governance processes than citizen oriented NGOs
attempting to engage with the SDGs on their own. By having power and presence in these processes, the
voices of coalitions are more likely to be recognized and considered by governments and the UN General
Assembly, which would enhance the impact of CSOs in the localization of the SDGs for the benefit of public
administrators and the citizens.
Discussion and Conclusion
The citizen roles in globalization more equitably across nations and regions and to achieve the SDGs,
all development partners need to play their due role. This paper summaries that the citizen oriented NGOs,
public administrators, civil society sector are instrumental in promoting local economic development,
alleviating poverty, advocating policy change, contributing to good governance and campaigning for the total
achievement of the SDGs. Their contributions, however, need to be strengthened. Critical engagement of the
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SDGs can increasingly become the approach for many nations, common citizens, CSOs, adapting, extending,
updating, and localizing the goals, as appropriate to their own situation. The UN SDGs actors and the local
civil society movements i.e. citizen oriented NGOs can strengthen and reinforce each other both at the local
and national level. Moreover, increased global awareness, dialogue and a true partnership between the North
and South will strengthen engagement and set us firmly on the road to 2030 especially from the viewpoint of
reducing global poverty by half.
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Summary
An Exploration of Public Administration in Planning Sustainable Development Goals:
The roles expected by the common Citizens
Aina-Obe Shamsuddin Bolatito
Sudan University of Science and Technology, Khartoum, Sudan

Sustainability is a philosophy associated with the long-run maintenance or improvement of human
welfare and the preservation of natural capital and environmental integrity which a public administrator
needs to strengthen the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); an action directed by the philosophy of
sustainability and is increasingly supported, promoted, and required by government actors and nongovernment actors to play a crucial role in the development of public beneficial programs by the United
Nations (UN).As the SDGs are critically receiving increased attention in public administration theory and
practices, they have been accepted and tested to be promoting environmental well-beingand also improving
the well-being of citizens. Can the SDGs promote the well-being of the common citizens and citizenry
participation in the implementation of SDGs and what are the expected concerns of the public
administrators?
This paper considers these questions by exploring case studies in which the application and practices of
SDGs are integrated into public decision making. and in promoting social justice through the use of UN
approaches to life and environmental betterment programs.
Keywords: Sustainable development, citizens oriented NGOs, community development, social
justices and Public Administrators
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DIRECTIONS OF CHANGES IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
MODEL IN THE PERIOD OF MODERN REFORMS FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Afag Huseyn
Azerbaijan State University of Economics, Azerbaijan
Introduction
It is well known that strategies can cause either progress or regress in the development of the state. The
progressive development of the economy and its modernization is accepted as a long-term regulation. It is
necessary to forecast efficiency limit in the evaluation of the effectiveness of resource utilization. It is
challenging to realize saving in the labour, materials and investments simultaneously. It means that saving of
one source is obtained through excessive use of another source. From this point of view, intensive
development and extensive growth do not contradict on the contrary, they complete each other.
The necessity of changes in the state managment model
The weakening of the role of the state in the regulation of economy and social-labour relations in the
development is much spoken. However, the impact of the state on the economy should be tangible but more
flexible, original and directing character. The government institutions and bodies (legislation, executive and
judicial bodies) are related to the mechanism of public administration system. H. Glick, American political
scientist mentions that the diversification of state body structure inhibits developing the generic political
strategy [9. Page 38]. On the other side, the regulatory role of the state should be strengthened in the
administration of strategical and necessary spheres during the globalization. Therefore, to ensure the
sustainable development in the country the institutional functions of the state should be re-considered.
The improvement of legislation and strengthening the institutional potential selected as a target in the
execution is one of the priorities of UN “Azerbaijan 2020: Look into the Future” concept. Determining the
strategical plans on the development goals, state bodies and institutions activity fields and adapting to
corresponding state programs are the major measures in this direction.
If looked back to the statehood of Azerbaijan and the history of politics we see that its development
dates back to the XI [2,page 20-21]. With the issuance of presidential decree dated 29 December 1998, the
reforms were initiated in the administration of the republic and the successful reforms were implemented in
the civil service system after the restoration of our independence. The law of the Republic of Azerbaijan “On
civil service” was approved and the civil service benefited from the international experience, which was
formed in the country. The challenges prevailing during the civil service system adaptation to the demands of
the modern society made inevitable the improvement of civil service, professionality, efficiency and the
choice of the strategical development line for increasing efficiency and rationality as well as the transition of
quantitative indicators to the qualitative ones. The experience shows that the improvement of any element
and sub-system of the civil service system is related to the direct reform of that institution.
The strategical nature of the civil service requires the number of the government bodies, their functions
and the number of the civil servants to be adapted to the modern demands and circumstances. Elimination of
the replication of the functions and responsibilities during the optimization, strengthening the material and
technical bases, transition to the progressive administration methods and improvement of control
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mechanisms are becoming necessary. In 1999, H. Aliyev stated that “as a result of the reforms in the public
administration, more than 20 ministries, state committees, concerns and companies were abolished, the
current functions of other ministries have been and are adapted to the principles of market economy”.The
reforms are implemented in all directions. In general, we started the implementation of the reforms later than
the other CIS countries. The reforms in the public administration system is one of the main objectives of
Azerbaijan, the researches made in this direction show that “the President issued more than 31 decrees and
20 orders on the improvement of public administration system and structural changes of the executive
bodies”. 21 ministries and government bodies were abolished, 7 ministries and government bodies were reestablished in 2001. 18 ministries, 13 state committees as well as 5 state companies performing
administrative functions, 2 concerns, 12 stock ventures, 7 agencies, 3 funds, 2 state commissions, 3
chambers, 7 supreme and high courts were operating in the country. According to the records dated 1
February 2003, 24000 out of 3781,1 million people (46.8% of the total population) were working in the civil
service, 1688 worked in the judiciary bodies. [2, page. 56-57]. From the statistical records, we could see that
this number reached to 30108 in 2014, 30123 in 2015 and 30090 in 2016.
The solution means of problems in state administrative management: increase in the attention to
the methods of system and situation analyses
Generally, the theory of public administrative management is established on solution of three groups of
problems:
a) group of problems forming at different levels (national, regional and local) of public administration.
Here, the public administration is analyzed as single, entire system, the functions of bodies of the public
administration and coordination between them are studied at different levels;
b) group of problems on preparation and formation of management personnel. Here, the number of
staff, composition, management of staff, requirements to staff and particular persons, work methodology,
problems of leadership, measures on bureaucracy and etc. are investigated;
c) group of problems on public administration techniques. Here, the focus is given on identification of
procedure on state level decision making, political, economic, social forecasting, administrative management
methods used in the period of crisis and conflicts, mutual communication technology between public
administration and Mass Media, NGO and others.
For this reason, the theory of public administrative management studes the rules considering the
constant quantities of the public administrative management, and the changing quantities of the political
situation.
Recently, the increase of attention on system and situation analysis methods is observed. The
complexity and multifaceted aspect of state administrative management makes it important to analyze the
factors as a whole in mutual impact and as a derivation from one another, instead of analyzing them
separately. Although, each element in state administrative management has specific function and purpose,
they have to be analyzed as a whole system. System shall be accepted as functioning and sustainable in any
condition system from one side, and from another side as a changing system due to its continuous
development.
However, there are some points of which explanation and analysis were not considered. This factor is
connected with the concrete mechanisms that explain the completeness of administration system and
determining the system relations. Determining the existence of different types is sufficient. It is necessary to
group these relations as homogeneous from the logical point of view and analyze as “relation-operation”,
however, it is a challenging process, because, it is not always possible to fix these relations in the difference
structures of the public administration system. In such case, the complexity of the system, its criteria and
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analysis of the importance of these criteria is very significant. The systematical approach requires choosing a
precise goal for systematic analysis and directed to the solution of the problem on the basis of the application
of the different methods in the complex way. In this case, the problem is viewed as a whole and single
system and the interrelation of separate relative and individual decisions and their results are taken into
account that in its turn causes determining of the alternative solution methods. One of the main conditions is
that the decisions and goals of separate sub-units and goals do not contradict with common decision and
goal. This affects the quality implementation of the reform. For this reason, all the factors and the relations
should be taken into account in implementation of the decision while building a model on the basis of the
systematic approach. One of the main goals while building the model is to learn what resources and
expenditure are required. Notwithstanding the fact that the resources and costs are required, their careful
expenditure is mandatory from the sustainable development point of view. At the same time, the external
factors and internal factors should be taken into account. It is not challenging to build such a mode by means
of ICT. Taking into account that the laws of the administration activity are not dynamic, but static, the
probability of changing the relations between the social factors and administration activity is increasing.
Therefore, in a systematic approach, in structural-functional analysis, it is often necessary to determine the
place and function of social factors (eg. age, education, gender, lobbying and others), i.e. social interaction
elements in the state administrative system. In most cases, it is attempted to determine the degree of
dependency between the management activity and the interaction of these social factors. In other words, the
realization of a single decision is affected by the consequences of the occurrence in different moments and
the less important decisions. However, the functional relationship may not include and may not reflect the
cause. Functional dependence cannot reveal deeper relationships, the causes of their existence, and it reveals
only when they reach their final outcome. Therefore, as a continuation of a systematic approach to the
internal management structure, the dependence on the number of employees and the functions to be
performed, as well as the continuing systematic approach to identifying other impacts, situational approach
suggests a different aspect of decision making and resolution. Regardless of the structure, the authority and
freedom granted in decision-making affect the outcome. In other words, fewer or more management levels
(structural divisions) can be created; the high level leaders shall carry out decision-making or delegate this
responsibility to the lower management. Thus, in the framework of situational approach, the issue of
identifying the correct management version in this particular case emerges. In this case, one of the main
problems is correct identification of variables that reflect or create the situation, form the trajectory of the
management process in the given situation. In practice, at this moment difficulty is emerged. At first, we
should consider that identification of types of variables reflecting or creating the situation has one of the main
roles in development of state administration methodology. The objectives, responsibilities, structure,
technology and staff of the state authorities reflecting or creating the situation are internal changes, political
process, economic situation, scientific-technical achievements, socio-cultural traditions and other changes are
an external changes, considered as the interests of different groups (interest parties – NGO, unity and
companies). But the “management of the state is directed on regulation and solution of contradictions and
conflicts arising between general and specific interests according to its nature” [2. p.50].
Needs to changes in the decision making process of administrative management
Secondly, it is essential to distinguish two categories of civil servants in public administration:
1. participants of decision making and assignment process;
2. executors of these decisions and assignments.
The consideration of this division at all levels, and its formal nature in many cases, has negative impact
on the formation of managers and especially the leaders.
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Thirdly, the diversity of human character, the change of motives of executors in the process of
realization of their decisions due to different impacts and reasons results in ineffectiveness of the impact
mechanism during the change of the situation (approach). Therefore, the influence of human characters and
motives on made decisions at the time of modeling shall be usually discussed. The following steps shall be
considered during the process of administrative management decision-making:
− After analysis of the problem, the structure-functional analysis shall be conducted during decision
making, motivation model selected and the ways of renewal in case of changes to motivation, quantitative
approaches (methods) of decision making and other methods shall be selected for its solution;
− The positive and negative aspects of selected method shall be forecasted in advance, necessary
preparation works shall be implemented in relation to negative aspects, and measure to weaken their impact
shall be identified. At the same time, the decision maker (leader) shall correctly assess the situation and shall
in advance identify the important factor in this situation, the consequences of change of factors (one or
several);
−The person (leader) making the decision shall choose the tools, techniques ensuring the achievement
of the goal and skills for its implementation.
Fourthly, the key driving forces of new management systems, mainly established for the increase of
productivity, are highly qualified professionals. Either in USA and France, or in Great Britain, when minister
is appointed, he brings his advisers (politics of the area under his jurisdiction) to form his own office, and
they resign together with the minister. Suspension of talented, competent, and professional specialists from
management with different reasons (“old-minded”, “someone’s person” and etc.) can create a danger of
replacing professionals with persons of high degree of ambition but without experience, professionalism and
competence. Both in France and Great Britain, formation of comprehensive professional managers, i.e.
broad-profiled administrator was set as a goal. In USA model, the specialists are involved to the civil service
by giving the importance to their role. This process has given its effect also in other models. Thus, “60 % of
the state administration body of Great Britain consists of specialists, and only during 1963-1980 years the
number of economists was increased from 19 persons to 400. However, 25% specialists and 75% of generals
(executing civil servant not depending on the specialty) continue to occupy the place of civil servants “. [5,
p.128-168]
Fifthly, at the moment, the priority is given to programs in management of the economy by state
authorities. State programs allow concentration of resources to achieve the final result. In practice, during the
“giving command – executing command” (authoritarian) approach, implementing activities based on
decisions taken without consultation with structures (especially the opinion of specialists), shall result in
execution functions rather than using the creative and managerial works like decisions taken by correct
identification of the goal, preparation and adoption of decisions, preparation of development programs and
plans and assessment. Therefore, search for alternatives to management and application of technologies,
eliminating the barriers for critical thinking, creativeness, non-traditional creative decision making shall pave
the way for the development of public administration, and ultimately society and the country.
Conclusions
The execution of reforms on public administration and civil service are connected to a series of factors
that need to be considered. First of all, the necessity of approaching to civil service as a system has emerged.
Secondly, decrease in the state regulation sphere of socio-economic processes has emerged another problem
– the issue of identifying the boundaries of civil service. Thirdly, the reforming of any institution is not
limited change of its norms, but also requires the change of conception and values. It is not enough to change
the model, the approach and values (ideology, culture, attitude, position) has to change, so the expectations
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from reforms will give the positive results. Often, the reforms are mainly directed to identification of missing
elements in state administration body and civil service, mainly the education, ethical behavior, responsibility
classification, professional degrees of civil servants that form the civil service as an institution. In fact, the
chief aim of reforms is to ensure effectiveness of state administration and strengthen state system by taking
into account the national, historical, cultural and other peculiarities within the interests of civil society
development.
Moreover, from sustainable development perspectives the consideration of below given points is
important for further sustainability of reforms:
−The existing administration methods and mechanisms shall be improved, new methods and
mechanisms shall be introduced, support to initiatives and innovations shall be strengthened for improving
the performance quality of public authorities;
−The mechanisms for ensuring the transparency and clearness at public authorities shall be improved.
The complex measures on easy and free use of services provided by public authorities shall continue;
−The activities on improvement of civil service, increase the reputation of the service, increase the
professionalism, introduction of more transparent procedures on career opportunities and development in the
whole system, involvement of qualified and professional staff in the civil service, improvement of
motivation and social security shall be implemented;
−The knowledge and skills, experience, leadership of staff shall be identified; the results of assessment
of training and education requirements shall be directly linked with individual career plans of public servants
for ensuring the high level implementation of goals, responsibilities and functions and achievement of
strategical targets by public authority.
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The experience of some countries show that the economic development is not only achieved through
the fortification of its material resources, but also via substantial changes in the minds, behavior and their
communications methods. Formation of the economic thought corresponding to the scientific-technical
progress is the issue for every society. Thus, abandonment of the existing customs and traditions and their
existence could be a significant factor for the economic growth.
The changes in the system of societies are observed with the subsequent changes in the institutions,
ideology and economic thought of the people. The major factor of precise evaluation of changes from the
sustainable development perspective is based on facts.
The thesis explores the necessity of reforms in the public administration and their directions in the
period of modern reforms, analyzes the system and structure, as well as puts forward suggestions on
increasing effectiveness of public administration.
Key words: Reform, change, state management model, civil service system, administrative
management, system and situation analysis
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Introduction
For most people the term “development” is first of all associated with prosperous life, improvement of
social and financial status etc., i.e. with economic aspect. Literally “development – is a movement implying
change of quantity into quality”, in dialectical sense development means reaching a higher level, improving.
[18] However in some cases we observe unpleasant events behind the development concept. This
phenomenon is particularly evident in non-rational use of nature objects, in case of selection of intensive
form of development rather than extensive form. It is known that human beings and nature have always had a
close relationship with each other. This rather obligatory attitude, at all times of the existence of humanity
has been shaped according to the individual's own way of thinking and his needs. In ancient times people did
not claim to dominate nature. As a result of scientific development in the XVII-XVIII centuries there
emerged a new concept of a nature where the central figure was human being. More comprehensive
understanding of the laws of nature along with human labor made human beings sovereigns of the
environment [3, p.10]. As a result, the concept of a mechanical nature, fed by the ideas of the French
philosopher, physiologist Rene Descartes, took up a key position in people’s minds. Of course, such views
ignoring ecological balance and seeing humans as a ruler of the nature are one of the main factors causing
environmental issues. Industrialization of large settlements as a result of the industrial revolution and
increasing demographical problems in the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries changed the
balance of the nature in favor of human beings and led the world to the unrecoverable ecological disasters.
As a result, human being as a part of the nature had come to forefront in a role directly interfering the
ecosystem. The environmental issues continuously growing and ignored worldwide jeopardize lives of
people like many other creatures. [11, p. 458] If ten years ago these issues could be solved easily, nowadays
it is becoming a hard issue. Although the hearth of these problems is in individual states their resolution can
only be possible in the form of international cooperation. Thus issues of environmental protection are not
limited to the borders of separate countries or regions. Necessity of resolution of these issues in global scale
demands joining the efforts of international community and development of the international cooperation in
order to protect environment. In other words, establishing the environmental safety system for an individual
state is almost impossible in the modern age, elimination of the environmental issues could be realized by
ensuring environmental safety in international level. And international environmental safety could only be
ensured if the available regulative and institutional mechanisms determine economic development and rules
for use of nature.
Principal part
It is obvious that entering the 21st century is not simply a calendar change. Changing views, attitudes,
tendencies, approaches, opinions in this century as a next stage of development of the world civilization is
not an exception. In this regard, we are observing new realities, new problems in 21st century.[3, p. 550] For
example, large-scale researches are conducted by the states in the areas as Open Sea, Arctic, Antarctic which
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were studied less; and interest on use of natural resources is increasing. As the result of such activities there
occur 3 types of negative impact of people to ecology and environment: [6, p. 5]
1. Pollution of the environment;
2. Exhaustion of natural resources;
3. Destruction of the natural environment.
State policies aiming welfare of the citizens on one hand are serving to improve the lives of people, and
on the other hand negatively impacting the ecosystem.[12, p.583] Air pollution and water pollution, erosion
of the soil useful for agriculture, and increased environmental pollution makes people to live in anti-sanitary
conditions. While along with the improvement of living conditions of people protection of environment
should as well be main policy of the states. Legal system is the best way to protect environment, regulate
relationship between human beings and environment, and set up some rules of conduct. If a state planning to
take a step towards solving environmental problems it should be within legal framework. In this regard
improvement of laws and regulations, application of the international ecological standards in the states, in
other words, serious changes in the environmental policies of states should be the most urgent measure taken
in this direction. In market based relations juridical persons and individuals should not be negligent in
purposeful using of natural resources. This issue is directly based on objective ecological factors. Purposeful
use envisages two purposes: a) to meet economic needs of society, collective associations, and individuals; b)
to maintain ecological balance of the state. It should be taken into account that, it is possible to achieve
preservation of optimal equilibrium of all other natural objects through purposeful use of natural resources
and complying with ecological limitations, which in turn positively affects the harmony between nature and
society. Therefore purposeful use of natural resources should be determined in environmental law by the
state as owner of the natural resources taking into consideration the importance of the object. Although this
definition is basically right, it faces difficulties due being unilateral, particularly coming to the conclusion
that only state or other owners of natural resources determine purposeful use. Meanwhile objective
environmental factors are being omitted.
Along with purposeful use of natural resources rational and effective use should be provided as well. In
this case economic and environmental aspects come together. Rationality while using natural resources takes
into account the environmental requirements, regulations, standards, limitations, and thus it more approaches
to environmental factor. Effective use of natural resources poses economic aspects; and it aims to get more
effectiveness from natural resources while expending less. Although rational and effective uses of natural
resources are closely interconnected, they are not similar conceptions. It should be mentioned that
environmental legislation provides number of legal guidelines for rational and effective use of natural
resources from various positions: rationality and effectiveness.
Environmental legislation envisages the complex use of natural resources. [14, p. 441] For example, the
Law on Environmental Protection in some extent provides for comprehensive approach to solving some of
the environmental problems, also consideration of anthropogenic indicators of the area when using natural
objects, as well as investigation of factors negatively affecting environmental conditions. Complex use of
natural resources is based on environmental, economic and social factors. Because joint solution of these
issues solves environmental, economic and social problems at the same time, which ultimately benefits the
community and its members as well. Therefore, it is has been correctly stated in scientific literature that,
when using natural resources in cohesive way it is imperative to take into account environmental
interconnection of each natural object with another natural object, since these connections are based on laws
of nature; so each enterprise is recommended to take into consideration not only current business activities,
but also long-term outcomes.
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Effective use of natural resources envisages a number of organizational and legal standards: juridical
person of various types (large farms, forest farms, water farms, agricultural farms etc.); individuals
(individuals, groups of citizens, foreigners). But compliance with ecological standards when using natural
resources usually is compulsory for all types of persons. Standards for use of natural resources are
dynamically developing; they are regularly changing, new standards are developed and old ones are
liquidated.
Stable use of natural resources is of great significance. Because every ecologist-user should be sure of
stability of his situation, so that he could realize all necessary work when using natural objects. In scientificpractical context stability means unchanging use of appropriate natural objects in accordance with
individual’s interests within legal framework. And it is ensured with different legal standards provided in
legislation. For example, according to the common rules natural objects may be given for indefinite or
periodic exploitation, land leasing may be considered as well etc. which in turn ensures fair approach to
natural objects, and rational and effective attitude of users of nature to these objects; provides creation of
right of use and of ownership of different persons. In addition, environmental legislation clearly states that,
right of ownership or right of use for the particular natural object is subject to cancellation in ordered manner.
And it ensures protection of rights of all other persons when they are violated. Stability of the right to use
natural resources stimulates improvement of quality of the natural objects.
The use of natural resources is closely related to their production. This relation is not based on logic,
but on objective principles. Namely, natural resources derived from the nature in order to meet human needs
should be filled out, as failure to do so can lead to environmental disbalance. So it is not coincidence that
environmental legislation provides for legal guidelines that envisage complex production and recovery of
natural objects. Therefore, when noting their interconnection, you should not equate the concepts of use and
production of natural resources. Though insufficient, but legal literature provides the legal issues related to
production of natural resources.
It should be mentioned that production and recovery of natural resources has not been sufficiently
studied yet. However these terms are defined in general terms in all legislative acts on natural resources. At
the same time, essence of the production and recovery of natural resources is gaining particular significance
in terms of environment as well as in market relations. It would be reasonable that Law on Environmental
Protection provided official definition to these conceptions. However the Law does not include such
definition. It only notes the production of recoverable natural resources in terms of the environmental
protection. Scientific literatures provide some views about production and recovery of natural resources. In
my opinion, production of natural resources includes all the scientific, organizational, economic and
technical work aiming filling out or recovery of natural resources, as well as improving the positive aspects
of the natural objects. And their recovery involves technical and organizational, and economic measures
targeted in filling out the natural resources lost as a result of anthropogenic impact or natural disaster, as well
as strengthening the positive aspects of the natural objects. Analyzing findings it comes out that it is
impossible to deduce limited feature of these definitions, in particular as it was mentioned in first and second
definitions their contents envisage various joint work aiming the filling out the natural resources or
improving their positive aspects. At the same time drawing up the key elements of these conceptions is very
urgent today, because it stipulates the content of the relevant legal and organizational forms providing
production and recovery of natural objects.
As the result of the discussions for resolution of environmental issues, new trends have emerged in
international cooperation such as environmental protection and ecological safety. International cooperation
contributing to the strengthening of international environmental standards should not be confronted with
regional, bilateral and relevant national arrangements. All of this should lead to overall environmental
security of the humanity. International environmental security implies international relations ensuring
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protection of the environment and more efficient use and better quality of environmental resources. It should
be noted that the term "environment" was first used in 1986 in Article 100A (Domestic Market) of the Single
European Act. The act also contains a separate Article dedicated to the environment (Article 130 R-T). [5, p.
14-15] Later Agenda of the XXI Century dealing with the interaction of environmental protection and
development issues was adopted at UN Rio de Janeiro-92 Conference on Environment and Development. [1,
p. 659] A global approach covering all aspects of sustainable development was identified and Sustainable
Development Commission was established at the conference. I would like to mention that the term
"Sustainable Development” was used by the World Commission on Environment and Development
(Brundtland Commission) for the first time in 1987. But, unfortunately, not all the states support the steps
taken by international organizations, especially the United Nations in this sphere, on the contrary their
environmentally burdensome policies make environmental issues even more incontrollable.
Currently, there are three important reasons for the continuation of environmental studies at the
international level:
1. Environmental issues do not emerge as national but as a global problem. Mutual cooperation
between states is essential for the solution of environmental issues;
2. Currently, the world economy is globalized and the restriction of state power in the field of
governance deepens the environmental-economic dilemma;
3. Steps taken previously at the international level are insufficient to resolve environmental issues. [7,
p. 356]
The major forms of international cooperation in the sphere of environmental protection are based on
bilateral and multilateral agreements based on international treaties and agreements. The universal nature of
environmental issues deeply increases the role of multilateral international agreements for the coordination of
the collective efforts and agreement of the states in this area. [8, p. 55] It should be noted that currently there
are about 500 international agreements on various aspects of environmental protection. [2, p. 305-306]
International agreements are signed for almost all global environmental issues, or at least some attempts are
in progress for this. In this sense, international agreements are of great importance for the protection of
environment.
Another aspect making this issue even more urgent is that environment is the most serious factor
affecting human health. Research has revealed that 70-75% of human health is associated with ecological
situation. In other words, reviewing human rights classification, we can see that the right to life, i.e. the
highest human right is under the influence of the environment. For reference, I would like to note that human
rights are divided into three categories: first generation rights (right to life, right to privacy and housing,
freedom of expression, right of freedom, freedom of thought and religion, right to fair trial, freedom of
assembly, right to association and right to vote) second generation rights (housing law, labor law, health law,
social security law, unemployment insurance and right to education) and third generation rights (group and
collective rights, self-determination right, economic and social development, the right to live in a healthy
environment, right over natural resources of the country, the right to communicate with others, and the right
to participate cultural heritage). [4, p. 15-16] Division of human rights into 3 generations was put forward by
a Czech national Karel Vasak, a member of the International Institute for Human Rights in Strasbourg in
1979. This classification of Vasak reflects European values, as it derives its roots from European law. [4, p.8]
First of all, it should be noted that majority of international standards for the protection of human rights
are in line with the objectives of international environmental standards. Every step taken to protect the
environment is aimed at continual health existence of the humankind. [10, p. 22] In other words, both the
human rights and environmental law are based on the idea of protecting human beings. [9, p. 194] The main
difference between human rights activities and the approach to environmental protection is the wider
framework of the protection mechanism of the latter.
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After the Stockholm Conference held in 1972, the principle adopted in international law is that human
rights can only be exercised in a healthy environment. In other words, without a healthy environment, it is
impossible to benefit from any human right at a proper level. For example, the right to life mentioned in
Article 3 of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted in 1948, is related to the protection of
the environment. Because negative impacts on the environment also affect the human life. [13, p. 66]
Considering that the right to life is a right that is directly related to other human rights and the right to life is
possible in a healthy environment, other human rights are closely related to the right to live in a healthy
environment.
ISO 14000 series of standards are developed by the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), taking into account the importance of environmental standards in reducing the damage caused to
environment by people. Every standard included in this series of international standards envisaged for
environmental management system serves to prevent the depletion of natural resources, minimizing harmful
substances released into the soil, water and air.
Among them the standard dealing with documentation is ISO 14001. [17] Objective of the standard is
to help enterprises to handle the issues of environmental protection and prevention of environmental
pollution. It guides businesses to identify environmental factors at any stage of supply chain from raw
material to consumer, and minimize the environmental damage by taking these factors into account. It should
be noted that in most countries, especially in European states, consumers require ISO 14001 certification for
the products they use. [15, p. 35]
This document, which can be used in enterprises and industries contains environmental management
requirements. Its most important feature is its focus on sustainable development. The practical importance of
this standardization is that the provisions contained here are described both in national and international
standards and in legislation. Major principles of discussion include:
- use of natural resources should be long-term; i.e. the norm of usage should be below the recovery
capacity;
- unrecoverable resources should only be used with caution and taking the future into account;
- new technologies should be developed taking into account the capacity to compensate for losses
arising from the use of non-renewable resources;
- where possible, the use of renewable resources should be preferred to those that cannot be recovered.
[15, p. 105]
ISO 14001 is based on following principles:
- environmental policy;
- planning and development in this area;
- application and operations;
- documentation in the area of environmental management;
- checking and corrective activities;
- records required in this field;
- environmental management audits;
- environmental management reports; [16, p. 78]
Regardless of the area of activity, every enterprise should be interested in the implementation of the
ISO 14001 taking the benefits into account. Some of these benefits are as follows:
- improvement of corporate image and relationships with clients, public organizations and local
community representatives;
- significant reduction of costs by methods such as more efficient use of energy and water resources,
more accurate selection of raw materials and waste recycling, and improvement of the capacity of the
organization to overcome its competitors;
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- decrease in the costs related to reactive management strategies, such as the reduction of the possibility
of fines for the violation of law;
- implementation of environmental legislation and reduction of the probability of fines and
prosecutions;
- acquisition of new business opportunities in markets where green manufacturing processes are
important;
- preference of organizations that apply environmental management by customers who are interested in
environmental protection.
I believe that certain motivation measures in the production areas should be further expanded. For
instance, granting low-interest loans, tax incentives etc. to the waste-free enterprises may be appropriate.
Otherwise, economic interests of the producers will overcome environmental interests, the "development" we
are seeing now will take our society to a blind alley and turn the Earth to a planet prevalent with anomalous
phenomena.
Conclusion
Based on my research, I propose the following scientific provisions:
International agreements establishing international environmental standards play a very important role
in ensuring ecological safety and have a significant power of impact. As a commitment arising from
international treaties, effective oversight mechanisms should be established for the implementation of
international standards by states;
International environmental law is a complex area of law established and guaranteed in international
and domestic laws. While international standards in this area are referred to as basis, domestic law has an
important role in ensuring and implementing these standards;
Principles of international environmental law constitute the basis of Article 39 of the Constitution of
the Republic of Azerbaijan, as well as environmental and other sector standards. Therefore, the norms and
standards represented by these principles should be taken into account in all areas of activity;
Principles of international environmental law are still characterized as "soft law" norms. Modern global
reality, current environmental crises, the ecological disasters and anticipated environmental hazards
necessitate the transformation of these norms into imperative norms. This will also play an important role in
the introduction of those norms in the national legislations;
Contribution of international organizations to the protection of environmental diversity and
implementation of international environmental law is undeniable. The purpose, role and functions of
international organizations should be based on the structural basis of the international system. In other words,
effectiveness of the activities of international organizations would rise depending on constructiveness and
concretization of their activities;
International legal responsibility has a particular importance in international environmental law. In
order to prevent violations of the environmental law, the mankind and international community must respond
adequately to these illegal actions. The international environmental responsibility is not about compensating
any damages, but preventing such offenses;
All subjects of international law must comply with international environmental standards in order to
maintain environmental diversity in a modern globalized world and ensure that future generations can enjoy a
healthy, safe and normal environment. Otherwise, in the future the mankind can face even greater dangers.
Intensification of activities of local public organizations for the protection of ecological balance, raising
awareness of population is one of the most important issues. Each and every citizen should be able to cope
with his/her duties in order to ensure the protection of his/her right in the sphere of environment. It is
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impossible to protect the ecosystem only with administrative control mechanisms. Therefore, citizens and
civil society institutions should support this work.
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Summary
Sustainable Development in the context of Human rights
Dashgin Ganbarov
Baku State University, Azerbaijan

The study embraces the importance of international responsibility for observance to commitments of
international treaties and to the environmental standards by states and other players of the international law
and elimination or reduction of violations of these commitments. Significance of the civil society and NGOs
involvement in the activities for protection of environment as well as the importance of stimulation of
activities in this area are shown in facts. It is mentioned that the term “Sustainable development” put to
scientific use by International Commission (Brundtland Commission) in 1987 is directly related to ecology
and environment. It is substantiated that sustainable development is impossible without observance to rules
of environmental law; and theoretical suggestions on possible development directions are proposed in the end
of the study.
Keywords: UN, sustainable development, ecology, environment, human rights, rational use,
ecological balance, law, environmental standard, natural resources
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Ensuring the sustainable growth in both social and economic levels has always been one of the major
challenges of the public sector organizations. Even governments with well-obtained experience and social
trust faced challenges in tackling the above-mentioned task. Scarcity of financial resources, lack of
managerial capacity and human resources demonstrated real threat for the public service actors in terms of
implementation of tasks in the area of social, economic spheres. For that very reason, questions such as, how
to increase the efficiency and capacity building, how to involve the required financial resources, how to
engage the professional players in implementing public tasks came to surface in government circles. In quest
of these questions, public sector organizations came to conclusion that the most plausible way to tackle
problems in the area of infrastructure and social services is the active involvement of the private sector
(Linder S.H., Rosenau P.V, 2000). Countries located in the Eastern and Western Europe began to actively
involve private sector partners in providing public, social services (International Monetary Fund, 2004).
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) mechanisms such as concession contracts, outsourcing contracts, joint
ventures became the major way of cooperation between public and private sector (Linder S.H., Rosenau P.V,
2000).
Taking into acount the significance of PPP in reaching Sustainable Development Goals identified by
the United Nations, this article will attempt to broadly analyze to what extent PPP contributes to tackling
challenges public sector faces.
Definition and main purpose of PPP - There are different approaches concerning the meaning and
chief purpose of PPP. However, most academic circles are in the same position that collaboration between
public and private sector is the key element in PPP. Shared resources, shared risks, shared responsibilities
and shared rewards are inalienable parts of cooperation chain of PPP (Economic and Social Comission for
Asia and the Pacific, 2011). According to International Monetary Fund (2004, p.3), PPP “involves private
sector supply of infrastructure assets and services that have traditionally been provided by the government”.
As it seems from the above-mentioned explanations, PPP involves broad range of players the purpose of
which is to increase efficiency and improve service delivery. However, it does not mean that governments
hand over all tasks in the specific field to private sector actors and simply supervise the process of
implementation. Due to the fact that governments bear responsibility for the efficient implementation of
public, social tasks in front of the electorate, it is hard to imagine that the elected government relinquishes its
duties while applying to PPP mechanisms.
PPP as a panacea to socio-economic and infrastructural problems - Drawbacks in the service
delivery broadly affects each aspect of our life. For instance, inefficient management of financial resources
brings additional financial burden to citizens, poor health system endangers peoples’ lives and etc. In most
cases, public sector organizations face difficulties in addressing these kinds of problems, due to lack of
financial and human resources. In this case, PPP become more relevant tool in the solution of deeply-rooted
problems in the public service.
In other words, improvement of the service delivery stands at the core of the PPP (Jomo K.,
Chowdhury A., Sharma K., Platz D, 2016). Despite some pitfalls in applying PPP mechanism as a tool of
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ensuring sustainable development, in general, collaborative environment between public and private sector
organizations proved to be successful in most countries in terms of eradicating poverty, improving public
services.
According to the United Nations (2017) “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, people,
planet and prosperity are the core elements in terms of transformation of our world. As it is clear, the chief
purpose of the public service is to ensure better, prosperous life for the people. From this point of view,
successful implementation of this Agenda hugely depends on the quality of public services provided in
social, economic, infrastructural spheres. Taking into account the fact that the primary goal of new public
management is to bring market values and private management principles to the public sector (Chandler J,
1991), close collaboration between public and private sector becomes urgent necessity for reaching
Sustainable Development Goals. Successful models of PPP realized in countries, such as, Canada, Sweden,
Burkina Faso, gives us reason to argue that relevant application of PPP principles in the fields of
communication, transport, energy and power could lead to the efficient service delivery and management
(Colverson S., Perera O., 2011, Ministry of Economy, Finance and Development, 2016).
According to estimates, “average size of projects involving PPP increased from 112 million US dollars
in 2002 to 419 million in 2013” (World Bank, 2014). Not only countries with poor public management
history, but also countries, which have rich experience in providing public services are keen to engage
private sector partners in close collaboration. For instance, “between 1990 and 2009 there have been more
than 1,300 PPP contracts worth more than €5 million signed within the European Union (EU), at a combined
capital value in excess of €250 billion” (Colverson S., Perera O., 2011, p.2) It seems that the availability of
the required financial resources to meet the needs of the public service makes private sector involvement
more attractive even for the governments. At the same time, tremendous rise in the investment involved from
the private sector demonstrates the necessity of private sector engagement in running public services for
ensuring better outcome.
However, the availability of financial resources is not the only fundamental reason for encouraging
private sector to actively engage in providing public services. Other main reasons why private sector
involvement could lead to better service delivery include their responsiveness, experience in performing in
competitive environment, and application of advanced technology (Hamilton G. 2013., Linder S.H., Rosenau
P.V. 2000).
Challenges in implementing PPP – Above-mentioned examples and experiences from different
countries gives us reason to say that most PPP projects proved to be efficient in the long period in terms of
delivering public services. However, in case of ignorance of fundamental factors in the process of
collaboration between public and private sector, the end result of this cooperation could even deteriorate the
situation rather than improvement in the service delivery. For example, lack of capacity of the public sector
organizations for ensuring effective supervision of PPP projects, problems in the institutional arrangement,
underestimating risk factors and value for money may cause to collapse of social trust (Pomeroy B. 1998).
Loxley and Loxley (2010) provide Canada’s example, which proved to be inefficient in terms of
ensuring cost efficiency and providing quality services. They identified that private corporations
demonstrated less accountability to citizens due to lack of direct mutual contact. In other words, inefficient
way of application of PPP principles could have a negative impact on the environment and peoples’ socioeconomic life. For this reason, it needs to be taken into account to what extent private sector company, which
is interested in the involvement of PPP, runs its projects in an efficient and transparent way. There is no
doubt that, if the private company is not accountable in relation to its customers and does not perform in a
transparent way it will lose its credibility and its position in the market in the competitive environment.
Local experience in the implementation of PPP - As a country with sound economic background and
ambitious social, economic plans, Azerbaijan is dedicated to reach UN Sustainable Development Goals.
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“Strategic Road Map on National Economy of Azerbaijan” approved by the President of the Republic of
Azerbaijan in 2016 envisages measures to ensure the competitiveness of the national economy and improve
social welfare based on sustainable economic growth. Especially, increasing demand for investment in
infrastructure advancement and socio-economic projects necessitates engagement of private sector financial
resources in this area. In Azerbaijan’s case, it is not only significant in terms of attracting required capital, it
is also important for bringing innovation, creativity, flexibility and effective management in the public
service (Humbatov M., Singla N. 2016).
As an alternative to “traditional” public procurement, PPP mechanisms have already successfully
implemented in the field of clean infrastructure development in Azerbaijan (United Nations Economic
Comission for Europe, 2013). Despite the fact that there is no perfect legislative base regulation PPP process
in Azerbaijan, some initial steps have been made in this direction.
The adoption of the Law, which supports “Build, Operate, Transfer” (BOT) model for constructioninfrastructure projects is a huge step made in the direction of implementing PPP principles. This model is
“applicable to construction, restoration, rebuild, repair, operation and transfer of bridges, tunnels, water
warehouses, water cleansing plants – constructions, sewerage systems, and other publicly important
construction infrastructure objects…” in accordance with BOT agreement (PWC Azerbaijan Times, 2016).
Learning the best experiences in the field of running projects by applying PPP principles is of high
significance for achieving better results in Azerbaijan. For this reason, the government needs to broadly
analyze pros and cons of PPP in order to refrain poor outcomes.
Exploration of PPP mechanisms for ensuring sustainable development unearthed some important facts
in this article. First of all, it became clear that PPP is a plausible mechanism for ensuring sustainable growth
the purpose of which is to improve the quality of public and social services. This article also provided some
examples, which demonstrated that lack of supervision and financial control PPP could lead to deterioration
in the field of service delivery. At the same time, providing examples from Azerbaijan made it clear that the
government is keen to apply PPP principles for reaching its sustainable development goals.
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This article deals with the significance of the Public-Private Partnership in ensuring the sustainable
growth in the various fields of public and socio-economic life. Some examples are also provided in order to
demonstrate the effectiveness of Public-Private Partnership in terms of reaching sustainable development
goals. At the same time, the outcomes of involvement of successful private sector companies in the public
service are broadly explored in the article. Moreover, new trends and challenges are demonstrated in the field
of cooperation between public and private sector. It is concluded that without efficient collaboration of the
public and private sector and transparency, ensuring the sustainable development is hard to achieve for the
long term.
Key words: Public-Private Partnership (PPP), Sustainable Development, United Nations, public
service, private sector, investment, service delivery
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Introduction
Questions formerly included in the exclusive internal competence of states increasingly become the
subject of joint with the international community of reference: "the search for a balance of interests of states
in the modern world is inextricably linked with the internationalization of traditionally intra-state issues, with
the transfer of individual rights to international competition in the general interest.” (5, 24) The content of the
concepts "internal competence of the state" and "internal affairs of the state" is moving, evolving along with
the development of international relations and in accordance with the sovereign will of the states themselves,
clothed in the form of international legal norms. The norms of international law do not contain any
restrictions or prohibitions on the range of issues that may be subject to international legal regulation, if at the
same time there is a voluntary consent of the interacting states and the rights of other subjects of international
law are not violated: "In the field of international communication, the main trend in the evolution of
international relations, politics and law is now growing - the increasing spread of international legal
regulation in those areas that previously fell exclusively under the national jurisdiction of individual
countries." (19, 538)
A number of researchers argue that international law allows for "humanitarian intervention" as an
interference in the exclusive internal competence of states without the consent of the latter. As international
practice shows, today sovereignty is not always an obstacle to interference in the internal affairs of states,
their constitutional (Macedonia, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) and territorial transformation. The UN
Security Council should consider every concrete case of a massive violation of human rights and authorize
humanitarian intervention.
Quite often in the theory of international law the terms "humanitarian intervention" and "humanitarian
intervention" are used as synonyms. It is advisable to define humanitarian intervention as a type of
humanitarian intervention in connection with the emerging trends in the development of international law. As
practice shows, "humanitarian intervention" has become an integral part of modern international relations.
The justification for interference in the internal competence of states is the need to ensure the "interests of
mankind". The category "interests of mankind" found its consistent consolidation in international maritime
law. The Final Act of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (Montego Bay, 10
December 1982) stressed that the resources of the seabed and ocean floor, as well as subsoil resources on the
high seas beyond the limits of existing national jurisdiction, could be used only in the interests of humanity.
(15) The detailed definition of "the interests of mankind" is not contained in international legal acts.
Recently, a new subject has been drawn, with which it is necessary to correlate state interests. As such
a subject is understood the world community. The world community as a subject reflects the idea of a new
global world order. Traditionally, the term "world order" is often understood as an international order based
on a system of international relations. The world community is a collection of individual societies, all of the
humanity, as an essential whole. The world community is presented as a single whole with its needs and
demands, which should be promoted by the management bodies at all levels as one of the main tasks, and
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also establishes unconditional moral imperatives connecting all forms of government. (14, 166) If earlier the
recommendations of the world community to this or that state were regarded as interference in its internal
affairs, in modern conditions they are considered as an integral element of the world order.
Providing "interests of mankind" involves the need for international intervention based on an
appropriate mandate, which is increasingly justified by the theses of theories of "soft" security and "limited"
("controlled", "soft") sovereignty (13). In practice, international intervention is carried out in such forms as
peacekeeping, humanitarian intervention, coercion to peace, the establishment and construction of peace.
Peacekeeping in the majority of cases is based on the sovereign will of the countries participating in the
conflicts, then humanitarian intervention and coercion to peace do not always require the consent of the state,
that is, they can be used even in conditions of "overcoming" of state sovereignty. The "classic" international
document, which sets out the main provisions of "soft" security is the Charter of European Security of
November 19, 1999. [25]
Peacekeeping is a non-combat operation carried out with the consent of the parties in order to
implement the agreements reached. Peacekeeping implies peacekeeping operations with the use of military
observers, or the multinational armed forces, or the peacekeeping forces of the UN member states (by the
decision of the UN Security Council, in some cases the UN General Assembly) members of regional
agreements (by the decision of the relevant body). The UN documents give the following definition of
peacekeeping operations: "Actions involving servicemen who do not have the right to resort to coercive
measures taken by the United Nations to maintain or restore international peace and security in the area of
conflict. The conduct of the PKO requires the voluntary consent and cooperation of all interested parties. The
military personnel involved in the operation perform the assigned tasks without resorting to the force of arms
(except for self-defense, in the case of attempts on the part of individuals / groups to prevent peacekeepers
from carrying out the tasks stipulated in the mandate of the operation, to protect civilian personnel of the
peacekeeping mission or other international, regional, public, etc. organizations operating in the conflict area)
than peacekeeping operations differ from the coercion to peace provided for in Art. 42 [chapters VII] of the
UN Charter " (3. 4-5) Legislation of the Russian Federation does not include the concept of "peacekeeping
operations". The federal legislator appeals the notion of "activities to maintain or restore international peace
and security." According to Article 2 of the Federal Law of 23.06.1995 No. 93-FZ "On the Procedure for
Granting Military and Civilian Personnel by the Russian Federation to Participate in the Maintenance or
Restoration of International Peace and Security," "Under the Maintenance or Restoration of International
Peace and Security with Participation The Russian Federation is understood as peacekeeping operations and
other measures taken by the United Nations Security Council in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations, regional bodies either within the framework of regional bodies or agreements of the Russian
Federation or on the basis of bilateral and multilateral international treaties of the Russian Federation and
which are not compulsory acts (hereinafter referred to as "peacekeeping activities") under the UN Charter, as
well as international coercive actions with the use of armed forces, Of the UN Security Council, adopted in
accordance with the UN Charter to eliminate threats to peace, violations of peace or an act of aggression. "
(24)
The concept of a peace-keeping operation is contained in Article 3 of the Model Law on the
Participation of a CIS Participating State in Peacekeeping Operations, adopted on April 17, 2004, by
Resolution 23-6 at the 23rd plenary meeting of the Interparliamentary Assembly of the CIS Member States:
The concept of a peace-keeping operation is contained in Article 3 of the Model Law on the Participation of
the CIS Member State in Peacekeeping Operations, adopted on April 17, 2004, by Resolution 23-6 at the
23rd plenary session of the Interparliamentary Assembly of the CIS Member States): "Peacekeeping
operations - peacekeeping operations conducted on the basis of the provisions of Chapter VI of the UN
Charter with the consent of the conflicting parties, and in the case of an armed conflict not of an international
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character - with the consent of the legitimate political leadership of the state, rritorii which conflict occurs,
carried out under a UN mandate or regional organizations or through regional organizations or arrangements
of CIS member states, or on the basis of bilateral and multilateral international treaties of the State Party of
the CIS with the State in whose territory the conflict is taking place; as a rule, peacekeeping operations are
conducted with a ceasefire agreement or violent actions between the conflicting parties and presuppose
maintaining and strengthening the peace already achieved or preventing future conflicts. " (17,140-160)
The main condition for the implementation of peacekeeping operations is the priority of human rights
over national legislation and state sovereignty. The modern international law allows a state to be subjected to
military action by the international community, a group of countries or a single country in cases where it is
not able to ensure the protection of human rights. The most famous examples of this new international
practice are Haiti (1994), Yugoslavia (1995 and 1999).
The spread of international organizations of various kinds, and then the system of collective security,
has given rise to a new phenomenon in international relations - humanitarian intervention. (6)
In the Declaration on the Principles of Friendly Relations and Partnership between the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Guinea, adopted in Moscow on July 27, 2001, the Russian Federation
formally defined "its rejection of the concept of so-called" humanitarian intervention " (7, 60-61). The
Moscow Joint Statement of the Heads of State of Russia and China, signed on July 16, 2001, states the
intention of the Russian Federation to counter "attempts to undermine the fundamental norms of international
law through such concepts as" humanitarian intervention "and" limited sovereignty. " (18, 26-28) A similar
provision is also contained in Article 10 of the Declaration on Strategic Partnership between the Russian
Federation and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, adopted in Hanoi on March 1, 2001. (8, 14-16)
Conceptually, this position is disclosed in the Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation. According
to which, the Russian Federation "proceeds from the fact that the use of force in violation of the UN Charter
is illegitimate and threatens to stabilize the entire system of international relations. It is unacceptable to
attempt to introduce into the international circulation concepts such as "humanitarian intervention" and
"limited sovereignty" in order to justify unilateral military actions bypassing the UN Security Council. Being
ready for a substantive dialogue on improving the legal aspects of the use of force in international relations in
the context of globalization, the Russian Federation proceeds from the premise that the search for concrete
forms of the international community's response to various acute situations, including humanitarian crises,
must be conducted collectively, on the basis of strict compliance with international law and the UN Charter
». (16) The Russian position is based on the recognition that the world order, reducible to the totality of
international relations, should be based on the principles and norms enshrined primarily in the UN
documents. Appealing by other principles without the consent of the states that have determined the existing
world order is illegitimate. Recognition of a new world order presupposes its legitimation, that is, the
existence of a collective will that recognizes this order in its new legal capacity. (20, 11)
Humanitarian intervention is a sub-institution of international law, which is at the stage of
institutionalization. The content of humanitarian intervention is disclosed in the report "Towards a safer
world: our shared responsibility", prepared in 2004 on behalf of the UN Secretary General. In this report, five
criteria are put forward that must be considered by the UN Security Council when deciding on the use of
armed force for humane purposes:
- ethnic cleansing, massacres, genocide or serious violations of international humanitarian law must
occur or be unavoidable;
- the purpose of the use of force should be to prevent or prevent such acts;
- military force can and should be used as a last resort when other means did not lead to success;
- The scale, duration, and intensity of the proposed military actions should be minimal to prevent
existing threats;
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- the consequences of the use of force should not be worse than the consequences of inaction. (1)
The grounds for "humanitarian intervention" can be various factors (natural, technogenic and social
catastrophes, the inability of the executive and legislative authorities to solve internal and international
problems, totalitarian regimes, the prevention of genocide, the protection of democratic values, interstate and
civil wars, international terrorism, the proliferation of weapons mass destruction, organized crime,
corruption, drug production, regional and global hegemonism), however, are mandatory m condition is the
gross and massive violations of human rights by state bodies or the inability of the state to prevent these
violations. That is, the state does not realize its "duty to protect", derived from the very essence of state
sovereignty, which is an important factor in ensuring law and order.
The provision on the "duty to protect" was developed by the International Commission on Intervention
and State Sovereignty, convened and worked under the leadership of K. Annan, the former UN Secretary
General. In the commission's homonymous report, the "duty to protect" was reduced to:
"- the duty to prevent harm: to combat both deep and direct causes of internal conflicts and other crises
that create threats to the population of the country;
- duty to respond to harm: in situations of the urgent need to take appropriate measures, including, if
necessary, coercive measures, such as sanctions or international criminal prosecution, and in the most
extreme situations, military intervention;
- duty to remedy the harm done: to provide, especially after military intervention, all necessary
assistance to eliminate the consequences of the crisis and intervention, to restore destroyed facilities,
reconcile hostile parties, to eliminate the causes of the harm that the intervention was intended to prevent or
stop. " (12)
Article 2 of the United Nations Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and
Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms of 1998 defines: "Each State has the primary responsibility and duty to protect, promote and fulfill
all human rights and fundamental freedoms , in particular by taking such measures as may be necessary to
create all necessary conditions in the social, economic and political, as well as in other areas and legal
guarantees, to ensure that all persons under its jurisdiction, individually and in association with others, can
enjoy all these rights and freedoms in practice. (9)
In turn, the Berlin Declaration of the International Commission of Jurists on the protection of human
rights and legal norms in the fight against terrorism, adopted on August 28, 2004, under the "duty to protect
understands as follows:" All states are obliged to respect and ensure the fundamental rights and freedoms of
persons under their jurisdiction, which includes any territory under their occupation or control. States are
obliged to take measures to protect such persons from terrorist acts. To this end, the counter-terrorism
measures themselves must always be conducted with strict observance of the principles of legality, necessity,
proportionality, and non-discrimination. " (4)
In fact, the rationale for the implementation of operations for "humanitarian intervention" is the need to
restore people's sovereignty. This provision was reflected in the Warsaw Declaration of 2000 (signed by 107
states): "The declaration deserves more attention, as it brings a real basis for interference in the internal
affairs of sovereign states. There are two weighty arguments in her favor. One is peoples whose sovereignty
is abused, they need external support. Often, external assistance is their only hope. This is an inspiring
argument for people like me, but it does not touch sacramental governments with their national interests at
all. Another argument is the security and well-being of the peoples living in open societies, but this should
already be of equal concern to both governments and citizens. The world is becoming increasingly
interdependent. " (21, 112-113) Therefore, the violation of state sovereignty is not considered so undesirable.
The modern legal doctrine suggests that if the government of the country is unable (or unwilling) to ensure
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people's sovereignty, its displacement is justified, and in cases where this is possible only with external
intervention, then "humanitarian" intervention is justified. (21, 103)
Coercion to peace can be exercised both with the use of military force and without. The basis of the
purpose of peace enforcement operations is the separation of the parties, establishment of constant contact
with them in order to reduce the severity of the conflict for subsequent diplomatic steps. Therefore, coercion
to peace does not imply the consent of the warring parties, that is, in fact, ignores their state sovereignty.
Military operations on peace enforcement (from English peace enforcement operations) can be directed both
directly against state bodies and non-governmental structures.
Peace enforcement operations involve the use or threat of use of force to force the warring parties to
agree to comply with the requirements for the cessation of hostilities.
Consistent with Article 3 of the Model Law on the Participation of the CIS Member State in
Peacekeeping Operations, peacekeeping operations are "peacekeeping operations conducted on the basis of
the provisions of Chapter VII of the UN Charter, as a rule, with elements of coercive actions, including for
the suppression of aggression or actions threatening international peace and security committed by any state,
or conducted in the absence of consent to the operation of the conflicting parties or legitimate authorities of
the state in whose territory the events took place There is no conflict, no interference from the international
community; are carried out solely on the basis of the mandate (resolution) of the UN Security Council and
can not be independently conducted by regional organizations, coalitions of states or an individual state
without direct delegation by the UN Security Council of the authority to conduct the operation. " (17, 140160)
Peacekeeping operations are aimed at ensuring a continuous readiness to conduct military operations in
the interests of preventing violence.
In Article 3 of the Model Law on the Participation of the State Party of the CIS in Peacekeeping
Operations, operations for post-conflict peace restoration (peacebuilding) are defined as "peacekeeping
operations conducted in accordance with decisions of the UN Security Council or decisions of regional
organizations or within regional organizations or agreements, either on the basis of bilateral or multilateral
treaties and aimed at implementing integrated and coordinated actions to restore the infrastructure of peaceful
life in the region of the conflict, including humanitarian and economic assistance, the preparation and
conduct of elections and referendums, the re-establishment of political and administrative self-government
structures, the demilitarization and rehabilitation of former participants in hostilities. " (17,140-160
The practical conduct of peace-building involves reaching an agreement with at least one of the
opposing sides and excluding the possibility of opposing the other side. Operations for the construction of
peace in the world presuppose a post-crisis situation. In the framework of peacebuilding operations, measures
are being taken to restore state and public administration bodies in a given territory, to ensure political and
economic conditions that prevent the resumption of the conflict.
Traditionally, it is believed that the legal basis for the implementation of measures of humanitarian
intervention is the sanction of the UN Security Council. The history of international relations testifies to the
implementation of operations that are not sanctioned in the appropriate order, but "approved" by the world
community. Examples include:
- an intervention by India in 1971, which stopped the civil war in East Pakistan;
- humanitarian intervention by Vietnam in 1978 in Cambodia, putting an end to the rule of the Pol Pot
regime that unleashed the genocide;
- an intervention by Tanzania in 1979 in Uganda, which resulted in the overthrow of the dictatorship of
Idi Amin, etc.
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Similarly, the operation to compel Georgia to comply with ceasefire agreements, conducted by the
peacekeeping forces and the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation in August 2008, should also be
assessed.
International practice has developed clear criteria for the admissibility of international intervention in
circumstances where the relevant UN Security Council resolution was not received:
- gross violations of human rights must be imminent or already occurring;
- all possible peaceful means must be exhausted;
- The state must be presented with an ultimatum demanding to stop gross violations of human rights;
- humanitarian intervention can be undertaken if the UN Security Council is idle;
- the purpose of the use of force should consist exclusively in preventing gross violations of human
rights and not be used in any other interests of the state
- in the course of the humanitarian intervention, a limited contingent of troops should be used and only
in the scale necessary to achieve the goal;
- the armed forces should be used only for a limited period of time and, once the goal of the
humanitarian intervention is achieved, must be immediately withdrawn from the foreign territory. (2, 185201)
It should be noted that the situation in South Ossetia required immediate intervention to prevent
genocide against the local population. In this respect, the actions of the Russian side can also be qualified as
an operation to enforce peace. By its position on the South Ossetian issue, Russia's political leadership has
demonstrated its readiness (and ability) to be an active participant in global governance.
Decrees of the President of the Russian Federation of August 26, 2008 No. 1260 "On Recognition of
the Republic of Abkhazia" (22) and August 26, 2008 No. 1261 "On Recognition of the Republic of South
Ossetia" (23) on the basis of the will of the Abkhaz and South Ossetian peoples recognized the sovereignty of
the Republic of Abkhazia and the Republic of South Ossetia.
In order to strengthen the international legal basis for relations with South Ossetia and Abkhazia, on
September 17, 2007, agreements on friendship and cooperation were signed in Moscow. In articles 1 and 3 of
the Treaty on Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance between the Russian Federation and the
Republic of South Ossetia (10) and the Treaty on Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance between
the Russian Federation and the Republic of Abkhazia (11), the parties recognized the state sovereignty of
each other.
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“Overcoming” state sovereignty in the course of Humanitarian intervention
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The Institute for Humanitarian Intervention is not something new. As early as in the nineteenth century
in the countries, as well as their alliances, wore interventions in the garb of humanitarian intervention. The
humanitarian component often acted only as a cover for the real aims of the intervention. After 1945, was a
steady trend towards the subject of international management of issues that previously comprised the
exclusive competence of the state. The justification for interference in the internal competence of states is the
need to ensure the "the interests of mankind". The category "interests of mankind" found its consistent
consolidation in international environmental and maritime law. International (humanitarian) intervention is
carried out in such forms as peacekeeping, humanitarian intervention, coercion to peace, the establishment
and construction of peace. Peacekeeping in most cases is based on the sovereign will of the countries
involved in the conflicts. Humanitarian intervention and coercion to peace do not always require the consent
of the state, that is, they can be used even in conditions of "overcoming" state sovereignty.
Keywords: Overcoming, state sovereignty, the humanitarian intervention, the norms of international
law, politics and law, international legal regulation, national jurisdiction
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Introduction
Sustainable development involves the adaptation of social, economic and environmental changes. An
important sign of this is to strengthen the present and future potential of human-beings' needs. The concept is
created in the second half of the last century. Generally, development of humanity arose from the necessity of
progress in the above-mentioned aspects. Scientists and experts are convinced that scientific and technical
innovations can play a major role in this process. Science can also contribute to the development of society's
material well-being and to the preservation of humanity.
We would like to address this problem through the prism of more social and environmental factors. The
social aspect of sustainable development is focused on humanity and maintains the stability of socio-cultural
systems. In addition, people attach importance to the formation of human relationships. In an ecological
context, sustainable development attaches great importance to ensuring the integrity of biological and
physical systems. Ecosystems are considered to be one of the key points. Let's say that the harmony of the
artificially created systems with natural systems is also of particular importance. In particular, selforganization and self-organization of such systems are considered as first-class capabilities.
Combining three aspects of sustainable development under a single viewing angle is a complex
theoretical and practical problem. It's very difficult to find a real balance between them. There is a need for
adequate research to establish a precise scientific formula for the interaction mechanisms of these three
concepts.
The problem is that the system created by the synthesis of the two theoretically-methodological selforganizing systems has also not been solved. This issue was put forward by cybernetics H. Fon Forster.
Sustainable development in this context has an extremely important theoretical problem. However, it cannot
be forgotten that the adoption of a concrete program by the United Nations has led to a more realistic position
in its realization.
Hence, sustainable development has become one of the most pressing problems of the whole world.
Although developed countries have achieved great success in the socio-economic sphere, the various
environmental problems that have emerged will also aggravate the problem of progress in society as a whole.
It is no coincidence that climatic topics have become one of the main focus areas of developed countries.
Sustainable development concept and NBICS-convergence
We have noted that, in general, we are talking about the last century. For many years, we have been
looking for ways to get rid of a number of social, economic, cultural cataclysms and environmental problems.
In fact, it is impossible to escape with the help of these factors in principle. Because modern science proves
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that in the development of any complex system there are crises, chaos and degradation. What is the sense of
sustainable development? This question can be summed up in the context of the three common aspects of
sustainable development, above which both scientifically and responsibly can be drawn from the relevant UN
documents. Sustainable scientific development can be regarded as a way of improving the social and
economic status of the society, as well as the development of the human factor through the crisis. In this case,
besides the economic benefits of scientific-technological achievements, the question of how it affects the
human factor is of great relevance. The acceleration of scientific-technological development in recent years
and the appearance of qualitatively new technologies have complicated the situation in this direction. First
and foremost, we mean the NBICS-convergence phenomenon. The content of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Program is also quite relevant in the light of the peculiarities highlighted. First, consider the
reflection of the signs of sustainable development in the UN's relevant documents [1]. The document outlines
the world's 17 goals for the period up to 2030. These include: poverty eradication, hunger poverty, health and
welfare, quality education, gender equality, clean water and sanitation, inexpensive and clean energy, decent
work and economic growth, industrialization, innovation and infrastructure, reduction of non-equality,
durable cities and settlements, responsible production and consumption, climate change control, conservation
of marine ecosystem, preservation of dry ecosystem, peace, law and efficient institutions, cooperation for
sustainable development [points 1, 18-38]. These points were concentrated in 5 large groups. They are called
"people", "planet", "blossom", "peace" and "partnership" [1, p.2]. The "People" group includes issues such as
dignified life, healthy environment, opportunities to realize potential, ending poverty, and protecting all
rights and rights. In the "Planet" section, the question of protection of the planet on the basis of the rational
use of natural resources is promoted. The prevention the Earth from degradation is emphasized. The
preparation of the forms of production and consumption with ratios is mentioned. Most importantly, besides
present generation, the needs of future generations will be met. "Blossoming" points out the key to achieving
these goals. That is, peace is needed for the formation of a free society and the realization of progress.
Without peace and stability, sustainable development is also impossible. Finally, "partnership" is the key
factor in the activity. Because if the whole world does not serve the same purpose as a fair, sincere and
diligent partner, then even the best idea will remain on paper. In this sense, global solidarity is an essential
term for the salvation of humanity.
It is clear that the role of innovation and technology in fundamentally sustainable development for
the UN, science, and education, and the role of ICT in the achievement of sustainable development goals. We
will try to make a philosophical analysis of the role that the intensively developing NBICS-convergence can
play in sustainable development in that context.
The terms of integration of sciences and socio-cultural progress
Several authors write conditionally on a process of integration that can be called "nano-integration" and
which is a combination of theoretical-technological-practical aspects. For this purpose, the term "nanoindustry" is used. This concept, at the very least, suggests that economic entities operating with
nanotechnologies are systematically involved with that activity. Its theoretical basis is the uniform approach
to the atomic-molecular level of the issue in different science fields. But here we need to emphasize one
specificity. Scientists maintain that nano-industry is incompatible with the concept of "systemic" in modern
science. Thus, the application of nanotechnologies now covers such a wide spectrum that it is more
complicated to integrate all of them into a single systemic category. Now, nanotechnological production is
more diverse and involves the segments (cuts, subfields) with weak relationships [see,2, p. 29 and 3, p. 924926]. However, in all cases, nanotechnologies have an interdisciplinary character at the level of theoretical
investigation. In this aspect, it can be regarded as a special type of interdisciplinary combustion. Here is an
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important aspect of our concern. We consider the basis of the nano-industry base as a research area called
"nanoscience". Nanoscience is a metaphorical term. It expresses a large number of scientific disciplines that
study nanotechnology and nanomaterials. From this point of view, nanoscience is not traditionally regarded
as science. "Because there is no significant difference between fundamental (theoretical) studies and their
practical application, the study of nature and its alteration" [4, p 51]. Experts also note that the concept of
"nanoscience" is a new method of formation and practical realization of scientific knowledge as a derivative
of "technoscience" (H.Hottoys, 1979) [5, p. 17]. It is, in itself, a "symbiosis of fundamental research,
technical theory and engineering activity" [6, p. 37]. In this quality, nanotechnology combines trans-, multiand interdisciplinary. From the mid-2000s, specialized electro-magnetic fields began to develop strongly.
Among them were nanophysics, nanochemistry, nanobiology, nanotechnology, and others. This process
boosted the nanosciences re-structuring because of their importance. They were divided into basic and
auxiliary disciplines. As a result, the relationships between nanoscience began to occur in a multidisciplinary
format with the domination of one subject. At that time, the already formed infrastructure (training trends,
curriculum magazines, conferences, etc.) was kept. At the same time, a new model of interaction was formed.
He was in the form of interdisciplinary cooperation of the same level of nanotechnology [3, p. 927].
Hence, the relationship between nanoscience is to move to a qualitatively new level. But it is
difficult to predict the outcome of this process. Because of nanosciences, in fact, have intense correlation
connections with other types of interdisciplinary integration. For this reason, the issue needs to be addressed
in a wider context. In any case, it is necessary to admit that the scientific understanding of nano subject has
gained momentum in the present stage and, as a whole, holds a significant place in interdisciplinary relations.
This is "NBICS-convergence" technology! This term was introduced in 2002 by Mikhail Roko and
William Beynbirc. They have made it to the 2002 Converging Technologies for Improving Human
Performance report prepared by the World Technology Assessment Center (WTEC) [see 7]. The report is
dedicated to clarifying the peculiarities of the NBICS-convergence, its role in the dynamics of world
civilization development, as well as the cultural and evolutionary importance of this phenomenon. It is clear
from this that researchers in the NBICS-convergence tend to consider both the temporal peculiarity of the
scientific understanding and the socio-cultural context. Hence, the NBICS-convergence is essentially
transdisciplinary. He expresses the post-classical synthesis of the dynamics of the socio-cultural environment
in general in the modern science with the intrinsic dynamics. At the same time, there are multidisciplinary
(multidisciplinary) and interdisciplinary (interdisciplinary) aspects of the content of the NBICS convergence.
The philosophical-scientific and methodological literature is now being analyzed, and certain savings are
achieved. In other words, the process of the philosophical-methodological and theoretical-functionalfunctional measurement of the NBICS convention is going on. This aspect of us is also interested in the
context of cognitive strategy, operative dynamics and structural-functional anatomy of the scientific mind in
general.
The attractiveness of the problem is related to the synthesis of all three types of modern inter-science
integration within the NBICS-convergence itself. In this sense, nanoscience is not an alternative to the
integration types, but in some sense the philosophy of their combination. But this is not a general and abstract
philosophy, but a concrete object-oriented approach. The relevance of the issue to the strategic fate of
scientific understanding is also relevant to this issue. As a whole, the "shift", "displacement" of philosophical
thinking occurs. E.Laslo has served as a locker on this affiliation. He speaks of "the transformation of the era,
the shift from civilization" or the "change of position" [8, p. 16, 21].
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The human service problem of new technologies
The active discussions on the NBICS-convergence in the West have been intensified since the
beginning of the 21st century. Mostly, much research has been done in America. They have tried to analyze
nanotechnology in the context of the future of humanity. The US National Science Foundation has chosen to
study this issue in two ways. One of them is related to the possibility of transforming the NBICSconvergence into the global development method of human civilization as a whole. It is predicted that its
essence will be achieved through economic and technological progress as a whole. The latter is related to the
"expansion of human capabilities," "better human well-being," and "increasing the functionality of a person."
This direction is of such interest that some researchers have begun to speak of the existence of "posthuman".
Transborder movements have close ties to this. H. Arendt describes the radical transformation of "human
existence conditions" in a figurative fashion [9]. True, some scholars believe that transhuman ideas are "one
of the most dangerous ideas of the modern era" [eg, Fukuyama, 10]. Among its arguments, it is particularly
important that new technologies have a serious impact on human dignity. Francis Fukuyama writes that
"great ethical contradictions" can occur in the near future, and they are more likely to be "borne by babies".
According to the scientist, the reason for this is that cell and cloning studies can paralyze the roots of human
life. This leads to "the violation of high ethical values" [10, p. 248-252].
Obviously, at this point, a very sensitive feature of the NBICS-convergence was expressed. In other
words, the search for "posthuman" may be dangerous for the humanity itself. In the NBICS-Convergence, the
socio-humanitarian aspect is only included in the word level, and it is not included in the specific content.
Let's say that the basis of the NBICS-convergence is based on the atoms (physical base unit), genes
(biological base unit), neurons (neurophysiological base unit) and bits (information base unit), which are the
ideal elements. And in the convergence process, atoms, chains, DNA codes, bits, and neurons in the
aromatics are "interchangeable" [11]. However, this does not give rise to the creation of an evolutionary
anthropological discourse as a whole. We cannot even say that there are evolutionary directions emphasized
when adding elemental "mem" units to the base elements and receiving the formula "NBICS-convergence".
Because, in the proposed theoretical model, there is no mechanism to actually transition to human progress
and human progress. Basically, the scientific and technological development of humanity is concerned, the
social-humanitarian aspect of the issue remains in the background. Thus, "expanding human capabilities" is
disassociated from the technical-scientific aspect. Thus, the NBICS-convergence promotes the intensification
and expansion of relations between modern science, while synergistic effect amongst knowledge, the ability
to cover all levels of matter, and qualitative change in technological possibilities for the person's individual
and social development [12]. From the image above, it is easy to see that the NBICS-convergence presented
by M. Roko and V.Beynbricin is a "tetrahedral convergence" in geometric imagery. That is, the NBICS is
mainly based on the synergetic combination of 4 science domains. These are 1) nanotechnology and
nanoscience; 2) biotechnology and biomedicine; 3) technology of information; 4) cognitive sciences. V.I.
Arshinov and V.Q.Bogdanov concludes that "this field of human activity has reached such a level of
instrumental development that they must have intensive synergistic interaction, and the result should be a
super innovative technique" [13, p 62]. One of the main features currently observed is the role of a
synergistic adjustment parameter in the convergence process of nanotechnologies in the nanotechnologies
within NBICS-tetrahedrons [13, p. 64]. In general, the NBICS-convergence is a process that occurs through
post-classical science discourse, through technologically interconnected humanity's objective experience. At
this time, scientists have concluded that the main problem in the context of this context is to "stimulate the
process of convergent expansion of the techno-cultural anthropology-oriented mediation practice" [13, p. 63].
And for that, it can play "the role of potential context in complexity" [13, p. 63]. The reason for this kind of
problem is obvious. Because it seems that scholars are more concerned about the "humane", morale, and
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human aspect of the problem. This is not the case in the suggested NBICS-convergence model. Hence, there
is no doubt that this path will lead mankind to the technocratic conditions and the human existence will be in
danger.
The European Union has expressed concern about it. The report titled "Convergent Technologies Formation of the Future of the European Society" was prepared in that organization and it was shown that the
issue of "expanding the human capabilities of the American NBICS" is being discontinued in the technologytechnological aspect (texnoderterminist) [13, p 63].
On the basis of such approach V.I. Arshinov and VBBuudanov's 4 possible evolutionary versions of the
NBICS-convergence can constitute an important aspect in the scientific aspect of sustainable development.
Here, the NBICS-convergence is perceived as the main argument that humanity can carry on a variety of
"ideal life" (also called Umwelt-projects). The first of them can be the improvement of the existing naturaltechno-anthropological reality. The second is the option of creating an intelligent and self-developed
technology. At that time, humanity can become a slave to technics. Third, the emergence of neuroscience. In
this case, people are finding shelter in virtual reality by escaping the real world material. One of the possible
consequences of this can be the melt, loss, and sinking of a person in a virtual world of objects. The fourth is
humanitarian. It does not mean changing matter or nature, but rather the transformation of man into selftransform. The result of this process can be the formation of perfect, complete, whole-minded conscious
entities. In V. Vernadsky's words, human beings are in agreement with Noosphere. So, with synergetic
terminology, each scenario has its own socio-cultural-technical parameters, and they are different attraction
areas like a structure-attractor. Any scientific and technological innovation directs humanity to one of these
attraction areas. The general picture consists of the quantum-synergetic synthesis of these variants. It is
possible to analyze the specific parameters of each of the Umwelt projects considered on that basis. A special
methodological approach is to be used so that you have the opportunity to benefit from the synergetic
prediction of processes.
Conclusion
The number of sectors dealing with interdisciplinary research has increased from 105 in 1996 to 277 in
2004 at the University of Columbia, USA [14]. In 2010, the global volume of the world's nanotechnology
market reached 405 billion pounds. According to Thomson Reuters, 50% of 170000 articles have responded
to multidisciplinary criteria. They have been published in 60 multidisciplinary journals [see 15]. Experts note
that the institutional factor plays an important role in interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research. That is,
the method of organizing these studies is important. Experience shows that it is usually carried out in an
academic environment. In the West, the academic system is the leader in interdisciplinary research. The
researchers also emphasize that an important role in this process is played by fundamental research that has
not been practically applied but is theoretically strategic content. However, according to the US National
Academy of Sciences, multidisciplinary research is also widely implemented in specialized state research
institutions [see 16, p. 41-61]. It is expected that interdisciplinary research will be given a greater advantage
in structures that are directly related to the application because in practice, there is a great need for such
results. It is no coincidence that the multidisciplinary direction of the developed countries in the national
allocation for science constitutes 2/3 of the total volume [see 17].
One of the important organizational roles in the stereotyping of interdisciplinary research is the
expansion of the links between academic environments and state-owned enterprises. Creating high-tech
companies in developed countries, regular exchange of experience, leading scientists in industrial
corporations, and academic collaboration with government agencies and the industry sector have been
yielding positive results. The analysis shows that global sustainable development has a complex nature in the
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structural and functional aspect. Here the philosophical-scientific understanding of modern inter-science
relations can play a significant role. The NBICS-convergence is an important factor in this. The opportunities
created by him are very broad, but not all of them are unambiguous. There remains an uncertainty for the
humanity. In order to eliminate them and serve the NBICS-convergence, we can play a decisive role in
meeting the conditions of the United Nations Sustainable Development Program in practice. At this point the
harmony of science and practice, theory and practice play a principal role. The realization of the Umwelt
project, which serves humanity, is directly related to this particularity.
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The article analyzes the philosophical analysis of the role that modern science can play in global
sustainable development. It is shown that the intensively developing NBICS-convergence may take a
significant place in determining the criteria for sustainable development. At present, they stress the existence
of four main options for global development. They are called "Unwelt-projects". In the aspect of sustainable
development, the key point here is the possibility of evolution which can sustain humanity. In this context,
the implementation of 17 UN sustainable development goals until 2030 plays a principal role. The article
studied its philosophical and methodological aspects.
Keywords: Sustainable development, NBICS-convergence, Unwelt-projects, systematic approach,
progress, socio-cultural systems, ecosystems
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Caspian Sea is a unique water reservoir, which is one of the most important in the modern world
politics. Its significance is indicated not only by the presence of rich energy resources, but also by the
location in its basin the world powerful countries, which play a decisive role in regional geopolitics. But
despite the seeming obvious and unshakable position of the region, relations between the states of the region
remain uncertain due to the most important issue: the unresolved problem of the international legal status of
the Caspian Sea.
The Caspian Sea is an enclosed body of water, roughly 700 miles from north to south and 250 miles
across, lying directly between the states of Central Asia and the Transcaucasus. Large proven reserves of oil
and gas lie off the coast of Azerbaijan, and recent exploration suggests possible reserves in part of the
Pricaspian shield covering the north east of the Caspian, off the coast of Kazakhstan. In addition there are
important living resources in the Caspian. It is a salt water body, connected to the Black Sea by the Volga
and Don rivers, the artificial Volga – Don canal (all passing through Russian territory), and the Sea of Azov,
a branch of the Black Sea.
With the breakup of the former Soviet Union, jurisdiction over the sea has become an important issue
for all the littoral states. Control over offshore resources is one of the most important issues affecting
relations between the states, and therefore the future development of both Central Asia and Transcaucasia.
Though many lawyers and other commentators have examined the means by which the Caspian Sea might be
divided, no clear plan of action has emerged to organize its proper management. Uncertainty over the legal
status of the Caspian is one reason why the economic potential of the littoral states – in particular the newly
independent hydrocarbon rich states (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan) – has not been realized.
At first sight, there seem to be two different ways of considering the Caspian Sea. It might be treated as
an enclosed lake under the exclusive sovereignty of the riparian states. Alternatively, it might be treated as an
international sea between independent states with jurisdiction divided according to principles outlined in the
1958 and 1982 Law of the Sea Conventions. However, neither treatment properly resolves the critical
question of how the Caspian’s resources are to be allocated, or whether states are to develop these separately
or under some form of condominium or joint regime.
Famous Azerbaijani scientist K. K. Gul, considering the problems of the Caspian Sea, pointed out that
it was the largest lake on Earth. But out of its size and the degree of salinity, from ancient times it had been
called like the Sea.
But such criteria as size and salinity are not sufficient to call the Caspian Sea as a sea. The 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is the only document that regulates most aspects of
the law of the sea. For many countries, the Convention has become the solution of problems relating to the
delimitation, fisheries, environmental protection and etc. problems of the sea. One of the acute issues is if the
Convention could be used in the case of the Caspian Sea.
According to article 122 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea "closed or semi-closed sea" is the
strait, bay or sea surrounded by two or more States and connected to another sea or the ocean.
The Caspian Sea is connected with the ocean just across the Volga River and the canals system,
coupled with the Black and the Baltic Sea. The convention does not show which the way should be: natural
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or artificial. In addition, the Volga River is under the control of Russia, and only Russia can allow passage
across the Volga. In order to resolve a somewhat academic question as to whether the Caspian Sea is an
enclosed ‘sea’ or ‘lake’, it seems that the status of the Don–Volga link between the Caspian Sea and the Sea
of Azov would need to be resolved. So, at first sight, the Caspian Sea has no yet international way to the
ocean.
Scientific points
There are several scientific points of views to whether the Convention is used to the Caspian Sea or
not. The real need in the Caspian Sea is to decide what sort of regime to create, so that the resources of the
region can be properly developed with minimum friction between the states.
In the event that the Caspian Sea is a closed or semi-enclosed sea and the river Volga is an international
water system Convention on the Law of the Sea does not make a clear separation of the sea on a closed or
semi-enclosed, but as Vinogradov and Wouters are convinced, the concept of a closed or semi-closed sea in
accordance with the Convention can be attributed even to those seas which are not seas geographically,
unless it is narrow water passage. According to the Convention, this definition is broader than its
geographical significance.
According to the article 123 of the Convention, all coastal States should cooperate in the all fields,
distribute their obligations for management, production and exploitation of the Caspian Sea and coordinate
their efforts to protect the equipment.
Then the internal waters should be determined, by measuring from the basic lines for each marine area.
Inland waters, as described in the Convention, include the waters surround the coastal state, such as bays,
creeks, canals, straits, harbors, estuaries. This point of the Convention does not cause any disputes between
the riparian states.
Therefore according to the Convention on the Law of the Sea, all coastal states acquire their
jurisdiction over the territorial waters within 12 nautical miles from the base point giving the right of
innocent passage for third countries (Art. 17 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea). This means that all
coastal states, including also the third States will have the right of innocent passage through the river Volga
(Art. 125 of the Convention). According to Uibopiyu through this necessity the closed Caspian states could
get access to the big water.
As well as the states have the right for the territorial sea, they have the right for the surrounding area as
well, where they can exercise control in order to prevent violation of the taxes law, immigration or sanitary
law and other law within 24 miles, and in the case of breaking the law, to punish (Art. 33 of the Convention).
According to UNCLOS all States will have the right to conduct submarine cables and pipelines through
the exclusive economic zone. This right is conditional, as the Convention has determined that it should be
also compatible with the provisions of Part V of the Convention. In any case, third States should take into
account the rules and regulations of coastal States (Art. 58). Shipping is enshrined in Article 90 of the
Convention, which provides freedom of navigation for all countries, and includes opening the Caspian Sea
for all other countries across the Volga River.
The rules governing the delimitation of the lakes has been mainly established by state practice, treaties
and judicial precedents. Examples of such lakes include the Great Lakes, divided between the United States
and Canada, and Lake Malawi, divided between Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania. The division of lakes
varies: a boundary may follow a median line, a straight line between opposite shores, or may follow one of
the shores giving control of the water to only one of the littoral states. Special arrangements may be agreed
between the riparian states to improve the management of such international lakes. The basic principle,
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which is well known by the States and international courts, is the principle of equidistance line. Delimitation
of any kind of area of water must be fair and equitable.
If the Caspian Sea is concerned as a lake, coastal states will acquired full sovereignty over their sectors.
If any of the states wants to spend a gas pipeline under the Caspian Sea, he will have to get permission from
the State under whose authority this sector is. The same situation is with shipping. One of the main features
of the right of navigation for the Caspian countries is that the ships of the Caspian states can cross the whole
lake, not only within its sector. In the event that the littoral states concern the Caspian Sea as a lake only the
have the right of navigation over it. This practice has remained unchanged from the Soviet era, when the
Soviet Union and Iran didn’t allow a third country to ship on the Caspian Sea.
Azerbaijan is the only country that from the beginning of its independent activity, has opposed to any
general use of the Caspian Sea. Azerbaijan keeps to a strict position that the Caspian Sea should be divided
into national sectors by the median line. In the Azerbaijan version of the Convention of the international legal
status of the Caspian Sea the legal status of the Caspian Sea are encouraged to identify it as a border lake,
which should be divided into national sectors, applying to the regime of the closed water basin, as in the case
of some African and North - American border lakes. Azerbaijan even declared this item by Article 11 of its
Constitution by 1995: "Azerbaijan's territory includes adjacent to the Republic of Azerbaijan part of the
Caspian sea (lake) ...".
Azerbaijan's position on the Caspian Sea considers it as the lake without a way to the ocean, which
must be divided by the equidistance line. All coastal states should have the right to water, the seabed and its
resources. But, in fact, it is possible to apply to the Caspian Sea also by the concept of "sea" because by
dividing it to sectors in the case of the territorial sea and exclusive economic zone, States acquire the same
part of the sector. The difference will be only in the rights and responsibilities of coastal and third countries
in relation to shipping and using of natural resources of the seabed, protection of the marine bioflory.
As well as maritime law, customary law contains of the rules of equidistance line, which is accessed in
the process of delimitation. But it is obvious that every dispute concerns the individual approach of
delimitation. Caspian states in the northern part of the Caspian Sea (Russia, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan) have
already delimitated in the midline, taking into the account the island located here. Therefore, referring to this
method, as in customary law and in the law of sea, the parties must take into account at the process of
delimitation also the factors that may effect on the location of the equidistance line, for example, the
geographical features of the water basin, including the islands and peninsulas.
Conclusion
Summarizing all, written above, it is clear that both sea and customary law provide rights and
obligations of States in relation to the sector of the Caspian Sea. The only difference is that sea law governs
the relationship of coastal States with the third countries. Customary law does not apply to these issues, as it
provides the full sovereignty of coastal States over their sectors, and regulates matters relating to the presence
of the military and civil ships in order to determine their position towards the other Caspian states. And
taking into consideration such factors as the availability of rich energy resources in the Caspian Sea, and the
presence in the region world powerful countries, the issue of defining the position of the Caspian sea will
have been the subject of scientific and political debate for some time.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Caspian states, which gained independence, have made the
international legal status of the Caspian Sea the main direction of political cooperation. In connection with it
specific legal mechanisms were created. These are negotiations, special working groups, summits. The main
purpose of determining the legal status of the Caspian Sea is the accepting the international Convention. It
will have a special role in sharing the rich energy resources between of the Caspian states. Most important is
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that Azerbaijan, Russia, Kazakhstan, Iran and Turkmenistan will make stronger military-political cooperation
by signing the Convention relating to the status of the Caspian Sea between them that will guarantee security
and stability in the region.
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Summary
Legal collisions in the Caspian Sea status’s defining
Mehriban Guliyeva
Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Azerbaijan

The Caspian Sea is an enclosed body of water, roughly 700 miles from north to south and 250 miles
across, lying directly between the states of Central Asia and the Transcaucasus. Large proven reserves of oil
and gas lie off the coast of Azerbaijan, and recent exploration suggests possible reserves in part of the
Pricaspian shield covering the north east of the Caspian, off the coast of Kazakhstan. In addition there are
important living resources in the Caspian. It is a salt water body, connected to the Black Sea by the Volga
and Don rivers, the artificial Volga – Don canal (all passing through Russian territory), and the Sea of Azov,
a branch of the Black Sea.
With the breakup of the former Soviet Union, jurisdiction over the sea has become an important issue
for all the littoral states. Control over offshore resources is one of the most important issues affecting
relations between the states, and therefore the future development of both Central Asia and Transcaucasia.
Though many lawyers and other commentators have examined the means by which the Caspian Sea might be
divided, no clear plan of action has emerged to organize its proper management. Uncertainty over the legal
status of the Caspian is one reason why the economic potential of the littoral states – in particular the newly
independent hydrocarbon rich states (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan) – has not been realized.
The Caspian states use all existing different areas of political cooperation in international and regional
organizations. Among them, the UN, CIS, GUAM, ICT and others. But it will be more appropriate to create a
single international organization in the Caspian region itself. By this way it will be possible to decide all the
problems not only the political, economic, geological problems of the Caspian sea, but at the same time will
help to cooperate the Caspian states and the states near the Caspian region.
Keywords: Caspian Sea, sea, lake, the Convention of the Law of Sea, coastal states, rights,
delimitation
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE ROLE OF INNOVATION IN
INCREASING LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Gulanbar Azizova
Azerbaijan State University of Economics, Azerbaijan
Introduction
The increase of productivity requires the use of factors stimulating organization of the intensive
production. Therefore, it is necessary to use cutting-edge technologies. It shall be noted that it is necessary
to attract the modern technologies used in the world to the country at the first stage and to create these
technologies within the country in the future. In this regard, the main purpose of the studied subject is to
analyze and evaluate the labor productivity of three sectors of the economy of Azerbaijan and to identify
the areas for the development directions of the innovative economy in order to increase it.
Evaluation of the gross domestic product, employment and labor productivity in Azerbaijan
The structure of the national economy can be grouped into three sectors based on the
progressiveness of the fields: the initial sector which includes agriculture and mining industry, the second
sector which includes manufacturing industry and the construction sites and the third sector which
includes the service areas. Generally, as the country's development level increases, the special weight of
the first and the second sectors in GDP and employment decreases and the share of the third sector
increases. The leading role falls on the third sector in the countries being in the post- industrial
development phase.
Having a look at the dynamics of GDP, employment and labor productivity upon these three sectors
in Azerbaijan is thus necessary. The analysis shows that while the number of those being engaged in 2000
– 2015 increased by 21.2%, this increase in the initial sector of the economy was 12.1% and 23.2% in the
third sector, 12.0% decline was observed in the second sector. While the specific weight of employment
decreased from 40.2% to 37.2% and from 18.2% to 13.2% respectively in the first and the second sectors
of the economy in 2000 – 2015, growth from 48.7% to 49.6% was observed in the third sector. This
indicates a slight progressive change in the structure of employment 7; 8.
The indicator of GDP in the values of 2005 was used for calculating labor productivity in Azerbaijan.
Generally, the volume of GDP increased fourfold taking into account the deflatorupon 2001-2015. The
highest growth upon the sectors of economy was observed in the sphere of service to tourists and
construction area - 20 times and 11.5 times respectively. Such high growth is explained by the fact that the
products produced in these areas were smaller than in the basis year. The growth rate of GDP was 5 times in
transport, warehouse and communications and 46 times in the mining area. The volume of output in other
sectors of the economy was less than the growth of GDP. The unbalanced growth was reflected in the
structure of GDP, as the share of the first sector was 49.9% in 2001 and 48.7% in 2015. The main part of the
product produced in the first sector falls on the mining industry - and while it was 75.6% in 2001, it increased
to 89.0% in 2015. It indicates the deepening of the unbalanced development7; 8.
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Thus, the structure of GDP upon the sectors of the economy shows that the first sector plays an
important role and the economic development is regressive. In 2001, annual labor productivity in Azerbaijan
was 1926.3 manat, and it increased to 6401.5 manat or 3.3 times in 2015. The analysis of the labor
productivity upon the sectors of the economy shows that there are large differences between the sectors. The
annual labor productivity was 2386 manat in the first sector, 1274 manat in the second sector and 1218.4
manat in the third sector in 2001. The highest increase in the labor productivity in the first sector was
observed in 2005 and amounted to 53.7%. In the next years, high growth was observed in 2006 and 2007 52.3% and 33.5% respectively. The decline in the labor productivity has been observed for several years 10.3%, 4.2% and 2.9% respectively in 2011, 2012 and 2014. Generally, the labor productivity increased 3.5
times in the first sector of the economy within 2001 - 2015. Although the increase rate in the productivity per
an hour is high, the following table shows that it is very low compared with other countries.
Table 1: Annual labor productivity per an employee and an
hour upon the economy of Azerbaijan
(manat)

Annual productivity upon economy
As well, productivity per an hour
Productivity in the first sector
As well, productivity per an hour
Productivity in the second sector
As well, productivity per an hour
Productivity in the third sector
As well, productivity per an hour

2001
1908,5
1,0
2386,6
1,2
1274,9
0,7
1218,5
0,6

2005
3082,7
1,6
4034,3
2,1
2789,2
1,5
1596,7
0,8

2010
6175,4
3,2
9863,2
5,1
4051,9
2,1
2622,4
1,4

2015
6307,4
3,3
8294,0
4,3
5297,4
2,8
3588,0
1,9

Growth
3,3 times
3,3times
3,5 times
3,6 times
4,1 times
4 times
2,9 times
3,2 times

Note: It was calculated by the author relying on ARDSK data.
There are great differences in the volume of production, the number of employed people and labor
productivity in the agriculture and mining industry included in the first sector. The share of the produced
product fell on agriculture was 24.4% and the number of the employed people was 97.3 in the first sector
in 2001. As a result, the annual agricultural productivity was 598.4 manat or 0.31 manat per an hour. 2.7%
of the engaged people and 75.6% of the production output fell on the mining industry and annual labor
productivity was 67898.1 manat or 35.4 manat per an hour in this area. The volume of the agricultural
production increased by 74.3%, the number of employed people increased by 12.1% and labor
productivity by 55.5% in 2001 - 2015. The volume of production in the mining industry increased 4.6
times, the number of employed by 0.7% and the labor productivity by 4.5 times. The occurred processes
show that 0.9% of the product generated in the first sector of economy falls on agriculture and 89.1% on
mining industry in 2015. Special weight of those involved in agriculture increased to 97.6%, while the
share of mining industry fell to 2.4% in the first sector in 2015. As a result, while the annual labor
productivity was 930.4 or 0.48 per an hour in the agriculture, in the mining industry this figure was
30.863.7 per cent or 160.7 per an hour.
The labor productivity in the second sector of the economy was 1274.8 manat or 53.4% of the first
sector in 2001 and 5297.4 manat, or 63.9% of the first sector in 2015.The productivity in the second sector
of the economy increased 4.2 times in 2001 - 2015. High productivity growth was observed in 2002, 2003
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and 2004, was 32.8%, 27.8% and 24.2% respectively. However, the productivity declined by 11.7% in
2009 compared to 2008.
The labor productivity was at the lowest level - 1218.4 manat or 51.1% of the first sector in the third
sector of economy in 2001. This indicator increased 2,9 times over 2001-2015. The highest increase in
productivity was observed in 2005 and amounted to 16.1%. Despite the increase in productivity, this
indicator was 43.3% of the first sector in the third sector in 2015.

Diagram 1. Labor productivity upon 3 sectors of the economy in Azerbaijan
Thus, the highest labor productivity in Azerbaijan was observed in the mining industry of the first
sector. In other sectors of the economy, this indicator is relatively low compared with other countries.
One of the main goals of economic development is increasing labor productivity. However, the key
condition for ensuring sustainable development is increasing labor productivity in the progressive
(leading) areas. It includes the processing industry and service areas. The global demand by the
developing countries on the products of the processing industry is growing. It shall be noted that while the
share of services in the GDP is higher in the manufacturing industry, but processing industry takes a
predominant place in the quickly developing countries. In modern times, the differences between the
manufacturing industry and the service sector are declining which is the result of wide use of innovations.
It is known that increased productivity can lead to decrease in employment. For example, high
increase in labor productivity reduces the demand on labor force and leads to decrease of the requirement
on payment of the unemployed population. As a result, the demand on manufactured products decreases,
entrepreneurs are forced to reduce their production; in its turn, it is resulted in diminish of labor demand in
the new stage.
In reality, this situation can happen in the traditional areas where labor productivity rises. If new
products are created as a result of technical progress, new sectors of the economy develop and in this
case, employment can increase in line with the increase of the labor productivity. At the same time, the
rise of labor productivity contributes to the creation of new commodities and services, expansion of
markets in the country, shifting workers from traditional fields to leading (progressive) areas, increasing
the efficiency of public production, and increasing requirement on payment. As a result, both production
and consumption increase. It can be stated assembly of devices and after sales service in the electronics
industry in labor intensive. While passing from the agrarian areas to the development of industry in the
developing countries, developing textile and sewing industries along with the labor intensive electronic
devices of processing areas is necessary. Decrease of the labor intensive areas of the processing industry
and increase of the complex production are expected in these countries in the developing process.
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Experience of advanced countries in the development of the processing industry
The world practice shows that the creation of business - incubator, industrial park and special
economic zones raises the competitiveness of the country's economy, as well as processing industry and
increases the opportunities for sustainable development. Business incubators reduce the period of turning
science, achievement into product and suggesting to the customers for 2-3 times 4, p. 21-31.
Establishment of industrial parks and special economic zones increases entrepreneurship activity,
stimulates scientific-technical development and accelerates economic development of the country.
It is important to carry out joint activities together with the production enterprises and to establish
industrial parks, innovation centers in order to increase labor productivity in enterprises functioning in
the processing industry. Support for business incubators at the level of small industrial enterprises shall
be provided. Innovative centers focusing on the needs of new types of "high-tech" small enterprises in the
developed European countries have been functioning since the 80s of the XX century. Their main task is
to combine ideas and inventions with entrepreneurial capital, to meet the need for initial financial
resources through the capital of public and private funds. The functions of innovation centers cover
different stages of the innovation process, mainly stimulate the transition from the practice-testing phase
to commercial production. Innovation centers assist researchers-entrepreneurs in selling new product
license to producers.
Favorable organizational – economic condition is established for development and support of small
business through incubator.
The incubator creates favorable organizational and economic conditions for the development and
support of small businesses. It allows the mentioned enterprises to grow until they gain financial
independence. In addition to business incubators, establishment of the innovation centers is also
important. Creating conditions for the development and use of new technologies at smaller enterprises in
the innovation centers is one of the important conditions for organization of future independent
production. The state plays a major role in stimulating innovation and technological capabilities of
developed and in particular, developing countries. On the one hand, it appears as the client of
innovations, the first customer. On the other hand, the state provides cooperation between science and
education supporting the development of education and financing applied researches.
Role of national innovation system in the development of the processing industry
Development of the processing industry is one of the important conditions for increasing the
scientific researches. Innovations applied in the processing field increase productivity in other areas and
give a multiplicative effect. For example, the development of the industry of production of various
equipment contributed to the increase of labor productivity firstly in agriculture, in construction, and then
in service areas. As well, it is necessary to establish a national innovation system (NIS) to increase labor
productivity in the processing industry. The formation of this system can provide sustainable economic
growth through the development of science-intensive industries. Specific NIS has been formed and is
functioning in the developed countries. The State supports NIS elements by means of preferential tax,
direct budget financing, issuance of credits, assistance in the organization and development of venture
funds and other means. The innovation orientation of the economy is characterized by economic freedom,
high development of education and science, high quality of life and human capital and innovation
oriented capital. It is important to achieve the development of scientific and technical potential of the
country in the formation of NIS. It includes three directions: scientific researches and experimental
constructor works fundamental researches, applied researches, development and implementation of
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innovations; scientific - technical education and personnel training; scientific - technical services. This
includes activities related to the establishment, dissemination and use of technical knowledge related to
R&D.
The main components of this direction are consultancy, patent-licensing activities for the
information activities in the scientific - technical field, translation and publishing of scientific and
technical literature, testing, standardization, metrology, quality control, design and implementation of
specific projects.
The scientific - technical policy of the state can be realized in two main directions. Firstly, all areas
of science and technology are provided with the state support and the second direction is the selective
support. In our opinion, taking into account the situation, the government should support the science technology field increasing the labor productivity in the processing industry included in the second sector
of the economy in Azerbaijan so that labor productivity could increase here. In other words, it is
necessary to establish technologies that increase the labor productivity in the processing industry as a
priority direction in the selective approach.
The difference between the sectors involved in the manufacturing industry makes impossible to
implement single industry policy. The industry policy should be selective considering this diversity. It is
required to group the areas included in the processing industry upon different factors in order to realize
the selective policy. The main criteria for grouping can be placement of production, competitiveness,
structure of production costs (workforce, capital, natural resources, as well as energy), speed of
innovation and technological changes, their commercialization, access to global markets. The processing
industry can be divided into 4 groups in terms of intensity of technological application 3; p. 56 and it is
advisable to establish favorable conditions for those necessary of the economy of the country of the areas
included in these groups.
The innovation infrastructure plays a major role in establishing a national innovation system. The
innovation - technological centers, industrial parks, the funds of support of scientific – research and
experimental – constructor works, primary and venture funding funds, specialist training centers,
scientific incubators, information support for innovation activities form the infrastructure basis of the
national innovation system. The innovation infrastructure provides for the creation market oriented
industrial parks, technology town, innovation and technology centers, small innovation and venture
businesses. The main purpose of these enterprises is the commercialization of the results of innovation
and R&D.
Two stages can be differentiated in creating an innovation-oriented product: first, getting patents
and licenses from the developed countries, and second producing this product within the country. The
legal infrastructure of the innovation product should be improved in order to implement the second stage
successfully. In this respect, the laws protecting intellectual property should be improved, and must be
stimulated, and the right of small and medium business should be guaranteed. Moreover, it is necessary
to provide the information infrastructure with information required for patenting innovations and carrying
out marketing research. Financial support is required to carry out activities in this area, and they can be
realized through investment funds, individual investors, venture funds and so on. The activities of the
business incubators are multidimensional and include the development of high technologies and
innovations, creating favorable conditions for small enterprises and a link between large and small
enterprises and so on 5, p. 49.
Regardless the development level, stimulating innovation in the processing industry increases the
economic growth in different sectors. Effectively functioning processing industry becomes an
international competitive factor in global markets as an object of active state policy. Increase of the
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industrial parks is considered expedient in the country for the development of the processing industry that
achieved intensive production. The main goals of the industrial parks in Azerbaijan are development of
human resources, development of small and medium-sized enterprises, involving foreign investments and
increasing exportation opportunities of the country. At present, several industrial parks operate in
Azerbaijan. Sumgait industrial park has been operating since 2009 and it produces products upon several
areas: electrical equipment, cable, mechanical engineering and polymer products, steel processing, panels,
payment terminals, air-conditioning systems and so on 9.
Conclusion
As it has been seen from the analysis, it is necessary to increase gradually the labor productivity in
the second and third sectors of the economy to ensure sustainable development in the country. First of all,
the goal of the national innovation system is stimulating the development of the processing industry in the
second sector of the economy and increasing productivity in this area. It should be noted that the
development of this field can have a multiplicative impact on the areas included in the first and the third
sectors and can increase its efficiency.
Perspectives of the processing industry in the national economy depends on the level of economic
development, demand for products in this field, stimulating policy and so on. At present, it is necessary to
establish institutions ensuring the integration of science and industry in Azerbaijan. It can be realized
through industrial parks. Establishment of industrial parks contributes to the development of
entrepreneurship functioning in the scientific - technical field. Availability of some factors is necessary for
the functioning of the industrial parks: staff having high professionalism, availability of consumers and
financial resources. The processes beginning from the search for innovation to the development and
marketing of the commodity in small batches are realized in the industrial parks. They accelerate the
process of delivery of scientific research results to producers and consumers. In order to increase the
competitiveness of the processing industry, the state should take measures to support domestic production,
tax exemptions and product quality improvement for increasing competitiveness of the processing area.
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Summary
Sustainable Development and the role of Innovation in increasing Labor productivity

Gulanbar Azizova
Azerbaijan State University of Economics, Azerbaijan

Increasing productivity and saving resources are the key factors for ensuring sustainable
development being one of the main purposes of the millennium. The rise of productivity and its
approximation to the level of the developed countries in Azerbaijan would contribute to ensuring
sustainable development and increase the competitiveness of local products.
The paper deals with the role of innovations in increasing labor productivity in Azerbaijan. The
labor productivity is comparatively analyzed and assessed upon three sectors of the country’s economy.
Its importance for ensuring sustainable development is examined and it is found necessary to involve
modern technologies providing its increase and to establish them within the country in the future. As well,
proposals of the state on the innovation policy related to increasing the labor productivity in the
development of industry are presented.
Keywords: Sustainable development, labor productivity, three sectors of the economy, innovation
policy of the state, industrial parks, business incubator, national innovation system
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Introduction
Social work is a helping profession it helps people to enable themselves. So, it is necessary to practice
or acquire the knowledge, skills, and experience to field level as well as theoretical knowledge of
professional social work. The main ultimate target of social work is to analysis social problem properly and
solves it permanently. Social work is known as a scientific method of problem solving. It always being
develops by working with human. “The social work profession promotes change, problem solving in human
relationships and the empowerment and liberation of people to enhance well-being. Utilizing theories of
human behavior and social systems, social work intervenes at the points where people interact with their
environments. Principles of human rights and social justice are fundamental to social work” (International
Federation of Social Work, 2001). The purpose of Social Work is problem-solving, empowerment and social
change where people interact with their environments (Payne 2006, IFSW 2001). According to Max Siporin,
DSW (1975: 3).
"Social work is defined as social institutional method of helping people to Prevent and resolve reviews
their social problems, to restore and enhance reviews their social functioning"
Social work as a method that is both socially and institutionally to help people prevent and solve their
problems and to improve and enhance their social functioning. Anne Allen Pincus and Minahan’s (1973: 9)
word on social work is
"Social work is concerned with the interactions between people and their social environment social
roommates affect the ability of people to accomplish reviews their life task, alleviate distress, and realize
reviews their aspirations and values"
Social work concerned with the problems of interaction between people with social environment, so
that they are able to carry out the tasks of life, reduce tension, realize aspirations and their values. (Neni,:
2012). Social work intervenes in disaster management in different ways that affect individuals, families,
organizations and community as well. Hence, Social Work practice could take the form of casework, group
and community work, or social policy and planning (Tan, 2009). Areas of concern of Social Work in disaster
situation include coping with traumatic stress, resource mobilization for disadvantaged and vulnerable groups
and coordination of various intervention systems (Zaour, 1996 cited in Pyles 2007, p. 321). Although Social
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Work is involved in psychosocial interventions in disasters, the profession could play more attention to
social development (Pyles 2007:321) employing participatory approach. (Hossain. 2013).
Problems and Objective of the Study
The research problem for the study is; what is the role of social worker for during flood disaster
management. And the purposes of the study is to discover the role of social worker of during flood disaster
management.
Study related definitions and concepts
Definition of Flood
Flooding is a seasonal threat that occurs when overflow of water from channels or rivers that inundate
the surrounding area. Flooding is a natural threat that often occurs and harmful for, humanity as well as
economy (IDEP, 2007). Flood is defined as the flooding of a place due to overflow of water that exceeds the
capacity of water disposal in a region and causes physical, social and economic losses (Rahayu et al, 2009).
According to BNPB, (2007) Flood is an event or a condition in which an area or land is submerged due to
increased water volume.
More comprehensive definition of Flood is a general and temporary condition of partial or complete
inundation of normally dry land areas from overflow of inland or tidal waters from the unusual and rapid
accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source. (Geoscience Australia, 2011)
Flood is where an area is inundated by water in such large quantities. And the flash flood is a sudden
flood caused by the blockage of rivers or deforestation, damaging the houses and causes of soul victims.
Flood can be defining as more water than its normal capacity and impacted on respective area and floods can
be categories of different types as follows.
Types of flood
According to hydrology expert’s floods in Indonesia is divided into three types as follows;
1. Flooding as a result of river overflows
This type of flooding usually occurs because the river is no longer able to accommodate the flow of
water in the river; the water discharge has exceeded capacity. The river flow is usually located on each edge
of the flood plain area. This water flow can also occur due to water transfer from others places, if the high
upstream rainfall and the river basin system is damaged then the overflow of water will occur downstream of
the river.
2. Local flood
This flood is a flood that occurs due to excessive water in that place and overflowed in the same place.
At high rainfall in local location where the condition of the soil is difficult to absorb water; can be because of
solid, it could also because the condition is moist, and also because the water absorption area is low, then the
possibility of local flood can be high.
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3. Tidal flooding
At the sea tide, when the sea level increases, the flow of water at the mouth of the river will be slower
than when the sea receded. In addition to slowing down, when the river water flow has exceeded its capacity
(in a flat or basin) then the water will spread all directions and floods occur. (Suparta, 2004)
Based on the location of its surface stream sources and based on the mechanism of the occurrence of
floods:
1. Based on the location of its surface stream sources, it consists of:
A. Flash flood is the flood caused by high rainfall in the upper river area.
B. Local floods are floods that occur due to local rainfall that exceeds the disposal capacity in a region.
2. Based on the mechanism of the occurrence of floods A.Regular flood is a flood caused by rain.
B. Irregular floods are floods caused by other than rain, such as tsunamis, tidal waves, and destruction
of dams. (P. Rahayu, 2009)
Impacts of Flood Disaster
Basically, every disaster has its own impact. In general, the impact of a disaster can be viewed in terms
of health, economy, and environment. According to Petersen (2001) economic, social, and environmental
impacts of flood are as follows
Table 1 : Economic, Social, and Environmental impacts of Flood
Economic Impacts
Social Impacts
Environmental
Infrastructure losses such as transportation, Human endangerment., loss Destruction of flora
communication network, water supply and of life
sewer system
Government facility losses (including
military)

Human injury (physical,
emotional, psychological)

Destruction of
fauna

Residential losses such as property,
furniture

Displacement of people

Damage to habitats,
food chains, species

Public facility losses such as schools,
hospitals

Health hazards: polluted
Damage to rare to
water, communicable
endangered species
diseases, shortage of food
supply, exposure to cold, rain

Employing business losses, Sales losses

Emotional and psychological Damage to natural
trauma associated with loss recreational
of relatives and loved ones, resources
loss of personal property and

Displacement of business and farm

Loss of social (community)
cohesion
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Job losses, Income losses

Disruption of educational
programs

Damage to
archaeological and
historical resources.

Agricultural losses: Damage of agricultural Loss of security related to job
land and facilities, loss of crops, animal loss and income interruptions
Loss of recreational facilities and resources Loss of recreation
opportunity
Increase in operational costs such as fuel Disruption of cultural
and lost time due to traffic delays and use of programs (sports events,
alternative routes and resources
church programs etc)
Cost of emergency measures

Disruption of law
enforcement program

Increased taxes due to cover costs of
replacement, repair and rehabilitation of
infrastructure and public facilities

(Gautam, , 2003)

Without having these there are others like health, psychological impact of flood as follows:
The Health Impact
After the flood, it is likely that the plague threatened the flood-affected areas. This is because the flood
stream brings waste and dirt in affected area. When floods receded, garbage can be scattered in flood affected
areas. This situation can reduce the health condition of the victim area. If the area cannot be managed
properly, diseases are usually spread through garbage and dirt like diarrhea and diseases carried by
mosquitoes (malaria, dengue fever, etc.).
On the other hand, flooding can contaminate water sources from surrounding areas. When floods pass
through an area, the soil chemical may be carried by water and mixed in the flood stream. Then flood stream
flow up to the water source and become the polluted at the affected area. This is the cause of water poisoning
in the surrounded area of disaster. (Jakubicka, 2010)
The Psychological impact
One of the effects of a disaster is that tens of thousands lose their lives, and those that survive suffer
pain and disability. The obvious short-term effect is emotional, and grief may also be long term. There can be
longer-term responses that are interpersonal, societal and economic in nature. The psychological effects of a
disaster are created by direct social and economic effects. In the wake of a disaster, people grieve for their
loved ones, treasured personal memorabilia, lost documents and lost familiar neighborhoods. Following a
disaster, a wide variety of emotional disturbances occur with chronic grief, depression, anxiety or guilt. After
it has happened, some people have difficulty in controlling anger, suspiciousness, irritability and hostility and
others get withdrawn or avoid people. Disturbed sleeps by nightmares and flashbacks of disasters may occur
in other people. Some of these feelings lead people to drug abuse or alcohol.
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There is what is called secondary traumatization. This is when “secondary victims”, who are families
of those affected, onlookers and observers, relief workers, medical and mental workers, all experience
serious emotional effects. Other people that can be traumatized are journalists, human rights workers and
relief workers that do need assessment. For people to have emotional trauma after a disaster has struck, might
be called a “second disaster” which is the effect of the response to a disaster.
Flood disaster is not only material but also immaterial loses that directly or indirectly impact on the
psychology of the victim area. A sense of trauma arises and can trigger from psychological impact, which is
affected adults, children of disaster prone area.
When the flood for a long time and long stability in particular place has vast negative experiences of
during flood, the wheel of life can also be changed dramatically, loss of jobs, lost livelihoods, increasing
debt, disturbed health, or even loss of life. All of these change future life of Individual, family or even a
community, either directly or indirectly. As a result, psychologically, human life is totally disorder. (Rabalao,
2010).
Natural Disaster Management
Disaster management is an ongoing process whereby governments, private sectors, and civil societies
for planning and mitigating the impact of disasters, take immediate action after disaster for recovery (Susanto
2006: 10). This is an important process to dealing with pre, during and post disaster action and resolution of
problem. Therefore, it is integrated and sustainable cross-sectoral developmental processes in order to
prevent and mitigate the effects of disasters, including mitigation, awareness, response to disasters and
recovery efforts (Warto 2002: 23).
According to Wartono, (2003) Disaster management is” An applied science which seeks, by the
systematic observation and analysis of disaster, to improve measures relating to prevention, nitigation,
preparedness, emergency response and recovery.
But William Nick Carter (1991) explains more broadly that disaster management needs to be organized
through different stages: preparation, facing disaster, reconstruction, re-functioning of infrastructure and
facilities Social rehabilitation, and cultivating of the natural motion that caused of disaster (mitigation).
In this study, we will use the theory of disaster management compiled by BNPB (2007), Disaster
management means a series of efforts encompassing policies on development with pre, during and post
disaster management. In a nutshell in this study, there are three disaster management stages are pre- disaster
management stage includes situation without disaster and situation with Potential Disaster, during disaster is
emergency management and post disaster is recovery management.

Fig. 2.1: Disaster Management Cycle
Source: Act (UU) 24 Year 2007
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Method of the study
This research is applied literature based study. Data derived from study of the documentation in related
to flood affected people in the development of social welfare, such as: reports by local agencies,
documentaries, photographs, video, and live audio of flood affected people. The collection of data obtained
from various sources that already exist, such as data obtained from documents, publications such as books,
reports, and journals etc.
Results & Discussion
Social work is a multi-dimensional profession that promotes social change, problem solving in human
relationships, and the improvement and liberation of people to enhance well-being. Besides the barriers,
inequities, and injustices that it addresses, it responds to crises and emergencies including disasters
(International Federation of Social Work, 2000). Disasters are known for disrupting social functioning of
individuals, families, and communities and to cause serious recovery challenges. Social work aims at
enhancing or restoring capacity for social functioning, and as such, knowledge of disasters and risk reduction
is fundamental.
According to Iravani (2014) described the role of social worker in during-disaster stage are social
action for the rapid establishment of the headquarters for emergency and temporary accommodation services
to children, women, the elderly and the disabled in the locality, studies in the field of resource quality,
location and how the relief forces in the city, according to studies by the dangerous and records of previous
incidents of social work like quick study, the basic requirements, a detailed survey of survivors, identify
family members and relatives surviving children, the children of the area and avoid the accelerated shift;
building bridges between the survivors and wounded residents in treatment centers. evaluation of temporary
emergency housing to more suitable accommodation, careful planning and holistic social work team leader,
to use manpower to attend and disaster after disaster in the locality.
The example of the exact distribution of doctors in different areas, placing a set of equipment and relief
bags with basic supplies, rescue accelerated, emphasis on temporary accommodation for families with parent
and child, And after one week of the disaster social worker should reload existing programs and reform them,
presenting findings and how to work with local authorities, establishment of relatively common and more
affordable housing, work area to prevent re-attachment of the people, more accurately identify those in need
and orphans and formed the core of kinship, the development of local and regional regeneration areas in
partnership with local organizations.
There are six social work roles as having been positive during emergencies. They include providing
information and advice, practical support (e.g. housing, income) and other therapeutic types of intervention,
such as validation, reconstruction, facilitation and mitigation with other agencies. In terms of personal social
services, users particularly valued: the provision of advice and support at all times; helping with validating
their feelings or in helping make sense of feelings and emotions; helping in piecing together the experience
of the disaster; the facilitation and encouragement of self-help; helping in mitigating serious consequences
(Yanay, 2005).
Emergency management in social work disaster research is defined as management of the disaster
social service system, which includes disaster organizations as well as the mass assault after a disaster.
Emergency management focuses on preparedness for disasters, and planning for coordination of community
resources during disasters (Gillespie, 1991). In the social work perspective, an important goal for emergency
managers is inclusion of diverse organizational representatives and community leaders in overall disaster
planning. Participants in the planning process should include representatives of informal community
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organizations serving vulnerable populations such as children, single-parent families, low-income
individuals, and members of ethnic minorities (Zakour, 2000).
Approaches of social worker for Indian flood disaster managment
For managing Indian |flood; the department of flood management, student’s volunteers along with
social worker used three significant approaches, namely-instrumental, collaborative and supportive to the
participation in the different phases of the disaster. In the beginning phase, the focus was largely on
immediate relief and the engagement with the people was based on the instrumental approach as participation
during this phase became the means for distribution of relief to the targeted marginalized communities.
The second phase was based on the collaborative approach to the participation where the affected
community pooled up resources in terms of men and material and facilitated the establishment of hospital.
This contributed towards providing long-term post rescue relief. In the third phase, the effort was largely
based on the supportive approach, where the Department was supporting the initiatives of the affected
population, by providing financial and technical support for the existing initiatives and was also
strengthening the population's capacity to initiate new projects (Singh, 2013).
Major Interventions
The following interventions have been done by the onsite disaster management teams in collaboration
with local volunteers:
A. Relief Distribution: The relief distribution began as soon as the people started to be rescued from
the affected areas and started settling down in relief camps or at any safe place. With the help of extensive
field visits by the first two disaster management teams, the rescue points have been identified where they
started distribution of essential items like- torches, biscuits, slippers, clothes, plastic sheets etc. The team
members mobilized and engaged local volunteers and work collaboratively with them.
B. Health Care: The Department had committed and enthusiastic doctors from different hospital in
this regard. The doctors along with health volunteers were catering to the needs of displaced persons through
‘Hamara Aspataal’ (our hospital). In addition, a mobile medical team was also responding on the need based
calls made from other distant areas.
C. Education & Awareness: In this intervention, ‘Hamari Pathshala’ (Our School) was established to
attract around 200 children per day. Using innovative techniques, the volunteers were providing critical
health related messages like- ‘Don’t use canal water for bathing or drinking purposes’. The main purpose to
start this Pathshala/ School was to engage the children so that they could come out of the trauma caused by
the disaster.
D. Reproductive and Child Health (RCH) Care: The onsite disaster management teams started its
operations with an extensive training on reproductive and child health care focusing on the victims of flood
affected identified area. The team members went to the interiors of the community and identified pregnant
women for RCH intervention. A group of pregnant women was formed and awareness program was started.
It was an intensive intervention on maternal health issues identifying the fact that the pregnant women and
lactating mothers were the most vulnerable among the flood affected people.
E. Mobilization of Adolescent Girls and Boys: Adolescent girls and boys were also mobilized and
involved in various activities of the project and this experiment worked significantly. These volunteers
chosen to continue to work that evolved out of relief engagement of UDAI-II (Local Project) project. This
effort of local volunteers has taken shape of CBO (Community Based Organization).
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Eight disaster management teams went to identified locations of Indian flood affected with medical and
relief materials. Each subsequent team went to the destination and worked with previous onsite team for at
least two days before taking over the charge from them in order to ensure smooth functioning of the project.
Further, each team was divided into sub-groups to perform above mentioned interventions, such as- relief
distribution team, hospital management team, school management team, mobile medical van team and
community mobilization and awareness team. (Singh, 2013).
During Flood Disaster Role of Social Worker
Disaster emergency response means a series of prompt actions during the disaster to deal with negative
impacts, such as rescuing and evacuating victims and material possessions, providing basic necessities and
protection, taking care of refugees, salvaging and recovering infrastructure and facilities. In a nutshell the
role of social worker for flood disaster management are as follows: volunteers, educator, social service,
advocate, organizer, trainer. (UNISDR. 2014)
Consideration for further research
There is clearly a need for more research into the role of social worker for pre- and post-flood disaster
management, particularly in terms of the perception and behavioral responses of social worker to disaster
floods. There is need for further investigation on the social work profession and intervention method in
relation to flood disaster management.
Conclusion
The many recommendations on disaster social work can help provide an overview of social work tasks
in the context of crisis and disasters. Multi-sectoral work, for example, has been recommended. This means
that social workers should widen their networks to traditional disaster management actors, like the police and
rescue service. Cooperation with other disaster management actors is vital in many ways: gaining a
situational picture of the disaster, ensuring the safety of those affected, providing advocacy and so on. During
Australia’s offshore response to an Asian tsunami, for example, it was found that clarity of communication
channels and reporting arrangements between organizations was essential Social work should also develop its
community-based and structural social work interventions in the context of disasters, and disaster social work
should be included in the training programs.
Even though the literature agrees on the important role of social work in times of disasters, tension
between the importance of working on the individual level with psychosocial support and counselling and
emphasizing community work can be observed. Such tension is a recurring theme in the history and
traditions of social work.
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Summary
The Role of Social worker for during Flood Disaster Management
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Disaster Management is helping people and communities to prevent negative things that can be
happened, helping to prepare them from danger, helping to minimize the impact of vulnerability, helping
them to recover quickly from it and go forward, helping them to adapt. Like other profession, social work
profession has long been involved with disaster management (relief and recovery) both through the
profession’s roots in the provision of providing relief, and its concern with the physical environment of
people.
This research applied literature based study. Data derived from study of the documentation in related to
flood affected people in the development of social welfare, such as: reports by local agencies, documentaries,
photographs, video, and live audio of flood affected people. The collection of data obtained from various
sources that already exist, such as data obtained from documents, publications such as books, reports, and
journals etc.
The study found that the Social workers have played a tremendous role for during flood disaster
management as trainer, organizer, social service provider, educator and volunteer which is focus in this
study.
In developing countries like Indonesia in reality has no but little application of social work knowledge
in disaster management while their government policy recognizes wellbeing of every citizen of country. So,
government should apply social work knowledge in every setting of flood disaster management for welfare
of the nation.
Key words: Flood, Disaster, Management, Social Worker, management, Indonesia
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Introduction
The Philippines is considered as a natural hazard prone country, experiencing several types of natural
disasters due to its geographical location and topographical landscape. Of these natural disasters, typhoons
and floods are the most dominant with at least 20 typhoons that occur in the country every year (Gaillard,
Liamzon, & Villanueva, 2007; Alcantara-Ayala, 2002) that causing immense damage to life and to property.
In fact, the Philippines is fourth in the world among countries hit by the highest number of disasters such as
strong typhoons over the past 20 years (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2015). Further, a
substantial number of literature and studies revealed that the Philippines has a high level of vulnerability to
natural disasters (Allen, 2003; Holden & Jacobson, 2012; Guha-Sapir, Vos, Below, & Ponserre, 2012)
despite the different initiatives and policies of the government being implemented especially in terms of the
country’s ability to manage and to mitigate the effects of natural disasters (Pelling, Ozerdem, & Barakat,
2002; Birkmann & Von Teichman, 2010; Victoria, 2003; Gero, Meheux, & Dominey-Howes, 2011). And
one of the major factor that makes the Philippines vulnerable to natural disasters especially in mitigation and
recovery is the high incidence of poverty (Tanner, 2010; Barrientos, 2013; Barameda & Barameda, 2011).
And as a result, poor families especially those located in flood-prone communities are the ones greatly
affected with the effects of typhoons and floods (Blaikie, Cannon, Davis, & Wisner, 2014; Flanagan,
Gregory, Hallisey, Heitgerd, & Lewis, 2011; Burton, 2010; Mustafa, Ahmed, Saroch, & Bell, 2011).
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People in poorer communities are disproportionately affected with the effects of typhoons and floods
since they have limited resources and outside support (Maraseni, 2011; Gaillard, 2010). In addition, there is
also a difficulty in coping up with the negative impacts of natural disasters due to their socioeconomic
conditions. Further, other factors that make poor individuals and families vulnerable to natural disasters are
their housing locations, types of housing, access to social services, employment, and access to assets and
resources (Armah, Yawson, Yengoh, Odoi, & Afrifa, 2010; Du, , Fitzgerald, Clark, & Hou, 2010)). With
these factors, poor communities rely on the indigenous mechanisms (Tindowen, 2016; Pareek, & Trivedi,
2011; Mavhura, Manyena, Collins, & Manatsa, 2013), government and Non-government support
mechanisms (Benson, Twigg, & Myers, 2001; Porio, 2011), and communal pro-social behaviors (Bartolucci
& Magni, 2017) as their coping mechanisms with the effects of typhoons and floods. And as an effect, these
individuals still have the capacity to survive and to rebuild their lives and their community. And this capacity
resulted to resiliency (Paton & Johnston, 2001).
A substantial number of literature revealed that Filipinos are one of the most resilient individuals in the
world (Bankoff, 2015; Warren, 2016; Uy, Takeuchi, & Shaw, 2011) especially in terms of resiliency towards
natural disasters such as typhoons and floods. Disaster resiliency is defined as the capacity and the ability of
individuals and communities to continue functioning in the face of a natural disaster and to anticipate and to
adapt to the risks and to absorb, respond, and recover from shocks and stresses in a timely and effective
manner without compromising their long term prospects (Mayunga, 2009; Manyena, 2006; Tiermey &
Bruneau, 2007). Hence, disaster resiliency would mean remaining firm and continuing living individual’s
lives no matter what natural disasters bring to them.
It is important to note that many studies had been conducted in promoting disaster-resiliency among
poor and flood-prone communities. However, most of the studies and literature focused on indigenous
mechanisms (Allen, 2006; Rojas Blanco, 2006; Gaillard, 2007) and government and non-government support
system (Mathbor, 2007; Luna, 2001; Alcayna, Bollettino, Dy, & Vinck, 2016) as a bases of formulating and
coming up with societal and communal frameworks and initiatives on disaster resiliency. Further, most of the
studies that had been conducted on disaster resiliency emphasized on the roles and functions of laws and
policies along disaster risk reduction and management (Bankoff & Hillhorst, 2009). Limited studies had been
conducted focusing on the role of pro-social behaviors as an important indicator of disaster-resiliency among
communities (Barameda & Barameda, 2011; Jalandoni-Nalupta, 2016; Bankoff, 2007). Pro-social behaviors
are psychological attributes and characteristics that are being used as protective factor and as a means of
social support among individuals (Padilla-Walker & Christensen, 2011; Einolf, 2013). In the Philippines,
two of the popular pro-social behaviors that Filipinos possess are damayan (solidarity) (Hosoda, 2013; King,
Ganotice, & Watkins, 2014) and bayanihan (communal effort) (Guerrero, 2010; Marshall, 2014; Salvador,
Omizo, & Kim, 1997). The concept of damayan (solidarity) refers to the community’s solidarity through
compassion. This is a behavior that lessens another person’s grief through being there for them (Barameda &
Barameda, 2011; Krishnamurthy, 2013; Casajus, & Huettner, 2014; Daly, 2011). Meanwhile, bayanihan
(communal effort) is a Filipino experience of collective help to any member of the community in need. This
is a communal unity and effort to one another voluntarily even at the extreme sacrifice and without expecting
any in return (Barameda & Barameda, 2011; Powers, 2006)
This study is conducted to explore the roles of damayan (solidarity) and bayanihan (communal effort)
in the lives of individuals during typhoons and floods as it specifically tries to look on how the people of
flood prone and poor communities perceived the terms solidarity and communal effort and how these prosocial behaviors are manifested in the community during natural disasters. And finally, the study also aims to
formulate and to establish a disaster-resiliency framework that promotes these two major Filipino pro-social
behaviors in building disaster-resilient communities specifically in Northern Philippines, since most of the
strongest typhoons recorded hit the said locale.
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Methods
This interpretive research study utilized a descriptive-qualitative method of research in order to explore
the roles of damayan (solidarity) and bayanihan (communal effort) in building a disaster resilient
community.
The informants of the study were purposively selected from the five flood-prone poor and urban
communities in Northern Philippines as listed by the Department of Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD) – Cagayan Valley Region. Fifty (50) informants participated in the conduct of the study. Their ages
range from 30 to 90 years old with five years as the shortest stay in the locality and ninety years as the
longest. In-depth interview, participant observation, community immersion, and community field walk were
utilized as the main research instruments study in order to gather the needed data of the study.
Furthermore, descriptive analysis was used to analyze the data that were gathered to the informants.
The narratives and experiences of the informants were coded and analyzed to identify the themes that
gradually emerged. After the organization and analysis of the results, the researchers went back to the
informants for the validation of the results and its descriptions. This ensures that the analyses are the same
with what the informants conveyed during the interview sessions. Moreover, framework analysis was also
utilized in coming up with a framework of a disaster resilient community. Finally, ethical considerations
were strictly observed in the study which include: (1) letters and communications were properly addressed
and communicated to proper authorities, (2) the confidentiality and anonymity of the informants were
ensured, (3) full consent was obtained from the informants prior to the conduct of the study, (4) deception
and exaggeration on the objectives of the study were avoided, and (5) misleading information, as well as
representation of primary data findings in a biased and unethical manner was avoided.
Results and discussion
This study is conducted to explore how pro-social behaviors such as damayan (solidarity) and
bayanihan (communal effort) are being manifested in times of disasters such as typhoons and floods among
flood-prone and poor communities in Northern Philippines. It can be revealed in the results that these two
pro-social behaviors play an important role in the coping and mitigating activities of these poor communities
since they do not have enough economic means to cope with the effects of typhoons and floods. Previous
studies conducted confirmed the results of the study that indeed, pro-social behaviors are important on the
part of the people’s social capital that they can utilize both in their daily activities and during extreme events
such as disasters (Barrameda & Barrameda, 2011; Bankoff, 2007). After a careful review of informant’s
responses and careful analysis of the interview transcripts, commonalities were clustered together into the
following themes. These were (1) Understanding on the concept of Damayan (Solidarity), (2) Understanding
on the concept of Bayanihan (communal effort), (3) Manifestations of Damayan in the community during
typhoons and floods, (4) Manifestations of Bayanihan in the community during typhoons and floods, and (5)
Characteristics of a disaster-resilient community.
A. Understanding on the Concept of Damayan (Solidarity)
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Table 1. Understanding of the Concept of Damayan (Solidarity)
among Poor and Flood-Prone Communitiesm
Concepts of Damayan (Solidarity)
1. A practice of providing emotional support and encouragement to people who
are in need.
2. It is an innate characteristic of Filipinos which provides basic needs such as
food, water, and temporary shelter to their fellows.
3. A way of treating one another as families amidst of difficulties and
challenges in life.
4. Praying to God that those who are in need will be protected and be saved.

Frequency*

Percentage

19

38.00

29

58.00

12

6.00

12

6.00

*multiple responses
Table 1 presents the different understandings of the informants in the different poor and flood- prone
communities in Northern Philippines with regard to the concept of Damayan (Solidarity). It can be revealed
in the results that three major themes were deduced from the interview. The most common concept on
Damayan that was transcribed in the study is it is an act of providing basic needs such as food, water, and
temporary shelter to their fellows.
Some of the verbalization informants are as follows:
I3: Damayan (Solidarity) is already part of the lives of Filipinos which promotes the value of helping
especially those who are in need. Basically, we usually give what we have such as food and water to those
who are in need since these are the immediate needs of the people.
I15: What I understand with the concept of Damayan is generally helping and giving basic needs to
those who are in needs.
I17: This behavior is already part of the lives of every Filipino because we are known for our
generosity. We give immediate things to those who are in needs such as food.
I25: One way to describe the concept of damayan is opening our house to those who are in need
especially to those hit by typhoons.
Another theme that was deduced from the concepts of damayan (solidarity) is that, it is a practice of
providing emotional support and encouragement to the people who are in need.
Some of the verbalization of the informants are as follows:
I16: Damayan (Solidarity) is a Filipino values and act that promotes emotional stability to those who
are in need. We, Filipinos have this emphatic capacity of helping others through words.
I25: Since, we are poor and do not have any means to give, Damayan for us is more on utilizing our
emotional capacity to help those who are in need.
And finally, the third and the last concept that was revealed in the study with regard to the
understanding of the informants on the concept of damayan is it is a way of treating one another as families
amidst of difficulties and challenges in life.
Some of their verbalization are as follows:
I42: Damayan is like an attitude that is present in every Filipinos which stresses the value of
togetherness and family in times of danger and disasters.
I36: The concept of family is like also Damayan. We become families when disaster occurs. We treat
each other as brothers and sisters despite our differences and diversity.
Based on the different themes that were transcribed in the study, it can be revealed that damayan is
already part of the lives of the people in the poor and flood-prone communities since they already stressed
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that typhoons and floods are also part of their lives. In terms of the understanding of the people on the
concept of damayan (solidarity), it was stressed that this pro-social behavior already comes out naturally
among them especially in terms of extreme activities. Studies on solidarity emphasized that Filipinos are
individuals who have a strong attachment to their emotions, and such helping is already a voluntary activity
to them (Hosoda, 2013; Luna, 2001). Moreover, it can also be gleaned in the results that despite that these
individuals are already experiencing poverty, still, for as long as they have the means to give, they will still
give and donate especially basic needs in times of disasters. Also, it is worth to mention that since these
individuals lack financial resources to help, they are utilizing other strategies that may also have a positive
effects to their fellows such as praying and giving emotional support and encouragement.
B. Understanding on the Concept of Bayanihan (Communal Effort)
Table 2. Understanding of the Concept of Bayanihan (Communal Effort)
among Poor and Flood-Prone Communities
Concepts of Bayanihan (Communal Effort)
1. Helping one another willingly without expecting any in return.
2. Helping one another voluntarily especially in times of disaster
3. It comes out naturally as a response to fellow Filipinos who are in need.

Frequency*

Percentage

32
12
16

64.00
24.00
32.00

*multiple response
Table 1 presents the different understandings of the informants in the different poor and flood- prone
communities in Northern Philippines with regard to the concept of Damayan (Solidarity). It can be revealed
in the results that three major themes were deduced from the interview. The most common theme that was
revealed in the interview is that bayanihan (communal effort) is a way of helping one another willingly
without expecting in return.
Some of their verbalization are as follows:
I42: Bayanihan is an act of selflessness. You give yourself to other who are in need without expecting
any in return. I believe, Filipinos are good at this kind of behavior,especially in times of disasters.
I16: Bayanihan for me is helping others who are in need. It is like a concept of willingness in which
you selflessly help others without expecting something in return or in your favor.
Another concept that was transcribed from the informants on their understanding of bayanihan
(communal effort) is it comes naturally as a response to fellow Filipinos who are in need.
Some of their verbalization are as follows:
I20: Actually, when we talk about bayanihan, we talk about Filipinos because besides being
hospitality, Filipinos also are known for our bayanihan.
I46: Bayanihan is innate to us Filipinos. This is because we are sympathetic and emphatic that is why
togetherness and being one with the community are our unique identities.
And finally, the last theme that was transcribed from the result of the interview among the informants
on their perception on bayanihan (communal effort) is helping one another voluntarily especially in times of
disaster.
Some of their verbalization are as follows:
I18: Bayanihan can be likened to volunteerism. We help other not because it is our obligation and not
because it is what the society tells us to do, but because we want it voluntarily.
I02: Bayanihan is doing a communal work voluntarily.
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In terms of the understandings of the people on the concept of bayanihan (communal effort) , most of
the informants viewed this pro-social behavior as a voluntarily giving help to their fellows. They always do
this kind of pro-social behaviors in different ways possible since they already consider it as part of their lives.
The three major themes that were transcribed can be delved into one major concept is that bayanihan is a
pro-social behavior that is innate to Filipinos which is helping voluntarily in times of needs and disaster. It is
also important to note that how the informants perceived the concept of bayanihan is based on their
individual’s perception since most of the definitions on bayanihan focused on the communal aspects. The
concepts of bayanihan when summed up can mean unifying for the good outcome of their works and
endeavors. In general, this pro-social behavior when taken collectively would mean communal unity and
effort in helping one another even at the extreme sacrifice and without expecting something in return
(Barrameda & Barrameda, 2011; Tanner, 2010). Furthermore, this trait is naturally woven in the rubric of the
Filipino daily lives and culture especially in far-flung and rural areas.
C. Manifestations of Damayan (Solidarity) in Flood-Prone and Poor Communities during Typhoons
and Floods
Table 3. Manifestations of Damayan (Solidarity) in Flood-Prone and
Poor Communities during Typhoons and Floods
Specific Damayan (Solidarity) Activities
Relaying the news about upcoming typhoon or floods and giving
warning to others.
Offering their homes as shelter for things and those who have no other
places to go.
Sharing food, water, medicines, and other basic needs.
Uttering comfort words to others.

Frequency*

Percentage

24

48.00

17

34.00

20

40.00

21

Gathering together and sharing experiences or what they call
kamustahan

20

42.00
40.00

*multiple responses
Table 3 presents the different activities and initiatives on Damayan (solidarity) of individuals among
flood-prone and poor communities during typhoons and floods. It can be gleaned on the results that most of
the activities of the individuals geared towards emotional and social support and encouragement such as
uttering comfort words to others, gathering together and sharing experiences on disasters, and more
importantly relaying the news and giving warning on upcoming typhoons. Meanwhile, it is also important to
note that despite these individuals are living in the midst of poverty, still they practice solidarity through
giving and sharing basic needs to others such as food, water, medicines, and even offering their shelters.
D. Manifestations of Bayanihan (Communal Effort) in the Flood-Prone and Poor Communities during
Typhoons and Floods
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Table 4. Manifestations of Bayanihan (Communal Effort) in Flood-Prone and
Poor Communities during Typhoons and Floods
Specific Bayanihan (Communal Effort) Activities
Help in carrying things and even animals needed to put in safer grounds.
Help in rescuing those who are stranded and in need of evacuation
Help in sweeping and cleaning surroundings together
Help in repairing damaged houses.

Frequency*

Percentage

17
17
35
20

34.00
34.00
70.00
40.00

*multiple responses
The table presents the different manifestations of bayanihan (communal effort) of individuals in the
different flood-prone and poor communities during typhoons and floods. It can be gleaned in the results that
bayanihan is indeed being practiced in the community. It can be gleaned in the table that most of the
bayanihan activities are geared towards helping other people in the midst of disasters such as typhoons and
disasters which include economical and simple activities such as helping in repairing damaged houses and
sweeping and cleaning surroundings. Furthermore, it also revealed in the table that bayanihan is also done in
the event of typhoons and floods such as helping in carrying things and animals in safer grounds and rescuing
those who are in need of evacuation.
E. Characteristics of a Disaster-Resilient Community
Based from the different responses of the informants of flood-prone and poor communities in Nortern
Philippines on the role of pro-social behaviors such as damayan and bayanihan as their coping strategies
during typhoons, six major themes and characteristics were transpired in order to come up with a framework
in building a disaster resilient community. These characteristics include the following: (1) unity amidts
adversity, (2) naturally resourceful, (3) well-informed, (4) speedily recovery, (5) unwavering hope, and (6)
positivity over negativity.
A. Unity amidst Adversity
Through the two pro-social behaviors of solidarity and communal effort, individuals despite differences
in blood and race, are coming together as one family in order to cope and survive with the challenges brought
by natural disasters. These can be manifested through their communal activities in terms of mitigation,
response, and recovery on natural disasters such as helping one another in the midst of typhoons, sharing and
giving basic needs to their fellows and to their neighbors, cleaning and sweeping the surroundings, and
helping rebuilding destroyed houses and properties.
B. Naturally Resourceful
This is one of a salient characteristic of a disaster-resilient community that was revealed in the study.
Since all of the informants came from poor communities, they do not have the financial means to cope up
with the effects of the typhoons. And as a result, they utilize alternative mechanisms such employing prosocial behaviors for survival. One of the major result that was revealed in the study is that through employing
solidarity and communal effort in coping with the effects of typhoons and floods, they actually innovate and
improvise things and materials that can be used for their survival which will they share to their fellows and to
their neighbors. These individuals are using materials that are readily available in their community in
response to disasters.
C. Well-Informed
It is through damayan (solidarity) and bayanihan (communal effort) that individuals from poor and
flood-prone communities are being informed with what is happening in their community such as whether
there will be a typhoon that will hit their community. Since they treat each other as part of their family, they
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have this philosophy of no one is left behind. They always make sure that if there is a news regarding natural
disasters that could possibly hit their place, they always ensure that everyone in their community are
informed. Furthermore, natural disasters such as typhoons and floods are already part of the lives of the
individuals, hence, they are already knowledgeable with things to do for survival.
D. Speedy Recovery
Despite being poor and having no financial capability in coping with the effects of typhoons and
floods, the informants from the different flood-prone communities in Northern Philippines still recovers due
to the different pro-social behaviors that they possessed. With communal effort, they gather as one and help
each other rebuilding damaged houses and properties. And as an effect, they can still recover despite how
difficult their situation is.
E. Unwavering Hope
Filipinos are known to be religious and God-fearing individuals. In fact, the Philippines is considered
as the largest Christian nation in Asia (Tindowen, 2015). And as an effect, their religiosity can also be
manifested in the midst of disasters. The results of the study revealed that one of their mechanism for
survival is the value of hope that are present to the people of flood-prone communities. These individuals do
no easily give-up and that they have this steadfast hope that they can survive. Furthermore, when they are
gathered in a certain place and talk about their experiences on the effects of typhoons in their lives, they
always utter statements such as, “We can do this, there is always hope in us,” “God is with us, He will not let
us to suffer. We just pray to Him,” “I always hope for the best in us.” These statements imply that these
individuals have a unwavering hope as their coping mechanism as a result of their utilization of pro-social
behaviors.
F. Positivity over Negativity
Filipinos are known to be one of the happiest people of the world. And in terms of resiliency, they
always used this kind of behavior as their coping mechanism during natural disasters. The result of the study
also revealed this kind of situation. Individuals from flood-prone communities are very optimistic despite the
adverse effects of typhoons in their lives which can be seen through the words they utter and even their
actions that they showed after disasters. Many of the informants are having conversation with each other and
even told funny stories that happened to them when typhoon was hitting their community. Some of them
even uploaded their photos in social medias the funny things and pictures that happened. Even during the
recovery, many children are playing in floods.
As a result of the study, a framework of a disaster-resilient community was developed as a basis for
policy development and intervention of the different Local Government Units.
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Fig. 1. Framework of a Disaster Resilient Community

Conclusion
Damayan (solidarity) and bayanihan (communal support) play a vital role in the poor and flood-prone
communities in Northern Luzon in times of disaster for their survival and recovery. These two pro-social
behaviors show volunteerism of people in helping and also a way of providing emotional support and basic
needs to others in times of strong typhoons and floods. Since these two pro-social behaviors are used as a
mechanisms especially when external supports are unavailable, it develops into internal resiliency to the them
and to the community as a whole. These two pro-social behaviors are sources of strength of the people which
gives them hope when typhoons and floods hit them.
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Natural disasters such as typhoons and floods are predominant in Northern Philippines in which poor
individuals and families are affected adversely especially that they lack financial capabilities for survival and
recovery. With this, people from poor and flood-prone communities relies on alternative coping strategies to
natural disasters such as utilization of indigenous mechanisms, reliance to government and non-government
support, and promotion of pro-social behaviors. Among these alternative mechanisms, the role of socialbehaviors in building disaster-resilient community is not much explored in research literature and not given
attention to scientific inquiries. This study is conducted to explore the roles of Filipino pro-social behaviors
specifically damayan (solidarity) and bayanihan (communal effort) in promoting community disaster
resiliency among poor and flood-prone areas in Northern Philippines. An interpretive approach in research
was utilized in the study. Fifty informants were purposively selected from the top five flood-prone
communities in Northern Philippines. The results revealed that pro-social behaviors play an important role in
the promotion of disaster-resiliency among the flood-prone communities since these two pro-social behaviors
are used as a mechanisms especially when external supports are unavailable. These two pro-social behaviors
are sources of strength of the people which gives them hope for recovery when typhoons and floods hit them.
As an offshoot of the study, a framework of disaster-resilient community was developed as a basis of
building more disaster-resilient communities in the Philippines.
Keywords: Natural Disasters, Pro-Social Behaviors, Damayan (solidarity), Bayanihan (communal
effort), Flood-Prone Communities, Poor Communities, Disaster-Resilient Community
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Introduction
Compared to the past, today the world is experiencing both relaxing and difficult times. On the one
hand, humanity has made considerable progress and the level of economy, culture and science has
significantly risen. Nowday the level of education has risen very high in the world. The number of scholars
exceeds the number of scholars who have so far lived. At the same time, there are a lot of negative events and
trends.
On the other hand, negative manifestations have increased as well. It is enough to note that according
to Yuri Fedotov, the UN Deputy Secretary-General, the annual income of criminal business amounted to 2,1
billion US dollars in 2009. It makes it one of the 20 greatest economies throughout the world. According to
Y. Fedotov developing countries lose 40 billion US dollars per year. Hot spots burst into flame in another
point while it is not gone out in one. There is prosperity at one point and hunger in another one. People freeze
from cold at one point, elsewhere, energy is used more than is needed. Damages caused by trafficking,
criminal business and plundering of natural resources are exceedingly more. All these factors hinder human
development.
There are many questions about the future destiny of the planet. To what extent will the planet we live
today bring to the future generations?
There is a great need for a new outlook to control the planet and correctly appreciate motives which
develop or delay the mankind. A systematic scientific review is inevitable to control these processes.
Therefore, there is a need for a new criterion to control the positive and negative global trends in our modern
planet.
In the last two decades, human potentials and human factor concepts have been widely used. So
that, since 1990, development of the human potential has been in the focus of attention in the reports,
prepared by the UN Development Program (UNDP). Annual ratings of the world countries are specified
pursuant to Human Development Index (HDI). Being a global indication, this index allows comparing
progress of states.
Mahbub ul Haq was the first to propose this index as an alternative to the assessment of
macroeconomic indicators of national development. This index is a set of indexes that are sensitive to
development and are based on the main indicators of human development (education, longevity and decent
living standards), which determine the average development level.
The price of the index varies between zero and unit. For countries with high living standards, this
index is close to 1, for poorly developed countries. For the countries which provided premium life level, the
index approximates to 1, and for low-income countries, this index is close to zero. Norway stands in the first
place and Zimbabwe stands in the last place in the presentation of 2010.
For simplicity, if we point out that UNDP's rating is "a", we can see that there is no country on the
planet a = 1 and it will probably not. (According to the heavenly books, a = 1 for paradise, a = 0 for hell).
The first three places in the UNDP table are Norway, Austria and New Zealand. The value for them is about
a= 0.9. So, Norway, Australia and New Zealand can be considered quasi-paradise countries. Examples of
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developing countries are the countries that share the 65-67th places in the table (Russian Federation,
Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan). For this countries value of a varies between 0, 71 and 0, 72 and approximates
to the rows of the developed countries. For countries that share 167-169 points in the table (Nigeria, Congo,
Zimbabwe), the value of the coefficient ranges from 0.261 to 0.140. Living conditions in these countries are
very low. For instance, Zimbabwe managed to provide 14% out of the condition which was provided by
Norway for its population.
New criterion: K factor
The ratio of part of the work (activities) done (a) to part of the work that has not been done (1-a) is
taken as a new criterion. This criterion is called quality factor (K) [2]. According to the definition “K” factor
is determined by the following formula:
K= a/ (1-a)
Here, “a” is a relative success indicator. HDI is also a relative success appointed by the UN. Then it is
possible to conclude that a = HDI.
The formula (1) allows you to create a new rating scale. To do this, it is enough to set the dependence
of “a” upon “K”. This dependency is shown in figure 1. K is a quality factor shown by an abyss arrow and a
is an adopting shown by an ordinate arrow. As you can see from the picture, as the K factor increases, so
does the non-linear relative embodiment a.

a

K
Fig. 1. Dependence of ratings of some countries on quality factor K. The Figure shows ratings UN (2010) of countries:
Norway(1), Australia(2), New Zealand (3), USA(4), Netherland(7), Sweden(9), Japan (11), Israel(15), Island(17), Italy (23), Great
Britain (26), Czech (28), UAE(32), Montenegro(49), RF(65), Kazakhstan(66), Azerbaijan(67), Georgia(74), Turkey(83),
Equatorial Guinea (117), Bangladesh (129), Liberia (162).
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While specifying ratings of states, all aspects of life conditions of population are practically taken into
account: educational level, circumstance in the level, state of health care, longevity, birth and death levels,
GDP per capita, index of consumption price, mobile phone and internet connection, quality of potable water,
energy supply, forest lands, environmental condition, status of human rights, gender equality, level of
criminality, level of unemployment and etc. These indications are strictly taken into account by the
developed countries, but some don’t.
Fig.1 clearly shows that the world countries are divided into three groups according to their
development level. The dependence a (K) is weak for developed countries (first group). These countries are
of very advanced ones, and K > 5 for such countries. 30 countries are included in this group.
For developing countries the value of K varies between 2 and 5. A group (second) of such countries
consists of more than 65 countries.
For the countries of the third group, the value of K dependence between 0, 2 and 2, and a(K)
dependence is stronger. These countries are poorly developing ones. Niger and Congo can be given as a
sample for such countries. A group of such countries consists of more than 80 countries. K= 0, 16 for
Zimbabwe.
As seen from Figure 1, the a parameter non-linear increases as the K factor increases. As the value of
K increases, the ratio of public interest to personal interests also increases. It shows the society's well-being.
According to Fig.1 the development of world states can be divided into three groups according to
factor K:
1. Developed countries. For countries of this group « K » 5 and Ipb / Ipr»1. Here, Ipb , Ipr are indicated
public and personal interest.
2. Developing countries. For countries of this group 2 « K « 5. Social and personal interests are
protected. Less in one and more in one. The DxTy formula can be used to characterize the development of
these countries. For example, we can write for RF (according to the 2016 UNDP statistic) D0, 80 T0, 20. This
means that 80% of the government utilizes democratic, 20% administrative methods. This econophysical
formula for Azerbaijan is: D0, 75 T0, 25. So, Azerbaijan as a developing country, goes through democracy and
75% of this road is over.
Table 1. UNDP (2016)
Countries
1
USA
Belarus
Turkey
Azerbaijan
Chine

Rating
2
8
50
72
78
90

a = HDI
3
0.92
0.80
0.76
0.75
0.73

K-factor
4
10,76
3,95
3,18
3,02
2,66

Dx Ty
5
D0,92 T0,08
D0,80 T0,20
D0,76 T0,24
D0,75 T0,25
D0,73 T0,27

3. Underdeveloped countries. Ipb/ Ipr ≤ 1. In other words, public interest is too smaller than personal
one. For countries of this group 0,1 « K « 2.
Governance is a key issue in increasing the power of states. The management creates great miracles.
Gary Hamel- the USA sociologist believes that the list of several revolutionary inventions and discoveries,
that have changed our lives over the last 200 years (internal combustion engine, radio, TV, personal
computers and internet) should also include the management. He sees the management as one of the
mankind's greatest inventions and instrument or method that combines people, mobilizes their resources and
constitutes the product of their production. The key issue in management is to make right decisions.
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Decisions can be made both by administrative and democratic ways. It is clear from the figure that for
developed countries, the value of the HDİ(a) is greater than 0.8. In these countries, decisions (i.e.
governance) are adopted in a democratic way. It should be noted that it is impossible to establish a full
democratic society. In any decision-making process, administrative and democratic methods are used. For
example, according to the UNDP, for the US for 2016 HDI was 0.915. This means that in the United States,
92% of decisions are adopted by democratic means, and 8% by the administrative way.
The human development is in the focus of enhancement of modern countries. Today this thesis is a
truth perceived by everyone in the Western world. And in the East, a human being was highly appreciated
and considered noble of creature by thinkers at times. As far back as 700 years, the great Sheikh Edebali, by
addressing Ottoman Emperor Osman Gazi, said: “Let people live well, so that the state can be strong”.
Mahbub ul Hag- the genius of our times and scientist from Pakistan said:“People are the real wealth of a
nation. That simple truth is sometimes forgotten”.
Up to 1990 the GDP per capita had been used as a criterion for estimating development and prosperity.
As there are many countries where GDP is high per capita, but educational level, as well as way of living is
low, and longevity extent is short, this factor clearly doesn’t seem to be universal and exhaustive.
GDP

Fig.2. Pictorial of the mankind development or “power- wisdom” diagram. Ratings of some countries
were provided by the Figure: Norway (1), Australia(2), New Zealand(3), USA(4), Ireland (5),Lichtenstein (6),
Luxemburg (24), Singapore(27), Brunei(37), Qatar (38), Kuwaiti (47), Montenegro(49),
Georgia(74), Equatorial Guinea (117), Angola(146).
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Table 2.
Rating

Country

GDP, USD

HDI

К

1

2

3

4

5

47

Kuwait

51700

0,771

3,37

49

Montenegro

9900

0,769

3,33

50

Romania

11500

0,767

3,30

51

Croatia

17500

0,767

3,30

With the aim of understanding dynamics of social prosperity in different countries, the Fig.2 indicates
a simple scale for dependence of GDP per capita on quality factor K. The X-axis provides the K factor (this
factor can also be called “factor of wisdom” ), but the Y-axis shows GDP per capita. This axis may be called
the “power” axes.
The culture-economic view of the human development for 2010 was set forth by the Fig.2 [4].
Dependence of GDP on K factor creates a disorderly appearance. But inside this disorder, secret logic is
noticed. So, this appearance, first of all, manifests colority of socioeconomic formations (feudalism,
capitalism, socialism, open society) passed by the mankind. Development of countries and nations
performing in different territories are very colorful and different from each other for the given time (2010).
One of the principal motives of this colority is a factor of time and place.
Interstate policy, ideology, culture, tradition, and such other factors are those exerting influence on this
colority. This unequal growth manifests diversity of historical way passed by countries.
There is a cultural level in harmony with the GDP level of a number of countries. For example,
according to the Table 2, cultural levels of Montenegro and Kuwait are approximately the same: K=3,33.
The value of GDP per capita is quite different for these countries USD 9900 (Montenegro) and 51700
(Kuwait) correspondingly. That is to say, if we suppose that development of Montenegro is a harmony
between material and cultural levels, we can surely say that a development of Kuwait has not such harmony.
The second point of the Fig.2 is the development of countries in different ways: a) standard, b) nonstandard.
Historical development of countries are included in the first group: Norway (1), Australia (2), New
Zealand (3), USA (4), Ireland (5) and others. Both GDP and K value are great for these countries. The
second group involves the countries which passed non-standard development way. These countries are those
which are rich in oil. Examples of such countries are UAE (32), Brunei (37), Qatar (38), Bahrain (39),
Kuwait (47) and others. Though GDP enjoys high level in these countries, a value of K is unfortunately low.
This shows that there is a lack of wisdom in these countries.
Some of the countries of the first group (Fig. 2): Australia (2), New Zealand (3), Montenegro (49) and
others draw special attention. Harmonic growth is noticed in the life of these countries. Therefore, they
managed relative luxury via low economic potential (GDP).
Global socioeconomic parameters of a great number of countries were shown in K factor’s fixed
price (3, 20 ±0, 17) in the Table 2. As it is seen by the Table II, to reach fixed value of K factor, a GDP’s
price per capita varies between the intervals USD 9900 and USD 51 700 in various countries. While
comparing these countries, Montenegro’s management system seems to be perfect. So this country, to reach
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K =3,3 expended the least GDP and reserved share for the future generation. If efficiency of this country’s
management machine is accepted as 100 %, a state machine’s efficiency of Kuwait will be equal to 19 %.
That is to say, for getting similar social result, Kuwait expends five times more GDP than Montenegro. And
it fully contradicts with firm human development conception.
One of the basic indexes of mechanical motor cars is a quantity of petrol used for 100 km distance.
And herein, we can show how much GDP is analogically spent for HDI fixed value (or K factor).
According to the Table II, Montenegro and Kuwait approximately share the same HDI - 0,769 and 0,771
accordingly. For acquiring this level, Montenegro spends USD 9900 per capita while Kuwait USD 51700.
That is to say, management system of Montenegro is fivefold perfect than that of Kuwait [5].
Some of the global indicators of different countries, which have the same GDP per capita (USD 40 000
± 2000), are listed in Table 3. As can be seen in columns 4 and 5, although the GDP of these countries is the
same, living conditions and decent living conditions are very different. Australia takes the second and
Equatorial Guinea the 117- th places as per HDI throughout the world. If efficiency of the state machine is
accepted 100% for Australia, values of this index for the rest countries shall be fitted to those shown by the
column 6 of the Table 3. Netherland is one of the highly developed countries in Europe. Compared to
Australia, efficiency of a state machine is 55% for this country. That is to say, 55% of the country’s GDP is
spent for development of human potentials and the other 45% for other purposes non-transparently. If the
remainder of the 45 %- had also been used for human development, its HDI and K would have been equal to
Australian indexes.
Table 3.
Rating
1

Country
2

GDP,
USD
3

HDI
4

K
5

efficiency,%
6

2

Australia

41800

0,937

15

100

7

Netherland

40500

0,890

8,1

55

25

Austria

40300

0,851

5,7

38

32

UAE

40200

0,815

4,4

30

117

Eq. Guinea

37900

0,538

1,16

8

Total quantity of Netherland’s GDP per year approximates to USD 640.10 9. USD 288.109 of these
resources non-transparently spent for other goals, but not for human development. In Equatorial Guinea,
non-transparently spent part of GDP amounts to 92 %. So, the management system of this country fails to
meet a day’s demand. Just 8% of GDP is spent for human
development, its education and healthcare. For other countries provided by the Table 3,
this report can be carried out. If these figures are computed for the whole world countries, and spent
for development and progress, then firm progress can be probably provided not only in separate countries
but also throughout the planet.
Many countries in our native planet have created an example of prosperity. These countries have
achieved remarkable results, so that everyone is able to contribute to happy future.
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God presented mind for the human beings to think and eyes to see the samples like this. Everyone
should consider why they came to this world. He has a heavenly mission - to take the mankind to happy
future. The holy “Koran” declares it so: "Try to do good to each other". (5-48-49).
The future of our planet looks optimistic in this concept.
Conclusion
The following results were obtained from this research:
 UNDP computed ranking of countries have drawn from dependency of a new criterion. It is shown
that humanity is developing in the direction of growing public interest.
 GDP per capita for the welfare of the country is essential, but not enough. The sufficiency
condition depends on the value of the K factor.
 The country's higher K value is a more manageable system of governance in countries with the
same GDP per capita.
 Among countries with the same K, the country with less GDP spent for development, has a perfect
management system.
 As the value of K increases, the thinking style becomes more mature and the ratio of personal to
public interest is increasing.
 In order to ensure the accuracy of the decisions made at different levels, countries should always
carry out reform or modernization in governance and legislation. In this case, many economic
potential at the local and global levels can be maintained and the economic foundation of
sustainable human development can easily be developed.
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Summary
The Impact of Public and Personal interests on Sustainable Human Development

Shahlar Askerov
Baku State University, Azerbaijan
A new criterion (K factor) was proposed to effectively utilize the potential of the planet in accordance
with the concept of sustainable human development. Using this criterion, the dynamics of a number of socioeconomic events were investigated and the results were presented in the graphic form. UNDP computed
ranking of countries have drawn to a new criterion. Both totalitarian and democratic methods of management
have been studied with the intention to use the planet's natural resources and increase human development.
The impact of social and personal interests on the development of humanity has also been studied. It has been
shown that mankind is developing in the direction of increasing public interest.
Key words: Gross domestic product (GDP), Human development index (HDI), quality factor K,
public and personal interest
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